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-,AIAA General Sessions

Industrial Arts: A Focus on Society's Need
Robert S. Swanson

We are just at the beginning of our nation's bicentennial celebration. The theme of
this convention is a bicentennial theme, exhorting us to look at where we have been and
where we might go. Besides providing an opportunity to review 200 years of progress in
this country and 100 years of progress in industrial arts, this anniversary year of our
country provides an opportunity to reflect on the individuals who contributed to that
progress. One of those individuals was Benjamin Franklin. To industrial arts educators
he should be a hero. At times it seems we have neglected the importance of inventions
and inventors on the development of American culture. The plow, the reaper, the cotton
gin, the steamboat, die telegraph and later the combustion engine, the airplane, computers,
'and rocketry were inventions that merit our attention. Some people cite the mass produc-
tion of automobiles in 19'14 by i-lenry Ford as the real American Revolution.

&tie of the first American geniuses devoted to mechanical pursuits was Benjamin
anklin. He was an inventor, craftsman and scientist. His printing business provided

with the financial opportunity to sharpen his skills as a writer, diplomat and philoso-
pher, From his humble beginnings as a printer's apprentice, he went on to make world
famous discoveries in electricity; he invented the lightning rod, developed his own print-
ing press, made significant contributions relating to heat that led to the development of
the Franklin stove (which is reappearing today), invented an electrostatic generator and
laid out practical plans for paving andlighting streets. He found time to organize the first
fire stations and libraries as well as starting a hospital, an insurance company and a
college now the University of Pennsylvania.

Ben Franklin was a man interested in technical as well as social progress, and he
was one of our most prolific givers of good advice. Franklin suggested that if we do not
know something, we should admit it. He usually learned something, he said, after he
acknowledged his own iporance. To paraphrase Franklin: Those who think they know
everything and undertake to explain everything, often remain ignorant of the many things
others could teach them.

This has come to be a prestigious convention, a high point in our annual professional
-activities. It is not a place where anyone will attempt to explain everything, but it is a
place where many will reach something. Ler me hope to be among them the teachers
of something.

Industrial arts must consider its place in an environment which has changed in the
past decade. Undoubtedly, there are teachers, courses, and whole curricula which operate
as though no change had taken place, and there are those who think the changes are only
temporary and that we are in the process of returning to the good uld days. Some yearn
far a "return to basics,'" but there is no agreement on what the basics are.

What factors in this environment are of concern to us in industrial arts? Certainly
there are many, but let me comment on three: Accelerating technological advance, in-
creasing social problems, and reappraising many personal values.

Accelerating technological advances are all around us. There are mechanical spare
parts for the human body, homes using solar energy, biomedical monitoring systems,
instant arid frozen foods, synthetic fabrics and teaching machines.

Technologically we are looking ahead to developments that include ocean farming,
_personal portable telephones, three-dimensional television in our livingrooms, a perma-

neat base on-the moon and robots that perform household chores.
In the printing industry, type is now set through optical scanners; pages are edited

; at video display terminals: and laser beams are used to separate colored photographs.
The industry is printing on new papers made from synthetic fibers. In a sense, printing



has moved from a primary emphasis On the mechanical to an emphasis on chemistry,
electronics and physics.

Microminiaturization has revolutionized the field of electronics. With the help of
integrated circuits, we now uae hand-held calculators and miniature cameras. We have
created smaller and more reliable radio anal television sets. Microelectronics have found
their way into today's automobile and will be used to monitor fuel and emissions.

Miniaturized electronic circuirr ,. will help eliminate5 m hes& wiring in automobiles.
Less costly doodads diet include window wipers that react to the moisture in the air,
automatic light dimmers, and seat and window controls will be affordable.

New materials are being discovered, and we are learning to work with them. We
find that they have greater chemical stability, have better moldability and are high in
temperature resistance.

hi line with developing materials, our university has introduced courses in industrial
ceramics. It certainly is not a new material, but it is becoming more important all the
time. For example, parts made from ceramics, are used in gas turbines. Ceramic parts
substituted for metal parts operate at higher temperatures, thus enabling us to gain
greater efficiency in fuel combustion.

Wood preservatives have opened up new developments in the home building industry.
Homes can now be constructed with wood foundations. They are cheaper, take one-sixth
the time ro construct, and can be erected in any weather.
. Numerically controlled machines are moving parts down assembly lines, picking
them up, placing them on circuit boards and soldering terminals. General Motors is
using numerically controlled machines to assemble automobile engines.

Biological and medical breakthroughs that have been forecast will test our religious
and moral values severely. We are told there will be laboratory creation of new types
of life forms, hibernation of people, chemical control of the aging process and new be-
havior manipulation techniquas.

These are just a few of the projected developments, a mere sprinkling of the fore-
casts. In light of them, widely accepted values must be weighed and reexamined daily.

We are now in a period of transition. We are puzzled by the meaning of or disagree
on the value of such aoneepts as privacy, freedom, patriotism, hard work, loyalty and
family.

For months our societ tirnesed a national drama, a national moral struggle, if
you whl, revolving around a court cat-_, in Morristown, N.J. Medical technological prog-
ress of recent years was questioned thereheld up before the nation for examination.
The court had been asked to decide whether a 2l-year-old woman should be permitted to
live or die whether she could be removed from the life support systems that maintain
her. IS it morally right to maintain life indefinitely through artificial means? The inci-
dent is a sign of the times, just one more piece in our changing mosaic.

The events of our time have forced us to search out the answers through a somewhat
painful self-examination process. Vietnam, for instance, forced us to ask ourselves
whedier we are infallible as a nation, even more painful, whether we are a violent nation.
Are we rich industrially, but impoverished when it comes to important social concerns?
Are we ready to agree that progress, for its own sake or for economic gain, may no
longer be totally acceptable'? There are many who are questioning the profit motive. Can
business actions which impinge on the public interest be justified?

Recently one of the world's great historians, Arnold Toynbee, died. He gained his
erniment reputation by describing the rise and fall, of civilizations. Ills idea was that
civilizations rise, develop and decay, usually because they make wrong responses to
challenges facing them. Upheaval follows and then the patterns begin again. Rome rose,
then fell. NOE too long agoSpain was the richest and most powerful nation on earth. After
that, France and England were richest and most powerful. [historically we know that
Syria, Egypt and Greece were once the brightest stars in the world's lineup of countries.

A British writer and prominent social thinker has helped put the events of our rime
in perspective. ( P Snow said: "During all human history until this century, the rate
of social change has been very slow. So slow, that it could pass unnoticed in one per-
son's lifetime. That is no longer 13(.4 The rate of change has increaaed so much that our
imagination can't keep up."

In the book, ljedasioirga_l the Future, we are warned that because of an increased
rare of technological change, social environmental crises are generated and come to a
head more rapidly today than in any previous rime, so quicker responses are required.
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The busing crisis in Boston reminds us that this country has been arguing school
intepation, busing and related questions for more than 20 years. The d cision goes all

:itse way back to 1954 In Brown vs. the Board of Education. Certainly the Supreme Court
at ,that time expected that this country would begin solving the quest on of integrated
Ovals immediately following the decision. Failure to respond quick y to such social
sues, or the lack of any kind of response at all, causes disruptive protests, discontenc,

Alienation or c vil disobedience. Repressive measures are often society's response to
civil disruption.s. Repression stimulates additional protests and disruptions. We have
created a cycle: Protest, repression, protest. The cycle either intensifies or leads to
inditieTenee. Both outcomes are damaging.

AB educators, we must make certain that our traditional programs, attitudes and
approaches come to grips with the chWienges a technological age produces. Our subject

%matter is closely tied to industry. We are all aware of the elements of direct cost re-
-lated to technological change. Desip, engineering, labor, raw materials, plant, equipment,
:packaging, marketing and distribution are the direct costs. One of our challenges is to
-make certain our students are equally aware of the indirect costs waste dumped into
-'rivers, smoke pollution, dislocation of workers, radioactivity in other words, the nega-

tive effectc of technology.
We must know and understand the total cost of progress. We are learning. In 1971

Congress decided it did not want to finance the development of a supersonic transport.
That decision, some maintain, cost this national financially and caused it to lose air

..:leadership. Some congressmen decided, however, intercontinental transportation at
speeds of 1,800 miles per hour was not worth the serious risk of noise pollution caused

:kr sonic booms. Others were deeply concerned that emissions from the aircraft weakened
: the earth's ozone shield. It seemed possible that high speeds at out-of-sight altitudes
could drastically upset the whole planet's ecological balance and force each of us to pay
the cost of a fast trip from New York to London whether we were aboard the SST or not .

torn the news reports of recent weeks, we still may.
There is another environment in which we find ourselves the educational environ-

ment There have always been changes in the total educational scene, but the 1960's was
;. the decade of curriculum reform. It startedofficially in physics, precipitated by Sputnik.

A group of physicists at MIT, led by Zacharias, developed a curriculum based on under-
standing concepts of physics through appropriate experiments. It came to be called PSSC
PhYsics (Physical Science Study Committee). Practically all other fields followed suit
during the next 10 years.

- Industrial arts, too, was active. Over 20 curriculum projects, large and small, came
forth. Major funded projects were Stout's American Industry and Ohio State's Inciestrial
Arts Curriculum Project. Others were the Alberta Plan, the Maryland Plan, the Maine
State Plan, the Georgia Plan and the Richmond Plan. There were Me Cluster Concept,
the Correlated Curriculum Project, the Functions of Industry, Industriology, and the
Orchestrated Systems.

A gTeat deal of thinking, debating and coursework were done. The profession searched
for new ideas and many came forth.

While we don't hear as much about such projects today, each has contributed to new
directions. Several influences came from this work to affect today's industrial arts
ellIricUla.

1. Most of the projects presented a need and basis for a brooder, integrated view of things,
rather than a series of unrelated pieces. For some the broad subject is industry. Far others, it
it technology. FIN a few it is the world of work. But all proposed a broad view.

2. In keeping with this idea, most dealt with concepts and their understanding. There was
a desire to develop structures to organize and give meaning to facts.

3. Most tried to cone up with some new and exciting activities, often involving groups of
students, rather than individuals.

4-. Most proposed a problemsolving approach.

p-- The national movement most recently on the scene is career education. This became
`!--4prom1nent in the 1970's when Sidney Marland became commissioner of education. Eco-
-- nomic factors, such as a slowdown in the job market, and social factors, such as a desire

see more responsible citizens who knew how to work and wanted to, made this a popu-
thrust.



Career education has the possibiiity of making a great impact on all of education but
especially on industrial arts. To many in our field, this is our kind of education. Regard-
less of philosophy, the possibility of in . s2ased support for our work has made this an
attractive approach. Several results can be observed already:

1. Some have made a major shift to rather direct vocational preparation in industrial arts.
2. Scme have conceived career education very broadly and viewed industrial OM 05 CI place

to develop broad career competencies.
3. The dichotomy between general education and occupational duation has largely dis-

appeared.

The environment in which we find ourselves tdav i dynamic and compelling. We
cannot ignore it.

All conditions and developments have made the message very clear to us industrial
arts can and must focus on society's needs and problems. This is both a responsibility
and an opportunity. It can open doors to the significance of our field. If we don't accept
this challenge, we will become very unimportant on the scene if we do accept it, we will
make a major contribution. Industrial arts teachers can influence: individual students and
through them, society. Industrial arts as a field can make an impact on society in general.

As a profession we have sought tO provide meaning and direction to our work by stat-
ing objectives and goals. We are all familiar with the several national publications that
provided objectives for our profession. Many state and local curriculum guides have ex-
tended the national statements by listing more specific goals and individual ceurses of
study have detailed expected.outcomes with varying degrees of specificity.

A study of the goals and objectives proposed over the years illustrates what we have
considered important and what we feel will give our field status and support. Many of the
goal statements have retained their basic essence over the years, but have been modified
to fit changing needs and conditions.

Today I would like to use the concept of thrust, rather than goals or objectives. With
the theme I have chosen, "industrial arts must focus on societal probleins, it is more
productive to think in terms of thrusts rather than objectives or goals. Thrusts imply
focused action. They are directional rather than specific and detailed.

Let me proposie following thrusts for industrial arts. Two of them have long been
incorporated in our field though they have been reinterpreted and modified with changing
conditions. The third has not received much emphasis, hut is extremely important and
timely, and I believe it will add significance to our work.

THRUST I: THE STUDY OF INDUSTRY. INDUSTRIAL ARTS CAN
PROVIDE A CONTEXT IN WHICH TO UNDERSTAND MODERN SOCIETY

Most of our professional publications for the past 30 years have placed emphasis on
teaching students about industry. Three objectives, drawn from one state and two national
bulletins, sound very similar:

1. To work with the elements of industry to gain understanding of how they functi,, in pro-
ducing goods and services. (5, p.3)

2. To develop an insight and understanding of industry and its place in our culture. (4, p.9)
3. To develop in each student an insight and understanding of industry and its place in our

society. (2, p.st)

So much of our life is influenced by the fact that our goods and services are provided
through the institution of industry. Industry is the vehicle through which our technology
is made available to all and is a dominant contributor to a high material standard of living.
We have come to accept this. We accept, even anticipate, that new car models will come
forth annually, that new clothing styles will be created periodically that new foods will
be available, that new television series will start each fall. We need to understand how
all this comes to be.

A word here on methodology may be appropriate. There is often a tendency to feel
that if we deal with certain kinds of content, our teaching will end up as lectures on the
subject with students just writing papers and reciting as they often do in many academic
classes.
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We often find resistance to moving to certain kinds of content because it is felt to be
ial science. The method of industrial arts to involve students actively in projects
ch develop understanding by illustrating principles and concepts with real life activi-

tgee is still a sound and exciting approach and should not be abandoned. The choice is
Wit either to convert to social science or to remain with the traditional content of indus-
trial Rather, it is a challenge to develop real, life-like and interesting student
*ItiVitieS which develop understanding of important concepts.

Work done under a special project, coordinated with The Wisconsin Guide to Local
Curriculum Im_plyrfkis_nt it_____11_nclustrial Education (5), for example, provides outlines and
-,activifies to aid in this kindof teaching. Examples of units prepared include: Introduction
Asi,Production Technology, The Development of Industry, An Overview of Marketing and

-tribudon, Maintenance and Services, What is Communications? How industry Uses
isnagernent, arid Power and Energy.

Early approaches to industrial arts emphasized activity by the student and used
lrade-type activities In wood and metal as a means of interpreting industry. The idea was
to involve students in real industrial activities at a time when industry was skilled trades-

en at work.
The curriculum projects of the 1960's broadened the approach to content for inter-

=preting industry. The mass production approach with each student performing a special-
sized task gave a more realistic view of industrial practice. Other approaches included
;Many more of the activities of the manufacturing industry: Setting up and financing a
Company, doing market surveys, designing products, setting them up for manufacture,
taperating and controlling a production line, performing quality control, selling products

4'-and disteibudng profits Other approaches emphasized research and development, mate-
.ttels tearing, and product design. The service industries have received less consistent
:attention from a broad overview standpoint.

Our field has made considerable strides in giving students a comprehensive view of
dustry as a provider of goods and services in our society.

THRUST 2: CAREER EDUCATION. INDUSTRIAL ARTS CAN
'MAKE A MAJOR CONTRIBUTION TO CAREER EDUCATION

For years we argued the vocational/general education approach in industrial arts.
Many definitions of industrial arts carried the caution that industrial arts is not vocational

ueation.
The career education movement provided a new basis for justifying the exploration

.-and development of various skills and knowledge that are related to uhe world of work.
'Career education gives a broader definition, puts into context some objectives we have
:Claimed for some time.

, Again, quoting from one state and two national bulletins, our curriculum writers have
said that industrial arts exists to enable students:

I. To discover anci develop talents, aptitudes, interests ond potentialities of lndividuals for
the technical pursuits and applied sciences. (4, p.lO)

2. To explore occuporionol areas as a basis far selecting a c reer and understanding the
rsuits of alert. (5, p,3)
3. To discover and develop student talents in industrial-technical fields. (2, p.4)

Industrial arts can deal with many careers rather directly because the source of our
_ cóntenr is the industrial world. But there is another aspect, at least as important: The
Fkeaching methods we can and should use call for the development of many of the habits,
attitudes and work modes that are involved with all occupations, not just industrial put--

-oults. Industrial arts can thus develop career habits regardless of the career a person
.:fchooses. This may be the most valuable career education we can provide for many.

We hear so much that young people are undecided about what they want to do. As a
Jeacher, you can significantly aid students to make some tentative choices. Making a
choice gives direction, even if the choice is later modified. The personal attention you

.;give to an individual can be a significant force in his or her life.
This is an area where the efforts of teachers can have a direct influence on srudents.

Teachers should riot underestimate the impact they can have on individual students. Henry
Adams said, "A teacher affects eternity. He can never tell where his influence stops."
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On the other hand, the best possible curriculum, the best facilities, the latest teaching
techniques or the latest information in the field all suffer in the hands of a dull, disinter-
ested, unimaginative teacher. One becomes aware of the power of the indhAdual teacher
in recalling Anne Mansfield Sullivan and her work with Helen Keller. Helen Keller was
blind, deaf and mute. Anne Sullivan demonstrated the power of teaching by turning dark-
ness into light andsilence into sound. Through her efforts, Helen Keller became a national
figure, recognized by world leaders, universities and governments thousands of miles
away from the small Alabama town where she was born.

-Glenn T. Seaborg, former chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission, showed
absolutely no scientific proficiency or particular interest until he encountered Dwight
Logan Reid, one of his high school teachers. Until meeting Reid, Seaborg was a Typical ,
student, He played football, mowed lawns andhad his own paper route. Reid, an enthusi-
astic science teacher, inspired Seaborg to develop interest in chemistry and physics.
From the small mining town in Michigan where he was born, Seaborg ;vent on to super-
vise the 3 billion dollar organization that admin stered national laboratories, manufac-
tured fissionable materials, developed reactors aid produced atomic power. In addition
he became a chief advisor to President Kennedy on atomic affairs.

It is often said that broad societal changes come as a result of the composite impact
of individual upon individual, teacher upon student. Yours is an immense power.

THRUST 3: TECHNOLOGICAL RESPONSIBILITY. INDUSTRIAL ARTS CAN BE THE
MAJOR EDUCATIONAL ELEMENT TO FOCUS EXTENSIVE AND INTENSIVE
ATTENTION ON TECHNOLOGICAL/SOCIAL PROBLEMS AND THEIR SOLUTIONS

The first two thrusts have a considerable history in industrial arts and have developed
from simple to more complex ideas as our society has become more complex. I believe
that a third thrust for our field is now appropriate, and concern for it constitutes a next
step in the development of industrial arts.

This country prides itself on its progressive development of technology and its ability
_

to put that technology to work in improving our standard of living.
There is, on the other hand, a deepening pessimism concerning the social role of 2;

technology. The number of students seeking engineering degrees declined during the late
1960's. Reform politicians accuse governments of neglect of the poor while spending
heavily on technology. Weapons of war and the defenses against them, always heavily
technological, taint technology itself as murderous.

Transportation, power, extraction and production technologies are viewed by the public
as principal polluters. The great Anie.rican dream of two cars in each garage has become
the great American catastrophe of noxious fumes and landscapes clogged with billboards
along acres of concrete freeways.

Factories and power plants produce clouds of debris which have reduced the oy_e_rall
sunlight by as much as 15 percent and raise the specter of atmospheric inversions-dilich
could suffocate the earth in a poisonous choking blanket. This then produces the "green-
house effect in which the sun's radiation is locked in, the heat cannot return to the atmos-
phere, the earth's temperature rises, and the glaciers melt into torrential floods.

Computers are seen as dehumanizing monsters as they threaten individual privacy
in large data banks and foster large scale unemployment through industrial automation.

However, life as we- know it today would not exist without the many technological
devices and systems we have, It is important that we as a society understand this and
make wise and prudent use of our efforts. Industrial arts is one subject area, perhaps
the only one, where these concepts can be studied in depth and in a practical way. We have
all the resources at our disposal to engage in such a study ft is important that we focus
our efforts to that end.

I am not proposing a new curriculum for industrial arts that would throw out what
is currently being done. Experience with problems created by technology and attacks on
those problems can be incorporated into existing classes.

A problem in the search for alternate forms of power can call for design and con-
struction of devices for converting wind into electricity. The devices can he simple and !
tested by subjecting them to the blast of an electric fan or extremely sophisticated and
tested in natural winds.

Experiments with electric vehicles, either full-sized or scale models, can test
efficiency against pollution. More sophisticated studies must investigate the pollution
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gene doicof 'the electricity for the storage battery. Experiments with
ay provide other solutions. Devices for recycling materials can be built

th experiments in the use of materials recycled. Experiments with solar
rid hea;.purrips call upon the skills and knowledges taught In many of our courses .

phasia :;on efficiency, conservation and new sources of energy are simply ways of
euse of these competencies.

developed an ides in Wisconsin that we hope industrial arts people in our
find exciting and valuable. We call it Technology for Society." It

vAtE4induatrial ax-ts in Wisconsin adopting a "theme of the year" each year and then
Oping junior and senior high school students learning projects and competition
a'fthat theme. The theme chosen will deal with an important current technological
era:Which has considerable societal impact. For 1976-77 we have chosen sources

pnergy,.'1"iin future years we may considc such themes as: Alternate Forms of Trans-
rtation;,, beeign for Adaptability vs. Design for Obsolescence, Improving the Environ-
ITt;-.pr Housing to Improve Living.

:-Certainly it is unlikely that junior or senior high school students will solve problems
'Ve -baffled industry and business, but the attention paid to such problems by thou-
of students and their teachers can encourage, enhance and even force attention by

ers. ,At least a realistic view of the needs can result .
LC activity can be incorporated in existing classes; it could be a club activity; it

.be an individual student's outside extracurricular project; it could be a whole new
The possibilities are endless and can be adapted to individual situations .

e.point is that by participating in this program, Wisconsin's students will not be
on the sidelines while important decisions relating to technology and their future are

ade. We want students to be aware of the impact before decisions are made. Given
nleexperience with this, it can perhaps become a model for a national program. We
'%ave a stake in the solutions of public problems. As major problems rise to the top of

Publie agenda, we need to understand their implications and have a chance to respond .
ur tiroblems are worldwide and interrelated. The solutions touch upon everyone of us.

Further, I believe the efforts of thousands of students and their teachers studying
ificant problems and putting their ideas on display will place the value of our field
e:th public.

CONCLUSION

Ours is a changing society. Many problems face us today in number and intensity
rriA:Vieusly unmatched. We have claimed that education is a major answer of our country
ht:making democracy work. Industrial arts is a relatively recent addition to the curricu-

but we have moved through a maturing process to a point where I believe we can
make the significant contributions essential to survival. It is up to you. Let's get at it.
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The Last Three Decades with the. Browns
George H. Ditlow

There are times when one is called upon for such an occasion as this to provide
greetings, say a few words on behalf of a person, or give some type of special speech.
When Rick Boller heard some of us were coming from Millersville to participate in this
occasion, he indicated that it would be most appropriate if one of us would comment about
Dr. and Mrs. Brown, with emphasis upon their involvement in and upon the industrial
arts profession at the national level.

Ken, before I start I am reminded of a story at this point for which I would like to
have you pay particular heed. It seems there were MO old-timers having a rather heated
discussion in an old folks home. One, however, seemed to be doing most of the talking.
This went on for several minutes while the second man waited patiently for an opening
to present his side of the argument. Just when it appeared the first man was about to
run down and the second could get in a few words, the one who was talking summed up
his argument vehemently, then promptly turned off his hearing aid. Perhaps 1 should do
this?

Upon accepting this task, I sensed a dichotomy immediately. How could anyone who
knows anything about what these two people have done throughout the years ever present
even a resume of these activities in a brief time interval?

How could one possibly relate the problems inherent in the transfer of responsibilities
of the position as Executive Secretary of the American Industrial Arts Association into
the- hands of Dr. Brown? This all happened before I ever met him. I am sure of one
thing; whoever made the decision to have Ken take on these duties must have known him
very well. What talents had they in mind for such a person? Kindness and a keen sense
of humor, biowledge about the profession and ability to keep things on an even keel.
Willing to work with others without wages and carry through the wishes of the executive
board. Backbone strong enough to carry a back-breaking job, backstopped by a capable
bride who could provide enough .back-talk and who could badger him and keep him from --
becoming too backward, bail him out of trouble without too much ballyhoo.

You see, 1 could go on and on, but this should be sufficient to portray the thoughts
of those illustrious leaders who 25 or more years ago were looking for someone with the
K. W. Brown background and selected K. W. Brown for the job. He was a natural. Some-
one once said, "The physical stature of a roan is not as important as what he is made of
inside." The executive board at that time chose a man who had his feet on the ground and
knew where the industrial arts profession should he headed. Therefore, upon completion
of the selection process, Ken was provided with a shoe box which contained the entire
records of the American Industrial Arts Association. I am sure both Ken and Margaret
can relate many more details about these firstdays and their apprehension about pursuing
the tasks ahead.

How can I begin to tell you about the growth of the industrial arts profession through
the efforts of such men as Ken Brown and those whom he worked with during the past
25 years? My first personal acquaintance with Ken and Margaret was in 1955 in Atlantic
City. At once, the image presented at the registration desk by this couple as they greeted
members and guests was inspiring, both-personally and professionally.

By 1958 I had attended three national conferences of the American Industrial Arts
Association and learned upon returning from Boston that Ely Van Hart was planning to
retire from the position as Conference Director for American Industrial Arts Association.
At this point 1- had my first and only reservations as to the mental stability and profes-
sional judgment of Ken Brown, since it was at this point in our lives that he was instru-
mental in nominating me to replace Mr. Van Hart. As I recall, at this point Ken and.
Margaret conveniently planned a weekend visit with their good friend, and then my boss,
Dr. Burl Osburn. 1 did not sense any diabolic plot even when they invited me out for
dinner (at the local college dining hall). But somehow, by the time we had completed

1-had become convinced for some unknown reason that 1 was the "natural for the
job." 1 mention this to illustrate the type of man we honor here this evening. He knew
what had to be done, he planned well as to how it could be accomplished then he convinced
those of us who worked with him that there was just no one else around who was capable
of performing the tasks he asked us to assume. One of his expressions I can remember
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"There is nothing so easy but that it becomes difficult when you do it with re-
Also. "Experiente is what you get when you are expecting something else."

ii attempting to relate to you the problems which arose during the 60's, I find it
cult because there is so much to be said. Perhaps this can best be illustrated by the
wing poem entitled, The Miracle."

Now, two little frogs in the course of their way,
Fell into a pitcher of cream one day,
And though they both frantically struggled about,
Quite obviously, neither one could gat out.

Whereupon, said the first, "Why struggle at all?
The are= is too deep and the pitcher too tall.
I could have leaped out if I had hod room."
Thus, blaming his fate, he sank down to his dean.

But the second frog said, "Now, I must confess,
I've certainly got myself into a moss.
Things lock mighty bod, but at least, I can fight,"
And he began kicking with all of his might;

And he thrashed and he struggled; he splashed and he tore,
And when he grew weary, he only thrashed more,
Till a miracle happened, as miracles do
For the fellow who just won't admit that he's through

The ore= he was kicking grew thicker and thick
Until there was finally no more need to kick!
And, wondering how such good luck came about,
He crouched on the butter he'd made and leaped out I

Yes, Ken and Margaret faced a tremendous task when they took over, but they did
accomplish a miracle. During the 60's it was time for the American Industrid Arts
Association to assume its rightful role and place within the structure of NEA in Washing-
ton. The shoe box of files had grown to such an extent in Buffalo that the Browns were
forced to enlarge their home to provide space for the function of the office. Ken was
instrumental in convincing the Executive Board that we had now reached a stage of ma-
turity where cream became butter, and we within the profession needed to leap out of his
pitcher of a home. The American Industrial Arts Association could now afford to hire a
full-rime professional with appropriate secretarial staff and space which would reflect
the image of the grovAng, vibrant association of professionals we had become. It was
here that he urged us on as illustrated throuet the words of Calvin Coolidge:

Nothing in the world can take the place of persistence. Talent will not; nothing is more can-
mon than unsuccessful men with talent. Genius will not; unrewarded genius is almost a proverb.
Education will not; the world is kill of educated derelicts. Persistence and determination alone
are annipotent. The slogon "Press On" has solved, and will always solve, the problems of the

human race (profession).

It was during this decadeof the 60's that Ken relinquished the formal functions as a mana-
ger and director. Fortunately, however, this provided more time for him to devote hie
energies to other areas of leadership within the profession .

e industrial arts facilities and staff at Buffalo, the many students and peer asso-
:elates he encouraged, prodded and assisted have now assumed their role and positions
-_'witittin the profession and are carrying on the philosophy, goals and ambidons as prac-
ticed by Ken during the latter part of the 60's and into the 70's.

- A brief check of the history of the profession will reveal the growth in American
Industrial Arts Association membership and attendance at conventions, quality and quan-
tity_of professional publications, and rapport with other professions, industries.and lay
persans. Those who were involved with leadership responsibilities within the profession

4duiing- the 50's and 60's know only too well just how much both Ken and Margaret gave of
:theiriselves-to further the goals and purposes of our profession.

And, one must remember that this was all accomplished while raising a family and
"condnuing a full-time job at Buffalo. After all, he had to have some income; the Execu-.:: .
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rive Secretary position of the American Industrial Arts Association had become the most
demanding, time consuming non-paying Job in the profession. During this period we got
W .know Buffalo as the center of our country, from a professional point of view. I am
sure we will always remember it that way. You must all share our pride in the attain-
ment of such a position of esteem among your peer institutions throughout the country.

And Ken and Margaret I think we will remember you best by two of my favorite
passages. The first is through the words of Stephen Grellet, a French-horn Quaker who
said. "We shall pass through this world but once. Any good we can do, or any kindness
that we can show any human being, let us do it now and not defer it. For we shall not

1. pass this way again."
The other, from an unknown author, is a poem entitled -.1 Piece of Clay":

I took a piece of plestic clay
And idly foshioned it one day,
And, as my fingers pressed it still,
It moved and yielded to my will.

I came again when days were past
The bit of clay was hard at last;
The form I gave it, it still bore,
But I could change that form no mure.

I took a piece of living clay,
And gently formed it day by day;
And molded it with power and art,
A young boy's soft and yielding heart.

I came again when years were gone
It wes a mon I looked upon;
He still the early impress wore,
And I could change him never more.

In conclusion, Ken and Margaret, on behalf of all of us, I feel that we here tonight and
those who could not be with us represent living pieces of clay, and I for one am forever
grateful for sharing a small part in your lives somewhere. May Clod bless you both now
and always.

Dr. Ditlaw is Director, Department of Industrial Arts Education, Millersville State College, Millersville,
Pa.

AIAA General Session #2 Greetings
Gary B. Gunning

On behalf of the American Industrial Arts College Student Association, I would like
to acknowledge, welcome and challenge everycne here at this Crossroads '76 conference.

First, the college student association would like to thank the American Industrial
Arts Association each of you for being that source of personal contact, dedicated
commitment, and continual support for students as an important, preprofessional part
of the American Industrial Arts Association.

Second, I would like to welcome everyone here at this crossroads of the U.S.A.
Yes, we are truly at the crossroadsnot only geographically, but 4lso historically,
philosophically, professionally and educationally.

This year we are celebrating 200 years of American ideals, 200 years of our people
standing at the crossroads of life, trying to learn about the rights of the individual in a
democratic society. We can be thankful that our nation is still continuing to define and
exercise the rights and freedoms of its people in our modern day society.



Additionally, this centennial conference of the American Industrial Arts Association
memorates one centoryof the recognized need for teaching our people how to use and

ye in our technological society,
Oaring the last IMO years of industrial arts educational existence, many noted, en=

p'rylsionary, talented and dedicated professionals have gone out on one of those proverbial
stTaddled an uncomfortable picket fence or walked that narrow line to blaze trails

it"ii'd Mads for the field of induCtrial arts education.
A quick review and survey of our professional publications during the last 10 to 15

r;years will point out several mileposts already identified, labeled, categorized and prob.-
'clem solved. These road markers have been checked off with that embarrassing color of
red k that all good teachers use for marking papers, projects and labeling those long

1:lasting things called the sacred cows of education.
How many of those sacred cows of industrial arts are just barely out of sight and

mind in the back 40 acres where they have gotten quite fat and sassy from years of feeding
w:on inattention, apathy and ignorance?

For those who have helped to Co away with a sacred cow or two, we extend our thanks
for helpbrig to make the roads safer to travel for all of us approaching the cros'aroads.

Of the remaining sacred cows and the new obstacles or undefined problem areas that
we are facing for tomorrow, our undivided attention, combined efforts and logical minds
eed to be focused on the horizon to set realistic, long range goals for our profession.

There are many reasons why something can'tbe done, why It shouldn't be or won't be
done and why somebody else should do it, but I believe in the people gathered here, at
this American Industrial Arts Association Conference, this April evening of 19761 here at
the crossroads.

The question is, can we get ix all together enough to agree on who we are who have
assembled here at.rbe...crossroads?

Which crossroad or way will we choose to take from where we are, and how will
this choice be decided? Will the decision be made by a chance flip of the coin in some
backroom Executive Board meeting? Or will an informed population of professional
educators and concerned users of our technology makeobjective analyses and utilize some
latest type of computerized compass? Which choices will head us off in a direction that

ill get us successfully to that next centennial celebration for industrial arts educationa
Once we have decided why we are here and whtre we are headed, how will we get

there? Will our vehicle be a LArnall hand-crafted, hand-pulled wagon that was made using
manual arts techniques that have been held sacred during the last century of our profes-
sion? Or will we decide tO use the latest, most educationally sound, efficiendy desigied
and futuristically balanced vehicle that our technology and our expertise can give us?

Possibly the most important issue at the crossroads we've come to is: Why are we
here? Why did each of us make those series of decisions that led to our being bore this
week? Whyaren'tmoreof our fellow professionals here? What are we doing here anyway?

What new ideas and observations from Crossroads '76 have you already seen? Will
these ideas be implemented and shared with our many associates in our own local cross-
roads area?

We, the college students, want to encourage everyone to absorb all that they can from
the programs of Crossroads '76. Next, find out how far you can ride the traditional
"conference highs" EC) which we have all been exposed. When you get home, share as
much of that intangible stuff which is so very abundant and real right here tonight that

ff called professionalism. Find out if professionalism can be contagious.
We don't pretend to have very many, or possibly even any of the answers to these

crossroad questions. But on behalf of the American Industrial Arts College Student
Association, I challenge you to question yourself and your fellow professionals about who
we are, what we are doing here, and where we are headed as we explore Crossroads '76.

Mr. Gunning is 1975-76President of AIA( SA.



Technological Society at a Crossroa s
Hazel Henderson

I will begin by proposing a context for this time that we will spend together, which
may help us ail communicate and share our widely differing experiences. An enormous
number of arguments and misunderstandings between people of goodwill seem to occur
because they did not exchange some basic information at the outset. The dialogue can be
made much easier if each of us clarifies first where we see ourselves in time and space.
Where are you in the total system? Do you most often experience yourself on a planet?
As a citizen of the United States? As a member of a local community? As a family
member or as an individual? Similarly, what time frames do you commonly employ?
Is a "long time" a rnillenium, a century, 5 years or 3 weeks?

Learning to examine our own space-time frameworks and the mental models they
generate of the system we inhabit is now of the utmost importance for our survival.
"ReWity" is what we pay attention to, that selective image of the external world which,
as Kenneth Boulding points out, we pull Mon our own personal, perceptual "TV screens."1
Therefore, in order to make myself more explicit, I will tell you where I think I am in
space-time, and what mental models my perception has generated and by which I experi-
ence -reality."

I believe that I inhabit a rather undi5tinguished solar system in an arm of an equally
unremarkable spiral galaxy, and I also inhabit a body, evolved from the elements of one
of the prettiest planets in this solar w4stem. The mental models this experience of per-
cepdon generates are systemic and interactive, multidimensional, balancingboth equilib-
rium and drnamic behavior modes and evolving over time in some purposive manner which
I believe that I ahall never understand. There seem to be elements of subsystem expansion
and contraction, ordering and cnsordering, entropy and syntropy continuously occurring,
along with' energy/matter/information transformations. The most puzzling aspect for
me is hew I am a part of this process and yet seem to also experience myself as an ob-
server of it as well. But let us for the moment leave such mind-body, subjective-
objective, observer-observed paradoxes to the adventurous young physicists who are
trying to deal with them as they were posed by WertNer Freisenburg in his famous "Uncer-
tainty Principle."2

I believe that human survival -now requires an awareness that transcends our very
natural anthropocentrism. Each gre7,t knowledge explosion in our history has been based
on such a new level of expanded awareness, from Ptolemy's view of the sun and stars
revolving around us on Earth, to the Copernican revolution which reduced us to a sub-
ordinate position in the universe. Darwin further undermined our proud image with his
theories of evolution, and much of today's new knowledge is increasingly shattering our
sense of self-importance, whether studying ourselves aS components of living ecosystems
or as infinitely malleable creatures viewed by behaviorist B. F. Skinner in Beyond Free-
dom and Dignity,3 whose profoundest emotions are nothing but electrical stimulation,
reproducible by brain-probing instruments. Now we learn that two more of our claims
to uniqueness are being debunked: Dolphins and other mammals have well developed
languages, and many other species use tools, including even the lowly ant, which loads
food supplies on leaf fragments and thus multiplies its transport capabilities tenfold.4
We are just becoming aware of ecosystems as immanent information. For example, it
has been shovm that grasses in typical grazing pastures are capable of growing them-
selves tougher and more unpalatable by increasing the cellulose content of their leaves
in Order to drive off excessive numbers of grazing animals.5

But let us not be dismayed by this disturbing new evidence of our need for greater
humility. Let us instead relax, enjoy our natural curiosity and indulge the new burst of
imagination and speculation it creates. Imagination, indeed, has always been one of our
most important survival tools. We must now employ imagination to help us deal with the
perceptual crisis that is upon us, as our species has now multiplied almost to the limits
of its ecological niche on this planet. This perceptual crisis has two aspects: (1) We are
experiencing an implosion, as space and resources diminish relative to our growing
population. We feel the loss of frontiers, the slowing of economic expansion, urban
,crowding and the evaporation of many of our historically defined freedoms. (2) At the
same time we experience ourselves getting smaller and less significant as old perceptual
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fall away. Paradoxically, as we feel physically confined and frustrated, we
nfronted with an expanded mental model of the universe. We are again facing

cleat human dilemma: A consciousness that can wander among planets, stars and
but trapped in a few dollars worth of chemicals, which will degrade in a few

brtef years. In short, we must again face the fact of our own death and finiteness, as the
_games our cultures have provided to shield us from this reality break down and be-
eZ destructive and inappropriate for the new conditions, leaving us shorn of psycho-
cal clothes to protect ourselves.
Imagination is already coming to our aid again. As physical forms of growth are

.foriclosed, we are learning to make some new psychological "elbow room'*-M-cliversify-
fag lifesryles and in fashioning new images to help us expand our consciousnesses for the
iext evolutionary leap we must now make. We ought imagine ourselves as a termite

Iony, up to now living happily for all its generations in a beam in the basement of a
-house. We have developed elaborate social structures and academic disciplines: Termite
rzgeography, termite mathematics, physics, engineering and economics. Suddenly our cur-
'rent generation has used up and transformed the beam and emerged at its external sur-
faces. Not only does this change all the conditions within the colony and its beam, but the
roof -of the house seems to have blown off and the wall seems to have collapsed! Survival
now requires a reconstruction of a more appropriate geography, physics, math, etc. so
s to incorporate the new variables and expanded boundaries and contexts.

Now let us imagine together that we are extraterrestrial visitors from one of the
millions of planets in our galaxy which may have conditions hospitable to life. We are

rrher evolved than the life forms on the Earth. We zero in our spacecraft and approach
s planet. It is not important where we land; it all looks the same: A sphere of blue

and white with brown patches visible below. The spot where we land is apparently called
by its humanoid inhabitants, "Des Moines" it doesn't matter, it is as good as anywhere
to begin our exploration. We wander around(first taking the precaution of dematerializing
ourselves so as not to scare the humanoids) and peek in a large building at a gathering
of them. These hunlanoids- are discussing something they call "industrial arts," its
future and their own futurnThn this planet. It is all very confusing: They still seem to be
debating whether or not their planet is a spherical, finite system. We extraterrestrials
know that from the vantage point of our own highly developed technology, it is not really
a closed system. But from the humanoids current levels of technology, it still is. The
trouble seems to be that the humanoids have not yet internalized the learning experience
that their first costly venture into space provided. They created all that hardware, flashed
back from the moon tv pictures of their actual situation, but have done little, it seems, to
overhaul and reprogram their educational, political and economic systems to conform
with what they have learned. Still we are encouraged to find these humanoids at least
arguing and debating how to do this.

To resume our human perspective, It is indeed encouraging to know that this great
debate is on the agenda. At least we are addressing at many levels our propensity to
create hardware without writing the necessary software to program its orderly function-

!; ing. For example, we have with our technology created an interdependent, global economy,
and now we are desperately trying to write the program of software: Monetary agree-

. ments and international rules to operate it without catastrophic breakdowns. In the 1976
industrial arts yearbook, Future Alternatives for industrial Arts, these new challenges
Of global interdependence are recognized by many contributors including Paul DeVore
and Donald Lauda, who note three specific crucial aspects of interdependence: Materials,
energy and technology.6

I have often pondered on why we are so much better at creating hardware than at
designing the software to go with it. At one level, it is rooted in our fear of death and
nonexistence.7 When we build cities, dams and factories, we provide for our material
requirements, but we also affirm our existence and importance. These physical artifacts
are so tangible that they reassure us of our own reality. Another root of our interest in
hardware is that humans love to manipulate their surroundings and enjoy the sense of
mastery and control these activities confer, as well as the expression of self in stich
creation and play. Yet another explanation maybe that we would rather project our inner
tensions and conflicts onto the objective world than resolve them by examining our own_
syches and trying to retool ourselves. Last, I hope you will forgive me for wondering

1.yr-whether-this passion for hardware is not a result of a cultural overdose of the masailine--
consciousness? The masculine psyche does seem more attuned (either biologically or by
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ctilttral conditioning) to manipulating external things andobjects, while the female psyche
seems simUarly more attuned to software, interpersonal and social relationships and
arrangements.

Technology, defined as knowledge systematically applied to human problemsolving,
means software as well as hardware. For example, the social security system and in-
come tax withholding are as much technologies as any hardware system. Lewis Mumford
in the M th of the Machinedrewour attention to our bias toward hardware in anthropology
and archeology. 8 He pointed our that when we dig for evidence of earlier cultures, such
remains are tangible by definition. They are hardware, whether arrowheads, axes, pots
or other artifacts. We infer from the extent and elaboration of these artifacts their level
of civilization. We often forget that many cultures may have existed without leaving
trace. They could have developed highly refined technologies, but of the software variety:
Techniques of conflict resolution, supportive interpersonal relationships; production aye-
terns based on elaborate barter, reciprocity and redistributive schemes, as well as myths
and taboos to regulate antisocial behavior without useof jails, clubs or physical restraints.
A culture which elaborated such software techniques would have had little need for spears
and arrowheads and might have had few energies left over to elaborate its tools, and so
we might assume too casually because there were few tangible remains that it was less
civilized.

In the same vein, I recently visited Japan and talked with a project director at the
Japan Techno-Bconomics Society who was directing an effort to computer-model the
vtdue system of the Japanese people. He pointed out that it was possi,ble to infer from
the quantities and configurations of material artifacts andtechnologies created by various
cultures a great deal about their value systems. For example, he mentioned that the
culture of the Balinese, who create exquisite music, dances, rituals, stories and clothes,
are rather disinterested in hardware. On the other end of the scale are the Americans,
who are fascinated with and produce more hardware than any culture the world has ever
known. We are even unable to enjoy leisure activities such as hiking, without an incredible
quantity of gear. Our energy- and materials-intensive hobbies, such as those involving
snowmobiles, beach buggies and camping vehicles, are uniquely extravagant.

Similarly, we know that values are the dominant variables driving not only techno-
logical bur the economic systems. Relationships have been established between Judeo-
Christian religious beliefs and the rise of capitalism and the industrial revolution.9
E. F. Schumacher describes in his book, Small is Beautiful, the value system that drives
Bhuddist economics, where labor is an output of production, rather than an input, embodied
in the idea of "right livelihood," where work is a valuable mode of self-actualization,
while the product is of secondary importance.10

We in this culture nay at list be awakening from that altered state of consciousness
which Thomas Berry cAlls "th .:! technological trance and all the unthinking assumptions
underlying ILI]. The ratost destructive of these beliefs is that,we see innovation and tech-
nological progress mostl:, in terms of hardware and as continuous, and rarely recognize
limits or the conceem of balance and paradox. This technological trance has led us on
with a mirage of "efficiency" as its will-o-the-wisp. Our technological consciousness
has permitted us to conquer nature (temporarily at least), expand our ecological niche
and manage more of the variables affecting our existence. But the trade-off is that as
we proceed with this process the task of managing these proliferating variables becomes
ever more complex and onerous, until we find that we need "a breakthrough a day to keep
the crisis at bay." we lose sight of the fact that some human and natural processes are

---r,ot susceptible to increased efficiency. Women still understand this better than men: lt
still takes 9 months to make a baby and 200 years to grow a mature hardwood tree. And
while human interactions can be increased and made faster with technology, they are
rarely made better, and sometimes are made worse. A companion myth is that new tech-
nologies will always be able to be "de-bugged" if only we wait long enough.

Let us look at some contemporary examples of this mirage of efficiency. A recent
one is the effort of officials in the U.S. Postal Service to reduce inefficient human labor
and replace it with elaborate, automated machines for sorting our mail. After reducing
the human workforce, adding to the ranks of the unemployed and investing millions in
capital, they find that the machines are ripping, crushing or destroying an alarming
number of parcels.12 Perhaps it might have been more socially efficient to add 1 million

-unemployed Workers to the Postal Service, increasing the care in handling while reinstat-
ing the twice-a-day mail service our forbears took for granted.
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somber exaniple is the effort of electric utilities to seek efficiency in
.generating plants and substituting nuclear power for less costly and

cc Far this increasingly suspect and evanescent efficienc% they are
e- riaks on our behalf and trade social efficiency, since costly and elab-

ce,-ind security systems will have to be invented to contain and manage the
in now and for thousands of years to come. This is not to mention the addi-

costs which must be paid in the loss of many cherished civil liberties .
sumers and citiaens are in full-scale revolt against these social inefficien-

_tiler example is the current effort of supermarkets to automate check lut
'search of greater efficiency. You can see as well as I can that the woid

Is fast beComing meaningless. We must ask in all cases, Efficient for whom?"
now.more aware that if the term, efficiency, is to mean anything, time and space

Stelae must be specified. We must know over what time-frame efficiency is to be
ed: For 1 year as in corporate balance sheets, for 5 years or for sustained-

leng-term productivity? Similarly, we must know at what system level efficiency
tribe maximized; Aube individual level or the corporate level? Or do we mean societal
'Ciency or ecosystem efficiency?14 All these different time-space specifications of
Ciency recp.dre quite different policies for their implementation. Indeed, in an economy
-Nearly_ 8' percent of the workforce unemployed, corporate efficiency may be served

Ler automation and capital-intensity, while social efficiency is suboptimized,
yers must foot the bills for unemployment and welfare payments .

ve that our economy has overshot the mark in its substitution of capital for
act, I contend that in hundreds of production and service processes, labor has

nOw2Nbecome-the more efficient factor of production. As natural resources become in-
creasingly scarce we must employ our human resources more fully. In fact, a resource-
'cOserving economy must by definition be a full-employment economy as well as a more
"environmentally benign one. On a world scale this capital/labor ratio has obviously
la,riiiftetl :to lator because not only is capital scarce, but as natural resources are becom-
iiistarcer people are becoming more plentiful. Bur in our own U.S. economy, the capital/

ratio heti shifted back to labor for other reasons: We have been subsidizing the over-
tiee:Of capital relative to labor through investment tax credits, etc.,15 while at the same
Lime we have been using linear-extrapolation projections of labor costs which concealA-aie4facv that relative to capital, materials and energy, labor is now cheaper in many in-
'Sirries and services.16 Another reason we are over-substituting capital for labor is
elttk.economists' confusion about the concept of productivity. They measure productivity
Loutitut-per-man-hour. This is a measure of how much more capital has been placed
the disposal of each worker. As economists examine these capital-enriched production

ereceapeo,' they measure these predictable increases in productivity case by case, while
overlooking the fact that these processes all tend to shake out more and more workers

the bottom of the economy where their productivity has now fallen to below zero!
Therefore, we need additional average productivity measures across the whole workforce,
inaliOing those who are able-bodied but unable to find work.17

.."Indeed, it is the current combination of high unemployment, inflation and shortages of
mital, energy and materials that now are signaling the limits of macroeconomic manage-

Our sociery is now negotiating what I have called The Coming Economic Transi-
":from a maximum materials-throughput system based on nonrenewable resources

Mb-num-throughput, recycling economy, based on renewable resources and managed
tained-yield, long-term productivity.15 In dealing with this difficult transition
new productive system we must now put in place, we are facing social and con-

ceptual to growth. The social limits are now clearly visible in most industrialized
edontiadea-in the backlog of soarMg social and environmental costs (dismissed by econo-

Okalmost a Freudian slip. as "externalities"). These include not only cleaning
iiit4tot,the mess created by mass production and consumption, but dealing with the drop-

th, from urban complexity and massive, incomprehensible technology; mediating the
iaCConflicts; controlling crime; and attempting to coordinate the whole and maintain

;244 homeostasis.
AaVe.proposed that far from achieving Daniel Bell's salubrious vision of the post-

atrial state, We may well be heading for what I call "the entropy state."19 I define
opy-Japate_as a society that has reached such levels of complexity and inter-

epeedence,,that it has become unmodelable, and therefore unmanageable. Such a society
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then begens generating so many unanticipated social costs that these cumulative trans-
acton costs begin growing exponentially and exceed the sociery's real production. Like
a physical system,' It winds down of its own weight into a state of entropic equilibrium
with little further useful potential. I believe that many industrial societies are now ex-
hibiting this syndrome, and many may have already drifted to a soft landing in a steady '
rate, with infladon masking their declining condition. Ironically, since the inadequate

formulation of the gross national product indicators adds in all these rising social costs
as if they were real, useful production, we are further deceived when the GNP rises.20

Mature industrial societies reaching the entropy stage seem to generate two addi-
tional causes for their increased inflation rates not understandable from the pbrspective
of economics: (1) These rising, systemic transaction costs of excessive complexity1
which are beet understood from the vantage point of general systems theory; for example,
inflation can be viewed more accurately as a multiple crisis of suboptirnization; and (2) ark
additional contribudng factor best measured by thermodynamic analysis, which arises
when a society on a declining resource base must continually cycle back more of Its
real wealth into the process of extracting its energy and materials from evermore de-
graded and inaccessible deposits of resources, resulting in lower net yie1ds.21 Conse-
quently, although people may he fully employed and economic activity remains high, it is,
a wheel-spinning process in which fewer real goods and services are prodeced, and so
the currency itself progressively loses its real purchasing power. All of this is viewed
through the inadequate lens of economics as a single phenomenon called inflation or as
a declining productivity of capital and a capital shortage. There is litde understanding
of the noneconomic causes of these phenomena, of the fact that we are now squandering
our last precious store of "cheap capital amassed from easily extracted resources and
of the fact that it represents a vital stock of flexibility which is as muchof a meta-level
resource as coal or oil.

We now realize that we must learn humility if we are to face these complexities we
have created. We sense the truth that only the system can manage the system and see
the airy arrogance in some of our concepts of management and administration. We exam-
ine anew the easyassumptions thatsociotechnical systemsare even susceptible to manipu-
lation by legislation just as ncient kings learned chat they could not affect the behavior
of natural systems by royal decree. We marvel once more at the ingenuity of primitive
cultures, whose most obvious characteristic is the relative absence of government be-
cause social controls have been internalized.22 We are indeed at a crossroads, faced
with our own sociotechnical complexity we can take one path, that of stepping up the
computer power -to model these complexities and progress further down the road to the-
computerized Leviathan state George Orwell warned of in his novel, 1984. Or we can
take not the Luddite's axe, hut the surgeon's scalpel, and try to ce ,:ntangle some of the
unnecessary interlinkages and the over-coherent technologies themselves, and hy such
decentralizing of means, try to reduce the numbers of interacting variables that must
now be managed.

We also realize that hard choices and trade-offs must now be made, not just as to
budget priorities between education, transportation, health or more private consumption;
or between R and 9 priorities, public and private investments, capital or labor-intensiee
production, energy alternatives. There is a new range of now-visible meta-choices. such :

as between further centralization or decentralizatioh and between maintaining a stock of
societal flexibility and optiens versus making current investments which may hard-
program society into unsustainable or irreversible patterns. These meta-level trade-offs _

are visible in every societal subsystem from governmental and corporate organizations
to the educational system, where maintaining capital plant and equipment must be traded
off against flexibility and adaptability . while similar choices must be made in teacher-
training and student curricula. Ac the personal level educators must also deal with these
new trade-offs, whether to specialize further or to expand their horizons into inter-
disciplinary studies, even at the expense of rigor as academically-defined and rewarded,
and whether to trade expanded consciousness for greater secular power and emolumeets.
We see that such goals conflict because knowledge has become the servant of power n -
too many cases, and our educational enterprises have too often turned out intellecieel
mercenaries, whose lances are for hire to Justify policies of entrenched bureaucreck a
and interest groups rather than to merely search for the truth.23

At last we see that science is not neutral nor is technology, and its pretentione to
-value-free objectivity are now debasing the currency of public debate and preventieg ii
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ing adequate social choices.24 For example, economics is now obscuring the
bate about what is valuable under die new constraints and conditions we face .

clamology tow creates its own social configurations, and we must ask to what extent
the:cominued drive toward big-bang, capital-intensive technologies simply concentrates

wer..wealth and knowledge in fewer and fewer hands, while making the rest of us poorer
ao.,,more powerless, while acmally increasing overall human ignorance?25 At least it

now Clear that the free market isnot working to direct technological innovation io con-
RsuMer demand as it should. If it were, we would not now have a debate raghig about the
appropriateness of technology, which has spilled out of the market choice arena into the
:Oalm of social and political choice. All this was predicted in 1944 by Karl Polanyi in
&study of human production and exchange systems, The Great Transformation. Folanyi
'bated out that leaving resource allocations to a free market system would merely sub-
timize the social system while leading to rapid environmental depletion. He demon-
'sited that free markets, far from being derived from some natural order or num=
havioral laws, as Adam Smith thought, were created by carefully designed human plan-.
ng and software. The conditions thus created for the operation of free markets wcre
tterly contested and legislated over many decades. This new package of social legis-

, which enclosed land so that it might be marketed as a commodity and drove off
asants so as to require them to sell their labor as a commodity, laid the groundwork

r.for the industrial revolution.26 Here again this increase in efficiency of production was
,won at a terrible price in social dislocadon and inefficiency. In the larger scale of human
=history market systems are a mere blip associated with the rise of industrialism and
aptually have been a rare aberration in human societies. As the industrial system has

rreached -its present complexity, system theorist Todd LaPorte asserts that markets
_can no longer allocate resources where production has indivisible social consequences.27

This brief discussion of market failure is necessary if we are to properly assess
techmology and try to simulate its likely second-order consequences. Each major tech-
nological innovation redistributes power, destroys some jobs and creates others, re-
arranges population patterns and creates new ranks of winners and losers. Technologies

fclb not arise in a vacuum. There is always a force field of institudonal vested interests
whose interactions may tend to promote or suppress technologies. For example, the
thsdrutional and financial commitments to nuclear power have starved solar energy for

decadea, as James C. Fletcher, administrator of NASA, pointed out recently.28 There-
fore, to keep technology assessments intellectually honest, it is necessary to appoint
representatives of potentially-impacted constituencies, such as labor, consumers and en-
vironmentalists, to their review panels a mode of operation I have encouraged at the
U.S. Office of Technology Assessment.29

The technology assessment debate can also be focused around whether technologies
are producer-driven or consumer-responsive. As the shortage of capital and inflation
force tougher social choices, cost-benefit and risk-benefit analyses become more diffi-
cult For example, a typical producer-driven technology is a new brain-scanning
_device which costs about 500,000 dollars and is very valuable to diagnose obscure brain
diseases undetectable by other procedures. This scanner, therefore, need only be used
-in rare cases, and a.large output of such devices seems unjustified. Yet the promoters
of this scanner successfully raised capital and went into marketing of the devices to

-hospitals. Hospitals have bought large numbers of them because their huge cost could he
-recovered quickly by adding this diagnostic procedure to their normal health check-up
routines and charging extra money. The question remains, with limited resources can a
'society permit capital to flow into this type of questionable technological proliferation
when perhaps health dollars spent on disease-preventive edo-ation or other more vital
,but less glamorous equipment might pay off many times greater h(_-nefits?

What I am suggesting is that the debate in which you have hcon engaged about the
ntent or the renaming of industrial arts is a crucial one for you and for society. I

agree with many of the contributors to Future Alternatives for Indu. -ial Arts that the
yitally needed curriculum is the study of the technology/society interface and such prob-
lems as I have just described which baffle us all. Luckily industrial arts curricula have
,always been interdisciplinary, so you have already jumped that hurdle so difficult for the
traditional disciplines. I also agree with Paul DeVore that studying technology is anintellc . . 30 . . .

_ tual discipline. But in expanding the boundaries of awareness for industrial
b:arts- to conceptualize better the new intellectual framework for studying technology, I
would urge you to conserve what is most valuable and almost unique in industrial arts,



the experiential modes it offers students. As our conceptual backdrop expands, we must -
never forget that most humans learn experientially. If you visit and lecture at colleges
aa I do, you will find that the engineering, chemistry and physics students have steered
their professofi 'out of the lofty classroom-based conceptualizing and into the open air.
There they are doing hands-on experiments with small-scale, renewable-resource,
appropriate technologies, whether the methane gas production from bioconversion solar
energy collectors, windgeneratorsorhosts of other soft, as opposed to hard, technologies,
as summarized in the article by Ronald M. Mangano in the February 1976 A1AA journal,
MAN/SOCIETY/TECHNOLOGY.

I can report the sheer Joy in the faces of physics professors NvorkMg with their hands
constructing these vital, experimental, ecologically-sustainable technologies. The great
merit of industrial arts has always been its power of integration. Today all of us must
learn to study whole systems with our whole integrated selves, rather than in the f rag
merited, reductionist Cartesian Tower of Babel that much academic learning has become.31
We see too in the resurgence of interest and delight in the crafts, the limitations of other
human satisfactions inherent in the welter of cooky-cutter, mass-produced goods. I sug-
gest that as industrial arts continues expanding into the study of technology and society,
that a body of ready-made literature exists in the hundreds of small new magazines of
appropriate technology, entrepreneurship and self-sufficiency, such as The Whole Earth
Catalog, Mother Earth News, The Journal of theNew Alchemists, Co-Evolution C2i=ly,
Rain and others, as well as the books of E. F. Schumacher, Ivan Illich and David Dickson,
such as Small Is Beautiful, Tools for Conviviality and Alternative Technologa. The study
of alternative technological modes and how to integrate them into human cultures, while
drawing on your rich, experiential tradition, will assure the continued relevance of indus-
trial arts, by whatever name, for the foreseeable future. The Bucky fulfilling dreams of
technology-based hedonism, where machines would work and people would be trained for
leisure were, I believe, premature and based on inadequate ecological models. They will
remain beyond our reach until we learn to control our population, reduce the impacts of
our technology and share our resources more equitably.

1 hope that, eventually, some of us will see the advent of the ultimate industiial revo-
lution, the revolution from hardware to software. One day a problem of production may
not automatically trigger visions of a factory, machinery or hardware at all. Instead we
may learn to stop and think harder and with more subtlety. We will then scan suitable
natural ecosystems for signs of die natural capability we seek or for useful biological
potential that we can tap 'moor augment. This bioengineering approach is already leading
to a design revolution and a rethinking of many problems of production and energy and
materials management. For example, many architects are now designing houses with
passive heating systems, i.e., so constructing and positioning the house to take advantage
of natural solar and wind conditions that it will not need a heating unit at all. Or take the
production of nitrogen fertilizers. This does not require factories, but can be approached
by recycling animal and human wastes or by genetically engineering plants to augment
their own nitrogen-fixing capabilities. The lowly Joruba plant-that grows wild in the U.S.
southwest desert regions is a rich source of petroleum, while plants -mine" millions of
tons of important industrial minerals every year by collecting them from the soil and
storing them in their roots, where they are accessible for extraction.32

Our planet is more marvellous than we yet understand, and our own capabilities and
imaginations will be stretched by the current crises of our dying industrial system. You,
in industrial arts, are transcending the old system and rising to meet and guide these new
levels of human awareness, as are those in so many other fields undergoing.creative
ferment. Time is short, but we can all do no less than play our part in this human evolu-
tionary struggle.
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Remarks
Robert D. Benton

Chairperson Frank Cackowski, distinguished platform guests, fellow teachers and
leaders in industrial arts throughout the world.

It is indeed an honor to be here before you in liii ear of our country's bicentennial
and at the same time celebrating here in Iowa this very fine industrial arts centennial
conference WO years of industrial arts as an important and successful contributor to
the educational curriculum in the United States.

I am delighted with the appropriate title for this conference. Indeed "crossroads"
most clearly represents what I believe is our current choice: Either to realize or not to
realize the major role and responsibilities which industrial arts may now play as we in-
creasingly see the need for academic teaching to be augmented by the need for educational
experiences relating to the world of living outside of the school room.

The industrial arts instructional format demonstrates that programs c.an deal with
the whole student, provide education that goes beyond the classic academic education of
book learning and bring students into a worldof reality in which they are involved in real-
istic learning situations that add a dimension of feeling and an eKpression of accomplish-
ment. Moreover, industrial arts programs promote an understanding of the workings of
the industrialized world outside of school and an opportunity for students to participate in
everiences that help prepare for career choices and future occupations.

I am pleased to report to you that we in Iowa have not neglected our planning in
industrial arts. Our efforts, beginning in 1973 with a project funded by our State Depart-
ment of Public Instruction intended to research the most current thinking in industrial
arts, resulted in the development of a new and what we consider an innovative curriculur
guide, This project entailed the cooperative assistance of our very fine industrial arts
teacher training institutions, practitioners already working in the field and consultants
from the Department of Public Instrucdon.

The Iowa curriculum for industrial arts improvement project ct rrently being imple-
mented is designed to focus on the individual student and provide instruction within a con-
text that provides ample recognition for the need for cognitive skills, the psychombtor or
student-doing skills and affective learning. The new industrial arts curriculum guide is
now in the process of being disseminated throughout the state and is being introduced to
educators through a series of 5-hour workshops conducted by teams from our newly
established area education agencies. These workshops will be augmented by additional
inservice activities supported by the Department of Public Instruction that will lead to
industrial arts models that can be adopted by other local school districts.

We certainly anticipate that industrial arts will play an important part in the new
thrust for career education that has captured the attention and imagination of educators
and the lay public. Industrial arts has a long experience of identifying with the world
of work by providing experiences in simulated work activities leading to understandings,
appreciations and potential career options for the students. Traditionally industrial arts
programs have demonstrated a balance or blending between academic exTieriences and
vocational work preparation experiences.

Industrial arts, by addressing the cognitive, psychomotor and affective domains in
the context of industry as an institution, and also the technologies of industry, provides
a powerful example of what many educators have expressed should be incorporated in
the career education thrust in all teaching diJciplines. Industrial arts is an existing
segment of our curriculum that provides students with many of the necessary skills with
which to cope and negotiate with the real world of work and many other aspects of living
such as consumer education, vocational interests and useful understandings of Wth
century technology.

Yes, industrial arts is here, established and a viable part of our curriculum awl
will, we hope, capture the opportunity to provide key leadership by example and demon-
stration of what is necessary to realize fully the potentials of career education. The
need is to recognize and maximize the already existing potential of industrial arts. I
see that your conference program topics already indicate this direction is being realiz,_

that an emphasis is being placed on new techniques and innovative programs.
I commend you for being here today and taking your valuable time to participate in
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this excellent conference. 1 know this participation will resi:.t in important developments
that will be reflected in changes in curriculum and will provide additional significant
COntributIOns to the overall national thrust in career education meeting our responsi-
bilities to provide the tyve of educational options required for our youth at this time.

I Imow we are all most anxious to hear Dr. True's presentation. I am also delighted
that be mentions excellence in education in his title. We have rested too long with the
term, "adequate," th education. Adequate is not enough. Excellence in education is what
our goals and expectations should be, and this is why we are here today.

Dr. Benton is State Superintendent of Public Instruction, Iowa.

General Session #3 Speaker

Herbert True, a former professor at the University of Notre Dame and now president
of TEAM International, speaks on motivation, creativity, management and the psychology
of humor. His address at the 3rd General Session of th.: 1976 AIAA Conference, Teach-
ing Excellence in preparing Youth for a Technological Tomorrow," in which he discussed
the importance of excellence in education in an ever-accelerating technological age, is
copyrighted and therefore is not published in the proceedings. Many of his presentations
are available on rapes and in books through other sources.
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ACESIA Special Interest Sessions
American Council for Elementary School
Industrial Arts

Enhancing Reading and Listening Skills Utilizing Industrial
Arts Activities
Clarence A. Calder, Jr.

In the book that I coauthored in 1970, Techniques and Activities to Stimulate Verbal
Learning, we illustrated how industrial arts techniques and activities can be utilized to
enhance reading andlistening skills in an elementary school program. Parts two and three
of the book are concerned with specific techniques that can be utilized singly or in com-
bination to develop a variety of instructional materials or learning materials. The tech-
niques suggested are: Layout, lettering, sketching, printing, papier mache, frame con-
struction, solid block construction, hand tools and materials.

Layout techniques can be utilized in the reproduction or juxtaposition of various
representatives with a high degree of accuracy.

Lettering techniques provide the classroom reacher with a consistent and immediate
tool for representing the words and letters being learned. Through manuscript, we have
the means by which the learner is taught to write.

Sketching techniques can be utilized by the classroom teacher as visual language.
The techn!que is most valuable when used as a means rather than as an end in itself.
The teacher should not see sketching as art, but as an adjunct to the communication of
ideas to the learner.

Printing techniques enable the classroom teacher and the learner to make a vast
number of teaching materials. These techniques can be used to make charts, booklets,
counters, games, pictures and shapes that enrich or facilitate the learning experience.

Papier mache can be used easily and successfully to create puppets, props, models
and masks. These materials can be utilized to sustain the learner's interest and to
foster his skills in research, reading and language development.

Frame construction provides a technique for making props or a realistic setting for
dramatization, role playing, and simulated game situations, thus stimulating the imagina-
tion and providing excellent practice in oral language and In human and social relations.

Solid block construction can be used for the replication of materials that can depict
a period in time. Small-scale model buildings are sometimes desirable in connection
with studies of the community, the farm, colonial life, transportation or the westward
movement. For example, homes around the world can be constructed and the basic
features and characteristics researched with emphasis placedon the geographic determi-
nants that dictate the tyTes of roofs, sizes and shapes of buildings, construction materials
and general design.

Hand tools and materials can be utilized to fabricate instructional materials or the
equipment needed in the type of program la,,,g suggested.'

The first reaction to some of these areas may be that they are not industrial arts,
but could be classified as art or crafts. This argument has been going on ,br many years
and we do not have the time today to solve the problem. Furthermore, calling an activity
art, crafts, industrial arts, sCience or social studies may have a direct relationship to
why a large percentage of our school population is considered to have some type of learn-
ing disabiliry. It may be that our major concern, at least during die learner's early
years should be direcdy related to how the content areas enrich the language exwrience.
This is consistent with Moffett2 when he says that the only subject of the schools is
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anguage, since all other subjects are learned in and through language. He goes on to
explan that content ls what one discourses about: processes are acts Of diseoUrses.

".71"his is another way of saying that reading, writing, speaking and listening should be
taught through content.

However, this idea strikes terror into the hearts of teachers, because the doing
proves so much more complicated than the saving.

The purpose of our program at the University of Connecticut was to develop a series
of highly motivational reading enrichment activity kits for independent learning experi-
ences in the regular elementary classroom. The program is based on the hypothesis that
the learner can be guided to an interest in reading through intrinsic motivational activi-

sa Mat eMphasize their immedi6te needs and interests. The program is also concerned
with determining the effects that specially-prepared reading materials would have on im-
proving an individual's ability to read and to carry out manipulative instructions. The
booklets also provide the individual with experiences that develop and reinforce skills in
the ability to read and follow directions, in basic kinesthetic or manipulative competen-
cies, in visualization (spatial relationships) abilities and listening skills, when a tape is
utilized to supplement the written page.

The material used in the program can be di_ cribed briefly as follows:

1. They consist of individual books and/or tapes of directions for making something (e.g., a
balancing clown, spool marionette or music tooter) or conducting a simple electrical experi-
ment.

2. Each book gives simple step-by-step verbal directions for the activity. Illustrations accom-
pany each page of text. These supplement the text, but are so designed that the learner
must attend to the text as well as to the illustrations.

3. A single process or activity is developed in each book.
4. The directions are available both in print and audio tape. This enables the learner to select

a topic by virtue of his interest, rather than being restricted to those booklets with directions
he can read.

A question that may arise from the description of the materials described is, "How
do these materials contribute to the learning process for the elementary school learrier?!'
The following examples illustrate some intended classroom uses of these materials:

1. Because the learner must manipulate materials to make something or do something, he gets
practice in developing psychomotor skills.

2. Many learners need highly motivated practice in following directions both by listening to
them and reoding them. The activities described in the booklets provide the learner with a
real purpose for close listening or careful reoding. (A poor listener who is a good reader
can read the directions after he hears them if he needs to.)

3. Since the materials are self-directed, learners can engage in independent study to learn
processes and concepts. Thus, a learner can be learning on his own while his teocher is
working with other learners.

4. The materiol con be utilized to evaluate a learner's understanding of a concept. For example,
a learner may read the following directions: Fold the piece of construction poper in half the
short way. Does the learner understand the concept "Fold Half, Short Way?" His under-
standing can be determined by evaluating the learner's performance.

Did he fold the poper?
Did he fold the paper in half?
Did he fold the poper the short way?

5. Teachers who are reluctant to utilize industrial arts type activities becauseu.sf their own
lack of skill or because they feel there is not enough time in an already overcrowded day
can provide these materials for learners to use in their free time c ng the day.

6. After a learner has completed an activity, he has knowledge or skill that he can share with
his peers. Speaking skills can be reinforced as the learner presents the step-by-step direc-
tions to another learner. The activities olso provide the learner with an opportunity to
develop his skills in organizing and sequencing his ideas ond thoughts. For example, a with-
drawn or shy learner who becomes skillful in a particular process (making a wooden marion-
ette) is provided the opportunity to shore his experience with his peers. He can present the
material to one learner or group of learners.

7. Each booklet hos suggested activities Far follow-up and enrichment. For example, a learner
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who is interested could be encouraged to trace the derivation of worth used in the directions.
The words insulate and terminal are ertomples token from an electricity activity booklet.
Another example would be for the learner to explain to his peers the scientific principle
behind the balancing clown that he hos constructed.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE ACTIVITY BOOKLETS

Instructions were written using Durrell's word list ro control the reading vocabulary.
However, technical words were not changed to conform to the word list. For example,
words liice "post" or "cover- were not substituted for "terminal" and -insulation"
because of their relationship and importance to the topic being developed. Readability
was determined by computing the Dale-Chall Formula for each booklet.

Each booklet was then tested in a nearby school. The information collected in the
try period was used to revise and improve the activity booklets.

UTILIZING THE BOOKLETS IN THE CLASSROOM
An interest center consisting of 45 booklets was established at the back of the class-

room. Special portable carrels were constructed to fit on the typical classroom table
top. These carrels enabled individuals to work on their selected activities without dis-
turbing other members of the class.

Equipment and supplies necessary to complete any of the manipulative activities
were stored in boxes orf shelves in the interest center. The activities usually required
only materials that would be common to any well-equipped classroom, Bell wire, door
bell, 6-volt batteries, tempera paints, string, crayons, paper, paper tubes and blocks of
wood are a few examples of materials needed to perform the activities suggested in the
various booklets.

UTILIZATION OF THE ACTIVITIES BOOKLETS

Learners were allowed to select and work with an acdvity booklet any dine during
the day, provided they had completed their various assigiments. For example, learners
could visit the center when not working in a reading group or performing a specific
assignment in one of the subject areas. Because of space limitations, only eight learners
could use the center and its materials at one time. Activity booklets were selected by
the learners according to a particular interest. Learners took their selected activity
booklets to one of the carrels and followed the written-illustrated instructions to comple-
tion. Activities requiring drying or extended working periods were stored by learners
until they had free time again.

EVALUATION OF THE PROGRAM

At the end of the school year all learners showed marked improvement in their
ability to read and tO carry out instrucdons. There was a notable change in the learners'
attitude toward reading. The classroom teachers noted improvement in work habits,
self-motivation, self-confidence and reliability.

The following statements indicate the reaction of learners and teachers to using the
activity booklets. 4,5,6

Learners' Comments
"For the first time I had to read for a reason."
"I like to make things.
"It isn't like reading a book."
It gives reading a meaning."
-Can I use these booklets again?-
"May I do the same activity again?'

Teachers' Comments
"Learner is hyperactive and perceptually handicapped, with a normal interest span
of 5 minutes; worked for over 25 minutes on one activity."
"Learner showed little reaction at first, but later talked about his finished project
for four days. °
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Learner stayed in two recesses to work with her activity booklet.-
This was the learner's first positive reaction to any school activity this ear."

"Learner worked for 26 minutes; usual interest span is 5 to 6 minutes."

CONCLUSION
The presentation attempts to go beyond those comments we continuously hear, such as:
"Let's interrelate skills and content."
"Let's develop blocks of learning time.-
"Let's use our reading skills the entire school day."
I think that this program illustrates what interrelatedness is all ibout and, more

Lmportant. how interrelatedness could happen in our elementary schools.
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:Putting EST into ActionHow We Did It
Betty A. Ford

The purpose of our participation in this conference is to show how we implemented
-an elementary school technologies (IA) approach to learning in our curriculum. However,
we feel that it is equally impartantto share why we felt this implementation should
take place. Here are our answers:

1. Technologies in the classroom makes 2 curriculum more relevant to the real
.world. Academic studies are placed in a f Aniework of application to life problems and
work situations. Children become aware of and interact with their environment.

2. Technologies in the classroom help prepare children to live in and cope with a
teclmocratic society. Technology provides an orientation to machines and systems. Chil-

:dren learn to see career choices as flexible and variable, so their own abilities and in-
terests may be matched to a variery of occupations.

3. Technologies tri the classroom provides an alternative to the strictly academic
approach to developing basic skills.

4. Technologies provides a vehicle for developing a-positive self concept by empha-
sizing what one can do, rather than can't do. It provides opportunities for success and
fosters the understanding that different people are good at different things.

5. Finally, technologies provides an opportunity for children to develop a systematic
approach to problem solving and learning.

Our school, a modified open space school, bases its philosophy of learning on an
. individualized flexible approach which incorporates team teaching and differentiated
staffing. We believe that by providing a variety of alternatives we can enable each child
to utilize his most effective learning mode to achieve continuous progress.
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We began our project by stating for ourselves and the administration of our school
system what we hoped to accomplish, limiting ourselves to realieric guidelines for the
project, financially and In staff involvement. It was then decidei' implement the pro-
gram within these limitations for the first year.

Two classroom teams were approached and agreed to implement the program in their
classrooms. One was a combhied first and second grade classroom, and the other a third
grade classroom. Roth teams had previously experimented with technology-oriented
activities.

We then sought input from various resource agencies and obtained excellent response.
James Snyder, the W. Va. Departmentof !Education's IA program specialist, gave us much
help, encouragement andguidance. Fai rmontState College coordinated some of its teacher
training program with our activities, providing us with additional personnel for compli-
cated projects, as well as enabling members of its faculty to act as additional resource
people for us we were able to provide laboratory experiences for students in the teacher
training program where these opportunities had not existed in the past.

We also found parents and businessmen interested and cooperative in providing volun-
teer rime and materials for some of our projects. Parents have been interested in and
supportive of the program, reinforcing our belief in its importance.

As the teaching teams became involved, we found it necessary to reaffirm and clarify
our position that we did not want to add an additional subject to an already crowded cur-
riculum. We wanted to view technologies as a method of exemplifying, reinforcing and
integrating concepts we were presently developing in various subject areas. While the
nature of technologies carries some inherent concepts, we have not codified them into
a separate body of learning and currently have no plans to do so.

The teaching teams identified various units of work which had been scheduled for
the year and which they felt were particularly adaptable to a technologies approach.
They also assisted in formulating concise goals for the program.

We have developed the following goals:
Improvement of self-concept by students
Development of a systematic approach to doing work
Career awareness

tVlastery cif safety procedures and appreciation of their imp nce
Development of decisionmaking skills

Development of sel fevaluation skills

The teaching teams entered the program with enthusiasm and resourcefulness. They
were particularly creative and successful in integrating technologies into their curriculum.
They have proved that all subjects may be adapted to a technological teaching method and
that technologies provides an excellent vehicle for integrating various subject areas into
a focused, applicable body of skills and knowledge.

An additional bonus to the program came early when our special education Wain be-
came interested ln technology activities and saw immediate relevance to their EMR
program. They have developed three units to date using technologies, transportation, a
holiday unit for Christmas and a personal hygiene unit. Within these units, they have
developed skills in the use of tools, following directions, sequencing, classification and
problem solving, besides the academic concepts contained in the units.

The first and second grade teaching team has planned two major units and several
mini units for this year. The major units were an introduction Ea map and globe skills
and a unit on the construction industry. They have also completed units on metric meas-
urement and time in math and a language arts related unit on following and interpreting
written directions.

The third grade teaching team has also planned two major units and has used a tech-
nologies approach frequently in all subjects this year. Their tm major units were de-
veloped for a study of communities and of I lawaii. They also have done several teal-
nology projects in math, science and language arts.

Pam Markel, a member of the first-second grade teaching team, described their map
skills unit like this:

We centered_eur first technology experience on a social studies unit. We wonted the
clvijelten_ to-federate-id whot a map was and the purpose it served. We wonted them to realize
that a map showed direction and distance from place to place. We wanted them to understand
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that maps are used for various purposes, and we wanted the children to have many hands-on
experiences with maps. We tried to incorporate other subject areas such as math and language
arts. The children drew maps of familiar areas in their school and wrote directions. We dis-
cussed aerial views and relative position of things as they stood in different places. The chil-
dren understood and experienced why people need maps.

Linda Dowell, a member of the third grade reaching team, described a unit on com-
ities:

We planned our unit to thaw how communities develop from the FCSOS1 mos around them.
The children built buildings found in a community and constructed their own. They found out
why zoning laws were needed; they learned and experienced about voting and the democratic
process. They studied the resources of their own community and took one resource to study in
depth. They learned that one resource (apples) could be used in many ways. They made
applesauce, applebutter, applehead dolls, etc- They experienced line assembly in making a
train, since one of their community's industries was a railroad. They learned about tools and,
in doing the unit, incorporated math, language arts and science with social studies.

In summary, we found the elementary technologies approach to be a valid instruc-
al method which should be expanded within school systems and in teacher training
grams. It has application to &LI parts of the elementary curriculum, facilitates inte-

gration of learning and makes the academic program relevant to modern society. More-
over, it makes learning fun for both students and teachers. It fosters creativity and
encourages curiosity and research. We tried it and we like itI

-Mrs. Ford is the curriculum coordinator and assistant principal at Anna Jarvis Elementary School in
Grafton W.Va

Industrial Education Approach to Career Awareness
Janet Foresman and Marjorie Inman

Industrial Education Approach to Career Awareness is an ESEA Title III project.
Funding is through the Wyoming State Department of Education. The project is funded
for a 3-year period originating at the second grade level the first year, K-3 the second
year and K-6 the third year. The project was written by Janet Foresman and Marjorie
Imrnan, .aecond grade teachers for the Buffalo Ridge Elementary School, Cheyenne, Wyo.

This program is being devel.)ped at Buffalo Ridge Elementary School and St. Mary's
Parochial School. This program is supportive to the current career education curriculum
desitned by Laramie County School District Number One.

Industrial Education Approach to Career Awareness is a project that has changed the
traditionally structured program through a hands-on fearure that has strengthened the
teaching of the basic skills. 7his type of program would also aid in the psychological

7 development of the children. The hands-on approach should not be a course solely for
the purpose of teaching how to use tools but the approach itself should be a teaching method .

'NEED

The need for this type of program at the elementary level is to enhance the career
and attitude development that initially resides in the local neighborhood school. It will
provide appropriate and producdve means of meeting the student needs which is the pur-

se of the Buffalo Ridge project. The program will be available to both girls and boys
equalIy. Through informal surveys the staff at Buffalo Ridge School have determined the

llowing needs:

1. To gain knowledge and understanding of the many areas of occupational opportunities in the
local community, to increase knowledge and understanding of the technological relationship
of our culture and of the world at large.
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2, To develop motor coordination, elf-direction and social skills conducive to constructive
human interaction.

3. To increase motivation for basic skill development while sustaining positive self-concepts
and encouraging curiosity.

PROJECT GOALS

All children will benefit from the exper iences provided within the project activities.
These educational activities will involve experiences in the cognitive, affective and psycho-
motor domains.

Project goals are:

I. The students involved in this project will be exposed to the concept of career aworCness and
the resultant responsibilities associated with the world of work.

2. The concept of career education will be infused within the present district approved cur-
riculum. ThiS infi/Sion Wi I be conducive to social and academic skill development as
measured by a teacher-developed base line measurement

3. The students involved in this project will develop and utilize newly acquired humanistic
skills, self-governance and group participation goad citizenship) as measured by a

herr-developed social Kale.
4. This project will operate fron a community base model whereby interested and appropriate

resource persons and sites will be utilized to their fullest extent.

PROCESS TO ACHIEVE GOALS (UNIT DESCRIPTION)
in the second grade at Buffalo Ridge ElementarySchool the students study nine career

units. These units include the careers that produce a product along with the service
careers.

We must emphasize that these units are not separate subjects but correlate and inte-
grate wir !the present curriculum. It is one which a hands-on" method is used to make
each unit a realistic experience.

Let's Eat" unit was introduced with the Foods for America, a national program. It
was presented to the second grade students by the Future Farmers of America from the
high school agriculture department. The teacher's guide provided reading overlays and
work dittos to go with each lesson. The FFA students brought farm equipment and animals
to the play area and the classroom for the students to see, pet and better understand. The
hands-on" activity was making farm animals using wood, cotton and paper.

A field trip was taken to a dairy farm where the students had the opportunity to see
a herd nf dairy cattle and calves. They observed the methods of feeding and milking and
learned how the milk is taken care of before it is transported for bottling. The class
read from their health hooks and library books about the dairy industry and the value of
these products in our daily lives. The class then made ice cream and their own butter.
Coordinating with math the students learned liquid measurement of quarts, pints and
cups including the fractions of one half, one fourth and one third.

After studying the basic food groups from their health books, the class planned and
prepared a breakfast. Using the assembly line process they prepared eggs, bacon, toast
and juice with each student having an important job. Student tutors from the high school
home economics department gave a helping hand. The class served 70 people without a
mishap.

Our art teacher correlated het program with our unit, and the class made a learning
bulletin board using paper farm animals and buildings.

The class then talked ahnut the byproducts of the cattle industry. A representative
from the Tandy Leather Company visited the class to discuss the different kinds of
leather and their uses. The class had the opportuniry to experience working with leather
making purses, pouches and moccasins.

The Heeth Occupation Unit, "What's Up Doc, was begun by inviting members of the
many different medical professions into the classroom to talk to the students and show
the tools of their trade.

An ophthalmologist talked to the children about the parts and functions of the eye.
He displayed the instruments used in eye surgery and a large electric magnet used to
remove metal objects from the eye. The children enjoyed experimenting with the magnet
and its strength.
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of the local Blood Bank visited the class and demonstrated the process of
a donor. The class observed the process of determining the typing

ood. While the blood was being drawn the class was informed of the need
donors.

enne Ambulance Service brought an ambulance onto the school playground .
explained what equipment they carry in the ambulance and its use. They
what their dudes were as attendants. Of course the demonstration of the

s and when they were used brought great excitement among the children.,
A dentist spoke to the children. The class viewed filmstrips on dental hygiene. Once
.the class had the oppornmity to see the instruments used and to hear the explana-

oh of their use.
Student nurses from the University of Wyoming visited the children. They talked

abbot the different types of nursing and the education each required. They demonstrated
-the use of the stethoscope, how to take blood pressure and how to put on a sling. The
:Children were_ given the opportunity to use the instruments on each other and were
:thrilled with hearing their own or friends heart beat using the stethoscope.

The final session was a visit from two surgical nurses. The nurses came dressed
in their uniforms and brought a sterile pack of instruments and uniforms. As they talked
about their duties they puton their surgical gowns and gloves, then opened the instruments
ea if they were actually preparing for surgery. When they completed their demonstration
the class was allowed to examine and handle the instruments. This was one of the most
Interesting areas in health occupations for the children. These nurses helped eliminate
some of the fears of surgery for the children.

All through the unit the class used library books relating to health occupations and
health books as references. The children picked the career words they wanted to

earn to spell and add to their vocabulary and their regular spelling list One word out
.Of many that was chosen was "ophthalmologist." Since the challenge was their own
,choosing it was met with great success. As a culminating activity the class made doctor

nurse shingles out of wood or plastic for their desks.
"Lees Build It" was a unit on Home Construction. Along with teaching awareness

:about the different careers involved in home construction, this unit is designed to
;1M:reduce various types of hand tools, the importance of planning and actual construction
of aproject.

local contractor came into the classroom and built a small project where the
:Ftudents observed the use of hand tools. He impressed upon the children the need for'
aafety and care of all tools. He designed the plan for his demonstration and showed the

,-children how to go about making a list of materials needed before one starts to actually

5 By reading in their science, social studies and library books the children learn
rivhere dffferent building materials come from. The students learned how to use a steel
tape and other instruments of measurement through math lessons. Once more while the
atilt is progressing the children choose the words connected with home Construction they
viant to learn how to spell.

The hands-on activity was to build a bird house. The children began by using a grid
draw up plans. They were taken in groups of eight or ten to begin sawing their lumber

and putting together the- bird houses.
While some students were working with wood the rest of the class were in various

Centers doing such activities as making leather pouches, weaving, embroidering, design-
4ng and making wall hangings and construcdng projects out of styrofoam. Each child
romted through each center before the unit was completed.

In' this unit of study, student tutors were used from the high school industrial educe-
classes. The elementary students develops close relationship with the student tutors.
Throughout this unit the class takes many field trips to watch the progress of homes

;being built in their neighborhood.
A unit on Manufacturing Careers We Make Lots of Stuff, " was begun by a fieldr

itrip to a clothing manufacturing company, Alpine Design, where the class had a first hand
r- ew:df the working of an assembly line. Each child was made aware of the importance

'each job and the need for cooperation while working together.
With the use of selected library books and their social studies book the class began
aration for setting up their own company and assembly line. The students decided

_Arnake puppets and formed the Wooden Spoon Puppet Company.
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Since the children were Making wooden spoon puppets, they needed to learn some
basic sewing skills such as putting in a simple casing, hemming and sewing on buttons.
A high school home economics class was contacted, and six girls came to the classroom
as student tutors to aid the children in their sewing. Both boys and girls made their own
puppet dress.

Officers were elected for the company and the rest of the class was tested to find the
skilled and semi-skilled workers. Each student understood that they had a special job
and the importance of that job on the assembly line. As the spoons moved down the
assembly line the faces, hair, headbands and dresses were put on each spoon.

As each puppet was completed they were packaged as if they were going to be shipped.
At the end of the "working dav" each employee was paid by a check drawn on the Buffalo
Ridge Bank (set up by the children) for the number of hours they worked.

As a mathematics lesson the class found ()Lathe minimum wage a worker could earn.
They figured the number of hours they would be working, thereby arriving at the amount
each worker would be paid.

Throughout this unit a notebook in the shape of a doll was kept which included the
children's creative writing, mathematic problems and career spelling words.

"Come Travel Witb Us," a unit on Transportation, brought about a great deal of
eagerness with the second graders.

The class took many field trips to visit the different forms of transportation found
in our community. Some of the places they visited were the airport, Air National Quardp
a truck terminal, a bus depot and train station.

The children were taken by commercial bus to Laramie, Wyoming, where they visited
the University of Wyoming campus. They had the experience of returning on an Amtrak
train.

The second graders read about the different careers involved in transportation in
their social studies text and chosen library books. Maps and world globes were examined.
Drawings of simple maps by the students were made and displayed.

The children had a choice of making various types of transportation projects in the
hands-on activity. Some of these were cars, trucks, planes, trains, boats, rockets and
others (imaginative or real). This was one project the boys especially enjoyed.

Paper airplanes were made using different types of paper. The class was divided
into groups with each group using a different weight and kind of paper. The designs of
the airplanes were discussed with the class. A contest was held and each group flew
their planes. The planes from each group that flew the best then competed with the other
groups. The class then could determine which paper material and design was best for
making planes by observing those that had the best flight distance.

"Our Friend The Policeman" is a unit of study on Law Enforcement. At this age
level this is a very important unit. Our goal in this unit is to stress that the policeman
is one who helps uS and not one whom we fea r.

To go along with what the children were reading in their social studies textbook and
basic reader about law enforcement, community resource persons such as members of
the police force, sheriff's department, highway patrol and a probation officer talked tothe class al t their jobs. The second graders were taken on a field trip to the police
station and sheriff's department.

The interest in this area was shown through the type of creative stories and math
story problems that the children wrote.

In preparation for the hands-on activity the class studied about simple electrical
wiring in their science books, The children worked cooperatively in designing, wiring
and putting tov.ether an electrical stop light.

Real l y Dig IC was the unit where the students investigated the careers of the arche-
ologist and geologist. This enit has groat appeal to second graders because of the study
of dinosaurs.

This unit was introduced by the studying of dinosaurs, the different types of rocks
and rock formations in their science textbook. Selected library references were brought
into the classroom for further information. The children were taken on a field trip to see
a museum where a geologist and archeologist talked to the children about the facts they
had been reading. The class saw a demonstration on how fossil prints are removed from
the ground and how missing parts of a dinosaur are recreated or reconstructed.

The first hands-on activity with this unit was to have the children make their own
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fossil print out of oil clay, Fly using plaster of pads, the children were able to remove
, the print from the clay.

With the help of the art teacher the students made their own favorite dinosaur from
fselay. It was fired and painted, then put into a diorama.

This unit lends itself beautifully for a great deal of creative writing experiences.
The children enjoyed the challenge of learning to spell the different names of rocks and
dinosaurs.

The class spent a good deal of free time locating various types of rocks and trying
to identify them.

Each student was given a duplicating master where they wrote their own math
. problems about dinosaurs and careers in this unit. After they had their problem and a
picture was drawn, each student ran his own master Off On the ditto machine. A booklet
was compiled and given to each second grader. In this way all the students worked each
other's problems and then would return them to the author for correction.

"Me, Myself and was the final unit. This part was for self-awareness and creative
art.

Community resource people were brought into the classroom to talk to the children
about making jewelry, painting, drawilig, mm nd writing of hooks.

'The entire C13SS wrote, illustrated and bound their own creative books. They also
made simple rhythm instruments which were used in their !music class.

The second graders,were given the opportunity to work with wood, leather, plastic,
fabric, cardboard, metal and paper to make their own creative projects using the skills
they already learned throughout the career awareness units.

vo. This is one 'of the most rewarding and positive self-image building units for the
students.

In May of each year an industrial education exhibit is held where cach studcnt from
elementary,' junior and senior high schools are able to exhibit their projects. For the
second graders this is received with great enthusiasm. At this exhibit they compete with

fother students their age as well as being involved with the older students. Each student
- receives a ribbon for his work. Fitch child had the feeling of success.

TEACHER TRAINING
.rr.Euffalo Ridge and St. Mary's teachers have been provided with workshops pertaining

to 6areer awareness and hands-on r.,-tiyities, Mese workshops have welcomed the
attendance of other interes.ed reache:s rhr. 2e:hour th, Cheyenne School District.

These workshops provide the temch ft tic knowledge and skills an elementary
teacher can use in the classroom with stue,

v Local teachers are enc-airart! Aevnd 'ndnstriai education courses offered by the
University of Wyoming for eler.e ,chers.

EVALUATION
Several methods of evai-aaon have b -en done such as teacher-developed rating

Scale for self-direction and I sKd: , student' S own evaluation of ezicli career unit,
academic skills measured t1;,-(.!gn the I i imie C:ounty Mathematics and Lang-uage Arts
Continua ari psychomotor
Mrs. Forevilan ond Mrs. Inman ore second grade teachers at Buffalo Ridge Elementary School, Cheyenne,
Wyo,

Idaho's Approach to Elementary Inc-IL:Arial Arts
Douglas E. Hammer

Elementary industrial arts workshops hav..: been vc--y well received throughout Idaho.
Evidences of the industrial arts influence in the elemer gry school are beginning to show
up in newspaper articles and school exhibits throughout the state. During the last two
years we have been involved in approximately fifty elementary workshops.
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The typical elementary teacher is usually skeptical and hesitant about getting into
anything new, especially something that may mean au additional curriculum area. Our
basic goal in the elementary workshop is to show teachers hands-on activities that can
be related to their existing curriculum areas sucli as rrathematics, science and social
studies. While doing this we also offer experiences involving safe use of the basic hand
tools. We are convinced students learn to dislike school and that failure is not caused by
lack of ability as often as by lack of motivation. If hands-on activities can motivate
students to study related subject areas and careers while developing a sense of personal
worth through personal accomplishments, we are truly teaching.

Using the basic learning theory: I ltear and I forget, I see and I remember, I do and
I understand; hands-on elementary industrial arts activities become an essential part of
the curriculum.

With this basic introduction I would like to disci some various activities that relate
to elementary education.

Mathematics. Students can construct math countingboards for visual aids in learning
numbers and their relationship to each other. Geoboards allow students to set up and see
various basic geometric shapes using pegs and rubber bands. Math games use pegs in
boards to develop reasoning and logic as it applies to basic problem solving. Tanagrarns
allow for a study Of space relationships, A trundle wheel makes measuring distance fun.

Please note these activities are hy no means the total of all possible but do serve to
give teachers ideas from which to springboard.

Science. Marty of the conceptsof science arc now being taught using the lab approach.
Our activities eonsist of the construction of a mini-greenhouse for starting plants. Bird
feeders relate well to the study of environment and birds,. Terrariums allow for plant
study. Ant boxes provide an interesting opportunity for students to observe this hard-
working insect.

Social Studies. The keepsake hutch allows students to use several different hand
tools wtile constructing an interesting display box for items of particular interest or
value to the student.

Weaving looms provide a means to study the basic methods of cloth construction
used by pioneers. While usiEg their looms students are also provided an excellent means
to develop eye-hand coordination.

By constructing his own toy train, boat or truck the student is able to relate trans-
portation careers and uses to his own item. We have developed a sample unit around the
construction of a toy truck which suggests as related activities that students develop their
basic truck into a truck that can do work such as a tanker, cattle truck, van or dump
truck. Quality and detail will vary with grade level and ability. To encourage more learn-
ing we suggest that each student tell us about his truck what kind it is, what type of
work it performs, who does the driving, is truck driving a good job and other related
items of interest. Even research can be exciting if it is relevant.

We usually try Lo include an activity using the basic hand tools and jigs to construct
teaching aids for the instructor. 'The purposeof this activity is to give additional experi-
ences with the tools as well as to provide some good teaching aids for the classroom. It
also provides a good opportunity to use a jig and explain the value and industrial relation-
ship of jigs for interchangeable parts.

Reaction and the effect of the workshophave been good. Idaho now has many elemen-
tary teachers using the hands-on industrial arts method of reinforcing their curriculum
as a result of the workshops.

May I suggest that if You have not tried the hands-on elementary industrial a rts you
may be missing a good opportunity to turn students baek on to learning.

Mr. Hammer is assistant Industrial Arts Supervkor for the Idaho State Department of Vocational Educa-
tion, Boise.
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Multibased ESIA in West Virginia
mum K. HOdgkinsori

The focus of this portion of the presentation is on the undergraduate elementary
school industrial arts efforts in West -,Irginia. In the undergraduate industrial arts edu-
cation program at the West Virginia Institute of Technology students are given the oppor-
tnnitY to participate in industrial arts experiences in the elementary school.

"Technology for Children," a suggested-selected elective, upper division course
provides a dual function. It gives the industrial arts major an opportunity to be exposed
to elementary education and the elementary education major an opportunity to explore
industrial arts. This dual purpose class, although slightly more difficult to administer,
has provided very meaningful interactions between education majors, each sharing with
and gaining from the other in a cooperative atmosphere.

The following instructional modules provide organization for course competencies:

Induorial Arts Education Ma'ars

I. Industrial Arts and the Education of
All Children

II. The Elementary School Child
III. The Elementary School Curriculum
IV. The Exceptional Child
V. Developing Activities for the Classroom

VI. The Role of the Elementary School
Industrial Arts Consultant

Elementary Education Majors

I. Why Elementary School Industrial Arts?
II, American Industry

III, Industrial Tools, Materials, Processes
and Products

IV. Developing Activities for the
Classroom

V. Conducting Production Activities

There are essentially three phases to the class. The first, the formal instructional
phase, utilizes the instructional modes of lecture/recitation and discussion to develop
fundamental understandings of elementary school industrial arts and to introduce its
literature.

The second phase, the laboratory experimentation phase, allows the students to ex-
plore possible learning alternatives available to teachers and consistent with curricula.
Sample activities are designed for hypothetical age-grade-subject situations during this
phase. Each student develops, using Learning Activity Development forms (LAD's),
learning experiences which enhance the meanings of several different situations. There
LAD's (format follows) are executed and the outcomes, projects where applicable, are
discussed in class.

LEARNING ACTIVITY DEVELOPMENT FORUM (Koble, 1970)

I. Activity Title
II. Age/Grade Level

III. Time Rewired
IV. Objectives (behaviorally stated)
V. Ratimale

VI. References
VII. Procedure

VIII. Learning Aids (Tools, Equipment, Materials, Supplie
IX; Illustration of Activity

The third phase, the observation/participation phase, provides the students actual
experiences with the children and teachers in local elementary schools. A functional
knowledge of industrial arts in the elementary school is gained through the planning and
implementation of a production activity in an elementary class. This cooperative venture
between the industrial arts department on campus and the local schools has been most
exciting and rewarding for all participants.

Among the benefits accrued through this experience by students and teachers involved
has been one significant indirect benefit from this our initial exposure. We have been
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0
tO present a county inservice workshop this fail to inItiate the concep

school industrial arts education county wide.

IOi Is coordinator of and assistant professor in the Industrial Education De -rtment at West
-Technical Institute, Montgomery.

elf-Directed Workshop in Pre-elementary School
ustriai Arts,

onald L Koble and David R Cramer

'During the past decade K-6 industrial arts programs have received increasing atten-
on, especially when compared to the 1940's and early 1950's. West and Pinelli estimated
at over 2.5 million students were enrolled in elementary school industrial arts in 42

of the 50 states in 1970. (Pinelli, p. 306) The effects of current inflation on elementary
'school industrial arts, however, remain to be seen.

'past 5 or 6 years increasing emphasis and funds have been available and
used-for early childhood education. Head Starr is probably the best known of this type of
prcgram. These programs, which attempt to prepare children for entry into kindergarten

-- 'and subsequently the first grade, should cause those industrial arts personnel whose
interests have been focused at the K-6 level to ask, -Why should we limit our lower age/
rade level to the kindergarten?' and "Is early childhood education a logical and reason-

4ble extension of K-6 industrial arts?"
Actually, there are historic reasons for using -K" as the lower limit However,

because of the current thrust in early childhood education, that is, prekindergarten edu-
cation, it seems logical to consider extending industrial arts below the kindergarten level.

will of course require replacing the "elementary school" part of our common reference
of ''elementary school industrial arts." But that should not be a major obstacle.

While it is beyond the scope of this presentation to examine the question of a change
In name, a brief reference to the issue seems appropriate. In this instance, it appears

= that the term "elementary school industrial arts" probably is used more frequently to
refer to our activities below the secondary level than any other referent. The term we
now use is "Three Dimensional Learning" or .TQL.

:5- This leads to a second and final important premise on which this presentation is
based. That is, CO have a consistent philosophical thrust for a preschool to grade six

;program, it is necessary to accept the position that our role with preschool as well as
:K=6 learners is that of providing three-dimensional activities that (1) reduce levels of
1 abstraction, (2) encourage activity-based learning, (3) provide for self-expression and

(4) assist children with their physiological development their sensory motor develop-
merit This is important to note: Other K-6 philosophical perspectives, e.g., study of
technology, career education and programs with tool skill foci, are inconsistent with the
major goals of early childhood education, and in our view K-6 education tool

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

According to Evans, the goals of early childhood education are: (1) Socialization,
(2) Child's Physical Health Needs, (3) Sensory Motor Development and (4) Emotional De-
velopment. (Evans, 1975, p. 53) It can be seen that the one goal of early childhood edu-

cation of most relevance to us is "sensory motor development although the other goals, '
-also have implications for three-dimensional learning_ _ ,

'A Sampling of the gross and fine motor skills for 3-, 4- and 5-year old children syn-
thesized by Karnes, Sprogel and Goldberg illustrate some of the sensory motor skills
for'these children: picks up pins, etc with each eye covered; builds tower of nine cubes; -1
drives nails and pegs; strings four beads; copies circle and letters V, H and T; cuts with fi

i_ty,scissors; puts round pegs in pegboard holes; holds crayon with fingers and paints pictures
-.YFWith brush on easeMc-
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'To help children develop these and other fine rnotor skills and to aid in their general
ry_-motor development, a self-directed workshop was developed for teachers. This

al-the major focus of our presentation but certainly not of secondary importance to the
,-prior comments related to extending the scope of K-6 programs downward to include ages

34nd 4,
-

iRLF-DIRECTED WORKSHOP
The basic purpose of the workshop is both to help educators of young children assess

their knowledge, skills and attitudes aboot young children and their educational needs and
--to increase their ability to translate t4eir assessment into relevant educational practices.
,Therefore, the atmosphere of the workshop was designed to produce active involvement by
the participants in the multiple options provided by resource packets, films, consultants,
discusaion groups and curriculum construction work groups. Working with these types
of activity options takes up about 75 percent of the participaqts workshop time.

The workshop atmosphere is informal in nature and consists of all the things which
contribute to the climate in which the participants must operate. Describing all of the

"; elements that contribute to the total workshop climate is difficult But the most important
elements can be identified and are briefly described.

Particinants are greeted by an activity in which they are asked to learn each others'
I names and to discuss mutual concerns. The informality is also communicated by the

room Arrangement and the availability of refreshments and comfortable chairs. The
workshop staff begin the workshop by joining the participants in their discussions. Throu
these discussions the content of the workshop is introduced through the use of an initi
self-assessment. Following this self-assessment, it is the stair s communication skills
that play the most important role in maintaining an informal problem-centered atmos-
phere.

The task of the workshop staff is to use their communication skills to provide and
maintain the appropriate balance of structure, security, stimulation and incentive without
eliminating the minimal amounts of frustration, tension and struggle that triggers and

.
sustains the participants' learning and exploration. The staff's major role is to use their
verbal behavior, observation and organizational skills to maintain a learner-centered
climate. This means the dominant intent of the staff's conversation with the participants

intentionally focused upon the use of problem-structuring statements desigied to offer
appropriate information, ideas and resources in an objective and nonthreatening manner.
They also organize small group and large group activities whose purpose is to sustain
and support the participants by facilitating their attempts to complete the self-selected
packet activities.

Participant's handbook: Implicit in this typeof participant involvement in individual-
.- ized problem solving is the assumption that the most important learning is not externally
. imposed but comes from self-directed intellectual activity. Therefore, the educational

sequence begins with an initial self-assessment and personal goal setting activities and
ends with the participants and workshop leader evaluating the products or practices to be

, used by the participants in their educational setting. The workshop, therefore, is organ-
ized around a participant handbook that consists of a systematically organized listing of
packages of core activities, suggested resource packets, opportunities for in-depth read=
ing, study and self-evaluation procedures and criteria.

Initial self-assessment and °al settin : The participants are required to use the
information gained in their initial self-assessment to select packet topics and activities
located within the packets to demonvtrate a competency or develop a product for use in

'their educational setting. The minimum number of packets and activities within the
packets variee and are keyed to the multiple activity options subsequendy described.

Learning options: The workshop provides a rich set of opportunities and resources
for self=directed learning. After completing the initial self-assessment and goal setting
activities, the participants choose from the prepared optional resource packets the
particular packets which will help them meet their individual goals. The packets chosen
also contain optional activities designed to develop specific competencies or supply factual
information about a specific area or topic. In addition to the resource packets, the staff
carefully summarizes die participants' choices and then uses them to select and provide

;- other waya for the participants to meet their goals. These include demonstrationa, field
trips, participant displays, tapes, films; videotapes, consultant presentations and a re=

6-source library of books, articles and pamphlets.
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,
FLEXIBLE GROUPING AND TIME SCHEDULING

Grouping and scheduling: Curing the scheduled workshop periods, the participants
elect to work on an individual small or large group basis while they complete the packet
activities they have selected according to a self-imposed time schedule. The groups
naturMly vary in size depending upon the rr,mber of participants and the interpersonal
relationships that develop between participants and the optional packet activities they
have selected.

Self-evaluation: Opportunities for self-evaluation are provided throughout the work-
shop as the participants complete packet activities. After each activity the participants

,-are asked to demonstrate their increased knowledge, skills, understanding or a product
such as a written paper, charts, graphs, video or audio tapes, exhibits, demonstrations
or learning materials for children. They receive feedback from their peers as well as a
personalized response from the workshop staff. These types of evaluation procedures
and the flexible grouping and time scheduling encourage the sharing of increased com-
petency among participants. The result is an improvement in the self-confidence and
competency of the participants.

APPLICATION

Examples of actual workshop packets as well as descriptions of actual activ. es con-
ducted with preschool children are discussed.
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"Development Guide-

ching assiitant at The

Cornpetencies, Learners and ResourcesA Potpourri
H. Terry Leeper, Dennis E. Sheriff and Francis E. Clark

In 1972 Pennsylvania began certifying industrial arts teachers at all levels, kinder-
garten through twelfth grade. Even though they were certified to teach at the elementary
school level, courses related to industrial arts for the elementary grades were not pro-
vided or required. The decision was made to conduct a competency study to aid in cur-
riculum development.

The purpose of the study was to determine through 8 survey the necessary competen-
cies for elementary school industrial arts teachers. The study encouraged college edu-
cators, elementary school Industrial arts teachers and coordinators V) provide input by
expressing their needs and desires.

The initial list of competencies was developed by reviewing the following sources:
(1) Textbooks, (2) periodical literature, (3) previous research and (4) existing content
objectives for industrial arts in the elementary schools. The competency listing was
divided into three categories: Skills, attitudes and knowledge.

A questionnaire consisting of 53 competencies was developed and sent to 29 individ--
uals. Of those sent 70 percent were returned. The respondents included the following
industrial arts clientele: College and university department heads; coordinators in cities
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people or more; authors of elementary industrial arts textbooks;
eaters responsible for integrating industrial arts into elementary

pients of the questionnaire were asked to: (1) Rate each competency on a
I..ikert:scale, five being the highest rating, (2) indicate those competencies which
lie,`orsignificant value to the program, and (3) write in any comments or corn-

would be vital to the study. Once the questionnaires were returned, the re-
es wereenalyzed and a mean was calculated for each competency, Suggested addi-
competencies were recorded, as were deletions. Each competency category (skills,

Miles and knowledge) was analyzed and reported separately.

ALYSIS OF SKILL COMPETENCIES

iie:1Qskill competencies rated, none fell below a median value of 2.50. The corn-
rated lowest was given a mean rating of 3.50, while the highest mean value was

"Skill competencies' as an area was rated quite high since developing skills in
and studying the technology of industry are the primary content areas of an ele-

emery Industrial arts program. Individuals indicating comments emphasized the need:
(1)Toiclevelop solid block-and-frame construcrion and (2) to use ideas provided by chil-

viten in the curriculum planning stages.
.._.3he_areas of "planning and developing" the elementary student's responsibilities

,Were rated highest. The high rating for -planning and developing '. is not surprising
kaince this is one of the key objectives of elementary school industrial arts.

-0-ANALYSI5 OF ATTITUDE COMPETENCIES

Under the topic of "attitudes," seven competencies were rated between 3.40 and 3.95,
bile .17 were rated at or above 4.00. The respondents indicated that the success of a

program depends upon the attitude of the teacher toward the students. .Even though overall
.Api'ograrn attitudes are important, understanding, caring for and complete development of

theatudent depend upon the instructor.

.I,!!ANALY515 OF KNOWLEDGE COMPETENCIES

, Under knowledge," one competency was rated below 2.50, 8 were rated between
89 and 4.00, while 12 were rated above 4.00. It is interesting to note that the competency

he.lowest rating(2.35) was "applies fiveor more concepts advanced by Montessori."
This rating was probably the result of a lack of understanding on the part of the respond-

., Montessori, like many leading elementary educators, provides a frame of reference
or"analyzing the content within elementary industrial arts programs. On the other hand,
s: respondents probably centered their interests upon the areas of industrial arts for

vsontent development at the elementary school level.
-

c:CONCLUSIONS
Based upon responses, the following conclusions were offered:

None of the colleges or universities In Pennsylvania has an elementary industrial arts program
that is rewired of all industrial orts students.
Teacher education programs should promote the development of the student's ability in recog-
'zing the differing abilities, responsibilities and activities of elementary school children.

In addition children should leorn the proper care and use of tools related to the various areas
_within industrial arts.
The sucess of an industrial arts program for the elementary grades depends upon the teacher's
attitudes and abilities in regard to developmental levels of children and planned activities .

PLICATIONS
In view of the findings and conclusions of this study, the following implications were

gested:
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Nes and universities offering a program in industrial arts teacher education may include
nstruction pertaining to the knowledge, attitude and skill competencies needed forelemen-
tary school Industrial arts teachers.
Another Implication of this study is that public school systems may want to employ teacher
canpetencles as an indicator of pragram philosophy and content selection.
Future competency studies of elementary industrial arts teachers should be conducted by
emptaying critical-incident methodology.

d'IiMPkTENCIES IN PERSPECTIVE
While the identification of competencies is virally important, these competencies

.represent only one component within the total framework of individualized instruction.
-A-s=4 ,resalt of this study it became evident that if learning is the ultimate product of the
instructional environment then the instructional environment is the product of the inter-

-seition between and among the teacher, the learner, the task and the resources (materials,
equipment and methodologies).

It should be realized that the instructional variables dealt with in designing a coursefor elementary industrial arts teachers are the same instructional variables that these
teachers will be dealing with upon employment. Therefore, a portion of the content for
the course should be derived from the same decision structure utilized in designing thecourse: In other words, the course should require elementary industrial arts teachers
to make the same decisions about the instructionalenvironment that were made in design-
ing the instructional environment they are experiencing.

s analysis should concentrate oii the process of collecting information necessary
reach decisions about what to teach, how to teach and how much to teach in relation to

straints such as costs, time, space, equipment andgroup size. In essence, the analysis
should lead directly to an instructional design that specifies preplanned interactions be-
tween and among the teacher, the learner, the task and the resources resulting in an
instructional environment where responses are predictable.

Elementary industrial arts teachers should gain experience in identifying learner
capabilities as opposed to deficiencies. If instruction is the transmission of information
from one person to another and if we communicate with learners through the senses of
hearing, seeing, touching, smelling and tasting, then these learner capabilities become
important considerations in the design of the message. Prerequisite internal learning
conditions will also influence the way in which the learner is expected to respond to in-struction.

When considering resource attributes such as intent, format and restraints answers
to the following questions will serve as guides in designing and selecting media. Is the
intent to reinforce, reinstate, provide repetition or verify? Is the intent of the stimulus
sensory (subjective) or vicarious (objective) in nature? Is the format sequential or non-
sequential, intermittent or continuous pace, resolved or open-ended? Are there cost,
time, equipment or space restraints?

To establish the conditions for instruction, the elementary industrial arts teachers
should identify the task in the form of an objective. The objective may then be classified
according to the conditions of learning advanced by Gagne (1970), and the external condi-

-, tions that will be controlled during instruction can be described.
At this point in design, decisions about the instructional conditions are made. Iden-

tified characteristics of the learner, task antiresources are considered along three major
dimensions. The objective of this configuration is to correlate the intent, format and
restraints of a medium, whare'ver it 'Fray be, to the external conditions of the task and the
internal and external attributes of the learner. This decision structure disciplines think-
ing and allows the elementary industrial arts teachers to make systematic comparisons
they may otherwise fail to perceive.

The elimination of unnecessary intuitive and extemporaneous instructional activities
is the goal to be achieved by preplanning the unique contributions of both human and non-
human resources. Beyond master of subject matter, the teacher is characterized as a
facilitator of learning and a decislonmaker rather than a taskmaster. Therefore, more
time can be devoted to establishing interpersonal relationships with individual learners,

prerequisite to the identification of developmental stages, attention spans and intrinsic
and extrinsic motivational levels dynamic attributes of the learner relating to readiness
for instruction.
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ust be considered without ignoring the implications of common sense,
of the means men, machines, skills and money; for if we fail, the prime

.the learner.

-teeper Is a member of tha faculty at North Carolina State University at Raleigh, N.C. Mr. Sheriff
Cla;ic ore faculty members in the Deportment of Industrial Education at Texas A&M University,
Station, Tex.

Making Industrial Arts an Integral Part of the Preservice
LEleMentary Teacher Education Program
Noah Logan

e_ magnitude of the task identified in the title of this paper is such that it looms
l:Thikea Gordian knot' blocking the road. Is our professional cutting edge sharp enough,
,.4ait1eNander the Great, to cut our way through or are we destined to solve the rich2e,
j!.ltus proving ourselves worthy? The latter is probably the more realistic approach for
:there is nor a person in the United States Office of Education to articulate the case for
:industrial arts in the elementary schools as Sidney p. Marland did for the concept of
;*.areer education and then apply the full power of the office to bring about curriculum
:revision.

Furthermore, there is not a public outcry of 'sufficient magnitude to cause state
legislatures-to mandate the teaching of industrial arts in the elementary classrooms as
was done for consumer education in the Commonwealth of Kentucky in 1974 and career

.seducstion in 1976.2 Both the 1974 and 1976 bills did not mention industrial arts; this is
'ironic because good industrial arts programs have, from the beginning, included strong
!'e,omponents in both consumer and career education. One must conclude that if indeed we
have been talking outside the professional circle, few people have been listening.

My presentation this afternoon will deal with the program as it has evolved at
(4.4oithead Stare University since 1973 More specifically I will discuss. (1) Conflicting
vieWs held by the departments of industrial arts and elementary education, (2) dual certi-

aication, (3) appropriate content and method and (4) some details about the Morehead
Program. The preceding topics are based on personal experience covering the period

e from 1970 to the present.

CONFLICTING VIEWS
P.' The conflict between general educationists and those who see the practical arts as a
'panacea is well known. However, one needs only attempt to work across school lines to
Oee the destructiveness of this senseless conflict. My first experience with this problem

1970 when, as director of an Education Professions Development Act grant,3 I
fieeded to provide experiences for the project participants (elementary teachers) which

k*rould improve their ability to develop learning aids for use with culturally disadvantaged
7:Children.

Lacking time and funds to handle this problem through a workshop, I began searching
:f for a course into which I could place the project participants. To my surprise the More-
ghead General Catalog did list Industrial Arts for Elementary Teachers, the course needed,
'Out it had not been offered for many years. A conference with the dean and Industrial
'*.?...._rts_faculty of the School of Applied Science and Technology reveal the following: (1) The
course had been offered specifically to meet the need of elementary teachers for some

Lunderstanding of the world of technology and (2) after a substantial initial enrollment the
itcourse had consistently failed to attract more than a few students. A later conference

chalrrnan of the Department of Elementary Education revealed that: (1) The
course was viewed initially as a good elective and was recommended and (2) it was
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ely_ apparent that the course as taught did not, in the opinion of the Elementary
EducatIon faculty, meet the needs of their students. Subsequent meetings revealed the

:tletith of misunderstanding and hostility on the partof both schools and an unwillingness of
-th to make a serious effort to reach an understanding. This appears to have been the
&since no full-rime program of industrial arts for elementary teachers is in opera-

in Kentucky except the one under discussion.

DUAL CERTIFICATION

To the casual observer the solution to better communication and cooperation may seem
imple; the fact is, nothing is simple where human emotions and values are involved.

The most masonable approach would seem to be the preparation of personnel who can
function effectively in both the elementary classroom and industrial arts laboratory.

Therefore, let us consider the feasibility of dual certification and the benefits to be
:-derived from such an approach.

The conversion program for a student who has completed a baccalaureate degree
with a major in industrial arts would be approximately thirty credit houre of selected
courses in elementary education including a classroom practicum. This would eliminate
the argument that industrial arts teachers have little understanding of the problems faced
by the elementary classroom teacher.

The student who had graduated with an area of concentration in elementary education
should expect to complete a teaching major in industrial arts. The time requirement
Could be substantially reduced if the undergraduate program was well planned from the
beginning. There is no easy solution because the elementary classroom and the industrial
arts laboratory are both complex situations. To infuse the content and method of both
into a viable alternative classroom organization will require a thorough understanding
not only of content and method in both situations but understanding of child growth and
development and the learning process. This plan could in a relatively short time produce
teachers competent to function as resource persons in the public schools and insure a
supply of teacher education professors v.to could funct on across school lines.

CONTENT AND METHOD

The question of what is taught and how it is taught is of paramount importance for
anyone working in a program of industrial arts for elementary teachers. The simple--
truth is that most elementary teachers are women and as such have been conditioned to
feel that work with tools and materials somehow constituted a threat to their femininity.
This is a cultural celidition and will not disappear in the near future. For example, I
observed a first grade classroom in which the student teacher had brought in a large
carton; she then cut windows and doors, painted on wheels and was permitting the children
to use it for imaginary bus trips. The boys were driving the bus, taking tickets, perform-
ing maintenance and helping the girls to and from their seats. The girls were at no
time active participants in this activity. This is not an isolated case but is the rule in
many communities. Due to this cultural bias, elementary education students enter Indus-
trial arts with a poor self-image. This condition can usually be corrected through the
use of values clarification techniques and personal projects, usually teaching aids, which
maximize student participation. By midterm most students have developed basic tool
skills-and can begin to analyze the content of industrial arts and the project method (both
group and individual). The students finish the class by developing a series of learning
packets which contain constructional activities end can be carried out by the child in the
class room.

THE MOREHEAD PROGRAM

After an erratic start in the early sixties the course in industrial arts for elementary
teachers lay dormant until 1970 when it was revived for a select group of students par-
ticipating in a research project under EP DA. After only one semester it was allowed
to become inactive again.

My interest in the program began with the previously mendoned experience as direc-
tor of the EPDA project and continued throughout a two year sabbatical during which time
I completed my Ed.D. degree with a supporting area in elementary education. Returning
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Morehead I decided EC) begin developing a program of industrial arts for elementary
teachers and was able to negotiate a contract which placed my teaching duties in both the

partments of Elementary Education and of Industrial Arts. More specifically, my
aching duties consisted of teaching one section of the professional semester block.
undation courses in elementary education and one course (Industrial Arts for Elemen-
ry Teachers) in the Department of Industrial Arts. Thus I was able to move freely
ithin and between both faculties and to a large extent dispel much of the misunderstanding

which had wrecked the program 10 years earlier.
The course was offered as LE. 520 -1 elective open to junior, senior and graduate

students and was initially scheduled only during the spring semester of each school year
'beginning in 1971 The enrollment was adequate for only one class section. Beginning
with the 1975 school year this course has been scheduled each semester, including the
summer term, with an enrollment adequate for two class sections. In addition there is
an industrial arts component built into the on-campus experiences for all elementary

(- education students enrolled in the professional semester which means that all Morehead
`4-- graduates certified to teach in the elementary classroom now routinely receive instruc-
,-- tion in the potential of industrial arts activities, as both content and a method, through

which children can become more active participants in the learning process regardless
of the curriculum area under study.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, I believe the program at Morehead, while only elective now, will soon
become a requirement This will mean writing a course for the sophomore level and
upgrading the present course to only graduate status, making it an attractive elective for
education specialist students in Supervision and Administration.

For some time I have been negotiating with the executive officer of a public school
system, in the Morehead service area, in an effort to work out the details for a long term
study (6 to 10 years) which will combine industrial arts, career and consumer education
and will infuse this into the existingelernentary curriculum K-6. This idea was presented
to the Board of Education on March 13, 1976, and was enthusiastically received.4 Work
on- the details of the proposal is underway and it is anticipated that implementation will
begin in the fall of 1977. In addition to achievement in all curriculum areas, of special
intereSt is the effect on a dropout rate which is running above fifty percent from grades
one _through nine.5 If this project shows a significant improvement in the effectiveness
of the public schools, these results will form the basis for a request to the State Board
of Education to establish industrial arts as a requirement for certification in elementary

_education in the Commonwealth of Kentucky.

FOOTNOTES

1. Mythology: King CozIrdian of Phyrgia tied a knot which an oracle revealed could
be undone only by the future Master of Asia. Alexander the Great, failing to untie it, cut
the knot with his sword.

2. House Bill 538, Section 9, Effective June 21, 1974, and Flouse Bill 70, sent to the
Governor March 10, 1976.

3. United States Office of Education Planning Grant No. OEG-0-9-273153-2147-725
and operating Grant No. OEG -9-70-1735 (725).

4. Resolution No. 155-76 Rowan County Board of Education March 13,1976.
5. Information on dropouts furnished by the Superintendent of Rowan County Public

Schools, 19711_ _

Dr. Lagan is a member of both Elementary and Industrial Education faculties at Morehead State Unvsr-
ity, Mereheod, Ky.



ew Dienensions in Teaching Effectiveness for Prospective
Elemehtary.Teachers

obeit L. McLaren and Ronald G. Barker

In the Department of Industrial Education and Technology at Western Illinois Univer-
ty, we approach teaching elementary education majors and special education majors

the constructional activities of industrial arts through our crafts program. We offer a
wide gamut of activities in our program from the teaching of basic crafts to units in

.basic manufacturing. This paper illustrates some of the teaching techniques we use to
acquaint prospective teachers with the role of industrial arts in the elementary school
program.

The human body has many physical dimensions, i.e., height arm length, foot, head
and waist size. As we grow and develop, we eat a variety of foods and exercise in many
ways. There are also many dimensions to the mind and a multitude of ways of developing
it.

The elementary school curriculum provides a variety of activities, both physical and
mental, to help our children grow anddevelop into functional, versatile and knowledgeable
iniZviduals. Industrial arts activities can supplement the elementary school curriculum
by assisting the teacher in developing the "complete" child.

To illustrate our point, let us compare some dimensions or parts of the human body
to some of the dimensions or teaching methods of presenting crafts to elementary children.

A leg is a foundation upon which a child's body is built The foundation of our country
was hewn out of the land by the sweat of men's brows. As our country has evolved from
a small colony to a mighty industrial giant yesterday's vocations have become today'S
crafts. Much can be learned about our heritage from studying and working with crafts
as uhey pertain to social studies.

Our country's heritage was transferred from east to west on the old-time prairie
schooner. A man earned his livelihood by handcrafting items. Through the use of hand
tools, a man was able to make furnishings for his home and tools for his farm.

One hand crafted item was the candle which brought light into the house. To the
pioneer a candle was a necessity, not a luxury. We can teach the same candle-making
process today which they used 200 years ago . thus teaching our children about history,
candlemaking materials and processes.

Another pioneer task, broom rnakin7, which was a vocation, can be used as a craft
today to communicate housekeeping skills.

The items pioneers used in clothing were a vital part of their early heritage. For
example, buttons were made by early craftsmen from the shells found in abundance along
the virgin rivers. There were crops of wool and grain that provided staples of clothing
and food for the community. Flax fibers were broken down through a hand process result-

' -ing in a very fine gossamer-like fiber which was later woven into cloth to make fine
linen. When flax fibers were in short supply, they were combined with wool to provide
a material called linsey-woolsey. The basic weaving process, still in use today, can be
taught to our children through a weaving craft. The handcraft method of producing cloth
has evolved into our great textile industries of today. An opportunity to teach children
career education would be to demonstrate, through a constrnctional activity, the many
tyTles of work involved in a textile industry.

Pioneers provided decoration for their drab attire through the use of bead stringing .
job's tears, seeds and other natural materials were used to make jewelry for themselves
and ornaments for the home.

The only way most early settlers had to obtain furniture was to build it Some of
the furniture was very simple and basic due to a minimum number of tools and materials
and the limited skill of the craftsman. Other pieces were more elaborate and ornamental.
There is a renewed interest today in primitive and early American furnishings. Caning,
for example, provided functional and decorative seats for chairs, stools and panels.

The pioneer crafts as mentioned can be communicated through present day crafts
only in a more decorative and intricate way. Candlemaking, weaving, bead stringing, tile
mosaic and block printing are representative of early craft activities relating closely to
math, history, science and other subjects vital in the schools of today.

The second leg of our child can utilize the construction of inexpensive crafts. In
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to parend and boards of education to find
ensive crafts teach children not only about language arts,

,but also, about recycling, ecology, utilization of natural resources

e materials can be turned into productive and useful craft items
geome concepts of ecology, tool usage and design to the students. Styro-.

eatirrays make-decorative Christmas decorations ov other seasonal type of crafts .
trLaYs'ican also.be used to make inexpensive relief prints simply by using a finger-

-"=11 oliriscribe the design on the styrofoam .
be very effective in communications and can be made from discarded
era and paper scraps. These items cost very lirde for children to

carded beverage cans can be used to make useful craft items of a nature suit-
entary or early childhood education. Craft items can be made from bottles,

es, styrofoam, cardboard, cans, yarn, match sticks and wood scraps materials
d :14-may be thrown away. An American flag can be made by using a simple

_;,/itring and construction paper .
e:hurnan body cannot function without a backbone. The backbone of our American .

Industry ie the mass production concept. In elerni ntary school, children CEM learn the
sic -concepts of mass production: Concepts such as Looperation, organization and team-

!Work.
,

.hymo-st elementary classrooms a mass production activitycan be accomplished quite
eitsilly; We can utilize hand tools and basic power tools in an elementary classroom to
aCcUte _a -mass production unit. We can demonstrate basic industrial processes, the
r&aking,tif jigs and fixtures and then actually go through the production process. We could
nisi produce cars to communicate not only high volume industries but also the transpor-

Intion, industry and the type of work and wo--ers involved. Depending on budget and time
aiitifible,severd food items, small crafts or leather objects could be used as a learning., _

cperience in mass production for elementary children.
If you -are familiar with what happens in the third grade and the note passing that

,goes an, we can turn that around and make it a useful learning experience. We can mass
aoroduce mail boxes and by stacking them together, build a post office. Through the process
Ot.role _playing, children can be made aware of careers in the post office system, learn
,la3W the postal system operates and apply math ptinciPles through the buying of envelopes,
!"stationery and stamps.

The arms of our body reach out and grasp objects. The use of teaching aids help
[children grasp ideas and concepts. It has been said, "A picture is worth a thousand
Oords.'' , A colorful, well-designed teaching aid may implant an idea forever in the mind
04 a child.

Teaching aids can be used in many different ways. Either the teacher or student
ray operate them. If we are to work with a puppet stand, the teacher can control the

clissroom activities and the mood of the children through putting on a skit This is an.._effective way to transmit information, similar to what is done on Sesame Street, The
ectric .Company and other popular children's television shows. On the other hand,

Fhildren can also operate these puppet stands to communicate stories that they have
rriaid or made up, to practice their language arts skills and to present educational mate-
1 inn structured sense.
4Electric boards are also a valuable teaching aid since they give positive reinforce-
r to the students. Felt boards are another way of communicating with children .

the beerds bright, interesting and current requires some work on the part of the
They can be very effective in the teaching of colors, textures, numbers and

e ,concePts that young children need to learn. Felr boards can be made from wood,
reardtroard or other suitable materials. A versatile felt board can be constructed from a,....,icarclboard carton approximately 2-1/2 feet by 3 feet with storage compartments in the

terior for holdhig the media which will be used on the board. The outside of the board
covered-with felt The felt board can also be used to announce special events.
: Still- another way of relating information to children is through the use of books.

Ooke that are in the library can be a ready source of information, or you can make your
-`b-ooks. If you are working with children who have learning disabilities, you can de-

gril%n book to provide experiences in zipping, snapping, tieing, buttoning, buckling and
acing,taiks the child will have to master in learning to dress himself. The book may
elinade of cloth, paper or other materials.
1..-:.
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Other teaching aids can promote math, color concepts and recognition of Items the
children come in contact with such as traffic symbols, the weather and common house-
hold utensils. These teaching aids will not only allow for simple recognition of objects
but also will provide opportunities for role-playing and social interaction.

Our child has a second arm for grasping objects. Games and toys are very effective
teaching devices which assist children in grasping knowledge concerning concepts such

-as color, texture; numbers, time, shapes, rhythm and music. Psychomotor skills are
improved, i.e., throwing, picking up and stacking and other qualities are promoted and
developed such as eye-hand coordination, large motor coordination and sportsmanship
(sense of fair play).

Many-people today say that play is children's work. Toys can be very useful in the
elementary classroom. Games and toys can be purchased from many companies who
have utilized experience and research in the construction of their products. Toys can be
used to relate educationally, or they can be used for play activities as the children grow.
Teachers can develop the ability to construct educational equipment to meet the needs of
their students. Toys can be used to communicate a variety of things as follows:

1. A doll house, in its many varied forms, can be used by boys and girls in role playing.
2. Toys con be made to communicate careers of all types.
3. Toys con also be a learning device for manipulative skills, i.e., getting dressed, recognizing

colors and textures.
4. Musical toys can be an aid to learning rhythm. A xylophone, slop board, sanding blocks,

tambourine ond other devices can be used to help stimulate an interest in music and help
the children develop rhythm. Children like to sing songs about activities which ore impor-
tant in their lives.

5. Toys can be made to develop perceptual skills. Montessori cylinders, crazy pegs, pounding
blacks and stacking gornes help children tO become better coordinated in eye-hand activi-
ties, small motor activities and gross motor activities.

6. Puzzles are a good device to develop perception and coordination in children. Teachers
can make puzzles very attractive and colorful through the use of wood, coping saws, files,
sandpaper, glue and paint. Commercial puzzle pieces often beccene lost. With a few mate-
rials, tools and skills, the classroom teacher can make new pieces so the puzzle can again
become useful.

7. Dominoes assist children to develop basic moth concepts.
a. Children enjoy stocking blocks. Blocks can be made very easily from a piece of 2 by 4 cut

in the shapes of squares, triangles and rectangles. Dawell rods can be used For circular pieces.
9. A bean bog toss game can be a good way of helping children develop psychomotor abilities

nil interact socially. This game can be used on the playground, in the classroom or in the
gym. It can be made free standing and can be transported anywhere.

To complete our body, we have a head which functions as our control center. Our
sense of sight, hearing, smell and taste are housed in our head. Display cases and bulle-
tin boards can appeal to the child's senses and transmit knowledge in any curriculum.
The child's own works can be used to build a sense of pride, accomplishment and self-
confidence through displaying projects and work to others.

Display cases can make learning a pleasure by surrounding One with stimulating and
decorative displays. All areas of school can profit by a creative preSentation of subject
material. To establish interest, create curiosity and stimulate conversation, display
cases should be changed frequendy.

Display cases can announce e,,-nts and activities of general interest. In so doing,
they help to enrich corridors and t, intensify school spirit. The effectiveness of a dis-
play case, regardless Of its theme, depends upon its arrangement which involves consid-
eration of size, shape, color, variety, balance and other properties.

Holidays, special weeks (Exceptional Children's Week) and themes centered on a
specific craft are a few Ideas for display cases. Imagination is the key to an effective
display case.

We have just looked at a variety of dimensions in teaching effectiveness. To some of
you they may be new; to others they may be old. Boredom, apathy and a lack of compre-
hension are brought about when a teacher uses the same teaching technique constantly.
Using the cliche, "Variety is the spice of life," we can realize that in teaching a variety
of teaching techniques can and will lead to new dimensions in teaching effectiveness to
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erest and a desire for learning ,within every child. Therefore, as it takes
ions to make up the human body, it also takes many dimensions in teaching

p a well-informed and well-adjustedchild, ready to cope with today's fast moving

cLaren and Mr. Barker are faculty members in the Department of Industrial Education and Technol-
rn Illinois University, Macomb, III.

nStructional Activities for Special Needs Students
Gary D.:Mears and John Bios

Cctructional activities in the elementary classroom have been found to provide
'aft' 3 of nee:led human development skills. These skills can range from self-realiza-' J6:3 satisfaction to task completion, all of which are_rieeded-W-arderlor individuals

to tali:, eir places in litr technological society.
= .-rent trends in special education; such as the least restrictive environment or

slreaming" bills that states are presently enacting and the Federal ,Education for
JAR Furirli-sappep Children Act of 1975, place handicapped learners in a variety of settings

that r r before were accomplished .
elementary classroom teachers-are faced with a renewed goal of meeting the

nneth of all their students. To establish a programmatic base from which
the ot.erste there is the necessity of understanding some of the background behind

c1168 par tic ipants .
baneea in conceptual, motor, social and intellectual behavior have been among

:the amp- ws first noted in the identification of special needs students. Initialy, these
°sYmpharat "!. quently discovered during the early stages of an individual's educational
Itfe Dear .iumerous studies and methodologies developed in the fields of education
or the speciak .,Ites student, there is still considerable uncertainty by professionals as

te theprecise oies that should be designed for these individuals. This is particularly
opparent in the development of experimental-based programs and activities at the elemen-
:71tary grades.

Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to discuss and identify the concepts of con-
;fcrete and praurnatic methodologies that can be used, via constructional activities, in the
,_teaching of career concepts to special needs students.
:--

CONCRETE THINKING vs ABSTRACT THINKING
K7-17 -..Itli an accepted theory that children of elementary school age, especially those with

y learning difficulties, tend to grasp ideas which are explicitly expressed in concrete
Thus, special needs students have a definite deficit in abstract thinking. The

deficit can be easily explained in the following examples:
The student can use a saw to cut a piece of lumber, but is unable to demonstrate how to use the
saw properly without a piece of lumber to saw.

A student can use a rule to measure off distances down to eighths of an inch, but cannot state
whether or not 3/4 inch is greater or less than 1/2 inch.

Another student cannot demonstrate how to paint with lust a paint brush and not paint, whereas
he would be able to paint a surface given all the necessary supplies and equipment.

Researchers have suggested that the essential deficit in some special needs students
na their inability to translate precepts and relationships into words when an activity

eiluires students to interpret a rule or procedure, they will be at a definite disadvantage .
owever, when an activity involves either recognition of a tool or operation that has been

n previously or the acquisition of a motor or manipulative procedure, the relative
sadvantage should not be observable.
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Concrete responses, on the part of normal students, may be a secondary and neces-
,sary reaction but are developed by the special needs individual as a primary response to
establish some form of success. Since the nature and design of our education programs
are primarily designed for abstract responses, students who are unable to function in
such an environment will either retreat from it or disrupt it, thus the need to experience
success is of primary concern to the student. Due to the fact that these students have
difficulty in generalizbig from one activity to another similar activity, it is imperative
that every opportunity is given the individual to express himself in any concrete manner
that would allow accomplishment of the tasks involved in the activity.

When the problems of generalization are transferred to constructional activities,
it is possible to observe the difficulties that students may have in distinguishing differ-
ences between crosscutting and ripping operations or drilling and countersinking. To
gain a complete understanding of sirnilar activities or experiences, planning must be
carried out to Wye students the Eime to practice these activities in as many different
contexts as possible. When one considers other problems such as inhibition, motivation

r,and attention, it is easy to see why learning is such a probiem for these students.
Contrary to popular opinion, once the special needs student has mastered an activity,

his chances of remembering it are the same as the normal student again, provided he
has the opportunity to use the skills and information acquired. Practically, there are two
methodologies that can be used in providing instruction to the special needs student.
First the teacher should use concrete objects and experiences rather than words alone,
and second, the teacher should deliberately broaden the types of activities for the student
and associate them with each other as well as with related processes.

LEARNING SKILLS

Prior to delivering instruction to the special needs student, it is essential that the
teacher become aware of activity prerequisites which are necessary for the acquisition
of looking, listening, moving, motor imitations, chores and self-help skills. These skills
can be closely correlated with the types of constructional activities used at the primary
levels of -education development, Listed below are those behaviors that must be learned
before a teacher can successfully teach the student various constructional processes and
activities. These prerequisites have been identified by Kozloff as being only three of
seven major areas of skill development necessary for successful progression through our
educational system. (Kozloff, 1974. pp. 84-85)

Before a student can develop looking, listening and moving skills, he must first learn:
1. To develop spontaneous eye contact.
2. To develop eye contact on request.
3. To cooperate with simple spoken requests.
4. TO sit long enough to be rewarded for working at a task.

Before a student can develop motor imitation skills, he must ftrst

1. To develop sportaneous eye contact.
2. To devalop eye contoct on request.
3. To cooperate with simple spoken requests.
4. To develop skill or many largemotor activities (gross motorm
5. To look at objects, parts of the body, face, etc.
6. To develop skill at many small motor activities.
7. To develop good work habits such as sitting, listening and working.
8. To use eye contact to get natural rewords.

Before a student can develop chores (tasks) and s -help skills, he must
1. TO develop spontaneous eye contact.
2. To develop eye contact on request.
3. To cooperate with simple spoken requests.
4. To look at objects, parts of the body, face, etc.

Once the student has acquired the above prerequisites, it will be possible to provide
meaningful instruction for the learning of constructional activIty skills. The sequence of
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instruction that woUld lead to the acquisition of the skills are as follows. Matching ob-.

ictsi identifYing objects by name and motor imitation.
41atchifig objects is the process by which the student learns to see and distinguish

ilaiiities and differences between various objects and/or processes. Up. -iuceessful
triment of matching objects, the student should be able to point to simila fferent
Cts, colors and processes.
Matching is a term meaning the ability to see how objects are the samc cnt .
e process of teaching matching objects, the teacher should also refer to the objects

'tyldior processes by mune. If the student can differentiate between similar and different
objects when they are named, it can then be surmised that he has learned the names.
Thus, the student is capable of identifying objects by name.

The process of teaching motor imitation is quite straightforward. The concept
involved is to teach the student to move his body and parts of the body in the same way you
do, immediately following your movements. In essence, the teacher's movements become

,a..1:4e.podel for the student to follow. At first, the student should be taught to imitate the
teacher immediately following the demonstration, after which imitation should follow
after greater lengths of time until fully mastered.

SYMBOL APPROACH

To greatly aid in the successful acquirement of these activity skills, the symbolized
pproach can be used. This approach provides the learner with visual stimulus (color

cutout of tool or material) in sequence of operation to task cornyi,lion.
To develop the symbol approach, the first step is to break the selected activity down

into small sequential steps that can be symbolized by a tool, material or operation.
Second, a set of laminated posterboard tools and materials approximately one-fourth

scale need to be made. For ease of identification, the handles of the tools are painted a
coded color and the symbolized tools are the same color as the real tool handles. This
color coding aids students who are having trouble making the proper tool selection. They
can look for both tool shape and tool coior and greatly enhance the probability of success-
ful tool selection plus strengthen object identification skills.

To display these symbols, a piece of sheetmetal can be framed and painted; the size
is dependent on your specific need. SrnWl magnets are attached to the back of the symbols,
and they are ready for display on the magnetic signboard.

Third, an activity sheet should be drawl.' up that will match the symbol layout on the
- tgrthoard. This sheet is distributed to all members of the class to aid in reducing the

level of abstraction.
Several advantages of this approach:

As previously mentioned:
1. It aids in proper tool selection.
2. It enhances successful activity completion.

In addition:
3. The teacher is freed from repeated explanations so that he/she can move about th.

activity area to help with individual problems.
4. The students develop a feeling of self-direction.
5. Self-sotisfection is increased through this approach.

All constructional activities can be set up on this approach if some time is spent in
selecting activities that lend themselves to this unique classroom setting. To select

k constructional activities that are both appropriate and beneficial, a criteria list should be
reviewed. This list should include the following:

1. Appeal to students.
2. Require few operations.
3. Use gross motor skills.
4. Be inexpensive.
5. Fit into the curriculum.
6. Pe able to complete in one or two work sessions
7. 130 easily symbolized.
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8. Provide experiences for out ide school vie, i.e., hobbies.
9. Provide career orientation.

10. Aid in the discovery of aptitudes and abilities.

Constructional activities in the learning world of the handicapped student have an
effect that in reality can never be totally measured, but the effects can be observed. The
observable effects, plus the inward results, can serve to better prepare that learner as
he/she goes through the educational process. Special needs students have the same needs,
wants and desires that the world in total has; and through the providing of experiences
such as has been described here, we as teachers can aid in the process of helping these
individuals become contributing members of our society.
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Minneapolis, M nn. Elementary School Technology
Center
Sterling Peterson

The Technology Center consists of an area within the elementary school which In-
volves students in industrial arts (manufacturing), marketing (sales), home economies
(consumerism) and office experiences. Students in the program are given lifelike experi-
ences by following a product from its inception until it reaches the hands of the consumer,
which involves production, operating costs, distribution, problemsolving, etc. that takes
place. The relationship of these four pillars ol the %%orld of work becomes obvious to
students.

PROGRAM GOALS

1. To provide hands-on experience in a variety of worthwhile activities that generally
fall into categories recognized as most needed in the world of work and to provide
activities which would develop psychomotor skills.

2. To provide students with consumer exploration. Students must be made aware of
and have an ability to choose wisely the goads which they consume.

3. To provide students with safety education. Safety is the responsibility of all
people. Children must be trained at the earliest stages of their technical aware-
ness the safe and proper use of tools, simple machinery and appliances.

-I. To provide students with an understanding of how technology affects our environ-
ment.

5. To provide students with practical experience which would requite them to use
their basic skills.

6. To provide students with an understanding of our free enterprise system and
occupational awareness.
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STAFFING

Approximately 60 students per hour work in the Technology Center. To manage this
many students, one industrial arts teacher and one home economics teacher are needed.
They are assisted by two aides. One aide has a business background and the other has

. a distribution background.

SUGGESTED EQUIPMENT

Consumer ism Area
range;
sinks and cabinets
sewing machines
refrigerator-freezer
trapezoidal tables
demonstration table
chairs
washerlryer
ironing beard
dishwasher
circular tables

Manufacturing Area
vertical lumber racks 2

storage cabinets 5

buffer 1

uniplane 1

belt and disc sander 1

storage racks 36 feet
air compressor 1

grinder 1

teal cabinet 1

benches 4
finishing bench
demonstration bench 1

dust collector, built-in 1

wash area, built-in 1

spray booth, tentative built-in

FOR EACH AREA

4 free
3 built-in
3

1

10
1

30

1

1

4

circle saw 1

dri I I presses 2
scroll saws 3

SAMPLE LESSONS

Office Occupations Area
typewritvrs, electric
typewriters, manual
adding machines
calculators
tape recorders
ditto machine
storage cabinets
file cabinets, 2-drawer
desks
chairs

MerketingAtee
aisle counter
cash register
counters
display shelves
mannequins

rror
hanging rock
sign press
register stand
storage cabinet
darkroom sink
workbench

Two sample lessons from the manufacturing area o
and Lincoln elementary schools follow:

Lesson I
Concept:

Generalization:

Materials

2

8
3

2

2

1

2

3

16
16

1

1

4

16 feet
I set

1

4 feet
1

1

1

1

1

h- Technology Center at Lyndale

Acquainting students with a variety of materials, their source and
their maintenance will help them understand their effects on the
environm ent.

Objectives: After a demonstration students will be able to identify materials
and their sources.

After a presentation students will be able to select an appropriate
finish to be used on the product.

After a presentation students will be able to list what is needed to
develop proper management of natural resources.
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rning Acdvities:
1. Test: Students identify and give source of materials.
2. Students will apply appropriate finishes to their individual products.
3. Following a discussion students individually will develop a flow chart explain-

ing wise management of natural resources.
4. Students prepare skit with dialogue related to proper management of natural

resources.

Lesson 2
Concept: Processing

Generaliz ion: When students experience the designing and construction of products,
they will develop knowledge of the sale ,-;e of tools and machines
and the skills needed to operate them.

Oblectiv After a presentation, students will be able to sketch and construct
a prototype of their individual products.

Learning Activities:
1. Students will sketch product i
2. Students will present product ideas to the class to be considered for mass

production.
3. Students will build prototypes of product ideas selected by the class.
4. Students will present prototypes to the class to be considered for mass pro-

duction.

Objective: !laving been given a lesson on safety procedures, students will use
these procedures while working in the manufacturing area.

Learning Activities:
1. View safety films
2. Take safety test.
3. Construct safety posters.
4. Wear safety equipment.

Objective: After a demonstration and experience, students will be able to con-
struct and finish a product.

Learning Activity:
Students will practice skills and procedures in producing the product.

Mr. Peterson is a consultant in Induitriol and Vocational Education for the Minneapolis, Minnesota,
Public Schools.

Elementary School Industrial ArtsA Synopsis of Programs
in Minneapolis Schools
Roger Sandau

This paper is presented in the hope that you and your staff will become interested
enough in elementary school industrial arts to pursue the possibility of having it in your
school. The rewards to children are great. The ensuing material contains the benefits
to children, safety, various models in existence, a list of materials, tools and equipment
needed, and how you can receive any help you may need.
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WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL INDUSTRIAL ARTS

Stissientit
Because you can make things and keep them for a long time, and I like machines and materials.
And I made a stove ond a dresser and a letter "M" and a table and a pencil holder and a letter
holder and that is why I enjoy it.

I like the power tools to work with.

I like woodworking because I can make things for my mon and make presents for other people.
I like all the ideas and tools that we can work with and learn about.

Because you use wood and plastic instead of paper. And then you can paint th m if you

Parents:
Both of my children hove enjoyed industrial arts because it makes them feel so grown up.

My two boys have really enjoyed industrial arts. I think they like school better because of it.
I know they stoy after school whenever they can for shop.

Principal
Industrial arts at Pratt School continually ranks among the most popular programs with students,
staff and families at Pratt School. The program is a fine example of the kind of integration
which allows children to apply the basic skills of math and reading to projects which teach
manipulative skills as well. In fact, it is as good on example of the "whole child" approach as
can be found. In a warm, coring atmosphere children learn to cooperate, feel good about them-
selves and use big muscles in the completion of their activities a fine blend of the cognitive,
affective and psychomotor domains.

Elementary teacher:
As a teacher, I think our woodshop is great! Even the parents have commented on how happy

they are that their children get this kind of experience. The children ore always excited to go
and always very proud of what they hove built. Our woodshop allows the children to do some-
thing completely different from the classroom experience. It is a rare and wonderful chance for
elementary children.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS PROGRAM
AT THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL LEVEL

Tfte industrial arts program at the elementary school level emphasizes materials
and processes. Students work with materials such as wood, metals, plastic and leather,
and develop such processes as cutting, bending, forming, shaping, fabrication, fastening,
thrashing, etc. Safety is a primary concern; safety procedures are taught so that students
develop good safery habits. The motivation of students is extremely high because children
love to work with tools and machines and as a result, gain the many benefits that are
described below:

BENEFITS TO STUDENTS

The same rationale used for any goori educational experIence can be used for elemen-
tary school industrial arts.

1. Students gain in self-confidence because of:
The visible success of making something to take home and be proud of.

Successful experiences with machines.
2. Students gain social skills through;

Crou-age teaching.
Cooperation in designing and producing a product.

3. Students gain in language arts and math through;
--Concrete experiences involving mathematical concepts such as space, shape, weight,

balance, symmetry, volume, etc.
Concrete experiences involving mathematical operations involved in planning, design-

ing, measuring, and constructing.
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Communication of instructions and designs by speaki ning and writin reading.
4. Studentsgain in science skills through:

Observations of qualities of materials and tools.
Experiences with the operation of machines.
Problem solving.

5. Students gain a broader understanding of careers through:
Proper and sore use of materials, tools and equipment.
Actual experiences relevant to many kinds of jobs.
A model of work which is free from sex stereotyping.

Introduction to teahaaloilY-

SAFETY

Industrial arts programs for elementary students naturally raise the question of
safety. That concern is uppermost in the minds of persons setting up and operating such
programs, with the result that industrial arts has an excellent safety record. There are
probably no more band-aids used in the shop of an elementary school than you use in
your home. Srudents are given instruction in the use of the equipment and are required
to wear safety goggles when operating each piece of equipment. No student is expected to
operate a machine he or she does not want to operate, and no student is allowed to operate
thoce pieces of equipment (the table saw, for instance) which are considered dangerous.
Machines are treated like any other vehicle of instruction, not as strange objects that
should be avoided because they might attack without warning.

PROGRAM MODELS

Five models in current use in Minneapolis schools will be discussed: Classroom,
prep time, special education, interest centers and technology centers. Variations exist
in each of the programs to accommodate individual school differences and needs. Each
program utilizes wood as its basic material, although other materials such as plastic,
leather, fabrics and metals are sometimes introduced. A large variety of projects are
produced including such things as toys, math andother games,-home products, classroom
aids, cages, experimental equipment, etc. Students are taught the proper and safe methods
of using materials, tools and equipment. Suggested tools, equipment, materials, and hints
as to how you can begin your program are found at the end of this paper.

CLASSROOM

This model is discussed first because of the ease with which it can be implemented.
Either a small area of the classroom can be used or a vacant classroom set up to accom-
modate a reacher and his or her class. Tins approach has the advantage of excellent
coordination between industrial arts and the other disciplines being taught. It has the
disadvantage of lack of skill by many elementary teachers in working with tools and
materials. This can be easily corrected by inservice and the use of aides or assistants
with tools and skills.

Other advantages of this program are: It can be continually upgraded by additional
tools, materials, ete as they become available or expanded as space becomes available.
It can easily be transformed into an interest center, prep-time activity or as a part of
the technology center.

A typical setting would include various handtools, scrap materials and a workbench
with a couple of vises. Given this setting and the opportunity, students can have a worth-
while successful experience and will produce a wide variety of projects. Going first
class is nice but GOING is tile most important part of the program.,

PREP TIME

This model utilizes industrial arts activities to free classroom teachers for prep
ime. This approach rewires a certified industrial arts teacher, a room large enough

to accommodate a complete class and the necessary tools and equipment. Combthed
ith other activities such as physical education, media center, art, pottery, etc., it

offers an excellent variety to students.
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This model appears to be the easiest to implement because funds are available for
prep-time teachers. In order to provide the best possible experience for students, it is
recommended that additional help be given to the instructor. "rhere are many ways of
dOing this, i.e., regular aides, older students, junior or senior high school students, volun-
teers, NYC students, etc.

Woodworking is the primary activity, but graphics, plastics, metals and leather are
also used on occasions. Student motivation and interest are maintained by the wide variety
of projects possible with wood and the natural progression from simple projects to the
more difficiAt as skills are obtained.

SPECIAL EDUCATION SCHOOLS

This is the oldest mo,del in operation in Minneapolis. It is set up primarily for
special education students with the other students rotating through as time permits. It
also requires a certified industrial arts teacher and separate room. It carries the added
advantage of state reimbursement of the teacher's salary. For years, special education
has recognized the benefits of industrial arts to special students. The kind of hands-on
success oriented activities that special education students need is the basis of elementary
school industrial arts.

INTEREST CENTERS
The interest center model is a relatively new approach to elementary school indus-

trial arts. The S.E.A. schools have utilized it for the past five years with a great deal
of success. Variations of this program do exist in other schools of the city and seem to
be gaining in popularity because of its flexibility. Schools that have divided their day into
basic skills and activity time have found that industrial arts is one of the most popular
activities offered. These schools have also found that they can offer a worthwhile ex-
perience with a limited amount of tools, equipment and materials to begin with and then
build on them as funds or equipment become available. The additional advantage of an

-interest center program is that no advanced skills are needed by the instructor if only
basic hand tools and relatively safe machines are used such as the drill press, hand
sanders, scroll saw, etc. Activities vary from individual projects such as cages, science
experiments, math games, to whole class projects such as designing and building a cube .
interest centers function best when the number of students doing the activity can be held
to about 12 to 15.

TECHNOLOGY CENTER

The teclmology center consists of an area within the confines of the elementary com-
plex which involves students in industrial arts (manufacturing), marketing (selling), home
economics (consumerism) and office experiences. This model is the most extensive in
existence and perhaps involves the greatest effort to establish; however, it has the ad-
vantage of offering a total life-like experience to students. Students follow a product
from its inception (design) to its conclusion (in the hands of the consumer) with all the
production, operating costs, distribution and problem solving that takes place in between.

SETTING UP AN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL INDUSTRIAL ARTS PROGRAM

The cost of equipping each of the models varies tremendously from a few simple-
hand tools in the classroom to much more sophisticated equipment in the technology
center. Rather than go into detail in this paper with each piece of equipment needed in
each program, we will deal with general suggestions and helpful hints. A more extensive
list of equipment and their costs is available from the Industrial Arts Department,
Minneapolis Schools.

HAND TOOLS

Various methods of obtaining hand t
I. Hove children bring them from home.
2. Use extra tools &cm junior and senior high schools.
3. Use donatlons from individuals, companies, P.T.S.A., etc.
4. Purchase as needed.

s have been used:
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It is quite surprising how few hand tools are really needed and how many can be
purchased for 50 to 100 dollars. When taken care of, tools and equipment will last in-
definitely.

MATERIALS

Many of the materials needed are readily available from existing school supplies,
tempora paint, brushes, glue, etc. Wood is available from mill works, manufacturing
plants, lumber yards, etc. A notice sent home with children usually produces many usable
pieces of wood. Also, 50 dollars worth of pine and plywood will last quite some time.
However, a regular budget should be established for materials. If the program is valuable
enough to have, it should have adequate supplies.

Following is a partial list of materials needed:
Nails, 2D, 3D, Brads, 1", 1-1/4", 1-1/2"
Screws, various sizes
Sandpaper, 80, 100, 150 grit
Screw eyes, moll
Brass hocks

Drill bits 1/8", 3/16% 1/4% 5/16"
Dowel rods 1/8", 3/16", 1/4", 5/16"
Wood 1/4% 3/8" plywood, pine, bass
Blades, coping, scroll
Stain and varnish

NOTE: Avoid hard woods such as maple, oak, etc. It is too difficult for young people to
drive nails into and to sow, etc.

RECOMMENDED HAND TOOLS

This is a basic list. Numbers of each will vary according to size of room and number
of students involved.

HarentSrs, claw, 13 oz. Ru lers

Cross cut saw Square
Coping saws, extra blades Brace, bits 1/2, 3/4", 1"
Hand drill Adjustable wrench
Files, round, half round, square Vice grip
Screw drivers, various sizes Tin snips
Pliers "C" clamps
Surforms Block plane
Ccsnpass

EQUIPMENT

Equipment is classified in two ways: Those pieces students can use and those for
the instructor's use only. Listed below is equipment recommended for students' use and
in the order in which these should be purchased:

Benches and vises Scroll saw, sabre saw
Drill press, electric bond drill Disc sander and vacuum orbital sander

Additional equipment for older s d nts use:

Band sow Uniplane Lathe

Equipment for instructor's use:

Table saw Jointer

FINAL NOTES
Schools that have industrial arts facilities find that they are also a very popular

extended day and community school activity. In all surveys taken, parents and students
in S.E.A. have continually ranked elementary school industrial arts as one of the most
popular acrIvities in the schools. The main emphasis in each program should be student
success. It is very important that the student is pleased with what he or she does and,
therefore, feels good about himself.
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A State Specialist's Role in Promoting Elementary School
Technology
James F. Snyder

To develop a statewide program in elementary sL. _ol industrial arts is not (I) simple,
(2) easy or (3) uncomplicated. The task is a long range planned and directed program in
West Virginia. The position of the state specialist for industrial arts is that of an ex-
pediter and a monitor to help the direction stay on course and to move in incremental
steps.

The assistance around our state consists primarily of human resources as funds are
usually very limited, especially to develop industrial arts in the elementary schools.
The advent of career education has helped, but unless teachers have skills and knowledge
found within industrial arts the teachers are very reluctant to involve themselves in
another "add-in" situation.

To assist teachers the state specialist offers counties in West Virginia several op-
tions to spark their teachers into investing time and self to learn and utilize techniques
that expand their capabilities. Once they have the opportunity to use tools and materials,
they realize the benefits that can be derived by using the concepts of industrial arts in
the classroom. They realize the use of technology as a vehicle to expand the study of
social studies, mathematics, science and reading.

The state offered opportunities range from long term workshops, curriculum develop-
ment sessions, short term workshops and conferences. The specialist has conducted
workshops in activity center development, mathematics and industrial arts activities in
metric and the Annual Elementary School Technology Conference.

The above programs give teachers and administrators opportunities to become in-
volved in tool usage, material development and idea generation. The workshops relieve
fears teachers have about tool usage. Older as well as younger teachers realize they
can and do use tools they were refusing to even pick up. As teachers realize the fruits
of-,-their progress, they become proud and willing to try and use tools and materials in
their classrooms. Often, after these sessions, teachers will communicate with the state
specialist the activities they have included in their programs.

The Elementary School Technology Conference provides teachers with ideas and an
awareness of programs that are available and being used with children. Such programs
that have been presented are The Printing Activity Center, New York; Technological
Exploratorium K-6, Hudson, Ohio; Technology for Children, New Jersey; as well as
Aviation in Elementary School; Self Identification Through Technology; Exceptional Chil-
dren and Technology and many others. The programs demonstrate interdisciplinary
association with science, reading, measurement, social problems, technical developments
in society, mass production and careers.

The development of a state program is slow and sometimes very difficult. However,
the colleges and universities are expanding their curriculum to give preservice to train-
ing teachers. west Virginia is presently encouraging college students to enroll in indus-
trial arts courses to develop their skills, thus providing the state with prepared teachers.
Time and patience will render results in our schools.

Mr. Snyder is the curriculum developTient specialist far Industrial Arts with the Weit Virginia Depart-
ment of Education, Charleston, W.Va,
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Developing Learning Centers for Teaching Industry in the
Elementary School
William E. West

The development of the elementary industrial arts course at Clemson University is
oted in the historic development of the College of Education of the university. Yes,

,semson Universiry is indeed approaching the 100th year of service to South Carolina and
the United States. However, the College of Education has experienced many births and
rebirths in the first 100 years of the university, The most recent rebirth of the College
of Education occurred in 1965 when the then existing departments of: Agriculture Educa-
tion (College of Agriculture), Industrial Education (College of Engineering), U.S. Army
R.O.T.C., and U.S. Air Force R.O.T.C. were regrouped into a new college and the follow-
ing two new departments were created: Departmentof Elementary and Secondary Educa-
tion and Department of Recreational and Parks Administration. In 1973 the Department
of Recreational and Parks Administration was reassigmed to create a new college and
thus create the current lineup of administrative units in the College of Education.

The College of Education at Clemson University has experienced tremendous growth
from its beginning in 1965. The initial enrollment carried forward in industrial and
agriculture education was soon supplemented by increased declared majors in R.P.A. and
elementary and secondary education. During the past ten years the College of Education
has grown to envelope nearly 19 percent of the total universiry enrollment. The Elemen-
tary and Secondary Education Department has been the principal contributor to this growth.

The formation of the Department of Elementary and Secondary Education at Clemson
resulted in an exploratory course in industrial education being included in the program of
study for early childhood, special education and elementary education majors. The indus-
trial education course while entitled -Arts and Crafts for the Elementary Teacher was
conceived to service two purposes:

1. To satisfy requirements in state certification for art courses.
2. To provide interfoce between various elements of the College of Education.

The initial course efforts were pointed strongly toward skill development in tool use
and material selection. However, student acceptance as reflected by enrollment was nor
positive, for many elementary majors were avoiding the course.

In 1969 the Arts and Crafts for Elementary Teachers course was redirected. The
restructured course was directed to place strong emphasis on the utilitarian nature of
man's knowledge. The course retained a strong arts and crafts orientation in terms of
laboratory experience; but class lectures, outside readings and special class assignments
were directed to building within the teacher competencies for coping with knowledge of
industry. The primary purpose of the course thus moved from mastery of tools and
materials usualy associated with industrial arts activities to that of acquiring skills
and industrial knowledge which would influence learning experiences in the elementary
classroom.

The redesigned elementary arts and crafts course has been well received. Enroll-
ment in Industrial Education 372 has increased from 19 elementary-early childhood majors
during the first semester 1969170 to 126 in the first semester 1975/76. While I would
like to think that the growth in enrollment and interest reflects an equal growth in teaching
excellency, it just is not true. The total enrollment in the College of Education has in-
creased and therefore contributed to this growth. However, the increased course enroll-
ment totals do exceed the Department of Elementary and Secondary Education percent of
growth. The actual percent of growth in the arts and crafts course indicates that all ele-
mentary, special needs and early childhood education majors are enrolling and completing
the course. Thus the opportunity to influence the ability of all such majors to teach about
modern industry is afforded our department.

The initial success of the course, at least from future teacher acceptance of the
course content, created considerable interest. The success has been sustained over the
past 3 years, and during this time student survey information indicates that skills and
information acquired have been u.seful in the elementary classroom.

Three major mil were developed and employed to develop the course structure of
the basic course. Thu were:
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1. All students would exhibit basic skills in performing manipulative activity.
2. The development of positive attitudes toward industrial practices and activity oriented in-

structional programs would be a focal point.
3. Exhibited skill in the development of instructional units incorporating manipulative prac-

tices relating to industrial knowledge.

To achieve these goals the instructional staff did find that goal two was most i por-
tant. Students who did exhibit success toward goal two were most likely to also exhibit
growth toward achieving goals one and three.

The Industrie education arts and crafts for elementary teacher course has moved
more and more to Mdividualized Instnictional programming. Necessary instruction relat-
ing to required laboratory experiences is designed to be individual modules. Laboratory
experience instruction haa been built around self instructional media, printed learning
activity sheets and small group or individual demonstrations. All students have not fol-
lowed the same learning sequence. However each of the students has exhibited growth

-in knowledge of practices of man relating to the production of material goods.
An outgrowth of the basic course in industrial practices designed for the elementary

teacher has been a growing interest to complete additional learning experiences in the
industrial arts thstructional area. The interest has resulted in growing enrollments in
the individual studies courses. The majority of these individual studies enrollees ex-
press the desire to acquire greater lmowledge of designing and performing activity-
oriented instruction. This interest in additional work in elementary education has taken
a variety of instructional approaches.

The work that some of our elementary education students have produced in the de-
velopment of learning center modules has been most rewarding. The development of
learning centers, while not new to the educational format of elementary education, has
been given new emphasis during the past decade. The renewe,' interest in learning centers
has created huge amounts of printed material, usually from commercial suppliers.
Typically the learning centers have been employing material of a highly cognitive nature.

--The smdents at Clemson have attempted to develop learning center material that provides
for psychomotor and affective development as well as copitive growth. The psychomotor
dimension of the learning center material is aided by:

I. Creating avenues for applying previously learned cognitive skills in order to achieve higher-
than-lower mastery.

2. Developing systems for applying previously learned psychomotor skills in order to develop
need for acquiring additional cognitive skills.

3. Providing avenues For rewarding achievement in the cognitive domain and/or the affective
domain, yet allowing review and added skill building in these skill areas.

4. Concentrating on existing curriculum components of the elementary school to provide avenues
for developing skill in using knowledge.

The learning center modules havebeen structured to be used in: Arithmetic Learning
Centers , Reading Learning Centers, Art Learning Centers, Science Learning Centers,
Health Learning Centers and Social Studies Learning Centers.

The modules have been developed to strengthen each of the achievement areas of the
elementary achools. Modules in industrial arts for reading improvement have been struc-
tured to provide remediation (of particular success with children who are 7 to 10 years
of age, yet are reading 1 to 3 years below grade level), sustabiment of reading progress
and goal enhancement for students reading above grade level. The difficulty of the acdvity
incorporated in the learning center module has been viewed on a two-dimensional scale:

1. Level of subiect area achievement (mathematics, reading, science, art, etc.).
2. Level of industrial knowledge presented.

The information regarding dimension one (subject area achievement) has been derived
-m classroom teacher recommendation and normal testing procedures. The determine-

Jion of criteria for dimension two (industrial knowledge) has varied from student to stu-
dent. However, the past year wcalld indicate that students using the structure for Indus-

al knowledge developed in "The Rationale and Structure for industrial Arts Subject
atter" have greater satisfaction with the learning center modules than do students using

Aesa strummed formats.
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The learning center modules have been developed using a variety of presentation
formats. Due to the great variety of elementary classrooms visited and used foi develop-
ment fieldwork, this variety was expected. The general format for development included
three element essentials: Specified behavior goals, encoding adaptability and student
activity reflecting industrial knowledge.

The specified behavior goals are directed toward assisting the teacher preplan in-
dividuWized student use of learning centers. The goals have typically referred to cogni-
tive skill level development in one of the elementary school subject areas. The behavior
goals have tended to be generated in termsof increased read:ng, arithmetical and vocabu-
lary skills.

The problem of encoding adaptability has been most difficult to resolve. Students in
the elementary school possess a wide rangeof decoding abilities. Three principal encod-
ing methods have been used with varying degrees of success: printed words, picture
stories and picture stories with audiotape. kxperience has indicated that picture stories
work very well with most kindergarten and lower elementary grade students. As the stu-
dent's reading level improves all three encoding methods seem to work with simila r student
acceptance.

The learning center modules developed during the postwar have incorporated activi-
ties that elementary teachers 'lave employed previously. The community helpers' theme
(with activities relating to producing items used in the home or providing services ex-
perienced because of home acticio; or topics requiring value and attitude development
based on home) has high frequency scores in early childhood learning center mOdules.
Activities that build upon and enhance arithmetic skills, :4Cience information or social
studies topics have been used by the elementary education majors. The creation of
weather information gathering devices, geometric construction gadgetry and items ef
historic significance have been incorporated into manipulat ive practices oriented learning
center modules. However, other learning center modules have been designed around
the industrial practices relating to management and personnel. These modules do not
require the creation of material objects, but they do require the application of knowledge
to solve industrial problems, puzzles, games, mind tinglers and picture completion
activities hove each served to develop skill in applying industrial information.

In summary, the efforts to produee learning center modules that incorporate knowl-
edge of industry into learning material have been successful. Students who have developed
the learning materials for instruction experienced die problems of creating learning
situations. Their experiences should result in a greater awareness of the teacher's role
in tomorrow's classroom,

Dr. West- is a member 0F the faculty at Clemson University, Clemson, S.C.



ACIAS Special Interest Sessions
..'American Council of Industrial A ts
_Supervisors

Energy Crisis_: A Need To Mobilize Industrial, Scientific and
Educational Cornmunities
Vahan V. Basmalan

The energy crisis of 1973-74 brought to the attention of the world that industrial
nations are heavily dependent on energy. The limited resources available are being con-
sumed rapidly. The consequences of this are very critical to our economic and political
system. Over the next decade educational instirutes with their administrators shall play
a major role in introducing an awareness of energy and power to students of all ages and
levels.

The solution to the energy shortage will require more than a 100 billion dollar in-
vestment and will depend upon the services and the contributions of more than 100,000
engineers, scientists, technicians and skilled workers. Such a massive effort will possi-
bly make the U.S. energy independent from foreign countries by the year 2000.

Educational institutes which play the largest role In bringing changes to society have
a great need for the services of the scientific, industrial, governmental and private
sources. A systems approach is indicated for bridging the gap between national goals
and educational preparedness.

Mr. Bali-nap= is vice president a the Nati nal Educational Council on Energy and Power and presidg:nt
of Megatech Car oration, Billerica, Mass.

Middle School Industrial Arts
John E. Bonfadini

Industrial arts should be a part of the learning experiences of all students at all
levels of ability, in order that they may understand and learn to control their industrial-
technological environment. These programs should provide opportunities for experiences
that develop insights into the broad aspects of industry such as construction, communica-
tions and research. Meaningful activities designed to acquaint students with laboratory
procedures of creating, experimenting, designing, inventing, constructing and operating
are a necessary part of general educatiom Each course should include instructional
information in the following six areas of industrial arts: Orientation, materi2s, processes,
equipment, tools and facilities, production and occupational information.

Pririce William County, Va., adheres to this philosophy by offering industrial arts to
tudents at the middle and senior high level. Required courses at die sixth, seventh and

eighth grades provide opportunities for students to explore many industrial areas. Stu-
- dents are rotated through laboratories designed to acquaint them with the material areas
-, of plastics, metals, power mechanics, graphics and drawing, wood and electriciry.

Industrial arts deals with the principles and concepts of industry including industrial
production and servicing, methods of construction, application of mechanism, influence
of automation, mass production and fundamental processes and methods of industrial

search.
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Students electing prograrnis. beyond the ninth grade may elect a unit or gene al lab
program. This method permits the student to study in general or specific areas which
will meet his future educational-occupational needs. The program also provides certain
technical skills, guidance, and basic knowledges necessary to most occupations and pro-
fessions. Specific programs offered are: Manufacturing, construction, power and trans-
portation and communications.

MIDDLE SCHOOL PROGRAM
Prince William County's middle school industriW arts program is designed to provide

unique student experience and activities related to the World of Technology as a required
program for all boys and girls. The curriculum format should stimulate student interest
in the many possible technicW and educational careers associated with an industrial so-
ciety. For convenience, the program is divided into three 12-week segments beginning
with sixth grade. Each segment provides the student wlth an opportunity to deal with
sequential experiences that lead toward a total understanding of technology in today's
society.

The sixth grade students first experience industrial arts as a part of the manufactur-
ing processes. They learn to conduct experiments and build products relating to various
materials processes and machines used to shape and form materials into useable products.
The small unipac unit is utilized to accomplish this goal in areas of communications,
production, and power and energy.

The seventh grade segment, through the utilization of graphic communications and
the group or unit method, attempts to provide a means for studying technology and its
evolution. The unit or group project permits the students to work through a systematic
approach of problem solving related to industry and technologry. Through investigating
and building models of technical devices that have changed society, students better under-
stand the role of tools and machines since the beginning of time and their present influ .
ence upon the society.

The eighth grade segment of 12 weeks emphasizes the power and transportation
aspect of technology with students exploring electricity and power mechanics as a co-
hesive technological unit. Line production, a fundamente concept in all industries today,
is an activity utilized to reinforce the students awareness of industrial procedures. The
students are encouraged to establish a company for designing and producing a product
capable of realizing a profit.

The middle school curticulum is not desigied to be preparatory for a high school
program, but is a total separate entity which can provide for future intelligent occupa-
tional and educational choices.

SIXTH GRADE PROGRAM
The 12-week segment of industrial arts in the sixth grade is specifically designed

to introduce the students to the various manufacturing processes and tools and machines
utilized in industry, The vehicle for accomplishing this is the individual unipac. These
individualized packages are designed to provide the student with a chance to explore
many and various manufacturing processes at his own individual pace. The time element
associated with each individual packet is approximately 3 days to 1 week. Emphasis is
placed upon understanding the processes rather than the technical skills required for
project completion. The following is an example of activities for one such lesson:

A. Activity: Screen-process t-shirts
B. Manufacturing processes involved;

1. Design and layout
Printing

C. Objectives:
1. To learn the basic principles of design
2. To learn the procedures involved with screen-process pinting.
3. To be able to identify commercial applications of screen-process printing.

D. Equipment;
1. Silkscreen frame
2. Stencil knives
3. Drawing instruments
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E. Materials:
1. Water-base stencil film
2. Textile ink
3. Turpentine
4. Water
5. Rags
6. T-shirts
7. Drawing paper

F. Procedure:
1. Each student will prepare two designs to submit For selection by the entire class.
2. Class will vote for one design to be printed en r-shil:s.
3. Instructor will demcostrate the following:

a. Cutting the stencil
la. Adhering the stencil
c. Blocking out around stencil
d. Printing

4. Each student will print his awn t-shirt.
5. Instructor will demonstrate cleunp and removal of stencil.

G.Discussion:
1. Identify products printed by the screen-process method.
2. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of this process.

SEVENTH GRADE PROGRAM

The seventh grade program synthesizes the manufacturing processes reviewed in
the sixth grade into a study of the technological development of man. The Maryland Plan
is used as a vehicle for the students involved,

Anthropoiogical Unit
The tothropological unit consists of studying large areas of technological develop-

ment such as transportation, communications, weapons, tools and inventions. The class
of students select one of these topics and individual students select subtopics under the
main heading upon which to do research arid build a scale model. The building of the
scale model incorporates the utilization of the industrial arts tools and machines and
laboratory environment. Upon completion of the individual models, a class seminar is
conducted to discuss the aspects of these specific technological ideas of man and society.

Product Unit Approach
The product unit approach utilizes the same basic format as the anthropological unit;

however, the emphasis is placed upon industrial processes rather than historical develop-
ment.

In studying these processes, the class selects a category of products such as toys,
games, containers, tools, jewelry or housewares. Subtopics of interest are selected by
individual students. After this product selection has been made, the student is involved
in a series of processes that eventually culminates in a finished product and presentation
to the class.

A typical main topic and subtopics of products could be as follows:

I. Containers

o. Cups e. Glosses
b. Storoge boxes F. Serving tray
0. Plant pots g. Napkin holder
d. Ash tray h. Condy dish

Grow Approach
Many activities are conducive to group work and often provide the procedures and

Jechniques impossible to develop in any other student activity. Group projects may vary
m studies of various industries to group developed products. Group sizes should stem

the project needs. Some projects may successfully function with a small group
Lie other activities may require participation from the entire class. Combining the
up projects with the cultural or individual project approach can produce interesting

6 8
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Developing a display for depicting travel methods wh ch were studied in the
rtation phase of cultural approach is an example of combining approaches. The

p method should appear in at least one area of a middle school program.
The seventh grade also provides the student with an opportunity to explore the
ic communication aspect of the communications industry. The second element of

e communications area, electrical communications, is covered in the eighth grade 12
vieeks.

EIGHTH GRADE

Line and Mass Production
Mass production is the vehicle used to develop group participation and cooperation.

Group cooperation is essential because each operation is dependent upon a previous one.
This,requires the development of a sense of organization and systematic procedure.

Because industry is such a dominant element in our society, each student needs an
awareness of the methods of industrial production. Mass production is just one of the
basic methods Of producing a product. Based upon class ability, the mass production
project may be student-teacher centered or teacher oriented. A brief outline follows:

I. Introduction to mass approach

A. Historical significance
B. Relationship to industry
C. Cultural and economic benefits

II. Planning procedure

A. Selection of product
B. Establishment of management programs
C. Training production workers
D. Development of prototype
E. Production session
E. Sales programs
G.Evaluation

Responsibility for demonstrating the safe operation of all equipment lies with the in-
structor. This can be accomplished during the initial planning and design phase.. The
class elects a project supervisor and other key personnel such as production manager,
safety engineer, sales manager, design engineer and procurement director. Responsibili-
ties for completing specific operations are assigned to each student or groups of students.

Power and Energy
Electricity and power mechanics are utilized as the two instructional areas for stu-

dent participation in activities associated with the World of Energy. These areas provide
students with an opportunity to do both experimental type activities and maintenance and
repair work. Systematic procedures can also be developed in recording and analyzing
data; Electronic projects, small gasoline engines and experimental kits are the basic
modes incorporated in this instructional block of time.

CAREER EDUCATION
Each segment of the middle school program also emphasizes specific careers. The

careers are limited to those that can best be exemplified by the actual student activities -4

conducted in the Industrial laboratory.

Mr. Bonfadini is supervisor of vocational edvcation for t
a'

Prince William County Schools,

L9
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lementary Industrial ArtsPhilosophies, Values and
picil Programs

F. Milton Miller

r
This presentation is divided into die following three parts: Five major philosophies

'r.of elementary school industrial arts, eight values to be derived by children who experience
an elementary school industrial arts program and examples of typical programs in ele-
mentary school industrial arts today.

The program of industrial arts as it exists in the elementary school classroom of
the 1970's is the product of an evolutionary process through which elementary and InduS-

-trial arts educators have attempted to interpret the philosophy of many of the early pro-
ponents of the activity-centered school. As a result a multifaceted program of elemen-
tary school Industrial arts has evolved.

MAJOR PHILOSOPHIES
The myriad of programs which currently exist can be categorized into five major

groups based on the primary purpose which the program seeks to serve:

1. Industrial Arts as a means of developing habits, attitudes, problem-solving, and interests.
2. Industrial Arts designed to meet developmental needs of children.
3. Industrial Arts as a program involving students in making objects For the inherent value of

the objects themselves.
4. Industrial Arts as a vehicle through which children acquire occupational awareness.
5. Industrial Arts as a means of correlating and enriching the elementary curriculum.

VALUES OR BENEFITS
Some of die most relevant values or benefits to be derived by children who experi-

ence a program of elementary school industrial arts are:
I. Providing a means for satisfying the needs young children have to build, to construct, and

to express themselves creatively. When children achieve success in a tangible form they
build confidence and acquire a measure of self-realization.

2. Clarifying, enriching and broadening of concepts through first-hand experiences. The
teacher is able to bring several of the senses to bear in a given learning situation, in-
creasing the effectiveness of the learning situation.

3. Applying knowledge in a natural and realistic setting. The activities of planning,
measuring, calculating, describing, drawing, designing and others inherent in construction
must utilize facts and skills gained in other phases of the elementary curriculum.

4. Developing an increased desire or drive to learn. Children may be highly motivated to
read, to discuss and to secure information needed to construct things that will be put to
immediate use.

5. Developing problem-solving skills. Constructional activities give a realistic Flavor to
problem-solving which makes it meaningful to young children.

6. Producing three-dimensional objects for observation and For use in dramatic plays.
7. Increasing understanding of the ways in which industry and technology affect the produc-

tion of consumer goods. Through direct study of and experience with constructional
processes, the child can better comprehend the processes of industrial production as well

-as materials of production. The "world of wadi" takes on a brooder and more realistic
meaning.

8. Development of certain behaviors, attitudes, and appreciations that have no direct rela-
tionship to the object being constructed. For example, to stick to a task until it is finished,
to put tools and materials away for later use, to accept and profit from suggestions, and to
assume responsibilities for a task that is important to the gra as well as to the individual.

rCAREER EDUCATION
The present emphasis on career education by contemporary educational leader pro-

des a natural frame of reference for elementary school industrial arts. 'Elle multi-
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ceted program of elementary school industrial arts seeks to achieve many of the same
_loals which have been specified for career education at the elementary_school level.
Career education at the elementary level is an effort to help children emerge from the
world of fantasy about work toward the reality of understanding themselves and the nature
of their future life's work. It is a time for building career awareness. Elementary
school Industrie arts activities provide experiences that make learning relevant by illus-
truing ways in which people use work for self-support and self-respect, means by which
jqb tasks are accomplished, and the relationship of productivity to a variety of occupa-
tions. A variety of ways in which people prepare for jobs should be examined to reveal
.the role school subjects play in helping people become occupationally competent.

To identify the tools, materials and construction activities that can hest be utilized
in developing career awareness a national research project was undertaken at the,-
Univerelry of MissouriColumbia to study 20 career education programs that utilized
constructional activities. The study was designed to isolate those tools, materials and
construction activities that had proven to be most effective.

Data gathered from the tool information form revealed212 different tools were being
used-th the various projects. There were 27 tools that were used by more than 50 percent
of the projects. The tools were placed into categories as follows:

MEASURING AND LAYOUT
Yard sticks Bench rule

CUTTING TOOLS
Cross-cut saw
Back saw
Block plane

DRILLING AND BORING
Hand drill Bits

ASSEMBLY
Wooden mallet
Clow hommer (7 and 13 oz.)
C-clamps

Half-round file
X-acto knife
Hole punch

Framing square T -squ

Hack saw
Tin snips
Scissors

Brace Auger bits

Screwdrivers (regular and phillips)
Slip-joint pliers
Portable tool carts

The material utilization instrument indicated there were 251 different materials
being utilized with 14 being used by more than 50 percent of the projects. The materials
were placed in the following categories:

WOOD
Fir plywood

PAPER PRODUCTS
Drawing paper

ASSEMBLING
Rubber cement

FINISHING
Latex paint

OTHER
Coping saw blades

Pine

Masking tape

Common nails

Paint brushes

Wool yarn

Dowel rods

Poster board

Finish nails

Abrasive paper

Construction activities listed by the various projects ranged from the construction
of miniature gas-powered rockets to growth charts. Selected examples from the various
projects include:

Mass-production of bird houses
Development of power systems
Post office
Tangrom puzzles
Mole! cities
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Making of paper
Letter holders
Riverboats
Tic-tac-toe game
Bumper stickers
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be concluded from this and other investigations that a great variety of hands-
eonstruction activities are being carried out at the elementary school level with a high

degree of success with h minimum expenditure in tools and materials .
'rkl believe that elementary school industrial arts will continue to expand as teachers

and administrators seek ways to meet the needs of the individual students.

ill is an auociote professor of Industrial Education at the University of Missouri, Columbia,

_Minneapolis Senior High School Industrial Arts Program
k-,alitiHow It Blends into a Ve---7ational Program

Sterljng Peterson

The instructional program at the senior high level is a phase of the industrial educe-
ttion continuum K-12 and is organized around clusters which are transportation, manufac-
Ouring, communications, construction and the emerging energy cluster. At the elementary
'and middle school levels, students are given a broad orientation to industry. As they move
Into senior high school programs, the experiences become more specific. Students ex-

aspects of a cluster in greater depth and based on these expedences, may decide
Lto enter into a 2-hour block program to gain a marketable skill in a specific occupation

Ving them the expertise to move into an entry-level position or the articulation needed
ni apply for advanced standing at a postsecondary institution.

The senior high school program consists- of 1-hour a day courses with industrial
arts objectives and 2-hour a day courses with trade and industry objectives. Students at

h.---the ninth .grade level are encouraged to take one-hour a day trimester courses from two
w or more clusters, e.g., photography, industrial metals, small gasoline engines. During

the 10th grade they may elect to explore in depth one of these areas for three trimesters .
p;:After they have completed four 1-hour-a-day trimester courses in an occupational area
kwind want more experiences in that area, they must go into a 2-hour-a-day program which

is designed to give Mem a marketable skill. If they do not want to gain a marketable skill
IOU that particular occupation, they are encouraged to take a different 1-hour-a-day

quence of courses. Upon completion of this they would go into a two-hour a day program
and gain a marketable skill. This would continue until a student found an occupation he

or she would like to pursue.
_Tids type orguization will cause an industrial education student either to gaM a

broad knowledge of industry or a marketable skill. Flow many times have students spent
-:=-1 4 years in a woodworking program and as a result gain knowledge of only a small fraction
r'_--of the industrial world and not a marketable skill. In this rype program the industrial

arts objectives blend into the trade and industry objectives and form an industrial educa-
tion continuum.

DEVELOPMENT OF PROGRAM
A careful analysis of occupational needs and trends was made and based on this

analysis, it was determined that the education program for the Minneapolis Public Schools
nklprovide exploratory experiences and marketable skill preparation in 38 occupations
the five clusters mentioned above.

Contracts were signed with competent instructors who have dual certification (indus-
rial arta degree and a vocational certificate) to make six interviews with knowledgeable

people In an occupation to determine what skills should be taught in order to adequately
Nexplore or gain a marketable skill in that occupation.

From these task analyses it was determined how rtiany 1-hour-a-day and 2-hour-a-
day "trimester courses should be written for each occupational area. Again contracts

'were signed with teachers to write these courses. A very important component of each
de is the performance profile. This profile lists the broad competencies a student

gain in that Course. At the conclusion of each course, the student rates his or her-
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self aakto how well they can handle each competency. Following this, the instructor rates
each , student. These profiles are then put on microfiche and become available to each
student upon call to help the student obtain emplorment or advanced standing at a post-
secondary institution.

As the program was developed, attention was given to the elimination of sex and
racial biases and emphasis on the contributions made by various ethnic groups.

As a result of the industrial education continuum K-12, boys and girls have the
opporhmity to explore industry and if they desire, gain a marketable skill.

Mr. Peterson is consultant in Industrial Arts far the Minneapolis Public Schools, Minneapolis, Minn.

Providing a Statewide Program of Activities for the Texas
Industrial Arts Students Association
Alvin A. Seher

Providing a statewide program of activities for the Texas Industrial Arts Students
Association (TIASA) begins the first weekend in June at the annual TIASA officers and
Advisors State Leadership Conference.

Newly elected state officers of TlASA, along with their advisors, are acquainted with
the duties and responsibilities of their office at this rime. At the conference, business is
conducted and goals are set for the year. The Just-completed state competition is evalu-
ated, including a discussion of a number of proposed changes. A unifying theme for the
corning year is chosen for local and regional associations and the state association. The
TIASA task force (calendar of activides) for the coming school year is finalized and
special committee appointments are made.

This leadership conference is held in conjunction with the annual Texas Industrial
Arts Association Board of Directors meeting. The state student officers and their ad-
visors meet Jointly with the T1AA Board Members for a noon luncheon. At the luncheon
introductions are made and the students get a chance to meet, share ideas and express
concerns in an informal and relaxed atmosphere.

TIASA organizational packets, which have been previously prepared, are sent in
August to schools that participated in the state competition and all affiliated chapters of
T1ASA. The packets assist advisors in organizing and conducting their local TIASA
chapters and in affthating with the state and national student organization. These packets
contain the following material:

1. A list of benefits students receive as members of TIAA and MASA.
2. Instruction an how to organize local TIASA chapters.
3. Affiliation forms (TIASA and AIASA),
4. TIASA Task Force Activities.
5, VASA (leadership) handbook, which contains the Constitution and By laws (new chapters only).

September focuses on a membership drive for local chapters using the current year's
theme. During the drive local chapters organize and their members get to know each
other. They use the TIASA Task Force Activities In planning for the coming school year.

At the first of October, the quarterly TIASA Newsletter is sent to the various TIASA
chapters throughout Texas. The newsletter is a publication of, by and for the students of
the varioue TIASA chapters.

The first regional TIASA meeting announcement is mailed out about this time. Texas
is divided into eighteen regions which correspond to the approximate boundaries of the
regional associations of the Texas Industrial Arts Association. These regional student
associations are composed of all activelocal TIASA chapters within that region which have
ffiliated with the state association.

Regional meets are held in various times for business purposes and getting acquainted.
The following activities take place at regional Meera: Officers are elected and installed,
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pter sweethearts are introduced, the next meeting dates and places are sched-
leadership development activities take place and recreation and refreshments are
d.

Other regional meetings are based around leadership activities, program develop-
enc regional contest preparation, competitive chapter activities, recreation, refresh-

ind occasionally a local field trip.
the fall the TIASA state officers advisors and advisory committees usually have

114.7 Leadership development for local and regional TIASA members and advisors
ed- for the annual February TIASA State Leadership Conference, held in conjunc-

with the Texas Industrial Arts Association Teachers Conference. Program planning
egional, state and national competition is finalized. New rule changes for the state

anal competition are approved in an all day event involving the students and their
. State and national officers are encouraged to visit the various TIASA and TIAA

nal meetings throughout the year. The regional meedngs provide an opportunity
students and teachers to be active in their organizations.
The executive officers of the TIASA present a program at the annual February Indus-

Arts Teachers Conference for vocational directors, industrial arts supervisors,
ers of industrial arts as well as other interested individuals. The officers discuss

organize and administer TlASA chapters and carry out the leadership program
planned-in October for this meeting .

so scheduled in February is a general business meeting of the TIASA for local and
al-chapter delegates. This is an open business meeting which the TIASA members

advisors can attend. Final plans for the Texas delegation to the national AIASA con-
sienee- are made as well as final plans for regional and state competition. The TIASA
-tudents and their advisors join with the teacher organization for a noon luncheon to close
e,conference.

_Early in March, regional TIASA chapters and advisors meet jointly with the regional
atrial arts teachers to plan and prepare for the regional TIASA competition and youth
erence. Leadership training, such as that conducted at the state meeting, is carried

at the regional level for those chapters which were unable to attend the state meeting
February.

The Texas delegation to the national AIASA conference is headed by the state presi-
dent, who is authorized to be the voting delegate by proxy to those AIASA chapters which
could not attend the AIASA business meetings.

After the national conference is completed, various TIASA regions hold their student
0,eompetitien in preparation for state competition. The regional sweetheart is elected

rota liocal chapter sweethearts. Projects .are entered in judging competition. Student
articipation contests are held, such as written tests in wood, metals and electricity.

Other contests include drafting, public speaking and chapter competitions for local chap-
ers. Students and projects that place in regional competition advance to state.

The Governor of Texas proclaims the week of the state meeting as Industrial Arts
eek in Texas.

At the state competitions, officers are elected for the coming year, a sweetheart is
.elebted from the regional sweetheart candidates and other association business is trans-
acted.. Projects that were regional winners are entered in various categories as pre-
sented in the TlASA Rules Handbook. Contest competition is continue& The state com-
petition is usually a two-day event climaxed by an award presentation. State leaders from
ther youth organizations are asked to bring greetings to the Texas Industrial Arts Stu-

__ts Association. Special guests are recognized along with the guest speakers. Other
tivities include recognition of student contest winners, project winners, presentation

Of'.-the-TIASA sweethearts and introduction and installation of state officers. The newly
ecied president-elect of the student organization is presented the gavel and as his first

cial act declares the meeting adjourned. This climaxes a statewide program of ac-
ties for students enrolled in industrial arts and the members of various TIASA chap-

Suker is the executive secretory of the Texas Industrial Arts Students Association which is sponsored
he Texas Education Agency, Austin.
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Status of Federal Funding
Ralph V. Swab

This study was conducted jointly by the legislative committees of the Industrial Arts
Division of the American Vocational Association and the American Industrial Arts Asso-
ciation. James E. Good, District Supervisor, Greece Central School District, Greece,
N.Y. and committee chairman for A1AA, compiled a first report in November 1974. Ralph
V. Steeb, State Consultant for Industrial Arts for Florida and committee chairman for
the AVA, compiled this report.

The purpose of this report is to provide information on the inclusion of industrial
arts in state plans and the actual vocational funding for the fiscal y, r ending June 30,
1975, and an update for FY 1976 conducted in March 1976. The da are reported as
submitted by the respondents of the 50 states and Puerto Rico. BecJuse of the .many

--Variables among the states including size, policies, procedures and historical 'structure,
comparisons of state data cannot be equated. No attempt should be made to use this ma-
terial to intimidate or embarrass any individual, organization or state.

SUMMARY REPORT FOR FY 1975

Although Congress included industrial arts in the definition of vocational education
in 1972, it was not until December 1973 that the federal regulations became effective.
As a result, industrial arts could be included in state plans for vocational education for
the first time in FY 1975 (July 1, 1974 June 30, 1975). This report is therefore a sum-
mary of the status of industrial arts after the first full year of eligibility for federal and
state vocational funding. In view of this fact, the national trends and progress are positive
and encouraging.

A summary of the inclusion of industrial arts in the state plans for FY 1975 and of
funding received for each of the 50 states is given below:

38 states have industrial arts in the state plan.
Of these:

12 states have allocated more than 100,000 dollars to industrial arts,
12 states have allocated from 600 to 100,000 dollars to industrial arts,
4 states received some state vocational funds bur no federal vocational

funds and
10 states received neither federal nor state vocational funds.

12 states have not included industrial arts in the state plan
Of these:

4 states received some vocational funds and
8 states received no vocational funds.
rwo stares added industrial arts to their state plan in FY 976.

Indhridual state reports are on file at the AIAA national office. Many of the figures
are estimates because discrete figures for individual subject areas are not available in
certain state accounting systems. To compare state figures is futile. States vary greatly.
The number of industrial arts teachers ranges from a couple hundred to more than 5,000.
The use of federal vocational funds within each state varies from complete state control
of the funds to outright grants to local educational agencies for local decisions. The
policies and procedures for the disbursement of these funds follow no common plan.
This is to be expected under federal regulations which permit each state to write its own
state plan.

This report extends only tO vocational funds, General education funds, long the major
source of support for industrial arts, are not reported here. Several states which have
included industrial arts in their state plans but have allotted no vocational funds for pro-
grams are among those which have had a long history of strong state and local funding.

The job titles of the state personnel responsible for industrial arts who responded
to the survey questionnaire include 24 different titles. The greatest frequency is for
supervisor of Industrial Arts.
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StATE PERSONS RESPONSIBLE FOR INDUSTRIAL ARTS

isor, industrial Arts
aliit, Industrial Arts
boat, Industrial Arts

.1121tic'tiiir, Industrial Arts
2 SCip!Msor, Trades and industry and Industrial Arts
rAiiperyisor, Induorrial Education
f-SupeivIsairladustrial Arts and Occupational Programs
1r§uperviser, Industrial Arts and Prevocational Programs
1---tonsultantOndustrial Arts and Vocational Handicapped Programs
fiChlif, Industrial Arts

Coordinator, Industrial Arts
1 Spricial Assistant to the Superintendent for Career Education
1 Career Services and Industrial Arts
1 Consultant, Career.Education, Elementary/Secondary Services
1 Progrein Chief, Trades and industry
1 Supervisor, Trades and Industry
1 Consultant, Industrial Education
1 Suporvisor, Secondary Vocational Programs
1 Cansultant, Secondary School Services
1 Consultant, Industrial Occupations

Coniu 'tont, Industrial Oriented Occupations
1 Auistant Vocational Director, Industrial Arts

SUPervisor, Technical Education
1 SPecialist, Curriculum Development

This report is optimistic and indicates great progress and notable cooperation over
i..tile short period of time since the federal regulations were released. Yet the report does
Dot:allude 63 the related conflict of philosophies between Industrial arts and vocational
OrducatIon which had to be resolved by each state. Industrial arts and vocational educators
iffe eitablishing new relationships as plans are made to fulfill the objectives of the Vo-

tional'IEducation Act.
- It is not the intent of this report to draw inferences on the data received. In fact,

riiiilons and information other than funding were not collected. The first status study by
tiktnes Good carries extensive recommendations for state supervisors,local supervisors,

Thteacher educators, and teachers. e limited extent of this follow-up study precludes
feCommendations. However, the author believes that continued study and monitoring of

ge- developing status of industrial ens under federal legislation are necessary. Super-
kiiiion should be examined carefully because control follows funding. Each state must
lindiVidually resolve its program relationships and standards, remembering that indus-

.-arts should not be limited ordy to a prerequisite role to vocational programs. In
L

-
dustrial arts goals are broader than vocational education. Its value to pupils includes.,pie-occupational objective but also the broad goals necessary to effective living in a tech-
qiiCally oriented society.
.!-----,

c-i-=Mr. Steeb is a consultant for industrial arts, Florida State Department of Education.
,-

ani2ing and Implementing a Local Chapter
Rivid R. Stewan

ks a facuiry advisor for a local industrial arts chapter, I could not begin to tell you
the different ways to organize and implement a local chapter. The possibilities are

...varied as the individuals interested in forming an industrial arts chapter. I can only
1reate to you my personal beliefs and experiences.

You may have many questions about organizing a chapter of the American Industrial
Student Association. Probably the first and most important question is: What is

6
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AlASA? Industrial arts clubs are nothing new. They are formed wherever and whenever
students become interested about extra curricular activities in industrial arts. Also,
they are formed when enthusiastic teachers and supervisors recognize the needs of these
students.

Some local clubs exist strictly for social purposes. I lowever, the more progressive_
and dynamic clubs operate on a service oriented basis or as an informal extension of the
industrial arts curriculum. The result of the formation of local clubs is increased in-
terest, enthusiasm and student progress. The MASA is an organization of local groups
and individual students sponsored by the AIAA.

What are the purposes of the association? The general purpose of MASA is:
To widen and deepen the interest and knowledge of students in this technological age; to motivate
regular school work; to assist individuals in the making of informed and meaningful occupational
choices; and to promote industrial arts in the public schools of America.

The specific purposes of the association are:
1. To provide the student with opportunities for the development of leadership in social, civic,

school and community activities.
2. To develop through grcup action the ability of members to plan together, or anize and

carry out worthy activities and projects.
3. To explore industry and the American industrial civilization.
4. To promote high standards of croftsmanship, scholarship and sofety.
5. To faster a deep respect for the dignity of work.
6. To provide good leisure time octivities and hobbies.
7. To provide opportunities for wholesome recreation.
8. To encourage students in creative expression.
9. To develop consumer knowledge in students.

10. To instill desirable habits and ottitudes toward the American way of life in students.
11. To provide occupational information and instruction pertaining to a brood range of occu-

pations, including training requisites, working conditions, solaries or wages and other
relevant information.

12. To provide exploratory experience in shop, laboratories, and observations in business or
industry to acquaint students with the occupations.

13. To assist in providing guidance and counseling for students enrolled in industriol arts
programs in making informed and meaningful choices in selected occupational fields.

14. To prepore individuals for enrollment in advanced or highly skilled vocational ond
technical education programs.

The teachers who plan to organize a local chapter need to recognize that in order
for the chapter to be successful, the interests of the students must be the center of atten-
tion.

Another question that you and students must answer is: What can the chapter offer
to the students? In response, with careful organization and planning, the lodal chapter
can provide many opportunities for educational and social activities. Examples of activi-
ties include field trips and tours of industrial plants, experimental stations, laboratories
and manufacturing facilities. Social functions for a Local chapter might include hay rides,
seasonal parties, carnivals, ball games, modes and concerts.

Once the purposes and goals of the chapter are recognized, the local group may
conduct an organizational meeting. Excellent publicity should be provided well in advance
of the meeting. At this time, a student crimmittee to study the constitution, the bylaws
and the AIASA handbook should be aelected. ThiA committe' Can then make recommenda-
tions to the entire group. After everyone has considered the committee's recommenda-
dons, a special meeting should be called to adopt the AlASA Constitution.

The election of officers for the chapter will he an opportuniw for all members to
become involved and to exercise voting privileges.

Who are the members of a local chapter? Careful consideration must be given to
the kind of student that the chapter needs. Quality, rather than quantity, is the number
one factor. Students intcrestcd in joining the chapter need to be interested hi fulfilling
the purposes as outlined in the general and Npccific purposes of AlASA.

Students and advisors will be concerned about financial aspects of the chapter. In
our local chapter, dues are assessed each member. The amount of the dues is decided
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the local 'chapter members based on the budget requirements. Affiliation dues for the
stafe:and national associations is the major consideration. Other expenses are covered
bryarious fund raising projects. During the past six months the Lyons Junior High School
Chapter conducted the following fundraising projects:

1. Sold chances on a 100-dollar Gift Certificate.
2. Sold homemade sandy during breaks at school.
3. Showed three movies at separate times during school and had concessions at theic mo ie
4. Held a fish fry dinner.
5. Sold Fund's-A-Poppire Toffee Popcorn.
6. Held a student-faculty basketball game, charged admission ond hod concessions.
7. Sponsored a bar-b-aue chicken dinner.
6. Held a spring carnival with games, concessions and talent.
9. Sold bumper stickers labeled "Ali The Way TO Iowa" to advertise the trip and raise money.

10. Sold tire raffle tickets.
11. Helda Radiothon to raise pledges and donations for the notional convention trip.

Through these efforts, students raised over 9,800 dollars. These projects are only
examples. You may develop many additional projects. With this money 25 delegates
'attended the Georgia Industrial Arts Convention. Thirty-nine members and seven adults
re in attendance at die AIASA convention this week. I wish that you could visit a local

t7 chapter of the AIASA such as Lyons Junior High School Industrial Arts Chapter of Lyons,
- Ca.

1 encourage you Erj consider organizing a local chapter of AIASA. Your total indus-
al arts education program will be the richer for it.

Stewart is a member of the faculty of Lyons Junior High School Lyoni, Ga., and is a member of the
rican Industrial Arts Student Association Board of Directors,
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'CIASA0 Special interest Session
rrierican- Council of Industrial Arts State

Association Officers

State Conference Progra: ming
C. Richard Lanier

The use of the word "conference" is utilized in this presentation deliberately as it
provides a more desirable connotation than the often used word "convention." The word
.'convention over the years has obtained a negative concept that tends to turn off some

people in regard to attending. Also, there are those individuals who frequently grant
permission for a number of us to attend functions of this nature who sometimes auto-
matIcally say no to cnnventions. It is realized that this is merely a play on words, but
it carries with it some serious consequences for some of us when it could mean the dif-
ference as to whether or not we are able to attend a worthwhile function. The wol-d con-
ference has a more positive aspect and reputation that tends to be more educationally
sound. I realize full well that words are inconsequential and the real import of the matter
is obviously the content of state programs. However, it behooves us to mrplore every _

consideration at our disposal in the planning of our state conference programs.
This presentation is the culmination of a survey instrument being sent to 45 state__

associations within the United States and its territories early in March of this year. Oa
of the 45 organizations contacted, 25 responded providing us with a 56 percent response
which is considered by many as a better than average number ef respondents in a survey
of this nature. In view of my limited experience in state conference programming, I
enlisted the aid of the four immediate past presidents and executive director of the Ohio
Industrial Arts Association. My experience as program chairperson in the Ohio Indus-
trial Arts Association was Mterrupted by the national conference being held in Cincinnati
in 1975. (Ohio did not have a state conference in 1975) I didn't really get my feet wet
until March 1976, when our state conference was held this year. This was the reason
for calling on our past presidents and executive director.

The historical aspects of state associations responding to the survey reveals the
earliest formation of a state association took place in the state of Kansas in 1925 and
the state of Missouri being the most recent in 1972. The other states responding were
organized in the 1930's, 1940's, 1950's and 1960's which gives us good overall represen-
tation in the development of state conference programs.

The officer indicated responsible for state conference programming within the state
organization was president-elect and president, with others mentioned as follows: State
Officer and executive director, past president, presidents appointment, convention direc-
tor, state supervisor and curriculum specialist.

The length of state conferences varied with two days being the most prevalent fol-
lowed by three dayb, one day, and only one association reporting over three days for a 1
state conference.

The number of state organizations that provided for exhibiting of student projects
wag 12, and only seven of those included judging those student projects. Relative to state
organizations having a school exhibits manager, the results were split evenly with 12 A
having a person in that capacity and the same number of state associations not having a
scheal exhibits manager.

Twenty-two reported the utilization of breakfasts, luncheons and banquets with some
being selective in that only one or two of the possibilities were used. Twenty responded
indicating the use of speakers as a part of the above functions.
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y10 inates have their industrial arts supervisors meeting as a group during the
e ence while 15 did not take advantage of this opportunity .

rePorted their industrial arts teacher education group met during the state
ce while31 elected not to meet as a group during that time .

einumber of those with a reporting legislative committee was 13, while there were
wing no legislative committee functioning.
vow' almost unanimous in attempting to engage speakers on new innovations for

erences by a 21 to 1 margin. The use of nationally recognized speakers in
rends reveals nineteen using diem in their conference with only four not report-

4-any Interest.
--000k publishers being invited to present program materials was popular in 17 in-
cis, and eight did not make use of this source.
,Speakers on career education prevailed during 18 of the state conferences along with
Using panel discussions and reactor groups. Demonstration presentations were very

popular in 23 of the state conferences.
Dnly four states have more than one conference, while 19 indicated only one confer-

-,...ence durthg the year and varying in length.
The survey brought to light that only seven states have their conference tn the same

2location each year, while 14 were on a rotational basis among three to five different
Cities. The most common response for who determthed the site selection was the execu-

rqive committee. The number attending the different conference locations ranged from 125
1,t0.1.000 persons. Eighteen admitted to better attendance of their conference when held
.-1.n a contra/location, and only three said their attendance was not any better.
' TWenty=two have the same program chairperson for one year and only two for a two-
Evear period. Fifteen elect their officers during an annual business meeting, and 12 elect
!cpffi,cers by mail ballot. Fourteen elect their officers for 1 year, and five for a 2-year

riosi-iod.
.. The selection of a conference theme was prevalent in 20 instances, while only five
did not choose a ConferenCe theme. The selection of a theme for the state conference in
most cases was by a program committee.

Most of the associations provided budgeting for the state conference within the range
liof 25 to 9,000 dollars with the cost of the most current conference reflecting that same
-

i:range. The total number of members in attendance varied from a low of 56 and a high
Ref 1,250. Eighteen of the state associations reporting indicated the use of a registration
;Yee for the state conference. The number of sessions indicated were from a low of 1 to a
high of 97. Most of the states used a combination of volunteer and solicited presenters

:and speakers for the conferences. The most common time block used by the presenters
was 1 hour, followed closely by 45 minutes, then 30 minutes.

Most of the individual sessions were planned to be compatible with the conference
,theme. Fifteen state organizations provided remuneration for the presenters in the form
rot honorarium plus expenses. It was near unanimous in that program chairpersons fol-
:lowed up on presenters with indication of duties and establishing of time slots. A large
percentage of the associations made use of hosts, recorders and program chairpersons
for the sessions and these responsibilities were accepted by those members solicited

: and volunteering.
-f The use of a newsletter to publicize the state conference is widespread. Twenty-
:one of the 25 respondents indicated the existence of such a vehicle in their state associa-
ition.

Twenty-three include commercial exhibitors in their conferences and range from 15
to 100 exhibitors for the conference. The size of the commercial exhibitors booths are

Lfroth Shy 8 feet to 20 by 20 feet at a cost of from 15 dollars to 200 dollars with the most
rprevalent cost in the 15 to 45dollar range. There are 16 state groups that have commer-
°cial exhibits managers with varying responsibility., State associations sponsoring student industrial arts club activities during the state
*inference are almost split evenly with 13 providing student activities during the con-

recce, while others provide student activities at other times and a few with no provision
'all,

In concluaion there are some assumptions that can be made relative to the identifying
eif cha thracteristics at can be utilized in improving state conference programming. They
Ire as follows:

-,4v
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1) Identify the desires of the membership relative toprografnming.
2) These desires should be quite diverse.
3) The diversity of desires should require diverse programs.
4) Determine if there are programs the membership may not want but should have to move

the discipline forward.
5) Utilize a bock-up speaker in case of no show.
6) Try to determine the program yield or impact relative to cost of program.
7) Determine whether one needs to stay within the state borders or seek leadership from ou

of state, or combine both alternatives.
8) Determine how the greatest number of persons con be involved.
9) Find out what means can be utilized in getting a representative group to assist in the

programming.
10) Consider programs that raise issues and cause controversy.
11) Inform everyone involved in the total conference of all developments to assure a minimum

of conflicts.
12) Communicate closely and frequently with the site selec ed to insure ace modations will

be adequate.
13) Start planning the program early.
14) Prepare publicity for the conference.
15) Prepare a rough draft of the program 2 months ahead.
16) Prepare a final draft of program 1 month ahead.
17) Present the program to the printer at least 1 month ahead.
18) Most of all, be on top of the situation. Do your homework

Mr. Lanier is teacher-coordinator of Industrial Arts at Jackson H igh School Jackson, Ohio, and is presi-
dent of the Ohio Industrial Arts Association.
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-Teacher Education

f:Planning A Slide Presentation
Eugene Belzer

Effective communication with people is a very complex process. During communica-
tion we can encounter many problems. The largest problem is that we forget that people
have accumulated different individual experiences. Although we experience the world in
small bits and pieces, these pieces and their sequences are different for each person.
To communicate with people we have to break the subject down into small pieces.

No matter how simple or complex your communicarion may be, a special sequence
takes place. The source of any message begins in the brain of the sender. The message
is then encoded or converted into transmittable forms such as the sound waves of your
voice, or inusical notes or written words in a script or lesson plan. The message then
passes through a transmitter like air, light or paper to the receiver. The receiver picks
up the message by senses where the message is decoded. Finally the message reaches
the brain of the receiver.

Pincing this sequence of events in a classroom situation, you as a teacher have an
tides in your mind (source a message) that you want your students to learn. You script
the lesson in the form of a 2lide presentation (message encoded). In the classroom you
present the slides (transmission channel) to your students, they watch the presentation
received and decoded) and nilly your idea reaches the learner's brain (destination of

the message).
Effective communication depends on the receiver being active. Fle can react by ask-

ing questions or by physically performing a task. Ideally he would do what you set as
your objective in the lesson. This process is known as feedback.

A stumbling block in communication is noise. Noise is any type of interference that
takes place during the transmission of the message. It can be misspelled words, audio
noise or any type of. disturbance.

Now that we have briefly examined the communication process that takes place, let
us look at how we can properly plan a slide presentation for the best possible communi-

- cation. It is best Iv start with an objective such as, "After viewing the presentation the
learner will be able to...." After stating the objective, an easy and effective way of
planning la to record ideas on 4 hy 6 inch index cards. On the cards draw a large rec-
tangle in the upper left-hand corner and then add reminders for specific information,
illustration numbers, production notes and narration.

Since the visual carries more information in a slide presentation than the narration,
sketch the proposed shot in the reetangular space. Now you,might think this is a lot of
work but it is done in many movies. The latest example is the movie, The Hindenburg.

J.-By beginning with the visual you will develop a visually oriented presentation rather than
-speech to which slides have to be added.

To add variety to the presentation, you have at your photographic disposal different
i..shooting distances. These types of shots are: Extreme long shots (ELS), long shots

in (LS), medium shots (MS), medium close-up shots (MCU), close-up shots (CU) and extreme
elose-up shots (ECU). In addition to the distance the camera is located from the sub-

;:-ject, you can also vary the camera angle. These angles are: Eye-level, high-angle and
-_low-angle.. Along with the visual, you may want to write special production notes that
Lare needed when you go out to shoot.

Following the visual portion write the narration for each visual. Specific rypes of
rds to exclude from your narration are "This slide shows...." or In this slide we
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see.... You already have the audience's attention, they know it is a slide, so you can
begin directly into the narration.

After you have recorded all your ideas and arranged them in the proper sequence,
you are ready for production. Although you have the presentation planned, do not limit
.yourself to the cards if you see additional shots when you are doing; the production.

After the production edit the slides and resketch the visuals on script pages writing
the narration in the right hand column.

If you follow these basic steps in organizing your presentation, I believe you will have
positive feedback from the learner that fulfills your original objective,

BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Dr. Balzer is assistant professor in the Industrial Education Department at Northern Arizona University,
Flagstaff.

aterials San Fran-

A Lookat OurselvesProblems and Issues within Industrial
Education Graduate Programs
David Bjorkquist

During the fall of 1975 the Graduate Studies Committee of the AGIATE mailed a
questionnaire to heads of master's degree programs In industrial education listed in the
Lndustilal Teacher Education Directory. The general purposes of this survey were to
describe master's degree programs and identify some of the problems and issues asso-
ciated with these programs.

There were 187 master's degree programs in industrial education identified enroll-
ing an average of 66 students each. Of these, 71 percent were enrolled as off-campus and
part-time students. About 84 percent of the master's degree students were enrolled in
teacher education programs. One hundred institutions provided a total of 477 assistant-
ships with an average annual stipend of 3,256 dollars.

Undergraduate grade point averages of 2.5 and 3.0 (on a 4.0 scale) were required for
athmission in 36 percent and 27 percent of the programs respectively. An average of 32
semester hours was required for graduation. Of these credits, an average maximum of
14 semester credits was allowed in technical courses.

In attempting to identify problem areas in industrial education master's degree pro-
grams, respondents were asked to identify subjects with inadequate textbooks, Of all
respondents, 64 percent listed one or more subject areas. Most frequently mentioned
were history and philosophy (14 percent), instructional m ethods and individualized instruc-
tion (12 percent), curriculum development (12 percent), administration (10 percent),
measurement and evaluation (10 percent) and research methodology (8 percent).

Other problems in the maintenance and promotionof master's degree programs were.-
listed by 78 percent of all respondents. The most frequendy stated problem was student
recruitment (27 percent), followed by course and program updating (14 percent) and tha
quality and quantity of staff (14 percent). The general problem of resources or money
was listed by 17 percent of the respondents.

The variations in admissions standards indicate that different clien-s are bethg
served by the various master's degree programs. In addition, the differences in gradua-
tion requirements suggest that the outputs vary among master's degree programs. Hope-
fully, these variations in programs are the result of program objectives which differ and
alternative plans for reaching similar objectives. To what extent have programs been
planned to meet specified objectives and to what extent have they developed by following
the course of least resistance?
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Any practice in the operation of a master's degree program cannot in and of itself
be Identified as innovative. The innovation comes in the application of that practice to the
ccomplishment of a specified objective. There are several program characteristics

which are being manipulated and could be used to try to have an impact on some of the
ost pressing problems identified.

There is no solid evidence to support this, but one gets the impression that master's
degree programs in industrial education are auxiliary either to undergraduate or doctoral
programs. At many institutions there does not seem to be enough time for the careful
management of master's degree programs. Relatively few institutions seem to have faculty
workload formulas which function to relieve faculty members of other responsibilities to
work with graduate students. The result may well be that few programs receive the day-
to-day attention needed to be distinctive and creative.

Dr. ajorkquist is a professor, Division of Industrial Education, Department of Vocational and Technical
Education, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.

Identifying the ConceptsThe Pros and Cons
Ralph C. Bohn

The need for alternative forms of education begins with feelings of dissatisfaction
toward the traditional programs of instruction. The concept of building instruction to
meet the needs of people, the identification of new instructional modes and media and the
desire to improve existing programs combined to promote the development of alternative
forms of educarlon. An alternative form of education is therefore one which represents
an alternative to the traditional curriculum, the traditional time frame in which courses
are taught, the traditional method of instruction and/or the traditional place where in-
struction is held.

An alternative education program normally incorporates one or more of the following
characteristics:

A curriculum designed for the practicing professional.
Individualized self-paced instruction.

a Class meeting times planned in terms of student and curricular needs.
Class location planned to be near students or at locations providing an appropriate instruc-
tional "atmosphere."

a Competency based with evaluation based on competency attainment.
Professional internship us a culminating experience.
Instructional methods based on course content and onalysis of modes of learning most bene-
ficial for students.

There have been many questions asked regarding the feasibility and desirability of
ushig alternative forms of education. We will be addressing some of these questions here.
A few which have been raised on numerous occasions are:

Should graduate degrees be directed toward "scholarship ond growth within the discipline"
or toward improved performance within the profession?
Should instruction occur on campus or of appropriate centers with library facilities or in the
community close to the practitioner?
Should the traditional modes of instruction and evaluation be superseded by unproven in-
structional methods and evaluation techniques?
Can weekend seminars, oll day classes and individualized instruction with few or new class
meetings be substituted for the semester course?
DO ccapetencies handicap the "creative teacher" and discourage intellectual discourse in
favor of gaining measurable skills?

quite obvious that many alternative forms of education are simply improvements
bin isring programs. A discussion of alternative forms of education should probably

exclude these programs.
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Proponents of alte ativ örrns of education identify a number of advantages, inelud-

e Alternative programs represent on Mtradoction of new ideas and technology into a teaching

situation.
e Alternative programs provide on "alternative" and are not designed to be a substitute for

existing programs.
Alternative programs normally provide immediate results since these programs are ally
directed toward improving skills of practitioners.

Critics often argue that:

Alternative programs are often used as shields to protect poor curriculum planning ondjor

poor instruction.
Alternative programs are often used by the "entrepreneur" to profit from education by:

Marketing poor instruction.
Selling credit (maximum units with minimal instruction).
Selling degrees (o midpoint between legitimate degrees and "mail order" degrees).

When used as a means of providing a high quality alternative to existing programs,
alternative programs become acceptable to most educators. However, when questionable
motives and practices are involved, the profession should be the first to raise questions
and discourage or eliminate the questionable practices.

Dr. Bohn is a professor, Industrial Studies Department, Son Jose State University, San Jose, California.

The External Doctorate in Education: Program Description
and Acceptance by Educationists
James J. Buffer, Jr.

External study from proprietary institutions to obtain "credentials" is not a new
phenomenon in the United States. However, it has not really plagued the field of education
since employing agents nam. school boards, superintendents, college and university
aiministrative staff have generally demanded degrees from accreditedinstitutlons. The
increasing number of proprietary institutions "offering" graduate degrees in education
and the unusual growth in enrollees and graduates have caused some concern regarding
the credibility of the education doctorate.

The purposes of the study were: 1) To analyze common program requirements of
the major external institutions in die United States and 2) to determine the acceptability
Of the programs by administrative personnel in industrial arts.

The Program
Several institutions (mosay nonaccredited proprietary institutions with minimal en-

trance and exit requirements) have recently created "external" Ed.D. and Ph.D. pro-
grams for experienced teachers and school administrators. In these programs, no formai
residency is required; however, most require student attendance in one summer session
Of concentrated scholarly study of three to five weeks duration. Some require additional
course work to be taken at local accredited institutions or by correspondence from the

external insrltution. Dissertation requirements typically are essays or field reports
which may be an individual or group effort.

Degree AcceptabilityChairpersons and college deans of industrial arts provided information relative to
the acceptability of the external doctorate as a criterion for initial employment, promo-
tion within ranks, tenure and approval to advise graduate students. A majority of the
respondents felt that the external degree was generally not acceptable. However, a few

suggested that the earned doctorate was only one factor to be considered, especially as it
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relates to tenure and promotion. A selected group of school superintendents, principals,
and secondary teachers, along with external degree students, recipients and advisors
were asked to list the strengths and weaknesses of external doctoral programs. Their
responses were somewhat congruent (although not as negative) as the university chair-
persons and deans and are summarized below;

Strengths:
I. Flexible admission policy.
2. No formal residence other than summer session.
3. One can maintain his/her present position.
4. Limited to professional practitioners.
5. Actual formal course requirements taught by experienced practitioners
6. Independent research requirements supervised by someone in his/her i mediate

geographic area.
7. No need to disrupt one's family by relocation for a year _r two of full-time gradu-

ate study.

Weaknesses:
1. Not appropriate for those who desire to become researchers more appropriate

for the practitioner in education.
2. Lack of continual interaction with a variety of graduate students and community

of scholars.
3. Graduate assistantships provide beneficial learning experiences for doctoral stu-

dents that cannet be replicated by continuing one's regular employment which
merely promotes provincial thinking.

4. Less demand for scholarly performance, analytical thought and creative pursuits
in a variery of substantive areas.

5. Degree is held as suspect by many persons in the community and in the profession.
6. Lack of form&L assessment of the program or evidence to maintain the iniegrity

of the terminal degree.

Summary
-The reactions of two graduate school deans were consistent with the reactions of

most of the respondents. They generally were not in favor of external doctoral programs.
They suggested that the growth and acceptance of the programs were, in part, responding
to salary and certification requirements of local school systems. Programs were per-
ceived as convenient ways to obtain credentials and usually were associated with less
academic rigor and scholarly demands. If anything, they perceive the external degree
as a negative indictment of graduate study in education.

The credlbility of the education doctorate offered by major accredited instirutions
will suffer, especially if the external degree with its emphasis on life experience is ac-
clpted as a viable alternative. Teacher educators must critically review the entrance
and exit criteria for their graduate programs to determine how graduates of an external
degree program differ from those of our conventional programs.

Dr. Buffer is Professor of Education, Acedemic Faculty of Industrial Technology Education, The Ohio
State University, Columbus.

Effective Management of Contract Activities
Donald L. Clark

What is your reaction upon hearing that one of your peers has been awarded a grant
#or a research, developm l or training activity? Whatever your reaction, you may be
Lnterested to learn just hoA Le or she secured this support. It is often as simple as this:
He or she had an idea and was able to sell it. A significant problem or activity had been
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identified, properly described In a proposal and submitted to an appropriate funding
agency.

Securing funds to support a project, however, does not necessarily guarantee its
success any more than buying a previously successful business is a guarantee that the
business will continue to be profitable. For any venture to be successful, it must be under-
girded with an effective management system.

Industrial educators at both the secondary and postsecondary levels are often called
upon to develop proposals for funding; then when funding is secured, to serve as project
directors for the proposed activity. Many individuals have received professional prepara-
tion in how to prepare proposals; however, very few individuals have considered the im-
portant element of project management. It can be accurately stated that the success of a
contract activity is directly proportional to the effectiveness of the management of the
pmject. For purposes of this discussion, I would like for us to consider four basic ques-
tions regarding effective project management.

I. When should project management start?
Who is responsible for the effective manidgement of a project?

III. What elements need to be considered in effective project management?
IV. When are the responsibilities of the project manager completed?

I. WHEN SHOULD PROJECT MANAGEMENT START?

Officially, project management starts as soon as notification of a grant award has
been received. In reality, however, it starts with the conceptualization of the project and
should be included as an integral part of the original proposal. In fact, the inclusion of a
management plan is in most instances one of the elements that funding agencies carefully
consider In making grant awards. Many proposal guidelines and RFP's (Request for Pro-
posals) request such a plan and may place considerable weight on it in the evaluation
section.

II. WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE EFFECTIVE
MANAGEMENT OF THE PROJECT?
A related question could be asked: Who received the grant the individual who wrote

the proposal Or the institution? In most cases, the grant is made to an institution; thus,
the administrative struca.re of that institution will dictate how the grant will be adminis-
tered. However, even if an institution employs a full-time grants administrator, the in-
dividual identified as project director in the grant award document is the person responsi-
ble for the effective management of the project. In most institutions of higher education
there are established offices for contract activity, and it behooves the project director to
effectively udlize the services provided by these offices. The wise project director will
make it a team effort and benefit from the experience of the grants manager.

It is also appropriate to involve other project members in selected management
activities; however, the ultimate responsibility for management decision-making belongs
to the project director. When the principal investigator (if this is someone other than
the project director) and the research assistants must utilize their time in management
functions, then the project may be impaired.

III. WHAT ELEMENTS NEED TO BE CONSIDERED
IN EFFECTIVE PROJECT MANAGEMENT?
The items presented in this section are not intended to be all inclusive, nor are they

mutually exclusive. However, it is believed that each element presented merits con-
sideration as an element in effective project management.

Grant award document. The grant award document, including in mo'hrt-Eq-es a copy
of the original proposal, forms the legal guidelines under which the grant or contract is
to be conducted. In reviewing the grant award, it is important to review all attachments
and references to regulations that have been published previously. If a revision is re-
quested in the work schedule either at the time the grant is received or at a later date,
I: is important that it is reflected in the original grant award. It can be a serious mistake
to agree to a reduction in an original budget without insisting that a corresponding modi-
ficarlon in the scope of work be reflected in the grant award.
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Staffing, The staffing plan needs to be well-doci.,:tenwd in the original proposal,
bOth in terms of positions to be filled and in the goon t _Litton:- of the personnel to fill the
poRitions. The project director is generally icichLi'.' J by no:ne in the grant award docu-

and if a change at this level is mule it nici equirt- tne concurrence of the funding
The importance of employing staff ri including the secretary, who have

dons to accomplish the task at hand 1.mot be over emphasized. Providing em-
yment for individuals who just happen II, available generally does not provide the

yield. A major problem encountered by project directors in institutions of higher
education is the employment of faculty f -mbers at 25 to 50 percent time on a project
wIsto are subsequently given teaching loads and committee meetings that seriously CUE
into the rime allotted to the project.

A good management system will rt uvide guidalines for line and staff responsibilities
and further will allow each staff 1,..mber to know where and how he or she fits into the
rganizadon. It can also provide the opportunity for each staff member to make a full

contribution. Staff involvement ill most likely assist in the operation of a successful
project; however, the factor of greatest importance is the initial selection of staff mem-
bers.

. Facilities. The facilities needed to carry out effectively a project are generally
furnished by the institution receiving the grant. Rent in most cases will not be charged

. to the project because it is covered by the indirect costs rate established between the
grantee and the grantor. -ale commionentof an institution to the support of R & D activi-
ties can generally be determined by the quality of facilities provided.

A good plan of action is to identify in specific terms the type and quantity of space
that wotild be needed to conduct the project in the original proposal at the rime the in-
stitutional sign-off Is required. The type and quantity of space provided by the institution
might also be reflective of the management ability of the project director.

Work schedule. PERT or some modification thereof should be implemented. A
. graphic schedule a mapneeds to be developed and posted that allows each staff mem-

ber to see how he or she fits into the organization and, more importandy how the tasks
to be conducted by each staff member fit into the overall time frame. A detailed, graphic
work schedule can be of great assistance to the project manager in making certain that
some small but very important element of the project is not inadvertently dropped. There

s are many good texts on this topic that should be reviewed if the project director is not
familiar with this technique.

Process evaluation. Program audit might be abetter heading for this section. Audit
procedures should be detailed in the original proposal and written into the budget. If
funding permits, it is a good plan to have a third party evaluator make an objective re-

, view of the project. Project personnel sometimes get EGO clOse to a project to be objec-
tive in an assessment of its effectiveness.

Maintenance of records. The funding agency generally requires an accounting of
funds. The fiscal office or grant office generslly handles the accounting of funds; how-
ever, this does not remove the responsibility oi good funds management from the project
director. In order to do tbis he needs accurate fiscal records. A final report for the

- project detailing the process utilized and the ultimate yield of the project will not be a
Major task if good records are maintained from the inception of the project.

Monitoring of funding. Most projects do not operate on an even-flow budget. On a
100,000-dollar grant for a 10-month project it is seldom that 10,000 dollars would be
pent each month. Most fiscal control offlces cannot monitor much more than'an even-
ow. This, it is imperative that the project director review, at least on a monthly basis,
be flow of funds and make adjustments when necessary.

Interim and final reports . As a minimum, reports must be submitted to the funding
agency or its designee as indicated in the grant award document. A form and format for
tbe required reports is often provided by the funding agency. In the absence of good
=cords, the preparation of reports becomes an onerous if not impossible task. With

L.=
good records it can be a rewarding experience as well as serving as a synthesis of the
project.
=

WHEN ARE THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE
PROJECT DIRECTOR COMPLETED?
Teclatically, the project director's responsthilities end with the submission and ac-

tance of the final report. They may diminish; however, in reality, they will never end.
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Based upon the yield of a funded project, the project diteLtor needs to pursue with
p o essional diligence other related projects. If the project were a basic research ac-
tivity, it should have a yield from sshich an applied project could he developed. If it
were an applied resaNtrch project, it should lead to an inserv ice training program. If it
were ail inservice program it should lead to a preservice program. aloreover, any of
these programs can generatt.= related R & I) or training activities which will allow for good
stewardship of funds as well as condnued professional development for the project director
and the profession which he represents.
Dr. Clark is professor of Industrial Education and associate dean Ice Rewarch, College of Edcatioi,r

Texas A&M University, College Station, Tex.

Educational Technology for Teachers of Humans Varying in
Everything
Francis E. Clark

Many of us find it difficult to break from the teach as we have been t......ght syndrome.
as a result, some teacher educators teach people how to write objectives without written
objectives to guide the instruction; .some teach people how to construct valid tests and
then measure student progress with instruments that violate the very principles they
champion; others teach people how to individualize instruction via the lecture; while still
others teach peop! how to produce instructional resources sue!- , nonprint media, with-
out employing nonerint media.

We, as teacher educators, make the decisions which spell ,iwth or stagnation, per-
formance or pretense. It is true that all teacher competencies cannot be identified
through critical-incident methodology. Nonetheless, much of the content that we are
teaching would probably be eliminated if it were based upon observations of ourselves.

Since MOSE human beings learn best through practice and example (modeling), the
only logical way our of this syndrome is to practice what we teach. Otherwise how can
we justify a teacher education curriculum that includes as content competencies and pro-
cedures that we ourselves do not holdor appl y? likewise how can we justify our criticism
of preservice teachers who conclude that teacher education is at worst a bore, at best
irrelevant?

With this view of teacher education, the Fducational Technology Program within the
Deparmient of Industrial Education at Texas A& XI University is attempting to practice
what is being taught. Three years ago, the objectives for the undergraduate survey course
were analyzed. It is a laboratory course pertaining to the selection, preparation and
utilization of instructional materials. The clientele are undergraduate students in teacher
education programs.

The analysis, coupled with student feedback, indicated that the emphasis was on the
media and doing things rather than on the messnee and achieving things. The main thrust
of the content was more closely associated ssl the physical symbols of technology, new
devices or physical inventions, than with the systematic application of knowledge to prac-
tical problems of a particular field of study. Prom a modality point of view, the coarse
was group-oriented and norm-referenced. This overall philosophy did not parallel that
of other courses within the teacher education curriculum .

in an effort to focus attention on the application of both the intellectual and physical
aspects of technology and without losing sight of the individual learner, the course was
systematically redesigned around the following factors: (1) Entry level behaviors of
preservice teachers, (2) performance-based objectives, (3) activities designed E0 evoke
the behaviors delineated in the objectives, (4) performance check sheets and written
evaluation instruments, (5) existing materials and equipment, (6) the physical nature of
the classrooms, (7) available instructional and support personnel rmd (8) constructive
criticism from both preservice and inservice teachers.

The content was derived, in part, from a list of instructional competencies identified
by inservice teachers. Also, the existing instructional hardware and software in the
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public schools were factors in the final selection of content since it would he unproductive
to lean.' to utilize materials equipment which aro not readily available.

With the instructional competencies :is guides, the emphasis %as on learning rather
than on teaching. The curriculum was separated into 10 self-contained, performance-
based, individualized learning packages called "modules." A module, such as explain
a concept using the overhead projector," required the preservice teacher to: (1) Write
behavioral objectives in the cognitive, affective and/or psychomotor domain(s), (2) plan
learner activities which incorporate transparencies as one of the instructional mediums,
(3) design a short evaluation instrument for the lesson, (4) learn how to operate the hard-

in route to designing and producing the software and (5) present the lesson to a
group of peers. Presentations were vithotaped and critiqued by the instructor and the
student.

It was soon realized that the rationale for the selection of resources was backwards.
One should start with an instructional objective and choose the best suited medium for
communicating the message rather than start with a medium, delineated in the form Of an
instructional competency, and attempt to format the message around the peculiarities
of that medium. Also the modules only individualized instruction in terms of student com-
pletion time and caused undue stress on procrastinators. From a strategy point of view,
there was still no chance for the students to fulfill their individual instructional needs.
Strategy-wise, there is no difference between all students listening to a lecture and all
students working modules; both are methods of delivery. We had been led to believe, as
so many others before us, that by organizing content in the form of inixlules, we were
allowing for individual differences.

In spite of the course limitations, student feedback was excellent. They liked the
activities, and they liked knowing whether or not they were successful. They enjoyed
the informal atmosphere within the laboratory because it was conducive to the exchange
of ideas. However, the n-.3dules, coupled with the lack of selection criteria, caused us to
reassess the system and the content. As a result of this analysis, it became evident that
if learning is the ultimate product of the instructional envir nment. then the instructional
environment is the product of the interaction between and among the teacher, the learner,
the task and the resources (materials, equipment and methodologies).

For the first time it was realized that the instructional variables dealt with in de-
gning the course were the same instructional variables that the preservice teachers

would be dealing with upon employment. Therefore it was decided that a portion of the
content for the course should be derived from the same decision structure utilized in
designing the course. In other words, we now have a course that requires preservice
teachers to make the same decisions about the insttnctional environment that were made
in designing the instructional environment they are experiencing; the course is an example
of a working system.

As work continued, our ideas evolved into a framework composed of five learning
spaces. A learning space was defined as "A meaningful unit of performance-oriented
(and/or product-oriented) learning experiences, structured around essential components."

The overriding purpose of our instructional system is to differentiate and coordinate
time, personnel and available resources to maximize the learning opportunities for an
stUdents. The five content units within the system include the ORIENTATION SPACE 0,
OPERATION SPACE 1, ANALYSIS AND srLEcTION SPACE 2, MESSAGE PRODUCTION
SPACE 3 and INSTRUCTION SPACE 4. Hazarding oversimplification, let us take a look
at the purpose, student activities and evaluation procedures for each learning space.

ORIENTATION SPACE 0 is designed to provide preservice teachers with a frame of
reference for the course relative to their future needs as teachers. It answers the ques-
tion, "How can this course help medo my job as a teacher?" The Intent is largely infor-
mational, establishing goals, objectives, activities and evaluation procedures for each
learning space. Classrooin operational policies and routines are explained in accordance
with how the learners are expected to respond to what instruction l'he interrelated na-
ture of the learning spaces is depicted, and recycling procedures are discussed. Other
constant elements, such as textbooks, activity guides and course requirements, are de-
scribed in relation to variable elements such as learner needs and expectations.

OPERATION SPACE I provides each student v.ith hands-on experiences in an informal
environment. By successfully operating the hardware to produce software, apprehensions
about using equipment are reduced. Preservice teachers gain experience in setting up

_

and operating projectors, recorders, cameras, duplicating machines, laminating presses
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and television equipment. They learn to discriminate between equipment that is operat-
ing properly and that which is not. They learn how to change projection lamps :and prac-
tice trouble-shooting procedures and simple remedies for criturnon difficulties. They
become aware of the difference between production and presentation equipment. Where
appropriate, they produce software and compare it to quality examples. They relate the
instructional advantages of media to restraints such as cost, preparation time and student
appeal.

Performance and product-oriented activities are evaluated by comparing them to
model and quality criteria. Each student has the option of recycling if the teacher-student
assessment indicates unacceptable competence. Once the student has completed all re-
quired activities, he is armed with the fundamental skills necessary to operate both pro-
duction and presentation equipment.

ANALYSIS AND SELECTION SPACE 2 concentrates on the process of collecting infor-
mation necessary to reach decisions about what to teach, how to teach and how much to
teach in relation to restraints such as costs, time, space, equipment, teacher cornpeten-
cies and group size. In essence, the analysis should lead directly to an instructional
design that specifies preplanned interactions between and among the teacher, the learner,
the task and the resource (materials, equipment and methodologies), resulting in an in-
structional environment where responses are predictable.

The preservice teachers gain experience in identifying learner capabilities as op-
posed to deficiencies. If instruction is the transmission of information from one person
to another and we communicate with learners through the senses of hearing, seeing,
touching, smelling and tasting, then these learner capabilities become important consider-
ations in the design of the message. Whether the learners think in terms of relationships
or differences will also influence the design of the message and the method of instruction.
Prerequisite internal learning conditions may also modify the way in which the learner -
responds to instruction.

When,considering resource attributes such as intent, format and restraints, answers
to the following questions serve as guides in designing and selecting mediums. Is the
intent to reinforce, reinstate, provide repetition or verify? IS the intent of the stimulus
sensory (subjective) or vicarious (objective) in nature? Is the format sequential or'non-
sequential, intermittent or continuous pace, resolved or open-ended? Are there cost,
time, equipment or space restraints?

To establish the conditions for instruction, the preserviee teachers first identify the
task in the form of an objective. They classify the objective according to the conditions
of learning advanced by Gagn6 (1970) and describe the external conditions that will be
controlled during instruction.

At this point in design, decisions about the instructional conditions are made. Iden-
tified ehara;reristics of the learner, task and resources are considered along three major
dimensions. if.- Objective of rhis confipiration is to correlate the intent, format and
restraints of a :11,Jdium (whatever it may be) to the external conditions of the task and the
internal and external attributes of the learner. This decision structure disciplines think-
ing and allows the preserviee teachers to make systematic comparisons they may other-
wise fail to perceive.

MESSAGE PRODUCTION SPACE 3 focuses on the functional, rather than the imagi-
native, uses of the five senses in relation to available resources.. For instructional pur-
poses, the accuracy and quality of the message is crucial. The goal is to design optimal
messages in terms of understanding and response on the part of the learner. In short,
if we want to communicate with others, we must meet their needs rather than our own.

Message production is built on a careful analysis of the external conditions of the
learning task in relation to learner capabilities. The preservice teachers are required
to storyboard and/or script each message. They employ both structural and functional
techniques In designing visual and auditory messages; they also discriminate between
digital and iconic signs.

They answer the question, "What is the message? before actual proOoetion begins.
In answering this question, they must discriminate between message intent and message
content. Pthally, the probability of success is discussed in relation to the identified task
conditions and learner attributes.

The preservice teachers then begin the last phase of production, the manipulation of.
hardware. Prerequisite competencies related to production equipment accomplished in
OPERATION SPACE I are employed in the actual production of the media.
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INSTRUCTION SPACE 4 encompasses both realistic and simulated instructional situa-
tions. The preservice teachers now complete the instructional planning, preparation,
presentation cycle by microteaching the specific tasks desigied during other phases of
the course.

Microteaching is providhig instruction for 5 to 10 minutes, instead of the regular 30
. to 50 minute class period; 3 to 4 students, instead of the normal 25 to 35 students; and

dealing with one main idea rather than the many issues brought out in a class session.
In preparation for microteaching, preservice teachers practice integrating the media and
themselves into a smoothly functioning whole. Weaknesses can be identified and corrected
through peer feedback and self-appraisal.

Since instruction is a very complex process with many carefully and intricately inter-
wgven skills, the use of a television camera and monitor is one of the more advantageous
aspects of microteaching. By recording the instructional sessions on video tape, the
teachers are able to view, analyze and to an extent evaluate their own effectiveness.

The elimination of unnecessary intuitive and extemporaneous instructional activities
is the goal to be achieved by preplanning the unique contributions of both human and non-
human resources. Reyond master of subject matter, Me teacher is characterized as a
facilitator of learniug and a decisionmaker, rather than a taskmaster.

Meanwhile, the question remains, "Will this instructional system work?" The an-
swer depends on the instructional environment and, te a large degree, the preservice
teachers. The success of any course depends upon the good, or perceived good, to be
attained from the experience. Therefore, the only tenable answer to this question is

maybe."
Dr. Clark is the director of Educational Technology, Department of Industrial Edueotion, Texas A&M
University, College Station, Tex.

Technology Education Teacher Center
Paul W. DaVora and David L. McCrory

Numerous individuals in the field of education have recognized a critical variable
which militates against the improvement of education andeducational systems. The vari-
able is inservice teacher education in its many and diverse forms.

The conclusion of most researchers has been that inservice education, as tradition-
ally conducted, is an outright failure. It seems that Goocilad ,`p. 61) is correct when he
states that "education is probably the only large scale enterprise that does not provide
for systematic updating of the skills and abilities of its employees."

Millions of dollars are spent each year by teachers and school systems on inservice
courses and degree programs. Yet, the overall results are nOt generally observable or
measurable with respect to the improvement of the education of children and youth. The
primary result, if not the primary goal, is additional certification and salary increases,
hot measurable improvements in the education of children.

In addidon to the extensive amount of money and time devoted to the inservice process,
considerable time and effort have been devoted to research about teaching and learning.
Only a brief analysis of the pr9sent state of the efforts in inservice education and re-
search is required to determine that if breakthroughs in research about teaching and

. learning are to be transferred to pracrice, then a new and more effective system must
be devised for the inservice education and training of teachers.

One approach to meeting the need for a more effective system of inservice education
has been die design and development of anew delivery system, one committed to improv-
ing.teaching and learning. The new delivery system is called a "teacher center."

There are many rypes and styles of teacher centers, some with specific missions,
such as the Technology Education Teacher Center at West Virginia Universits which is
the subject of this report.

The Technology Education Teacher Center was designed as a pilot model for a spe-
dific field of study, technology education. The description of a teacher center, delimited

9
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to one field of study, should be a relatively easy task. This, however, is not the case and
for one specific reason. The teacher center is an unti I-0y new concept. Educators with
experiences in traditional inserviee education efforts find the teacher center concept
foreign to their thinking. rho); discover that to function effectively within a teacher center
environment, they must develop entirely new ways of thinking and behaving with respect
to inservice programs.

Those who have been involved in the desigi and implementation of the teacher center
concept have discovered it is necessary to pursue the design and implementation from a
perspective different from typical educational efforts. These efforts, for the most part,
utilize workshops and graduate coursework for inservice education with the primary
emphasis and focus on credentialling, not the improvement of instruction. The new in-
service model is a change model. Thee riteria for success is actual, observable, measur-
able change in teaching and 'canting in real on-going classrooms. As ia result, the subtle-
les of operation of a teacher center are highly complex and interrelated. The end re-

sults, however, for those interested in working with schools and teachers to improve the
education of children are sigrnficant and well beyond the expectations of experienced
educators.

There are several significant topics which need to be discussed if the fundamental
concepts of the design, development and operation of a technology education teacher center
are to be understood. These include historical background of the cente:-, the design of
the center (philosophy, assuniptioRs, purpose and function), program plan, organizational
plan, operational plan and selected observations about the center with recommendations
for future efforts.

THE TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION TEACHER CENTER
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

The Technology Education Teacher Center at West Virginia University was initiated
through efforts by a Task Force of the NIJEA National Institute for Advanced Study in
Teaching Disadvantaged Youth. The work of the Task Force culminated in a publication
entided, Teachers for the Real World, by 13. Othanel Smith, Saul 13. Cohen and Arthur
Pearl, all members of the Task Force.

In the publication, the authors recommended the establishment of what they termed
Training Complexes, the forerunner of teacher centers. The rationale supporting the
recommendation was impressive rhe focus was on training. The authors reminded
educators that "student reaching was rated high by prospective teachers because it was
the only work they have which resembles a training experience." Yet the authors found,
when they examined teacher preparation programs, that -there has never been a program
of teacher training, onlv a program of courses ending with student teaching." Their
recommendation for the improvement of classroom teaching was to retain the critical
research and theory elements of teadier edueation and add a new component to the sys-
tem which would focus on training rho training component of the new model would be
called a -training complex."

it was from the publication entitled Teachers for the Real World and the ideas asso-
ciated with the question of inservice training andperformanCe that the Technology Educa-
tion Teacher Center at West Virginia ltniversity developed. There were, of course, a
number of intervening steps.

Teachers for the Real World provided the impetus for the United States Office of
Education to establish several national advisory committees, oneof which was the Advis-
ory Committee on Training Complexes. The Advisory Committee on Training Complexes
convene-J ft,si Pebruary 27 and 28, 1.970 and concluded its initial work on July 1, 1970.
During this time period, die committee formulated a design for training complexes in-
cluding operational assumptions, a descriptive definition and guidelines for the establish-
ment of training complexes. In addition, a number of proposed models for training corn-
plexes were reviewed and evaluated. Included were the Japanese model, the English
model and training models developed and operated by business and industry.

Following these studies, the advisory committee recommended that five micro-pilot
models be funded and tested, beginning in July 1970.

One pilot program recommended for funding was known as the Northern Appalachian
Training Center for Teachers in die Technologies at West Virginia University. Initial
development of the pilot program began in July 1970. For field use the pilot program
was called the Training Prograni for Teachers in the Technologies.fITZT),....
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Tbe.micro-pllot program at West Virginia Universiry was operated from July 1970
through June 1971, and was successful beyond original expectations. The present effort,
called the Technology Education Teacher Center, is haSed on experienCeS of the pilot
program. Each year the program has been altered and expanded according to the results
of experience and the original design criteria.

To date, there have been five developmental stages in the evolution of the Technology
-,Education Teacher Center. Each stage of development coincides with yearly plans and
projections for training programs for teaChers in the teChnOloOes in West Virginia and
the Appalachia Region.

970-71. First Year. Pilot program. Implementation and assessment of technology training model
developed for the project. Five county supervisors and ten teachers involved. Goal:
Teach new technical content, design new units of instruction and teach students in par-
ticipating teacher's own cl-Issroom or laboratory. Cooperative program established with
State Department of Educonon and program specialist for industrial arts. Curriculum
Research and Resource Center established.

1 1=72. Second Year. Continuation of first peer effort. Sixteen new teachers involved. Program
expanded to include efforts to train teachers (training associates) as field trainers. Two
stages. Stage one included new content, new strategies of teaching in the technologies,
the design of units of instruction end the testing of the units in home classrooms. Stoge
two involved the development of beginning competencies necessary to serve os field
trainers and adjunct staff members of the Training Program for Teachers in the Technolo-
gies. Precision teaching-learning unit development program initiated with eight teachers.
Regional training meetings and administrotor information programs designed and imple-
mented. Expansion of Curriculum Research and Resource Center. Program specialist for
industrial arts appointed es adjunct faculty member and co-director of Teacher Center
Progrem.

1972-73. Third Year. Continuation of programs originated in first and second year with emphasis
on Regional Training Meetings and Administrators' Information Meetings. Precision
Teaching Learning Unit progrom continued. Exponsion of Curriculum Research and Re-
source Center. Field Associate Training Program development continued. Design and
operation of inservice program by teachers trained as field associates. Project Open
Model conceived and developed. Two models initiated: The Consultant Model and the
Teaching Model. Two Project Open contracts for curriculum development initiated.
Training Program for Teachers in the Technologies Newsletter initiated.

1973-74. Fourth Year. Continuation of programs originated in first, second and third years. Full
time coordinator of Teacher Center (Field Service Programs) employed. Additional
facilities for Teacher Center obtained. Project Open Models implemented in two county
school systems. NASA program in oerospace education initiated. Inservice workshops
for teachers and administrators continued with emphasis on curriculum and instructional
design. Q.R.C. (Quick Reaction Capability) program initiated with workshops nn metri-
cation and unified arts.

4-75. Fifth Year. Continuation of programs originated in previous four years. Regional teacher
and administrator wodrshops expanded. Q.R.C. program expanded to include programs on
energy. Project Open Model expanded. Unif:ed Arts program developed. NASA pro-
gram continued and Aerospace Workshop program initiated. Precision teaching-learning
unit development program continued. Expansion of Project Open Model to three counties,
five schools.

The history of the Technology Education Teacher Center has been one of constant
growth and expansion of role. Much of the success of the center can be traced to the
original design committed to inservice education.

OESIGN OF THE TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION TEACHER CENTER
The prime focus of the Technology Education Teacher Center as originally conceived

v/as training, the training of inservice teachers. The focus on training required a new
rspective, a new mentality on the part of those responsible for the operation of the

center. Typical institutional organizations and viewpoints related to inservice education
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of teachers were found to be inadequate. The Technology Education Teacher Center, with
a heritage derived from the training complex concept proposed by B. 0. Sin;.h in Teachers
for the Real World has a clearly defined training mission directed toward the development
of complex, integrated skills appropriate for teaching in a variety of institutional settings.
The present teacher center was developrd with a focus on characteristics which differen-
tiate a training complex or teacher center from other institutional programs. For in-
stance, a training complex includes:

I. Provision for the active participation of those concerned with decision-making regarding
the training of educational personnel.

2. Utilization of a wide range of resources: The schools, colleges, universities and community
to develop and staff training programs.

3. Oppodunity for inservice (and preservice) teacher training to be conducted in school set-
tings, thus drawing on the strengths of the school by providing for real problems encountered
in classrooms and in school organizations during the change process.

4. Flexibility in employing personnel from varied backgrounds, with or without the standard
credentials neces3ary in other settings.

5. Utilization af the center staff in patterns not considered possible or appropriate in traditional
university or school based inservice training programs.

Teacher centers are designed to meet a wide range of training needs. The opera-
tional mode is problem centered with the goal of solving problems, not of perpetuating
antequated aystems. The function of a teacher center is to train, to capitalize upon its
unique environment and relationship to the educational process and thereby provide direc-
tion to the kind of training required by educational personnel inservice. To do so the
teacher center providcs, for personnel who have not been prepared to conduct successful
Mstrucdonal programs, access to identifiable and specific training contexts.

The teacher center operation, therefore, must be flexible in the development of
training services. The services MUSE be specific to the personnel, the region and to the
educational environments in which they are provided.

Another characteristic which separates a teacher center and its acdvities from
typical inservice efforts and curriculum development projects is that centers are inter-
institutional and complex. They provide multiple outputs and require multiple, diverse
and specifically designed inputs. Centers are thus useful for installing systems which
are innovative and are expected to endure. Programs in which teacher centers are in-
volved are best thought of as long range change models.

The Syracuse University Teacher Center Study Project defines a teacher center as:

A place or places where a program exists that offerS educational personnel (inservice teachers,
preservice teachers, administrators, paraprofessionals, etc.) the opportunity to share, to have
access to a wide range of resources, and to receive specific training.

The Technology Education Teacher Center at West Virginia University is compatible
with this definition but differs significantly from typical teacher centers in many aspects,
one of which is the focus on change. The Technology Education Teacher Center is focused
on change, and the program design is based on research on change. There are several
reasons for this.

Many educators have stressed the need for change. They call for new curricula, new
programs, new instructional media and pilot programs, all for the purpose of improving
the educational process. Calling for change is one thing. Actually attaining substantive,
meaningful and long term change is another problem and a major problem.

Change and improvement in the teaching-learning process take place only when
.people are ready for change, when people are prepared and when they have the com:.eten-
cies to initiate and carry out change. These criteria identify important functions which
must be considered in the design of the teacher center. The purpose of the teacher center,
therefore, becomes one of increasing the competency levels of teachers so that they are
more secure with change, more capable of engaging the questions of the quality of instruc-
tion and more knowledgeable about the structure of schools in relation to learning inhibi-
tion and good teaching.

The emphasis of the technology education teacher center at West Virginia University
has been on the individual teacher and his development as a self-sustaining teacher-
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scholar capable of engaging the questions and meeting the challenge of change. 11iis
process requires continual training as well as the movement of the concern for tra
and improvement in competence from the colleges, universities, and other public agencies
to the individual. To attain this goal requires knowledge and implementation of the
theories and practices of the change process. There is a vast body of literature on the
Change process which has implications for change. Some of the more important factors
derived from the study of the change process are included in Me following section on the
change process.

The Change Process
Change is always occurring. The question is, what type and in xhat direction?

'Planned change is possible and is generally considered a desirable goal. We know we
can attath change. We aso know there is a large gap between theory and practice. In
the field of education knowledge of both the theory and the practice of change is week.

We know that present day inservice teacher education programs produce little change
which affects the quality of instruction. We know that one of the reasons for this is that
programs are not evaluated. And we know that programs without precisely-stated
objectives are next to impossible to evaluate. In fact, evaluations of programs without
performance objectives or criteria are largely subjective exercises in futility.

We know much more about change and the change process than most educators are
wUling to admit. It almost appears that educators are reluctant to use the tools avail-
able to them for engaging in planned change.

We know that the variables affecting change involve diverse elements such as philos-
ophy, people, programs, performance, places, practices, projections and planning, to
name a few. We know that the process of change is complex. We know that it requires
knowledge and skill of a high order to direct planned change.

We know that many of the variables concerning eisange relate to the diversity of goals
in education and the lack of a structure within the educational establishment to plan and
manage change, including the preparation and training of such specialists as those re-
quired for quality control the evaluators.

We know it will be necessary to create special organizations to service the change
prociess including the critical variables of evaluation and training. School systems at
present are not equipped to handle these functions without outside assistance.

There are many suggestions and recommendations that could be made with respect
to changing inservice teacher education. In fact, there are lists ranging from 4 or 5 items
to 20 or more. Some variables are more critical than others.

For instance, if a decision is made by a given political entity with direction and con-
trol over education to change inservice teacher education, then action devoted to the fol-
lowing variables has been found E0 be in order.

I. Formulation of precise, long-term developmental plans.
2. Development of specialists including managers, change agents ond evaluation specialists.
3. Establishment sf programs for the study of the change process, including research and

evaluation.
4. Commitment of funding sources to long-term vflturcs so the critical variables of resources

and follow-up can come into ploy.
5. Structuring all phases of the program so there is direct involvement of teachers in the process.
6. Designing oll efforts 50 the focus of attention is directed from the port to the whole. *
7. Creation of an "outside force" such 05 Training Centers with the long-term task of engaging

the problem of imprav4ment in the quality of instruction with particular attention to the
first two years of a teacher's tcnure.

Finally, a solution to the reward structure in education ie a critical variable for
personnel at all levels. This is important because in the last analysis it is people who

u'change programs The question is "Why should they'," (DeVore p
These and other findings of research on change and change models focus attention on

1 the creation of a new delivery system forteacher education, the teacher center. Teacher
.i.centers vary considerably in their missions and in the designs and models urilized to
:carry out their missions. The Technology Education Teacher Center at West Virginia
yniversiry is based on what has been described as the technology model.
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The Technology Model
Fundamental to the design oe v'e Cvnter isas Me selection of a model from which

structural and programmatic decisi( could bo made. The present design was based on
a technology model with the assumpthai that self-rcalization, self-assurance and improved
performance could be attained by teachers: as riteir level of competency was raised.
Competence and the "ability to do- enhaiaco se?.f- realization and self-assurance, critical
elements in a successful teaching-learning enaation.

The model as conceived was action oriented, as is technology, and met the center
concept of providing brief, intensive oppori,..rtities for training in specific and identifiable
categories.

Of the two training ph.ises, preservic,- and niierv Ice, the center was primarily con-
cerned with the inservice ph i,t In r III WI inserviee problems .%as hasEd upon
the tenet that rhe way problems are sole tnd situations changed is by -starting from
where you are."

A teacher center utilizing the technology model concentrates on solking problems
related to improving instruction in as 5 ,:ortomical and efficient manner us possible. The
issue was one of putting to work knowle lgv and techniques already available. Some of the
basic premises were:

1. Not the tos':s to be identified would be those which teachers and others expressed as needs
or which, as a result of involvement in 'In:lining programs, teachers found relevant.

2. That tasks would be those which could be specified in performance terms and could be
attained in short periods of time.

3. That the teacher center existed to provide services to local or regional educational per-
sonnel on contractual and wher bases,

4. That the success of the center would be measured in terms of continued use on the part of
its clients.

Program Design
Analysis of individuals who have performed eonsistent y at high levels Indicated a

lengthy training process built in small incremental segments. Each increment or segment
:tdded to the repertoire of the individual and increased his competence level. A high level
of performance is reached in a step-by-step procedure and attained when die total, con-
sisting of all the parts, is put together into a meaningful whole. Unfortunately for many
teachers some of the parts are missing, and a vision of the whole is never attained.

Many solutions have been proposed to correct these voids, However, most methods
and procedures are so complex that highly trained experts are required for their applica-
tion, thus making the Solution low in efficiency and high in cost. In addition, the goal of
disseminating training procedures to the local school level is obviated. The technology
model is based on the assumption that the function of the teacher center is to find the
means to teach all who are capable how to use and apply new techniques. Teachers have
no faith in techniques which can ho applied only by experts. This means the structure
and program of the Technology Education Teacher Center must be geared E0 actual opera-
tional problems faced by the teacher; in the field.

The concept of "starting from where the teachers .ire" is basic if real change is to
take place. It is very difficult, i. not impossible, to introduce radically new ideas with-
out a lengthy period of preparation. Programs ge mrcd to actual operations have a greater
chance of success. They also provide a much better base for continual change than do
either short or long-term inset-vice programs begun on highly sophisticated levels or
based on foreip, radical or esoteric ideas.

The real issues, then, are ones of structure and program. The technology model
(starting from where the individual is and operating on the principle that competence is
attained in short, specific, incremental 'ages) centers on tasks which are action or doing
oriented. Problems are analyzed and divided into small segments suitable for short,
highly defined training sessions. Immediacy and application to practice are the keys.
The model is constant and on-going, utilizing all resources and expertise on an ad hoc
basis as required by program goals and individual needs. The task analysis approach is
used. Specificity is emphasized and the following assumptions utilized:

When performance expectations can be defined in precise behavioral terms, systems con be
developed to prepare teachers to perform them.
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When variables enter into performance expectations, a series of diagnostic questions can be

designed to aid in the definition of the problem. The model suggests that trainers con be pre-

pored to ask diagnostic questions and to apply appropriate solutions or select appropriate

learning systems for teachers.

When a reward or poyaff is within sight, behavioral and attitudinal changes are not only prob-

able but reasonably certain.

When teachers see specific connections between training programs, resultant proficiency on

the job and the level of status, responsibility or mcome for which the training .s to prepare
them, attitudes toward training will be more positive.

Involvement with the technology model has indicated eoveral other characteristics
which should be noted. The focus is on the individual. Lach individual becomes involved
directly in the identification and development of his own program of improvement. The
attempt is to develop awareness of potential and the skills and competencies required to
attain a given competency level. The technology model concentrates on -what is to he."
it is action-oriented. It is designed to improve the teaching-learning environnlent, in-
eluding the modes of thinking, doing, acting and performing related to that environment.

The present program was designed and developed first as a pilot program utilizing
limited resources. The goal was to develop a delivery system which could meet the cri-
teria of less costs, more options. It was designed to determine answers with respect

*.ttl the critical questions Of (I) program and (2) structure prior to committing extensive
resources to limited experience, know-how and professional competency.

The problem was to design and develop a structure and program for a technology
.education teacher center which could reach critical mass, one that could provide sus-
tained leadership and training for teachers in the technologies in the State of West Vir-
ginia and the Appalachia Region. There was, of course, a present on-going day-by-day
educational program in operation in West Virginia, a program with considerable tradition
and much momentum. The objective was not to build a totally new structure or program.
The objective was to work with what was, to start from where we were. The questions
then became valet is?" and -How can critical mass be attained which will alter or
change inadequate and in many instances nonexistent teaching-learning processes in
the technologies?

One conclusion reached during the early design stages of the program was that the
swers would rest with the inservice teaching population. It was assumed that if real

change was to be made in the teaching-learning process, then the classroom teacher,
e individual responsible for program operation at the local level, must receive help .
e functions of the Technology Education Teacher Center became evident as soon as
a assumption was stated.

The present i;enter was designed to serve the function of providing the state and re-
gion with a means for developing personnel qualified and capable of meeting the educa-
tional problems of a changing technological society. This required that procedures be
designed to Increase the knowledge and competency of educational personnel in:

1. Facts, concepts, principles and processes of the discipline cf chnology.

2. Instructional strategies compatible with the discipline of technology.
3. Diagnostic skills consistent with ;he problems and issues of technology educoti

4. Curriculum design for the stud of technology.
5. Instructional desugn including precision teaching-leorning
6. Instructional resources for the study of technology.

Other characteristics of the technology model, critical to the implementation and
success of inserviee education programs _for teachers in the technologies, are derived
from the processes of technology. In this context process means modes of thinking, do-

ing and performing. The technology model is primarily task-oriented and problem=

centered. It is, therefore, process-oriented, focused on the future, adaptable and flexi-

ble. The emphasis-is on problem solving and the methods of attacking problems using
knowledge, analysis, synthesis, application to practice, evaluation and redesign, rather
than problem doing which places emphasis on studying a body of knowledge for its own

f, sake or dealing with problems already salved. Operated at its maximum potential, the
tectmlogy model provides programs with a basis for projection and analogy, as well as
a basis for assessment which urilizes two criteria, namely, economy and efficiency.

-1, 9 9
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The technology model can be described best perhaps as a task analysis, performance
based model, Implied is a hierarchy of goals and attainments which require different
structural, programmatic and operational modes. The Technology Education Teacher
Center at West Virginia University was designed not only as an on-going operational pro-
gram but also as an on-going research effort to determine which strucuires, programs
or operational modes are most valid for the improvement of education in the technologies
at all levels,

Purpose and Function
The Technology Education Tea Center has been concerned primarily with people

and their needs and competencies Is teacher-;. The purpose, function and scope of the
prOgrams of the center have changed and adapted as the needs, problems and competencies
of the clients have been altered by the program as well as by their continuing professional
involvement in day-to-day teaching activities. Purposes and functions are thus altered
by changes in the educational environment in which the center operates. The criteria for
success of the center and the criteria for continued operation have been whether the pro-
gram of the center demonstrated to its constituency that its services ;act identifiable
and agreed upon needs. The business of the center was not to stay in business. Its busi-
ness has been to help provide answers and meet the needs of teachers in the technologies
in establishing contemporary and quality programs of instruction. The ultimate Aoal has
been to meet the educational needs of the youth in West Virginia and Appalachia in the
study of technology.

These purposes and functions required that the question of the types of training per-
sonnel and their qualifications be identified. In addition, operational procedures had to be
developed to train personnel for program efforts at the local, county and district levels.
The latter goal required that center personnel engage in efforts which had the greater
certainty of multiplying the initial effom Critical to success in multiplying the initial
efforts of teacher center personnel was direct involvement of inservice teachers in the
change process, not only as learners but also as teachers of other teachers.

AnOther funetion, in addition to the role of personnel development, identified the role
of the center as an -outside force.- The center has had as its mission not only the im-
provement of instruction through the retraining of individuals but also a role as a third
or neutral party in the design and development of new educational programs. The center
functions not as a part of the local, county or district organization but as a consultant
with influence on positive change through legal agreement as well as professional exper-
tise. Thus, the nature of relationships and responsibilities are different from those of
typical inservice operations. Those working for the center can initiate ideas, programs
and procedures which those inside the system cannot or would not. The professional and
interpersonal relationships are different. The center then becomes a new variable, a
positive variable in the change process. The center as an outside force serves as a
catalyst for change.

The center attempts to function, as much as possible, in a neutral role. This means
the center delimits its formal attachment to specific university or state education depart-
ment structures, other than to draw upon available resources. In a sense the center
exists as an autonomous entity. Therefore, those observing the operati,n of the center
reeognize that the design, structure and programs, together with the neutrality factor,
are essential if the center is to fulfill its role.

In addition, it is important to remember that the center was desfgned to draw to-
gether and organize resources required to solve problems rather than to expend energies
in identifying problems capabie of being solved by existing resources and programs. The
mode of operation thus becomes ad hoc and open rather than static and closed.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

The program plan for the Technology Education Teacher Center requires the develop-
ment of specific objectives for specific and identified functional categories related to the
center's operation. The objectives provide direction for the center's operation as well
as a substantive base for assessment of the work of the center. An indication of some
of the objectives, by category, follow. By design, all objectives are stated in behavioral
and performance termee
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Primary Objectives
A. OrganizotionaleOperationah

1. Provide direct, tangible and specific leadership for the people of the state and region in

meeting the needs of education in the technologies at all levels through the most economical

and efficient means by serving as a resemeh, resource and personnel training center.

2. Study, develop, evaluate ond initiate activities which have the greater certainty of multiply-
ing initial efforts in increasing the quality, scope and effectiveness of teacher education pro-

grams in the technologies in the state and the Appalachian Region.
3. Provide the state and region with an enterpriee dedicated to aiding and assisting teoehers in

the technologies who are engaged in efforts to meet the needs of youth and adults through

education in the technologies.
4. Provide the state and region with an enterprise which serves as an "oetside force" deiicd

to create favorable climates conducive to motivation, sustained systematic planning and

other efforts required to aid people in rising above nonadaptive educational patterns in the

technologies.
5. Develop and initiate effective and highly selective communication systems for the state to

meet the problems and needs of education in the technologies. Systems should contain a

"sensing" mode to determine weaknesses in the educational effort and a "scanning" mode

designed to locate information and resources pertinent to the solution of identified problems.

6. Design, develop and operate an exemplary technological education research and resource

facility adaptable to educational and technological change ond capable of meeting the needs

of the center's progroms.
7. Study, develop, initiate and evaluate change strategies sutable for improving education in

the technologies in the Appalachian Region.

tructional-Educationall
. Design, develop and implement procedures for monitoring the educational process in the tech-

nologies at all levels of education, both formal and informal, for the purpose of identifying

present and projected human resource needs.
2. Design, develop, initiate and evaluate short-term training and retraining programs in the

technologies for teachers in the field at all levels of education, both formal and infoanal, for

the purpose of providing the state and region with personnel qualified and capable of meeting

the educational problems of a changing technological society through procedures designed to

increese the competency of these personnel in knowledge and performance in the areas af

curriculum design, materials of instruction, technical content, instructional strategies and

leadership.
3. Identify and develop a taxonomy of teaching skills from which to determine selected instruc-

tional program offerings for implementation by the center for teachers in the technologies.

4. Develop a matrix of potential instructional offerings From which a competency hierarchy

con be determined and programmed and contractual arrangements determined.

C. Field and Cceemunity Service:
1. Design, develop ond initiate an inservice educational model which meets the following

criteria:
o. Motivotes individuals toward continuous learning and maintains, improves and odds to the

competencies of those teaching in the technologies at various levels of educotion.

b. Is flexible and adaptable to educational and technological change.

c. Is copal:0.e of serving the needs of individuals or groups within the focal community, at
regional centers or at the Technology Education Teacher Center depending on need, com-

plexity of instruction and resources required.
2. Develop a Regional Organizational Model whereby the center serves as a resource for the

initiation and operation of programs for the solution of localized and immediate educotional
problems in the technologies as a means of increasing the cost effectiveness of efforts within

the region through correlated and cooperative efforts.
3. Provide technical and educational field assistance for all levels of technological education

ia the state and region.
A. Establish, in selected urban and rural areas of the state and region, experimental and exemplary

piiot programs designed to provide leadership in meeting the needs of education of children

and youth in a technological society.
5. Initiate the utilization of pilot program facilities, on a contractual basis, for inservice tech-

nology ecucation programs within the region.
6. Coordinate and provide liaison activities with other organizations and enterprises in the state

and region concerned with technology and human resource development.
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D. Education and Technology Resources-.
1. Design, develop and evaluate program models, instructional modek, materials of instruction,

resource materials, teaching-learning units, physical facility designs and other software ma-
terials required for experimental, pilot and operating programs m the technologies as part of
the technical, field service and out-reach functions of the center in meeting the needs ot the
state and the region.

2. Develop, organize and publish a master Technology Education Resource File identifying human,
physical and published resources, both hardware and software, which are available to meet
selected instiuctional and training needs.

3. identify, evaluate, select and publish a descliptive hsting of basic readings and resources for
study in the technologies at sevcr,d learning leyel5.

Secondary Objectives
In addition to the primary a

deavor, the center's activities are
concerned 'A ith rather

1
usc areas of en-

rmined by secrmd ii rdQr obiectives,

1. Determine the specific nature of the many tasi, related to the proper functioning of a Tech-
nology Education Teacher Center and establish a training hierarchy, in terms of personnel and
the competencies required.

2. Study, develop and select reward structures which enhance the productivity of training pro-
grams for teachers in the '-echnologies by promoting interest in self improvement.

3. Evaluate the many types of performance categories required for the proper functioning of
training programs for teachers in the technologies a d determine the potential utdization of
scientific and engineering manpower in meeting these needs.

4. Conduct a study of the type and r, Are of services desired and required by teachers and in-
structimal programs. Utilize nonairective data gathering devices to determine contemporary
needs as well as exploratory discussions of the future to determine potential needs.

5. Investigate, evaluate, select and prepare guidelines for the operation of several modes of
contractual pi-ograms.

6. Explore, assess and determine the potential of estabhshing a multiple funding consortium for
the diverse activities and needs of a technology education teacher center.

7. Design, develop, initiate ond operate pilot training centers.in the technologies in selected
schools in the region for the purpose of establishing change models in an actual setting and as
a base for training programs for teachers in the technologies.

9. Establish and publish minimum standards for facilities for technology education programs.
9. Establish operational procedures for satellite training centers and programs.

10. investigate the practicability and potential of utilizing specifically designed mobile h
nology training laboratories for specialized areas of technology in rural regions.

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

The nature of the operatioa of the Technology Education Teacher Center requires an
organizational structure adaptable to vitriable and changing needs. It is neither possible
to foresee all the complexities of it teacher center operation nor how best to ultimately
organize, control and administer an on-going dynamic teacher center operation. However,
there are some constants. The constants are not line and staff constants: they are per-
ceprual constants, constants that result from the wav one perceives the function and mis-
sion of the Center.

Organizational Structure
The constants determine governance and administrative structures as well as facili-

ties and personnel, Thus, the organizational structure and administrative procedures of
the Technology Education reacher Center are dictated by basic assumptions underlying
the technology model and the relationship of these assumptions to the g,(-)als and the objec-
tives of the center. The fact that the center's mode of operation is problem-oriented,
task-centered and performance-based determines, in large measure, thecharacteristics
of the program and, therefore, the o rgan iza tiona structu re and adm inistrative procedures.

In the design of the center, the goal was to move toward an organic model adaptable
to specific problems rather than toward a mechanistic model suitable for status quo
operations only, The result %sas the development of wbat is known as an ad hoc contractual
approach.
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The ad hoc contractual plan was adapted -as the prilnirv mode of operation of the

center and thus dictated, tie .considetable extent, the orl. liii I itiiin structure of the center.

The plan was compatible with the technology neelel an I pro ok ii I flexible and adaptable

System capable of meeting immediate and Ione, term needs.
The ad hoc contractual plan, properly managed, adapts to change quickly %%hen con-

trasted with existing institutional approaches to iners t education in the tech-v.ce icr

rualiegiese
There are many examples of the failure of various institutiomilized training and edu-

cation programs developed two, three or four decades ago. The basic prohlent is the

failure of these programs to come to grips with comentporary problems :and needs, They

continue to operate out-of-date programs which produce out-of-date people while using

limited resources to reach inar.propriate goals inefficiently. Contractual arrangements
for space, equipment, materials and instructional personnel provide a system superior

to the establishment of permanent buildinge, eeiff and reegelms, Programs based on

permanency become dated quickly and, in re.ility, many times stand in the way of prog-

ress, utilizing resources rather than soiving problems,
The ad hoc contractual approach is a new approach to educational delivery and sup-

port systems for teacher education in the technologiee, several identifiable functional
components have been found to be necessary, They are: \hinageinent function, training

function, contractual function, research function, rtource function and evaluation function.

The Management Function
The managemeee function consists of plimning cJrganizing and iontm olling human and

material resources in the execution of o program of action designed to attain given objec-

tives. The balanced interaction of these functions is essential for the attainment of pre-

determined objectives such as the primary and secondary objectives listed previously.

These are identified and program pInns developed based on the objectives prior to the

initiation of any activities. This assures the fulfillment of the overall purpose of the

teacher center program. 'fhe maniigement phase includes: (1) Planning, (2) organizing

throegh the establishment of a precise "plan of ttction (3) motivating all personnel in

the implementation of the program and (4) controlling the opefation after it is set in

motion to assure that the identified objectives are MC t.
The planning phaee plays a crucial role in the operation of a teacher center program.

Each activity of the center involves careful delineation of the task or tasks in performance

terms. Each plan of action involves activities in the categories of (I) organization, (2) data

collection, (3) analysis, (4) synthesis, (5) proposed solutione and alternatives, ((i) applica-

tion to practice and (7) evaluation. These are management functions as are those asso-

ciated with controlling, which is based on specific delimited objectivee and the develop-

ment of reward structures and sanctions applicable to specific situntions, :Also included

is the use of proven management tools T4u ch as l'FitT, AN IT, 41-11d PPRS, together with

techniques such as discrepancy evaluation, trend analysis and management by exception,

These techniques fix responsibilities and enable the center to function in an economical

and efficient manner,
The Training Function

The tierining function includes the traiMng fir center staff as well as the primary

mission of inservice teacher training, kosident personnel at the center and field person-

nel require continual training in order to carry out the mission of the center. included

in the training effrt,s are regional trainers, curriculum developers, instructional de-

signers, technical specialists, field instmetors .1nd field associates who tire classroom

teachers selected to serve as field trainers on an ad hoc contractual baSiS.

The training function is carried out by resident etaff whenever possible. Otherwise
contractual arrangements arc made with qualified personnel.

The Contractual Function
This function consists of two components. One component involves the legal arrange-

ments required for agreements developed between the teacher center and the schools or

school systems for given services. The second component involves contracting by the

center for specific personnel and other services as required by the contracts with the

school systems for training programs and other services.
Included in the contracts are arrangeteents enlisting the assistance of schools 41nd

teachers in conducting experimental and pilot programs designed to develop and evaluate
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curriculum designs, instructional designs and trahdng systems. Schools involved in pilotprograms become operational technology education pilot programs and training centers.The contractual function thus serves a number of essential purposes including:
1. Visibility of the center's efforts in training, curriculum development and other services by

education personnel arid others through direct involvement and contribution to the center's
program and overall mission.

2. Development of a cadre of teachers as potential field trainers for the center.
3. Development of instructional supervisors us potential managers of the center's field operations.
4. Establishment of a base from which to develop a hierarchy of trainers with vorious skill levels.5. Improvement of the nature of the educotional system within which the pilot programs operate.6. Provision of a testing ground, at the operational and instructional level, for continued devel-opment of center programs, structures and procedures.

There are several types of contractual programs in operation.
1, lnservice programs of various lengths which provide a series of training programs to selectedgroups of teachers on selected topics. These are conducted by resident staff of the center

and are usually one peer in length.
2, Consultant programs which vovide weekly inservice programs for two to five teachers for

the purpose of developing and implementing new curriculum designs and instructional pro-
cedures. These are conducted by consultants employed for a specific school an4 are usuallythree years in length.

3. Teaching programs which provide curriculum development and implementation at a givenschool and grade level. These are conducted by a team of two doctoral level students whodesign, develop and teach the new curriculum in the contract school.
4. lnservice training programs and workshops. Usually one-session programs conducted by thecenter staff after schoOi hOurs, in the evening or on week-ends,
5. Services to schools and school districts in areas such as (0) curriculum design, (b) preparationof funding proposols, (c) course revision, (d) physical facility design, (e) curriculum evaluationand (0 instructional resource planning.

Research Function
The research function of the center involves a wide array of endeavors including:

(a) Curriculum design, (b) instructional design, (C) training techniques and procedures,(d) instructional models. (e) evaluation models, (f) value clarification, (g) personnel de-velopment systems, (h) technical developments, (i) status studies and (j) projective studies,among others.
The center is also involved in the continual study of technology and technological

systems in order to maintain a base for the development of present and future endeavorsin improving education in the technologies in the state and regior
ResOurce Function

This function is served primarily through the Technology Education Research andResource Center of the Technology Education Program which provides print and physicalresources including hardware and software for use by center personnel and teachers fromthe field who are engaged in pilot or field programs of the center. Included are primaryreference and resource materials for the study of transportation systems, comrnunica-don systems and production systems as well as reference materials for the study oftechilology and society.
The Research and Resource Center provides services such as information packets

which include materials on various new technical materials and devices, portable displaysfor use in field programs, technology bookshelves for specific technologies arid metricresource units.
Evaluation Function

The evaluation function is composed of two distinct efforts. One is the on-going,day-by-day function carried on by the management phase of the program. The other is
carefully delineated evaluation research conducted on a contract basis by an outsideevaluation team and baseh on specified program goals and objectives.

The former is based primarily on the Program Evaluation and Review Techniquewhich is used as a management tool. The Program Evaluation and Review Technique(PERT) arranges activities in a logical framework for planning and controlling the opera-
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tion and assures that the overall program goals are met within specified 'fidgets and time
limits, Prior to the initiation of a program, all major activities (ph;ises) are PERT'ed.
Major activities are designated by levels. Time required to complete activities and the
resources needed for each u I C ,t1Ifl It d Itt. Ilia operation N'Collit;'S quite complex
and is more efficient if conducted by use of a computer. A short FORTRAN -front end"
program is used which matches the data format to rhaic of the center's pERT program.
Computer readouts then provide the staff with estimated completion (Jaws for all activi-
ties, critical paths and the slack times along noncritical paths. This is done for all levels
prior to the implementation of field programs.

Charts are made for each activity and correlated with higher level charts. These
charts, together with instructions for use, are published in j progrzia Planning Guide.

Estimated completion dates, generated throug,h the computer program,facilitate the
scheduling of personnel and resources for major program activ ities. Ancillary or second-
ary level activities are scheduled by individual staff members who are responsihic for
the implementation of specific programs.

The PEItT planning tool aids teacher center staff in reaching objectives and allows a
series of concurrent yet different tasks to be accomplished in a prescribed order. Many
individuals and educational organizations are involved in center programs. Planning by
the PERT process a ids In coordinating efforts and in the fulfillment of the overii II functions
and goals of the teacher center.

In addition to PEIZT, GANTT and I I 13 tartIcr ru.u.hrique ni a --d in rir) on-going
management and evaluation process.

Staffing the Center
The success of teacher centers will, in final analysis, be determined by one factor,

personnel. This is a critical variable and raises the issue of the characteristics required
of staff for teacher centers, Evidence indicates there are at least two broad categories
of characteristics. One can be titled competencies, and the other can be called "per-
spective." Both are necessary components. The former, competencies, involves skills
and knowledge. The latter, perspective, involves attitudes, values and conceptualization.

Past experience indicates that staff for a teacher center involved in pilot programs
and inservice education must have a far broader range and depth of skill and expertise
than those who have been involved in typical inservice teacher education programs in the
past.

The operation of a teacher center for teachers in the technologies is complex.- The
primary mission is training. The primary organizational plan utilizes a technoloff model.
These two factors relate to the second category of characteristics required by teacher
center staff namely, attitudes, values and conceptualization. Unless the commitment
of the staff to the training function is explicit and firm, the center cannot be successful.
The function of the teacher center is not to duplicate the research and instruction of pre-
service teacher education programs, The function of a teacher center is training.

In addition, unless the staff eoti,prehends and understands the technology model and
utilizes precisely planned and executed training programs based on explicitly stated ob-
jectives, the teacher center program will not be any more successful than typical in-
Service programs llow the staff conceives the center and its mission and their role as
a part of the mission will determine tO a considerable degree the success of the center.
The other variable is the requirement that the center staff he skilled, that they have the
basic competencies necessary to function in a'highly complex environment.

Staff training is an essential ingredient to the continued succees of a teacher center.
The entire operation requires the establishment of well defined gi ails, detailed planning
and skillful implementation. Each phase requires highly trained individuals, This im-
plies that personnel functioning as staff of the center are involved in continual training.
One of the myths of the educational profession in the past has been that credentialeci in-
dividuals were qualified individuals. Experience with the Operation of a technology edu-
cation teacher center has proven this assumption false. Therefore, not only must the
center be structured to meet the needs of its'clIents, it must also be structured to provide
on-going training programs for center personnel and others associated with the program.
Without this component, evidence indicates that the effort will not be successful.

Facilities
The need for physical facilities varies with the on-going programs of the teacher

center. There are, however, two types of facilities as well as several constants which
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provide a base for determining minini facilities. The two categories of facilities are
field (on-site) facilities and center facilities.

Field facilities are those facilities ,shich the LLfltLI utilizes on a contractual loan or
lease basis, either tor short terms or long terms, depending on the type of program in
which the Center Hs involved. Ordinarily the center utilizes class worms or laboratories
although private, public school or community resources are also potential sources of
facilities and have been utilized.

Center facilities are those facilities the center utilizes on a permanent base for
day-to-day operations. Based on experience, minimum facilities for a technology educa-
tion teacher center should consist of:

I. Kanaaement Function Facilities.
a, Office for Center Coordinator.
b, Planning facilities.
c. Conference facilities,
d. Secretarial and clerical facilities.
e. Communication facilities including duplication facilities.

2. Training Facilities.
a. Instructional facilities for staff training and resident inservice training programs.
b. Mobile laboratories to provide for specialized field training needs.

3. Research and Resource Facilities.
a. Technical laboratories.

(I) Development cif instructional materials and devices.
(2) Testing of prototype instructional devices.
(3) Testing of instructional strategies with children.
(4) Development ar laboratory designs and arrangements for proarams of insh ion
(5) Teaching af technical skills for inservice programs.
(6) Teaching of technical information for inservicc programs.

b. Resource Center.
(1) Curriculum development materials.

(a) Basic reference materials.
(b) Technical publications.
(c) Curriculum guides.

(2) Publicationstechnical.
(o) Production Systems.
(b) Transportation Systems.
(c) Communication Systems.
(d) Energy.
(e) materials.
(f) Periodicals.

3 Publicationssocial/cultural.
(a) Hktorical Studies.
(b) Technology and Society.
(c) Technology Assessment.
(d) Technology Forecasting.
(e) Technology and the Futu
(f) Periodicals.

(4) Publicationsprofessional.
(a) Curriculum Development.
(b) Instructional Design.
(c) History af Education.
(d) Education Research.
(e) Sociology of Education.
(f) Philosophy of Education.
(9) Periodicals.

(5 ) Instructional Materials and Devices.
(a) Fi Ims.
(b) Transporencies.
(c) Slides.
(d) Film Stri fps
(e) Instructional kits.
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(f) Games.
(g) Simulations.
(h) Videotape cassettes.
(i) Audiotapes.
(j) Charts.
(k) Pictures.
(I) Precision teaching-learning units.
(m) Vertical files.
(n) Other.
Computer terminal.
(a) PERT programs.
(b) Wylbur programs.
(c) Literature search, ERIC, etc.
(d) Research data.
(e) Statistical analysis.

PROGRAM OPERATION

The objectives of the center, together with the organizational design developed to at-
tain the objectives, determine the operational style of the center. Operationally the Tech-
nolor Education Teacher Center cap be best described as a complex multifaceted pro-
gram with numerous major endeavors, including:

I. Regional inservice teacher education programs,
2. Field associate training programs.
3. Contractual precision teaching-learning unit development programs.
4. Experimental elementary school technology programs.
5. Cooperatively foimulated contractual programs for the development of new curriculums

and instructional programs for school systems.
6. Special workshops on:

a. Metrication.
6. Elementary school technology.
e. Unified arts.
d. Transportation technology.
e. Communication technology.
F. Production technology.
g. Aerospace education.

7. Administrators' Information Meetings on Technology Education.
8. Technology Education Research and Resource Center Development.

AU- the programs conducted by the teacher center have been initiated and conducted
cooperatively with the state department of education through the program specialist for
industrial arts who serves as a liaison between county school systems and the teacher
center.

The operational mode of the center is also influenced by research findings on change
and the change process. For instance, there are several conditions affecting educational
change which dictate the operational procedures and structure of the center. It has been
found that the change process is enhanced when the following variables are operating:

1. Participants are involved directly in the change process,
2. Participants receive immediate feedback of the consequences of their behavior.
3. Activ;ties ate perceived by the participants to be relevant to their needs.
4. Learning activities are obviously carefully designed and directed to the attainment of

established purposes.
5. Learning activities are reinforced by application to practice in actual field settings of

mew content and instructional strategies as part of the change process together with direct
support Fram center personnel during the application effort.

Other findings related to the change process which affect the operadonal mode and
structure of the center concern educational personnel other than teachers. Ana:ysis of
research findings and experience with pilot programs in actual practice indicate that the
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involvement of chief school administrators, curriculum specialists and principals is im-
perative if organized change is to occur.

Operationally, then, it Is essential that the plans, pnaceilli re:4 and activities of the
center involve these Qdtwators in the change mo-del. Vor extunple, experience in the
operation of the center has indicated that the following factor:4 are i,*ritteal:

1. Analysis of the role of at2rninistrotars, including superintendents, supervisors curl iculuM
directors and principals is required to determine the level of involvement o each in deter-
mining direction for change in the local 5y5tem.

2. Determination of inducements which create a personal commit ent foi planned change on
the parr of administration ii critical.

3. Tke sharing of the responsibility for change by all cidmini t- 01-5 15 necessary if change ,s
to become a conhnuons process.

4. The canmitment of administrators is critical if teachers implementing change ore to receive
the support necessary to assure success of the planned change.

In addition to these factors i:eing essential in initiating planned change, adequate
patte MS Of commuMcation have 00,t11 found to be neeeSS rV to guarantee a continued
functioning of the change process.

Opertitioniilly, the program specialiSt from the state education department has been
instrumental in establishing initial communication links between the teat:her cent_Jr and
local education agencies and individual classroom teachers. Developing and maintaining.
communication with the field, once contractual arrangements have been completed, is the
function of the teacher center coordinator. During the operational phase of each project,
all standard communication techniques aro utilized including letters, reports, telephone
reports, newsletter and field meetings.

In addition, the general mode of operation includes weekly planning and debriefing
meetings by the center staff where each project is discussed iind actions initiated.

Operational Financing
The Technology Education Teacher Center has been supported from foursources

since 1070. The primary source has been the United States office of Education. Other
support, in decreasing amounts, has been from contracts with: (1) Local school systems,
(2) the university, primarily in the form of physical facilities and part time personnel
and (3) the state department of education, both monetarily and through support personnel.

At the conclusion of the fourth year of operation, the center reached the point in its
development where the possibility of a self-sustaining operation, one without direct
grants, was possible. At no time during the development of the center have direct yearly
grants exceeded 45,000 dollars. The range has been from 18,000 to 45,000 dollars. The
past two years of operation have provided evidence that the contractual mode of financial
support will provide the center with the means Of attaining self-sufficiency.

Operational Staffing
The teacher center has been staffed, with the exception of the last two years, by part-

time personnel In 1073 the LIniversity created a full-time position, called thc coordinator
of field service programs, for the Technology Education Program. The teacher center is
the field service operation of the Technology Education Program.

All other staff positions, with the exceptionof a full-time clerical po-ition, have been
part-time positions held by doctoral students in theTechnology Education Program. This
arrangement has not been entirely satisfactory, primarily because of the limited time
part-time staff have for field work, a major element in the technology education teacher
center model. Therefore, furure plans call for the establishment of at least two full-time
technology education extension positions.

ASSESSMENT OF THE TEACHER CENTER OPERATION

A critical review of the organization and operation of the Technolop Education
Teacher Center leads to the conclusion that no large scale success has been attained.
SigInificant numbers of teachers have not been retrained. Nor have large numbers of new
curriculum development programs been initiated in public schools. What success the
center has had has been in the development, implementation and testing of a new delivery
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system for educational change in the techn logics a delivery svtcni which has been
proven, in a series ri p lo progniin, to be highly effeetive and for SOVeral specific

reasons, The prime reason for success of the pilot efforts was due to the design of a
model which called attention to variiiblea such as problem identificatiorl, performance
objectives, planning, task analysis, immedelev, applicatioa to practice, evalwation and
personal in volverntnt, all factors critical to the change process. The Iii LI, Of the teachc r
center operation on change and the change pweess, together with basing the design inL1
application of the center's programs on research on change, provided a set of criteria
by which the center's programs couidbe designed ;And from which success could be metis-

ured.
The entire process of the inserviee teacher education effort wzis, therefore, change-

oriented. The criteria for success was whether thii ,iNe<itikieg were reached aud whether

the planned-for change took place. These have been found le Il. C r it k:I factors if valid
improvement of the teaching-learning prc)cc.c in the technoloeies is to he attained. It

was learned, for instance, that the most effective conditions for dealing with ohange oc-

curred when participants in inservice programii;:

1. Were directly involved in dialogue, discussion and plonning of their progrom of study.

2. Received immediate feedbock of the consequences of their behovior.
3. Perceived the activities to be relevant to their concerns.
4. Were aware that learning activities were carefully designed to accomplish clearly con-

ceived purposes:
5. Were aware that the efforts of the program Focused attention toward the ultimate goal of

field application.

These and other criteria are factors requiring c qsidcration in the planning of any
successful inservice program,

The Technology li,lucation Teacher Center at West Virginia University has designed
and tested a model which has the potential& providing and sustaining inservice education
for teachers in the technologies. Theorganizational and operational patterns have proven
to be effective in ineeting the educational problems of a changing technological society.
During the past five years the Center staff, utilizing a teacher center design based on the
technology model and research on change, has been able to accompiish the following:

1. Motivated individuals toward continuous learning ond the m&ntenance and improvem nt of

their competencies in the technologies.
2. Desired a flexible and adaptable structure capable of meetin5 the needs of educational

and technological change.
3. Developed a model capable of serving the needs of individuals or groups within a local

community, at regional centers or at the university center depending on need, complexity

of instruction and resources required.
4. Developed a model for short-term training and retraining program,, for teachers at all levels

in the technologies.
5. Developed procedures for contractual arrangements with schools and county education sys-

tems in fulfilling needs for curriculum design, instructional design, inservice education and

other related efforts.
6. Served as an outside force for aiding personnel and schools in the design and implementa

Hon of ehonge.
7. Developed a model far the identification, design, development and delivery of teaching-

learning units for improving classroom instruction.

The teacher center is more than an alternative-to traditional inservice programs. It

is, in fact, a totally different typeof organization which has the potential of fulfilling long-
standing needs of inservice teachers. As such, the teacher center concept may be the
missing link in the teacher education process namely, the training function, Properly
conceived, organized and operated, the teacher center has the pohnrial for bridging the
always present gap between theory and research and practice. lf this ever present gap
can be bridged, then there will be an increasing probability that education of young men
and women in the technologies and other areas of the school curriculum can and will be

improved. 'Fo do so, however, will require more than the singular effor t evidenced by

this report. What will be required is the multiplication of the effort by those interested
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-in change, those committed to training, those committed to field work and those committed
planning and the objecrive form of management. If individuals with these commitments
In the development of Technology Education Teacher Centers with the eventual goal
a network of centers nationally, then there can be a significant improvement of educa-tion hi the technologies.

The authors of this report would be pleased to hear from individuals interested in
_teacher center development.
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Technology as Content: Can Teacher Education Cope?
Donald R Lauda

So far as the mere imparting of infoffnation is concerned, no university has
had any justification for existence since popularization of printing in the
fifteenth century. ALFRED NORTH WHITEHEAD

This presentation, as indicated by its tide, deals with the future. Its intent is to seek
plausible solutions for determining instructional content and instructional strategies for
teacher education programs. This theme is a critical one as our society advances into
the postindustrial era. The title implies several basic assumptions which are crucial as
persons with various philosophies seek the optimum program for teacher education in
industrial arts.

These assumptions a
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That the term technology is capable of being defined.

That technology has permeated our society and is therefore worthy of consideration for cur
ricular efforts.

That the industrial arts profession might not be able to withstand the consplexitie of a tech-
nological society.
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Since the late 1960's industrial arts educators have made a concerted effort to gener-
, ate programs based upon the study of technology. This movement has met resistance in

many cases. 'The debate has been enhanced by those who feel that the term cannot be de-
fined.- by those who choose to place an adjective in front of the term (e.g., industrial
technology) and those who totally reject the study of technology as a discipline base. 'The
reader is encouraged to read the proceedings of the 32nd A1AA conference held in Louis-
ville 1970. In this volume(pages 187-221), no less than 13 educators discuss the issues
in great detail.

Our first assumption that technology can be defined causes the greatest debate.
Countless defthitions have been offered by persons in many different disciplines. One
consistent thread seems to permeate these, and that is that technology is a process.
Berger's definition (p. 191) probably summarizes this concept. He says:

Technology is a field of systemized anc. accumulated knowledge, techniques and intellectual

skills and their practical application in creating useful goods and services for mankind. This

bodY of knowledge is derived from a detailed study of the nature, principles, practices and

products of science and industry. It is interdisciplinary in nature and involves the application

of mcet of the other disciplines in the solution of technical problems.

These definitions, including the one by Berger, reveal many other relevant consisten-
cies. Among these are:

Inherent in the concept is hum n endeavor, that is to say that the pr u nd byprnducts)

ere created 6y humans.

The result of the technologies is apparent in all cultures regardless of their age or stage of

development.

The technologies ore based on the accumulation of knowled e which fasten the innovative

process.

The technologies have an impact upon all disciplines.

The technologles are a viable content scarce for induitriol arts.

With these in mind the author offers the following definition for the term technology:

A process undertaken by humans in all cultures (a cultural universal) which involves the sys-

tematic application of organized knowledge (synthesis) and tangibles (tools) for the perpetuation

of their culture and society; the study of which must include an understanding of technical in-

formation, the innovative process and the concomitont socio-cultural impact.

The writer runs the risk of merely offering another definition which reeks with
philosophical overtures but offers litde rationale for altering traditional industrial arts.
Therefore, it is necessary to elaborate on the definition, with the intent being to show that
the study of technology (without a modifier) is viabk and necessary if we are to prepare
students for their future.

INVENTORY OF A CULTURE; A MEANS TO IDENTIFY REALITY

Curriculum theorists have consistendy expressed the need to base teaching efforts
on the realities of our culture. Today the futurists are going one step further and telling

-; us that it is the reality of the future that we must utilize as our base. Our culture is a
social environment which evolves from human needs and competes with the physical

= environment and, in some cases, other cultures. New practices arise; if they contribute
t- tO the survival of the culture, they become constants (universals).

All cultures pass through many contingencies. These interdependencies and inter-
actions inevitably lead to strain at two levels: I3etween the old values and new values
and betWeen different groups of people. Coping with this rapid change faces every person,
and it is the Institutions which must give coping mechanisms for human survival. The

1-- educational system is in a key position for assisting in that process.
In 1976 the citizens of the United States live in the most highly developed nation in

the world. Opportunities for the utilization of the most sophisticated innovations are in
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evfdence. Granted these oPportunities are not provided to all people, but these are social
not technical Issues. The point being made is that the process we call technology has

-advanced our technical expertise to the highest level evident on earth. Historians can
provide many reasons for this fact. However, what is important is that our students can-
not escape the technical and social growth of their culture. This growth is perpetuated
by many factors, such as:

R & D Funding. Fiscal year 1977 research spending with federal funds should increase II
percent to a high of 24.7 billion dollars. Industrial Research magazine (Jones, p. 54) indi-
cates that the total research budget in this country should reach 34 billion dollars.

R & D Technique. Corporate research has taken over the innovative process in the growth of
science and technology. Enhanced by phenomenal ossets and access to information systems

the super-corporations can expedite the innovation process. It is estimated that by 1990 a
handful of super-corporations will produce over three-fourths of the United States GNP.

Schoenholz and Terry (p. 60) report that of the 237 notable inventions starting with the sere%
for pumping water in the third century B.C. to inventions in 1943, literally every one was
invented by one, two or three individuals. However, when considering 15 of the most notable
inventions between 1944 and 1960 we find that 10 are attTibuted to large organizations. The
lessons of team research have been providing the impetus for rapid growth in the technologies.

Information Systems. Keeping in mind that the process we call technology "feeds" on accumu-
lated information, the reader must realize the magnitude of the world's knowledge. For ex-
ample, the Library of Congress (Miele, p. 24) hod accumulated by June 30, 1974 over 73,932,425
items. These holdings increase at the rate of two million per year.

The authors of the volume referred to above (Bowker Annual of Library and Book Trade Infor-
rion emphasize the paint that the knowledge explosion is so immense that the only means
to cope is via collaboratian with specialty libraries. Page 351 of this volume discusses the
global scene when it refers to the 60,000 scientific and specialty libraries in the USSR.

a Interdependence. Due to the fedlizatAzIn thot we exist in the midst of "finite resources" and
"infinite demands" vast expendityres in the science and technologies will be utilized to en-
sure survival. Reference is mode to international ventures to generate and control the tech-
nologies.

It would be easy to continue this list to emphasize the highly touted growth of our
technological prowess. Today this seems almost passe. One would have to be comatose
in order to avoid conscious awareness of the realities of our culture. Perhaps the problem
in our discipline is that the degree of awareness stifles curricular efforts. In any case,
at this juncture the writer wishes to function with the assumption that:

. We live in a culture which is perpetuated through the human use of accumulated knowledge
and tools.

The process called technology wi I I continue to escalate exponentially leaving our products
(students) living in a culture unlike that of today.

a Humans are as much a product of their culture as of their genes.

COPING

It was stated in the beginning of this paper that the theme of this session assumed
that industrial arts educatbrs might not he able to cope with the technology of the 1970's
and beyond. It is important to note that the writer says that educators might not be able
to cope rather than saying industrial arts can or cannot. Industrial arts, like technology,
is neutral. It is the human who creates. It is the human who must cope. Industrial arts
ts only what we make it.

What does it mean to cope? What does it mean to say that we can or cannot handle
the exigencies generated by rapid change? Commonly, coping refers to dealing with the
things as they come or keeping equilibrium. Encounters require strategies for working
out modes of adaptation. These require conscious consideration of needs and demands of
the situation. Coping be'invior can best be defined as purposive action designed to assist
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_,,,,adtijuang to environmental circumstances. It does not consist of withdrawal front
italjty. Cophig behavior thrives on informed understanding of the environment and the

bility to distinguish between the possible and impossible.
To say that teachers in the discipline of industrial arts cannot cope with the tech-

ologies would imply one or more of the following:

Technology is so vast, so complex and so bewildering that no human con hope to understand
its nature.

Educators are incapable of seeking modes of adaptation.

e Educators are totally divorced Iran the realities of the world.

The sr:dy of technology never has been, and never will be, the goal of industrial arts.

Each of us has heard these noncoping expressions over and over again, especially
e Mst and last statement. Psychologists refer to this as expressive behavior rather

than coping behavior. Teacher educators have not been afforded the opportunity in many
,cases to explore the realities of our technological culture. Noncoping expressions, there-
fore are expected. These problems are not indigenous solely to industrial arts teachers.

,-;Other disciplines are experiencing the frustration of keeping pace with the world's tech-
nical imowledge which doubles every decade.

If educators agree that content should be derived from our culture and that we live in
highly technologized society, they either address themselves to that technology or lose

the right to condemn those who do. They also lose the right to perpetuate education for
the past which most assuredly will be detrimental to the citizens of the 21st century.
Since the system" has created this dilemma, that is, placing the content and instruc-

YltIonal strategies of industrial arts educators in a "holding pattern," it is the educational
arena which has tolerated noncoping behavior. Educators are not at fault. This is what
they were taught. Streichder and Ray (p. 27) put it on the line when they stated:

Finally it is suggested that effective curriculum planning cannot be elicited from educational
leaders who are captives of traditions, modes of thought, heritages, and value systems which ore
irrelevant to contemporary society and are incomprehensible to the youth of today. The deter-
mination of industrial arts content should not be rooted in the past, but should develop fresh
sterns to search out needs, tools, patterns, and future-oriented values.

The writer does not mean to imply that industrial arts is due for extinction. The
implication is that it is m the most opportune position of its tenure. No discipline is

:addressMg itself to the concept of technology from a technical and socio-cultural stand-
pbint in the public schools. Yet millions of youngsters are being educated to survive in

4,the inevitable technological society. They cannot escape this position. Keep in mind Mat
t'the- six year old of today will be thirty in the year 2000. The tools we gve him ,:oday are

iupposed to prepare him to face that century.
Most curriculum projects in our discipline have dealt with the study of industry.

Some projects advocate the study of industrial technology, finding the word industry too
restrictive. Still others tout the study of technology without any modifiers. It is here
that the debate begins. It is here that the question of whether industrial arts can cope
takes on rea meaning. On one hand Me use of a modifier (e.g., industrial) implies the
Inability to cope with the totality called technology. On the other hand, one is left with
the impression that all technical knowledge and the sociocultural consequences can be
cempressed into a curriculum package. This appears to widen the philosophical chasm

the-discipline of industrial arts.
Inevitably one must do his homework and take a stand on such an issue. One runs

_e risk of being chastised by his colleagues, but healthy interchange of ideas is the only
eans of getting our discipline to pull together. To this writer it appears that our tech-,-. nological culture is so complex and so impregnated with the impact of technology that

'helping youngsters understand the interrelationships must be our priority. To isolate
e :study of industry as our dMciplioe base denies the student the right to see the rela-
onships of the major endeavors -of the human. Reference is made to those human activi-
s:which are constant in all societies (production, communication and transportation).

society is now into the postindustrial revolution, thus making Perkiss technological
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myth now a reality. To discuss and experience the industrial enteprise of the 1960s
does not even portend to acknowledge the movement from a goods producing economy to
a service economy. Nor does it acknowledge new occupational structures or the axial
principle of knowledge. The postindustrial revolution thrives on theoretical knowledge
to perpetuate its growth. Therefore, work becomes knowledge based. Students need to
learn how the knowledge in the technologies is stored, retrieved and utilized,

To many the study of technology appears to be an impossibility since it is so vast.
They say one cannot teach all of the areas (e.g., medical technology, social technology,
nuclear technology). With these expressions it becomes apparent that the concept of tech-
nology is completely misunderstoo& To refer to specific technologies results in the use
of modifiers once again, just as does the name Industrial Technology, It is imperative
that the educator realize that technology is a process rather than a "thing." The formal
definition presented earlier in this paper was:

A process undertaken by humans in all cultures (a cultural universal) which involves the sys-
ternotic application of organized knowledge (synthesis) and tangibles (tools) for the persetes-__
non of their culture and society; the study of which must include on understanding of technical
information, the innovative process and the concomitant socio-cultural impact.

Once we move into this mode of thinking our goal becomes one of interpreting the
fol/owing:

What circumstances led to the development of our technological culture.

What wos the innovative process for generating ideos, took, etc.

How did, does the identified innovation function (technically).

What contribution did the process have co culture and society.

What is the future impact ef our actions.

AN APPROACH
The debate over approaches reaches its grea est impact level when the realities of

teacher education are confronted, Those who identify with the study of industry have the
security of recent experience and facilities designed for that purpose. Whether or not
the addition of the word technology to the word industrial accommodates the mandates of
a technological society is mere conjecture. In any case the burden of proof seems to lie
on the proponents of the Study of Technology as a discipline base. Inevitably the call
comes for an end to the philosophical statements with a request for the identification of
content and instructional strategies.

At Eastern Illffiois University we have adopted the Study of Technology as our dis-
cipline base. This program will be implemented in the fall of 1976. Like technology, it
is assumed that it wfll be a model which is constantly changing and adapting to new infor-
mation. Those who have worked as n change agent in curriculum modifications realize
that each situation has specific constraints (e.g., certification laws, facilities, budgets).
The reader should keep in mind that the program was designed to accommodate those
constraints which could not be change& An overview of the program follows.

It is obvious that traditional laboratories would not hanclle the proposed program.
Therefore, large open-space laboratories are being developed to accommodate the sys-
tems approach in each area (production, communication and energy). These laboratories
will he utilized via a team-teaching approach utilizing two faculty members and one
graduate assistant. The utilization of equipment and materials is planned to be carried-
out in a flexible atmosphere (e.g., movable equipment). Long range plans call for a
learning resource center to accommodate individual needs. The three main laboratories
will be open during one-third of the available time for seminars, individual research,
slcill development, tutoring and related activities. During this time no classes are sched7
uled and each laboratory will be staffed. Thus, the laboratory serves as a learning center
to accommodate students when they need assistance.

A number of preliminary outcomes have been realized even though the new program
will nor begin for four months. A few of these are:
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NOLOGY EDUCATION AT EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

DESCRIPTION

ical Syst

aterials end Proceues

Coyeinunloulons Technology

Energy Technology

Production Systems

,

Cork Fitter Progrannting

Trigonometry

Physics/Chemistry

;.Prisfessional Sequence

S.H.

Introduction to the Study of Technology, including the
evolution, current status and future of the areas of tech-
nology; production, communication and energy.

Study of the processing of materials used in technical 4
endeavors; natural and syntheHc.

Interrelationship of operations in graphic communications. 4

Study of the processing, converting, transmitting and 4

controlling of energy sources.

Study of the necessary systems for designing and pro- 3

ducing in iheareas of manufacturing and construction.

Introduction to computer programming

Self-explanatory

Self-explanatory

Se If=exp lanatory

Ascent of Man Development of science ond technology

Technical Concentrations (2) Advanced level work in technicol areas

Subtotal

GENERAL EDUCATION

Hours dittributed.throughout
and Mathematics/Science

*TOTALLY FREE ELECTIVES

nglish, Speech, Health, Humanities, Social Studies,

Tool

2

23

2

12

65

37

18

120

'Includes such courses as Readings in Technology, Ahern°
advanced technical courses.

Energy Sources and speciflc

Interest expressed by other disciplines for joint ventures in providing instruction.

New courses Oro being accepted in other disciplines to support major requirements in those

Utilization of at least one course (Technological Systems) to meet University general educa-
tion requirements.

Unsolicited support given by the University Library to assist in the new progran.

The up-dated undergraduate program served as a springboard for revising the Masters program.
This has been approved and will also begin in the fall of 1976.

Renewed interst in the progran by the public schools.

The end product will be the true test for this new program. One may logically ask
why the student wL11 be different than one from a traditional program or one from a pro-
gram exemplifying the 1960's. This question can only be answered by the students who.
eventually will be taught by the new type of teacher. However, a number of assumptions
an be made, such as:

e The curriculum is an attempt to present the realities of our culture (technology) without being
restrictive. The student will be exposed to the gestalt of the concept rather than to an iso-

Wed part.



The curriculum addresses itself toje socio-cultural aspect of technology as well as to the
technical component.

The curriculum allows far individual differences and enables each student to engage in study
relevant to his/her needs.

The curriculum is future-oriented. Thor is it engages questions pertinent to our technological
future.

Education will be dispensed and acquired through a multiplicity of means.

Students will be able to move within the system, both horizontally and vertically.

a Barriers to learning, ccrnmon in traditional programs, have been removed (e.g., obsession
with projects, knowledge geared to the post).

Graduates will receive their B.S. degree as educators rather than as specialists.

The groduate will understand his culture: Its conception, the innovative process which per-
petuates it (technology) and will visualize the importance of imparting this to children of the
future.

Students will work in an atmosphere resembling a technological environment (e.g., flexible,
fficient, future-oriented).

Graduates will be responsiue to the needs of the clientele they serve. They will be able to
cope with diverse models of instruction. More importantly they will be able to provide viable
input For change.

Students will see their discipline based on a process rather than on segmented and seemingly
unrelated elements.

CONCLUSIONS

thdustrial arts teachers and teacher educators can definitely cope with our techno-
logical culture. There is identifiable content in the technologies which needs to he pre-
sented Ln a form capable of behavioristic interpretation, The newborn child grows up in
a technologicd culture and must be raised to cope with its mandates. The industrial arts
profession is one of the very few disciplines in a position to engage in such education.
Although geared to out-dated producdon systems in many cases, the profession is involved
in the thrqe identified areas of technology (production, communication and energy).

The world is facing many serious problems which will require a combination of tech-
Meal and social soludons. Reference is made to overpopulation, meta needs, diminish-
ing finite resources, the international quest for affluence, the interdependence of nations,
the impact of multinational corporations and the total concept of cybernation. To under-
stand one's place in this mosaic seems almost incomprehensible ghat mosaic was
painted within the past few decades via the accumulation of knowledge and we now need to
visualize i as a cultural determinant. The concept of rapid change will not diminish but
will continue to escalate. Making sense of this is what the enculturation process we call -
education is all about.

Teacher educators have been bandying the issues long enough. No longer can the '

debates take place over definitions, over philosophical overtures or over irrelevant
"cop-outs." The youth of today realize that they live in a technological world. They are
asking relevant questions at a very early age concerning their culture. To answer them
via models of the past does little to help their future-focused role image. The term tech-
nolOgy is part of their everyday vocabulary and most certainly is here to stay. The liter-
ature is replete with discussions of adaptation to the technology as well as every form of ;

mass media. Even our own journals have adopted the jargon of the technologies. It is
time that educators identify with the culture of the present and the needs of children of
the funtre. To reject the studyof technology is to reject the needs and desires of humans.,
To present out-moded models cannot survive through this century.

A CALL FOR HELP
It appears to this writer that it is time for the industrial arts profession to pall to-

gether to Identify content and instructional strategies which will accommodate the needs7i-



truMans. ,Many institutions have programs which are utilizing the study of technology
'ii?:,;disciplingtry base. This number is increasing rapidly, thus leaving many programs

7kOp1ng" the same mistakes. Therefore, I propose that a consortium be established of
4144tatria1. arts educators who are able to leave personal biases out of curriculum change

.who wish to explore the utilization of contemporary and future technology within in-
trial arts_education. This group should engage in professional dialogue to share-ideas

ni,a nonthreatening basis, seek to share ideas rather than hoarding supposed "ultimate
.answers" and then report to the profession their conclusions. I would suggest that the
tAsctArrg is the logical group to establish such a consortium. Through this process we
!can end many of the semantic debates and move forward. Let us face it; we need each

then Let us face it; there are no best answers; there are only alternatives.
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Technology as Content: Can Teacher Education Cope?
Donald G. Lux

The teacher education profession responds to innovation in two major ways. The
first of these may be called "the add-on approach" and the other requires reorganization.

The attractions of the add-on approach are that it; (1) Causes a minimum of trauma,
(2) defers major decisions, and (3) easily gives the appearance of change without requir-
ing a major commitment to it.

Its weaknesses include, for example, that it: (1) Fails to address the basic problem
(the continuation of obsolete and inefficient programs and program elements), (2) tends
to cause innovation to be a divisive rather than a unifying concern, and (3) leaves the in-
novator in a tenuous position.

The strengths of reorganizing are that it: (I) Focuses total attention on innovation,
(2) tends to cause assessment of all program elements and the rejection of the least de-
fensible of them, and (3) causes resource allocation to be made where it ought to be.

Its weaknesses are that it: (I) May slow change because of the need to wait out new
developments in order to avoid premature commitment to short-lived pressures, (2) re-
duces the ability to respond to traditional needs during the transition period, and (3)
creates an atmosphere of, -Why excel at this when tomorrow we will again need to
change?

What has happened with regard to IACF's impact upon teacher education is a classic
case in point. Some colleges and universities have simply added The Ohio State-designed
inservice workshops as preservice add-ons. Others have seen that as an indefensible
response to the basic problem and have seen the preservice need as a far more complex
one, with the result that they have reorganized total programs or at least major portions
of them.

Fundamentally, how much one tries to maintain drafting, woodworking and metal-
working as a basic core to be maintained against any and all change efforts depends upon
how much one believes that industrial arts subject matter is based within what tradesmen
know and do. If one sincerely holds that industrial technology is the subject matter, then
rapid and total teacher preparation program reorganization is called for most urgently.

, Simply accepting the need for program reorganization does not assure success. In
fact, it may, for marginal programs, dictate that they should close. But is that all bad?
Even for many of the largest and well-supported programs there are likely to be serious
problems.

Industrial technology, according to any adequate definition, requires expertise far
beyond the tradition.r.:1 1-inds found in custom-handicrafted production. At the least, it
tncludes all types o enginc!ering, product and architectural design and industrial manage-
ment. In additior, it suggests the need for unusual strengths in related disciplines such
as industrial soriolop industrial psychology, labor and economics. Few of our present
teacher education ir.8titutions now have available these resources within their totd
campuses, let alnnd in their departments.

what this seems to suggest is that the respective states need to study seriously the
questions related to answering "how many programs the state can_support and where
they should be located" in light of the expertise needed for the adequate teacher education
programs for the 1980's and beyond. It also suggests that ACIATE ought to study ways in
which it could exert national leadership by accrediting or at the least recognizing, only
those programs which have technology-based curricula for the preparation of industrial
arts teachers, along with adequate support personnel of the type just noted.

Since the overwhelming part of teacher education faculties are now products of a
handicraft-based program, much effort needs to be devoted to inservice seminars, con-
ferences and training sessions which communicate basic industrial technology knowledge
and skills. It means of course we also might seriously question a continuation of special
interest sessions or demonstrations on such limited concerns as metal spinning, leather- 1

1carving, woodturning and silk screening.
There are many widespread shortcomings and inadequacies in industrial arts teacher 3

education. These problems will not be satisfactorily ameliorated by adding on to trade-
based programs selected courses in manufacturing, construction or communicadons, forr:-
example. Also, they will likely be overcome only with comprehensive inservice education
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3present faculty. We do not now possess the expertise which is required to cope with

seprOhlems which cordront us. Massive inservice staff development and total preservice
firogrant reorganization are called for.

Lux is professof and chairman of Industrial Technology Educati

lixibus, Ohio.

at The Ohio Ski eUniversity

_1-;--Sorne Highlights in the History of Technology
Clifford G. MCC011um

As a science educator and as one interes ed in the history of science and the impact
af science upon human affairs, I am having increasing difficulty distinguishing between

cience and technology as they manifest themselves in modem times. This is particu-
rly true insofar as their goals and methodology are concerned. Melvin Kranzherg, the

historlw of technology, distinguished them hy characterizing science as the "know-why"
and:technology as the "know-how."1 However, there have been so many developmenw

thin- our dine where this distinction blurs and even becomes meaningless. The Man-
. _attan District Project of World War II and the NASA projects of the past I-1/2 decades
come immediately to mind.

Therefore I rationalize that I have a degree of legitimacy in discussing with you
Some of the highlights in the history of technology. Such highlights are a part of the

Iheritage with which technologists operate. Cognizance of this heritage may give us a
healthier perspecdve than we often have in contemplating the future in which the indu-

ces of technology upon IT.iman societies are alternately lauded and damned.
Technologists and technology educators stand on prominent pedestals in western

ulture. The demand for increased and improved ''know-how" accelerates. Yet with the

,demand comes heightened and more impassioned ctidcism. Those pedestals are not

comfortable places to be. As William IrwM Thompson expressed it a few years ago,
echnology Stands at the edge of history. It rests upon the developments of the past. It

has capabilities for tremendous influences upon what the history of tomorrow veill be.

-__Calture will be transformed. That transformation may very well involve revolution in

human goals, values, and relationship& The technologist of this-day such as the engi-

neer, the physician, the agriculturist, the architect cannot disclaim his responsibility.
And the teacher in technical education is especially challenged. Standing at the edge of

history, what are we doing to tip the sequence of events in mankind's favor?
Thus, I propose to play with some thoughts which tie the ideas arid victories and dis-

ppoinmients of the past with our present estate and use this relationship to suggest

_espect for the future: Further, I believe the knowledge of and the sensitivity to these
xeladonships are important possessions of the researcher in both technical education

d science education.
Evidences of the pervasiveness of technical change through our daily lives are so

often recited that one runs the risk of becoming flagrantly tedious in even referring to

Such in a summary fashion. Recognizing such a risk, I nevertheless dare suggest for
the purpose of this paper that the social impacts of this diffusion have had both their

sitive aspects and their negadve ones and some that are indeterminate.
Urbanization, with all of its advantages, as well as all of its blights and problems is,

of course, closely associated with industrial process. When manpower provided the

principle source of energy for the fabrication of material into desired products, the home

was the primary site of the manufacturing operation. Manufacturing was truly a fashion-

g by hand. There were many advantages in a certain degree of dispersion of these

knoll industrial sites. But as hand power and animal power came to be replaced by
Water power, there was necessity in locating mills along rivers and in certain favorable

ts. This tended to concentrate industrial operations. Improvements in water wheels

Parent and Srneaton and others concentrated them more. It wasn't economically
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possible for every home loom to be powered by its own overshot water-wheel. And whenNewcomen's and Watts' steam engines and their descendants began to turn the machinesof man, it became important to locate them in population centers. Urbanization is anessential part of the industrial revolution. Technology of steam power triggered it andwhen the blight of the factory and the slums of the inner city reduced the quality of life,the technology of transportation, primarily that of the automobile, supported the flight tosuburbia. In contrast, the modern technology of a griculnire is dispersing rural populationsor even destroying them. In either case, it is evident that industrial technology is inti-mately associated with urbanization and population distribution patterns and with the lifestyles they generate.
Changing agricultural technology has contributed to a variety of social pressuresand problems. In this change in our nation's experiences, many ethnic minority groupshave not been favored. The cotton gin put even greater pressure on the slavery systemof the South which was responsible for the field production of the cotton. The resultantbusiness relations between the North and the South deteriorated into the Civil War. Theeconomic deprivation of the blacks of the South has been intensified as the increasingmechanization of agriculture has replaced the field laborer. Add to this the availabilityof cheap transportation through the technology of the automobile and those replaced moved

to industrial centers without quality employment and crowded together in housing alreadydeteriorating and subjected themselves to a vicious economic exploitation. Thus the
ghettos were spawned and grew and life within reverted to a brutality not unlike that in amore primitive past. Many in this condition cannot compete with the skill of the machineof modern industry and their animal power is not needed. The oppressed of the7planta-tons of the past have become theoppressedof the modern city. Many other ethnic groupshave suffered similarly.

The ubiquity of the automobile in our day is nearly matched by that of the televisionreceiver. Sociologists are still describing the tube's impact upon our society in termsmarked by great ranges of uncertainties. However, life in the American family has un-questionably been changed. The war in Vietham came into millions of homes in livingcolor blood ran red from both American arid "gook." We all participated in this warin a way in which a populace never had before, And war was hell! And why were weinvolved in it anyway?
And the people in the ghetto saw that same war through their TVs too, albeit not sooften in living color, and they saw more of their -kind" involved than they saw from thesuburbs and they saw life being lived In a way in which they weren't living, and couldn'tlive. The oppressed, the young, the parents of the young, they all exploded with theirresdessness. They marched in the streets, they rioted, and the TV's showed them ontheir screens. We finally admitted we could lose a war, and we developed somewhat moreof a social consciousness, but we've a long way yet to go and the intensity of our sensesof social justice rise and fall in irregular cycling. 1 dare suggest 0- .=.ye of the tube wasan important contributor to the unrest of the late 1960's and early .-170's and thax it willcontinue to be an important instrument involved in the social relations of man.It has been suggested by many that the liberation of the middle-class woman in the20th century has been greatly facilitated by technology. A factor often referred to is herincreased mobility which has enabled her to express her individuality in a wider variety

of situations through the use of the automobile. Although it becomes increasing evidentthat the female is not the "weaker sex'' in any mode of reference, Charles Kettering's
invention of the self-starter in its time undoubtedly contributed greatly to putting womenin the drivers seats of the burgeoning numbers of "flivvers." Although suburban house-
wives with responsibilities for transportation of family members may not look upon theautomobile as a liberator, it certainly has removed restrictions of time and space thatwould have reduced the thrust of many aspects of the feminist movement. The influence
of other gadgets and tools and appliances can, of course, be similarly postulated. The
modern American housewife probably makes more use of a wider variety of machinesthan the average male. If the parametersof the definition of technology permit the inclu-sion of such applications of chemistry and human biology as the -pill," then technologytakes on even more influential contributions in the liberation of women in our sociew.
The great-great-grand-daughters of Victorian stay-at-home mothers may very well
the ones to put our sociery an the right road to social health.and technology can take pri.le
In its contribution to such.

These are only examples of the social impact of technological developments.
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probably have your own favorite illustrations. All of these outcomes and others are the
Objects of intensive study by the social scientists, often without reference to or an adequate
understanding of the technological base upon which many of these social issues rest for
their origin and development. But I am more concerned today in this setting that those
of us in industrial technology and technological education fill in our vistas of understand-
ing with a more adequate studyof the history of technology. This should not be an isolated
and self-contained chronicle of inventions, instrumentation and techniques, bur a history
in which the origins of technological developments are sought and in which relationships
with intellectual history and philosophy and science arc emphasized. Such may not ,i;olve
our problems, and it may not enable us to predict future inventions and their sociel im-
pact, but as ID.S.L. Cardwell of the University of Manchester Institute of Science and
Teehnolop said,It should give us a much-neededperspective that could eventually olake
us wiser in our judgments and more effective in our use of technology. ..:Onv,:reciy, it
will perhaps help us to understand the difficulties and avoid some of tie: dangers thet must
inevitably lie ahead."2

There are three case sceites I would now like to use as crude example5 of the type
of history I'm talking about. They involve three scientific and philosophical ideas end the
ways in which we have and are converting them into practical devices and processes for
doing our work. These three ideas are the material nature of the atmosphere, the inter-
relationships between electriciry and magnetism, and the concept of mass-energy. Like
the earlier selections to emphasize social impact, these are a few among many that could
be used. They are favorites of mine and they are each representative of a somewhat dif-
ferent period in the history of technology and science.

One of die first concepts that weattempt to develop with young children in elementary
science programs is the material reality of the atmosphere. It is common sense in many
of our ordinary experiences to think of the -nothingness" of air. We speak of living on
the earth instead of in the earth. It is not always easy to demonstrate that air occupies
space and has weight. The experiences of the child are to a degree a recapimlation of
the experiences of intellectual man. Having recognized the existence of air as an Aris-
totelian element, manifest in such phenomena as wind, ie nevertheless, rook the scientific
revolution of the seventeenth century to truly discover the atmosphere and to begin a
search for its composition and its properties. Galileo and his pupils, Torricelli and
Viviani, demonstrated that the ocean of air in which we live exerts a pressure of about
15 pounds per square inch on us and on everything around us. Pascal showed the variae
bility of this pressure under different conditions. The realization of the existence of
such a pressure in a practical demonstration is impressive even today. In the 17th cen-
tury it must have been especially so. The discovery of the atmosphere led to many in-
vestigations of its physical nature and thence to investigations of properties of gases in
general. Robert Boyle eventually expressed the gas laws that now bear his name and
showed relationships between pressures and volumes of gases. Intereet in combustion
and the involvement of the atmosphere in burning was to lead to discoveries of new gases,
Lavoisier's quantitative analysis of chemical reactions, and then to Dalton's expression
of atomistic philosophy as theory, supported, at last, by experiment.

But back to this pressure of the atmosphere. Fifteen pounds per square inch could
do a lot of work if it could be made to press against a vacuum or against a space with a
reduced pressure. The mines of England needed a lot of work done. They needed water
lifted out of them. Thomas Savory patented a water-pumping device in L698 that was
essentially a barrel which could be alternately evacuated and put under pressure. First
the barrel was filled with steam and then condensed by pouring \yawr over it. Atmos-
pheric pressure, working against the resultant partial vacuum, would force water up from
below and fill the barrel. Then steam from the boiler under pressure would push the
water oat of the barrel and to a higher elevation. C:ooling the outside of the barrel with
water again would condense the steam inside and the cycle ould be repeated. It worked,
but to lift and push water to necessary heights required prvt, lres greater than the safe
capacity of boilers of this time and the continuity of the cycle s independible .

Themes Newcomen's 1712 engine used the combination of emospheric and steam
pressure as did Savory's, hut a number of improvernents in design id in the use of Ina-

: Aerials made it a practical success. He separated the boiler and ule cylinder lie used
an intenial spray of condensing water. He used a large working beam, not only to lift
the water with a pump attached to it, but also its weight was used to Operate the valve

..-tnechanism and to reposition the piston in the cylinder. Thus gravity as well as atmos-
- _
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phetic pressure was harnessed. He devised a "snifting" valve to bleed the air from the
cylinder that would enter as a solute in the steam and would eventually "air log" the
engine if it weren't removed.

But when we think of the steam engine we think of James Watt. Beginning in 1769 he
was to make a number of modifications in the Newcornen engine which were to result in a
source of power for industry and transportation around the world lie made three funda-
mental changes. He used a separate condensing chamber and permitted the steam cylinder
,to remain at high temperatures and thus improved the thermal efficiency. He developed

donble-acting feature that led to a rotative engine. He accomplished this by introducing
steam into the cylinder, first at one end and then the other. Third, he adapted the fly-ball
governor to the steam engine. The use of Watt's engines was extended far beyond the
mines as grain mills and textile factories increasingly replaced their water wheels with
them. James Watt became associated with Matthew Boulton, manufacturer and financier,
and the industrial revolution was on its way.

As science provided the basis for the development of the steam engine, so the engi-
neering of the steam engine led eventually write development of the principles of thermo-
dynamics. Cause-and-effect designations are indeterminate as the heat engine becomes
a turbine, an internal combustiondevice, a fan jet, and takes many other forms. Similarly,
laws of thermodynamics, conservation of energy and entropy affect not only engineering
but pure philosophy as well.

And all this is associated with the discovery of the atmosphere. And there's morelAll of aeronautics even space vehicular travel has its grounding here. The airscrew,
the airfoil, the flight control surfaces are engineered for operation in a fluid that has
weight and occupies space. And when it's absent, as in spacc,- very special compensa-
tions have to be n.ide for that absence. Meteorology, with all of its instrumentation, is
of course a study of this stuff, air. Mechanistic physiology got an impetus when atmos-
pheric pressure was recognized since its importance in breathing and in respiration led
to mere careful analyses of such. And the end of the story is not in view. Air is real,
and as a result of the recognition of such, much has happened in Western technology and
will continue to happen.

My second case history deals with the relationship between electricity and magnetism.
Magnetism has been long recognized, of course, in lodestones which soon were employed
in compasses. Similarly, electricity, particularly as it exhibited itself in forms which
we now label electrostatic phenomena, has been observed and described since ancient
times. William Gilbert, in the 16th century, described magnetic phenomena in a rather
comprehensive fashion rmd carefully pointed out differences between magnetism and
electricity. In the attempts that were made to rationalize the nature of them, they fell
under the spell of the movement which characterized non-material entities as subtle,
invisible, imponderable fluids, Heat phenomena were also described in terms of such an
imppnderable fluid, caloric. Both magnetism and electricity through the 18th dentfery,-
forrthe most pare remained curiosities for the study by the few and for side-show eiftei-
tiinment exploitation by the most. Benjamin Vranklin was one of those who contributed
significantly to theory and also to practical application of that theory in such ways as
protection of buildings from the destructive effects of lightning. Condensers, in the form
of Leyden jars, were utilized to provide electrical charges for a variety of experiments,
including the innervation of animal tissue. In some of these experiments the recognition
occurred that electricity could be generated by chemical action and the resultant, galvanic
electricity, was put to new tests. Hans Christian Oersted demonstrated in 1820 that an
electric current in a conductor created a circular magnetic field around the conductor.

Thus electricity and magnetism were tied together. There are certain pivotal ex-
periments in the history of scienee-which generate great bursts of further experimenta-
tion and research. Oersted's was one of these. One of the early responses to it was the
development of a number and variety of electromagnets. Here was a way to convert the
hitherto useless electricity into mechanical energy. The telegraph and the telephone were
not far off and communication would be facilitated in both space and time dimensions.

However, another development of equal or even more significance was stimulated.
In Albany, N.Y., a young teacher and experimenter at Albany Academy, Joseph Henry,
perfected electromagnets until he was able to attract and hold loads of 3,600 pounds and
more. As he carefully worked winding his electromagnets, his curiosity led him to
speculate that if electricity could he used to generate magnetism, why couldn't magnetism
be used to generate electricity? In 1830 he succeeded in demonstrating that moving a
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--coil of wire back and forth across a stationary magnet would induce an electric voltage in
-_the wire. Michael Faraday in the laboratories of Humphrey Davy was asking the same
-iquestions as Henry. He showed that the movement of either the magnet or the coil or the
-contrasthig movements of both would induce the voltage. He further demonstrated that
the starting and stopPMg of a current of electricity flowing through one coil of wire would

.:induce a voltage in an adjacentcoil unconnected from the first. Winding both on a common
core amplified the effect. Faraday described all of these results before the Royal Society

:-on November 24, 1831, and his paper was published in the Annals of Philosophy in April
1832. Most of us, therefore, give credit to Faraday, for the discovery of electromagnetic
induction.

Oersted's experiment might have stimulated further experimentation, but Faraday's
and Henry's principles of electromagnetic induction literally exploded the western world
into the Age of Electricity. Electric generators, motors, and dynamos followed and were
iMproved and applied in new ways day after day. This is still today the last basic con-

r-tribution to electrical engineering as it relates modern industrial development to elec-
..trleity as a source of power. Upon this, electrical engineering rests and operates. With
this, Edison's light bulb and Bell's telephone would be more than toys. There have been
changes in the energy source for turning the generator, but the generation of the elec-
tricity of our modern age has not changed.

Realizing that light was affected by strong electromagnets, James Clerk Maxwel
showed the electromagnetic nature of light and developed in 1865 what he called n J Dynam-
ical Theor of the Electroma etc Field. This theory provided for an electromagnetic
spectrum of which visible light was only a part and postulated the possibility of generat-
ing electfomagnetic waves that would be transient through space. Maxwell could not prove
this postulate, but Heinrich Hertz did in 1888-1889. These Hertzian waves were put to

.-tise by a young Italian, Guglielmo Marconi, early in the 20th century, to carry information,
and radio communication was on its way.

My last abbreviated case history is a twentieth-century story. Our century opened
ith an unquestioning confidence in two great principles of conservation. the conserva-

don of matter and the conservation of energy. One had come from chemistry and the.
other from physics specifically thermodynamics. The quest for the primary unit of
structure of matter was seemingly satisfied by the elaborations of Dalton's atomic theory,
As the 1$90's drew closer to the new century, a number of laboratory experiences began
to acctimulate that were to have revolutionary effects. Roentgen produces x-rays.
Becquerel recognizes radioactivity v;hich results in transformationof atoms. J. J. Thorn-

- son, studying the electrical conduction of gases, senses there are subatomic units in the
structure of matter, and the electrical nature of matter begins to be more carefully
studied. Thomson, Rutherford, Bohr and others develop models of atoms, in which elec-
trically charged units, such as electrons and protons, are the building blocks. It now

= began to be suspected that what had been thought to be different and distinctive, matter
and energy, might bo only different manifestations of the same entity. If this were so
then one might be converted into the other. A shaggy-haired aposde of the new age,
Albert Einstein, summed it all up in a simple-appearing mathematical expression,
E mc2. Simple it might be in appearance, but complex indeed it was tO be in its appli-
cation and in its impact upon society.

This is what was involved when Hahn and Strassman in 1938 bombarded uranium
atoms with neutrons and got a special kind of nuclear fission. This was another one of
those pivotal experiments such as referred to earlier. Scientists the world over rushed
to their laboratories to check the reproducibility of the Hahn and Strassman results.

1,They were validated, and since World War 11 was beginning and since the military sig-
.1hificance of these results were evident to all physicists, science went into hiding and

classified its work.
Nuclear fission became a practical reality in bombs and in reactors. The technology

f' nuclear reactors has attracted our attention increasingly as we have faced prospects
of energy shortages with other sources. Troublesome problems attend this technology.
Disposal of wastes, reprocessing of fuel elements, provision of adequate supplies of fuel,

= and questionable safety are some of these problems. The nuclear reactor is still used as
,a source of heat and the energy transformation processes from the reactor on remain

the same. Consequently the thermal efficiency is poor and environmental quality is
:threatened.

_ But if E mc2, nuclear fission is not the only transformation possible. The sun and



stars instead of splitting atoms use nuclear fusion for their energy. This was brought to
earth in the form of a hydrogen bomb, but as a controlled and metered process, we cannot
use it. As we look to thc future and to probable energy problems, the advantages of
nuclear fusion Make it most enticing. Waste problems would become insignificant and
there would be virtually no fuel-source problem as long as there's an earth of any kind.
Enticing though it may be, there are monumental problems in harnessing it for metered
use. The hydrogen bomb is initiated bv a fission bomb, flow can a fusion furnace be
started? Pressure? Laser beam? There's no container for a bomb. What can contain
the tremendous heat of the fusion furnace? No material will work. Magnetic field plasma
are being studied as possibilities. And perhaps with the intensity of energy available
there can be more efficient and more simple energy transformations than the present
heat to mechanical to electrical back to heat and light and mechanical with losses all
along the line.

These are my illustrative case histories to show how the fundamental ideas of science
and natural philosophy may be converted into the practical applications of technology and
how that application may be looped back to reinforce scientific investigation and can create
profound impacts upon our society and our culture. As stated before, they are not mu-
tually exclusive of all other possibilities and they certainly are not all-inclusive. I am,
of course, rather fond of them for my purpose here and I dare suggest they represent
rather fundamental ideas and fundamental developments in both science and technology.
I also suggest that the technologist working with the provision of heat engines for trans-
portation, with the provision of electric power for industrial processes, or with the pro-
vision of acceptable nuclear reactors for utility companies may be more responsible if
he puts his work into the broader perspective described or alluded to in these stories.

Technology stands at the edge of history for many of us. Technology has made it
impossible for me to return to the life that wa lived when I was a youth. 1 have forgotten
much of the bad of that life. I remember much of the good. I expect the advantages rif an
industrialized society in which I live today and I am fearful of the evils and disadvantages
of such a society in the future and I so often feel impotent to influence in any way the char-
acteristics of that future.

Daniel Boorstin, Dirzctor of the Library of Congress, in closing his book, The
Armericans: The Democratic Experience, had this to say:

The pace of Research and DeveloprAent ...made it seem that the future of American civilization
and the shape of everiday life could not fail to be determined by the mass and velocity of the
enterprises already in being. This pervoded the public feelings about all sorts of industrial
developments: the elaboration of packaging (from the paper bog and the folding box to cello-
phane to double-wrapped in cellophane to who-could-tell-what): the automobile (from model
T to the "annual" model to semiannual models to who-could-tell-whot); and countless other
momentums big and little.3

This failure of being able to influence the future he lays, in part, to the following:
As American civilization became increasingly permeated by its technology, it lay increasingly
ot the mercy of the internal logic of advancing knowledge. Science and technology had a
momentum of their own: each next step was commanded by its predec.issor. To fail to take
that next step was to waste all earlier efforts. Once the nation had embarked on the brightly
illuminated path of science, it hod somehow ventured into a world of mystery where the direc-
tion and the speed would be dictated by the instruments that cut the path and by the vehicles
that carried man ahead. The autonomy of science, the freedom of the scientist to go where
knowledge and discovery led him, spelled the unfreedoro of the society to choose its way.4

I think Boorstin's right. I wish he weren't and it's because of that wish I want tech-
nologists to consider their work as part of a complex web of interrelations. I want leaders
in technology to know our heritage as to the source of our ideas and to he concerned about
the future and how our ideas will be used there. We stand at the edge of hist.:
have a rendezvous with the destiny of future generations.

FOOTNOTES
1. Melvin Kranzberg, "Science and Technology: The Two Subcultures and the Pi ,blem

of Control. (Unpublished paper presented at the annual meeting of the Am ican
Association for the Advancement of Scieu-e, Boston, February 21, 197(i.)
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2. D. S. L. Cardwell. Turnin Points llWesternTcchnolocv.
(New Y History

Publications. 197 .) 13_ ,I.
3 Daniel J. Boorstin, The !.\mericans: The Democratic kxperience. (New york: Random

House, 1973.) pp. 597--5=98-.

4. Ibid. p. 597.
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Graphics and Titles for Slide Series

Pete Martinez

The beginning
point of all instructional slide sequences, as with an instructional de-

livery system, should be a higldy refined listing of objectives. The objectives should act

as the focal point for structuring arid selecting the information presented. The objectives

should define the expected competencies the viewer will possess after viewirig the in-

struction.
The primary thrust of this paper will be the planning and execution of slides produced

with a copy stand. The copy stand is used in
conjunction with a camera to convert graphic

information such as titles, charts and illustrations to 35 mm or 126 projection slides.

There are a large number (II concepts and facts which can be presented more effectively

through prepared illustrations, A photograph of the interior of a wood surface planer

will not provide as much
information as a carefully prepared sectional drawing of the

machine.
Processes can he graphically portrayed for greater impact than a simple list-

-

ing of the procedural steps,
One of the greatest deterrents to .teaching and using copy work in a slide series is

an 'nherent reluctance to attempt
the-development of the necessary graphic layout work

re ,Ared to produce teacher developed materials. By utilizing a variety of simple tech-

niques and some imagination anyone can produce professional looking graphics and tides.

The utilization of common objects can also help develop mood and concept formation.

While almost any graphic equipment can be utilized, this presentation will be limited to

material and equipment generally available to the classroom teacher or student.

While the
professionals use a term "artwork" to describe any kind of work to be

copied, It Is not necessarily the kind of art one sees in a museum. Much of the advertis-

ing in magazines, in newspapers and on television is artwork. A graph, cs, irt or simple

title using pressure sensidve letters or a combination of these plus ..founa objects '. can

be clustered under the terms "art work." Do not be afraid of the word -artwork;" all

draftsmen produce
artwork in their daily work.

The preparation of the graphic layout or artwork should be based on the camera for-

mat that will be used to photocopy the
graphics, The two common formats used are the
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35 mm camera and the Instamatic
Visual Maker, A 33 runt Mot has a usable film area of

24 by 36 mm. The proportional si,o for this film eould be 2 units by 3 units or ttriltiples
of these units. The visual maker which has a I unit to I unit proportion is limited to
square layouts.

The artwork, titles or graphics should be planned to fit into the proper format. If
possible, the same size should be used throughout the presentation to reduce the number
of camera changes during the photographic session.If an instamatic Visual Maker must be used for eopies, preparation of artwork may
be scaled to the 24 by 36 mm format, photographed with 126 film, and then be encased in
slide frames intended for 35 mm film. This entails extra work but the end result is very
likely worth the effort.

When developing format for the Instamatic Visual Maker, keep the 3- by 3-inch and
8- by 8-inch sizes in mind. If it is desirable to com say a 5- by 5-inch cartoon, the
extra space around the drawing could be masked with colorful art or construction paper
for a good slide in a series.

Simplicity and clarity are the keys for effective titlee and graphics. Titles should be
simple, direct and may use a novel approach to help set the moo,I. An example of mood
setting through titles would be the use of cutout wood letters to identify a slide sequence
on wood finishing or wood identificazion.

The standard application of artistic principles
such as form, balance, movement, etc, should be considered in the planning stages.

There are many approaches which can be used for lettering.
Individuals who have

received drafting instructions possess some capability in hand lettering. For chose who
are weak in this area, there are mechanical aids to lettering and preformed letters which
require only the combining of letters into words.

LETTERING METHODSHAND
MACHINE

COMMERCIAL
NOVELTYColored Chalk Wrico

Precut Letters
Wood

Croyons
Variagraph Vinyl Li ft Off

Wire
Pen & Ink

Leroy 3-D Plastic
Alphabet Seop

Felt Tip Morkers
Template Dry Transfer (Pressure String

Sensitive)
Paste Up

Regardless of which lettering system Is used, the technique should be practicedbeforehand to insure the proper spacing and alignment. The lettering material should be
tested on the surfaces of the materials they will be used on. Colored chalk and crayons
respond better to a textured

surface while inks and dry transfer letters require a smooth
surface. Very glossy surfaces should be avoided when possible since they can cause
glare during the photographic process. While the quality of work will increase with addi-
tional knowledge, serviceable instructional materials can be produced by an individual
aware of the basic process.

The photocopy process requires a camera capable of focusing to a distance of about
inches, a lighting system and a device to hold the camera. A standard 35 mm camera

can be adapted to copy work by installing a close-up lens or series of portrait rings
(close-up rings). Close-up or macro lens designed for cameras with removable lenses
vary in cost and quality for each brand of camera.Close-up rings arc a series of lenses which screw onto the existing lens and in-
crease magnification. The amount of magnification is controlled by changing the combi-
nation of close-up rings used. The exchangeable lens will produce a better qualiry slide
than the close-up rings. However, the close-up rings will perform satisfactorily for
mast copy work. The camera stand used (of copy work may boa commercial unit or may
be a home constructed unit. Commercial units are designed to provide flexibility and
ease of operation.

Some models of tripods can be adapted to copy work by reversing the
control height shaft so the shaft and camera pad hang down between the legs. A very
serviceable plywood copy stand can be constructed in the school wood laboratory. Kodak
has plans for the construction of a plywood copy stand available.The lighting system required for copy work consists of two photoflood (3200K) lamps
which can be used in standard sockets with reflectors. The 3200K° refers to the color



balance of the light being produced by the bulb. The lamps should be matched to the film
being used.

The film used for slide production can be any rype. Different films record colors
differendy because they aro balanced for a specific type of light. Daylight films require
sunlight or light source that closely approximates daylight. Indoor flash film is designed
to provide realisdc colors when exposed to incandescent light which has more yellow and

, red components than in daylight. The iniortnation sheet packed with the film will provide
information on the type of filter that is required to match the film to the light.

After the artwork is completed, the photographic process must be used to record the
image. When the artwork is placed on the copy stand the camera adjustments of focusing
and exposure must be made. Internal and external light meters require different tech-

`-;niques. When the meter in the camera is used, the exposure reading should be taken on
neutral gray cards (available at photographic stores). External meters can be used to
Meaaure light falling on the artwork or to measure and average the reflected light.

After the exposure has been adjusted and the camera focused, a cable release should
be used to activate the shutter. The cable release is used to minimize camera vibration

hich can produce fuzzy pictures. The visual maker consists of a camera and two sepa-
rate copy stands with additive close-up lens combinadons. The use of the unit requires
mount-hag the camera on the proper stand and insertion of the film and flash bulb. The
unit is then ready to expose the slide.

A great many ideas and photographs can be obtained by collecting pamphlets, catalogs
and boo)dets for a specific subject area. These pictures and drawings can be cut and
Mounted on colored construction paper. By lettering titles or short explanations the

,iliustration can provide excellent teaching visuals.
Charts and graphs are more effective and have a greater visual impact than statis-

tics, tabulated data or procedural listings. Bar charts, pie charts and line graphs make
comparative information more interesting and easier to comprehend. Flow charts pro-

. vide a visual image that Illustrates relationships much clearer than a listing of steps.
Visual representation of processes are more easily graphed than a name or title identifi-
cation.

A very simple and effective method of producing illustrations can be done hy using
rt or construction paper. After the final idea has been established, an aecurate sketch

of the visual should be developed, The large sections of the illustration should be cut out
of contrasttng colors of art paper and glued In place on a neutral background. When all
the major cutouts are in place, a black felt pen or india ink should be used to add detail
and to outline each art-paper cutout.

When you have a single photograph or illustration which requires different tides at
different positions it may be more advantageous to show each tide in different locations
on sasequent slides. This may be accomplished by making a series of acetate overlays
with the desired lettering in each location. The acetate sheets can be placed over the
picmre or illustration and photocopied until the desired number of slides are completed.
Diazzo overhead transparencies can be used if colored lettering is desired. It is a good
idea to test the lettering system used on acetate film since some materials leave an un-
sightly smudge around the letters when they are placed directly on acetate.

Close-up photography of found objects in conjuncdon with lettering and charts can
produce professional visuals. Simple cylindrical people constructed from film canisters
or dowels which have been painted and have facial features added can be used in a vallety
of situations. The simple dolls marketed by toy manufacturers may also be used. The

:1.dolls can be used to represent almost any human interaction. One to one interactions or
group functions can be illustrated by using arrows, circles and titles. Toy models and
other found objects can be used to add 3-D effects and realism to a slide presentation.

When a series of steps or procedures is used in a slide series it is faster to use a
strip tease procedure to photograph the sequence. Construct a single graphic to include
all of the steps required. By placing a piece of art paper wer all the lettering except the
position to be seen on step one, you can complete ono photograph. Slide the artpaper
down ,to expose the second title and photograph one and two. Proceed until the entire list
has been photographed.

Pr. Mainet is a member of the T chaical Education Department at the University of Houston, Hto
Texas.
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The Consortium Approach to Industrial Arts Teacher
clucation

John I. Matthews and Robert B. Pyle

The necessity of a degree program in Occupational Teacher Education with emphasis
in Industrial Arts and Trade and Industry in the state of Delaware has been demonstrated
by the action of the Council of Presidents in its selection of a director for Occupational
Teacher Education. Much thought and research went into evaluation of the needs and the
limitations of the state's resources for providing such a degree program. The Task Force
on Occupational Teacher Education appointed by the Council of Presidents presented the
initial basic plan for the degree program which has been endorsed by die council. It
remains, therefore, the task of the Consortium, in conference with members of the Task

lrce, the College of Education at the University of Delaware, the Depart-tient of Educa-
i n at Delaware State College, the various campuses of Delaware Technical and Com-
munity College, Delaware State Department of Public Instruction and other involved per-
sons, to develop an occupational teacher education program.

RATIONALE

Because of the unique capabilities, facilities and locations of the institutions involved
In Delaware, the course offerings for the Bachelor of Science Degree in Occupational
Teacher Education was divided among the involved instinitions. Since the primary con-
cern at this point is for the preparation of industrial arts and the trade and industrial
teachers, Delaware Technical and Community College provides most of the instruction
for the technical specializations.

Both Delaware State College and the University of Delaware provide for the program
content in the General Studies and Professional Studies segments of the degree. This
required additional courses at each institution as the program developed. The program
design called for an additional person at each institution as a teacher coordinator of
Occupational Teacher Education and one additional faculry member who helps teach
courses. The addition of future faculty will depend on the need generated by the FTE's
involved in the program as it progresses.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
1. Ta make ovoiloble the existing instructional Facilities, present and anticipated curricula and

Faculties af Delaware Technical and Community College, Delaware State College, and the
University of Delaware For the develowent 0F an integrated program of Occupational Teacher
Educat ion.

2. To gain acceptance of the proposed curriculum in Occupational Teacher Education as a
Bachelor af Science in Occupational Teacher Education degree at Delaware State College
and the College of Education, University of Delaware.

3. To provide a solid conceptual seientific-technological foundation for Ocoupoticool Teacher
Education, both in the general studies and the technical specializations.

4. To produce a core program af studies applicable ta those specifically planning to teach in
industrial arts and trade and industrial education.

5. To build in sufficient instructional breadth and depth, coupled with both occupational and
teaching experience, to enable the graduate to perform acceptably in either situation.

6. Ta provide a professional basis upon which the graduate moy continue his technical and pro-
fessional education at the graduate level.

THE TECHNICAL SPECIALIZATION AND SUPPORT AREAS
The key to the success of this teacher preparation program is the professional aware-

ness that must develop, Each student is expected to spend a period of time directly in-
volved in the industry whose skills he will be expected to teach. In addition, the occupa-
tional "practicum" is followed by a semester, or some unit of rime, spent Ln direct
observation or involvement in the classroom, Classroom Practicum, where the instrucl
tion of this material or process is being given. In this way the prospective teacher
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, in some measure, with both sides of his pro ession in time to make the
his professional preparation meanineul .

degree candidate continues with his industrial or trade experience during the
Summer periods before graduation. In some instances cooperative programs

_veloped with various industries or unions for supervised trade or industrial
experience. This portion of the program is readily modified for the already

Lenced vocationally oriented teacher education candidate. However, every attempt
made to assess the candidate's awareness of current trade and industrig practices
or to the time he begins his teaching career l'his is accomplished through the NOCTI

examination and inidal vetification of work experience.
The strength of the ongoing program in Occupational Teacher Education is its in-

vice and continuing education offerings. These fall into two main categories: (1) Pro-
onal education offerings applicable to certification and graduate degree, and (2) ad-

cad or updating classes related to technical information and developments.

CURRICULAR OFFERINGS AND
!:COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY CREDIT

The emphasis of this preparadon program is the development of adequately prepared
ed science type teachers who will be the bastion of defense against built-in obsoles-

cence in the future. The industrial arts as well as the vocadonal/trade and industrial
don teacher of the next ten years must be a new breed of teacher if we in Delaware

meet our obligations to the state and its citizenry. No longer can we afford the
iiury of substandard preparation. The OTE program has been realistically built, often

PdlnregardIng traditional ideas of what constitutes a college education, and concentrates
;y on logical objectives and priorities.
7, A listing of trade and industrial teacher certification in Delaware includes 46 fields

which obviously have many subfields.

Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Graphic Communications
fiance Repair Health Assistant

Body Repair Health Occupations
Auto Mechanics Industrial Arts Areas
Aviation Mechanics Exploratory
Avionics Industrial Chemistry
Barbering Industrial Electricity
Bricklaying Introduction to Vocations
Buildings and Grounds Maintenance Iron Workers Specialist
Career Orientation Instrumentation

nit,/ Library Aide
Civil Engineering Aid Machine Shop
Commercial Art Masonry
Coop Vocational Education Prograns Mechanical Drawing
Cosmetology Medical Service
Dental Assistant Mill and Cabinet
Dental Technicians "perating Engineer
Diesel Mechanics :ipefitter
Diversified Occupations Plumbing and Heating
Drafting and Design Printing and Photography
Electronic Data Processing Radio-TV Repair

Repair Sheetrnetal
Electronic Data Processing Stationary Engineering

Operation Welding
Electronics Technology

Even a cursory reading of this listing of occupations should indicate that many will
ot exist in their present form in very few years. Many are not to be classified as having

Much content of the traditional college studies. However, we are not to confuse what the
er in the field must know to be functional with what background the teacher must
to be continually operational. The teacher must be able to view the mobility of in-

atonal content Ln a given occupation as merely the development of a new set of appli-
of his basic scientific and occupational concepts.
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It is essential that the teachers completing this progr.lin be able to pe erm in an
industrial or trade setting as well as in the classroom setting. The needs of today, in
this instance, are at a high level of sophistication for the eventual instructor.

Students entering this program take concurrent course :k at both the Technical
and Community College campus and the University or Statt .ilege, This occurs over
the entire 4-year period in order to properly integrate the general studios with the scien-
tific, technically related, and occupational studies.

Some new courses have been developed at all institutions, N.:bile sonic courses have
been utilized in their present forne The -cooperative'. Approach provi a moans to
allow credits earned in courses taught at the Technical and Community College to be
counted toward the degree program where "parallel. courses de not exist at either the
University or State College. The same concept of credit for course work earned through
the Division of Continuing Education where special workshops, and upgrading and updating
courses are offered at industrial facilities or on campus.

CREDIT BY EXAMINATION

Many candidates for the Bachelor of Science degree are from the present pool of
Trade and Industrial teachers now working in the state under substandard certification.
Since there are a number of "tradecumpetency" exams developed by Educational Testing
Service, institutions of higher eilm!ation, and state departments of public instruction these
are utilized in this program. A certain number of college credit hours applicable to the
degree aro granted if these exams are passed at or beyond specified norms. Alternately,
candidates are allowed course credit under "credit by examination" regulations. Flexi-
bility is also allowed for substitution of courses to fit an individual's program needs when
certain course requirements may he duplication of work already done.

INSTITUTIONAL PROGRAMS AND ADMISSIONS

Both the University of Delaware and Delaware State,College offer the Bachelor of
Science degree with the Occupational 'Teacher Educati-m option. For all practical pur-
poses, the two degrees are setup, aihninistered, and have structure and content in a simi-
lar fashion. Of course, because of inherent differences in available course offerings and
desirable flexibility, the course requirements for all degrees are nor identical.

Because the actual degree will be awarded by either the University of Delaware or
Delaware State College, a student beginning his pre:ram of higher education applies for
admission to the senior institution oven though he may be taking most or all of his course
work for one or more quarters or semesters at Delaware Technical and Community Col-
lege. However, a student already admitted and matriculating at Delaware Technical and
Community College may, upon the consent of the teacher coordinator at that institution,
apply for admission to the degree program in Occupational Teacher Education at the
University or State College. All course %%ork taken previous to the change, that would
normally be considered as part of the d-Nree pattern, may be applied toward the degree.

VOCATIONAL TEACHER CONSIDERATIONS

A large percentage of the teachers certified to teach trade and industrial subjects in
the State of Delaware are currently teaching under substandard certification. These
teachers are in the process of acquiring standard certification on the basis of a 60-hour
program and many wish to continue work toward the Bachelor of Science degree. Many
of the courses taken toward meeting the state certification requirements have not counted
toward any degree or even been classified as college credit. The course work must be
evaluated by the teacher coordinator for each degree candidate, in order to determine
how much credit may be granted toward the degree.

Previous work experience and occupational education is evaluated by examination
as being applicable toward the degree. Coinpetency in technical and related course work
of the nature current to the present state of the art may be established by the normal
"credit by examination.. process. For example, a person with a significant background
in electronics may be obsolete in that his total background is vacuum tube oriented.
Sufficient course work to update his knowledge to current solid-state usage will be re-
quired to make him functional and thus degree credit worthy.
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MI teachers are expected to complete the normal general education sequence of
courses, including the math and basic chemistry and physics. Unless the area of voca-
donal education being taught can be established as not using the information, a basic
materials and materials testing course will also be required. in certain instances,
course work in biology or related sciences may be required in addition to the chemistry
and physics requirement. Competency in each case is the major consideration.

STUnENT TEACHING AND PRACTICUM

For the degree candidate who has never taught school the experience in occupational
education may be somewhat different than expected. Each candidate must complete a
period of at least seven weeks in an activity of classroom teacher aide or direct observa-
tion. This activity, referred to as a Clinical Practicum, follows a period of one semester
or summer of actual on-the-job work experience performed as part of an industrial co-
Operative arrangement prior to the candidate's junior year.

In this way the effect of both the occuoadonal and classroom experience gives the
candidate a mental set for appreciating the professional education portion of this degree .
lt is essential that one understand the full significance of -methods" courses and student
teaching before he gets that far in his program if they are tO have meaning.

The student teaching requirement of the degree may be met by one of two approved
methods. The most desirable method is the normal supervised student teaching or the
supervised intern teaching experience. However, for the currently teaching vocationally
certified teacher, a suitable practicum experience is also used as a student teaching sub-
stitute. The nature of this one semester, 15 weeks full-time, practicum experience is
determined by the appropriateness of the circumstances in the judgment of the coordinator
of the program it may include research or development of innovative techniques and
experiences new to the teacher in question, but in each case is under the supervision of
the coordinator or his designee.

TEACHER CERTIFICATION IN OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

Industrial Arts
Completion of the approved program of studies, including the on-the-job work experi-

ence, for the Bachelor of Science degree, Occupational Teacher Education option is re-
quir.td for certification to teach industrial arts in the secondary schools of Delaware.

Trude and Industrial Education The Standard Certificate
Occupational competency both in technical expertise and skills normally expected

for continued employment in the specific occupadonal area to be taught are expected.
Candidates for this certificate upon completion of the approved program for the Bachelor
of Science degree, Occupational Teacher Education option, present evidence of occupa-
tional competency. This may be established by: (1) 2 years of full-time work experience
in this occupadon beyond the degree program, or (2) sufficient occupational experience
to score above the 50th percentile rank on an Occupational Competency Exam, NOCTI.

Dr. Matthews and Dr. Pyle ore membtr 4' of the Deportment of OccupoHonol Educ Hon ot the University

ef Delaware, Newark.

..Technology as Con- n Or, Should M.LT Prepare Our
Teacher Educators?
Jerry Streichler

I wonder, are all teacher educators as bewildered as I am by this very broad and en-
passing tei.n "technology," by entreaties that "industrial technology-on one hand or

just "technology" on the other become established as the content base of industrial arts?
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Now these reruns sound fine. They are respectable. Adoption and use of these terms
certainly may go a long way in curing the paranoia about the second class membership
that we have come to believe "industrial arts" enjoys in the educational establishment.
There's only one very big thing wrong with those intriguing terms. They are most diffi-
cult to limit, to define in the sense that they can he functionally useful to rho induStrial
arts teacher educator. BY asking a series Of questions which I hope will be answered by
those who have been on the cutting edge of conceptualizing and functionalizing the terms,
I will state what I rnaan to find out what they mean.

Let's pose the questions:

I. As one reviews the literature on technology, history, effects, assessment and future one finds
that those involved are from history, social and behavioral sciences, engineering and the
"hare sciences. What are we saying about the role of these disciplines and fields as a
new role for industrial arts is advocated?

2. If it is true that each of these disciplines and fields hove developed systems of inquiry and
effective methods and procedures of solving problems (technology?) do we profess to some-
how teach their methods? Would we then need to possess knowledge of each of the dis-
ciplines or fields to do so?

3. What level of knowledge must one acquire in each of the disciplines and fields which can
be identified within technology in order to function 05 a teacher educator within the sys-
tems advocated?

4. If the advocates of the new curriculums are referring to more than technology awareness,
how do they propose to prepore present and future teacher educators with skills and knowl-
edge of science, mathematics and computers vital to comprehending technology?

5. If the advocates of the new curriculums refer to technology awareness only, what will be
the appearance of a bachelor's degree program designed to prepare a teacher of technology
awareness?

The following Inore specific questions may lead to fruitful discussion and communi-
Cate my intent:

1. If one identifies the component disciplines of industrial technology as suggested for teaching
on the secondary school levelmanagement, engineering, product design, organization de-
velopment and behavior, economics as applicable, etc.in what depth and to what rigor
would these be taught in the university to prospective teachers?

2. What level of mastery of these component subjects and fields should the teacher educator
possess?

3. Does the industrial arts teacher educator need to possess sone degree of mastery since he is
responsible for selecting, organizing, sequencing and teaching of that content?

4. If either the industrial arts teacher educator or professor within the specific disciplines or
fields teaches the subject matter components identified under industrial technology, it seems
industrial arts teacher educators will need to possess greater knowledge of calculus, macro-
micro economics, ecology, Boolean algebra, computer science, physical chemistry, etc.
is this possible?

5. To pursue the notion suggested in the preceding question, if industrial arts teacher educators
are going to metamorphose into technology educators, wculd they not be obligated to face
the raw knowledge and data that are produced by technology to be able to interpret directly
from this information rather than depend upon secondory or tertiary interpretations offered
by other fields and disciplines? If this i5 an acceptable role, how do we prepare the new
industrial arts (technology) teacher educator (certainly a new renaissance man)?

These foregoing questions may have been put abstrusely. I hope that in their re-
sponses, our colleagues Drs. Lauda and Lux will prONide concrete meaningful answers:

Technologywhat is itis it really an industrial arts monopoly?
What does the technology component of the teacher education curriculum "look like" in terms

of courses, sequences, experiences?
Who will organize and teach the curriculum?
What sort of preparation will be required to be on effective curriculum organizer and te cher

at the university level?

Dr. Streichler is professor and chairman of the Department of Industrial Education and Technology at
Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio.
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Improving Graduate Education through Alternative
Approaches
Lawrence S. Wright

In the 1960s. two developments in education significantly influenced the growth of
alternative forms of graduate study. Bruner (1960) defended the thesis that -the founda-
tions of any subject may be taught to anybody at any age in sonie form.- (p. 12) This
was further enlarged upon by Bloom (1968) who reported, "We arc convinced that the

;grade of A as ari index of mastery of a subject can, under appropriate conditions, be
achieved by up to 95 percent of the students in a class." (p. 2)

During this period it will be recalled that there was tremendous growth in graduate
education. Nontraditional students in larger numbers began seeking graduate education .
many of these had already learned and accomplished through the school of life but now

ished to be recognized for these accomplishments by the award of the more formal
graduate degrees. Thus change in graduate education was needed. The question of how
change may be brought about within the graduate establishment is, to say the least,
worlhy of study... The logical way to bring about change would seem to be through planned, systematic,
continuous evaluation out of which a general responsiveness to the forces that suggest
the nee4 for change could emerge. This is how changes have been brought about in gradu-
ate education over the years.

But the rate of change is accelerating and many say that graduate education is no
longer responsive to the forces of change that are bearing upon it. Alternative forms
have emerged and we are wondering what to do about le it would seem that these alter-

,- native forms have developed because the existing forms could not or would not be re-
l. ,sponsive to the forces that caused their development,. Thus a parallel and competing sys-

tem has developed. And we in graduate educadon are scurrying around trying to identify
what this new thing is, wondering how we earl stop its growth which is threatening our
traditional system and occasionally, in a more positive vein, wondering what there is in
the alternative formats that can be used to rnxlify and to strengthen the traditional sys-
tem. It is this latter concern that I discuss here: How to improve graduate education
through alternative approaches.

GRADUATE EDUCATION IN OPERATIONAL PRACTICE
In practice graduate education is that set of experiences and their administrative

and organizational surroundings available to students through graduate schools and col-
leges. This does not imply accreditadon although most sets of experiences are accredited.
It does not imply residency although most have a residence requirement. It does not
imply degree programs although most sets of experiences were developed to be a part
of degree programs.

Rogers (1969) lists 19 "implicit assumptions.' related to graduate programs in psy-
chology and suggests that we may see relationships to various graduate depalwients with
which we are famiiar:

1. The student cannot be trusted to pursue his own scientific and professional training. (p. in)
2. Ability to pass examinations is the best criterion for student selection and for judging pro-

fessional promise. (p. 173)
3. Evaluation is education; education is evaluation. (p. 134)
4. Presentation equals learning! What is presented in the lecture is what the student learns.

(p. 177)
5. Knowledge is the accumulation of brick upon brick of content ond information. (p. 178)
6. The truths of psychology are known. (p. 179)
7. Method is wience. (p. 180)
8. Creative scientists develop Er= passive learners. (p. 180)
9. "Weeding cut" a majority of the students is a satisfactory method of producing scien and

clinicians. (p. 182)
10. Students are best regarded as manipulable objects, not as persons. (p. 183)

If Roger's assumpdons are true we have reason to be alarmed.
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PANEL ON ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES
TO GRADUATE EDUCATION

Growing out of the ncL-iIf rcontrollingncwforces in g,raduate education a 16-member
panel sponsored by the Council of Graduaw Schools and the Graduate Record Examination
Board was commissioned to make recommendations on the subject of Alternative Ap-
proaches to Graduate Education. Recommendations made by this panel were published
in December 1973, so they have been available just over 2 Years.

I would commend the entire report cal I cd !' chola rshir and to those who may
want the rationale and detail of which it consists.

In the interest of time we will ilircct our attention to what the panel saw as three
major issues confronting gnidu.ite education: (1) Democratization i, contrasted with
preservation of value, (2) Ota-ilic involvement as contrasted with mastery of scholarship
and (3) Diversity of g,raduate students imi.1 institutions as contrasted with orderliness and
singularity of focus.

WHAT IMPROVEMENTS ARE SUGGESTED FOR
GRADUATE EDUCATION IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS?

One has an uncomfortable sensation as this portion of the subject is addressed. The
nature of the advice that has been synthesized from my experiences and study is not
appropriate tO every graduate school and department. ubviously I cannot speak with the
authority that each of you can for your own academic environment. I shall simply sug-
gest, "If the shoe fits, put it on" and, -Let the chips, fall where they may."

I would now like to consider six areas within which attention should be given toward
the end of improving graduate education. These comments are believed to be applicable
to other areas of graduate study than industrial arts.

Recommendation No. 1
Graduate institutions and departments. should periodically redefine their goals and

ob ectives and make them_oblic. The pressures for alternative approaches to graddate
education are forcing institutions to reexamine their goals and purposes for graduate
education. We no longer (if we everdid) have only one viable approach to graduate educa-
tion, namely, producing research scholars. It would seem logical that a differentiation of
purpose among institutions offering graduate work would permit both meeting the varied
demands society now places upon graduate institutions andproviding efficient, manageable
programs within them

Graduate programs are no different from other programs in that some statement of
purpose is needed so that decisions can be related to such a purpose. Many graduate
programs were developed and implemented in the 1950's and 1960's, especially withth
institutions that were formerly teacher education institutions. This was a period of much
rapid growth and expansion. Dollars were more free than they are now or are likely to
be in the foreseeable future merexpansion niay have been a tendency. Redefinition of
goals and objectives is in order.

Recommendation No. 2
Graduate institutions and departinents should re-examine theirTolicies z_g_tid_mcg=

dures so that they are consistent with_their_goals and objectives and so that thev_beeorne
more flexible and more responsive to both student and_societal needs. Altentative ap-
proaches to graduate education are forcing us to examine the level of flexibility in our
programs to meet the needs of new and nontraditional students. Traditional graduate
education with all too few exceptions can only he characterized as rigid.

Traditional graduate education tends to emphasize time and space. One hardly needs
to illustrate the point. Do vou penalize students for failure ro attend class? Do you have
an institutional policy wirh respect to attendance? Why does an undergraduate degree
require 4 years of study-, why does a master's degree require 30 semester credits of
study? Why does doctoral work tend to require nominally three years of study beyond
the baccalaureate degree?

The Carnegie Commission (1071) recommended that the NI.F% be awarded for three
years of study beyond the baccalaureate degree and that -the length of time spent in
undergraduate college education can bc reduced roughly by one-fourth without sacrificing
educational quality." (p. 1)
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Graduate Colleges are not only rigid for graduate students, but als gidit% in
undergraduate programs.

Our programs can be made attire flexible and attractive r students. This can be
done with no reduction in quality of programs.

Recommendation No. 3
Graduate faculties should expect to change their practices regularly to be responsive

to what research evidence shows to be desirable with respect to_teaching and learning.
There are two Interrelated differentials beriseen graduate and undergraduate educa-

tion. The first is that in undergraduate education, the students are younger and therefore
less experienced than graduate students. The second is that graduate students have, for
the most part, successfully earned at least one 4-year undergraduate degree. It would
seem that any other differences are designed and probably should be derived from our
knowledge of what is appropriate for a graduate student population each of whom has at
least one 4-year baccalaureate degree and each of whom is presumably both older and
somewhat more mature than the undergraduate student.

The independence of approach, the closeness to faculty, the interaction with peers,
the work at the s ynthesis and evaluation levels are not only appropriate to graduate edu-
cation. However, they are appropriate to graduate education and to the extent that it
fails to build upon theSe levels it is falling far short of its potential.

Graduate education would be much improved by examining our practices in teaching
and learning which seem to be alternatives to the traditional and by adopting those for
which positive research evidence is. available.

Recommendation No. 4
Graduate faculties should re-evaluate their evaluation systems so that the focus is

on learning and the oumpt product rather than gyades credits and deuces.
The evaluation methods used control students' attitudes and activities a great deal

more than many of us may realize.
Andrews (1973) discusses traditional evaluation. Although he is discussing evalua-

tion at the undergraduate level, his comments are just as meaningful in criticizing grad-
uate level evaluation using the traditional system:

The epitome of quantizing the unquantizable is a grade point overage calculated to 3 or 4 or
even 5 "significant" figures. It would be ridiculous if it were not so serious. It fixates students
on their grades instead of on their learning, it sets students into competition rather than co-
operation, it fosters cheating, it restricts the nature of coorse goals and formats, It facilitates
stereotyping of students, and is arbitra.y bui :-anoriar t di; inetion between one grade and
another introduces an unnecessary element of iota an already anxious student life. It
is an absurd and socially dongarous authoritor,.:- aoi:dn that ex;-.-rts know the truth and that
their evaluations of people's work are , valid. All nica s.viilable evidence, study
after study, suggests that grades ore vahe. ri predicting success in real life, regardless of
the field or career or the means of ..a .,,: 1.2 toe cOurse, grade point averages make

the job of selecting one paisen rot ch should be difhcult, easy. Grade points
fit nicely into electronic coricunis. (14 31)

Actually, evaluation ougni e don primarily to determine competence. It is a
terrible waste of time to admit carefully :;-21ected students into graduate preig,rams and
then to gooLlly numbers out. More 'lune might well be spent on selection and then
the faculty should develop an attitude of setting students to the end of helping them to
succeed. Examinations should be for diagnostic purposes and should he repeated if
necessary. This in no way should be viewed as lowering standards. it should be viewed
as a humane way to maintain or even raise standar -astery as a concept of perform-
ance is certainly an alternative with much promise it g.-aduate education.

Our institution, on an experimental basis, has hi ,-' an alternative grading system
which is designed to place the emphasis on perfornian_e :vets.

The range from low to high and the definitions of lopmental levels follow:

Lowest Developmental Level 4; Can perforn with supervi7ion and ossistanee. Development
is at the level of knowledge/awareness.

Developmentmental Level 3: Periodic assistance and/or sop rvision re uired.
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Developmental Level 2: Performance without supervision, and with initiative and
adaptability to related areas.

Highest Developmental Level I : Qualified to instruct or lead others; to combine with related
competencies to develop original problems or solutions.

Recommendation No. 5
Graduate de ree ro rams should contain a creative component shicgives

to student interests and needs as contrasted to institutional anj.ii 'or _professor interest
and needs.

It would seem to he a mistake not to have a creative component which causes students
to identify the experience, clearly delineate what it is, plan for it, collect data, analyze,
organize, synthesize and report on the experience in writing. Students should be required
to demonstrate entry level competencies within such a component at the master's degree
level. At advanced graduate degree levels additional experiences should provide for the
development of higher competency levels appropriate to older and more mawre scholars.
The rigidity now imposed in many graduate institutions might be softened to focus on
srudent interests rather than institutional and faculty interests. This, it would seem,
could easily be done without lowering standards.

Eckert (1974) in addressing the Midwestern Association of Graduate Schools sug-
gested that:

Graduate ft leulty members in education must became better role models if they wiih to encourage
habits of inquiry and discovery on student's port. (p. a)

The role model may be our key to the teaching of the affective domain in graduate
education. On the assumption that the on-campus university professor is the best role
model, this augers against external degrees and no residence requirements.

Working with a professor who is in the midst of a writing project or other profes-
sional service teaches one some things about what that experience requires; for example:

1. That almost nothing is written; it is rewritten.
2. There is no short cut through the preparation, research and study required For developing a

scholarly paper.
3. The only way to pubhsh is to place priority on writing.
4. The results of publication are professionally rewarding.
5. The preparation of publications strengthen those who prepare them.
6. Research and study can be fun.
7. Those who publish gain an increased level of visibility ond usually respect.
8. Advice af those who publish is sought.
9. Committee service provides far interaction with one's colleagues.

ROCOmmendation NO. 6
Graduate education whether traditional or nontraditional should maintain a hi h uuaU

standard aepimprigthe levels of advancement and maturity that characterize gradu-
ate students.

The fact that alternative forms of graduate education have sprung up does not in-and-
of-itself mean that quality has or will suffer. The natural problem with the traditionalist
is that alternative forms to the traditional are threatening. An easy way to attack is to
express the fear of lowering standards. Quality is as important for alternative forms of
graduate education as for traditional forms.

The Committee on Post Baccalaureate Experiences of the Michigan Council of Grad-
uate Deans (1975) has addressed the question of quality in graduate education:

Graduate study means advanced, intensive, purposeful study. Accordingly, in order for a
learning experience to be valid and creditable as graduate education, either as an entity unto
itself or as a component of a degree program it should at least display these characteristics;

I. Subject matter should be at a level which reflects and builds upon the knowledge and in-
tellectual maturity a capable student acquires during the undergraduate years.

2. The experience should demand that students inquire searchingly and apply themselves fully.
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3. Students shwld be in close and frequent contact with experienced scholar-teachers. This

normally rewires classes of a size that facilitates interaction between the student and the

professor as well as among the students themselves.
A. The experience should be of such duration that there is time for reflection, absorption and

the emergence of independence and self-confidence.
5. Resources and environment should be sufficient to promote learning and meet educati al

objectives.
6. Provisions should exist for evoluation of student performance to an extent that the students

and their teachers con be secure in the worth of their accomplishments.

If the quality standards auggescri by the Michigan Council of Graduate fleans were
to be followed for both traditional and alternative graduate education, we could as easily
lump the two categories together and do what is best for graduate students without worry-
ing about whether it is an alternative form.

It is not the credits, nor the years in school, nor the amount of transfer credits, nor
the degrees held that are important. What is Important is how effective graduates will

be in the wark roles and life roles for which their graduate study hasprepared them.
Quality toward this end should be among our central concerns.

WHAT ARE THE CHANCES THAT GRADUATE EDUCATION WILL BE
RESPONSIVE TO THESE AND OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS?

Past experiences would nor suggest that we be terribly optimistic. What I predict is
that alternative forrna will continue to exist and will in fact flourish because traditional
pregrania operated by traditional professors will resist change vigorously.

defferline (1969) has pointed out the problem:

Traditionalists, of course, have viewed such changes in higher education as debasementsleod-

lng, over the years, to humanism, science, professionalism, utility, orworse yetpopularization.
Could the BA. or Ph.D. degrees remain pure, unsullied, and "rigorous" if the requirements for

these degrees were altered? Should job retraining be offered in the groves of academe, or be
left to industry, the job corps, and porliomentary services? Should students with 'non-standard'
backgrounds be allowed to enroll? Dare the universities undertake action projects on urban

problems? Should the colleges risk corruption by trying to educate the masses? (p. 4-5)

Heger line (1969) has gone on to suggest why it is so difficult for organizations to
change. He lists five reasons:

1. Organizations ore inherently passive.(p. 10)
2. Voluntary organizations attract members who agree with their activities. (p. 10)

3. Organizations tend toward institutionalization and ritualism. (p. 11)
4. Organizations that are livelihoods for people tend to cane to exist only as livelihoods For

their people. (p. 12)
5. Maintenance of institutional effectiveness or achievement (such us student's learning) is

only one problem that organizations must face in order to survive. Other problems may

take precedence over it. (p. 12

Academic institutions appear to have not only the above problems but according to
Hefferlth (1969) have these problems as well:

1. Their purposes and support are basically conservative. (p. 13)

2. The educational system is vertically fragmented. (p. 13)

3. Within higher education, institutional reputation is not based on innovation. (p. 14)
4. Faculty members have observed their vocation for years as students before joining it. (p. 14)

5. The ideology of the academic profession treats professors as independent professionals. (p. 15)

6. Academics ore skeptical about the idea of efficiency in academic life. (F.. 15)

7. Academic institutions are deliberately structured to resist precipitant change. (p. 16)

As has been pointed out, graduate education does not mean the same thing to each of
ua. Our thsdtutions cannot, Indeed they should not, all attempt to be research oriented

'7!"1nstItutions. Neither should we all attemptonly ro upgrade practitioners in the professions
nor should we attempt ortly to be responsive to the needs of nontraditional students.
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It would seem that what is needed is continued study and examination of what graduate
education is, of what our institution is capable and to what graduate work can our faculty
be committed. With such a study within each of our institutions w'e can each define what
graduate education Is for us, we can state this clearly and having done this, we can prob-
ably do it well. For any given institution without having first decided on and subsequently
reviewing the decision about what graduate education is for that institution, graduate work
is likely to driftlike a ship without a rudder, never making progres-; toward any particular
goal and certainly making it difficult for making decisions since: there is no directional
basis upon which decisions can be made. The task seems clear we can not fail to define
and re-define our purposes. Graduate education can be improved by selecting manageable
portiOns of graduate education to which our institutional attention can then be directed.

What are the chances that change can be brought about in our graduate schools and
colleges? It's really hard to say. But I know one thing. It depends on me and it depends
on you. If we marshal our forces to meet existing and future needs, we have some chance.
We really don't have much choice it is a perpetual challenge which will exist throughout
our professional life times. If we really are professionals we %kill rise to the challenge.
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.From Heritage to Horizon by Design or Default?
Mhael Sticharski

In this century technological change has become so commonplace that to present
illustrations would be more boring than informative. Toffler writes in Future Shock,
"Western society for the past 300 years has been caught up in a fire storm of change.
This storm, far from abating, now appears to be gathering force." This storm like any
great storm, buffets and tears us and the things we construct. Like a hard driven snow
finds the cracks and corners, this storm spreads its grip into the entire fabric of what
we are and what we know.

After Future Shock Toffler wrote The Eco-Spasm Report which examines the pos-
sibility of a mass breakdown of industrial and postindustrial society. Ehrlich expanded
on the energy crunch, unemployment, and pollution as symptoms of things to come when
he wrote The End of Affluence. Mass media is filled with projections and predictions for
today and tomorrow. Future Alternatives for Industrial Arts, the 25th Yearbook of the
American Council on Industrial Arts Teacher Education, addresses the future of Mdustry,
technology and industrial arts with thorough coverage and indepth, professional concern.

I have a daily concern for industrial arts. That concern is reflected by two profes-
sional colleagues and by the faces of 135 junior high school students. I have a concern
that extends beyond my classroom and my school district with regard to the future o
industrial arts. Without a play for the dramatic, my concern for some time has been
accompanied by speculation about the future of industrial arts, if indeed industrial arts
does have a future. It is with these concerns that I come to Crossroads '76 to share with
you dialogue about our movement from hentage to horizon, its design or our default.

Not one of us is the person he was yesterday. Nor will he be tomorrow who he is-
today. People undergo change from day to day in a slow, almost imperceptible manner.

In this context of gradual life change I propose a model of industrial arts be couched.
A living model in which change will be accepted, in fact expecte& Change nut in explosive
or total form, but in daily evolution toward renewal, relevance and excellence.

I am well aware that proposals for a national curriculum have been made before.
I am also aware of the cry from various quarters when such a proposal is made. Flexi-
bility, individual needs personal development, self worth, autonomy, states' rights, local
control, community schools, folklore and dad's industrial arts project are all familiar
variations of the cry. I have also become aware of a statement in economics by Toffler:
"If it cannot be modeled it cannot be controlled." I add that then it is likely to control
the practitioner.

A plan of this scope involves a multitude of particulars too numerous to detail. But
some key elements can be extracted and examined to understand the model arid to help
ascertain whether the fantasy feasibility threshold can be approached, much less crossed.

It is envisoned that the living model of industrial arts would be composed of ongoing
secondary school programs. Programs that exemplify the very best of what industrial
arts is today. Programs that are propelled toward what industxial arts can become to-
morrow. Programs that employ a variety of methods and strategies. Programs run by
alert, articulate, creative staff. Programs that are based on conceptual content models.
Programs with relevance. Programs that are vital, alive, with the zest and romance
that industry gives our world. Programs that turn kids on. In short, programs that can
be pointed to with pride as being industrial arts.



dary school programs which meet the criterion of being the forefront of the
art must be searched out and designated as such by industrial arts leaders .

one model center should be located in each of the national regions of AIAA.
eL centers can be used for research, visiting, future internship and residency. Cen-

tufeonstitute hubs from which viable industrial arts theory and, more importantly,
-avant industrial arts practice can flow .

i4he,"figure that is central to the living model of industrial arts is the classroom
eacher.- Any discipline, industrial arts included, is not projected to the public nor is it
irroreAto' Ica practitioners by content base, scholarly works, professors or even leader-

:.We-classoom teacher brings the discipline to display on the home ground of his
tiiommunity: The--classroom teacher also plays a key role in die success of program

itii and innovation. House, writing on the acceptance and success of innovation, dis-
cried that it is often the teacher in irmovative climate who is the informal group leader,
e one who initiates, organizes and directs.

The classroom teacher is the one person in the position to monitor the impact of
Finhevation hi the classroom on a daily basis. He can ascertain if growth and innovation
Ye:rigorous enough to withstand the buffeting of the daily school routine. The teacher

--"eilli,judge whether the growth and innovation he is involved with are flexible enough to fit
the email rural school with limited capabilities and the large metropolitan educational

lossus. The teacher can adjust the level of the material of innovation and growth for
tadents on one level to keep it palatable. Other teachers can do the same on other levels.

Though the classroom teacher is the central figure in this proposed living model of
industrial arts, he is not self supporting. Support in this model must be derived from
three, foundations: State supervisor/coordinator, teacher training institutions and pro-

qessional organizations.
_ The supervisor/coordinator forms the support for industrial arts in any given state.

LIThrough the distribution of funds and services the state supervisor/coordinator has the
rmeans to support a bigger and better manual training program or to lock in on the goals
tpf technology education.

In a state where a model center would be located the chief industrial arts officer
;could definitely augment or detour the success of that center. But whether a state has a
'imodel center or not, the state supervisor/coordinator is in the prime position to observe,
;^oolleet and disseminate information from the models to the industrial arts teachers of
Ms state.

A second support role involving industrial arts teacher training institutions must be
Mëveloped. Traditional and new methods of training and updating teachers in technological
:and pedagogical theory and practice must be examined, evaluated and selected. More use
of internship and clinical professorship could take place in model centers with university
help.

The university resources and staff must provide another important supportive serv-
ce to the model centers. They must use their research and scholarly capabilities to
-,protide input to the model center,staff members. Seminars, workshops, publications and

D;donsultantships must be developed to update and vitalize the programs being used at the
'-model centers. Questions that arise at the model centers must be submitted to the uni-
:versity staff and graduate schools for research and answers.

Organized persormel within the profession are the third support for the living model
tcenter. A strong, single, unified group made up of a majority of the nation's industrial
arts teachers occupies a keystone position in supporting the model. A professional organi-

g.Zation is the best possible group for spearheading the establishment, growth and dissemi-
Enation of a viable industrial arts curriculum on the national scene.

Obviously a proposal of this scope calls for a unification of the profession, a gather-
g of the clan to bury hatchets andlet bygones be bygones. Yet the majority of industrial

'arts teachers do not identify with any national group. If the teachers would come out
:from behind their circular saws and drawing boards to support relevant curriculum de-
Veloprnent, would industrial arts of the future be reoriented and revitalized sufficiently

meet the needs of students in our post industrial society?
I earn the support my family needs as a classroom teacher. But I have serious doubts

ut the abilities and attitudes expressed by my professional colleagues. Can they rise
the challenge set forth in the 25th ACIATE yearbook? If we were to place present

fidustrial arts on a continuum from manual training to the newly proposed technology
education, would we find our position closer to yesteryear than to tomorrow?
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Most of the reasoning behind my concerns about industrial arts does not carry the
tag of significant difference. Nor is it the product of complex national surveys or of sage
philosophical introspection. It Is mostly gut reaction that I have picked up teaching,
reading professional materials and interacdng in the relationships found in the class-
room teachers' environment.

The school in which I teach is developing an excellent industrial arts program. The
school is part of a district recognized for its leadership and excellence in educational
offerings. Last year the industrial arts program was used as the junior high school
model for career education in a film slated for national distribution. But industrial arts
is not a key subject. It is not experiencing much growth. In fact, last year the program
lost students.

Why is this so7 The students take other required subjects to -get them out of the
way," Parents counsel, "Take a subject that will do you some good later, not just asubject to make things." We try to inform parents thu industrial arts is more than
project making. But parents remember that industrial arts wa.s where dad made things.

What about industrial arts on the state level? In an unpublished dissertation done by
Sucharski at Arizona State University the image of industrial arts as perceived by indus-
trial arts teachers was surveyed. It was concluded that:

There was little agreement among industrial artiteachers, perceptions regarding the image of
industrial arts.

Industrial arts teachers had little agreement with regard to the present program, less agree-
ment with regard ta the phi I osopki cal foundations and almost no agreement with regard to the
future directions of industrial arts.

Industrial arts teachers placed highest priority on goals pertaining to safety, skill development
and problem solving.

Industrial arts teachers placed lowest priority on gcols per aining to the relationship of indus-
try and society.

The age, length of service and grade level of students had no effect on th e above agreement
and priorities.

The population for this study was selected Arizona industrial arts teachers. How far
from national norms would the conclusions be?

With the aforementioned study conclusions available and clear, the industrial arts
division of the state department of education acted. Funding requests for all workshops
pertaining to innovative programs were denied for 1976, The sums involved for work-
shops were generally less than sums requested for equipment and teaching supply pur-
chases.

I am a member of a COMMittee organized by the National Center for Educational
Statistics. The committee task is to design the industrial, trades and technical segment
of a total subject matter taxonomy. In committee discussions I proposed that industrial
arts does have unique subject matter that should be considered. The answer to mY Pro-posal came from a well educated man tits sons are enrolled in industrial arts classes.
The reply was, "I don't see much knowledge of any kind contained in the building of bird-
houses and stools."

Like most classroom teachers I receive input through reading and classes. I seldom
see articles pertaining to industrial arts in general educational literature. A quick glance
at the Educational Index shows that a large majority of all publishing is kept within I.A.
publications.

Examination of the catalogs of publishers supplying industrial arts materials dis-
closes a wide variety of hooks about wood, metal, drawing, etc. Publications organized
in cluster format are seldom found. With a single exception the creative and innovative
undertakings of the mid- and !ate 1960's fail to appear In usable printed form.

W riting -From the Nation- Smith notes that, "Theory continuing movement that can
be seen today is the clustering of like skills into programs." Smith later says, "Thirty
of these (2753 schools had no such type program; 43 offered some type of clustering.'
The schools offering clustering programs, which constitutel6 percent of the total, repre-
sent more of a shrug than a movement.

I have roamed from the horizon, the theoretical, a model. I have dredged up our
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We do not have to stand at the crossroads long to realize the spread in our
as a profession stretch from heritage to horizon in practice. This spread

but a dilemma. One that must be and will be solved,
it each of you, will we traverse the ground from heritage to horizon as a

I. profession by desip or default?
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$Ubject Areas

Career Education

Articulation of A World of ChoiceCareers and You with
Exploratory Industrial Arts Programs in the State of Virginia
Frank C. Owens

During the last decade, Virginia has seen significant growth in the field of industrial
arts, in terms of course offerings as well as teacher and student growth. During the last
five years, there has been an annual teacher growth of 6.7 percent and pupil growth of
4.25 percent, with the student population in industrial arts currently reaching approxi-
mately 95,000. Why has this growth taken place?

With the passage of the 1968 Vocational Education Act and subsequently the passage
of the 1972 amentiments, the door was opened for funding of certain industrial arts courses
throughout the nation. The Virginia State Department of Education, Industrial Arts Serv-
ice Area, outlined seven "vocational orientation and exploration" courses which could be
offered to studeuts throughout the state on a fundable basis. These seven courses were:

World of Construction Exploring Technology
World of Manufacturing Modern Industry and Technology
World of Transportation American Industry
World of Communication

These courses are to provide a portion of the exploratory courses available to a
student during her or his public education. In other words, industrial arts currently
provides students with at least four in-depth areas of exploration manufacturing, con-
struction, communications, and transportation out of the 15 clusters of work as cate-
gorized by the career education efforts of the United States Office of Education. However,
what is the real purpose of an exploratory course?

Carter V. Good, in the Dictionary of Education, defines an exploratory course as:

I. A course affording students firsthand contacts and experiences in a variety of subject fields
or occupational fields

2. designed to open up new vistas and stimulate new activities in order to discover and develop
interest and capacities of students

3. to contribute to their guidance in occupational selection or plans for further educotion.

The aforementioned courses satisfy the first two parts of Good's definition of ex-
ploratory but in actuality, do those courses make a formal classroom attempt to provide
guidance to students in occupational selection or plans for further education?
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ANDARDS OF OUALITY

On July 1, 1972, The General Assembly of the State of Virginia enacted into public
the Standards of Quality and Objectives for Public Schools in Virginia a long-term
for improving the quality of education within the state. Of the many different areas

essed by the Standards of Quality, program standard number five was specifically
eased to vocational education and stated:

Each school division shall provide..., training for employment by students planning to
enter the world of woric, or it shall develop a plan acceptable to the board of education by

June thirty, nineteen hundred seventy thre, 3 provide such training.

The Division of Vocational Education, State Department of Education 'n addressing
. this standard, developed the following continuing objectives:

By June 30, 1975, an across the board vocational orientation program will be developed
through research....

By August 1977;the vocational orientation program will be evaluated and curriculum
guides disseminated by the Division of Vocational Education.

However, the division determined a need to develop an unbiased orientation experi-
-ence to the world of work an experience that would orient students to all types of work,
not just one particular vocational area or just vocational education. Therefore, the term
vocational orientation was deleted and career orientation inserted. The purpose of such
an experience would be to help the student better perceive which exploratory experiences,
whether vocational or academic, would best contribute to her or his total education and
eventualy lead to a satisfying career.

It was decided that such an experience should be orientational in nature, a general
course used to guide students In the selection of further courses of appropriate interest.
This experience should give students a foundation or framework in which to plan for
exploratory experiences optimally, it would be placed in the total school curriculum
before students have opportunities to select exploratory courses.

PROJECT BACKGROUND
In July 1974, funding was appropriated over a three-year period to Virginia Poly-

technic Institute and State University to develop such a course. The curriculum develop-
ment effort was to accomplish the following three goals, which were to coincide with the

krAhree-year effort:

I. To design a curriculum to assist students in selecting appropriate care r,related educational
experiences;

2. To field-test all associated instructional materials, including a teacher's implementation
guide and student activity workbooks, and

3. To implement the total curriculum throughwt the state of Virginia ond to evaluate the
effect of such a course on students.

As stipulated in the original grant, the vehicle to be used to provide an unbiased
orientation to all categories of work was the 15 career clusters identified by the United

". States Office of Education. At the onset of the curriculum development effort termed
the Clusters Approach to Career Orientation Project certain basic assumptions were
made upon which to build the orientation course. First, it was assumed that the elemen-
tary school experience has helped the young person arrive at a self-concept, even though
this concept may change in later years. Secondly, the young person who has completed
the elementary school experience is capable of making tentative decisions pertaining to

4_ broad areas of career selection. And last, occupational psychologists have determined
that "try-out" or "simulation" experiences and -career models" are some of the few

!I variables in career selection which educators can utilize.
A course design was devised based on research by occupational psychologists per-

raining to the types of experiences which are proven ways of helping students with career
selection and incorporating the enormous amount of cognitive information associated with
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i~ the USOE 15 clusters so as to provide an optimum, unbiased career-related experience
within the confines of a 50-minute class period to be taught for 180 days at the 6th or 7th
grade level. The entire course should maximize a simulation/activity-based approach
and minimize the cognitive, lecture-based approach.

Many occupational psychologists (e.g., Holland, Roe, Super, etc.) have developed
occupational classification systems to help individuals better understand and apply infor-
mation to career selection. A facsimile ofJohn Holland's occupational classification sys-

rn was chosen as a vehicle to help students apply their personal interest and abilities
in a meaningful manner to the broad cognitive LISOF. clustering system.

COURSE DESCRIPTION

The 180-day, highly activity-oriented experience for youth was cycled to emphasize
four aspects of phases of the course, to be repeated twice during 180 days.

At the beginning of the 180-day course, titled -A World of Choice: Careers and You,"
students are involved in a number of activities aimed at helping the individual assess
both interest and abilities that is, to focus upon the personality of the individual as it
applies to work. The student must evaluate her or his individual self before being able
to comprehend any occupational information. Stated in different terms, the "self" phase
of -Careers and You" has as a goal to increase the understanding of self by helping stu-
dents analyze personal interest, abilities, values, and needs relative to life roles.

In order for students to apply their work-related self-concept meaningfully to the
some 40.000 plus occupations available ar this timeor the 15 USOF clustert, a framework
for analyzing commonalities of occupations is needed. Holland, in his theory of occupa-
tional classification, noted that occupations can be grouped into one of six classification
systems called "modes" of work. For instance, one such work mode is called realistic
or mechanical, or jobs that are mechanical in nature. Such occupations as a machinist,
carpenter and auto mechanic are the first to surface. However, mechanical occupations
also include such professionals as a dentist (who works with dentistry tools and equip-
ment) and a surgeon (surgical tools and equipment). The major difference between these
mechanical occupations is the cognitive information bank needed to apply these mechan-
ical skills to a specific task. Mechanical types can be found not only in the easily identi-
fiable clusters of transportation, construction, manufacturing, and communicadon, but
ln all USIDE clusters.

The same rationale can be used for die remaining five modes of work as identified
by Holland. A description of each work mode is as follows:

Creative. The model type is asocial; avoids problems that are highly structured or
require gross physical skills; resembles the intellectual type in being intraceptive and
asocial, but differs from that type in that a need exisrs for individualistic expression;
there is less ego strength and more frequent emotional disturbances; prefers dealing
with environmental problems through self-expression in artistic media.

Conventional. The model type prefers structured verbal and numerical activities
and subordinate roles; is conforming (extraceptive); avoids ambiguous situations and
problems Involving interpersonal relationships and physical skills; is effective at well-
structured tasks: identifies with power; values material possessions and status.

Enterffising. The model type has verbal skills for selling, dominating, leading;
conceives of self as a strong, practical leader; avoids well-defined language or work
situations requiring long periods of intellectual effort: is extracepdve; differs from the
conventional type in that preference is for ambiguous social tasks; has a greater concern
with power, status, and leadership; is verbally aggressive.

Investigative. The model type is task-oriented; intraceptive, asocial; prefers to
think through rather than act out problems; needs to understand; enjoys ambiguous work
tasks; has unconventional values and attitudes.

Mechanical. The model type is usually physically strong, unsociable, aggressive;
has good motor coordination and skill; lacks verbal and interpersonal skills; prefers con-
crete to abstract problems; aggressive and domineering self image; has conventional
political and economic values.

Social. The model type is sociable, responsible, humanistic, religious; needs
attention; has verbal and interpersonal skills; avoids intellectual problem solving, physi-
cal activity, and highly ordered activities; prefers to solve problems through feelings and
interpersonal manipulations of others; is orally dependent.
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'After_completing a series of activities that focus attention upon self, students are
ven opportunities to "simulate" each of the six work modes. Through different evalua-

teChniques, the student is able to determine which primary and secondary work modes
are congruent with her or his interests, abilities, and self concept. For example, a sni-

erit who had exvressed interest and ability in working with her hands, working with
t'things,:niight now perceive a major interest working in the mechanical mode. Likewise,

suident who likes to work with people and enjoys responsibilities of leadership and
:clirection of others might now perceive an interest in occupations that are enterprising
In scope. (No occupation is purely mechanical or purely enterprising, etc. However, a
specific occupation may be classified as predominantly mechanical, such as a mechanic
or a dentist, or predominantly enterprising, such as a politician or salesperson.)

Research indicates that the knowledge students have about the broad range of occupa-
tions is generidly limited to occupations that they encounter each day, such as the fire-
man, policeman, bus driver, construction worker, etc. Yet many times today's youth have

ta limited knowledge about what their parents actually do, much less a broad understanding
pf all occupations. Thus, alter becoming more knoWledgeable about self, and understand-
big and identifying with certain modes of work, the student is intl'oduced to activities which
simulate all modes of work in all 15 clusters, thus helping the student to broaden her or
-his aspiration level.

The cluster phase of the course is to pt ivide opportunities for orientation to the
715 USOE occupational clusters and their relationship to the six modes of work. The third _
:phase of the curriculum, then, answers the question where such work environments can
"be found throughout the USOE clusters. (Note: At this point, the USOE clustering system
beComes unimportant in that a 10, 12 or 18 clustering system could be used as long as

--,the clustering or categorizing system would thcloie all work.)
After completing numerous activities (simulation-based rather than cognitive) rep-

_esenting the career clusters, students synthesize their experiences in the educational
rplanning phase, thereby helping each individual plan for exploratory experiences, both
tn-school and out-of-school.

During this phase, a student identifies specific exploratory" courses (e.g., manu-
facturing, construction, public speaking, etc.) that are appropriate to both the individual's
personality characteristics and modes of interest (construction being mechanical in

;nature, public speaking being enterprising). Thus the final phase provides the student
--with opportunities to synthesize self, mode, and cluster interest relative to selection of
in-school and out-of-school career-related experiences, and to identify the various paths
available to reach a particular career (apprenticeship, college, technical school, military,

_ etc.).
The sequence occurs twice during the year. The t WO cycles are similar in emphasis,

but differ in the simulation experiences each provides. Also, the second cycle offers
_ more opportunities for students to participate and observe working women and men out of
class as well as out of school; to interview such persons, to participate in limited career=

, related experiences, and to research cluster/clusters of particular interest.
±- The flexibility provided by a cyclical curriculum design system will permit local

School administrators to use the course as a one-semester or a one-year experience.
-Currently, field testing of the curriculum has been on a 180-day basis. During the 1976-
=77 school year, both the 90-day and 180-day experiences will be field tested and evaluated
as to the effect upon the student.

ARTICULATION
"A World of Choice: Careers and You" fills a void in easing the transition from

e elementary years to the exploratory opportunities youth have in the early secondary
.grades. However, the need seems quite obvious for this broad -across-the-board" orien-
ration experience to be articulated with existing exploratory courses. Realizing this
need, an orientation and exploradon subcommittee of die Virginia industrial Arts Curricu-

i...lurn Council is currendy identifying methods of articulating the philosophical base of
"Careers and You with existing industrial arts exploratory courses. It is not the objec-

':-tive of the subcommittee to restructure the content of the exploratory offerings, but only
tO build upon the orientation experience; in essence, to assure that exploratory course

7i. offerings meet that part of the definition of exploratory which refers to the course con-
tributing to the students "guidance in occupational selection or plans for further educa-
don."
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There seem to be two basic approaches or methods of articulating the orientation
experience with exploration experiences without changing the subject matter content. One
is an introductory or transitional unit approach. In this manner, a teacher of an explora-
tory course (such as WOM or WPC) would initially reemphasize the students experience
In a "World of Choice: Careers and You," helping the student transfer the idea of simu-
lation of work modes to the new course involved. In doing so, the student would not only
explore the cognitive matter of manufacturing, for instance, but also readily see if her or
his chosen work mode is still appealing in a more M-depth exploration of manufacturing.

A second approach to articulating A World of Choice: Careers and You" with ex-
ploratory industrial arts programs is through an integrated approach in which the re-
surfacing of work modes would take place throughout the entire exploratory experience.
This approach might take the form of individual lemons to be dispersed throughout the
course which would help students refocus on specific work modes after completing desig-
nated exploratory activities.

CONCLUSION

The Clusters Approach to Career Orientation Project has raised several interesting
possibilities for future curriculum development and curriculum articulation. In using the
philosophical base of work styles or modes, a framework or method is developed on the
part of the student to relate personal characteristics to careers in general, or explora-
tory courses in particular. By articulating such a framework into existing exploratory
courses, whether industrial arts, home economics, music, drama, etc., we can offer
meaningful experiences for students and "contribute to their guidance in occupational
selection or plans for further education:"

Mr. Oweni is a Research Associate for the College of Education at Virgi&a Polytechnic institute ond
State University.

Manufacturing Education Curriculum Project
William D. Umstattd

During the past six years, two innovative junior high school industrial arts courses
developed by the Industrial Arts Curriculum Project (IACP) have attained widespread
adoption in schools throughout the nation and overseas. Known as -The World of Con-

ruction" and The World of Manufacturing," these courses provide junior high school
boys and girls with a comprehensive overview and an activity-centered study of the man-
made world. Strong support by students, parents, teachers, school administrators, and
members of the industrial community attest to their value and success.

Success of IACP nurtured an interest for furtherdevelopment of innovative industrial
arts curriculum materials for senior high school. At this level students would study, in
greater detail, many of the technologies surveyed at the junior high school. This has been
accomplished through two curriculum feasibility studies which have been,,completed.
First, the "Construction Education Curriculum Project" (CECP), was conducted at The
Ohio State University during the 1973-1974 school year and reported at last year's con-
ference. Second, the Manufactu-ing Education Curriculum Project (MECP), an innovative
industrial arts curriculum in n .nufacturing for the senior high school conducted during
the 1974-75 school year, is being presented at this time.

INTRODUCTION

All citizens in the United States have received an infinite number of benefits from
the products created within our industrial enterprise system. Most of these products
have been made to meet people's needs to improve their life-styles in an industrialized
society. The machinery to maintain the standard of living functions quire efficiently, but:
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...the social thinking, through which we may apply our developed capacities in humanly de-
sirable terms, is !au (ham adequate. (Mcliale, 1969, p. 12)

There is a great need for all people, especially youth, to become tecfmically literate,
areUess of whether the individual regards himself as an advocate of a humanistic or

ice. culture. Everyone must be aware of the improvement in our quAity of life, the
ea by which our consumer needs are met, and many other achievements attributable

e advancement of manufacturing technology.
The nation's educational system has an obligation to provide the means by which stu-

dents will develop the necessary skills, knowledge, and attitudes to cope with the man-
made world. A study of manufacturing practices should help all youth make more intelli-,
eat decisions about careers, consumerism, the environment, and other societal problems

created by technological advancement with which they are confronted.
..!",-ne approach to solvthg the problems of education in the man-made world Fs suggested

by Tomer:

The currk:Ilum of tomorrow must thus include not only an extremely wide range of data-oriented
courses, but a strong emphasis an future-relevant behavioral skills. It must combine a variety
of factual content with universal training in what might be termed "life know-how." It must
t"--2 14C-7, to do both at the same time, transmitting one in circumstances Or environments that
p ue the ether. (Taffler, 1970, I,. 418)

_

Mgh school industiial technology program would seem to make a viable
toward meeting these curriculum goals.

PROBLEM
_ming that a study of "The World of Manufacturing" is an adequate introduction

eaufacturing technology for eighth= or ninth-grade students, what educational experi-
.:.ould be planned to provide senior high school youth with extended and more spe-
d krowledge of manufacturing? What should be the scope and sequence of manufac=

tor, etrology courses at the high school level which will satisfy the needs of all stu-
de7.c..,"11:ese were the questions that the research and development team needed to all
s we riliAn rhe g'iidance of an advisory committee consisting of representatives of various
manufacl . management and labor organizations, as well as professors from several
universrt, fy-,.31ved in manufacturing education. This group met with the R&D team in
die fall to n r&commendations about the project. They met again in the spring to re-
view draft c. of the feasibility study document and make suggestions for revisions.

THE PROJECT
The MECP began by establishing a set of objectives. They were to

1. outline a pattern of program elements for the high school level which extend the student's
attitudes, knowledge, and skills regarding industrial technology,

2, conceptualize and create draft syllabi for those manufacturing program elements (courses)
within this pattern,

3. determine effective and desirable instructional strategies and tactics for the proposed manu-
facturing program elements, and

4. provide a model for a full-scale research and development effort which would create, field-
test, evaluate, and revise the required instructional systems in manufacturing education as
well as establish plans for teacher preparation and dissemination activities.

CURRICULAR RESEARCH
A review of literature and a survey of state departments of education provided docu-

mentation of existing instructional materials. Several of the institutional projects from
the 1960's and early 70's provided some input as well as courses of study, guidelines,

=rem., which have been developed within various states for dissemination to teachers.
--Some chronological analysis provided insights into trends in manufacturing technology
, curricula beginning with the industrial revolution, through manual training, manual arts,
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industrial arts and into industrial technology. These have evolved into such programs as
The Alberta .Plart, Minnesota Plan, Activities of Industry, American Industry Project,
Richmond Plan, Career Education in Manufacturing, and numerous others. The influences
of Dewey, Richards, Bonser, Warner, Olson, DeVore, Yoho, and Maley are noteworthy.

TECHNOLOGICAL RESEARCH
The review of literature concerning trends in management, production, and personnel

practices provided insights into the current and projected problems which will have a
definite impact on industrial organizations and our life-styles. Some of the basic needs
of the manufacturing industry related to increased productivity, increased versatility,
increased precision and reduction of job monotony. (Melhope, 1975, p. 1) These are all
being influenced by automation, especially as controlled by computers. Our former "buy,
use, discard" life-style may very well be replaced by the attitude -buy, use, rnaintain;--
and recycle" as natura resources dwindle. A whole new field of Secondary Industries"
may emerge in the technology of recycling. As corporations become multi-national con-
glomerates, we will find our status as a leader in world trade being challenged by the im-
position of the SI System of metric measurement. All of this will have a great impact on
us as .consurners, and we need to be literate on these matters.

The government is having its influence on the manufacturing industry. Legislation
has been enacted or is pending to deal with many problems, from a safe and healthy work
place to environmental protection and consumer considerations.

The computer may be oneof the major factors in developing a post-industrial society.
If not, it is certainly redesigning the labor force from blue collar to white collar per-
sonnel. ln Japan a concept of Methodology of Unmanned Manufacturing (MUM) would
convert a factory which has employed 700 to 800 workers in the past to one needing only
a small force of about ten -control people." (Merchant, 1975, p. 2) The relative cost of
labor to productivity is forcing this drastic action.

The list of topics which could be covered is endless, but there is one critical issue;
the.American way of life is being severely challenged to maintain its status in the world's
society. We are confronted with many serious internal and external pressures dealing
with the capability of our nation's manufacturing industry to sustain itself.

nere are many trends to be considered as the manufacturing segments of our eco-
nomic institution evolve. To summarize, some arc the need to:

1. Extend the continuum of manufacturing organization from local proprietorship through na-
tional corporations, into multi-notional conglomerotes.

2. Pursue a commitment to protect the environment by reducing waste through recovery and
remanufacturing by secondary industries.

3. Become more efficient users of current energy-producing practices and/or develop alter-
natives for those practices.

4. Comply with industrial and governmental regulations to make this notion a safer and he lthier
place to live.

5. Proceed with plans to convert to the world system of metric measurement (probably SI) to
remain ccmpetitive in world trode.

6. Provide consumers with infonnation that will extend the life-cycle of the products they
purchase.

7. Develop new technologies in automation which reduce the number of jobs deemed boring by
workers.

8. Design new cost-reducing tools for management to apply to production practices which im-
prove the quality and reliability of goods produced.

9. Organize the wodc place to accommodate variations of work scheduling and working condi-
tions to increase worker satisfaction.

10. Continue R&D efforts to produce better goods at lower costs.
11. Anticipate a 1.4 to 10.3 percent annual growth rate through 1980 for manufacturers o

utilizing industrial arts related materials. (U.S. Department of Commerce, 1974)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES RESEARCH

The question for the educator as to how to communicate this Information is awesome.
Is there any area be it general education, career education, vocational education, or
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liatever that can create the necessary awareness? Hopefully, we will not continue to
detuither and further behind in seeking answers.

ID an effort to communicate manufacturing technology in the high school, criteria for
cunicUlum development were studied. Basedon research by various educational theorists
an& technologsts, recommendations were made to prepare guidelines and directions in
trie following areas:

1. Overall guidelines for development of discipline-centered curriculum
2. Objective appropriateness guidelines
3. Psychomotor development guidelines
4. Cognitive development guidelines
5. Motivational guidelines
6. Social development guidelines
7. Characteristics of teachers (descriptions)
8. Characteristics of instructional materials (descriptions)

gyhe- strategy would be for the course developer to use these guidelines, as he creates a
teacher's guide laboratory manual, textbook, instructional hardware and instnictional
'Oftware for each of the semester-length courses outlined.

COURSE OFFERINGS

_ Subject matter for the courses is based upon a rationale which provide a needs
assessment, background information on technological educational systems, and current
mractices and projected trends for manufacturing and education. Each of the proposed
courses for MBCP will be outlined according to the followinf -:ourse Htles:

1. Introduction to Manufacturing Systems
2. Metal and Non-Metal Material Processing
3. Graphic Communication Material Processing
4. Producing end Servicing Electrical/Electronic Products
5. Producing and Servicing Electra/Mechanical Products
6. Contemporary Manufacturing Problems

These courses are designed to develop an understanding of the manufacturing enter-
prise system. Parameters and constraints affecting the projected courses are identified
as follows:

1. Products and practices of the man-made world affect the lives of everyone.
2. Life-styles of everyone have changed as a result of progress in manufacturing and construc-

tion technologies.
3. Technological advancement in manufacturing should be studied by high school age youth to

assist them in making decisions about;
3.1 Understanding the technologies of the manufacturing system.
3.2 Becoming informed o'nsumers olmanufactured goods and services.
-3.3 Protecting the environment.
3.4 Choosing careers.

4. A curriculum con be designed for senior hign school youth us a sequel to the junior high
school course, "World of Manufocturing." This prerequisite is not mandatory but should be
encouraged.

5. Modem high school industrial arts facilities should be adaptable for this curriculum without
extensive renovation or expenditures for equipment.

6. Instructional activities can be designed so that the concepts of manufacturing technology are
presented within each course. However, a given concept receiving only a superficial com-
ment in one course may become the focus of activities in another.

To illustrate the proposed courses, the following descriptions arc provided:

urse #1. Introduction to Manufacturing Systems
The introductory course is organized so that the students participate in activities of

e manufacturing industry related primarily to the R&D phase of management technology.
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The focus of the course will be on those planning, organizing and controlling pre-produc-
tion practices which are vital to the productivity of a inanufactu ring enterprise. This
course iS most easily adapted to the drawing and design facility.

Course #2. Metal and Non-Metal Material Processing
Following the pre-production activ-ities, the sequence of events in the manufacturing

system continues from the mock-up stage, through management approval and prototype
development, and ends with finished products. The material processing course begins
with management approval and provides experiences in working with metal, wood, plptic,
clay and glass. By the end of the course students will have custom-produced and team-
produCed various components and finished products. -lhe student should learn about pre-
paring to produce (what materials, supplies, etc., to use) and production (separating,
forming, combining).

Course #3. Graphic Communication Material Processing
Graphic communications, or graphic arts as it is called traditionally, involves ela-

tively few processing concepts of production technology. However, it is an extremely
important manufacturing industry because it provides printed products to other industries
and to the individual consumer.

As in die previous course, the knowledge is pre-production and production oriented
as it deals with screen processing, relief printing, continuous tone photographic process-
ing, planographic processing, office duplicating, gravure processing and binding. Related
secondary industries are also discussed.

The next two courses deal with the manufacturing systems and servicing systems.
They combine the concepts of processing with post-processing. Processing includes
separating, forming and combiniag, and post-processing entails installing, maintaining,
repairing and altering. A commonality is illustrated in the following models for these
two concepts. First, in the Nlanutacturing Systems Model, industrial materials are proc-
essed until they form the system to meet man's needs (automobiles, appliances, etc.).

The Servicing Systems Model begins with the sYstem which needs installation, main-
tenance, repair or alterations and troubleshoots, repairs and tests products so they be-
come functional again. This cycle would stop at the component level, however, because
that is the smallest part which is readily available.

As far as servicing a product is concerned, the input-P rocess-Ourput system of
manufacturing is appropriate.

These three models are applied to both courses L'4 and 45 to direct the learning
activities.

Course #4. Producing and Servicing-Electrical/Electronic Products
Through a sequence of laboratory activities, the students will learn about electrical

products which produce light, heat and motion from electrical energy during the first
part of the course. They will explore the electronic concepts of conducting, converting,
oscillating, amplifying and switching during the remainder of the semester. (Inaba, 1970)

COurse #5. Producing and Servicing Electro/Mechanical Products
This course utilizes the manufacruring and servicing systems models as they will

direct the students' learning activities as diey deal with electrical input-mechanical
output, mechanical input-mechanical output, mechanical input-electrical output and com-
binations of the above systems. The sequence of laboratory activities will provide stu-
dents with an opportunity to learn about electrical, mechanical, fluidic, and pneumatic
produCts, how they operate and how to repair them. Niany references will be made to the
products which provide automation in the manufacturing industry.

Course #6. Contemporary Manufacturing Problems
The preceding courses have sampled the activities involved in meeting the wants and

needs of people through the production of manufactured goods and the principles of serv-
icing those goods to maintain their optimal operating efficiency. This course is designed
to provide an opportunity for students to seek additional in-depth knowledge about a
previous activity or to pursue new topics. It should probably not be taken before the third
semester, whica suggests that the student needs knowledge from the introductory and
materials processing courses as a prerequisite.
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A contemporary problems course should be one that guides the self-motivated student
through the steps of the scientific method of problem-solving. As a result, the roles of
Manufacturing education instructors, and possibly of teachers from other academic dis-
0plines in secondary education, will be that of resource personnel. Their responsibility
win he to guide the students in a problem-centered approach to learning .

There are some common topics for all kinds of manufacturing systems revealed in
the review of literature which should be included to varying degrees in all courses. They
de4 with: (1) Process planning, (2) material selecting and testing, (3) production planning,

tooling up for production, (5) plant layout, (6) quality assurance, (7) plant engineering,
manufacturing management, (9) manufacturing systems, (10) consumer satisfacdon,

) metrology and (12) automation. Problems that deal with personnel technology and
the industrial organization are also common and provide career awareness, orientation,

oration.

ORGANIZATION, MANAGEMENT AND EVALUATION
To accomplish the goals of this MECP feasibility study, a dedicated group of people

with well-defined responsibilities will be needed. The plan is to have a headquarters
staff and several curriculum development centers. Each center will prepare all essential
instructional materials for a course or courses and forward them to the headquarters
where they v.111 be compiled in draft form for distribution to previously identified field-
Wet centers. Following this cycle, the material will be revised and published.

Various forms of formative and summative evaluation strategies will be incorporated
to maintain validiry and keep the project on schedule, as well as provide data for the final
report.

It is anticipated that some form of teacher education will be needed during the field-
test phase and when the courses are implemented by others. This will be controlled in a
manner similar to the IACP.

CONCLUSIONS
The MECP staff has examined the present state of secondary education in the United

-States and has reached the following conclusions about potential manufacturing curriculum
proposals:

1. There exists a definite need for a discipline-centered cu riculum in industrial
arts at the senior high school level.

2. This curriculum should be based on a system of dise rete semester-length courses.
3. These courses should reflect contemporary practices as they apply to manufac-

turing technology.
4. These courses should center around the following areas:

4.1 Introduction to Manufacturing Systems
4.2 Metal and Non-Metal Material Processing
4.3 Graphic Communication Material Processing
4.4 Producing and Servicing Electrical/Electronic Products
4.5 Producing and Servicing Electro/Mechanical Products
4.6 Contemporary Manufacturing Problems

5. The development of the specific courses should be done with adequate and diversi-
fied inputs of staff and resources. This suggests that the development take place
at several institutions of higher education where educational and technical ex-
pertise is available.

6. These cnurses must be developed in such a manner that present senior high
school industrial arts teachers can implement them after appropriate orientation.

7. A three-year developmental sequence will be needed to efficiently produce the
tested and refined instructional system.

This curriculum as researched by MECP could gready enhance the academic status of
industrial arts education.
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Industrial Arts and the Career Choice Patterns ofJunior High
School Students
William E. West

The literature concerning occupational Interests, their measurement and development,
has increased in quantity and quality during the past two decades. Social and adolescent
psychologists, vocational educational guidance personnel, and others have viewed the
development of vocational and career decisions in terms of occupational interest. These
groups have viewed occupational interests in terms of a theory of occupational develop-
ment, the measurement of adolescent interests, the various relationships of interest pat-
terns to other developmental processes, and the structuring of occupations and occupa-
tional interests in order to give a more viable order to the study of how the child grows
into adult work patterns.

Occupational interests and decisions concerning occupational patterns are only one
part of the study of adolescent interests. The nature of interests is complex, and to date
no full explanation of them is available. The attempts to measure interests, while numer-
ous, have been limited by the lack of a clear understanding of the multiple relationships
between the various measured variables.

Adolescent interests, particularly occupational interest, can be measured. However,
the use of the data resulting from the measurement of interest must be tempered by the
knowledge that interests are individualized and subject to change, and can only be inferred
from reported or observed behavior.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS AND OCCUPATIONAL CHOICE

Industrial arts education is only one of many factors having a bearing on the develop-
ment of work-relevant behavior from which it is possible to infer occupational interests
and choices. Tennyson, in discussing the current research in the field of career develop-
rnmt, reported. "Few studies were found which dealt with the influence of school subjects .
work experience, or peer pressure upon the development and expression of vocational
motives." (Tennyson, 1968, p. 357) This reviewer found the literature equally void of
experimentally derived information concerning industrial arts education and occupational
interests or choices.

The literature concerning industrial arts courses and their function in the develop-
ment of occupational interests or its influence on the occupational decision process has
usually taken the forni of philosophical statements or objectives. In recent years these
statements or objectives have taken the form of urging new directions for industrial arts,
or recognition of the role industrial arts does, or does not, play in developing occupa-
tional career patterns.
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Figure 1

VOCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Donald Super, 1953

1. People differ in their abilities, imerests, and personalities.
2. They are qualified, by virtue of these characteristics, each for a number of occupations.
3. Each of these occupotions requires a characteristic pattern of abilities, interests and personality

traits. 1

4. Vocational preferences and cempetencies ... change with time and experience making
choice and adjustment a continucvs process.

5. Series of life stages, growth, exploration, establishment, maintenance and decline sub-
divided into (a) the fantasy, tentative, and realistic phases of the exploratory stage, and (b)
the trial and stable phase of the establishment phase.

6. The nature of the career pattern is determined by the individual's parental socioeconomic
level, mental ability, and personality..., and by the opportunities to which he is exposed.

7. Development...con be guided..,
8. It is a compromise...inherited aptitudes, neural and endocrine make-up, opportunity to play

various roles, and evaluation of...the approval of superiors and fellows.
9. The process of compromise between individual and social factors,...self-concept and reality,

is one of role playing...
10. Work satisfaction and life satisfaction depend upon the extent to which the individual finds

adequate outlets for his abilities, interests, personality traits, and values....(Super, 1953,
pp. 88-89)

The amount of research expressly undertaken to determine the importance of indus-
trial arts in developing occupational interest is very limited. Anderson attempted to
verify the importance of industrial arts education in providing pertinent knowledge about
industry knowledge which he assumed would be useful in making occupational decisions.
(Anderson, 1967) His findings seem to support the contention that experience in industrial
arts, regardless of content area, does provide for greater occupational knowledge, and
that students .with more experience in terms of time spent in industrial arts classes
possess the greatest knowledge of industry. (Anderson, 1967) Railings, while not dealing
expressly with traditional Industrial arts, also reported that exploratory experience in
occupational work areas does add realism to occupational choices. (Railings, 1967)

The importance of industrial arts courses in influencing occupational decisions has
also been inferred from research on the guidance function of industrial arts completed by
Jerry Olson. (Olson, 1964) However, the importance reported by Olson was the cornple-
tiOn of questionnaire items. The review of the literature did not reveal any attempt to
determine experimentally the guidance role of industrial arts.

Figure 2

VOCATIONAL DECISION-MAKING
David Hershenson, 1966

1. Each vocationally relevant decision limits the range of possible subsequent experiences for
the individual.

2. As the range of experiences becomes narrower, the range of alternatives open to him becomes
narrower.

3. AS the range of alternatives becomes narrower, the indi viduol becomes more Focused an a
given course through one or more of the following choices:

0. positive choice
b. adaptation to existing conditions
c. ignoring of other possibilities
d. inability to shift to other alternatives

4. The more focused on a given course the individual becomes, the more likely it is that he will
perceive or structure future events as consistent with that course, thus reinforcing it.
(Hershenson, 1966, p. 368)
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The philosophical statements concerning the Importanci of industrial arts in milling
occupational decisions have arisen within and from outside the teaching profession.
Eletterly, reporting till a questionnaire study of the foundry industry's iutitude toward
industrial arts, found th:It foundrymen believed Milt "opportunity for rocational guidance"
was the chief purpose of industrial arts education. (13etterly, 1963, P. IS) This view of
providing vocational guidance through exploratory experiences was .11so amplified by
Harry Broudy in Building_a Philosophy of hrecdom. (Broudy, 1961)

The belief that industrial arts provides important information, beneficial to develop-
ing occupational interests and useful in making occupational decisions, is well supported
by the current literature of the industrial arts profession. The I9(0, convention of the
American Industrial Arts Association devoted considerable portions of its discussions to
the importance of industrkil arts in developing occupational interests. (Decker, 1968)
Maley, Wilkinson, I lornig, Jackman and others made presentations to the convention con-
cerning the occupational importimee of industrial arts courses. The central theme of
these presentations -was that industrial arts education is more than just teaching people
to work with metal or wood, or learning how to draw, or utilizing energy or electricity.
'Ftic importance of industrial -_irts in the development of occupational interests was re-
peatedly brought forth by these authorities.

The Industrial arts educ.itors who Wrote ,A1(.ttionale and Structure for Industrial
Arts Subject Matter (Towers et al., 19116) also recognized the importance of industrial
arts curriculum materials in providing occupational information. One of the key assump-
tions concerning the project's proposed industrial arts curriculum was that, "Industrial
arts is 41 study of industrv. It is an essential part of rho education of all students, in
order that they may better understand their environment :Ind make wise decisions affect-
ing their occupational goals." (Towers et al., 196o, p. 2) The authors also stated that:

..,011 pupils...need education in basic fields of practical knowledge.... -A secondary school
program which provides a study of the fundamental principles of practices (praxiology) together
with selected practice and a broad theoretical base may meet the challenge of the future.
(Towers et 01 1966, pp_. 20-21)

The importance of industrial ar in developing occupational interests and choices
has not been thoroughly researched. The professional literature is replete with philo-
sophical statements aS to the importance of industrial arts courses in providing informa-
tion. To date little empirical research has been completed to support these philosophical
statements lloweyer, the supposition that there is a relationship between industrial arts
course experience and student interest in occupational work areas is strong enough to
support research into the nature of this relationship.

The preceding statement was abstracted from a research document undertaken in
1969 which was :in initial attempt by this reporter to collect information about the influ-
ence of industrial arts course content on occupational choice. The study w'as initiated to
provide experimentally derived information about the occupational choices of eighth grade
male students by a comparison of the occupational choices of three different groups of
eighth grade students. -Fhe specific question to be answered was:

Do the male eighth grade students who have experienced the Industrial Arts Curriculum Project's
course of study express their occupational choices with greater clarity of occupational interests,
stronger interest in those work areas related to their occupational choices, and a greater range
between their highest and lowest occupotional interest area scores than do the male eighth grade
students who completed the eighth grade having experienced the non-IACP industrial arts course
of study, or who completed the eighth grade having experienced no industrial arts during the
eighth grade?

The study began 1.: 1960, and an initial report was presented in the summer of 1969.
The original study sparked an interest in deriving greater information about the occupa-
tional choices of our junior high school age youth.

`Fhe original research project was structured to include the testing of three hypotheses.
The hypotheses were that there would be no differences among the occupational choices
of three groups of eighth grade male students, as measured by the Ohio Vocational In-
terest Survey, with respect to:

a. Clarity of the interest settle relaxed to the occupation choices.
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b. Strength of interest in those work activities related to the occupational choices.
c. Range of percentile rank scores between the highest and lowest percentile rank

scale scores.
D'Costa, in developing the Ohio Vocational Interest Survey (OVIS), accepted the data,

.people and things dimensions of work derived hy the U.S. Department of Labor in prepar-
ing the Dtcr1onai of Occupational Titles. These three dimensions were accepted as the

- basic elements o worker involvement In any Joh, and were used for structuring occupa-
done interest groups. (D'Costa, 1969, pp. 2-3)

The 114 worker-trait groups identified in the D.O.T. were used as the next elements.
These worker-trait groups were considered to be representative of the World of Work, and
reasonably homogeneous and unique. D'Costa was able to plot the worker-trait groups
into a three-dimensional model and derived 24 worker-trait clusters. The 24 interest-
trait clusters were then used as the 24 OVIS interest scales. (D'Costa, 1965, pp. 2-4)

Figure 3

OVIS INTEREST SCALE5

1, Manual Work
2. Machine Work
3. Personal Services
4. Caring for People and Animals
5. Clerical Work
6. Inspection and Testing
7. Crafts and Precise Work
8. Customer Services
9. Nursing and Related Technical Services

10. Skilled Personal Services
11. Training
12. Literary

13. Numerical
14. Appraisal
15. Agriculture
16. Applied Technology
17. Promotion and Ccmmunication
18. Management and Supervision
19. Artistic
20. Sales Representative
21, Music
22. Entertaining and Performing Arts
23. Teaching, Counseling, and Social Work
24. Medical

The cubistic model provides a structure for viewing the occupational interests of
adolescents. The model isolates the different interest areas and provides some basis for
explaining how an occupational interest might be formed. The individual interest areas
can be described in terms of their involvement with data, with people, and with things.
This involvement explains why not all the cells were used to describe the different inter-
est groupings found in the World of Work.

ORIGINAL POPULATION AND SAMPLE
The sample was predetermined to exceed 100N, in order to give statistical signifi-

cance to the .findings of the srudy. To assure that the statistical data would represent a
large enough group EC) give the findings validity, an original N of 212 was identified. The
original l'.212 was made up of Group 1, 2 and 3 with N's of 78, 67 and 67, respectively.
The groups were formed from (1) all existing eighth grade industrial arts classes in one
junior high school, (2) all existing eighth grade IACP classes in a second junior high
school, and (3) all eighth grade boys from both Junior high schools not enrolled in indus-
trial arts or IACP during the eighth grade.

= The sample was reduced from an N of 212 to a final sample of 181 dde-to screening
factors and absences from testing situations. Three factors were used to screen sample
members: Reading achievement, arithmetic achievement and intelligence test scores.
Students with readipg achievement grade placement below 7.0 ancI students with arithmetic
achievement grade placement below 7.0 were deleted from the sample. Since the test
content demanded a degree of understanding to complete test items, students with I.Q.
scores below 80 were removed from the sample.

The data subjected to statistical analysis were derived from information relative to
groups of eighth grade boys. The final N for each group was

67 Group 1
60 Group 2
54 Group 3

Industrial Arts
IACP
Non-Industrial Arts
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The information concerning the individual students igence quotient, reading achieve-
ment scores and arithmctic scores was °brained from the student's school reeords.
information pertaining to the dependent variables of elarity of oceupational interest,
strength of occupational interest, :mil percentile rank was obtained through administrat-
ing the Ohba Vocational Interest Survey.

To determine the extent of homogeneity mf ability and achievement among the groups
in each of the selected ability factors, an analysis of variance was performed on the
obtained data. The mean scores of the groups on the intelligence test and reading and
arithmetic achievement tests have varying degrees of differences. The ANOV statistical
treatments that indicated differences e .05 were subjected to further statistical analysis
of covariance in order to determine if differences in the dependent variable means re-
sulted from the effects of sampling error.

The ANOV of intelligence scores revealed that the inean intelligence scores of the
three groups were significantly different at the .0I level. The groups were also found to
be significantly different at the 05 level in reading levels. In both ANOVS's Group 1
(Industrial Arts) were higher than Groups 2 and 3, and Group 3 higher than Group 2
.(lACP). Therefore, in terms of general ability and reading achievement scores, the
groups could not be considered equal.

The means for the three treatment groups in terms of the dependent variable
strength of interest in occupational work area related to the occupational choice re-
vealed that Group 2 (IAGp) had the hiehest interest score mean and Group 1 the lowest
interest score mean. While this was not sig=nificant at the .05 level, it does approach
significance at the ,I0

Mean scores in clarity rating scale scores were not found to be of appreciable dif-
ferences. ilowever, the mean -scores for percentile rank mean showed a difference ap-
proaching significance at the .10 level. Group 1 (non-industrial arts) had the greatest
variance of scores relating to their oceupational choices.

Assuming reasonable validity of the studv, the results indicated that industrial arts
education and IAGP did not have significant influenceon the occupational choices of eighth
grade boys. The [ACP industrial arts course did result in differences, sigaficant at the
.10 level, in the strength of interest and was as efficient, if not more efficient, in the de-
velopment of clear interest and widening the rangeof interest scores by enhancing or dee
tracting from unexperienced likes or dislikes. The findings also provided little support
for assUming that traditional eighth grade industrial arts was more efficient than an
eighth grade course of study without industrial arts in teaching about work activities. If
anything, traditional industrial arts students had lower mean scores on the dependent
variables than non-industrial .irts students. This was true in spite of the fact that Group I
statistically had higher intelligence scores and greater reading ability and arithmetic
achievement scores.

The initial research findings relative to the role of industrial arts in occupational
choices of young boys was not particularly satisfying. However, through various logical
processes, the lack of positive statistical results could be minimized. The analysis of
data that revealed the non-industrial arts student as possessing strong, if not stronger,
interest in his chosen career area could be explained by:

L. ilis career choice in fact had elected him not to be in industrial arts.
2. Prior experiences in industrial arts-related activity had influenced occupational

choice and, therefore, his election not to enroll in industrial arts.

The collection and analysis of the information relative to the original srudy did iden-
tify a workable block of young people that might be studied over a longer period of time.
The eighth graders studied in L969 were seniors in 1973. The researcher was able to
identify and collect information from 86 of the original sample of 181 (42 percent) prior
to the 1973 graduation from high school. In order to secure information relative to the
original research problem, the identified sample was asked to respond concerning a stated
occupational work area (OVIS Scales). LachN was asked to complete a survey instrument
that included occupational choices in terms of ist, 2nd, and 3rd rankings. The return of
the survey instrument indicated that occupational choices made at the eighth grade, while
indeed highly tentative, must be considered as indicative of occupational directions. The
fact that the survey indicates 14 of 80 with matched choices after 4 years of additional
maturation seemed to be very high. The frequency of the 1969 professed occupational
choice still being actively considered as 1 of 3 by 54 of 86 respondents was also of note.
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Figure 4

OCCUPATIONAL CHOICE
EXPRESSED BY ORIGINAL SAMPLE

Match

1973 (N=86)

1 Off 2 Off 0

Group 1 26 0 6 10 10

Group 2 24 8 5 3 8

Group 3 36 6 6 10 14

TE 1T 72-

CLARITY OF INTEREST

N
Match

H M L H

1 Off
M L H

2 Off
M L H

0
M

Group 1 26 0 0 6 0 0 10 0 0 10 0 0

Group 2 24 8 0 0 4 1 0 3 0 0 3 2 o
Group 3 36 6 0 0 6 0 0 8 2 0 6 7 0

86 14 0 0 IT T 0 21 2 0 16 0-

STRENGTH OF INTEREST

N H

Match
M L HM1 Off

L HML2 Off HML0

Group 1 26 0 0 0 41 0 0 34 0 0 41 0 0
Group 2 24 42 0 0 41 42 0 34 0 0 40 35 0
Group 3 36 45 0 0 42 0 0 31 32 0 38 39 0

86 87 6 1 2 4 42 0 99 32 119 74 0

PERCENTILE RANK (MEAN)

Match 1 Off 2 Off
Group 1 26 0 86 68 43

Group 2 24 92 84 71 51

Group 3 36 93 84 65 47

86 185 254 204 141

The rerurn of the survey instrument also was tabulated in terms of clarity and inter-
eat scores and percentile rank variance reported by the 1969 testing session. The tabula-
tion indicates that assumptions made in the initial study were indeed well founded. How-
ever, at this time, no statistical analyses have been completed.

The sample of 86 has been continued as an identified group. The spring of 1977 will
mark the eighth year of the study, and the point where most of the sample will have made

_rather firm commitments to their career choices. The sample will be surveyed during
1977 to provide additional information concerning the influence of industrial arts subject

atter on occupational choices. _
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Classroom Projects

Building Jigs and Fixtures for Limited Production
Charles E. Campbell

Building jigs and fixtures with middle school students is a demanding exercise, due
largely to the students' lack of experience and/or exposure to the industrial environments.

The following areas have been found EC) be most valuable to students in a middle
school. A thorough search of the problems that are encountered in manufacturing a
product is done through a careful analysis of the flow process chart that is prepared for
the production of every product. The symbols used by industry should also be used in
the classroom to study every operation and define the processes that require using a jig
or a fixture.

Following is a concise study of the problems encountered in building jigs or fixtores:
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I. Exactly what must be done? Be specific. Which of the four basic motions of mWerials are
you trying to prevent?

circular horizontal reciprocating
circular reciprocating vertical reciprocating

2. Must the work be held down, prevented from sliding bock and forth or just located accur-
ately each time?
Is a jig or fixture needed?
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3. Specifically what m nterials will be used to construct the product?

wocd leather ceramics
metal cork liquids
plostics hardboard texti les

4. What product processes does the particular problem involve?

material removal
material separation
adhesive processes

fastening methods
bonding
fusion

5. What special problems should be considered?

exact location methods
special operations
multiple openings

special finishes
special tooling
clamping problems
new processes

Contour changes
assembly methods
finishing processes

protection of finishes
irregular surfaces
new materials

6. Will the materials used to conshoet the jig or fixture hold up under the pressures of pro-
duction?

70 Will jig or fixture hold tolerancei within a specified limit?

Remember to think through the most minute details and plan, plan, plan.
The drill press and router can be the backbones of special tooling. With the use of

properly designed Jigs and fixtures they can be used for making holes or shaping, or for
design features. The bandsaw can be used for large radii and contour changes with the
assistance of a jig. In general the art of building jigs or fixtures is one developed by
experience and the recording of experience for future use.

Mr. Campbell is from Cleveland, Ohio.

Construction

(i.Conternporary Construction Education and Practices
1Alva H. Jared

The construction industry of today is a very dynamic, sensitive, complex and costly
enterprise. Its activity affects not only the welfare of its employees and employers, but
the entire economy of the United States. Conversely, it is affected by the state of the
nationd economy.

In looking at the Gross National Product for 1974, which was nearly 51.4 trillion,
the construction industry provided nearly $140 billion, or [0 percent of that figure.

,Nearly 71 percent of the 1974 construction market was privately owned, with residential
construction providing a major portion. Due to economic changes, and interest rates in
4liarticular, residential construction has slowed in the last few years and public construe-
;don has increased.

Total 1976 construction Is expected to reach $143 billion. Private residential con-
struction will account for 553 billion, non-residential will comprise 527 billion, and public

iudlities and other private types will account for $19.6 billion. Thus, the total private
*construction will provide 5103 billion. The remaining 540 billion in public construction is
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accounted for by public buildings, higiitav, seiver lid watyr svswtits. itarv falIlrie
and conservation.

ln a long-range prediction hy the litare:tu of I ktine..-4tie Commerce )epa _1 Wilt
of Commerce), new construction in 10s5 will approxiimite $:141) billhan, as connutred to
SI4 3 billion in 1976. Private housing starts will exceed 2.2 million units, as compared
tO 1.6 frtilliOn units in 1976. Mobile homes vill be produced at mice the 1076 raw, or
600,000 units in the year 1085.

This prediction is hasel upon several underlying assumptions. 1)em igraphic trends,
low level of new housing production during previous years, new household fin-mations,
high demolition rates and low nation.11 %%wane,. rates iii all considere.lrmijor reasons
for the demand. Special attention m rehabilitation of existilazt, units and the concern for
low and moderate income family units will also increase the demand.

The construction personnel needs for the decade ahead are enlially ;istounding. Rased
upon statistics from the U.S, liureau of Census in 1972, there mere approximatdy 3.5
Million workers in construction, and with projections to 19s.i it is believed that nearly
5 million persons will be needed to meet the 108C housing goal.

The construction industry, and the homehuikling at-on in particular, has been one of
the most inefficient and fragmontod industries iii Me nation, I istimates indicate that there
are from 50,000 to 100.000 homebuilders in the natk in today, Of the nearly 50,000 full-
time contractors, probably no more than 24 build more titan 1,110o units per year, and
only 12 companies gross more than $30 million anno

The current trend in the industry indicates that about one in five homobuilders in
the United States goes out of business each yeir. I'hus, it is estimated by lq85 some
2110 builders will ziccount lou tat e-third of the housing production.

TRENDS IN THE INDUSTRY

In recent years thery havy been groat changes in the industry. Such reasons as
ecological-cnyironment.t1 concerns, increase,1 buikiing eosts, higher interest rates,
urbaniziition, land values, watyr i iii built nergy crisis, solid and liquid waste dis-
posal, transportation tild populigion mohility arc given .1 the causes for the recent
changes in the housing industry.

In recent years the housing industry has changed to reflect the stare tfl the col ruc-
tion art. Some of These changes ary:

I. The organizational structure has become much larger in recent years ond reflects the car
porate structure of contemporary industry. Construction companies have been purchased by
conglometates or larger companies and in turn have been supplied with law material ond
semi-finished goods, supplied with industrial organization, and provided special sales and
marketing personnel for merchandising the construction product. Furthermore, the longer
companies hove also provided on-the-spot financing and provided construction guarantees
on both product and workmanship.

2. New products hove became available as a result of our technology. Insulation materials,
new building systems, new paints and preservatives, and more plastic building materials are
all examples of this new technology,
tlousing production has become more industrialized. Pneumatic nailers, component saws,
gang staplers, mechanical cores, stacking modules, factory-produced components, PERT and
CPM scheduling and heavy erecting egaipment aie on integral part of today's construction
industry.

4. The industry has become more diversified. Land utilization, environmental impact statements,
community plcaz'ting, local building and regulatory media, utility development, lending in-
stitutions and energy needs are all part of the contractor's doily concerns.

FOCUS OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

The construction literature over the past several years seems to indicate that there
are many different ways die industry is supplying its need for unskilled, skilled and pro=
fessional personnel. There seems to be little difficulty in securing unskilled labor to
meet the needs of thy construction industry. In fact, there are inany thousands of un-
skilled workers now unemployed

'Fhe skilled labor force is primarily being supplied by the-apprenticeship programs
associated with the construction crafts. Secondary and post-secondary programs also
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de skilled workers for the construction industry. Advisory committees from these
regulate the focus of the programs as well as the number and qualifications of

pee entering the programs.
For many years the professional in the construction industry was either an architect

A Civil engineer. These professionals wore prepared with a high level of proficiency
athematic% structural analysis, reinforced concrete, architectural design, seudio

estimating with the eoress purpose of developing designers and strucrural special-
This the universities have done very well.

In recent years there has been a new professional on the construction scenethe
Ijisildhlg technologist. This college graduate has the management expertise, the finance

eibackground the construction knowledge, the planning ability, the expediting talent, and the
uliderstanding of the various facets of the construction project to get the project designed
or the architect built by the skilled tradesmen. This middle-management person is a
Very,valuable asset on the construction team.

In a review of a recent issue of the Construction Education Directory (May 1974)
$:prepared by the Associated General Contractors of America there were approximately 87

colleges and universities offering four-year programs in building construction. Of these,
were in engineering schools, 6 in architecture schools and 6 were in schools of bust-

neaa. The remaining 25 programs were in schools of technology or separate construction
..deparrments. The focus and orientation of these programs were varied and tended to
..yfallow the patterns and discipline of the directing department.

The report further indicated that there were 368 two-year degree schools which
Offered some ryve of associate degree program. Two-year programs in construction,

:7 design, building construction technology and concrete technology were examples. The
associate degree program in civil technology seemed to be the most popular offering.

CURRICULUM CONTENT
Curricular offerings and program content must reflect thelevel and type of job entry

well as the state of the construction art. In all cases the content must be current and
depict the prevailing trends in the industry. This will mean in many cases a marked

_inure from those courses and programs now being used to prepare students for this
-e of career.

Let us now look at some of the major content areas and basic understandings with
which students must be familiar to enter the construction field. Students should be able

communicate with their peers and supervisors in both written and oral forms, should
able to use basic forms of mathematics, be literate in the basic science areas and be

understanding and willing to work with people. Furthermore, students entering the con-
ruction field must be familiar with construction materials, processes and fabrication

procedures.
Other areas to be included in a contemporary construction curriculum include:

1. The knowledge of financial management is paramount if a person is going to stay in business.

This should include wage and salary, fringe benefits, taxation, cash flow, investments, de-

preciation ond basic accounting principles. More contractors go out of business because

they cannot manage money than becauw they cannot lay out a common rafter or level a

footing.
2. Personnel matters are major concerns at ail levels of construction. Preparing students to deal

with "people problems" is most difficult, for the problems ore always individualized ond ever
changing. Labor management roles, job identification, organization structure, union and
non-union work, promotion, work stoppage, vandalism and contract negotiations are oil

important here.
As the population increases and more construction takes place, the amount ofavailable land

decreases. Thus the contractor needs to understand proper land conservation. Environmen-
talists, agriculturists and land developers are all focusing concern in this area. Constructors
need to look to other forms of building and other systems to help reduce land confrontations.

lt is believedthat by the year 2000, housing units of 50 to 200 floors will be common. Stu-
dents need to be aware of regulatory codes and environmental impact statements, for these

are a daily "fact of life" for the contractor.
4. Safety is a daily concern of the contractor as well as the dwelling occupant. The Occupa-

tonal Safety and Heolth Act imposes daily demonds on the contractor for the safety and
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health of the wodcers on a project. This includes everything from scaffolding to noise levels.
Occupant safety is equally important. Noise levels, fire protection, electrical components,
sanitury systems and construction systems are being regulated by all levels of government.
The students need to be aware of these regulations.

5. The obvious decline of popular fossil fuels hos caused a need for alternate energy systems.
An understanding of efficiency, availability, installation, operating costs, feasibility, and
functional use of such systems as solar energy, geothermal, methane conversion, water and
wind power should be on integral part of any current construction program. This should be
coupled with ways of incorporating these systems into buildings while best utilizing the living
environment. This utilization would include improved understanding of insulation types and
uses, reduction of building sizes and building to effectively use the elements, not isolating
man into a wasteful, artificial environment.

6. The building systems are changing. Students need to be aware of new materials, their types,
processing methods, applications and fabrication procedure. Stocking modules, mechanical
cores, endless lengths of man-mode synthetic boards, wiring harnesses, flexible plumbing
and waste systems, elimination of basements constructed of non-cement or non-clay mate-
rials, all year construction, metric conversion, changes in construction shapes, greater use
of preservatives, terra construction, and material such as the "COM-PLY" stud and the
"PRESS-LAM" joist will all be part of the construction scene by the end of this century.
Students need to be taught to evaluate products and systems on their performance and merits.
Students must also be flexible enough to change as the state of the system changes.

7. Estimating of materials and labor is the "life-blood" of the industry. In the competitive
bidding arena, the estimate determines who is working and who is not worising. Students
need to understand quantity take-off, labor costs and the principles of quantity purchase
if they ore to succeed in this area.

B. Program Evaluation Review Techniques (PERT) and Critical Path Methods (CPM) are the lan-
guages used by the construction expeditor. Materials, labor and equipment must all be co-
ordinated if the project is to be completed in the most expeditious manner.

9. As people live and interact in enclosures, waste products are developed. Thus, waste sys-
tems must be developed to accommodate used water, sewage, solid waste and contaminated
air as an integral part of the dwelling. Disposing of waste in a sanitary land fill or into a
stream or pond has created environmental hazards and will soon be a thing of the past. Thus
internal recycling of used water, filtering, cleaning and deodorizing air and decomposing
or dehydrating sewage effluent into fuel or fertilizers will be part of every dwelling of the
21st century.

10. With the high cost of construction and the high cost of obtaining money, many people will
no longer be able to design and build their dream house. Thus people will be interested in
remodeling existing facilities or converting facilities into multi-unit complexes. Under-
standing remodeling problems and costs, required maintenance, and repair in older structures,
real estate transfers, advontages and limitations of condominiums, cooperative housing units,
apartment complexes and multiplexes seems to be a necessity.

Collegiate construction education programs will need to be changed if the curricular
offerings are going to prepare students to enter the field able to cope with the changes
and requirements of the future. The writcrdoes not expect every program to incorporate
all of these facets into the curriculum, but did intend for all to become aware of the
variety and scope of the problems confronting theconstruction industry at the turn of this
century.

INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY

Instructional methodology will also need to take a somewhat different orientation if
it is to reflect the current practices in the industry. Students need to be exposed to off-
site fabrication practices, on-site erection procedures, mass production equipment,
building components, building economies, employee-employer relations, job costs and
estimating, scheduling And live construction activities.

Furthermore, the construction activities need to be oriented toward a -group ac-
tivity-total involvement approtich- rather than the "single smdentproject-process orien-
tation- which has been used extensively in the past. These activities should ideally
incorporate lift-size and purposeful constmetion activities designed, planned, estimated
and constructed by the :students. Concession stands, baseball dugouts, garages, utility
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, press boxes, vacation cottages, client remodeling p )je4-ts and even houses are
.%.exatriples of meaningful educational construction activities which can be completed as

part of mOst construction classes internships and cooperative vivrk experiences also
L:proyide opportunities for students to receive valuable, meanimful experiences.

Activities such as field trips to building sites and industrialized housing plants, the
_use of slides and films of current construction practices and the utilization of construe-
titian personnel as resource persons provide valuable instructional experiences for the

tOents. Thesearehardly substitutes for the actual experiences and should be considered
World best.

Finally, the construction industry is a major part of the American economy; there are
prvgrams available to provide educated persons to fill the needs of the industry. The
industry is changing continuously, demanding continual change in the construction educa-
t/on programs.

Construction education MUSE provide the basic skills and principles required for
career entry, be sensitive to and familiar with the derronds of society and changes in the
industry,- and provide experiences that reflect current construction thought and practices.
These are all necessary if the educational programs are to perform the basic functions
they claim to be performing.

Let us prepare our students to enter the construction field of today, not the industry
of the 1920's. The decision is up to you. Let us all accept this challenge.

. Dr. Jared is Professor and Ilead of the Department of Communications and Construction Industries at the
University of Wisconsin-Platteville, Platteville, Wise.

:.4Students Design and Build Home at School Forest for
-,:Continued Expansion of Outdoor Education Program
tAllenJotinson, Robert Zuleger and Kevin Johnson

.' INTRODUCTION TO WAUSAU, WIS., AREA

The population is about 40,000. it is located in center of the state between Green Bay
and Minneapolis, Minn. Marathon County is an industrial, manufacturing and farming

' area. Employers insurance, Drott Manufacturing and Wausau Homes are examples of
industry.

Wausau School District has about 11,000 students, 2 high schools, 2 middle schools,
13 elementary schools, I Catholic high school and other parochial elementary schools.

High School, grades 9-12, was built in 1970 and has an enrollment of about 1,950
it.;students. It is on a ilex mod schedule, and the Industrial Education Departmenthas a

Staff of 6-1/2 teachers. There are about 1,050 students enrolled in industrial education
;Vat West. BegMning, intermediate and capstone courses are offered in all areas.

V5THE SCHOOL FOREST AS AN OUTDOOR EDUCATIONAL CENTER

The School Forest is about 12 miles from West High School. It consists of 320 acres
mated on Wisconsin River Approximately 9 000 students visit the School Forest each

year on programs ranging from 1-day field trips to 1-vveek outdoor education experiences.
Example: All sixth grade students spend 1 week at the School Pores% and all 5th graders
pend at least 3 days of overnight camping.)

Facilities consist of cabins, classroom and crafts building, two garages, outdoor
shelter/classroom, office, museum, boys and girls' shower/lavatories, dinMg hall/
kitchen, another shower/lavatory complex and a two-bedroom home. All structures are
student designed and constructed except Bannerman Hall. This kitchen/dining facility was
designed by students, but built by a contractor for $115,000. With two exceptions, all 19
buildings were built by senior Capstone classes since 1960. The outdoor education pro-
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gram definitely is a boon to a good building trades pro
assistance from the school district for buildings.

ni which has limited financial

INTRODUCTION TO BUILDING A HOME

There was a need for supervision of School Forest facility and care of forest; fire
and vandalism were the main factors. The School Forest Board of Directors (Outdoor
Education Committee) submitted a request to the Board of Education budget 2 years pre-
viously.

We heard the Kiwanis Club was looking for a large project and had about 59,000 to
spend. They could buy a panelized constructed Weston !ionic and have it delivered, with
the Board of Education donating $5,000 for basement, Wa ter, etC., and have it all done.
Mr. Zuleger and I met with the Board of Education and the kiwanis Board of Directors
and pointed out that all the other buildings had some or total involvement by students.
Maybe we should continue that trend. We agreed, with student approval, to build a
student-designed caretaker's home for $20,000. The k 'wools Club agreed to pay $9,000,
with the School Board to put up the additional 511,000 and the lot. That was January 1975.

HOME BUILDING PROJECT

Instructor's Concept of Project
After some discussion and apprehension, Al and I decided to undertake the building

of the house as a student project. We decided we would take three semesters to do this:
One semester for design, estimating, etc., and one year for actual construction. We also
felt that the same students who designed the building should have to use their own plans
to build it. For the actual building, ge combined the Vocational Building Construction
and Drafting classes. This gives the drafting students a better background in consttue-
than. We have scheduled these classes at the same time in the past.

By combining the courses, you gain the advantages of two instructors; you have much
more flexibility on time to work on the project. 'limy also can check on each other; what
one forgets, the other may remember. With two instructors on the job sire, you can bet-
ter keep on top of things. "l'he student doesn't have to wait as long if he needs help. We
also wanted to work on some type of publicity for the students. We decided to take slides
and prints as we went along to be used some way.

Woods and Drafting Course Structure
The woods program at West is made up of four courses. Woods I Is a general intro-

duction. There are two courses of Woods II: Bent ood' I ,mninarlon first semester and
Beginning Building Construction second semester. Woods III is a Vocational Capstone
program.

The drafting program is made up of three levels, Dm ft ng I and 11 being primarily
introductory, and Drafting Ill is a Vocational Czipsrone program, with the student select-
trig to major in either mechanical or residential drawing.

After having IIICE with the kiwanis Club in December, we proposed to the Beginning
Building Construction students, in .1anuary, the idea of designing a house second semester
and building it the next school year. They decided that they were willing to tackle the
project. The class was made up of sophomores and juniors.

Design Stage
The Board of Ethics ition mid decide U that it WI gild he a oso-hedrooin home, probably

for an elderly couple \V ith only this to go on, the studnts started sketching floor plans' 7
and elevations. Drie of the first things we did was ro take the students to the School 1-1,

Forest and spend a half a uay there.
About half of the students had never been there. l'hey looked at a tentative site and

spent the rest of the day discussing sonie of the problms and advantages of the site.
They also took some 1-ough measurene.nts. After having visited the site, the students' A

-ideas began to shift. rhey 6tartod looking at die possibility of a walkout basement and
patio or deck. Within a couple of weeks they decided on t fintil flotir plan.

After some tentative plans were drawn, they were presented to the 1:Run's. They .1

liked the plans, and the students continued drawing the rest of the plans. During the
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Mester the students wenton two field trips. They toured Crest line Window Corporation,
who eventually donated the windows for the house. The other field trip was to Wausau
lacnneta' model home village.

°'. After the plans were completed, the students made a complete materials list. From
materials list they started work on estimating. They usually got two or three pdces
different ftrms in town.

While they were working on plans, estimates, materials lists, some of the members
the class were trying to secure the necessary permits. seine of the students soon
d out what "getting the run-around" meanr. They also luici a soil testing unit come

d explain how a perk test is done and do the necessary perk test.
One afternoon was spent clearing the site of trees. Some tentative stakes were. placed

where the house was to belocated. Site clearance was done in the spring so the construe-
;eion could begin immediately in the fall. During the semester, Al and I requested that
equr classes be scheduled at the same tune next year. We also set up our schedule so
.:that the only class we had on Wednesday was our combined class. We are on flex mod
-.scheduling, so this was possible,

We tried to work out the students' schedules so that thev only had our class on
gWednesday, A couple of students had smite conflicts and staved back every other week

attend their class.

L, This SehoOl Year
School Forest is about 12 miles from the school, On Wednesday the students report

to school as usual and go direcOy to the wood shop. After homeroom, the class hoards
his provided by the school district. Most of the time we carry tools and supplies on

':the bus. After the first couple of weeks we realized due if we had another vehicle, we
could stay after the bus had rerumed in the afternoon. From then on we stayed after

ith anywhere from 3 to 6 students. These students either had their own car back at
eeachool or we dropped them off on rhe way hack to school. This sttying longer really
-belped the project it gave the other students a chance to work right up to 2:15 without

'Cleaning up. It also gave the students a chance to tie a lot of ends together before leaving,
We usually stayed for an extra hour to two hours.

Along with going out every Wednesday, one of us occasionally went out for half days
ith 3-4 students. We did this a couple of times in the beginning to get going, and later
mt out again to do some forming for concrete and lay underItyment. A couple of times

went out on Tuesday all day with approxinettely half of the class. The whole class
on Wednesday again, and then I followed with the other half of the class on Thursday,
During Christmas we tried a different approach. We asked for volunteers to work

wo days with pay. We got I3 volunteers. The students were paid a ininimum wage. The

instructor was paid a wage equal to his daily pay. The combined eiass also met twice a
week for 40 minutes, This time was usually spent discussing and solving problems that
need to be solved before Wednesday. Usually on Monday the student foreman made job
assipmente. Each student knew ahead of time what he was responsible for that day,
Some of the jobs had to be planned tt couple of weeks in advance to make sure materials

ere there. A list of special tools needed aas also made.
During open lab time, the building construction students were expected to order all

their materials. In the fall they painted the windows and garage door, hack at school.
During third and fourth quarter they worked on making wainscoting and the kitchen cabi-

nets. All the trusses were made in the basement of the school and hauled out to the site,
As all this was going on, a couple of students were eorking on publicity for the project.

tr:GRAPHICS

Background
The Graphic Arts Department at ausau Wt.st has three couree levels, as do the

other areas of industrial education nur graphics facility is designed for both industrial

dueation and pre-vocational education. We have both letterpress and ()erica, with the

ajar emphasis placed on photo offset lithography. r facility Includes approximately

$ 00,000 of equipment.

duction
The Capstone level deals prIma rily with production work, although in

6 7
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for special student needs are also used. We handle about 50 production jobs each year,
ranging from small ticket jobs to large posters to 50-page books.

Student Publications
We produce all of the student publications except the ,carbook . Our school newspaper .is a 16-page monthly, with a 4-page paper every two weeks. Other student publications

include yearly athletic booklets and literary books.
All phases of all publications are produced entirely by students with the equipment .available to them at West hligh Schtiol.

Involvement in School Forest Project
The graphics area got involved with the School Forest home project for severalreasons. First, there was a need to keep people informed. The staff felt we should be

cammunicating with our own school, the school district, the community and people within
our profession. Secondly, the team saw some excellent opportunities for students to gainreal learning experiences by being involved with both the construction and the comrnuni-cations aspect of the project. It was also an opportunity for the instructors to workclosely together.

Plans
Planning is the key to any successful job. 11 C asked two students, a junior boy and asenior girl, to take on the project. It was decided to print four separate jobs. Phase one,two and three would be smaller brochures telling the story of planning, roughing in Ad

finishing, respectively. The fourth job would be a larger booklet telling the entire story.
In addition to the four publications about the house, the students also planned andprinted a tao-p.e Titer spread in the school newspaper and reproduced a booklet usedto tell about the School Forest.

The Job
The job entailed four steps. The two graphics students were responsible for all ofthe photographing at the building sight. Both black and white prints and color slides weretaken.
Secondly, the students had to lay out the jobs in advance, planning which photos wouldbe necessary. The next step was to select from their photos and write the stories.

Finally each publicadon was to be printed on schedule.

Conclusion
It would be untruthful to say all went well. There were a lot of problen s that affectedthe final outcomes. Phase one was printed last spring. Phase two was printed three

weeks late, and Phase threc never even happened. The final booklet isas printed with afew minutes to spare.
One possible reason for the problems may be the students that were chosen, It wasa bigger commitment than they realzed, Much more supervision is necessary than

was originally planned, and more planning time should have been spent.

GENERAL COMMENTS AND PROBLEMS

tried to incorporate as many different types of problems and materials into the
house as possible. This would give the students a wide range of experience. We also had 4
hoped to involve other departments in the school. Our original intent was to have home 4
economics girls help with interior decorating. We wanted E0 involve the Art Department
with doing some of the art work for the various publications. We didn't do either of these.
Once we got rolling, we were so busy and wrapped up in our own problems that we never
had time to coordinate things with them.

One of our first mistakes was not checking the slope of the lot in the spring time.
Our original plan had a patio behind the garage. In the fall, when we started checking the
slope and found out Ii was steelier than anticipated, we changed to a deck rather than a
patio. This called for sonie iminediate plan changes.

During the fall the director of the School Forest had the boundary lines checked. We
soon found out that the perk test holes we had dug, last spring were not on the School=Forest property. Luckily, the house was on the property; au were almost done with thef
foundation at the time.
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lnd out that you have to make decisions on the spot, without hesitating.
Wednesday, if the weather doesn't cooperate, you have to change job

or materials may not come on time.
:bleu! that we soon discovered was that the plan was poor and incomplete. This

10e; keen result of several factors. Many of the students who drew the plans
:swomores and the rest juniors. Another factor was that the students using the

e all enexperienced, and again many of them juniors. A third aspect was that
We as teachers didn't check and push the students hard enough whea they were

Om house.
Beset to the project was the fact that the School Forest has a Green Thumb
-During the week when we weren't there, they often cleaned up for us, did minor

kftfling and some staining of siding.

BLIC RELATIONS
§Ome inportant points were student-teacher interest throughout school, school news-
r,:class discussion, just the fa =hat they are seen with lunch every Wednesday A.M.,

and dreseed in working clothes with booth and hard hats.

munity Knowledge of Project
1. T.V. coverage, Kiwanis meetings and donation of building site, different student

representatives attended all informational meetings with Kiwanis.
Daily Herald articles help keep the public informed.
Parents were kept up to date from the beginning. They were invited to the home
construction site for supper one year later. This included a slide pres ntation
by students and a tour of the house.

4. Visitors from business, education and industry.
5. Dedicadon (future). Sometime in May.
67-Ffti-se one and two productions, and finally a large booklet for distribution to all

students, administration, Board of Education, Kiwanis, parents, and AIAA mem-
bers, as a final show of personal commitment and accomplishment by a group of
25 high school juniors and senior's.

gill.," Ft.; TR 1E 078 Ni...110 L FTORRaEDSETs ApNRILAERcCTHsIT ECTURA L

7 1. A building to house the teachers who have to stay out there when their 5th and 6th
graders are there: Cottage type maybe combination log, frame and stone
1976-77.

2. Build a greenhouse at West High School grounds for Science and Agriculture
1976-77.

3. Observatory (designed but not built as yetl)
4. Possibility of a new museum-type building. Date - 19?

rMr. Johnson, Mr. Zuleger and Mr. Johnson ore Instructors, W woo West High School, Wousou, %Mx.

rOnatruction Technology in the Tradition of the
ctivity-Based Concept

G..Eugene Martin and Richard L Res -eccion

Construction technology, until recent years, has been neglected as a program of

study in industrial arts Some notable early attempts to include construction in industrial
.

arta were made lay Fredrick Gordon floneer at Teacher's College in the 1920's and

William Warner in the "Curriculum to Reflect Technology'' in 1948. Unfortunately, the
P'rofession had failed to expand sufficiently the efforts of these researchers. However,
some recent curriculum thrusts have brought about a resurgence of interest.
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Industrial arts, by definition, is the study of industry and technology, and the problems
and benefits of living in an industrial and technological society. It seems reasonable to
conclude that If construction is the largest industry in the United States, then it should be
an integral part of the industrial arts program. Furthermore, several governmental and
industrial studies have shown the need and described the extensive role construction will
play in the redevelopthent of man's built environment. These considerations have begun
to reach the threshold of awareness in our profession.

The paramount question becomes: How should consmction be taught in industrial
arts? This presentation will not deal with all the issues related to this question; rather,
we will focus on construction technolop education as a developmental experience for
children.

The activity-based concept lies at the heart of the humanisdc school of thought in
industrial arts. Although the activity-based concept did not find its birth in industrial
arts, the approach has been fostered in many sectors of the profession. This point can
be traced historically in the writings of such people as John Dewey, Edward Thorndike,
Fredrick Gordon Bonser, William Warner and in several recent curriculum thrusts.

Child development at a proper rate andnormal sequence is essential for a successful
and fruitful life in a complex society so heavily influenced by industry and technology.
During the era of industrialism, several educators began tO encourage the study of the
constant interplay between the organism and the environment and the problems of per-
sonality development in a life-long sequence of tasks. The study of industrial occupations
emerged as a realistic method for encouraging favorable circumstances for children to
become full participants in society. John Dewey stated:

Occupation as thus conceived must, therefore, be carefully distinguished from work which edu-
cates primarily for a trade. It differs because us end is in itself; in the growth that comes from
continual interplay of ideas and their embodiment irk action, not in external utility. (Dewey,
1900, p. 82)

He later commented:

Manual training, shopwork, ...engages the full spontaneous interests and attention of the
children. It keeps them alert and active, instead of passive and receptive; it makes them more
useful, more capable, and hence more inclined to be helpful at home; it prepares them to some
extent for the practical duties of later (Dewey, 1907, pp. 26-27)

The concept of occupations established a theoretical basis for socialization.
Fredrick Gordon lionser implemented Dewey's ideas through an industrial arts

activity-based program. (Luetkemeyer and McPherson, 1975, pp. 261-62) Bonser drew
on activities growing out of man's fundamental needs food, clothing, and shelter. In so
doing he brought together the intellectual and practical phases of education.

Activity-type learning remains valid in today's schools. Walter Waetien, in describ--,
ing contemporary activity learning, referred to this method as a means of developing a
sense of the present. (Waotlen, 1975) Over the years technology has drawn the student
further and further away from a knowledge of the technologies which makes possible the
abundant goods and services. An activity program bridges this ever-increasing gap by
increasing student awareness through real involvement with tools, materials, processes
and occupations.

A child learns through life, and activity-based programs contribut to a more effi-
cient way of realistically putting it all together. The following poem, entitled -A Child
Goes Forth, describes well the magnitude of essential learning experiences. (Creative
Play Things, 1965, P. 1)

A CHILD GOES FORTH

A world of sights to focus on:
Color, shadows and motion;
A miniature world; a telescopic world

A world of soundsand rhythms;
Tones, chords and beats;
Music to make and appreciate.
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A mechanical world to discover:
New things to handle, mel I and taste;
Mastering oll the tools of work.

A world of living things to relate o:
We processes to comprehend;
Physical lows to discover.

A world of aesthetics to assimilate:
Points, lines and shapes to experiment with;
Space, textures and patterns to link together.

A quantitative world of numbers to master:
Experiences with time, weights and measures;
Patterns of sequence, magnitude ond multitude.

A world of language to acquire:
Visual imagery and phonics;
Words and sentences to practice.

A physical bady_tqvcorgroji
Torun, jump, clim1D and balance;
TO learn habits of personal hygiene.

A social world to relate to:
To give and take; to associate with one's peers;
To develop discipline and practice self-control.

The community and the whole world to explore:
Physical features, climate and weather;
The interdependence of all the people who inhabit it.

Help every child go forth with confidence and vitality.
Help all children attain their potentials

Let us turn now to the nature of the post-industrial society. This nation has evolved
m a relatively simple agrarian society dom Mated by home production to an age made

ch by scientific revolutions. It is a nation no longer in the shadow of World War II, as
:kiine might still believe. Sociologist Daniel Bell wrote:

The past-Industrial society is a society in which business is no longer the predominant element,

but one in which the intellectual is predominant. The majority of society will not, of course,

be intellectual, but the sense of the society, its spirit, the areas of conflict, of advance, of
ngagement,will be largely in intellectual pursuits. The major institutions of society will be

a vast new array of conglomerations of universities, research institutes, research corporations.

(1964, P- 44)

e 1964 statement by Bell has become increasinidy more evident each year since its
-uhlicadon, and the future looks even more dramatic.

Recent publications in our field have pointed a clearer direction for developing pee-
e who can initiate and respond on a conscious level to the multiplicity of interactions
d- the multiplicity of experiences. The possible disjunction between technology and

ulture need not occur if we develop an educational delivery system through industrial

Concern over this expanding "intellectual technology" has led several industrial
educators to advance new curricular approaches. Perhaps the most common scheme

arbeenthe family of related technologies theme. Under this approach, industrial tech-
ogy is examined in clusters based on certain commonalities.

Moat programs have emphasized three general cluster categories: power and

rgy, production or manufacturing, and graphic communication. This is an example of
Meant departures from the traditional areas of concentration which might include

metals, plastic, graphic arts, drafting, and automotive mechanics. The rationale
this traditional type of curriculum design was valid when the technologies, materials,
Occupations were integrally linked. Today and in the near future, technological

rninonality rather than material or occupational activity will serve as the basis of cur-
urn design. (Starkweather, 1975)
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How does construction technology fit into schemes such as the family of related
technologies approach? First, let us briefly mimine construcdon as an activity of our
Sdclery, and then-turn to its place in our programs.

Construction has always been inextricably linked to the e=sential needs of man. A
brief examination of a priniitive communal setting makes this point vividly evident. Iluts,
a road, a bridge, and a dock are just a few of the constructions early man was forced to
build. These constructions are not too much unlike the settings of our early settlers,
and certainly they remain the same on a larger and more sophisticated scale.

Construction will remain extremely important in the future of the United States. The
late President Lyndon Baines Johnson clearly defined the role of construction technology
in the future when he said:

In the next 40 years, we must completely renew our cities, The alternative is disaster. Gaping
needs must be met in health, in education, in job opportunities, in housing. And not a single
one of these needs can be fully met until we rebuild our mass transporrc , systems. (U.S. De-
partment of Housing and Urban Development, 1968, p. v)

The United States Congress has likewise stressed the need for construction in the Urban
Growth and New Community Development Act of 1970:

It is the policy of the congress and the purpose of this title to provide for the development of
o national urban growth policy and to encourage the rational, orderly, efficient, and economic
growth, development, and redevelopment of our states, metiopolitan areas, cities, counties,
towns, and communities in predominantly rural areas which demonstrate a special potential for
accelerated growth; to encourage the prudent use and conservation of our natural resources;
and to encourage and support development which will assure our communities of adequate tax
bases, community services, job opportunities, and well-balanced neighborhoods in socially,
economically, and physically attractive living environments. (p. 11999)

A. J. Teller has deVeloped an analysis of the city through various life cycles. He
views the process in four stages: birth decay, revival, and rebirth. The revival stage
obviously necessitates construction modulated by a humane planning process. (Teller,
1970)

Construction activity is broad and reaches into several economic and social institu-
tions. (Resurroccion, 1970, pp. 4.5-53) Roy Mason identified several institutional influ-
ences in his Futurist article, "Architecture Beyond 2000." (1975) Sonie developments
for satisfying man's basic needs and expressing his highest aspirations will result in
new materials, structural concepts, energy sourees, transportation networks and much
more,

The precedine gives rise to the issue of construction teclmology in industrial arts.
The close relationship between industrial arts and trade and industrial education has led
some E0 think of construction mistakenly in ternisof skilled and semi-skilled occupations .
in the post-industrial society, intellectual decisions at the professional leVenvill deter-
mine the nature and direction of construction technology. Our students should understand
the decision-making process if they are to have o say in the future constructions which
will aff,:er their lives. Aftr all, the Ji.rfersonian concept of the -good sense of the
people" implies an ability to make decisions about the direction of the society.

There are some important issues to be considered if we desire a humanistic program
of consmiction technology in industrial arts. First, we must move away from the idea
of "shops" toward a concept of "laboratories." The term shop, appropriate in earlier
_mes, no longer fits industrial arts in the post-industrial ago. It carries the connotation

of skilled and semi-skilled activity performed in a routine fashion. In contrast, a labora-
tory is an environment where purposeful discovery takes place. For the child in industrial
arts, at least two types of discoveries occur. There is on awakening of the self, that is
to say, becoming a more complete person. Next, the student gains insight to the indus-
trial and technological world. This description is clearly part of the tradition of the
activity-based concept and is consistent with the intellectual and behavioral necessities
for living in a post-industrial world.

Construction under the laboratory approach would no longer be limited to carpentry
taught in a wood shop or pseudo architecture via some undirected or overly-directed
drafting plate. R would be ips ogram which de.ils with the full range of societal problems
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and opportunities facing mankind. Thus, some of the topical areas would include housing,

; transportation, power generation and resource utilization.
Construction technology education may take various forms while using the activity=

based concept. For example, it might be studied as a fourth technology cluster with

wer, production and graphic communication. Another approach might be through indi-
'.yidual units such as housing or transportation. Whatever approach is taken, the activity=
--based concept should serve as the foundation for the program if it is to be true industrial
arts.

Technology is an essential parr of any people's culture, Construction technology is
an integral part of the nation's destiny andconsequendv should occupy an important place
-in the total industrial arts curriculum. lts study in industrial arts can best meet the civil-

lenges of life in a post-industrial society if we insure deliverv through the activity-based
concept.
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_ Developing a Leadership and Group Interaction Skills
CurricUlum
Bela H. Banathy

This research project examines the effects of learned cooperative group interaction
skills (CMS) on performance in task-oriented groups. The project has developed com-
petence-based instructional materials to teach CGIS and is testing the effects of giving
high school students training in these competencies.

The materials developed by the project enable the teacher to establish and train
task-oriented small groups in a variety of settings. These materials facilitate student
growth in areas such as adjustment to task-oriented settings, effectiveness in group per-
formance, satisfaction and self development in group functioning, decision making, prob-
lem solving, interpersonal communication and conflict resolution.

Specific products of the project include:
A classification of learning tasks, designed to provide a basis for curriculum
design in cooperative group interaction skills and in understanding how groups
function.
A curriculum consisting of simulation exercises, problem solving activities for
groups and supportive materials (i.e., guides, manuals, p rops) des i&ned for second-
ary school level students.
A research paper on the effects of the experimental curriculum on a sample student
population together with descriptions of the project strategies and activities.

RATIONALE AND SPECIFICATION

Our rationale for developing the Leadership and group interaction skills curriculum
for schools was based on the general proposition that there is a need in schools for a
curriculum which focuses on the specific skills and attitudes which are necessary for
the successful functioning of individuals in societal groups and particularly in economicorganizations.

The individual in our society is faced with increasing demands for competent per-formance as a member and often ns a leaderof groups. Many young people have
problems adjusting to, and i.vorking effectively in, the various groups encountered duringand after formal education. Such groups include the family as well as various peer and
societal groups for example: recreational, political, and fellowship, interest-related
and community-oriented groups.

When a person enters the world of economic organization, he needs to possess three
kinds of competencies. The first kind is comprised of a set of basic cognitive skills and
the information/knowledge base that constitutes the common cultural base of our society.
Most of the school's curriculum addresses this domain of human capability. The second
domain is comprised of technical competencies which enable him to perform the activities
he is to carry out while functioning in a career. To be an electronic engineer or an elec-
tro-mechanical technician, for example, one must possess a certain set of technical
skills. The third domain may be called Ille skills competencies; it is generic to all work
arid careers. This domain is looked upon as the common core of vocational and career
education. It is comprised of three subsets. One set might Include basic work habits,
career decision making skills, job seek ing and getting skills and work values. The second
set includes everyday life skills and habits. The third set is comprised of tbose compe-
tencies which enable him to work in concert with others.I It is this latter set of com-
petencies that we addressed in our curriculum design. Since cognitive and technical
skills are of no use If they cannot be applied In cooperative efforts with other persons,
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theinterpereonal and group skills needed for cooperating with fellow employees are most
iportant A person's career finding, maintaining, and advancing in employment

-sltv a great deal upon his command of group interaction skills, his abiltry to work
odljAratively with other people. Persons who cannot communicate, build meaningful
eldonships, or manage conflicts constructively are not selected for retention and pro-

kyrnotion within economic organizations.
The proposition that both technical and human skills need to be emphasized in voca-

i-tional and career education programs is derived from an understanding that, while our
economic system is based upon the cooperative nature of humans, the socialization

-',-processes by which cooperative skills and attitudes are learned is rapidly changing. The
"influence of the family in the socialization process is rapidly decreasing, and rhe need
for educational programs which emphasize socialization is increasing.

:SALIENT CHARACTERISTICS
Salient characteristics of a Leadership and Croup interaction Skills Curriculum in-

: elude the following:
The curriculum, a clearly defined domain of the program of the school, should
have its own set of goals and objectives, content, learning experiences and assess-
ment means and methods.
It should be integrated with other domains of the school's program, such as the
cognitive, technical and life skills, the attitudinal domain, the information/knowl-
edge base, and other adaptability skills.
If the program of the school is structured in subject matters, it should be fused
with those.
It should be implemented from the very first day of school and continue throughout
all levels, with special emphasis placed on ir whenever career and vocational edu-
cation is introduced.

ris The longitudinal scheme for this curriculum is the spiralic model, revisiting the
skill areas but expanding the skill and irs application, learning in more depth and
at a higher level of competence.
Being a skills curriculum domain, it should be introduced through problem exposure,
implemented as skill learning, and practiced through skill application.
It should be presented in the functional context of in- and out-of-school, real-life
situations, in situations and tasks which are relevant and meaningful to the learner.

A Review OF THE R&D PROGRAM OF THE PROJECT

The ft& D program of the project has been carried out in six phases:

research and analysis
curriculum design
materials development
pilot testing and revision
field testing
analysis of findings and reporting

Research and Analysis
As in most research projects, an early activity was to review and analyze the re-

search and development in such areas as group participation or group functioning in a
task or work setting. Further, the staff sought to collect the views of the various con-

stituencies involved in the study (students, teachers, school administrators, employers,
parents and employees).

Thus, there were three distinct directions in which the analysis activities went

1. A review of the research literature on leadership development and group participation

processes in the work setting, including such various aspects of cooperative group inter-

action as peer interaction, group decision-making and communication

2. A review of mc:erials used by industrial, government, military, volunteer end other organi-

zations for training in cooperative group interaction skills to obtain specific skill and under-
standing clusters which would contribute to the basis of the experimental curriculum

Having identified cooperating school sites, discussions with teachers, managers, employer ,



students, school counselors, parents and others familiar with the students' personal and social
adjustment to work settings (both informal discussions and structured questionnaires were used)

The review of research was extended and combined with material developed pre-viously to produce a comprehensive reviewof rt literature on leadership and cooperativegroup interaction skills development.

Design
The design of the experimental curriculum commenced with the construction of acurriculum map, which displayed the "universe" of leadership and cooperative groupinteraction competencies. A study of this map led to the selection of a specific set ofcompetencies to be addressed by the experimental curriculum. In addition, a prototypemodule was designed based on a subset of those competencies. The curriculum map andthe prototype module were presented for critique to consultants and cooperating schoolpersonnel in early November. An Internal Review Panel of the Laboratory also re-viewed design information and provided feedback to the project staff.
Thus, the final design decisions were based upon the input from three sources: schoolsite personnel, consultants, and the Internal Review Panel at Far West Laboratory. Thefinal design decisions were made relevant to the format for the pilot test version of theinstructional modules and identification of the precise competence areas to be addressedby the materials which the project would develop.

Development
Following these design decisions, the project staff moved into full development ofthe instructional modules. The project staff approached the development cask as a team:Planning sessions to oudine a module:one staffmember develops a draft from the oudine;the draft is reviewed by other staff members and revisions suggested; and the revisionsare made and the preliminary pilot test draft submitted to the site personnel, 'the schoolsite personnel have also had direct input in the development. Though the instructionalgoal of the module may be group communication or conflict resolution, the context of theinstruction is tailored to the site. For example, the Mesa Verde High School materialswere developed in a business management context, while the materials used at Far WestSchool were developed in the context of an advertising company.
For the pilot test, the components of an instructional module were (1) teacher mate-rials which detailed the instructional strategies and activities which include a checklistto assist the teacher's observation of the group; and (2) student materials in the form ofhandouts which explained role play or simulation, presented basic information, and facili-tated self and group evaluation of performance. Additionally, a form for teacher evalua-tion of the module was included.
in each module, the learning experiences fell into three phases, problem exposure,instructional phase and application phase. The problem exposure phase was typically asimulation or role play design to introduce rhe competence area to the students and tomotivate them to want to explore it. The instructional phase presented the basic knowl-edge and developed the requisite skills and attitudes of the competence area. At the con-clusion of this phase was the instructional rest which assessed the students mastery ofthese concepts. The teacher used this measure to determine whether the students wereprepared for the application phase. In this phase, the group would tackle a problem,developed by them and the teacher, which required the application of their newly acquiredskill to tasks drawn from their own context. (1-he teacher materials suggested exemplary

problems, but encouraged the reacher to help the group select one clearly relevant tothorn.)
Following the application phase, the students would develop a Personal Growth Con-tract in which they would outline specific ways in their daily life that they would attemptto develop the competence further. This contract was with themselves, and the teacherssimply help them monitor their own progress. It was an opportunity for the students toaccept responsibility for their own personal development.

Pilot Testing and Revision
As the project staff began producing the draft of the experimental curriculum mate-rials, theSe materials were pilot tested In three very different settings. This test wasnot a formal, structured test of the entire program. Rather, it was an effort to get these
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-
materials to teachers and students during the late winter and spring of 1975 ro

de-the project staff with formative evaluation information so the materials could be
éd and prepared for field test during the fall of 1975. Thus, the staff sought to have

"(any of the modules as possible used in at least one setting .
the usual procedure, the objective of the pilot test was to assess the materials

its discrete units as possible. Thus, the staff sought data regarding how students and
gehers reacted to specific activities (did they like them, did they accomplish the objec-
e .or generalized reactions to a module. This formative evaluation information was

uable in the revision of the materials for the field test.
During the pilot testing, materials from this project were implemented in three

chool districts. At Mesa Verde High School in Cirrus Heights, California, the materials
*ere used in a business management class in the vocational/technical cluster. In the
terkeleY Unified School District, the curriculum was pilot tested in an office experie,;e
.class at Berkeley High School and in theoffice skills program at the Vocational Education
Center. The third pilot test site was Far West School, a career education high school
perated by Far West Laboratory for theOaklandPublic Schools under N1E's Experience-

Based Career Education Program.
Based on this pilot testing' revisions were made in the materials. There were numer-

ous changes in specific activities and the module layout, as well as a few program-level
AdjUstments.

Field Testing
, During late spring 1975, the staff addressed the issues of design and instrumentation

Of the field test and logistical arrangements to set up field test sites.
The field test design called for an assessment of the impact of the curriculum at the

f011owing levels; the employment community, the school as an institution, the Llstruc-,
ontd- level, the learning experience level and the impact of learning. Each level is sub-
iVided into specific purposes for the evaluation (user satisfaction, feasibility, effective-

ness and/or usefulness). These purposes were then prioritized and the specific informs-
tion to be collected was identified. Beyond this point, the design specified the source of

llthe information, the procedure and timing of data collection, the person(s) responsible
Vfor data collection and analysis/interpretation.

Participating field test sites include: the Mesa Verde High School, Citrus Fleights,
_California; the Neah-Kah-Nie High School, Rockaway, Oregon; the Mt. Diablo School
.f District, Concord, California; and the Campbell Union Fligh School, Campbell, California.

Analysis of Findings and Reporting
Field test results are being colic d during spring 1976, and findings ana yzed and

'reported in June 1976.

A DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL CURRICULUM

Introductory Activity
Purpose

To expose students to some of rhe problems of group functioning.
To introduce the nature and goals of the curriculum.

dule Group Communication
The general purpose of this module is to help students acquire skills, knowledge and
attitudes that will enable them to communicate effectively within their group and
with other groups, The activities in this module are designed to help students
(1) identify the ways we can communicate; (2) discover obstacles to effective corn-
munication; (3) relate effective communication to group performance and group
cohesion; and (4) apply what they have learned to real tasks.

:Module II: Resources of the Group
The general purpose of this module is to help students learn how to identify and use
the resources of their group in order to perform a given task. The activities in this
module are designed to help students (1) establish a broad definition for the term
"resource"; (2) identify personal and group resources; (3) understand how resources
can be used to improve group productivity And to maintain group cohesiveness; and
(4) apply what they have learned to given task situations.
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MOdule III: Conflict Resolution
The general purpdse of this module is to help students acquire skills, knowledge and
attitudes that will enable them to resolve conflicts- effectively within their group and
with other groups. The activities in this module have been designed to help students
(1) establish a broad definition for the term "conflico (2) identify five causes of
conflict; (3) clarify their own values and understand and respect the values of others;
(4) develop a method based on awareness, analysis and action to resolve group con-
flicts; (5) understand how conflict resolution can improve group productivity and
maintain group cohesiveness; and (6) apply what they have learned to real tasks.

Module IV: Planning
The general purpose of this module is to help students learn a planning process which
can be applied to either group tasks or individual activities. The activities in this
rncdule have been designed to help students (1) define a task; (2) consider available
resources; (3) consider possible obstacles in the situation; (4) consider alternatives;
(5) determine the basis on which to select a plan; (6) choose a plan; (9) consider the
details; and (8) evaluate their planning.

Module V: Evaluating Group Performance
The general purpose of this module is to help students learn a process for evaluat-
ing group performance. The process also can be adapted to evaluating individual
performance. Group performance is evaluated in regard to two main aspects, accom-
plishment of the task and maintenance of group cohesion or unity. Students are
helped to arrive at criteria for judging or evaluating group performance and then
to Judge performance according to those criteria.

Module VI: Leadership and Power
The general purpose of this module is to help students learn some qualities of leader-
ship and study some effects of the use and the misuse of power. Students will also
study some bases of power and will he introduced to the concept of shared leadership.

Module VII: Decision-Making
The general purpose of this module is to help students learn sorne different ways in
which decisions can be made in a group. The way of decision-making (in particular,
the person or people chosen to make the decision) must be appropriate to the decision
and the situation if an effective decision is tO be made. In addition to studying seven
ways of decision-making and the advantages and disadvantages of each, students
learn to identify factors in a situation which can help them choose an appropriate way
of decision-making and to evaluate decisions they have made in terms of effectiveness,

Module VIII: Cooperative Effort
The general purpose of this module is to help students learn some ways of helping
cooperative effort within a group. A group can maintain a high level of cohesiveness
and efficiency only If all its members help in the cooperative effort. Since this Is a
summary module, students also iire shown ways in which all the group interaction
skills they have studied in the CIC curriculum are useful and necessary for helping
cooperative effort in a group.

Footnote
1, A set of cooperative group interaction competencies 'night include rhe following :

knowing the characteristics and resources of the group and using group resources
planning and working with others in accomplishing Joint tasks
evaluating task accomplishment and group performance
communicating effectively with each other
building and inal.ata Ming empathetic r I itiunshlpc with others and motivatin
others.
resolving conflict situations
sharing and assuming leadership functions
setting examples and representing the group
acquiring attitudes and sensitivities related to pa. i 'forming In groups as de-
scribed above,
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--The Impact of an Expanding I.E. Program on the
Komprehensive High School Program
aargene Brady

Several factors have given impetus to the need to re-evaluate the position of indus-
ritrial education (I.E.) in the curriculum of a comprehensive high school. Students graduat-

ing froM high school today are faced with an uncertain employment and economic situa-
tion., The economy is beset by a serious inflation problem, yet we have one of the highest
unemployment problems in our nation's history. The time-honored method of a college
.ettncation as a means of upward mobility no longer provides assurance of job security.
!Se potential lifetime earning capacity of a skilled worker is approaching that of a college

L'-graduate, and the skilled worker is often more readily employable. All of these factors
p!sre-eausing students to have increased interest in industrial education.

The concept that students should have a saleable skill is not necessarily new. The
t!,!,vocatIonal programs developed under the Smith Hughes Act, a limited number of technical

high schools and the emergence of area trade schools are all based on this precept. Yet
,._pociety has given more than token support to these programs only within the past 15

rs. As a result, only a few individuals and companies have been willing to accept the
that the development of one's skills alone, or in combination with academic training,

,,was a desirable goal. ,r This changing concep, 3f education has had an.important impact upon the I.E. pro-
W.:gram. No longer does tl.c I.E. classroom serve as a holding room for the unmotivated,

t0e academically untalented, or students with disciplinary problems. Granted, some of
4!fliase are still found in thL I E classrooms but they have been joined by a more repre-

entative S'ample of the high ;c1;ool population.
Nor is the I.E. program devoted to turning out lamps, cribbage boards, and book-

-:cases. These activities are not inherently bad. There well may be a need for traditional
woodworking classes in the curriculum, but there is also a need for a curriculum in which

,.. students have an opportunity to develop saleable skills. This includes accepting the
F-responsibilities associated with holding a full-time job and to understand the functioning
of our industrial world.

, These are educational experiences that only a few years ago seemed unattainable
except in the most sophisticated of the vocational schools. Fortunately, they do not have
to be. By careful planning and by utilization of school and community resources, a school

I can develop a more comprehensive approach to industrial education.
I would like to cite the industrial education program at Perry High School as an

example of a skill-centered program in a small high school, not that this program is
tiwithout flaws, nor that it should be replicated by other schools, but with the hope that
Locher schools will analyze their own resources and develop a program that meets their
rown needs.

A brief review of the community and the school may provide some background for
'this presentation. Perry is a small rural-oriented city of approximately 7,000 people.
Jt-is situated approximately 40 miles northwestof Des Moines in a rich agriculrural area.

-,its main industries are agriculturally related, die major employers being Oscar Meyer
Prork Processing Plant, Osmundson Foundry, Wiese Foundry, and the Milwaukee Railroad .

addition, there are the numerous small businesses typically found in a city of this
description. As might be expected, the citizens of the area are middle class with a tra-

'ditional middle-class value system.
_.
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Perry 1110 School is composed of grades 0-12, with .1 student population in approxi-
mately 6.:10 students. There are 41 full-rime pt-ofessum.11 sein members, 'Yer the past
six years the eurneilliliti 11.1,, until oxa ,,vn ciireently 12s emirses available to
the students.

In order to provide this variety of classes, the high school operates on a trimester
schedule. Foch trimester is composed of 60 days, and eiteli slay is divided into 7 periods
of 52 minuws each, \shit, :in instructor can elect to have classes that last 12, 24, or 36
weeks, the majority of classes follow a 12-week pattern. Normally a class meets for
52 rninutes, 5 days a week. However, with the 1.1. program some modifications have been
made. The automobile mechanics courses .and the building trade eourses meet for 104
minutes 2 days a week and 1 Jaya week tor 52 minutes. students in the on-the-job train-
ing have either 2 or 3 periods each day in Which they work outside of the building. Some
work considerably more hours than this, either before or after school,

A visit to our school would reveal a typical Iowa student body. I,ast year (10773) about
35 percent of the students continued their education at a tour-vca r institution, .Another
15-20 percent CrIrollud in some typo of trade school. 'Fliese figures down about 1.0-15
percent from 10 ye:irs .igo, a decline that is en3racteristic of the nothm a, a whol,. Tmo
means that about 45-50 percent of thestudents entered the job market or military service
upon completion of their high school eareer. Out nuire importantly, it means that these

0students became a part of the labor torce equip nly with the skills they have learned
at home, in school, or through other randomly- related experienees. It was with this group
in mind that the modifications in the LE_ program were begun. As the program has de-
veloped it has become apparent that the impact has been felt a much wider segment of
our school population.

Six factors have had an influence upon this program and indirectly upon the total
acadonie program at Perry iligh School:

1. the direction and scope of the 1.d.. curriculum
2. staff requirements
3, graduation requirements
4, student enrollment

Impact of the LE. program on the other departments
6. student retention rate
In Pl65, the Perry 1,1:, department was comprised of one full-time instructor and a

second instructor who WIL4 shared with the art department and the junior high school LE.
department, (lasses were held in a shop oren [floated in the junior high school. Every
student carolled in the program was bused from the high school to the junior high school
six blocks away. Busing, teaching and clean-up was .wcomplished in a 56-minute time
block. The curriculum might, at the best, be describe,' as exploratory in nature. II:ourse
offerings were limited to Orafting I and U. Metals I and U. Vsoods 1 and It and General
Shop, The duration of each course is two senwsters.

The commitment to skill development was limited. liurnat, the loris school year,
only 86 and 83 students were scheduled for first and second semesters, respectively.
Nevertheless, the program was certainly comparoble in scope and caliber to programs
in schools of similar size.

A decision 1.i:its made to changethe program from an exploratory to a skill-centered
program. Further, it was decided that the student should be provided an opportunity for
on-the-job training (OJT), The progriim and the curriculum developed within these guide-
lines. It is doubtful if anyone in 1065 fully envisioned the ,nr,nx,vrrirumm that is pres-
ently being offered.

The current 1.P. curriculum can be perceived as functioning at three levels: general
exploratory, skill development and on-the-job training.

The exploratory courses are designed to acquaint the student with a general area of
industrial education, These courses provide basic skills: of equal importance, they pro-
vide students with on opportunity to match their interests, abilities and aptitudes with a
particular field. Presently, there are seven exploratory courses being offered. (See
Table 1)

Many of the students who enroll find that the exploratory courses do not provide them
with the depth of understanding they desire. Consequently, they select one or more skill
development courses. These courses place a high degree of emphasis on developing a
thorough understanding of the area as well as developing the necessary manipulative
skills. A list of these courses is provided in 'I'able 2,
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Table 1. Ex loratory Courses Offered in 1975-1976
Duration in

Cwrse Topic Trimesters

Power Mechanics Basic principles of power production

Intro to Auto Mechanics Operation of motors, minor service, 1

basic systems

Metals I Bench metals and use of necessary hand tools

Foundry Making of patterns, castings and the types 1

of metals used

Farm Mechanics Basic repair and services used in farming 1

Home Mechanics Small appliance repair, home maintenance, 1

refinishing

Practical application of Math to LE. 1

5ituati on s
Industrial Math

Table 2. Skill-Cen red Courses Offered in 1975-1976

Course

Drafting I

Drafting ft

Drafting III

Drafting IV

Building Trades

Power Transmission

Auto Mach I

Auto Mech II - -

Auto III

Auto IV

Electriciry

Metols II

Metals III

Welding

Machine Shop

Duration in
Topic Trimesters

basic drafting techniques, lettering, and
use of instruments

pictorial representation, section developments, 1

revolutions and intersections

engineering graphics

architectural drawing 3

masonry construction, mechanical construction, 3

framing and actual building construction

power transmission: mechanical, hydraulic and 1

pneumatic operations

theory of operation, overhaul and service 1

transmission, braking, steering 1

tuneups, air conditioning, exhaust system

electrical and Fuel systems 1

basic laws of electricity, magnetism, generators, 3

motors and wiring

sheet metal, wrought iron

advanced foundry, axyacetylene welding

basic techniques of welding

introduction to the tool and die field

3

In a survey, Mood of Youth Notes, conducted by Hereff Jones, 95.5 perce,It of the
tudents 18 and over felt that work experiences were an important aspect of their educa-

n. This trend is evident in Perry High School. Of the 154 seniors, 61.2 percent are
Lnvolved in some phase of OJT. Of these, 35.7 percent are in T & 1, 18.2 percent in D.E.
and 7.3 percent in O.E.

The growth of the OJT phase of the I.E. program has occurred at a rate exceeding
the staff's highest expectations. From a very humble beginning in 1966, the program has
continued to grow to its prosearlovel. There seems to be some evidence that the program

now stabilizing, and current enrollment will remain relatively static.
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As the program developed, it became evident that there was a need to provide Job
experience in health-related areaA. While these types of experiences do not relate directly
to 1.F., it was felt that the -1' & 1 program was the most logical area to place these stu-
dents. As a result, a separate related class was designed for these students.

A city the size of Perry does not have a ready-made set of training stations. These
stations develop only by careful analysis of the potential stations and a large amount of
public relations. To a degree, the skill areas of the curriculum must be directed toward
the needs of these training stations. It can be argued that this is a provincial attitude,
that students do not remain in the immediate vicinity of where they take their training
and that a school should provide students with more global skills.

Had the department accepted thk premise, the program would never have been con=
sidered, much less implemented. The wide variety of skilled Jobs associated with a
metropolitan area are not available in a city of 7,000. The questions then become: Is
some type of skill development better than none at all? Can skills developed in one area
be readily transferred to a second area? Can an understanding of industry be gained in
a community with a limited number of quality training stations? The answer to ail three
questions seems to be yes.

Follow-up studies have been conducted by 1%.1 r. Tom South, coordinator of the T & I
program. These studies indicate that the skills and training gained within the program
have been of value to students in later life. From September 1965 to May 1976, 381 stu-
dents have been enrolled in the T & I program. Of these 381 students, 92 percent are
currently employed, in service, or are enrolled in some phase of post-secondary educa-
tion. More specifically, 74 percent are employed in a trade and industry-related field.
But of particular interest to the Perry program. 50 percent of the students have remained
in the type of trade in which they were originally placed. Based on this survey, the T & I
program would appear to be meeting a training need within the community and, at the
same time, preparing students with a saleable skill.

There are valuable training stations in a town of this size. By careful selection and
a high degree of cooperation between school and training stations, a meaningful work
experience can be developed for high school students.

Involvement of this many students in OJT does not occur without some problems
arising. These problems not only affect the individual student and the T I program, but
they have ramifications for the entire school. These problems can be categorized as
follows:

1. The school becomes ad employment agency
It is not possible to ascertain fully the motiv s of a student entering the program.

However, several pro rutions are taken to insure that a student warrants placement in
the program. During the student's Junior,year, each one undergoes a preliminary screen-
ing. This screening attempts to identify the student's future goals and the reason for
seeking vocational training. After the preliminary screening, each student must be
interviewed by the prospective employer. Here the student is brought face to face with
the realities of what the Job will entail. Either the employer or the student may decide
that the placement is not desirable.

Finally, each student is placed on a three-week probationary period. Again, if
either the student or the employer feels the placement is wrong, the student will be re-
moved from the job.
2. A regular class cannot comiete with a class that a a at least minimum wa e

A variety of factors interact to make OJT attractive! The freedom to leave the
building, an opportunity to participate in productive work and, last but not least, financial
reward. In many cascs, students will rearrange their schedules or drop classes that are
of importance to future vocational classes. But this is true of students who are riot en-
rolled in OJT and who have open campus. In the past year there have been some indica-
tions that students are doing a better Job of class selection. More seniors are opting
for five classes, many of which are college preparatory. The trend seems to be toward
a combination of academic and vocational classes that provides balance between the tra-
ditional high school courses and work experience.

3. E s become de.endent u vocational trainees
S9me employers come E0 view the trainee as an integral part of their establishment.

To dt,large extent, this is good. Vet in some cases it has posed a problem when the
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employer wants to take the student out of the regular classroom for additional work.
Cooperation between school and the employers, plus a little public relations work on the
part of the coordinator, has reduced this to a minimal problem.
.4. Students s end too much time at their trainin stations

To qualify under the national program, students must work 13 hours per week. Stu-
dents involved in the T & I program work an average of 25 hours a week, with 8 students
working a 40-hour week. The 15-hour minimum does not pose any serious problems for
the school or the student. However, as the number of hours worked goes up, the problems
inCrease proportionately. Increased time on the Job means less study time, less rime
for involvement in activities and, at the 40-hour level, a noticeable lessening of the stu-
dent's vitality. It may be that a maximum as well as a minimum number of hours a
student call work should be set.
5. On-the-Job training_interfers with school activities

Students involved in OJT sometimes find it difficult to be involved in extracurricular
activities. The student who wishes to work four or more hours each day and carry three
additional courses may find it difficult E0 work in band and/or choir. Athletics may be
omitted because students feel rushed for time. Nevertheless, this is a problem that can
be solved. Students in T & I can be placed either in the morning or afternoon, depending
on the activity in which they desire to participate. In most cases, employers have been
willing to schedule around these activities. In those cases where the student has opted
not to participate, OJT has served as the excuse; but it is not necessarily the cause.

How serious these problems are and to whatdegree they diminish the school program
is largely determined by the philosophy of the individual. How one perceives the function
of the school and what one considers to be of educational value becomes the yardstick for
measuring the merits of the program. Little or no criticism has been leveled at the ex-
ploratory or skill-centered courses, and as the OJT program has become better estab-
lished, criticism in this area has diminished.

To a large extent the curriculum reflects the philosophy and the competency of the
staff. If the goal of the department is skill development, then it is imperative that the
staff members have the ability to teach these particular skills. Thus, to have a skill-
oriented curriculum it is necessary, through selective hiring, to bring together a staff
that has the needed competencies.

Two factors, training and experience, interact to bring about this competency.
Our experience has been that the practical experience or the knowledge gained from

short courses sponsored by commercial companies has been, in many cases, of equal or
greater value than the academic courses offered by the four-year institutions. Much of
this training has occurred without it being recognized by the Perry School System, at
least in terms of the salary schedule, or the state in teems of certification renewal. If
a school is committed to the philosophy that vocational training is worthwhile for students
and that meaningful education can occur outside the schoolroom, then it would seem to
follow that some type of credit should be provided to the staff for work experience.

If the type of program at Perry becomes more common, then the colleges will have
to look more closely at the type of learning activities which they offer.

A program is no more successful than the degree tO %Stith it meets the needs of
students. If our I.E. program was to be successful, there was a need to have students
enrolled in the various courses. In view of the fact that all of the I.E. courses are elec-
tive, some provisions had to be made to allow students to enroll in them. This was
accomplished by reducing the specified number of courses for a student to graduate. The
difference between 1965 and 1976 is illustrated in Table 3.

The English and social studies requirement was originally reduced to 6 trimesters
each. Because of the concern over student achievement, the number of courses needed
for graduation has been increased. This is a nadonal trend, and indications are that it
may well continue. If it does. the I.E. program may again be pressed to attract students.
At the present time this does not seem to be a problem at Perry.

As graduation requirements have increased, the enrollment in I.E. courses has re-
mained relatively constant. Students have elected to take more courses rather than to

;. drop elective courses in the I.E. field. This seems to be a desirable trend. Certainly,
P. che number of required courses must be kept at a reasonable number. There Is a need

-for a balance betwL :he academic courses and the skill courses. The question becomes:
Where is the balanLing point? This must be answered by each individual school system.
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Table 3. A Comporison of Courses Needed for Graduation

Deportment 1965 1976 _
Science 6 trimesters1 3 trimesters

Mothernotics 6 trimesters 3 trimesters

English 9 trimesters 8 trimesters

Sociol Studies 9 ti imesters

Total 30 trimesters

8 trimesters

22 trimesters

1Perry High School is currently operating on trimeiter plon
consisting of three 12-week periods. All ccoporisons have
been mode as if the school were operating on the trimester
basis.

Table 4. Enrollment by Trimester in I.E. Classe51

First Trimester 393

Second Trimester 316

Third Trimester 327

1Each student enrolled in on I.E. alms is counted
as an enrollee. Thus, a student enrolled in two
classes is counted os two enrollments.

How has the increased number of students in 1.1. affected other departments? Ini-
tially, students seemed to take one of two routes. They were either vocational students
or college prep students. Consequently, there was considerable competition for students,
particularly between the on-the-job training programs and the senior-level college pre-
paratory courses. This competition has had some beneficial aspects. Many of the aca-
demic and vocational courses have been revised. Class materials and teaching methods
have been updated and are more meaningful.

Secondly, there has been a change in course selection. Students are taking more of
their academic courses early in their high school careers. The tendency to rake a full
load of college preparatory classes the senior year has been replaced by the work experi-
ence classes. But more importantly there has been a merging of the academic and skill-
oriented courses. Students who fully intend on following a college career are enrolling
in the I.E. courses. This is especially true if the courses are related to their college
interests. More and more students who have college aspirations are electing to participate
in the on-the-job training students have shown that it is possible to select the best of
both areas successfully.

Student dropout is consistendy cited cis one of the major problems facing schools
today. A dropout -rara -as high as 24 percent in metropolitan areas is not uncommon.
Factors such as boredom lack of course relevancy and need for a job are reasons given
try many of these dropouts.

The LE. program should not be conceived of as a dropout prevention program.
Nevertheless, it has been part of our curriculum which has helped retain students who
were potential dropouts. The greatest number of drc )3uts at Perry occur during the
freshman and sophomore years. These students are characterized by a lack of interest
in school activity, a lack of commitment to any future goal, and a weak background in the
academic subjects.

In some cases, this has been compounded by a lack of parental concern for the stu-
dent's progress. These students seem to respond positively to the concrete, hands-on
learning experiences utilized in the industrial arts program. The fact that the program
provides a direction and structure for the entire four years also appears to appeal to
these students. In general, as they progress through the program they develop a more
positive attitude toward the program and the school. This is often reflected in greater
success in other areas.
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For those schools which might he come plating implementing such a program, I
would make the following suggestions:

1. The curriculum should offer the students an opportuni ty to choose from a wide range of skill
courses. These might include such areas as electricity, plumbing, hewing, air cunditicomg,
brick laying, or any other industrial area which requires some degree of apprenticeship.

2. On-the-job training sites should be carefully chosen with emphasis on quality learning ex-
perience of work available, rather than quantity. Jab descriptions, cooperatively developed
by the coordinator and the empIoyer, should be one of the first priorities. This would allow
a better matching of the student's interests and aptitudes and the learning experiences
associated with the job.

3. Consideration should be given to coordinating the program with existing vocational training
programs in the area. There seems to be little research relating to the question of where at
what time a particular skill can be taught most effectively.

4. The implementation of a progrom of this type is costly compared to the more traditional
secondary programs. We have been fortunate to have the support of the industrial plants
located in Perry. As a result, they have provided sane equipment that might not have been
available if the school had been required to make the purchases at the inception of the
program.

5. Finally, I think there is a need to sequence carefully the types of learning activities that
are developed for the students. As the skill courses become more complex, there is a danger
that they will become more abstract. It may be well to match student maturation with the
complexity of the learning skill being developed.

In retrospect, the LE. program has provided a successful learning environment for
a significant segment of our students. The combination of work experiences and skill
development has been successful in our school through the efforts of the I I ,tff and the
cooperation of the community.

Dr. Brady is Principal, Perry Community High Schooi Perry, I

A Continuum of Objectives: The Way to More Systematic
,Instruction
Michael J. Dyrenfurth

Prior to the disclosure of this p entation's basic premise, it will be necessary to
Outline the following precepts:

1. All programs subsumed by the term industrial education have an identifiable slate
of major goals.

2. An educational system (you may substitute program or course if you wish) neces-
sarily consists of a set of sequential teacher activities that coincide to some
degree with a set of student experiences.

3. Since our focus is on the formal and intended aspect of education and since educa-
tion should be additive at the very least and preferably synergistic, it necessarily
follows that the best possible outcome of a program or course is at least equal to
the sum of the individua? student experiences in that program or course.

4. A corollary of #3 is that, serendipity not withstanding, it would be useless to
expect students to achieve objectives not built into a program or course.

This brings us to the basic premise of this presentation. The sum of the activities,
and the objectives attained thereby, that students encounter in their industrial arts classes
tnically do not add up to the goals ascribed to the program. In simpler words, it is the
author's contention that many teachers of industrial arts are failing to achieve the program
goals that they claim to address.
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POSSIBLE CAUSES

Uric possible reason foi the iti thin charikaerwed he rho fund Ill Cum-
temporary industrial art pi.ii;tioc. I he j !!, por.,iinal observations. resulting
from a wide variety of student-teaching supervision assignments, suggest rather force-
fully that industrial arts instructors frequent,' y select ai;tivities on the basis of one or
more of the followin. categories of expedience. Note that mine ia the dareirors are
considered sufficient in and of themselves,

I, Convenience: A teacher assiigns an it! tiit Ut at's L it for Ut, itt _n situation ex-
isting at that time.

e,g,: Paint the laboratory! type! Dna chore for te teacher!
2. Necess Something thzit, !while typically the teacher's responsibility, is

assigned to .t .1-41,11,11211t who accepN ir because the instrucnir is per-
ceived as :in authority figure.

e.g. these purehae orders by date of issuance! Pick up these sup-
plies for me! Pd like you to ropair this madlitne for me. I:tc...
An instructor assigns a student some work that directly benefits
someone else, typically :in administrator or other faculty member,
mons,. than the student.

e.g.: Please fix this drawer for de principai ! set ap this poster on the
sign press, the band needs Fitt() by tonight! Vte....

Now while many more categories of faulty reasons for selecting i-audent exp' nienues
will certainly ciimo to mind, the following point has hopefully been mAtle:

The path of least resistance is a cottlinon way of d iding what activities industrial arts tudents
experience.

Undoubi lv by now the defense mochanism f th ijir t_ marshalling, To be
sure, it is possible that desirable learning expel-len_ from tho three listed
causes, But., the last time you used one of these ai ivity seleetion devices, can you be
intellectually and professionally hottest and state crityorteally that student achievement
of course program objectives was tho PKINI ARV reason for assigning Me activity in
question'?

Another c-nntnibutnr ciuil,e tor the premise% and perhaps one that is more palatable
than the previous notion, may be found in the lack of precision with which we state oUr
objectives, To make this point, I s ill paraphrase :in observation by Popham (I) as forlows:

Industrial arts instructors may ascribe "professional and eminently worthwhile objectives" to
their course (such as: To introduce a student to the three major clusters of industrial technology,
or perhaps to instill appreciation of craftsmanship) Yet beneath such facades of profundity,
many teachers are aiming ot extremely tri k ;rids of punll behavinr changes.

A paper describing the [valuation for In I yidualized Instruction Project (2) also
addresses itself to the problem caused by the lack of specificity in goal statements.

The vagueness of our goals often promise the idea that "anything goes." Without a guiding
beacon many classrooms become activity-c :ered rather than ponl-oriented, One educator
recently compared the all-too-typical classroom with Henry Ford's observation concerning
history. He defined history as, "One damned th;ng after another." 15 th;5 true of the succession
of activities within our classrooms? Does the teacher really know the educational purpose of
each activity? Perhaps even more importantly, do the children know the purpose?

Briefly then, this second possible cause for the premise tnay he summarized as
follows:

I. Teacher-selected activities do not add up to achieve the desired objectives because the
lock of detail in the statement of course goals allowed selection of trivial activities.

2. The lack of specificity in our statement of objectives, when combined with the activity-
centered perspective so crucial to industrial education, simply causes selection of activity
for activity's sake. This i5 best exemplified by the "Keep them busy' attitude!
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THE CONTINUUM OF OBJECTIVES: A CONSTRUCTIVE APPROACH
The situation described in the previous section and the premise it originated may be

addressed in several ways, only One of which will be detailed here. It is the author's
position that a continuum of objectives will tend to prevent poor curricular decisions, :it
least those due to expedience and ambiguity.

WHAT IS THE CONTINUUM OF OBJECTIVES?
Simply stated, a continuum of objectives is merely the product of an instructor's

interpretation of course goals. Furthermore, it is a graphic representation of the link
; between program goals and specific behavioral objectives.

In its simplest form, a continuum of objectives involves the listih of program goals
at the left of a page with a decision-tree type of network branching out from each goal
in a pattern of ever-increasing specificity. Only broad program goals are listed at the
left These goals are viewed by ciirriculum designers and/or instructors in a particular
light specific to the local situation and perspective. This has the effect of allowing pro-
gram goals to be locally interpreted by instructional planners with their particular con-

- ceptual framework or mind set. The result is a set of general objectives for the local
programs.

Once the general objectives are stated, each is further delineated by identifying a
number of intermediate objectives, until the desired specificity is attained. Contemporary
systems theory suggests that the required precision demands the identification of the
entire set, or a significant and representative sample thereof, of behavioral objectives
attributable to each program goal.

This systematic approach requires the eventual, but certainly pre-instruction, speci-
Mallon of one or more alternate learning activities by which it is anticipated the student
will attain each behavioral objective.

'EFFECT ON THE QUALITY OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS INSTRUCTION
The following listed benefits are claimed to resultdireetly from the development and

use of a continuum as described. While some attributes will undoubtedly be obvious from
the initial definition of the continuum, others may require quick reference to the next
section (describing the continuum building process) before becoming crystalized.

I. To insure comprehensiveness: By forming definitions of each larger goal/objec-
dve, the use of the continuum guards against the omission of any significant por-
tion of a goal.

2. To facilitate logical structuring of objectives and activities: The extrapolation
process directly assigns one or more specific objectives to a single larger, more
comprehensive objective.

3. To eliminate initial planning errors: As the continuum evolves, initial classifica-
tion errors become obvious duc to repetition andjor absurdness of the behavioral
objectives.

4. To facilitate communication of intent: The graphic form of detailing allo stu-

dents faculty, and administrators to see all individual activities and their con-
tribution toward achievement of over-all program objectives.

S. To facilitate the individualization of instruction: By detailing individual behavioral
objectives free from methodological considerations, and in advance of instruction,
the teacher is allowed to concentrate on the selection of appropriate delivery sys-
tems and activities most suited to each student.

6. To facilitate evaluation: Evaluations keyed to one or more specific behavioral
objectives are easily assigned, and those objectives not addressed arc self-
evident. Subsequent evaluations are then targeted on thc remaining objectives.

7. To facilitate motivation: By demonstrating the significance, in the light of over-
all program goals, of each behavioral objective and activity, the necessary per-
ceived purpose is created more easily.

HOW DOES ONE DEVELOP A CONTINUUM OF OBJECTIVES?

The continuum is a graphic illustration of the links and, more importantly, the logic
extending from loosely stated program goals and the necessary specific behavioral
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objectives and their attcildant learning lLtIVltI In all c3z40:,; when building a continuum,
the procedure is to:

I. Identify accepted iiid comprehensive statements ot program goals, rhese state-
ments should he plo-aed to be IS mutually (..NCItilVe J; possible,

2. Subsequently, the identified program goals !mist be interpreted in the context of
the specific local situation, This interpretation procedure translates program
goals into a set of general program objectives. He careful to note that the trans-
lation process does not permit either the omission or addition of major goals, but
rather allows a local emphasis to be applied.

3. Once general program objectives aro outlined, they must each be defined by a
series of ever more specific intermediate objectives until an inclusive set of be-
havioral statements is reached for each program Objective. This chain of ever
more specific (when progressing from left to right) statements may be arrived at
by applying one or more of the following questions ro left-positioned objectives:
A. What categories are subsumed by the item at the immediate left?
R. I low can the item at the immediate left Iv detailer
C. Flow can the left hand statement be defined'?

low eke can the left hand objective he worded?
E. What is meant by the left hand objective'?
Another important feature that contributes to the flexibility of this technique is
that the flows emanating from each of the program objectives need not have the
same number of intermediate objectives, as long as they each end in behavioral
statements,

4 e the behavioral statements have been delineatedfor each program objective's
flow, the instructor begins to apply his skills in the methodology arena by:
A, Nanning appropriate evaluative methods for each behavioral statement.
R. Setting criteria for each behavioral statement.

Outlinmg liternative learning activities by which students can achieve the re-
quired level of performance.

la, organizing the learning aetivities into a set of instructional units,

HOW DOES ONE USE THE CONTINUUM OF OBJECTIVES?
I. To plan curricula systematically.

'ro test the logic between goals and activities,
3. To communicate the content and intent of instruction to students, faculty and

administration.
4, To allow students to follo%s their progress in the light of a comprehensive per-

spective,
ro coordinate division of program activity into appropriate courses.

FOOTNOTES

1. Popham, T robing the validip,, of arguments against behavioral goals,"
Presented at the \merican bducational Research Association's annual meeting. Chicago:
Illinois, 1068. (Reprinted as (hapter in is:ashler et al.)

2. Institute for Educational Research. nchavioral objectives and test item bank,"
A paper describing the Evaluation for Individualized Instruction Project. (1400 West
Maple Avenue, Downers Orove, Illinois (iri515).

Dr. Dyrenfarth is an Associate Professor of Industrial Educorion, Montclair State College, Upper Mont-
clair, N.J.
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The Iowa Plan for Curriculum Improvement in Industrial Arts
Ronald Bro and Roger Foelske

ln spring 1973, the Executive l3oard of the Iowa lndutrial Nduc-ition Association held
a series of meetings with Iowa State Committee on Industrial Arts eacher Education for
the purpose of charting a joint effort to improve industrial arts programs in the state.
As a result of these meetings, a project proposal was drafted and submitted to the Career
Education Division of the State Department of Public instruction. Essentially, the pro-
posal called for development of a new state curriculum guide and an assessinent of further
needs regarding implementation of the guide. The project was funded and got underway
in fall 1973, and was completed in summer 1975. The needs identified in the course of
the project resulted in additional support of funding frorn the State Department to assist
in implementing the major concepts embodied in the guide. A general description of how
the guide was developed, its content and strategies for implementation are presented here.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE GUIDE
There were two principle committees involved in the development of the gu e the

Project Coi,.flittee and the Investigative Team.
The Project Committee had the major responsibility for coordinating efforts, com-

piling information, editing materials and determining the final format. Its membership
represented industrial arts teachers on the elementary, junior high and senior high school
levels, as well as industrial arts supervisors, teacher educators and consultants. The
co-directors of the Project Committee were Barry DuVall from lowa State University
and Ronald Bro from the University of Northern Iowa.

The Investigative Team consisted of 16 industrial arts teachers from the public
schools who were presently teaching the types of offerings to be included in the guide.
The team was selected by the Project Committee after the basic rationale, content or-
ganizers and general format had been determined. The Investigative Team v..as responsi-
ble for supplying suggested performance objectives, learning activities, and resource
lists for the specified offerings.

All tasks to be performed in developing the guide were identified and scheduled in
PERT form. The PERT chart was a valuable instrument for directing the efforts of the
task force. Major tasks included review of literature on innovative curricula, recently
developed guides from other states, and professional association publications. Some of
the items which were especially helpful are cited in the reference section of this paper.
Other functions included consultation with resource personnel associated with innovative
approaches to teaching industrial arts.

The draft copy was mailed to over 50 industrial arts teachers, teacher educators
and industrial personnel in Iowa and surrounding states for evaluation. The feedback from

-these sources served as a basis for revision and development of the final draft. AC this
point a technical illustrator was employed to design the layout, make illustrations and
develop the camera-ready copy.

OVERVIEW OF THE GUIDE
The guide is a framework for local curriculum improvement and thus avoids pre-

IserIbing specific content and methodology. It gives the practicing industrial arts teacher
the freedom and flexibility to innovate and develop unique approaches for a particular
locale.

The definition of industrial arts in the guide is consistent with federal vocational
legislation regarding the eligibility of industrial arts for funding as an exploratory pro-
gram.

Industrial arts is that field which provides opportunities for all oudents from elementary through
higher education to develop an understanding about the technical, consumer, occupational,
recreational, organizational, managerial, social, historical and cultural aspects of industry and
technology. Furthermore, it is a field wherein students acquire industrial-technical knowledge
and competencies through creative and problem-solving learning experiences involving such
activities as experimenting, planning, designing, constructing, evaluating and using tools,
machines, materials and processes. (4, p. 1)
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A fundamental premise of the guide is that industrial Arts should draw its content
from industrial technology. Tlw basis for this premise is that industry and technology
are generic terms and arc interdisciplinary. To structure nn educational program for
Industrial arts, it Is necessary to Identify the segments of industry and technology which
are operationally appropriate for this subject matter fit ld. l'hc operarion,i1 definition of
industrial technology is:

.the systematized knowledge derived from the nature, rhe principles and proctcei, the

products, the services and energies employed by industry. (6)

Another basic premise of the guide is that while industry consists of many sub-
systems, the major (dominant) systems of industry are communications, production and
energy.

Two general goals were recognized as heing appropriate for the entire K-12 indus-
trial arts program. Tht..se goals are inter-related and provide unique Opportunities for
students to learn about industry, its occupations and associated technologies.

Sub-goals were also identified for the operational levels of elementary, junior high
and senior high. These goals describe the functions of industrial arts at the various
grade levels. They are classified under categories of career and industrial-technological.
Examples of expected outcomes are presented for i.ach of the operational level goals.
For example, an industrial-technological goal on the junior high school level is to de-
velop knowledge of the basic elements of an industrial enterprise.

An example of an expected outcome for this goal is:

As a result of learning experiences on the junior high school level, the student will be able to
develop a line and ooff organiiational structure that might be used ro staff a student-run indus-
trial enterprise.

The K-I2 curriculum is based upon the pyramid concept, beginning with very broad
experienkies on the elementary level. At the junior and senior high school levels, the
planned program narrows in scope consistent with the general maturation levels of stu-
dents, The program is designed to develop career and industrial-technological aware-
ness, insights, self-concepts, exploration and sonic degree of specialization.

At the elementary level the learning experiences in communication, production and
energy systems are primarily correlated with other subject areas. At the junior high
level courses are designed to enable the student to explore specific clusters within the
basic systems. There are four cluster exploration courses recommended in the guide.
They are graphic communications, manufacturing, construction and energy and power. At
the senior high level . courses pertaining to particular industrial technologies are recom-
mended. The content to be emphasized in these courses includes contemporary industrial
materials, pnicesses, organization and careers. The recommended scope and sequence
of this program is described in some detail in the guide.

A major portion of the guide is devoted to selected student competencies and sample
learning activities for each of the program offerings. The competencies describe the
knowledge, skills and attitudes which students should be able to exhibit upon completion
of the course or offering. The suggested learning activities provide the student with
opportunities to practice the kind of behavior implied by the associated competency. The
intent was to provide teachers with an idea bank, rather than an exhaustive list of learn-
ing activities. The competencies and learning activities are classified under cognitive,
psycho-motor and affective domains.

The guide also contains a description of selected methods and approaches. Those
recommended for certain programs in the guide include role playing, the group project,
conceptual learning, the enterprise method, the seminar, individualized instruction and
community resources. A fairly extensive list of instructional resources is also provided.

To assist teachers in developing curriculum, a model procedure was presented.
Four phases of curriculum development are discussed in some detail. Phase I involves
establishing a rationale for industrial arts in the total school system. Phase II concerns
establishing a basis for the program on a particular Operational level. In Phase III the
process for developing a scope and sequence of courses is described, The actual prepara-
tion of teaching plans and strategies is described in Phase IV. Reference was made to
particular sections of the guide which may be of assistance in the various phases of cur-
riculum development.
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This completes the ovcriew of The Iowa Guide_for Curriculum Inlprovernent in In-
dustrial Arts, K-12. The strategies for implementing the guide are described in the
remainder of-this article.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE STRATEGY

The project proposal called for an assessment of further needs regarding tho imple-
mentation of curriculum improvement, as well as the development of a new state curricu-
lum guide. As a result of the assessment, the Project COMMittee determined that if the
practitioners were to be successful in implementing the concepts and methodology pre-
sented in the guide, inservice (staff development) should accommodate the disseminafion
of the guide and the development of additional curriculum material would be necessary.

A series of meetings were held in the summer of 1975 with representatives of the
Project Committee, the Iowa State Committee for Industrial Arts Teacher Education, the
Iowa Industrial Education Association and the Department of Public Instruction for pur-
poses of jointly charting a master plan that would meet the needs assessed by the Project
Committee to insure that he guide and its concepts would be implemented into local edu-
cational programs.

As a result of these meetings, a cadre was appointed and funded to develop and im-
plement a staff development (inservice) system that promoted the concepts of the Indus-
trial Arts Guide and provided assistance to the staff of local educational agencies in In-
corporating these concepts in the planned educational experiences for srudents. The
cadre's membership consists of eight industrial arts educators representing junior and
senior high school instructors, program supervisors, teacher educators, and arca and
state curriculum consultants. The co-directors of the cadre are Ronald Eiro from the
Uniwrsity of Northern Iowa and Roger Poelske from the Iowa State Department of Public
Instruction.

Since the guide provided a framework and direction for local curriculum development,
it was recognized that change would be an evolutionary process involving acceptance and
extensive efforts on the part of industrial arts teachers and their administrators.

It was conceded that change would not occur in a revolutionary manner. The accept-
ance and implementation of the concepts by local instructors and administrators would
likely occur only after they had progressed through various developmental stages. To
assist the cadre in constructing a staff development system, a model for implementing
changes was designed after researching various strategies for adopting innovations.
Rogers' model of five mental phases that an individual experiences in adopting an inno-
vation was found to be of great assistance.

Rogers Five-Step Process in Adopting Inno t 7

I. Awarenessuser learns of existence of the innovation.
2. Interestuser develops an interest in the innovation.
3. Evaluationuser makes mental application of the innovation

and decides to try it.
4. Trialuser tries the innovotion on a small scale.
5. Adoptionuser tries the innovation on a full scale.

The model which the cadre developed differed from the Rogers model only in that
the five stages were reduced to four by including evaluation as part of each phase.

OVERVIEW OF THE STAFF DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

Phase I Awareness
The awareness phase of the staff development system was to provide practitioners

With an opportunity to learn of the development of the guide, its concepts, and of the new
directions being pursued.

This phase was succeesfu'ly accomplished during the 1974-1975 school year, prior
to the completion of the guide, through presentations by Project Committee members at
four state-wide industrial arts meetings. In these presentations, participants were given
an overview of the present status of the guide and an introduction to the major concepts
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and directions being pursued. They were given opportunity for input through discussion
periods following each presentation.

Phase II Orientation and Dissemination
The orientation and dissemination phase of the staff duve1.9n was to pro-

vide participants with an understanding of concepts, methodology p! _uted in the guide,
and its implication for local industrial arts curricula. _The purpose of this phase was
also to generate interest in curriculum change on the behalrof local practitioners,

To accomplish this, the cadre designed and developed a multi-media workshop that
is currently being presented by Area Education .Agency (AEA) temns to industrial arts
teachers and administrators in various geographical areas of the state. The workshops
focus On the following major factors: The need for change, an analysis of the concepts
presented in the guide; a tapeislide presentation of possible learning activities; the dis-
semination of the guide, the use of the guide in local curriculum planning; and an over-
view of future activities being planned to assist in its implementation.

Phase III Development and Preparation
The cadre is presently developing Phase ill. The nucleus of this phase is a series of

institutes conducted by the industrial teacher education institutions. These institutes will
be held in the cluster areas of graphic communications, energy avid power and production.
Their purpose will be development of instructional competencies, preparation of teaching
materials, and desiguing of student learning activities needed to facilitate implementation
of the recommended program offerings and methodology.

The institutes will be for practicing industrial arts teachers and will consist of two
summer sessions and an academic school year. The first summer will he devoted to
competency development and preparation of instructional materials. [hiring the follow-
ing academic year, the instructional materials will be field tested by the participants in
their local schools. The final summer session will involve evaluation, refinement and
publication of selected instructional materials.

Also during this phase, the Area Education Agencies will facilitate inservices for
industrial arts teachers in their 41 rcns. To assist the .\1 '.A. a series of one-day inservice
workshops are planned and presented by institute participants, and their coordinators
will be available.

Phase IV Trial and Adoption
It is anticipated that local industrial a eachers will try the concepts on a small

scale perhaps within the confines of an existing course. Later, if their previous experi-
ences vere satisfying, they would implement on a broader scaleperhaps by complete
course revision and sequences until complete adoption has taken place.

To facilitate this phase, model programs of successful programs will be identified.
The previously developed instructional materials and learning activities will also,.be
available by this time for state-widedistribution. Consultative assistance will be provided
to assist and reinforce the instructors as they begin to implement their curriculum
changes.

OVERVIEW OF STAFF DEVELOPMENT DELIVERY SYSTEM

Since participation of nearly all of Iowa's industrial arts instructors was considered
vital to the implementation task, it was necessary to design a delivery system that would
allow flexibility to meet local needs; be geographically convenient to local educational
agencies; and involve the practitioners in the implementation process. The delivery
system that was designed incorporated a multiplier effect conducted through 15 AEA's.
One of the purposes of these agencies is to provide educational services to local schools
for their observations.

This system provides for three levels of activities, with each level being responsible
for the needs of the succeeding level. The first level is the state cadre which is re-
sponsible for determining state-wide needs, dewlopment of needed resources, and pro-
viding the Ar 1 level with inservice training and resources. The AEA level is composed
a 15 teams (one for each :VA) consisting of two industrial arts instructors (presentors)
and one AEA consultant (facilitator). The AEA level is responsible for assessing the
needs of its arca and supplying this information to the cadre level, participating in the
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cadre training sessions, andplanning and condacting inservice activities for local teachers
within the area. The thirdlevel of the system consists of local education agencies (LEA's
including industrial arts teachers and supportive personnel). This is the target group
toward which the total implementation process is being directed.

This completes the overview of Iowa's plan for curriculuin improvement in industrial
arts, K-12. Further information about any phase of the plan or more details about any of
the concepts may be obtained by writing to Ronald Bro or Roger Foelske.
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Development and ImpIementation of a Coordinated
Program of Industrial Arts and Trade and Industrial
Education
Lawrence Foil)

Articulation In industrial education is an often-mentioned, seldom-realized process
which ortly in recent years has received a performance challenge. Personnel within the
respective areas with which this topic deals have long been at odds relative to the func-
tions to be served in either area. A plethora of enigmatic charges and counter charges

'has been bandied by parties involved in an effort to dispute the existence of a logical
relationship between industrial arts and trade and industrial education. Turfsrnanship
of this kind has precluded an earlier understanding and acceptance of any workable
arrangement for articulation.
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A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
Until 11-)69, these instructional compor ere nLInaIed by svparate state agenc I es,

namely the State I Vpartment of Voeritieh.-1. iticttion snci hi. State Depkirtmeni of Public
Instruction. Legislativci Mandzue :it that time merged these into a single State
Department of Education. However, the probleni still rvi:eived no intense _scrutiny until
1971. The Industrial Arts Consultant, housed N'r the 1)ivision of instruction, and the
Trade and Industrial Education Supervisor or-oted largely in contradiction of one
another, not necessarily by intent, but simply bes'airse of the nature of the funding smc-
ture in the state relative to vocational education. .2stier a great deal of discussien among
classroom teachers, teacher educators and ai.iY,iticv personnel, a model identifying the
scope, sequence and relationship of industrial editcation concepts was presented for
adoption to the State Hoard of Education.

That model, subsequently identified as Ole ansas Plan for Industrial Education,
suggests a continuum of learning expernces -which takes the student through sequential
steps of awareness, exploration, preparation a:-:(1 specialization. These steps are iden-
tified in four basic objectives, stated as follows:

I. To examine the society-industry interface and identify the components of both
detrimental and beneficial, that affect people.

2. To provide'exploreory, problem-solving exper:ences which will help the student understand
how tools are utilized as an extension of man's physical capabilities, thereby increasing his
efficiency and earning productivity.

3. To provide occupational information concerning the wide array of opportunities provided in
the world of wo, information concerning both the composition of the labor force and the
talents and abilities required by that lobar force.

4. To provide, subsequent to occupational exploration, opportunity for the development of
realistic employment skills and ultimate realization of employment goals.

These statements are ptresumed to fulfill thi b objectives of industrial arts and
trade and industrial education.

Subsequent to this re-direction, an attempt was made to identify the attitudinal and
physical roadblocks that might preclude ultimate realization of prescribed objectives.
These appeared to he many, summarized as follows:

I. An attitude among many administrators, trade level inttructors, counselors and general public
that industrial arts is busywork, a place to enroll kids who can work with their hands and not
with their heads.

2. Many industrial education programs were stale, having existed unchanged for many years and

presuming to "stick" subsequent generations with wamied-over content from the past in lieu

of contemporary industrial practices.
3. While students have generally accepter- dominant social values in the past, today's learner

chooses to challenge them. An example would be industry's pursuit of profit at the expense
of ecological imbalance, environmental Follution and diminishing natural resources. Teachers

have difficulty in accommodating this kir d of challenge.
4 Society in general and education in par.icular have been wont to categorize students accord-

ing to imposed goals rather than provi ding a diverse spectrum of information upon which stu-

dents can base well-informed and meaningful personal choices.
5 For many years teacher education institutions were reticent to take a leadership role in cur-

riculum renewal or to accommodate contemporary thought in their programs. Therefore, many
teachers were leaving those institutions ill-prepared for program development at the local

level.

Consequendy, the articulation process tie on additional freightas it gained momen-
tum. The mag,nitude of the task required that personnel in addition to state staff become
involved in developmental activities. Furthermore, funds were needed to buy essential
functions pertinent to those activities.

THE KANSAS MODEL FOR INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
The components of such a continuum are not identified without a great deal of diffi=

culty. At the time these decisions were being made, some research had been conducted
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relative to alternatives to conventional industrial arts content. Such alternatives had
reached various stages of development, from mere conceptualization to piloted, commer-
cially ready documents. The latter, referred to as the IACP materials, were studied at
length and ultimately recommended for adoption as a base for the continuum, with the
full realization that content would be taught in various ways to accommodate unique local
circumstances.

With that decision as a point of departure, further study was done relative to subse-
quent curriculum alternatives. It appeared that there was a national trend toward accept-
ance of three conceptual areas of study: Power and energy, materials and processes and
visual communications. Various authors were suggesting other alternatives, some only
subtly different and others dramatically divergent in their approach.

DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES
In late 1971, two curriculum projects were funded simultaneously, one from ESEA

funds and the other from vocational funds. Due to the emergency state of the art and
attendant efforts to meet critical curriculum needs of the time, much difficulty was en-
countered in supervision of developmental activities. In the ESEA project, identified as

Secondary Exploration of Technology- (SET), personnel from three different sized school
districts undertook the task of identifying content. An additional focus was to interpret
these concepts in light of unique school circumstances such as resources, student enroll-
ment, number of teaching personnel, and others.

The second project, referred to as "Conceptual Base for Industrial Education
(CBIE), involved 45 teachers from the immediate Wichita vicinity in an extensive work-
shop situation aimed at curriculum developmenc also for the early secondary level.
While the identified concepts were very similar, the philosophical approaches to delivery
of Instr.-talon were unique to the separate projects.

The common focus on the aforementioned concepts led to their acceptance as second
level entities in the state model for industrial education and provided two different sets
of doettiveras for local selection. The materials were used extensively in the various
project achools and revised extensively. Subsequent to the conclusion of these projects,
CBIE and SET, funding was secured for the third level curriculum study. Course mate-
rials were developed in the derivative or component areas of the level two concepts with
emphasis on specific occupational informafion. In addition to these documents, special
guidelines were developed for "Individualizing Instruction- and -Industrial Studies."
Personnel from the two projects joined forces in writing these materials. All materials
from the curriculum endeavors are now available for state-wide distribution through the
vocational curriculum laboratory at Kansas State College of Pittsburg, along with the
level four guides developed through the Mid-America Curriculum Consortium centered
in Oklahoma.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
While instructional matetial needs were being addressc--I quite adequately through

developmental projects and consortium involvement, other program needs became in-
creasingly clear. Colleges and universities in the state were working diligently E0 pro-
vide inservice activities to bring both prospective and practicing teachers up to date
regarding contemporary thought in industrial education. However, much difficulty was
encountered in arousing interest among teachers who were confused by new titles and
concerned about personal inadequacies to manage the new content. A special appeal was
submitted for EPDA funds to take the program to the teachers.

A full-time coordinator was employed to organize this special activity, the objec-
tives of which were:

1. To stimulate the teacher to inquire about recent change and growth in Industrial education.
Z To rid the teacher of fear of involvement in curriculum renewal.
1 To motivate the teacher to get bock to tho college classroom to renew his teaching skills.

Industry was approached to provide atypical kinds of equipment to the project for the
purpose of demonstrating, for teachers, activities related to the three second-level
courses. The equipment was uncommon, in that few teachers in the field had ever had an
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opportunity to operate it. These items were loaded into a large, leased fifth-wheel van
for transport to 13 host sites to which area p rsonnel were invited. Specialists in the
three identified course a reas, prima rily front teacher education institutions, were brought
in to provide :special instruction. l'articipants, including personnel from all four levels,
were also given some basie information relative to the state inodel. Between 250 and 300
teachers were involved in the workshop activities.

A rash of serious injuries in industrial education laboratories yielded evidence of
yet another critical need in the field. Funds were subsequently obtained for a concen-
trated effort to bring about a more acute interest in safety. The classroom teachers are
currently being trained in all aspects of lalxiratory organization to provide direction for
the activity. These personnel will then be required to conduct 20 field workshops in their
geographical areas. Special emphasi: iIl be given to provisions of the Occupational
Safety and Health Act and its presumed impingement on hthoratory practices. Perform-
ance objectives for the project include a 20 percent growth as indicated by pre-test and
post-test comparison, it is also presumed that zoolc, nic:lureoble attitudinal gains will
result from the activity.

Another activity is also currently dealing With the problem of building a certification
model consonant with the state model. Discrepancies currently exist relative to profes-
sional requirements for the various levels of instruction. An effort has been made to
draft a listing of cognitive andpsychomotorcompetencies required to teach the respective .

levels. The Kansas Industrial Teacher Lducation Council, comprised of department heads
from all state and private institutions with industrial education programs, has assumed
much of the responsibility for research and development in this area. The present stale-
mate in this activity is an obvious indicator of the difficulty in reaching consensus in that
critical effort. The major points Of discussion have been:

1. Should indu5trial experience be a requirement for instructors at every level
2. Would it be appropriate to require teacher preparation courses in levek one thr gh three

for trade level teachers?
3. Should all teachers ultimate!) ne required to have a degree?
4. What are the moo immediate course needs of the non-degreed trade in5trucl'or coming into

the classroom?

One would have to agree that the need for solutions to thest questions makes the cer-
tification process the :most pressing issue at this time. Some type of funded activity will
ultimately be required to bring interested personnel together in an intensive decision-
making session for the purpose Of identifying future direction in this area.

FUNDING

The Higher Fducation Amendments of 1072 very precisely identified industrial arts
in vocational education legislation as instruction which might facilitate informed and
meaningful career selection on the pa rtof the student. The model for industrial education
in Kansas was, subsequently, identified in the State plan for Vocational Education. All
levels of the plan, therefore, are eligible for vocational funds.

The State Plan for Vocational Education, in addition to establishing management policy
for distribution of state and federal money, provides ro r a local tax assessment for voca-
tional education. This has been vital to the expansion and improvement of instruction in
Kansas schools. Furthermore, large amounts of state and federal resources have been
committed to curriculum work, professional development, and certification study. In
spite of all that has been accomplished, much effort must be expended to bring about a
general state-wide application of contemporary program concepts. Limited personnel
resources have somewhat hampered a more rapid implementation of approved guidelines.

CONCLUSION

The advantages of an articulated program of industrial education effort are innumet
able. Assistance for industrial arts at the local level was formerly handled by one person.
The Trade and Industrial Fducation Section wls staffed with two positions. The merger
and subsequent acquisition of an additional position provided a four-member staff serving
muld-level funetions. This contributed to early rapid growth of the industrial education
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concept in the state. Present economic and polifical constraints have forced temporary
curtailment of some of the activities. However, the program appears viable and, pending
removal of imposed personnel restrictions, should continue to grow.

Further information can be obtained by writing:

Ed Henry, Program Administrator
State Department of Education
120 East Tenth Street
Topeka, Kansas 66612

Foih, State Deportment of Education, Topeka, Kansas.

Technical Education in Nonpublic Schools
Jeffrey L. Kleinbeck

Dr. Grant Venn, in an address to the United States Office of Education, stated, "The
more complex a society becomes because of applied technology, the more dangerous it
can be for its members. The use of advanced elachinery, automobiles and aircraft place
our lives in the hands of the people who designed and built the machines and in the hands
of those who maintain, repair andoperate them. Thus, the general well being and attitudes
of our population are becoming increasingly dependent upon the teachers of technicians
and engineers.

Current employment trends show that jobs today are in the fields of engineering and
echnology. _,A recent study taken by the College Placement Council showed that based on

a central group of 159 colleges, 102 percent more jobs were offered in engineering or
technology than in the liberal arts fields. The figures were taken from college level dis-
ciplines. W e shall consider how this fact affects the potential of technical training in the
nonpublic school systems.

I believe that prcgrarns M technical education would benefit your students, your
school and your community. I will also discuss several practical aspects of how such a
program can be worked efficiendy, practically and economically as an integral comple-
ment tO your present curricula.

In order to examine how we canbenefitour students, we must first define the various
_

gtoups of students with whom we will be working. Statistics show that 29 percent of the
graduating seniors in 1976 will not seek any further education beyond high school. Out of
the remaMing 71 percent who will continue their education, approximately 55 percent
will attend junior college for vocational or technical training. Only 45 percent of this
year's graduating class plan to condnue for their bachelors degrees. Granted, some
students, after their education in a junior college, will transfer for a bachelors degree.
But the- fact remains that you will have representatives from each of these groups in your
schools. How can we establish a curriculum in technical education to satisfy the demands
of each of these individual groups7 Such a curriculum should carry with it a four-fold
purpose. That is: A vocational purpose, the general educational purpose, a motivational
purpose, and a subject very near and dear tO all of us today, an economic purpose.

First of all, the vocational purpose. I am not saying that the nonpublic schools
Mterested in technical training should try to establish a vocational training program.
The vocational aspect of technical education would apply best to that 29 percent group
that has no intention of continuing education beyond high school. With a general knowledge
of technology, they could proceed into the blue collar circles with at least some knowledge
of manufacturing processes and sufficient practice in their execution co develop skillful
and efficient production. Such a program can be established with the use of instruction
in mechanical drawing, internal combustion engines and basic repair procedures, welding,
machine tool or wood shop experiences-

Secondly, the general education purpose of technical training is probably the most
practical of the rationales for a technical program. This would benefit all of the student
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groups. An emphasis is placed on the study and value of materials; processes and condi-
tions of production, wise purchasing and can:: of materials. There is One very important
aspect which all too often is disregarded in a student's technical training the business
aspects of technology. In the establishment of sound technical programs to complement
the other school programs, one should always bear in mind that the students of today need
to learn the wise use of money and materials. Projects should be constructed to cause
the students to research the cost of materials and cost of labor if such a project was to
be built by an industrial firm. In some cases, this can be achieved by creating a hypo-
thetical situation in which you, the instructor, are a customer, and you want an estimate
of how much it is going to cost to build a certain project. Then allow the student to build
the project, emphasizing the imponance of wise use of time because of the cost of labor.
The general education purpose of technical education is the !post valuable argument for
the establishment of such a program.

A program in technical education adds much to a school's curriculum in its motiva-
tional value. The average student today is just not excited about the standard classroom
experience; he can see very little individual creative value coming out of the classroom,
When a student is given a chance to build something with his own hands and learn from
it, that student gains a great deal of satisfaction. Thus, the student in many cases is
assured of the fact that he is of some value in this w:orld and does have a contribution to
make to our modern technological society. Even the more academic subjects such as
mathematics, physics, science, history and I.:;nglish become more interesting when applied
in technical education.

A problem that faces the non-public schools more inan our public schools is obviously
economics. I have already mentioned the economic education a student would gain in a
well-rounded technical education a let us now examine the economic value of such a
program to our schools and how such a program could be economically justified. A cur-
riculum in technical education would provide a source of design and construction for
needed material within the school. By allowing the students to design and construct
needed equipment or facilities within the school, one would be creating a sense of pride
in the student's work, as well as providing an inexpensive source of construction for this
equipment.

Technical curriculum funding can also be aided by sale of constructed materials such
as small storage houses, welded items and various other projects. Money brought in
from uiese would be re-invested into the program to purchase more materials. A stu-
dent-supported program is a very effective means of rationalizing your technical pro-
grams. The students should be required to supply their own tools and materials for their
projects. A fee can also be assessed for laboratory work to help support the purchase
of hand tools supplied by the school.

Many of your schools are supported by church constituencies. By presenting
your need for materials for your program, you would he giving people outside of your
school a chance to participate by personal donations. Military surplus also offers a very
inexpensive source of needed equipment.

I have recently discovered a program which could be utilized in the establishment of
a technical background for the students of our non-public schools. This is known as dis-
tributive education. The program is utilized by juniors and seniors in high school. The
purpose is to provide practical experience training on the job and a practical application
of the academic courses to the business world. This program requires the cooperation of
several local businessmen willing to work with the students in their respective businesses
to provide this on-the-job training. The students will attend the regular classes for one
half day and work on the job in the second half. 'rile student is placed in a job which is
relative to his or her vocational interests. It allows the student to see his technical train-
ing as well as his academic training in action, The sponsoring businessman will pay the
student for work. This type of program will replace the cost to the school for training
a student. We must also consider the public relations aspect of such a program. 'rhe
distributive education program would allow the opportunity to take the ministry of your
own schools and share them with local businessmen. This would also encourage private
donations to the school and its programs.

Let me share one bit of educational philosophy with you from LeTourneau College.
We at LeTourneau have a three-fold approach to education: The academic, the practical,
and the spiritual. The academic is the basis of all forms of education. The classroom
experience provides the fundamental cornerstones on which we can build. I3u1 without a
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practical application of all academie areas to everyday circumstances, the cducatiop we
Offer is incomplete. To WI::: the academic and the practical and surround thesewith
very positive spirinial atmosphere is to provide that third dimension to our educational
programs. By applying the spiritual aspect to the classroom and laboratory experience,
we can make a practical application of Christianprinciples to everyday life. These three
objecdves academic, practical and spiritual are or.pecially effective in technical edu-
cation.

Our non-public school systems have a very important ministry to perform in these
days of weakening public educational systems. We as non-public schools must recognize
the need for technical education for our students so that we may provide a top rate, wcll-
rounded education for our non-public school students.

Mr. Kleinbeck is Admissions Counselor at Lelawneau College, Lonevi

A Study of Ninth Grade Curricula in Industrial Arts for Three
Groups of Selected Nonpublic Schools
Gerald B. Laverman

With the ever-increasing growth of technology as a major force in modern society,
industrial arts education has gained greater attention as an important element in the
education of our youth. In recent years there has been considerable alteration in the
structure and process of this subject area. Various curriculum plans have been proposed
by leaders in the field of industrial arts as alternates to the traditional approach still
widely practiced.

It would seem, however, that among non-public schools there has been a lack of
familiarity with new curricular developments in this field and a definite need for research
and local innovation. Three groups of such non-public secondary schools were selected
for this study:

The Lutheran Secondary Schack-Missouri Synod
The National Association of Christian Schools
The Notional Union of Christian Schools

it was felt that while there arc differences in philosophy, objectives, and organiza-
tion, there would be enough common ground to foster some cooperative curriculum de-
velopment. Providing basic information and guidelines for those who become involved
in the planning of new curricula for industrial arts in these schools was the over-all
purpose for this study.

The specific problem studied in this research was: What are some appropriate cur-
ricular designs for ninth grade industrial arts education in three groups of selected non-
public schools having some similar characteristics? In order to gather information and
data relating to this proolem, the following procedure was carried Out:

First, a careful review was made of a variety of different types of literature dealing
with the general area of the problem and concentrating on the particular topics of the
junior high school and its students.

Second, a mail survey was conducted involving all schools within the three selected
groups which had a ninth grade. This survey was desigmed to provide data concerning
(a) the basic characteristics of the school related to curriculum development, (b) the
natUre of any industrial arrs program which may have been available at the school, and
(c) the preferences of industrial arts teachers as to the type of program which they would
deem most desirable for their school. Por items (a) and (b), a two-part questionnaire
was mailed to each school. The preferences in item (c) were determined through the use
a Q-Sort technique in which 50 curriculum statements were arranged by industrial arts
teachers according to a prearranged frequency distribution.
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There were four major outcomes to the study.
I. After reviewing all materials used in the literature survey and analyzing all data

from the mail survey, the following alternative solutions to the problem were arrived at
and discussed: (a) handcraft activities related to regular subject areas, (b) club programs,
(c) mini-courses, (d) department within the school, (e) shared rime program with a local
public school, (f) limited classroom, (g) comprehensive classroom, (h) special laboratory,
(i) mobile laboratory, (j) centralized laboratory, (k) traveling reacher, (I) resource units,
and (m) contemporary curriculum projects.

2. A list of 20 guidelines was assembled foruse in curriculum development projects.
These should prove helpful to teachers, administrators, curriculum specialists and cur-
riculum committees within the three groups of schools in the study.

3. Six criteria for evaluating anv newly proposed curricular approaches were iden-
tified and discussed.

4. A guide to curriculum materials for industrial arts in grades 7 through 12 was
compiled and included in the report.

Mr. . Lovermon is chairman of the Technology D rtment ot Mono Chniltion High School, Lansing, Ill.

Humanistic TechnologyA New Horizon for Indus rial
Education

Norman Tornazic

Neariy 200 years ago our forefathers initiated the action that led to the foundation of
our country. The action took the form of a political revolution that was unique in the
history of man. It was nor a revolution born in the angry frustration of a thrown brick,
and it was not a revolution of an uneducated oppressed rabble. The American revolution
was the product of considerable discussion and argument by well educated gentlemen,
and the declaration that provided the framevork for the rebellion was the result of a
thorough analysis of the rights of man and of the desire to preserve those rights for any
persons who wished to join together in the new republic.

The point that is relevant here is that careful analysis preceded worthwhile action
a melding of careful thought with purposeful action permits advances in all of man's
institutions. In the educational institution, action has not always be._ I seep as a desirable
component of the process of educating youth. Since the time of Comeniusi and throughout
the years since, there has been an echoing call for a meld between thought and action in
the schools. In recent years, the public schools have been called a wasteland" for the
simple reason that worthwhile action has, by and large, been left out of the curriculum.

Our profession has attempted, through the years, to provide a link between thought
and action, but we have had varying degrees of success in the venture. In a frantic at-
tempt to get action into the curriculum, we have, at times, left thought out instead. We
often find ourselves behaving according to our individual interpretations of what the title
of our program implies. Manual training manual arts industrial arts industrial
technology technology education these changing titles should suggest some sort of
growth or evolution, hut many of the activities that take place under the tide of technology
education are identical with those which were formerly found under the title of manual
training.

Manual training, as a tide, does nor imply a meld of thought and action, but tech-
nology education certainly should. In recent years, more and more members of our
profession have come to agree that we should focus our attention upon the study of
technoloKy. But there is little evidence of consensus for a definition of that term.

Technology has bcen defined as the science of efficient action,2 but there is a
problem with that definition the question is, "What is efficient?- All too often we have
measured the efficiency of our technology by purely economic yardsticks, and we have
neglected any consideration of human efficiency or ecological efficiency. As a result, we
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are faced with an inadequate curriculum in a technological society that i owly becom-
ing aware of the heman and ecological inefficiencies which threaten the survival of the
society.

As a profession we are responsible for our curricular inadequacies and perhaps,
to an extent, we are responsible for the technological inefficiencies that we are now
recognizing as equivalent to technological failures.3 if the general public has been un-
aware of the faults of the technological system, then technology education has also, in that
respect, been a failure.

At our Louisville convention in 1970, ler. Maley asked that we look at -both sides of
the coln"4 in our industrial education programs - but it is difficult to address the prob-
lems of technology in a social setting when our curriculum consists of woods, metals and
drawing education rather than tec.hnoloey education. We still have not addressed our own
curricular inadequacies, let alone the problems of our technological system.

How long can we go on with our own version of the "sabre toothed curriculum:" As
long as we continue to justify the production of pump handle lamps, breadboards and
center punches on the grounds that they are worthwhile -practical- exercises, we will
not have addressed the concepts of technology in any- ineaningful way, and our students
will not have had the opportunity to analyze our teehnology, to comprehend its complexity,
or todetect its faults. There is simply no more reason to tolerate some of our individually
hand-crafted projects as a viable study of industry than there would be for accepting
sabre toothed tiger scaring, wooley horse clubbing, or fish grabbing as worthwhile come'
ponents of public general education.

Our industrial education must focus on technology, on how technology impacts upon
us, and on how we can control its growth and direction. The activity that we advocate
should be a product of such an analysis, and should neither be neglected as an expensive
frill nor aborted into some "canned project which is expedient or deemed worthwhile
because it contains all the operations required for skill training.

Technology is a pervasive part of man's existence, and it should be included in the
general education of all persons. Technology does impact upon man, and we, as technical
educators, have the responsibility of directing our students toward inquiry into that impact.
Technology is controllable by man, and it is our responsibility co see that all srudents
understand the narure of technology and the means by which it changes and develops in
magnitude,

Students must examine technology to determine what it has done and can do for man
and to man. The environmental effects of technology have gained considerable attention
in recent years, but our industrial curricula have hardly scratched the surface in analyses
of such effects. The automobile and power generation plants are significant polluters,
but students should also be aware that earlier transportation technology- horsepower -
was not without its detrimental effects; a southern city recently attempted to correct the
problem with legislation requiring horse diapers. Knowing that power plants cause air
pollution is one thing, but students should also know that the alternative of a hundred
million primitive cookfires would cause far woree pollution. Air pollution in pre-
electrified London was far worse than it is today.3 Students should be aware that OUr
technology, though imperfect, is not always a villain in man'l society.

All of man's inatitutions are affected by technology both positively and negatively.
The family unit in high technology countries is smaller, less prone to sickness and disease,
More mobile, and less cohesive than families in low technology countries. Television
has altered family interactions, transportation has spread families to the limits of the
continent and rapidly changing occupations have created a less secure hornelife for mil-
lions of high technology families. On the positive side, the work of maintaining a com-
fortable home, preparing meals, washing dishes and clothing and other family maintenance
activities has been considerably relieved by technology. The technology of birth control
has relieved many families from the fear of unwanted pregnancy. The recreational pos-
ibilities open to high technology families are virtually endiess.

The rapid growth of technology has created severe problems for our educational
[tuitions.. The problem of keeping up with current developments is virtually insure
ntable, it has been estimated that to keep up with current literature in even a narrow

--- field of technology such as electronics, a person would have to read for 140 hours every
week,6 The explosion of knowledge is making continuing education mandatory for all

-.professionals and technical workers, and highly desirable for the general population who
must make educated decisions regarding the implementation of innovative technologies.
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And yet, in spite of a dire need for updated programs and totally new programs, the sabre
toothed curriculum is more evident now than it was in ION %%ten Dr. Benjamin introduced
his satire on the dilemma of a virtually changeless institution in a rapidly changing so-
ciety.7

Many industrial educators are still plaeing,considerable emphasis on basic hand tools
whUe virtually ignoring numerically controlled tools, computerized industrial robots, and
other new technologies -- and yet we profess to he interpreting industry to our students.
Current technology should have a much greater share of the structure and content of
industrial education.

The effect of high technology on the institution of government is difficult tO assess,
Our recent expeilence with Watergate8 and the CIA disclosures() have revealed the prob-
lems that can arise when new technologies are used without regard for contemporary
ethical standards. Many Americans have expressed a loss of faith in government but
the problems of internal espionage and invasion of privacy are as nothing when compared
to global issues of governmental policy related to nuclear weapons, energy resources,
food resources and the continual presence of so-called "small-scale" wars. Innovative
technologies may he expected to change governmental policy in all of these areas and
more. New technology can not only change our relations with other world Towers, but
can drastically alter what we have come to know as the American life style.iu

Serious questions have been raised regarding the advisability of continuing to imple-
ment higher and higher technology in American industry when increasing numbers of
unemployed seem to be the inevitable result. We are faced with the possibility that a
mere 8 to 15 percent of the population will soon be able to provide all the goods and serv-
ices needed by the remainder of the population and we have not vet determined how the
unemployed portion of the population will "ram the right to live."11

The new technology not only has the power of taking away man's livelihood, but may
also threaten his very existence in a number of ways. The increase in pollution of all
types, noise, air, water, solid waste and others, poses a constant threat to deafen, suffo-
cate, poison and eventually bury mankind with the unforeseen side effects of advanced
technology.

Some authorities suggest that adianced technology is destroying religious belief.
Others suggest that the Judeo-c: hristian beliefs are the foundation of modern technology,
a manifestation of the charge to go forth and dominate."12 l'ierre Teilhard de Chardin
has suggested that technology has given man the ability to reflect upon his own existence
and has thus provided an atmosphere where humanity can become more human where
man can concern himself with his fellow man and not merely with his own survival in a
hostile environment.I3

Perhaps man's first step on the surface of the moon caused some earthlings to begin
to doubt religious dogma that seemed threatened by that event, but for the astronauts who
made the lunar journey, the feelings of insignificance in an awesome universe seem to have
caused them to viev: their life goals differently, and they have found a new dedication of
service to their fellow man."

There seems to be little reason to doubt that man's technology has had a profound
Impact on his existence, institutions and future. Technology affects man's values with,
perhaps, greater force than man's values affect technology. The future of man seems
dependent upon how he will support future technological innovations and on how quickly
he will be able to identify and eliminate the negative consequences of all of his technolo-
gies, both current and yet to come.

The kind of person who might be able to understand and control our technological
future will not he the person who sees technology as the squaring of boards or the manu-
facturing of sheermetal letterholders. A broader understanding of man's technological
heritage and potential is needet1 I yould propose a philosophy that might encourage such
a broader understanding of nature, technology and interactions between nature and tech-
nology.

HUMANISTIC TECHNOLOGY A NARRATIVE DEFINITION

Industrial education has been devoted to the perpetuation and advancement of the
technological ethic, an ethic ohich has been dominated by economic interests and Objec-
tives. Yet it iS apparent that technology has far more than an economic impact upon
man's existence, and it seems incumbent upon industrial education to ensure the dissemi-
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nation of knowledge regarding the full impact of industrial technology on man without an
Overwhelming emphasis on the purely economic impact of such technology or upon the
preservation of a concept of unrestricted technological growth that seems to have been,
and may continue to be, detrimental to the survival of man as a species. Some form of
value education that transcends the occupational-career-consumer values that are cur-
rently so much a part of industrial education must be interjected into technology educe-
don. Every effort must be exerted to make students aware of the processes of technology
assessment that reveal the possible, probable and improbable short-term and long-term
effects of Our Pechnological heritage and of our technological innovations.

At the sa.ne time, however, technical educators cannot espouse a complete stagna-
tion of technical innovation or exploration. Research and development efforts should be
encouraged toward those ends which would fulfill the promise of a technologically humane
society where individuality is neither sacrificed for economic considerations nor subju-
gated to goverrimental control for dubious social-organizational ends.

Knowledge, action, and evaluation seem to be intricately related. Action without
knowledge is usually aimless and purposeless. Knowledge without action is useless and
wasted. Action without evaluation would be pointless. Valued action based on knowledge
is what man's technology should be all about. We value action for many reasons selfish
pleasure, service to others, satisfied curiosity, creative accomplishment and personal
health are but a few of the values that we might apply to our actions. But our values may
be in ce-aflict with the values of others, and our actions may create problems of serious
consequence.

With modern technology, the action of an individual has become increasingly irnpor-
to the collective society. It is now conceivable that one man could destroy the

world at the push of a button. The establishment of a manufacturing plant can affect a
local region in a disastrous way or may have a more insidious effect on the whole eco-
system. The distribution of consumer goods for unrestricted use can create enormous
social, environmental, and personal-ethical problems.

There seems to be a close association between man's techniques and his purpose for
Mating. Man has experimented with techniques ways of doing things since the dawn

of his presence on earth. In spite of some very serious consequences of some of those-
techniques, the human condition the ability for man to reflect on being, the ability to
empathize with others who may -he continents away from his immediate environment
has been advanced by ever more efficient techniques. Aside from the economic aspects
of the technological phenomenon, mankind is infinitely more humane now than prehistoric
man could have been. Certainly man is still zapable of doing great harm to his fellow
man, but new technologies have lessened the outright cruelties that history tells us were
common in our recent past. Weapons are less important now; men are negotiating with
words instead of clubs, and a new awareness of the world society is slowly making in-
roads on policies of local, regional, and national governments.

It is incumbent upon man to foresee the limits that he must place on the use of tech-
nology, to envision the kind of "keepoff the environment- restrictions that will be needed
to keep man from ruining the ecosystem of the future in the same way that he was kept
from ruining the lawns of the past. The finite resources of the earth and the relative
inflexibility of the ecosystem to recover from technological incursions has placed severe
demands on responsible citizens to limit and control technological growth.

Some of the demands can be dealt with by educating the general public to the nature
of the problems and/or by legislating for or dictating the means for resolving the prob-
lems. Some of the demands can be dealt with through educative and legislative means
only if the nature of the demand allows the luxury of such avenues to resolution of the
problems. When the demand is critical and requires dictatory action, the educative func-
tion is even more critical to prevent the population from rebelling at the sudden restric-
tiveness of technological controls. Many freedoms now enjoyed by citizens of technolog-
cal societies will, of necessity, be foregone as legislative or dictatorial action limits
a use of our technological capabilities. Portner President Nixon's imposition of a
tlonwide 55 mph speed limit in 1974 is an example of the kind of action that might be

expected to become common to ecntrol our uses of technology.
We are now in a period of great future orientation; many industries and government

encies spend considerable amounts of time and energy in forecasting possible futures .
cannot ignore the potential of such forecasting activity for industrial education. We

must educate future citizens to cope with future eventualities in the technological domain.
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By casting many scena rios and p!uring appropri ;Ivenues to action ant_ reacrion,
industrial education can hccnne as dyn as the technological society in vIiich it
operates.

The scenario is tlit I pr( lii tion , it is a speculation abisit possible future eventuali-
ties. The scenario Is mole In the natur 4t fire we do not plan to have our build-
ings burn, but we feel that it would be foo:aardy nor to prepare for the possible eventuality
that they might. Thus the fire drill scenario is not a prediction, but a form of eduem ion
that will permit effective and efficient oetion should enit projected future become a
reality.

Educational theorists have long held that edukett ion should hi ntered upon problems
of youth, on social issues and should use the content of the acadenee diseipiines as they
become relevant to the issues or prohlenK bring ,itudiud. Approaches such as core,
common 'earnings and the open QIOSS room all reflect the thove philosophical position.
Problems with the implententation of sueh :Ipproaches frequently center around the stu-
dent's lack of ability to draw upon those disciplines that would be most helpful in solving
the problem at hand. Students ri,'ed some hash: understanding of the structure of the
various disciplines before they ii 1st appropriate questions related to the problem,
questions that may be answered by drawing upon the content of the various disciplines.

In the realm of technology education, students Thus( be brought to appreciate the
practcal application of knowledge toward human ends. They must learn that the action
that is initiated to satisfy human needs must be action that also preserves the dignity of
man and the integrity of the environment. Any action that is not merely spastic or re-
flexive must be preceded by thought. Our industrial education programs must ensure
that students understand that appropriate technological action is preceded by intensive
thought concerning human and ecological consequences. Students rnust be brought > the
position where they put themselves into the technological equtition where they see the
personal impact of each proposed technological innovation, and where they can extrap-
olate such understandings to the whole of society and to the environment as well.

There is some evidence that children do not now see a role 1,,r themselves in the
technological future,i5 Toffler16 cites such a condition as conducive to future shock.
It seems that we must emphasize learning experiences in technical or industrial educa-
tion that involve the student with present and future technological reality. We must do this
by engaging in technology assessment, through student speculation alxout the future, through
activities that reflect a value orientation that places mankind above the machine, through
a humanized delivery system that enables the student to explore his values and feelings
about the use of technology and through an emphasis on humane technology throughout
the instructional program.

There does seem to be a "technological imperative" that dictates action in many
spheres of human life. All too frequently we find technological num doing what can be
done rather than considering what should bedone. We seem to need a human commitment
for our technological effort; we need an environment that is designed for man's purposes,
self motivation, discipline, fulfillment of man's primary goals and with economic growth
and profit as by-products.

Calling for less emphasis on profits and economic interests may seem like heresy
to the industrialist, but the educational institution should not he the servant of industry; it
should be the servant of man. Our educational philosophy should call for a general under-
standing of the tremendous changes that technology has wrought for society awi must
emphasize the choices that society must face as a result of technolog d development.
The philosophy is 011C that constantly patic,: the question, "How shall man use his tech-
nological knowledge and powers?"

The philosophical position's metaphysical assertion is simply that man exists inde-
pendent of reason, but his existence is threatened unless his reason is brought to bear
on his existence. Its epistemological assertion suggests that man's knowledge grows
out of his experiences and upon his introspection related to his experiences. The axio-
logical dimension of the philosophy suggests that man's values grow out of his actions.
Those actions that give pleasure and satisfaction are valued over other actions which
fail to give satisfaction. Values are further affected by socialization. Those actions
which are favorable to the society are valued over those which are detrimental to the
society. And knowledge is valued as it aids in the humanization of man.

The humanistic technology philosophy makes man responsible for himself and for
what he becomes as- a result of his free choice in all matters regarding action. It
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recognizes the pragmatic value of advanced technology, as opposed co man living in a
more natural low technology harmony with the ecosystem, hut cautions against the danger
of man's repeated disregard for the impact of his ictions upon the environment and upon

his fellow man.

ASSUMPTIONS FOR THE DEFINITION
The development of the operational definition of the humanistic tcchnuloc y philosophy

proceeded under the following assumptions.
1) The world of the future will beone in which ehangezq will occur at an ,er-acceler-

ating pace. These changes will continue to generate conflict for nom.
2) The world of the future w ill see a rapid and fundamental chane_ in the accepted

norm for humans living in society.
3) There will be profound developments in science and teclmology, with an increased

emphasis on research and the continued expansion of human knowledge through improved
information storage and retrieval capacities.

4) There will be increasing concern for human welfare, using the aehievcmcnt s of
science and technology for the benefit of mankind.

5) There will be an Increased use inade of automated and cybernated devices, proc-
esses and computers that will change the nature of man's occupational endeavors, the
relationship between work-and le{sure, and the individual's ability to achieve self-fulfill-
ment.

6) There will be greater emphasis placed on leisure time pursuits, travel, education,
arts, crafts and other creative activities.

7) Man's life span t.vill he lengthened, thus creating a need for continuing education
and a periodic reestablishment of life goals.

8) A large portion of our reality is by definition technological, and man is not suffi-
ciently aware of the impact of that reality upon his values and his existence.

9) All citizens must have an understanding of our industrial-technical system.
10) The future of industrial arts in the public schools may center upon the installation

of curricula designed to provide citizens with an understanding of industrial technology
and its effects on man and the environment.

II) One must evolve front a condition of stability into an unstable stare, and then to
a new stable state in a continuing cyclic process in order to advance one's position.

12) Mankind has never lived in such an unstable state as he does at the present, and
the social conditions that result from that environment are full of anxiety and unrest.

13) Even though individuals can assert themselves in more ways now than ever before
in history, they must face the threats that the new individuality poses because of the ad-
vanced technology of our age.

14) Although individual powers have been advanced beyond whar most men have ever
believed possible, many individuals are gripped by an almost overwhelming feeling of
powerlessness to affect any meaningful changes over the human condition.

In the days of our primitive ancestors, the young man who failed to learn the tech-
niques of survival hunting, fi remaking and cultivating crops siinply did not survive.
In more recent years, a young man needed to leant certain computational and language
skills to obtain employment that became his life's work and thus his means of survival.
In the future, and to a large extent in the present, the skill most needed for survival is
the skill of quick adaptation to technological change. The nature of technological growth
is such that future breakthroughs will he astounding and virtually devastating to any who
fail to keep up with the steady progress of technological innovation.

The need for an emphasis on humanistic technology is important from the standpoint
of societal needs as well as those of the individual as outlined above. A curriculum that
centers on humanistic technolop should provide a balance that will elose the gap between
the technologist and the humanist.

The humanistic technology philosophy suggests that reality has natural and man-
made dimensions. The natural dimension of reality includes all the substances and Sys-
tems of the universe, including man and other Hying creatures. The man-made dimen-
sion of reality includes all the abstractions and synthetic combinations of natural reality
that man has devised through centuries of efforts to attain valued ends. The most impor-
tant tenet of the humanistic technology philosophy is that man exists as a part of, and not
apart from, the natural world. As a part of natural reality, any action of man affects
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nature; man's techniques for survival, inquiry, industry, pursuit of pleasure and social
organization have a direct impact on the substance and systems of the natural world.
The value orientation of the humanistic technology philosophy places concern for the
survival of man as a species moving toward an unknown Omega of higher development as
the primary guidepost of human action. The mantle of that primary value includes the
values of preservation of human life, human dignity and human welfare along with pro-
motion of the human intellect and physical condition through processes of inquiry, indus-
try and creative thought.

AN OPERATIONAL DEFINITION OF HUMANISTIC TECHNOLOGY

The statements which follow describe a technical educator who hold.; the humanistic
technology philosophy.

1) The teacher will establish educational foals that will aid students to analyze the
relationship between the natural and man-made wori to demonstrate the impact of tech-
nology on the environment.

2) The teacher will expectstudents to analyze the relationship between the natural and
man-made world to determine appropriate directions for technological growth.

3) The teacher will devise and/or implement educational experiences that enable the
student to predict outcomes of actions within the realm of industrial technology.

4) The teacher will devise and/or implement educational experiences that will aid
the student to reach a sense of self-fulfillment regarding his use of industrial technology
and his control over industrial technology.

5) The teacher will establish learning conditions that permit students to demonstrate
their learning through activities designed to synthesize acquired knowledge through the
development of concrete and abstract problem solutiong.

6) The teacher will establish learning conditions that permit students to apply their
values to the development of technological scenarios for the future.

7) The teacher will establish learning conditions that permit students to analyze
their future scenarios to determine possible problems for man and the environment.

8) The teacher analyzes instructional materials to determine the extent to which
positive reinforcement of concepts regarding the humane use of controlled technology is
presented.

9) The teacher will serve as a resource person as students attempt to synthesize
their learning of the natural and man-made world through the development of solutions to
man's technological problems.

10) The teacher will examine the students on their ability to analyze man's present
technology to determine the effects of that technology on man and the ecosystem.

M3PLYING HUMANISTIC TECHNOLOGY TO AN INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM
1) Instructional Goals

a) To help individuals learn the structure Of the man-made world and the rela-
tion of that structure to the naniral world.

b) To enable students to experiment with proposed solutions to human problems
which draw on man's technological knowledge.

c) To enable individuals to research, design, and produce improvements for past
technologies and to propose innovative technologies that serve and benefit man.

d) To enable individuals to idendfy themselves as responsible for the growth of
our technological system and for the outcomes of that system.

e) To enable individuals to plan for possible futures, to anticipate probable
futures and E0 work toward preferable funires for man's technology.

2) Course content
Under this philosophical outlook, students would study man's technology manufac-

turing, construction, transportation, communication, etc. and will focus on current tools,
methods and materials while exploring probable future directions. Study will include the
effects of technology on man, society, man's values and man's environment. A close
examination will be made of the values that control technology.

3) Activities
a) Concept acquisition activities will include simulations of industrial R & 0,

mass production and sales promotion.
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b) Technology assessment will be engaged in to research the consequences of
past technologies and proposed future technologies.

c) Scenario building will be used to develop possible, probable and, especially,
-preferable futures.

d) Students will redesigi problem technologies i.e., alternate energy devices.
e) Students will study local problems related to technology; photographic records,

ews and surveys could be used.
f) Students will suggest changes in local technologies that would improve the

nment of the community or that would improve the local society in some way. Then
students would work toward accomplishing those changes through public education, legis-
lattve lobby work or personal action.

CONCLUSION

The humanistic technology philosoplw as defined above may have a social studies
sound to some industrial educators, but in most of the classic definitions of industrial
arts there is some raference to the human and social consequences of industrial activity.

--Tbeliumanistic technology philosophy has been proposed to make our programs of indus-
trial education align themselves more closely with our definitions. We can direct our
students Lnto actions which will help them understand their responsibility in managing
our technological future. We will spend the rest of our lives in that future.
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ernentary School Industrial Arts

Industrial Arts Resource Kits for K-6 Grades
'Harold G. Gilbert

The 23rd Yearbook of the American Council on Industrial Arts Teacher Education is
entitled "Industrial Arts for the Elementary School." It has chapters that define a pro-
gram of industrial arts in the elementary school and describes the child, the technology,
a curriculum, contemporary programs, environmental designs and personnel. It also
suggests possible teacher education programs, philosophical positions, research, and
gives a historical reflection.

The purpose of this presentation is not to describe a complete program as the year-
book does, but to suggest one approach to developing a program.

In the past many schools have used a full-time industrial arts consultant to teach
units of study and provide materials and suggestions for classroom teachers. The con-
sultant sometimes served several schools. in a district. With shrinking budgets and
inflationary costs, many schools have had to eliminate the full-time industrial arts
consultant.

Some schools have replaced the consultant with a classroom teacher who has special
ability to serve as a resource person to other teachers. The preparation of teachers
with this_special ability may take place in undergraduate classes, graduate classes, or
in teacher workshops or institutes. The latter may be organized by middle or high school
Industrial arts teachers.

Teachers in K-6 classrooms have used resource kits for some th-ne. In science the
school can purchase a kit for studying magnetism animals, or leverage. In language
arts a wide variety of word games and puppet construction kits are available. For arith-
metic skills the teacher may choose from a number of counting devices. In social studies
various resource units on regions aroundhome and abroad may be purchase& For indus-
trial arts activities a papermaking kit provided by the Hammermill Paper-Company and
a kit to make flashlight batteries from Burgess Battery Company have been used for
many years.

Some schools are developing a comprehensive career education program in K-6
grades. Industrial arts can make a vital contribution to the technological aspects of this
program with units in manufacturing, transportation, construction and communications.
Many elementary teachers do not have the time or ability to develop these units, but
would welcome a resource kit. With the latter, a few hours of preparation would enable
the teachers to provide hands-on experiences in the world of work.

An effective resource kit for industrial arts activities should have about eight
characteristics to be effective:

1. Simple activities. The industrial arts activities should involve basic processes
of technology, but be simplified for teachers who have not had technical experience. Many
classroom teachers have not had an industrial arts course nor worked with tools and-
materials. The directions for the activity shouldbe wrirten in a language that a classroom
teacher can follow to experiment in preparation for the children's activities. For example,
in commercial screen printing a lacquer base stencil and oil base paints are commonly
used. To simplify this process for children, they can cut a stencil from waxed paper and
use fthger paints. With these materials they can follow the basic process of screen print-
ing. The simplified activity does not follow the industrial process accurately because of
the substitute materials, but does provide a start that the classroom teacher can use to
illustrate the process.

2. "Handson" activities. The main feature of industrial arts activities for children
is to provide the tools and materials for them to try the industrial processes. First-hand
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will motivate the children tci seek information about the tools, materials and
a they are with& For example, they can learn about the flexibility and durability

whide by making and using a belt, about the force of atmospheric pressure as they
iniplastle-:,

Include tool and materials needed A classroom teacher needs to prepare several
each day, so it is difficult to find time to gather the proper tools and materials .
teacher usually lacks the experience to choose tools and materials best suited

eede of children in the classroom. A resource kit that contains all the proper
terials will overcome both of these difficulties. Some articles such as pencils,
ors and glue are found in most classrooms, but any other tools or materials

y found should be tricluded in the kit.
'4 Suggested correlation. The teacher and the children can easily follow directions

;i,iiiid make-something. Often the children are motivated sufficiently and uninhibited enough
tte CoMplete the work on theirown. However, that is not enough to make a complete indus-
triar'arra learning experience which would make a significant contribution to career educe-

The kit should include suggestions to inspire the teacher to broaden it beyond just
s

something. For example, the leather kit suggests tanning leather to relate to
ence 'end 4-4eather belt production line to relate to social studies. This enrichment

eips to justify the time that is necessary to include activity work in a classroom schedule
that is already full of worthwhile learning experiences. The combination of areas utilizes

*the natural motivation provided by industrial arts activities. The classroom teacher
antral suggestions to plan the specific correlation needed by the children.

expensive. Increasing costs of education are making teachers more selective in
chase of resource material. Therefore, the cost of industrial arts resource kits

be kept as low as possible to justify the purchase. Tools and materials are more
expensive than reading materials, but careful planning and judicious selection can keep the

,Fost to a minimum. For example, in decorating leather, four or five stamping tools are
Paufficient to decorate leather effectively. It is not essential to have a dozen. The tools
Fhi a kit can be shared by several classrooms if the consurnible-inaterials are replace&
_The initial cost of a kit is usually more than the replenishment of supplies for repeated
Poe.

6. Flexible time. The kit can be designed for a flexible amount of classroom time.
Some teachers may want to limit the unit to a day or two until the full learning value is
realIzed Others may plan a richer, more inclusive experience and have the children take

.i.,_more time. If the basic unit is too long, the teacher may hesitate to try it. However, once
the"children start the work and the teacher can realize the values attained, there should
ge-suggestions for expansion and continuation.

7. Brief instructions. The teacher's time to try the kit is very limited, so the in-
81:1-11Ctit3118 should be very short but descriptive. If it takes too much time to .read the

1,14escriptive material, the teacher may set it aside and never return to complete the plans
pfor_using it. Once a start is made and the richness of the learning experience is apparent,
fibs teacher may be willing to spend more time in preparing and organizing further class-
'reOrii work.

. 8. Include reference material. Pamphlets, pictures and teaching aids for expansion
:O.f; the unit shouldbe included in thekit. These are usually free material provided by large
46,3mpenies. It should not be necessary for the teacher to take the time to write a letter
g tind wait_ for the materials to arrive. The kit should be developed so all the resource
Materials are in the package ready to use.

9. Evaluation. After completion of the unit the teacher and the supervisor should
cqnsider the results and plan revisions to make future use more effective. That is also

good rime to order materials that were consumed in the learning activity.
-- There is a danger in providing resource kits that include hands-on industrial arts

eXperlences. They might be used aa a toy to entertain the children. A lazy teacher may
allow the children to play with the tools and materials and take home an object to please

e-parents. It takes careful planning and organization on the part of the teacher to make
work experiences meaningful and correlated. If the kit has useful directions and proper
urc6 material, it will be easier for the teacher to incorporate related learning ex-
antes. The supervisor or principal can help the teacher improve the effective use
e resource materials.
For several years the author has experimented with the preparation of resource kits
use. in K-6 classrooms. The development started during a discussion with Carson
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Thompson of the Tandy LeatherCompany at the Dallas, Texas, Convention of the American
Industrial Arts Association. Ile conducted a tour of the Tandy factory and suggested
pointS to conskler in developing teaching units. Tandy also provided tools and supplies
to carry out experinivatation with children in their classrooms, At the end of a full year
of experimentation, two kits portraying the leatherworking industry were ready for
marketing by Tandy. The firstone, Leather A Useful Material, was a brief introduction
to decorating and using leather goods. Tite children each make two coasters with original
designs stamped on them. After using the leather, the children experiment with tanning
a rabbit skin and learn more about hides and skins used for articles like gloves and shoes.

The second kit, Manufacture of Leather Goods, attempts to show the children how
leather goods are produced in a factory. -lite children design a leather belt and organize
a production and assembly line to makea beir for each one in the classroom. -As a follow-
up the children study career opportunities in the leather goods Industry.

Both of these kits areavallablefor schools to purchase from the Tandy Leather Com-
pany. Their area managers provide free demonstrations of the leatherworking processes..

The author has also developed a kit to illustrate the scroen printing process. It
simplifies screen printing by using waxed paper as a stencil and water-soluble inks like
finger paint. It has been thoroughly tested in the classroom, hut no supplier has been
willing to market it.

Industrial arts teachers and teacher educators may pailicipate in the development of
more kits. There is considerable work involved to organize a resource kit, prepare the
resoerce material arid test it in the classroom. Ilowev,.r, if a number of teachers each
prem red one kit and then shared the useof it through the American Industrial Arts Asso-
dation or the American Council for Elementary School Industrial Arts, considerable
progress could be made rapidly.

If industrial arts kits have not been used in a school, it may be necessary to introduce
the idea and make some suggestions for using the kits. This may take place at a K-6
teacher workshop, an industrial arts teachers meeting, or in a teacher education pro-
gram. It would be ideal to have teachers observe children at wprk with an industrial
'arts resource kir. If this is not possibly, a movie such as the one developed by the
author might be used.

The 16 mm color sound film, "'I 1 Myself, describes resource units for
industrial arts activities in K-6 grades, lese units can be purchased as a learning
package with tools, materials and complete directions for a classroom teacher to follow.

Groups of children are photographed operating a mass production line for leather
belts, assembling a dry cell to power a flashlight, completing a model house, making '-
paper from pulp and screen printing. The narrator describes how these industrial arts
acdvities enrich cla.ssn)om lea rnings and correlate with other subjects, as well as being
economical of teacher tin:e for preparation.

The last part of the film portrays seven steps a classroom teacher needs to follow
in selecting an industrial arts kit, procuring it and using it as an effective learning ac-
tivity.

The script for the film was prepared by Dr. Harold Gilbert of the Department of
industry and Technology at Northern Illinois liniversity. It was edited by Dr. D. Eugene
Meyer of the Department of rah:talon at Northern Illinois University. The production
was under the direction of the Communications Services Division, using children from
the local school district \ grant from the Tandy Leather Company made it posSihle tO
purchase producdon materials.

To procure the film for use, contact:

Media Distribution
Communication Services
Northern Illinois University
DeKalb, Illinois 6011.5

Purchase cost $195.00
Rental 56.60 and return postage
16 mm round, color
Length: 16 minutes
Film L'.5050627
Free preview w/intent to purchase

Industrial arts teachers might use the movie to help the teachers in their district
consider using resource kits for industrial arts activities. If the industrial arts teacher
wishes to develop a new kit, the movie lists the features that might be included..

Promoting the uso of industrial arts resource kits in K-6 grades seems to be one of
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nost efficient ways of promoting the developmentof a program. It can be the start of
efforts to develop a broader, more complete program.

Gilbert is a professor in the Department of Industry and Technology, Northe
Kalb, Illinois.

Jren and Tool Design
Deborah Patterson

llinois Univerety,

Each of us experiences the need to shape and personalize our environment. Design-
g creative and functional tools helps satisfy this need. Nature does not provide tools,

only natural resources and energy. The imagination develops tools CO shape and person-
the environment.

Children, like adults, need to personalize their surroundings. From infancy, children
Investigate the material world. Their interest arises from a desire to control or use

r-things about them. Pleasure in making things happen permeates children's earliest con-
tact with materials. To destroy and construct helps learaning properties of things, and in
this way children develop concepts of weight, height, size, volume and texture.

The ideas and imagination of children are expressed in the things they build. Prirrii-
K:.tive materials such as sand, water, clay and wood attract and evoke concentration and

inventiveness. Natural and manufactured materials of many shapes, colors and textures
stimulate children. Thus children have the ability to turn sticks into wild hoises and

*. junk that adults overlook into usable tools and materials.
Children must work with their hands, minds and hearts. It is not enough for them to

a.watch Me industrial arts teacher demonstrate how to shape wood, clay or metal with tools.
Children need their own equipment, simple and workable.

Much equipment used in an elementary school industrial arts program can be de-
signed and constructed by parents, teachers and children. Classroom-made tools,
machines and processes are cheaper than their commercial counterparts. Tools do not
have to be purchased to be useful or durable. Tools made by children and teachers can
be specialized for the particular needs of a project. For example, if 2-inch holes need
to be cut in cardboard, kids can desigi a tool to cut this size hole.

ra Tools made in the classroom can reflect a personality and humanness. The tools
aari feel good and be fun.

When children al involved with tool construction, they better understand the inter-
action between tools and materials. They become the true shapers and masters of the
rnaterial.

Here are some suggestions for tools, simple machines and processes that are in
°expensive arid easily incorporated into an elementary school industrial arts classroom.
All of the suggestions can be constructed at school or in a home workshop by either
Parents, teachers or children. I am not recommending throwing out traditional tools.
Children learn a lot hammering and sawing with purchased tool a. I am merely suggesting
alternatives that can be fun and exciting to try with young children.

SUGGESTIONS

A wrench con be cut out of wooden stock, either on a jig saw or with a coping sow.
. Bolts are threaded dowel rods 1/2-iich thick. The nuts are 2- by 2-inch squares with

the center drilled and threaded.
Simple shapes can be cut out of wood on the jig saw or saber saw to make screw drivers.
An x-acto blade can be mounted on a wooden block for easy cutting of holes in cardboard.

A nail is used as a center punch.
Simple hammers are made by drilling blocks of wood and gluing dowel rods into the holes.

Different sizes and shapes of hammers can be constructed.
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Wooden nails are made by sharpening a small dowel rod in a regular pencil sharp ner.
Old hacksaw blades can be recycled to make terrific cardboard sows.
A bow drill is made from a sharpened nail, a dowel rod, a leather strap and a wooden bow.
Cardboard con be used to construct shelves.
Cover cardboard with burlap or any fabric to produce a bulletin board.
A broken hacksaw blade can be inserted into plastic tubing to make a soapstone saw.
To make eraser presses, draw letters, numbers or designs on large erasers. Carve away the

undesired sections.
Relief prints con be made from any object with o surface texture.
Clay ribs can be cut from wood, plexiglass or other scrap materials.
To make a wire trimmer, cut a saw kerf on each end of a 3/8-inch dowel rod. Bend a

sturdy wire and insert ends into the kerfs. Wrap the outside with wire.
To make a needle, drill dowel rod, and glue and insert sewing machine needle.
Clay dug by students or purchased commercially can be mixed or kneaded by placing it

in a tub and stepping in it with bare feet.

Ms. Patterson is with the Industrial Arts Department at Nonh Carolina State University, Raleigh, N.C.

Industrial Arts Activities Center and Metrics
James F. Snyder

Given a list of tools, a list of materials, a series of instructions and a set of slides,
the activity center beginq to lytizz with sound of children working.

The emphasis of our center's activities evolves from the need for learning about
metric measurement Because the cost of metric measuring instruments for the class-
oom can be very expensive, we have developed metric instruments that are constructed

by the children. This activity provides an interdisciplinary flavor to the activity center.
The children develop many new skills while constructing the instruments, and later they
use these instruments E0 expand further their knowledge of mathematics.

While the children construct the instruments they use the metric system for measur-
ing parts to be cut, fabricated and calibrated.

Many industrial arts techniques are used in the development of the mathematics
instruments. The task require children to saw, hammer and measure at various levels
of skill development. Each new instrument requires the use of more new tools. The
simplest instrument requires the child merely to silkscreen a meter stick while the
comple construction of a caliper requires the child to use a saw, hammer, stapler,
combination square and miter box.

The mathematical concepts are developed through exercises that have been designed
especially for each instrument An example of an exercise is finding the dimensions of =

a room with a trundle wheel. It is said that the trundle wheel is usable for irregular
lines but not very accurate for measuring wall to wall. With the proper introduction to
the trundle wheel children can solve the challenge that they face. In this mathematics
activity the children are introduced to terms such as diameter, radius and circumference.
The children discover the measurements of the wheel for each of these terms. Then the
children do the activities and solve the problems on the activity sheet lf the children are
stumped, they are guided by the teacher through questions that will allow them to arrive at
the proper solution. This is only one example of the use of the instruments which are
constructed.

The center is equipped with tools for 10 children. The materials are prepared for
different stages, depending upon the ability level of rhe children. The task may cgl for the
construction of a trundle wheel. For kindergarten children the materials may be pre-
pared to the stage that they only need to drill holes with power drills and assemble the
wheels with a screw, washer and nut. A fourth level child may be required to cut the
wheel with a sabre saw and template, cut the handle to 65 centimeters, sllkscreen the
calibrations onto the wheel, drill holes in wheel and handle, and assemble.
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In addition to developing techniques in industrial arts and mathematics in the child-
ren it is important to be aware that reading and direction skills can be developed in them.

.2.Vociabulary and word recognition is taught according to the level of children. It is impor-
tant to develop the communications skills stall levels and to expand children's opportuni-

' ties to follow written directions. As a follow-up to the activities, the teacher should
direct the children into a written or oral exercise to explain the procedure they followed
to construct the instruments and the way they used the instruments to solve mathematics

6:problems.
Our instruments include the caliper, depth gauge trundle wheel, meter stick and

,= measuring cord. These Pre direct measuring instruments. Indirect measuring concepts
are also taught at upper levels and employ constructed instruments such as the transit,
hypsometer and clinometer. Using these indirect measuring instruments involves using
concepts from geometry and trigonometry. These instruments allow for experiences
in areas such as surveying and rocketry.

Other instruments are also constructed in the activity center. Geoboards are con-
structed by the children. Many problems are solved, and discoveries are made with
this instrument. In addition a balance is constructed. This item is always changing since
:there are many uses for a balance. The mathematics people use it in developing the
number sentence. The science people use it as a simple pan balance. The science de-
sign, as an example, employs a large coke bottle, a marble, a 65-centimeter piece of
lath, two rubber bands and two styrene cups.

The ability to adapt to identified needs and to develop industrial arts activities to
meet those needs is the ultimate goal in our centers.

Snyder is curriculum development specialist, Industrial Arts, with th_ Weit Virginia Deportment af
Education.

Energy

=.:Electrical Power from the Atom
LKennetn H. BergMan

Probably J. J. Thomson in 1896 began the process of our eventual development of
atomic energy. He was the one who first suggested that all things were made of similar

, small particles. The Curies, Bohr, and Rutherford made additional contributions through
experimenting and theorizing tO produce our present concept of atomic structure. (1)

The process of nuclear fission was first demonstrated by Ernest Rutherford in 1919
when he was able to bombard nitrogen with alpha particles to transmit nitrogen into
_oxygen, a process that was believed to be impossible. The invention of the cyclotron and
the VandeGraff generator in 1931 stimulated nuclear research, as higher energies and

=, greater variety of particle acceleration were available for the first time. Enrico Fermi
kheorized that it was easier to produce radioactivity by bombarding nuclei with neutrons

than with alpha particles. (The alpha panicle is the nucleus of the helium atom, 2 neutrons
(4r.and 2 protons.) He was successful with this idea when he bombarded all elements below
illourine on the atomic chart. When he was working with uranium, he found that there
(=appeared to be a new element produced after the radiation of uranium. In 1934 he pub-
tlished a report of this happening and speculated that a new element had been produced

result of this experiment. He described in this paper three chain reactions that
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occurred in the formation of this new element. Two German scientists later confirmed
this discovery.

In 1939, Hahn and Strassmann were able to duplicate Fermi's experiment and went
one step further to produce the first fission reaction. (2) This fission reaction was not
accepted as such by these scientists because of the unusual results. Previous transmu-
tation involved only a change of one or two atoms in molecular structure; this change
amounted to a splitting of the uranium into two roughly equal sized atoms.

The publication of the successful splitting of the atom triggered an attempt to dupli-
cate this experiment in many other places such as in the United States, France and Britain.

The discovery of the fission process by these German scientists during the time of
Hitler's dictatorship would have made possible Hider's complete domination of the world
had he only recognized tbe potential of atomic power. Fermi and his associates, who did
much that led to fission reaction, were residents of Italy when Mussolini was ruling that
country, and his recognition of the experiments in atomic power would have again been
disastrous for the enemies of these two countries.

In 1942 Fermi was in the United States at the University of Chicago and with his
colleagues was eondnuing to work on the bombardment of the nucleus of the uranium
atom. The outcome of this work was the construction of the first atomic pile. Between
3 and 3:30 in the afternoon of December 2, 1942, Enrico Fermi announced that the atomic
pile was operating on a self-sustaining basis and was producing one-half watt of power. (2)

This first atomic pile consisted of a pile of uranium, uranium oxide and graphite,
about 20 by 24 by 20 feet. Each of the various materials were compressed into blocks
about 8-1/2 by 4 inches and then placed in a wooden supporting lattice of the dimensions
that had been computed as the critical sire to cause a self-sustaining reaction. Control
of the pile was accomplished by means of cadmium rods that were withdrawn to cause the
pile to begin to heat. On December 12th the pile was permitted to generate 200 watts of
power. (2 & 3)

Before August 1939, all experimenting with atomic energy in the United States was
done without the money or backing of the United States government. Albert Einstein sent
a letter co President Roosevelt to convince him that work on atomic energy should pro-
ceed as fast as possible and with the aid of the government. President Roosevelt agreed,
and in January 1940, 56,000 was granted to Columbia University for fission research
under the direction of the Arrny and Navy. (2) The atomic bomb was developed as a re-
sult of this experimenting.

ATOMIC POWER PLANTS IN THE UNITED STATES

The first chain reaction that produced any power occurred in December 1942, but
rhe first reactor to pre power on a regular basis began in August 1951 and was a
liquid metal fast breeeer rea.:tor. It was identified as the Experimental Breeder Reactor
I (EBR 1) and was op( rated b% the Argonne National Laboratory. (5) The first commercial
atomic power plant began jperation on December 18, 1957, and was a pressurized water
reactor. A boiliNg w-.cer reactor began operation in August 1960 and was located in
Illinois. (4) The ar:Issurized water reactor (PWR) and the boiling water reactor (BWR)
are light water (ordinary water) reactors and are less expensive DI operate than heavy
water reactors. Other experimental types that will nor be discussed are air cooled,
carbon dioxide cooled, helium cooled and nitrogen cooled. Each has its advantages and
disadvantages.

PRESSURIZED WATER REACTORS

The Shippingport Atomic Power Station was the first commercial power plant to
operate in the United States. This reactor heats water in the area of the reactor and is 5

maintained under a pressure of 1800 pounds per square inch at a temperature of 500
degrees F. The moderator and coolant are ordinary water, and the size of the reactor is
about 6 feet by 6.8 feet. It creates about 230 megawatts of heat but generates only 60
megawatts of power (26 percent efficient).

The reactor is contained in a concrete structure and has a dome shaped top. The
reactor vessel is about 30 feet high and 11 feet across. The very top has the control ret1=-1
drive mechanism that moves the rods up and down according to power needs. The pres-
sure head is found just below the rods and the head retains the steam in place so that it 4
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the outlet nozzle. The control rod guides are located below the pressure
these guides the reactor core is found. This is where the atomic reaction

the heating of the water take place. The bottom of the vessel is rounded and extends
the reactor core about twice its length; this acts as a reservoir for the water and

thër materials that may fall out of the core.
7-The reactor vessel contains about 110 tons of uranium fuel which can produce the
er equivalent of 9 million tons of coal. The uranium is contained in pellets in stati-

s.::steel- tubes that have been inserted into a grid pattern in the vessel. Control rods
made of aluminum or cadmium and are inserted or withdrawn as the power demand

-a. Water circulates through the grid system to pick up the heat and help to hold
-ctor temperature below melting.

THE BOILING WATER REACTOR

The first large size commercial boiling water reactor was started in October 1959
by the Commonwealth Edison Company and was located near Morris, Illinois. The re-

.= actor core of the newer units of the Dresden Plant contain 150 tons of uranium fuel.
tyranium 238 is slightly enriched with Uranium 235 and is the fuel of these reactors. The

enema* vessel is 70 feet high and weighs about 800 tons when loaded. Water circulates
-around-the fuel rods and is heated to 546 degrees F and to a pressure of 1000 pounds per

quare inch. The BWR requires one less step in producing electricity and should be less
s*rpensive in construction.

The surrounding vessel of the reactor is made of thick carbon steel and lined with
stainless steel. The reactor or containment building is made of reinforced concrete.

&The purpose of this building is to prevent any atomic radiation from escaping to the sur-
rounding area if a leak or accident occurs. Inside the containment building there is a
teel-lined concrete dry well that contains the reactor vessel, and this is the primary

liaimment device. As with all atomic power plants built in the U.S., there are repetitious
afety devices and procedures used to contain any leaks or accidents. Many foreign
Imic power plants do not have such multiple safety devices, but simply use several
it of water over the top of the reactor for radiation absorption and protection.

THE LIQUID METAL FAST BREEDER REACTOR ILMFBR)

The EER I produced the first nuclear generated power in the United States in August
951 and continued to operate until December 1963. The EBR I was built and operated by

Argonne National Laboraton% According to many of those involved with these pro-
ems, the LMFBR is the only reasonable alternative to the future of atomic power pro-
crion or any type of power production. Light water reactors presendy get 1 or 2 per-

of the available power from the uranium fuel, whereas the LMFBR can extract 60
rcent or more of the power from the uranium.

After the EBR I was built and used, the next steps in designing and using the LMFBR
ere accomplished through the Sodium Reactor Experiment in 1957, the Hallam Nuclear
ower Facility in 1962 and the submarine experiments which continued these steps. The

II and the Fermi Reactors, which began operation in 1963, produced 62.5 and 200
awatts, respectively. The last test facility for the LMFBR is the Fast Flux Test Fa-

that is located in Washington state and is supposed to begin operation in 1978. From
f these experiments the fina design of this first commercial LMFBR will be de-

el, ed. The Clinch River Breeder Reactor (CRERP)is scheduled for operation by 1981.
°operation between the U.S. and West German governments has made possible the con-.,truction and operation of the Southwest Experimental Fast Oxide Reactor which also
ntributed to the construction of a commerciai LMFBR plant, the CRBRP.

The Clinch River Plant will have a reactor power of 975 megawatts and an output of
0 megawatts of electrical power. The primary sodium will be heated to 995 degrtes F,
-the steam will he availableat the generator at 900 degrees and 1450 pounds per square

all. The core fuel will consist of plutonium oxide and uranium oxide, and the control
will be made of boron carbon. The over-all height of the reactor vessel is 55 feet,
-is -20 feet in diameter. There will be 217 fuel rods per assembly and 198 core
hues, each fuel rod is 14 feet in length. There will be 150 blanket assemblies .
ace that the reaction takes place is only 3 feet high and about 6 feet in diameter.

The sodium heat transfer system consists of a primary system and a secondary sys-
The sodium in the primary system is moved through the reactor core with a 5000
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-rsepower electric motor in each of the three primary sodium systems. The three
Secondary pumps will he slighdy smaller than the primary pumps.

As the steam-operated generators will he capable of producing 350 megawatts of
electrical power when the reactor is putting out 975 megawatts of heat, the plant is 36
percent efficient Efficiency of the next plant is expected to be about 40 percent. (11)

THE ONLY ALTERNATIVE
The future needs of this country for electrical energy are expanding rapidly. In 1970

each person in the U.S. consumed 7,300 kilowatt hours (KWH) of electrical energy. In
1980, it is expected to be 13,000 KWH, almost double in 10 years. In 1990, it is expected
to be 22 megawatt hours, and 33 megawatt hours by the year 2000. Much of the increased
demand will be due to expanded use of electrical appliances, industrial demands, and in-
creased use for hearing and cooling that is now being supplied by gas and oil. It is ex-
pected that the entire U.S. reserve of oil will be depleted hy 1995. Some of this could he
saved by increased output of atomic power. Without nuclear power plants in the year
2000, coal will have to be consumed at the rate of 10 million tons per day to fulfill this
electrical need. The need for breeder plants is very great, as we will run our of available
U.S. uranium in 10 years.

An advantage of the breeder process is that when 10 plutonium atoms are fissioned
or burnt up, there will he 12 new plutonium atoms created; this is a breeding ratio of 1.2.
The plutonium produced hy these plants can he used to fuel the PWR and BWR. The
250,000 tons of depleted uranium that will exist from gaseous diffusion plants in 1980 will
supply the fast breeder reactors for many years to come. Over the next 50 years, the
use of the breeder could reduce the need for 1.2 million tons of uranium. Plutonium
presently has a value of from 4 to 5 thousand dollars per pound.

The use of sodium as the heat transfer medium has several advantages. One is that .;

sodium does not slow the neutron bombardment process and thereby reduce the breeding
effect; another is that the sodium does not need to operate under high pressures, as water
does. Sodium does not vaporize easily at the operating temperature of the reactor, and
the danger that water creates when it vaporizes does not exist. Special precautions are
needed to prevent the sodium from coming in contact with water or air; this is accom-
plished by surrounding the sodium vessels with nitrogen gas. (9)

Another advantage to using the fast breeder reactor is in future costs. The cost o
production in the light water reactor is about 2.15 mils per KWH; the breeder reactor
produces power at a cost of 0.9 mils per KWH.

Other forms of energy should be considered for use by the year 2000. Solar energy,
when properly harnessed, can supply from 5 to 10 percent. Geothermal power will be
able to furnish less than 1 percent of the power needs; hydroeloctric 3 percent; wind
2 percent; tides 0 percent; all hy the year 2000. If sufficient rr .ley and experimenting
are done, it may be possible to develop atomic fusion for future power needs. (12)

As 32 leading scientists have stated, "We can see no reasonable alternafive to an
increased use of nuclear power to satisfy our energy needs." They were referring to
the use of breeder reactors as the alternative to producing all of our electrical power.
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_e-Engine of the Future
iRayrriond E. Crawford

In the past few years we have wimessed a growing public concern over the fate of the
!conventional automobile power source, the gasoline engine. Increased inwrest in im-
proved fuel economy and the shadow of steadily tightening federal vehicle emission stand-
tards have produced a great deal of both support and opposition. Can the gasoline piston
Lengine be improved sufficiendy to satisfy emission control laws? Might it be replaced

y .:some other type of power? Replace it? With what? What fuel might be used, or
Ampropriately, what fuel will be available by, say, 1990 or 20207 Is there another engine

Fin feplace "old reliable?" When will it emerge from the obscure to the familiar? The
416Wing general statements will lead to further discussion of several possible low-

etnission engine candidates for the future. The future alluded to implies a time frame
r'extending into the 1990's.

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE
E -

we pause and look back to the turn of the twentieth century, we observe that three
ompetitive forms of power were about equal in prominence - steam, electric and gaso-
ine. Steam power required an abundance of bulky plumbing with an explosion potennal

it every joint. Indeed, it took much courage to remain in the vicinity of an operating, ,
sWarn engine A. In spite of the fact that an electric car won the firsi American automobile..

ack race, It was never again to present a competitive threat to eithr /- steam or gasoline
s.5wer. The electric car never was able to achieve either accepts 'e range or speed .

at left only the gasolthe engine to start its rise to prominence as the automotive power
arit of the world.
. The internal combustion engine, with which most of us are familiar, uses a mixture

,fnel (usually gasoline) and air within the engine. A small charge of the air-fuel mixture
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is ignited inside each cylinder (or chamber of the rotary piston engine) to build pressurefor the power impulse. Several extra processes are necessary to produce each power
impulse. These begin with an intake process which charges the combustion chamber with
air-fuel mixture. The next event is compression of the air-fnel charge followed by spark
ignition. The resulting pressure rise from the expanding gases exerts great force on the
piston, which in turn travels downward in the cylinder transmitting force to the crank-shaft. The burned gases are expelled by the exhaust stroke, thus completing the'four-stroke, five-event cycle of combustion. A V-I3 equipped car traveling 60 mph requires
that a new fire must be ignited about 9,600 times every minute.

The reciprocating piston engine includes the four-stroke (OTTO) cycle and two-stroke cycle. Engine types can be further classified as spark ignition and diesel (corn-
pres.s.lon) ignition engines, either of which may be two-stroke or four-stroke cycle.

The gas turbine engine is another form of internal combustion engine. In the gas
turbine engine, a continuous flame expands burning gases which blow through the blades
of a turbine wheel causing the turbine to spin at very high speeds. The turbine shaft then
transmits power ro the vehicle drive-train.

EXTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

The external combustion engine is one in which the fuel is burned outside the basic
engine. Such engines as the Rankine cycle, Lear steam engine and the Stirling engine all
are considered external-combustion engines and will be discussed later in more detail.

BY-PRODUCTS OF THE COMBUSTION PROCESS

Nearly every lc own combustion process yields some undesirable by-products. Car-
bon monoxide (C0i, unburned hydrocarbons (1-1(:), nitric oxide (NO), particulates and
smoke are the principal by-products.

Carbon monoxide (CO) is an invisible, odorless, highly toxic gas formed during com-
bustion whenever too much fuel is present for the amount of oxygen available.

Unburned hydrocarbons (IIC) result from incomplete combustion. The relatively
cool combustion chamber and cylinder wall surfaces may cause sufficient temperature
drop to cause quenching of the flame around the perimeter of those surfaces. Some 7
hydrocarbons contribute to the formation of photochemical smog when mixed with oxides
of nitrogen in the presence of sunlight.

Nitric oxide (NO) is chemically active, and much of it changes to nitrogen dioxide
(NO2). For simplicity, all oxides of nitrogen are labeled NOx. NOx is the result of
oxygen combining with nitrogen at high temperatures. When certain hydrocarbons are
combined W ith oxides of nitrogen and exposed to sunlight, photochemical smog is formed.
Some of the chemicals in smog present significant health hazards and some also are
damaging to plant life.

Particulates are small solid particles of fuel additives, soot, iron oxides (rust) and
sulfates (sulfuric acid). When the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) became con-
cerned over the sulfate emissions emitted froni catalytic exhaust converters, several
studies were initiated to determine if a threat really exists and what might be done about
it. It appears that other chemicals are being formed in the catalytic process of trans-
forming carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons to harmless carbon dioxide and water.
Before the catalytic converter was required, sulfur dioxide (SO2) was emitted from all
exhausts in small amounts, The catalytic action causes some of the 502 to be trans-
formed to sulfur trioxide (S01), which reacts with the normally present water vapor and
forms sulfuric acid.

Ford Motor Company maintains that EPA overstated the problem due to an overly
pessimistic sec of assumptions concerning traffic density and the amount of sulfur in
unleaded fuel. Ford and others are conducting research to determine the seriousness of
the health and environmental threat. At present, it appears that no one has a solution g

other than to relax the standards for unburned hydrocarbons which, in turn, would allow
removal of catalytic converters. A second solution might be to allow removal of sulfur ;
from gasoline.

Visible smoke from a gasoline engine indicates a need for engine repair, while
visible smoke from a diesel indicates incorrect adjustments. In either gsse, smoke is
visible particles being emitted from the engine. The cloud of condensed water vapor 2
from the exhaust in cold weather should not be mistaken for smoke...
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ETMSSION' STA ND ARDS 2

al vehicle emission standards are stated in units of grams per mile (gpm) for
0.-and NO Each manufacturer must submit new vehicles to EPA for exhaustive

trIngent testa to prove the vehicle will not emit more than the allowable amount for
atiyear model. These standards have been juggled about due to manufactuers claims

-complaints"t"standards have tightened too much too soon. There have been other
the cessive costs of researching ways to meet ever-tightening EPA emission
ards have precluded money for researching alternative power sources. Since emis-

dards have been rather confusing, the following chart should help to clarify just
re they stand as of February 1976:

NELS
-The list of fuels which can be used in an engine includes compressed natural gas

(pNG), liquified natural gas (LNG), liquified petroleum gas (LPG), hydrogen, Ocohol,
aminonia and many blends of gasolines and diesel fuels. Most of these fuels have major
shortcomings .

For instance, CNG will not provide satisfactory range, even with the trunk filled with
algh pressure cylinders of CNG. Liquid natural gas extends range somewhat over CNG,
lir requires insulated storage cylinders which are bulky and expensive. Not withstanding
these problems, natural gas is in critically short supply. LPG cannot be supplied in
quantities for even a small portion of the cars on our highways. These fuels could be
o'cilized best by fleets for short range urban applications. They are, however, clean-
6uraing or low-emission fuels.

,Hydrogen has been attracting some interest in the scientific community as a prac-
cal...non-polluting fuel. It appears now that a suitable storage system may be possible

ch could eventually lead to the practical use of hydrogen as the first non-fossil auto-
Odle fue1.3 The processing of hydrogen calls for decomposing water into hydrogen
andt oxygen, its basic elements, by passing an electric current through a conductive water
iroliitIon.1 The hydrogen will then be combined with magnesium powder inside a fuel cas-
ette fOrrning magnesium hydride The weight and volume of the storage containers is

-.0-excessive about 513 pounds for the equivalent of 20 gallons of gasoline. Another
prpplem is the dissipation of large quantities of heat released as the fuel container is

The hydride can be decomposed easily to release the hydrogen gas for use as
fifelV,Hydride cannot explode on impact, as gasoline or pure hydrogen might, indicating a
glifer fuel storage system. One foreign firm has developed a similar method of storing
hy drogen .using titaniferous iron granules for a different type of metal hydride .

t;.tiPpears that two major obstacles remain to be overcome: 1. There are no major
.,cflon -facilities for hydrogen fuel, which would be necessary for any significant use

by:iiiotorlets, and 2. Lack of a marketing or distribution network for the exchangeable
fifil.!eassettes which would serve as fuel tanks. Besides, a fairly costly modification is
itecessary with present cars in order to use hydrogen fuel. It seems that practical hydro-
teneH.:ftiel may be some distance in the future-- perhaps, with good fortune, by 1990. Who

ovisr.,.- The incentive for further research with hydrogen is the promise of an almost
,e-ely:non-pollutIng fuel in potentially unlimited quantities. Alcohol is more expensive

ariufacture and has lower heat Indue than gasoline. It produces aldehyde emissions,
Chcantribute to smog formation much the same as hydrocarbons.
Gatioline is still the most practical fuel for general use It is reasonably easy to,ge the blending for reduced emissions and operation at various temperatures. Of

ree, with petroleum reserve depletion being a major concern, fuel economy has be-
e-a-:Very real-requirement for auto makers.

Grams Per Mile HC CO

Original 1975 Standard 0.41 3.4 0.4

Interim 1975 Adjusted 1.5 15.0 3.1

1976 1.5 15.0

1977 1.5 15.0 2.0

1978 .41 34 0.4
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ALTERNATIVE POWER SOURCES

Lest we allow our view of the forest to be obstructed by trees, the first power source
which will be discussed should be the reciprocating piston engine, with which we are all
familiar. In spite of all its inefficiencies and shortcomings, it still is the most practical
and the least expensive source of automotive power available today and may be for some
time to come.

About 50 million new cars were built during the years 1971 to 1975, many of which
used twice as much fuel as those made in the 1960 's. l'he primary reason for the enor-
mous increase in fuel consumption was government-mandated use of emission-control
equipment, adjustments and modifications. The poor old piston engine suddenly found
itself in serious trouble. Firs% it was found to be polluting the atmosphere. As If that
weren't enough, it became evident that in order to clean up the exhaust, we nearly had to
ruin it. In the 1970's, engines became hard to start, hard to keep running, slow co warm
up and short on power. Often it became nearly impossible to ger it to stop running. Gas
mileage had dropped to sometimes less than half that of a ten-year-old counterpart. In
1975, public indignation rose to new heights when a catalytic exhaust gas converter be-
came part of most new cars to the tune of between $50 and $150 each. Now, to add insult
to injury, John Q. Public is being told that he MUSE use lead-free gasoline which may not
be available in certain areas. All this has started some really serious efforts to dis-
cover realistic solutions to the problems of atmospheric pollution and petroleum fuel
shortage, yet still be able to travel when and where we ixish. In this age of advanced
technology, it seems hard to believe we cannot find answers to the many problems con-
nected with transportation.

We have seen the size and weighted cars take a decided downward turn in the interest
of fuel economy. Manufacturers are shaving posnds, even ounces, from engine weights
in their efforts to improve fuel economy. Removal of 10 or 20 pounds from an engine's
total weight may seem like an easy enough task until one takes a closer look.

Chrysler Corporation has announced an electronically-controlled engine which was
designed to excel in driveability, emission characteristics and economy. It is called the
lean burn engine and is slated to be installed in 200,000 1976-model cars wish 400 and
440 cu in powerplants. Plans are being made to apply the lean bLm concept to smaller
engines later. This highly sophisticated system uses a computer which receives signals
from ambient temperature sensors, coolant temperature sensors, speed sensors and load
sensors, then calculates the best moment for firing each cylinder. Lean burn engthes
are performing well at an air/fuel ration as lean as 18:1 and require no catalysts, ex-
haust gas recirculation or air pumps except in California.

If present plans for mileage requirements remain unchanged, 350-400 cu in engines
may be discontinued by 1980-85. Smaller V-8s, 6 cylinder and 4 cylinder engines may
survive for 10 years or so, providing emission standards can he met by the internal-
combustion piston engine. There is always the possibility that accelerated development
of hydrogen as an automotive fuel source could save the piston engine, as we know it,
from eventual extinction.

STRATIFIED CHARGE ENGINE

Another innovation which might delay the demise of the piston engine is the stratified
charge concept. The stratified charge principle provides for ignition of a rich air/fuel
charge which burns into a very lean mixture area within the combustion chamber. The
resulting average air/fuel ratio is considerably leaner than in the conventional engine.

Efforts at reducing exhaust emissions have resulted in a frustrating dilemma. Modi-
fications which tend to reduce I IC and CO emissions also tend to increase the amount of
NO, formed during combustion, and vice versa. Higher combustion temperatures and
lean air/fuel ratios will reduce IIC and CO emissions, while high combustion temperatures
cause oxidation of Cie nitrogen in the air and thereby produce NO,. The-stratified charge
engine utilizes a known concept. An over-alllean mixture reduces emission of CO, while
NOx is reduced by causing ignition to occur in a rich air/fuel mixture followed by further
burning into a lean mixture area within the combustion chamber. The fuel charge is
deliberately stratified inside the combustion chamber so as to produce a rich mixture at
the spark plug and a lean mixture elsewhere. As a result, the over-all mixture is le:-- 7,
efficient and cleaner burning.
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Motor Company is ccncentrating on two designs of stratified-charge engines:
e-chamber) engine and a fuel-injected engine. These are, however, only two
ible 4tariat1ons of the stratified-charge concept. These engines should im-

conomy as well as reduce exhaust emissions. Many inventors and developers
ve worked with variations of the stratified charge engine but Honda Motors of Japan

y marketed their pre-chamber version called the C VCC (Compound Vortex Controlled
stion) engine. Honda uses a dual carburetor principle with a three-valve divided

The pre-chamber contains a small intake valve through which a rich air/fuel
-ters from the small venturi (rich) portion of the carburetor. The spark plug

eXtends into the rich mixture, which is ignited easily. A large, or main, intake valve
-Opens simultaneounly with the small valve to feed a lean mixture from the lean carburetor

die,larger area of the combustion chamber. The charge is too lean to be ignited by
triti electric spark of normal intensity; thus it depends on the flame from the pre-chamber

Je ignite and burn through the extremely lean mixture. Fuel injection is used on some
ngines to inject fuel directly into the pre-chamber, and a modified lean-mixture car-

r may be used to feed the main combustion chamber.
Divided chamber engines have demonstrated the capability of combining low emissions

Of HC and CO with good fuel economy; however, NOx emissions are not so good. The
NOit ,standard of 2.0 gpm now projected for 1977 can be met, but the 1978 standard of 0.4

4orti cannot be met without certain degradation of both performance and mileage. If die
1978 .NOx standard of 0.4 gpm remains firm, Honda will have to install exhaust gas re-

: circulation to meet that standard. Tests have indicated that not only would thiveability
; be-degraded, gas mileage would drop about 18 percent_ Ford has indicated reluctance to

t tt, divided chamber engine into production unless they receive assurance that the 2.0
NOx standard will remain in effect for at 16ast 10 years. Of course, once a decision

ufacture is made, Ford says several years are required to tool up for mass pro-
Auction.

A few years ago the news media seized upon a thread of information that Ford Motor
Company had developed a unique new engine using the stratified charge concept. The idea

`ttaieeMed._greati_however, engineers said at that time they had been unable to get one to last
-riiore than approximately 3,000 miles without burning the pistons.

Ford does have, in the developmental stage, a fuel-injected stratified charge engine
oh bee been named PROCO for Programmed Combustion. PROCO is a process in
ch a precise fuel charge is injected directly into the combustion chamber at exactly

e right instant, depending on the driver's wishes.
A specially shaped combustion chamber in the head of the piston serves to control

ttir motion, thereby controlling the spreading of the injected fuel cloud and, after ignition,
contTolling flame travel. The spark plug is located near the center of the injected fuel

.,.ciciud and places a spark near the center of the fuel mass where the air/fuel ratio is
:rich and therefore relatively cool. After initial combustion, the flame proceeds to a fuel-
-lean atmosphere to achieve clean, efficient burning.

Ford Motor Company has been refining and testing the PROCO for about 20 years
-.and recently built prototype engines for the military. Although the concept is promising
Hor good mileage and low emissions, several more years of testing will be necessary to
:.:determine if it has the durability and reliability required to make it suitable as a replace-
Anent for today's engines.

Other methods of purifying the piston engine include lean-mix systems; raising intake
'manifold temperatures for improved fuel vaporization; exhaust converters more tolerantI -Vof,lead fuel additives. filters for trapping particulates and, one of the more promising, a
E ... ..

kmetnoci of stir ernenting gasoline with hydrogen which may be generated aboard the vehicle.
The on-board hydrogen generator deserves mention as a possible development which

ray extend the era of the gasoline piston engine. Tests have shown that an internal com-
*scion engine begins to misfire at a lean air/fuel ratio of about 18:1 on hydrocarbon fuel .

ratory engines have =imaged to fire a 24:1 mixture; however in order to achieve
NOx goal of 0.4 grams per mile, an air/fuel ratio of approximately 30:1 is necessary .

ugly,- this is not possible with hydrocarbon fuel. Jet Propulsion Lab has develop ,d
pact on-board hydrogen generator which supplements gasoline fuel, making it pos-
to burn a fuel mixture ranging from 24:1 to 340:1, depending on the amount of hydra-

ted. Operation of the hydrogen generator thvolves partial burning of an ex-
y rich (5.15:1) gasoline mixture. The unit produces a gaseous product containing

carbon monoxide, methane, carbon dioxide, water and nitrogen. The hydrogen
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in the mixture is then combined with gasoline and fed the engine, where the lean burning
results in nearly perfect combustion. \dvantages of such a gasoline/hydrogen fuel over
pure hydrogen are better accelcratio:1 and space-saving, since the generator is much
smaller than a hydrogen storage tank.

Both thermal reactors :Ind catalytic reactors have been tested. A nickel catalyst
reactor appears to reduce soot problems, at the same time operating at a lower tempera-
ture than the thermal type reactor. Several problems have yet tO be solved before this
system can be put Into production vehicles, but it is just possible that this system could
solve at least a portion of the emission/fuel problem for some time in the future.

Any successful modification tO the present piston engine that will increase fuel mile-
age and reduce emissions will get a multi-billion dollar jump over all other engine de-
velopments. The question, "Why not keep the piston engine which has been a good en-
gine7 seems valid, providing it can he made to do the job and nothing better is available.
Why not, Indeed?

ROTARY PISTON ENGINE

The rotary piston engine is similar to the reciprocating piston engine, except that
the pistons rotate instead of moving up and down. The rotary engine marketed by Mazda
of Toyo Kogyo is now a familiar item throughout this country. At first, it made a big
splash and was hailed as -the' engine to replace the conventional piston power plant.
Several problems have plagued the rotary engine. For one, fuel mileage was not nearly
up to where it should be for an engine of such small size. Secondly, internal sealing and
lubrication problems, although somewhat improved, apparently are not completely re-
solved. Also, the Mazda Wankel type engine belts the buyer about $500 to $600 over the
conventional 4 cylinder Mazda engine. At the same time GM indicated about a $1,000
premium Over a conventional Vega engine. General Motors, the world's largest car
maker, now has about 550 million tied up in Wankel license fees. For some reason, GM
did not market their 206 Cif) rotary engine as planned. Some speculation points to fuel
mileage as one reason. An unverified report from Japan indicates that GM will attempt
to acquire an interest in the troubled Toyo Kogyo and merge that company with Isuzu, in
which GM now owns 34 percent interest. This situation is Of interest, considering that
GM shelved their rotary engine without explanation and without any apparent good reason.

The rotary engine characteristically emits considerably more HC and CO than other
types; hov.ever, its emission of NOx is lower. The thermal reactor (burning chamber)
used on the engine operates by maintaining high temperatures while injecting fresh air
to burn the exhaust by-products more completely. In order for the thermal reactor to
work correctly, it must be fed exhaust gases rich in hydrocarbon as well as fresh air.
To provide the needed ingredients, the engine is fed a somewhat rich air/fuel mixture.
The ignition is also retarded to provide a torch-like blast of exhaust gas entering the
reactor. A belt-driven air pump provides the necessary air flow into the thermal reactor.
One authority claims that if lead-free gasoline were used with an exhaust catalytic con-_
verter, the timing could be advanced and fuel mileage would be increased. Recently,
claims have indicated that considerable improvement in mileage has been achieved for
the Mazda.

Its durability surprised many who predicted that John Q. Public would destroy it
quickly. Mazda stunned the U.S. auto industry in 1974 by extending the engine warranty
to 3 years or 50,000 miles.

Whether it carries a label of Mazda, GM, VW, NSU, Mercedes Benz or a surprise
name, the rotary engine is the only alternative power plant that is here now in volume
production, and it will probably sell well for a long time.

While the rotary engine probably will not be a replacement for the conventional
engine, it will surely offer some serious competition to any challengers,

DIESEL ENGINE

The diesel has long been an excellent source of power for anything from locomotives
through construction equipment, stationary power and trucks. Diesel engines are noted
for low emissions of HC and CO, but NOx emissions are a different story. Another com-
plaint heard universally is that diesels smoke and stink! Anyone who has followed a
poorly tuned city bus on a hot day in heavy traffic certainly has a valid complaint. The
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act is that a diesel does not smoke if properly adjusted. On the other hand, no one has
sUCceasfully reduced the foul odor of diesel exhaust to anywhere near an acceptable level,
linagslne thousands of diesel powered cars in the daily stream of city traffic.

The job of cleaning up the die, el engine may be easier than cleaning up the gasoline
engine, but Detroit would have us believe that rolling back the Red Sea again would be a
impler task. GM claims that 1977 emission standards listed below cannot be met. The

standards are: CO 25 grams per brake horsepower per hour; 1.0 gram per brake
horsepower per hour and NO, 7.5 grams per brake horsepower per hour.

Noise has become another factor in environmental pollution caused by trucks and
ther road vehicles. A GM representative was quoted in Auto Industry, August 1975, as

_saying that it may cost 54,450 plus per truck to encapsulate the diesel engine to bring
diesel truck engine noise down to acceptable levels. A diesel powered truck is rated at
about 87 decibels. When compared to GM's turbine trucks, which run about 76 db (with-
out exhaust attenuadon), the diessl is a mighty noisy piece of machinery.

Where does diesel power stand with automobiles and light duty trucks? Again, the
outcry that the 0.4 gpm NOx standard is too tough too difficult and too expensive to

achieve. According to an article in the February 1976 issue of Diesel and Gas Turbine
Progress several companies are moving toward light diesels. Volkswagon, International
liervester, and GM's Oldsmobile Division are examples of same who are moving toward
automotive diesel power. The author of the above article is quick to point out that no one
is expecting a mass move to diesel power and adds that if only 5 percent of U.S. passen-
ger car production went to diesel, it would amount to 400,000 to 500,000 engines a year.
Compared to the present annual production of just over 500,000 diesel engines in this
country, that is quite a number.

Although the diesel has proven to be dependable, economical on fuel and long-lived,
jr does have some features which are not so desirable. It necessarily must be hems),

:.because of the intense internal forces exerted upon it; cost is significantly higher than
ite counterpart; vibration, noise, odor and poor cold starting are enough to cause many

. to reject the diesel-powered automobile. Also, as pointed out earlier, NOx emissions
i-may prove to be a formidable barrier to future light automotive diesel engines. Another
s barrier which seems to be either ignored or neatly sidestepped is the fact that a shortage
--.;af diesel fuel, or rather fuel oil products, may be a major determining factor as to whether
the diesel really can step up and take first place. According to oil company refinery
inforrnation, crude oil is capable of yieldMg only 34 percent fuel oil products, which in-

.,: eludes home heating oil, jet fuel, diesel fuel and kerosene. We are told also that fuel
oils can be transformed to gasoline, but nothing can stretch the 34 barrels of fuel oils
out of every 100 barrels of crude oil. On the other hand, it seems interesting that no
mention is made of this subject by those who would claim that the diesel should take its
rightful place at the head of the power parade. If the 34 percent fuel oil yield figure is
correct, then it would seem doubtful that massive diesel fuel requirements could be met.
In other words, one of these groups has to wrong.

s- GAS TURBINE

As early as 1791, John Barber recorded his description of a turbine powered by com-
:.bustion products rather than steam. Many millions of dollars have been invested in
experimental turbine engines by Ford, Chrysler, GM and others, but the fully practical
pplication of turbine power for automobiles has so far eluded the engineers. However,
rhine engines have proven their worth in aircraft, power generators and other types of

5Eitallonary power. The turhine is uncomplicated, comparadvely inexpensive and is durable.
-Maintenance is simple and failures are rare.
. The turbine engine is schematically a torch blowing its flames through a set of angled
bledes attached to a wheel (turbine wheel). The burner, or torch, is supplied with nearly

s--e any combustible liquid fuel by a spray nozzle which sprays into the burner. Oxygen is
, supplied to the burner by the compressor, which is turned by a shaft connected to the

t.
*Thine. The pure jet moves forward because of a combustion reaction which produces
thrust. A prop jet is a turbine engine geared to a propeller which produces thrust.

k 'Obviously, pure thrust cannot be used in a car or truck because of high-temperature
ust gas, not to mention the noise level which accompanies pure jet operation.
After many setbacks in putting turbine powered vehicles into production, it seems
_most delays weresattributedsto_high-volume production problems. No one has done
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it before. A massive changeover such as producing turbine engines for cars requires
development of entirely different techniques. Facilities do exist for moderate-volume
production but labor costs become prohibitive, Another reason for delaying mass produc-
tion of the turbine engine has been the relatively short supply and high COSA of metals
capable of withstanding the high operating temperatures. The higher the operating tem-
perature of the turbine, the better the fuel mileage will be.

In February 1074, the General ElectriL Research and Development Center in New
York announced a great breakthrough which should enable the turbine operating tempera-
tures to be raised. A simple, inexpensive iCchnique for making ceramic turbine hot parts
from silicon carbide was the key. Common materials, rather than rare, expensive ele-
ments are dictated for high-volume production.

Ford and others now are hard at work in the search for an acceptable combination of
materials and manufacturing processes necessary to produce components which will meet
the demanding temperature requirements while still remaining economical enough for
p, -"Tiger car use.

.hrysler Corporation is planning to present a turbine powered cornaact car by the
mIddle of the 1.07o model year, The Jet Propulsion Lab of the California Institute of
Technology has recommended development of both the turbine and the Stirling engine,
which will be dealt with later, because of low emissions and a 30 to 40 percent reduction
in fuel consumption. The fuel savings would amount to about 2 million barrels a day or
about $8 billion.

GM Allison -Turbine Division is striving toward three goals for the truck rurbine
engine development: 1. To attain performance comparable to diesel power, 2. To attain
durability equal to diesel power and 3. To bring turbine fuel consumption rate to a favor-
able comparison level with diesel. GM now has several turbines operating in a fleet of
test vehicles which includes trucks, buses, tnil boats. The present GM turbines operate
at a low noise level about 76 db without exhaust attenuation. Full engine power can
be applied toward braking during deceleration.

Truck emission standards for 1977 irt. III 1.0 gram per brake horsepower per
hour, CO 25 grams per brake horsepower per hour and N05 7.5 grarns per brake
horsepower per hour. The present GM truck turbine has bef-ri tested at the following
emission levels 1K 0,14 gram per brake horsepower per hour, CO 1.17 grams per
brake horsepower per hour and NO, 4.0 grams per brake horsepower per hour. The
company hopes to have reached a point where production could begin by 1980, and it may
offer serious competition to the diesel by 1985.

RANKINE CYCLE
The Rankine cycle engine is an external-combustion engine which technically is a

closed cycle steam engine when operated on water. Several companies are working to
develop steam as a practical means of powering passenger cars. One attractive potht
for the Rankine cycle engine is that combustion takes place at low pressure and moderate
temperature in a hot-walled combustor which can have very low emissions, including NOx.

Ford has worked several years with Thermo Plectron Coropration of Waltham, mass.,
in the development of a Rankine cycle vapor engine. Prom that effort emerged an organic
working fluid which has a very low freezing point, is non-flammable and non-toxic. Thus,
the freezing problem of water as well as fire and health hazards were overcome.

A burner, designed during the Ford/Therrno Electron effort, has demonstrated very
low emissions of 11C, CO and NOx. Unfortunately, fuel consumption for most steam en-
gines is very unattractive in a time when fuel waste is almost sinful. Consequently, Ford
dropped the probram in January 1074.

The Lear steam engine has attracted some attention because, instead of the conven-
tional steam piston-type engine, the Lear engine uses steam to drive a turbine at about
65,000 rpm. The extremely high speed then must be geared to suitable drive speeds for
propelling a vehicle. As v,ith other types of external-combusion engines, emission levels
are low but fuel consumption is very poor when compared to present gasoline piston
engines or diesel engines. At the present state of the art, it is doubtful that steam will
provide suitable passenger power in the foreseeable future. Of course, the possibility of
generating steam from nuclear energy could change that picture drastically. The possi-
bility of nuclear powered vehicles presents a whole new set of problems to be solved.
But, who knows what new development may pop up to enable scientists to solve these
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problems? It would seem doubtful that steam power could be developed to a production-
ready state before the mid 1990's or later.

FrIRUNG CYCLE ENGINE
The Stirling engine uses a working fluid which is a captive volume of gas such as

hydrogen or helium. In operation, heat is supplied by an external burner through a heat
exchanger to the working gas inside the enginc% First, a cool volume of gas is compressed
by a piston then heated via the heat exchanger. As heat is applied, the working gas ex-
pands, drivbig the piston down to turn the crankshaft, After expansion, the gas is cooled
and It13 pressure decreases, allowing the gas to be compressed and the cycle is repeated.
The original inventor, Robert Stirling, overcame the problem of separate heating and
cooling sources by a displacer piston engine. The displacer piston serves to move the
gas between a stationary hot chamber and a stationary cold chamber. The displacer
may be driven by a crank and chain mechanism . or, preferably, by an improved mecha-
nism developed by Philips called the Rhombic drive. This unlikely-looking unit results
in a perfectly balanced engine which produces two power strokes per revolution. Philips
has built 30 of the 20 hp size Rhombic-drive engines and has accumulated over 10,000
hours of durability on more than one of the units. A 180 hp size engine has been installed
Ln a bus. These engines have been used on 5 kilowatt power generators in a multi-fuel
demonstration unit They have also been used in a pleasure yacht to demonstrate their
extraordinary smoothness and quiemess. So much for those applications. Now, what
about passenger car use?

A more recent Stirling development the double-acting piston, results in an engine
more suited to automotive use. By wrapping four interconnected pistons into a cylindrical
housing, a swashplate drive is possible. The double-acting piston simultaneously serves
as a power piston and a displacer for the adjacent cylinder. The four cylinders are phased
at 900 intervals around the engine, which causes four torque impulses per revolution of
the swashplate. The engine is a perfectly balanced unit resulting in very smooth, quiet
operation. Tbe heat for the four cylinders is grouped into one common source from a
central burner unit.

The history of the Stirling engines goes back to 1816 when a Scottish clergyman,
Robert Stirling, invented a pumping engine for use in mines. It used low pressure air as
a working fluid and was soon set aside because of its bulk and weight The Stirling engine
was largely abandoned until 1938 when N. V, Philips of Holland became interested in de-
veloping the concept further. In 1958, GIViobtained a license from Philips and constructed
a small Stirling-powered generator sec which was later used in an electric hybrid vehicle.
Two European companies were licensed to build Stirling engines in 1968. GM terminated
work on the Stirling in 1969 and allowed their contract with Philips to expire in 1970. GM
accumulated some 25,000 hours operating time on Stirling engines ranging from 3 co
400 hp. The developmental difficulties identified by GM which resulted in their dropping
the Stirling program are listed below:

1. Sealing problems hydrogen gas escal...1 around piston rods andtnrough hot parts
2. Excessive weight about 7 lb per
3. Excessive bulk too large for vehicle pa aging
4. Low speed limitation top speed only o-3000 rpm
5. Large radiator requirements about 2 to 3 times conventional size
6. High NOx emission about 3.0 gpm as compared to 1978 EPA standard of 0.40 gpm
In 19701 Ford Motor Company joined forces with Philips in an effort to overcome the

problem areas identified by GM. They decided to use a 1975 Ford Torino as a baseline
.

vehicle for the 170 hp Stirling engine. The Stirling engine has been fitted into the Torino,
and test results published May 8, 1975, look promising. Sealing problems have mostly
been solved, and a one-year recharge time has been established for servicing the engine
with hydrogen. The baseline Torino with 331 CID engine weighs in at 4570 pounds; with
Stirling power, 4620 pounds. Changing from the original Rhombic drive Stirling to the
swashplate drive enabled fitting the smaller engine neatly into the 1975 Torino. The engine
can now turn up to 4500 rpm, making it totally compatible with current transmissions. Since
Stirling perfolinance appears to exceed the 351 CID Torino engine by about 20 percent it

;- May be that some of the extra performance can be traded for improved fuel mileage. A
._cOoling system has been developed which appears to have solved at least MDst of the

problems in that area. Emissions have proven to be well below 1978 standards with
_
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measured emission levels of IIC - 0.1 gpm,CO - 0.3i gpin and NO,- 0.17 gprn. Of course
the 50,000 mile durability tests and emission tests have not yet been completed but, with
the external burner system, little deterioration is expected. It appears that the 70 dba
noise level goal can be met. Cooling fans and burner blowers been redesigned to
reduce noise. Incidentally, 7(1 riba is the noise level of a Ford c .leing towed at 65 mph
without the engine running. The average sound level of most conventional vehicles is about
80 dba.

After reading the glowing attributes of the Stirling engine, we must realize that
several formidable problems remain to he solved. Only test engines have been built for
demonstration. They cannot be mass produced. Cost must be minimized and complexity
reduced. Methods of production must be decided upon; up sizing and down sizing methods
must be dealt with.

The developmental period from 107o through [979 is expected to be devoted to Ford/
Philips pre-production srudies followed by advanced engineering studies through 1981. A
production program is scheduled to begin about 1982, with the first Stirling-powered pro-
duction passenger car becoming available in 1985. That's nine years away- if all goes
as planned! Ford is careful to emphasize that this is an optimistic long-range plan and
no matter how good it sounds now we're going to wait a while for the Stirling-powered car.

ELECTRIC PROPULSION

The subject of electric powered vehicles is far too enormous to cover adequately in
a presentation of this type, and yet the outcome of most efforts of this type are somewhat
alike. Most authorities agree that alternative power will eventually be necessary. Many
inventors and so-called environmentalists play up the electric vehicle from emission and
economy angles as being the ultimate answer.

Several battery-powered electrics are being marketed as short-trip vehicles and are
being sold for a considerable ampunt of money, not in great numbers, however. The auto
manufacturers are often blamed for not developing electric vehicles to help die energy
situation.

Some of these claims and complaints deserve to be addressed and answered. As
for the lower emission level of electrics, it simply -ain't sol it would probably be
extremely difficult to determine whether it is easier and/or better to control emissions
from each vehicle or te treat it at the power generating station. Either way, there is
pollution which must be treated. Thero is no best single answer to this complex question.
It might even result in a net increase in pollurion.

"... A vehicle that is inexpensive to own, operate and maintain?- It sounds like
advertising jargon which could easily mislead many people. Would you pay $9,500 for a
car with a top speed of 55 mph and a cruising range of about 40 miles, which probably is
more like 30 miles? One company has an electric car on the market that fits this de-
scription. How about 5500 or so for a new set of batteries every 18,000 miles at most...
Terrific pay load- 300 pounds. The costof the batteries, battery consumption, electricity
for recharging and the fuel cost per mile is nearly the same as for a comparable size
internal combustion engine. The weight of the batteries results in a large weight penalry
in the electric.

After personally investigating one of the smaller electrics, one thought stands outt
the electric has a long, long way to go before it will begin to threaten the existence of
the conventional vehicles. The sales pitch urged consideration of fuel cost primarily in
deciding whether to lay Out 53,0011 to decrease transportation costs. The fact is that the
car has no heater, no air conditioner, little comfort and few safety features. Automotive
News, October 20, 1973, presented an interesting comparison of the Sebring-Vanguard
Citi-Car to the Honda Civic. Suppose the Honda were reduced in weight by one third and
in power by a factor of 15 to match the Citi-Car; it would probably be more efficient than
the Citi-Car in the use of primary fuel, and it would have a range of hundreds of miles
instead of 35 miles or less. Moreover, its pollution would he distributed over the land-
scape, and its waste would provide abundant heat in winter. The Citi-Car's waste would
be concentrated in the power generating plant and, ironically, it might use gasoline or
propane to provide heat in winter.

Various batteries are being researched but due to problems of weight, size, material
availability, material cost, production costs and poor power return, the suitable battery
is not yet in sight on the horizon. For the electric car, everything is years away; nothing
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there yet. We will have to waiiçng time for a highway electric car. But, in the
naeandme, how about a little nin-abreet car that will be quiet, slow, cold and expensive?

Other sources of vehicle power would include hybrid electric which uses a gasoline
engine to drive a generator. The electrical energy produced helps turn the electric drive

e motor, thereby extending vehicle range. Although a possible compromise between pure
electric and vasoline, weight and cost penalties and system inefficiencies seriously handi-
eap the concept.

The fuel cell concept converts fuel energy directly to electrical power. A fuel cell
;,.capable of providing power to drive a vehicle would fill an econoline van, leaving only

'space for the driver. The potential high efficiency and low emissions are attractive,
-however. If hydrogen becomes the fuel of the future, the fuel cell could be developed

fUrther.
The flywheel engine consists mainly of a very heavy wheel spinning at high speed,

transferring inertia power to either the drive train or an electric generator, This concept
presents some real challenges to the industry. The flywheel must be recharged (brought
up to operating speed) after only a short run time the same disadvantage as pure elec-
MU power klso, the drive mechanism would be unreasonably complex. The flywheel
agine shows lirtle promise for future power needs.

MMARY

In the search for an tatermative power source, the intemal-combustion piston engine
sometimes overlooked. It will be around for some time to come. We will see more

-changes to induction and othaust systems, sophisticated emission control equipment
installed and, almost surely, a drastic reduction in size. The development of hydrogen
fuel could extend the useful existence of the piston engine indefinitely. Hydrogen may
emerge as the ulrimate fuel, but not for several years. Lean-burn and stratified-charge
ezigines are here or Just around the corner and seem to be an improvement over conven-
tional types.

The rotary-piston engine will surely be around and may eventually be developed to
higher levels of fuel economy and ernfssion refinements. It probably won't disappear but

t present Is not the panacea for poilution and fuel problems.
Diesel power, of course, will be a part of the future. Several problem areas still

bave to be solved to make the diesel into `4the" automotive power source of the future.
Developers must first solve problems of vibration, odor, emissions, noise, weight, slow
starting and fuel availability. Emission standards may be a stumbling block unless elDx
standards are relaxed.

A breakthrough in the ceramics industry may mean that the turbine-powered car can
be developed, mass produced and marketed. The turbine offers several advantages but
a couple of formidable problems fuel mileage and durabilitystill persist. There may
be a turbine in your future, but probably not before 1982 or after.

Rankine cycle engines and steam turbines offer litde hope at this time because of
ry poor fuel mileage. Perhaps eome alternative fuel could improve the economy, but

e none are being considered at this dine.
:2 The Stirling cycle engine shows encouraging possibilities. It has demonstrated good

performance, low emissions, good Zbel mileage, smoothness and quietness. We may see
a production Ford powered by a Stirling engine by 1985. Another point in favor of the
Stirling is that it may be operated on heat from any high temperature source such as
mired heat, radio-isotope heat, chemical heat or radiated heat from an electric source .

e possibility of using cembusdonless heat raises the exciting possibiliry of a zero
ution vehicle.
The electric car is availatee now as a short-trip vehicle only. The electric ern-
cally is not pollution free, neither is it inexpensive. Due to the frequent recharging

required, among other inconveniences, it will be a long time before a really suitable
talc car will be developed. It is a pretty sure bet that several other alternative power

ea will be in production before the electric .
ln the past, engines were designed to convert the maximum amount of energy to use-

e power. In direct contrast, present efforts must be aimed at the lowest possible
aust emission level while obtaining high fuel mileage. These requirements make it

creasingly important for car owners to keep their enginee well-tuned and in good

-dirlon.
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Most people have little idea what is involved in bringing an "idea" car into produc-tion. First, prototwes must be built, tested and refined. Next, a second generation, or
improved prototype must be built anti tested for durability and performance before it canbe incorporated in the mass production system. Cost studies are essential in order toweigh production costs against what the consumer (you and it can afford to pay. Is fuelavailable in necessary quantity and quality at a reasonable cost? Only after hundreds ofsuch questions aro answered affirmatively can production procedures be started.The problem areas described above are severe enough for minor alterations to knownand proven products. it goes beyond even .ior wildest imagination when the product is atotally new and innovative one such as some of the alternative power sources discussedearlier.

We cannot pm cdii ii itli Inv certainty just what the engine of the future might be;
however, we a re assu red b he industry that it will be vi =ill) emission free, dependable,
smooth, hopefully inexpensive to buy and economical to maintain.

FOOTNOTES

1, A Riker Flectric ion the first American automobile track race at Naragansett
Park, R.I., in 1896 with an average speed of 26.8 mph.

2. Emission standard information obtained from Chicago Regional Environmental
Protection Agency office on February 10, 1976. This information is subject to revisionin the light that future standards may prove too stringent.

3. Roger E. Billings of Billings Energy Research Corporation, Provo, Utah, built ahydrogen powered car 11 years ago. General Electric Company scientists, working with
two U.S. atomic energy physicists, ft. II. Wiswall and J. J. Reilly, are working with gov-
ernment blueprints calling for mass production of a metal-hydride hydrogen storagesystem.
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Operating Internal Combustion Engines on Charcoal
aoss A. Fiedler

During the Arab oil embargo in 1973 most of us were anxious about its possible
effects on the availability of heating oils for our homes and gasoline for our automobiles.
The result of that scare was a fourfold increase in Arab oil prices without much actual
sacrifice in availability. Our consumption was not greatly affected because at that time
only about 14 percent of our oil supplies came from the Mideast. The embargo was not

. strictly maintained by the countries involved and ended in a few months. However, one
result of that experience was an increased consciousness of our vulnerability to fuel
hortages. We developed a sudden interest in alternative sources of energy, in particular

--for our transportanon system since it relies about 99 percent on petroleum-based fuels.
One alternative revived was the use of -gas producers" to provide fuel for internal
combusion engines.

United States servicemen who were in Europe during World War 11 and shortly there-
after remember seeing autos, buses and trucks being fueled with wood or coal. One re-
calls seeing a bus stopping at the base of a hill, most of the passengers disembarking and

' walking about picking up sticks, broken fenceposts or anything which would burn. (I) All
the materials were put in the firebox on the bus. Then the bus would proceed slowly up
the hill.

Another tells of German tanks which were used for training troops and were powered
by gas producers. (2) The battlefield tanks were of course operated by gas or diesel

. engines, but petroleum fuels were of such importance and scarcity that training efforts
were often conducted with gas producers. Actually in Germany during 1941-42 there
were tens of thousands of German vehicles fitted with wood-burning producers, and Ger-

. many in 1942 was beginning to run short of wood. (3) Germans also had designs for agri-
, cdtural tractors. a 700-horsepower Rhine Tug, and had spent 10 years prior to 1941 de-

ing gas producers for transportation.
In Sweden 1,000 registered gas producers in April 1940 increased to 60,000 regis-

tered vehicles in Tune 1941. (4) The British had a Mark VI government emergency pro-
ducer (3). A gas producer designedfor export from the U.S. was made by M&R Products
Co., Inc.. Brooklyn, N.Y. (5) However, all these portable gas producers were preceded
bY permanent installations. Design features of these permanent installations can be found
hi reference 6.

. -PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

By definition a gas producer converts a solid fuel into a gaseous fuel. When applied
to an intern4 combustion engine it converts the carbon from a solid fuel such as oil,
coke, wood, charcoal into gaseous carbon monoxide which is then piped to the engine.
Before entering the engine, the carbon monoxide is mixed with air as a source of oxygen

,gso that within the engine the carbon monoxide burns to carbon dioxide with a concurrent
release of heat. Before reaching the engine, the carbon monoxide and other gases from

t the solids combustdon must be cooled and cleaned.
V" Since part of the combustion of the carbon into carbon dioxide rakes place outside of
tlithe engine, some of the potential heat value of the solid fuel is lost. What is gained is a
't'igaaeous fuel which can be ingested and exhausted easily.
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COMPONENTS

The basic system component is the gas generator, and it is the first item in the flow
system. The solid fuel is burned within th cnt.r3tnr in an oxygen deficient atmosphere
so that carbon monoxide is produced. The generator Is sealed except at the intended air
inlet. This generator is called a crossdraft generator because the inlet air flows across
the generator to the outlet. Other variations include updraft and downdraft generators.
A fire door at the bottom allows ash removal, and a charging door at the top provides
access for the fuel. The air inlet frequently includes a water cooling jacket because the
intense heat from the bed of coals around the inlet may melt the metal. In some cases
stainless swel inlet tubes are used instead of cooling jackets.

The gases leaving the generator should be 20 to 30 percent carbon monoxide for
satisfactory operation. The fuel content of the gases is enhanced by 5 to IS percent con-
tent of hydrogen which improves the engins performance. In fact in some generators
water is deliberately added to the combustion chamber in small amounts to increase the
hydrogen ourput. The other principle gas constituents are nitrogen (47 to 62 percent),
carbon dioxide (1.8 to 2 percent), and methane (1,8 to 3 percent).

The cooling system is required to reduce the gas temperatures from about 240°F as
they exit from the generator to about 80°F. (8) It Ls necessary to cool the gases so that
the mixture has more density as it enters the engine. The effect is to increase the number
of molecules of combustible gases in the combustion chamber so that more heat is re-
leased as the mixture burns. Since water vapor is one of the byproducts of the combustion
process, the water vapor partly condenses in the cooling tubes. Consequently a valve
should be included in the cooling tubes so that the water can be drained out when the unit
is shut off.

The gases from the generator need to pass through filters before entering the engine.
Fly ash, ammonia compounds, sulfur compounds and unburned fuel particles may all be
part of the mixture. The ammonia compounds and the sulfur compounds may be acid
forming in the combustion chzimber and are probably best treated by a water wash. The
other harmful constituents may be subjected to the more conventional filters ranging
from dry elements to oil baths and cyclone separators. In some applications three dif-
ferent filters are used. (9) In some cases dry filter elements are included in the cooling
tubes. Even though rather elaborate precautions are taken to protect the engines, engine
overhauls sometimes are required at 8,000-mile intervals, (8) In some cases it was
specified that spark plug insulators should be checked every 250 miles. (10)

Before the producer gas enters the engine, it must be mixed with oxygen. Tyvically
this is accomplished with a simple valve. The volume flow rates of air and producer gas
axe approximately equal. Frequent adjustment of the mixing valve is sometimes required,
depending upon the fuel used.

The last component in the system before the air-producer gas mixture enters the
intake manifold is the throttle valve. Some attempts have been made to link the mixing
and throttle valves, but generally they are operated separately.

The producer gas is admitted to the engine through the intake manifold. The low
manifold pressure draws air through the complete piping system. Sometimes in order
to improve performance a blower is added to the system to offset the pressure losses in
the piping system and/or to act as a supercharger.

The physical dimensions of the producer gas system components are not conveniently
accommodated when installing the system on a vehicle. When used for buses, theprac-
tice Yi5S generally to mount the system on a trailer and to use a pipe to connect the gases
to the intake manifold. Trucks occasionally mounted the system immediately behind the
cab. The passenger car versions usually consumed all the trunk space, and some even
had part of the system mounted in front. (8,11,4)

OPERATION

Starting, control, performance and maintenance will be discussed in this section.
First however it is important to note the necessity of advancing the engine timing when
operating on producer gas. Tests conducted by the U.S. National Bureau Of Standards
indicate that at 1,800 rpm the spark must be advanced 10 degrees beyond that for gasoline
at maximum load. (5) Presumably for today's higher speed engines additional spark
advance is required.
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Various methoft for starting are used. Usually the engines are started on gasoline,
and the lowmanifoldpressureobtainedwhenoperatingon gasoline draws the gases through
the producer gas system. A torch held at the air inlet to the generator has its flame
drawn into the generator so that the fuel begins burning. After a short time, depending

-.Upon the fuel used, sufficient carbon monoxide is available so that the gasoline can be
, shut off, and engine operation continues with the producer gas. Starting is comparatively
,easy with charcoal, and operation on producer gas can be achieved in about 1-1/2 min-
utes. (3)

A second method for starting is to run just one or two cylinders of an engine on gaso-
line while the producer is started. A third method employed a fan downstream of the
generator which draws air through the producer and blows it into the atmosphere. The
volatility of the producer gas can be observed by holding a torch to the exhaust of the
fah and noting the size of the flame. When a good flame is achieved, the exhaust fan is
shut off, the exhaust port is closed, and the engine is turned over with the starter motor.

Control of the engine is maintained with the producer system throttle valve, it is
, generally necessary to adjust occasionally the mixing valve to obtain the best operation.
When charcoal is used as a fuel, a fairly consistent gas mixture is obtained from the
generator throughout combustion of a given fuel charge. However when coal is used, the
first part of the charge produces more hydrogen than the tatter part, and frequent adjust-
ment of the mixing valve is required to account for the changing gas mixture.

Performance on producer gas is about 55 percent of that obtained with gasoline -
rather severe penalty, but certainly better than doing without. (5) Furthermore, since

most auto engines have power ratings far in excess of actual requirements, a 45 percent
penalty in power should still yield adequate results. The NBS results indicated that about
11.4 pounds of charcoal equal 1 gallon of gas, which equals 1.6 to 2.8 miles per pound of
charcoal, depending upon vehicle size.

If we use 11.4 as the valid comparator, it indicates that for a vehicle which operates
at 15 miles per gallon of gasoline, 0.76 pounds of charcoal sre required for each mile of
travel. Therefore for a 100-mde trip, 76 pounds of charcoal arc required. The storage
pace needed for that amount of charcoal is about 5 cubic feet.

SUMMARY

The capability of gas producers was adequately demonstrated during World War 11.
For most general travel applications the inconveniences do not justify their use unless
other fuels are not available.
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Developing the Solar Stirling Engine
Louis Menako

The principle factor which motivated lQth century inventors into efforts to build
practical air engines seems to have been a widespread fear of steam boiler explosions.
Early 19th century statistics are lacking, but in the rears from 1862 to 1879 there were
over 10,000 boiler explosions in England, and in the 40 years from 1880 to 1919 there
were 14,281 recorded boiler explosions in the United States resulting in over 10,000
deaths and 17,000 injuries.

Hot-air engines date back to 1759 when the first known air engine patent was filed
by the Reverend Henry Wood in Britain. It was not until 1807 that Sir George Gayley
developed and engineered the first working furnace gas, open-cycle engine. Nine years
later, a Scottish minister, Reverend Robert Stirling filed a patent incorporating the first
closed cycle regenerative engine. In 1826John Ericsson, a Swedish born inventor, came
to England and worked on closed cycle hot-air engines until 1839, when he abandoned his
work and emigrated to the United States. Lide Sir George Cayley developed and intro-
duced the open cycle regenerative engine about 1840. Throughout the 19th century these
engines were widely used in a variety of ways in Britain, Europe and the United States.

Toward the middle of the 19th century the Intemal combustion gasoline engine, along
with the invention of the electric motor, caused the decline of the Stirling engines. By
1914 the latter were no longer available.

In 1937 Philips of Holland was searching for an engine that would be portable, silent
and have a low fuel consumption. The engine was needed to drive small electric generators
to operate radio equipment in remote regions where storage batteries were not readily
available. A research program was started on several historic Stirling closed cycle,
hot-air engines. Over the past 37 years Philips has taken great strides in developing the
Stirling engine for everyday use. Recently he unveiled a four-cylinder 200-horsepower
engine to meet the world's demand for cleaner air, less noise and low fuel consumption.
The engine was designed for eervice in trucks, buses and boats. Later a second engine
was designed and aimed at the automotive market. General Motors worked extensively
on Stirling engines from about 058 to 1970. In 1970 Ford entered a joint technical pro-
gram with Philips of Holland to build Stirling engines with the intention of incorporating
them into their 1980 automobile.%

HOW THE STIRLING ENGINE WORKS

The Stirling engine runs on the theory that when a gas-like air or hydrogen is heated,
it expands, and when cooled, it contracts. The Stirling can be said to have a one-stroke
cycle, meaning every revolution of the engine generates a power pulse.

To work, the displacer piston musr lead the power piston. The bigger the lead, the
faster the engine runs, and the smaller the lead, the slower the speed but the torque
increases. The stirling operates from I degree lead to 180 degree lead. At 181 degreesit would operate in reverse. As the power piston moves up, the displacer piston moves
toward the cold end. The result is that the gas is compressed and pushed into the hot endof the displacer cylinder. The gas is heated in the hot end causing the gas to expand.
This expansion goes around the displacer piston, but pushes against the power piston
resulting in the power pulse. As the power piston Is pushed down, the displacer piston
travels back up to the hot end pushing the hot air to the other cad of the cylinder where
it comes in contact with the cooler surfaces. Here the gas is cooled causing the gas to
contract, and the power piston starts back up again compressing the gas for the next
cycle. If the cold end would be perfect, the gas could be cooled enough to cause a vacuum,
and then the atmospheric pressure would actually draw the piston to top dead center.

UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS

A unique characteristic of the Stirling thermal engine and one which tends to indicate
the degree of perfection with which it performs the thermodynamic conversion of heat to
work is the capability of the engine to function as a heat pump when work is put into the
crankshaft instead of when work is taken from it as a normal engine operation. If the
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fuel and the burner are turned off while the engine is producing power, the heater
allowed to cool. At some point the heater temperature becomes so low that the engine no
longer supplies enough power to overcome its own friction, and the engine normally will
stop. However if the engine Is maintained in rotation in the same direction by driving the
crankshaft from an external machine, the Stirling thermal engine will become a heat
pump and continue to pump heat from the heater to the cooler. A few moments of this
operation will cool the heater pipes sufficiently to cause frost to form from the moisture
in the air, and the engine will continue to refrigerate the surroundings as long as power
la supplied to the crankshaft.

If the engine is motored with rotan 'n opposite the way it produces power as an engine,
it will also act as a heat pump, but the direction of heat flow will be reversed. Under
these conditions the engine will pump hear from the cooler to the heater, and a few
moments of this operation will cause the heater tubes to become hot and heat the sur-
roundings.

This heat pump or refrigerator operation of the engine is easily explained from tie
principles of thermodynamics. But it is rare to find an engine that functions thermo-
dynamically as well as the Stirling thermal engine.

TECHNICALLY SPEAKING
The Stirlthg engine is a reciprocating combustion engine. It operates on a closed

cycle with the working gas completely sealed within the engine and used cycle after cycle.
The source of heat, such as the combustion of air and fuel, is always outside the engine
cylinder. Heat is transferred to the working gas through the metal walls of the heater
tubes.

Ln the theoretical Sterling cycle heat addition and rejection occur only at the highest
and lowest temperatures of the cycle respectively. Therefore this engine has the inherent
capability of achieving the ultimate maximum efficiency of a Carnot heat engine, which is
the thermodynamic standard for evaluating all heat engines. The Stirling engine, like any
heat engine, produces power by compressing the working gas when it is cold and ex-Tanding
it when it is hot. When compressing cool gas the power piston goes up to compress the
gas while the displacer pistons move to keep the gas in the engine's cold spaces. In
exTaanding hot gas the power piston goes down on the expansion or power stroke while the
displacer piston moves to keep the gas in the engine's hot spaces.

Over 1-1/2 centuries ago an imaginative and talented Scottish minister patented the
Stirling thermal engine. Research and development carried on in the Netherlands re-
cently has revived interest In the unusual engine. Potentially it is a silent, efficient and
versatile prime mover of many applications.

The applications of the Stirling thermal engine are: Low emission, low noise vehicle;
commercial and pleasure boats; portable generating unit; power for satellite space
station; silent submarine with heat storage; sterling-nuclear submarine, cargo ship or
tanker; locomotive; long range torpedo.

The advantages of the Stirling thermal engine are: Extremely low emissions; ex-
ternal combustion, heat source is outside the cylinder; highest efficiency of any prac-
tical heat engthe; low noise level, no explosions in cylinder; no balanced forces; no valves;
multifuel engine, operable from combusion, nuclear, or solar heat sources; closed cycle
engine; true reversible engine, operable as heat engine or heat pump.

SOLAR ENERGY USE WITH A STIRLING ENGINE
There has been much controversy over solar and other natural powers recently.

Solar energy has been used to heat homes, run cars, produce electricity and run engines.
There are many ways to capture the power of the sun, such as:

1. Throigh solar cells. These are thin wafers of silicone with layers of barium on top of them
and two electrodes attached. When struck by the rays of the sun, electrons ore encited on the
wafer and iom are produced around the electrodes. When a circuit is formed on exchange of
ions takes place forming a current. This current can be used to run a heater on the hot end of
the air cylinder.

2. Through solar collectors. These are large black plates, normally of corrugated steel, covered
by a piece of glom over which water is circulated. The rays of the sun hit the elate causing it
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turn the water from liquid to gas. The steom condenses back into water on the
ps daWn into'a collection trough. From there it is piped to a reservoir. Water

ge to-steam nins'inta the trough from the collection plate. Once the water
many things can be done with it, such Os fuming turbines, heating banes in

onner, and heating the hot and of the air cylinder .

ifriznel lens, A Freznel lens (pronounced Fr;-nal) is a lens composed of ccncentric
in glais or plastic, forming a refracting surface which will focus the light intensely

`t 'causing it to reach extremely high temperatures. This light can be focused on the

parabolic reflectors, paraboloids. A porabolic reflector is a semisphere which has-
inglus arid yowl, found in the mathematical science called Parabolics. It works much like the
Pfeznel lens in that it focuses the light intensely into a point, bid it does it in a different way.

_Wismar widely used for heating things such as ovens, novelty cigarette lighters, and engines .

fir'our project we chose to use the Freznel lens with an infrared heat lamp-and
to foeus the point of light on the end of the air cylinder. When this failed to work .

used a parabolic, reflector following the advice of the school physics teacher, but we
itill to figure the dimensions of the paraboloid.

member of the faculty at Riverside High School, Milwaukee,

tirling Engines
dhailes F. Rhoads

The Stirling engine was invented in 1816 by Pastor Robert Stirling.
'Little development was undertaken on the Stirling engine until Phillips became in-
sted in 1938. We know the Phillips Corporation best as the maker of the Norelco

. Phillips was interested in the Stirling engine for torpedo and submarine power
cis; In 1958 General Motors became interested in the Stirling engine as a power

urce for space applications. In 1969 the fuel cell was sufficienUy developed, and it ,

Iced attractive as a power source for space work. So GM discontinued work on the z
litig engine.
;Until recently it appeared that the Stirling engine was too heavy and complex for

adsenger car application and the oxides and nitrogen were excessive. By 1970 Phillips
shovm that most of the problems could be solved, and Ford became interested in the

engine as an Automotive power source. A joint undertaking was initiated to replace ar.-'.:%1
-cithic-inch Ford engine with an equivalent Stirling engine. Ford is working primarily-_1

ith autometive applications, and Phillips is still working with basic research.
- Ford is the third largest corporation in this country, and Phillips is the third largele

,.'"?...foreigri corporation. Thus we would expect them to have considerable resources to
-employ in the development of the StirlIng engine.

Through the early 1960's performance, cost and ,-.onomy were the criteria which.
-,Idetermined which engine would be used for automoth Applications. In the late 1960's

-.-',eniissicons became of primary importance. Various solutions have been proposed to solve
le'emissions inherent in reciprocating internal combustion engines, such as adding:-

4,eiteinal control devices. Perhaps a better solution is to use an engine which is inherently
....."'deen.burning,_such as the Stirling which Is an external combustion engine.

Conventional piston engines operate by using an expanding, compressed and heated =
viiiiime,of air. A Stirling engine uses the same principle, the major difference being the'',
methad,by which the heat is added. In a conventional engine the heat is applied by bukn-_

el inside the chamber. In the Stirling engine the heat is added by an external flamer
ough a heat exchanger, the heated head, to the working gas inside the engine. First a..

Mum '? of gas entrapped by a pi3ton is compressed. It is then heated by the external
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,.,As.the,gas heats, the pressure increaaes and the piston is driven downward
e orankshaft. After expansion the gas is cooled by an external cooling source .

ure decreases the gas is once again compressed. Since the pressure during the
Ilion is much higher than during the cold expansion, there is a net output from

-The complete cycle takes place with one revolution from the crankshaft, as
_pro rmlqtlons__requlredJor conventional engines.

-ce'exChanging the hot and cooling source is a cumbersome process, Robert Stirling,
m' the process is named , conceived a refinement to overcome this problem. His

Ion _:.replaced the alternate use of hot and cold sources by adding a displacer piston
itch times the gas between the stationary hot chamber and a stationery cold chamber.

CaiSC-,ribitig,the displacer piston helps explain the principle of the Stirling engine. How-
ecr .the,doithle-acting engine (which will be discussed later) is superior for passenger

appicadon.
e displacer piston mechanism allows the heating source to be stationary at one

of, the cylinder and the cooling source to be stationary at the other end. When the
iplacer piston moves upward, the hot working gas in the upper portion of the cylinder
-.meyed through the heating coils or heating tubes. The gas flows through the heating

ol1 -Vthere It is cooled until most of the working gas is in the cold section below the dis-
acer -piston. Because this gas is cooled the pressure is low. Moving the piston back

ward pushes the working gas back through the cooling coils and to the heating tubes
re it is heated and forced into the hot section above the displacer piston. Since the

hot, its pressure is high. There are no valves in the flow path so that when the
lumber is in a high pressure, the low chamber is also at a high pressure.

addition is required to complete the practical Stirling engine, the regenerator.
= _

iNThis is located between the fixed heating and cooling sources and stores otherwise wasted
heat during the cooling process and permits recovery of the heat during heating process.

18 stored heat is equal to several times the heat added from the outside heat source.
The displacer sedtion combined with the power section forms the basic Stirling cycle

iiksier unit. The cooling gas is compressed by the power piston as in a conventional in-
tentaLcombustion engine. The compressed gas is heatea and as pressure increases be-

_cause the displacer piston is moving a portion of the gas into the upper or hot section of
=_the displacer section, the pressure increase is felt in the power piston. The high, hot
'pressure gas completes its heating cycle due to the descending displacer piston, and the

er 'piston completes its power stroke driven by the high pressure gee. The displacer
piston moving downward forces the working gas into the cooler portion of the chamber,
thus' decreasing its pressure. The power piston is now ready to complete the compression

..',iatroke and to complete the cycle.
There are many mechanisms required to form a simple Stirling cycle or to drive the

ftsplacer piston at a fixed relationship to the power piston (90° out of phase). This can
_done hy crank and chain but preferably is done by an improved mechanism developed

.:by. Phillips, the rhombic drive. Since its invention in 1953 many rhombic drive engines,
gea.!4ranging from 1 to over 300 horsepower, have been built by Phillips. The rhombic engine

a single cylinder engine. However its characteristics are different from those of a
eingle, cylinder internal combustion engine. Not only is the engine perfectly balanced,

C-.X.but it has two power strokes per revolution. Thus one cylinder rhombic drive Stirling
7:engine has the torque Impulse comparable to a four-cylinder internal combustion engine.

While the rhombic drive engine has been a primary tool in Stirling engine develop-
ment work, it has proven to he large and complex. A more recent Stirling development,

Wthe double-acting piston, results in an engine better suited to automotive use. Phillips
has found it possible to construct an engine of four separate interconnected cylinders and
to control the motion of the piston by a device which phases each of them at 900 intervals.
By this type of construction each piston serves as both a povier piston and a displacer

_--piston for the adjacent cylinder, thus the name double-acting.
By incomorating a double-acting piston into a cylinder a compact awashplate engine

itals formed in which the four separate heating sources are grouped into one common source., _,-The four-cylinder swashplate engine is perfectly balanced and has four torque impulses
=per revolution, similar to an eight-cylinder internal combustion engine. However the
magnitude of the impulses are much less than those of an eight-cylinder internal corn-

:ado!' engine.
--At the front of the engine is a aingle burner which supplies heat to the burner tubes .

tating preheater is concentric with the burner; it recovers waste heat from the ex-
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haust and transfers it to the incoming combustion air. A unique roll sock seal on the
engine rod retains the working gases within the engine. The piston rods are connected
to the swashplate by lubricated sliding bearings. A single cylinder rhombic drive engine
and a four-cylinder double-acting swashplate engine were subjected to detailed design
stildy to determine the most suitable Stirling engine for passenger car propulsion. The
four-cylinder double-acting swashplate engine with 860 cc displacement was selected
beeause.it packages in the vehicle better and i 3 lighter and more efficient.

Since 1968 Phillips has been conducting dynomometer tests on the 60-horsepower
version of the swashplate engine and has accumulated more than 2,000 hours of test time
on three engines. These engines arebeing used to evaluate various design considerations
for use in the 170 horsepower engine.

Passenger cars with conventional engines are tested according to a start up and tran-
sient procedure specified by the federal government using CVS (Constant Volume Sampler)
equipment for collecting and evaluating the exhaust sample. In the CVS test a vehicle con-
taining the power plant to be investigated is placed in the chassis dynamometer, and the
engine is started cold. After a 20-second idle a series of accelerations and decelerations
are performed according to the specified 'driving schedule. The eihaust gases generated
during the test are mixed with fresh ai r, and a portion of this mixture is pumped into a
plastic bag. After the entire schedule of accelerations and decelerations have been com-
pleted, the contaminents of the bag are analyzed, and a report of grams per mile is ob-
tained. In one Stirling engine there were hardly any of the three contaminents found in a
normal internal combustion engine: Hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, and oxides of
nitrogen.

In the layout of a swashplate Stirling engine installed in a 1972 Ford Torino, for
example, accommodations for the engine require no change in the vehicle length. The
transmission is moved rearward by 5 inches. Minor changes in the number two cross-
member suspension steering and dash are also required. The Stirling engine is cooled
by the mixture of 50/50 water and ethylene glycol in a manner similar to conventional
engines, except that a greater proportion of heat is rejected into the cooling system and
less is rejected into the exhaust. This requires a greater cooling capacity and to accom-
modate a radiator of sufficient size may be a minor packaging problem. To minimize
back pressure the Stirling engine has dual 2 1/2-inch exhaust pipes. However no muffler
or exhaust treatment devices are required, and metal temperatures are low, thus avoid-
ing extensive heat shielding. The Stirling engine produces torque and speed characteris-
tics compatible with current engines so that no modifications are required in the trans-
mission and drive line other than a mechanical link to the throttle for control of trans-
mission shift points. These characteristics are compatible with both manual and auto-
matic transm iss ions.

Exhaust noise with the Stirling engine would be low as it employs a continuous com-
bustion process. Mechanical noise with the Stirling engine operating on a dynamometer
is low as there is no impact noise due to poppet valves and internal combustion. Because
of this, it is possible to achieve very low noise levels from the system. Best estimates
indicate that the low noise level will also be achieved on the Stirling engine car installa-
tions, but that perhaps the largest noise source will be the combustion air blower and the
radiator fan.

Engine starting is accomplished through a sequential control that activates a combus-
tion blower, fuel flow, ignition and engine cranking. Ignition time to drive-away condi-
rinna is projected to be 15 seconds on a 700F day, slightly more on colder days.

The Stirling engine power level is controlled by increasing or decreasing the pres-
sure of the working gas within the engine. The working gas is stored at high pressure in
a small reservoir. When increasing power, blow-down from the reservoir into the engine
is nearly instantaneous. Decreasing the power is accomplished by pumping the gas back
into the reservoir. Since pumping time can take up to a few seconds, power is also mo-
mentarily reduced by short circuiting the working gas from the high pressure volumes
to the low pressure volumes of the engine until pumping is completed. This is accom-
plished within the engine.

The Stirling engine fuel control is designed so that the engine heating tubes are
operated at a constant temperature of 1,4700 Fahrenheit. A temperature censor mounted
on one of the heater tubes is a primary control device of the air-fuel control circuit. The
combustion blower is driven directly from the engine. The amount of air supplied is
regulated by the temperature sensor through a throtde valve which is interconnected with
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e air-fuel control to maintain a constant air-fuel ratio, 30 percent excess air.
To achieve the efficiency and a specific ourput required for automotive use the Stirling

lengine 'must use a working gas of low molecular weight at very high pressures in the
,irange of 3,000 psi. More horsepower per liter of piston sweep volume and thus engine

weight reduction can be achieved by varying the type of working fluid it is evident that
i3bydrogen is die best working gas if a lightweight highly efficient engine is to be obtained.
The use of hydrogen was assumed to be used in automotive Stirling engines.

In comparing the Stirling engine with what was to be the 1976 law for automotive
i'-emissions (which has been postponed), in acceleration we would expect the Stirling engine
-_to be equal to or slightly better thana typical car. Projections show that we would expect
.1the fuel economy to be better than what we are obtaining from our conventional engines.

As of July 1975 Ford has Installed a prmotype of a 170-horsepower Stirling engine
in a 1975 Torino and has started a preliminary test program in Flolland before the car is

'Sshipped to the United States -before the end of the year. Early rest results are very en-
couraging. The emissions are well below the 1978 statutory levels. Ford says dyna-
inometer resting shows a 47 percent improvement in fuel economy over the standard 1975
Torino engine and a 20 percent improvement in acceleration. A remarkable low noise
level has been achieved which a spokesman says is like towing a standard Torino through
the test area at 65 miles an hour without the engine running. A Ford executive em-
phasized it will be at least 1985 before any company could start mass production of the
engine.

REFERENCE
Posta. Norman D.; Van Giessel, Rob; Reinink, Frits; and Phillips, N. V. -The

Stirling Engine for Passenger Car Application." (Paper describing an experimental
study program.) Ford Motor Company and N. V. Phillips of Holland.

Mr, Rhmds is a faculty member of the Energy and Transportation Department at the University of Wiscon-

sin-.Stnut .

The Urgency of Energy Education
--- Ralph V. Staab

One of the most challenging situations today is the new awareness that the earth is
= running out of things. Recent events have brought to our attention that we live on a finite

. planet with a possible limit to certain necessary materials. Foremost among these
limited materials are those which create energy for man. The fuel shortage of 1973
abruptly brought our attention and concern to the increasing demand for energy and the
limitations of the resources which are currently used to supply it.

The American society and industrial enterprise run on energy. They are, in fact,
dependent upon it for survival. The necessities of life now include food, clothing, shelter
and energy. Today, Just two-and a half years after the oil crisis, most Americans are
apathetic about the energy shortages in view of the seeming return to normal supply.
BUE future shock is inevitable because the world's long-term supply of the materials
currently used to produce the energy which supports human life and modern industry is
limited.

The attitudes and practices of the public must be aligned with the realistic data and
world resource situation. Education stands foremost as the prime motivator of energy
literacy. In particular, science, social studies and vocational education can contribute
an awareness to the critically pressing problems of the immediate years ahead. Indus-
trial arts courses have for many years included the technical information about the ex-

- traction, conversion and use of energy for power. Industrial arts and industrial-voca-
= tonal educators are in a key position to transmit to the youth in our school systems the
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total energy-resource information and underdtandings which form the basis for wise de-cisions by the government, industry and individuals. Education as a medium has the
greatest potential and responsibility for transmitting the factual energy status. The cur-
rent situation requires understanding and action by an intelligent public.

Facts concerning the supply and consumption of energy-producing material resources
are readily available. Although the energy crisis no longer dominates the front pages of
newspapers, related information is still visible in our mass media. State and national
agencies have sprung up to publicize, regulate and research factors related to energyand power. Firmly believing in the responsibility and delivery system of education, theNational Educational Council on Energy and Power was organized. Energy education
should be included at all levels, kindergarten through adult, for only knowledgeable per-sons can contribute to the solutions.

The energy crisis has far-reaching effects. It threatens our individual and social
lives, our economic structure, the production output of industry and the political system.Each of these aspects is a stedy in itself. Yet each cannot stand alone, for a drastic
reduction of energy would have a falling domino effect on all that contributes to our life-style and standard of living.

The shortage of raw materials leads to a shortage of energy, power and material
goods. Prices of food, clothing and shelter increase rapidly. Decreases in food supply
follow, with potential widespread famine. Coupled with a worldwide population explosion,the nucleus of war-producing factors grows eminent. Thus, the impending limit to the
energy supply has economic and political effects.

The creation of energy sources over millions of years and their development and use
over the past 200 years is a very interesting study. For thousands and thousands of years,the energy cycle was in balance. The earth received energy from the sun, a high-power
source. This energy was taken in and conserved by living things. Even the advent of man
did not have much effect on the natural balance. When industrialization was introduced,
larger amounts of energy were being used daily than were being collected and stored.This imbalance grew proportionately larger as more and more energy was required.
Scientists now predict when various fossil fuels will be exhausted.

We cannot wait until that time. Immediate conservation is urgently needed until
alternate new sources can be discovered, developed and delivered. Education is a neces-
sary element to bring an understanding and acceptance of the serious conservation meas-ures which are needed.

Industrial arts and industrial-vocational education most closely relate to the energycrisis, its cause and its solution. While no one can predict the future with certainty,
ed .zators in these fields must center a personal involvement in the development of cur-
ricular materials on energy and power as well as encourage and support their inclusion
in the instructional programs.

Dr. Steeb is a Consultant, Industrial Arts Florida Deportment of Educalion, Tallahassee, Fla.

Funding LA. Programs

Status of Funding in Idaho
Douglas E. Hammer

Idaho has just broken into funding. During the summer of 1975, 10 curriculum guides
were developed using clusters similar to those previously developed by Florida. These
guides are consistent with the Prevocational Guidelines for funding in Idaho. 1'hey include:
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tsgrades 7 and 8: American Inlugm which consists of introductory, 9-week units in
tgraphlc construction, manufacturing and power and transportation.

For Grades 9 through 12: 18-week cluster courses in manufacturing, graphic corn-
iunlcatlons, power and transportation and constniction; 36-week cluster courses in

g, poWer mechanics, industrial materials and processes, electricity/electronics
Fand graphic arts.
; To be eligible for prevocational funding in Idaho, requirements are:

1. The program must not duplicate programs alreody in the school.

2. The progran must articulate to vocational training.
3. This progrcre must be offered in grades 9 through 12.
_4. The Peogram must incorporate one or mote exploratory cluster courses and/or prevocational

development courses to prepare students to enter a vocational education progrom at the

secondary and/or postsecondary level by:
a. Providing occupational inforrnation and Instruction pertaining to a brood range of occupa-

tions including training requisites, working conditions, earnings, benefits and other rele-

vont information.
b. Providing broad exploratory experiences in industrial arts laboratories including observa-

tion of business or industry to acquaint students with jobs in the related occupations.

c. Providing for mobility of students, who complete a planned, approved prevocational
industrial arts program, into vocational education.

d. Developing the ability of students to recognize and to solve practical problems related

to the approved course of study.
5. The progrcen must assure that the district will maintain its financial effort byexpending from

local district funds an amount not less than that expended in industrial arts programs in the
district for the year preceding the prow= operation under this policy.

6. The program must provide occupational guidance and counseling for students enrolled to

assist them in making an informed and meaningful choice in selecting an occupational field.
7. The program must provide a teacher who holds an Idaho Secondary Teaching Certificate with

endorsements in industrial arts education.
8. The program must provide for a follow-up on students who complete program requirements.

9. The progrcen must provide laboratories, equipment and sufficient supplies to support the in-
structional program of prevocational industrial arts.

10. The progrern must provide open enrollment for male and female students.

11. The program Mu St provide.local supervision and evaluation of itself to insure accomplishment

of program objectives.
12. Frogmen administrators must subnit reports of enrollment, etc. as may be required by the Idaho

State Board for Vocational Education.
13. A prevocational industrial arts advisory committee to advise the district in reimbursing pre-

vocational industrial arts programs in accord with the State Plan and these guidelines must

be established.
14. Evidence must be provided of opportunity for industrial orts students to voluntarily organize,

have membership in, and participate in a local industrial arts student association.

During the second semester of 1975-76 school year Idaho funded 4 pre-vocational
programs.

The 1976-77 school year will see 20 programs funded. These programs involve 902

students. Anticipated 1977-78 total will be 64 programs with 2,222 students. Prevoca-
tional ,Industrial arts programs received Part B funds which include both state and fed-
eral dollars. Each program receives reimbursement based on a formula which contains
factors for smdent contact hours, etc. A total prevocational program would receive
approximately 3,600 dollars for a school year.

In summary, Idaho has a good start!

r. Hammer is assistant industrial arts supervisor with the Idaho State Deportment of Vocational Educa-

Boise.
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Views of Representative State Departments of Education
Related to Funding of Industrial Arts Career Exploratory
Programs
John a Murphy, Jr.

Our society is made up of fine basic institutions, one of which is the economic insti-
tution where industrial arts has traditionally focused. Starting with the negative point,
career education is history. It will be looked upon in the next few years like progressive
education is today. If your state industrial arts progran did not take advantage of the
career education movement while it was at its statistical peak on the normal curve, then
it has missed an opportunity.

Career education has failed because of the following reasons:

1. Over-emphasis on the economic institution of our society.
2. Politically oriented state departments who failed to provide leadership.
3. Too much promotion by vocational educators.
4. The struggle far money which has become so great that it is broodening the gap between

general education and vocational education.
5. The ability of vocational educators to talk out of both sides of their mouths, evidenced by

saying they would like to use career education as a means of bringing vocational education
and general education together. At the some time they ore unwilling to cooperate with gen-
eral educators in their attempt to break down the bureaucracy which abruptly divides our
educational institution.

During 1972 the State Department of Education, in cooperation with the industrial
arts profession and through the utilization of national leaders and consultants, developed
the Louisiana State Model for Industrial Arts. It was designed to serve as a focal point
from which to organize, produce and manage Louisiana industrial arts activities. More
specifically, the purposes were:

1. To define the responsibility of industrial arts,
2. To identify Iowa activities in career education,
3. To encourage programs being planned for students on a system- ide bail
4. To help unify the state industrial arts program,
5. To reduce the cost of implementation,
6. To provide the university with a focus for curriculum planning,
7. To encourage equipment and facility standardization, and
8. To strengthen the accountability of industrial arts teachers.

To provide a structure for State Department of Education planning and coordination,
the Louisiana State Model for industrial Arts functions in areas such as teacher certifica-
tion (Bulletin 746), facilities (Bulletin 711), credits (Bulletin 741), funding, inservice
education efforts and curriculum development as a decision-making base.

In the development of the model, several factors were considered:

1. The numerous requests to update Louisiana's industrial arts programs,
2. Notional research and trends in industrial arts,
3. Present facilities and programs which could be implemented successfully in industrial arts,
4. The educational background of teachers in the state and the current programs which could be

adapted by them without total retraining,
5. The cost of the program and availability of funds to operate industrial arts in the st
6. Federal law related to industrial arts, and
7. Louisiana's school administrative structure and supervision activities.

Specifically, the model consists of three basic stages. Stage one relates to elemen-
tary school industrial arts, Grades K-6, which indicates that construction activities and
a study of the World of Work should be encouraged. Stage two consists of construction,
transportation, manufacturing and communications for Grades 6, 7, 8 and 9; and an
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dustries curriculum is used as an introductory unit. This stage is considered
c-ftiiindrition for industrial arts activities. Stage three consists of a senior high

R.on'temporary approach utilizing the curricula of visual communications, menu-
construction, materials and processes and power and energy for grades 9, 10,

1142. For those school systems which, because of local handicaps, could not convert
hiroader dontemporary curriculum at the senior high school level and where present

programs are locally supported, traditional industrial arts in the areas of
erwlmetals,: wood, plastics, drafting, electricity-electronics, graphic arts and re-

and'clevelOpment is recommended.
e:Louisisrs State Model for Industr 1 Arts has proven that it gives professional

-filch hasheen needed for yegrs, uhd it has assisted most systems in up-dating
rial ,arts programs. It has enabled systems to develop logical and meaningful

)nal experiences which are current with the main thrust of education in the United
es".. The modelprovides =opportunity forboth males and females to explore industry.
Interdiaciplimary activities are encouraged in all curricula inorder to strengthen the

readlngi writing- and arithmetic programs by providing a vehicle for interpreting these
ibstract4rUbjeet matters.

rThe Louisiana State Model for Industrial Arts was designed to broaden the industrial
artssfirogram to include more information related to our technological world of today and

-identify-the- programs industrial arts teachers should be teaching. In other words, it
:arfdesigned to expand the exploratory function of industrial arts by limiting the duration

.OnyAndustrial arts course to one year while, at the same time, making sure broad
flailhility was built into the model so that no local school system would be placed in such

,sition as not to be able to comply vdth state model programs.
To assure implementation of this model, the State Department of Education has re-, .

tructured its efforts. Service and information sources of the department were revised
ver ethree-year period to encourage this movement. Examples are the annual school

rts which are required from every local school by most State Departments of Educe-
Louisiana now suggests to schools which do not meet the objectives of State Model

ams that an evaluation of the industrial arts curriculum take place in order to up-
te it. This effectively encourages the principal to review industrial arts activities

Carefully in order to keep his school's accreditation. Another example, probably the most
effective of all, is State Department of Education Bulletin 741, which defines credits that

OCiin be'granted by local schools. This publication was under revision for more than one
klyear. Example: A student may receive one year's credit in materials and processes,

one year's credit in power and energy, one year's credit in construction, etc. This
effectively eliminates "thing making 1, 2 and 3 courses and causes industrial arts

grams to offer a broader range of experiences to children. It also specifies State
,fiel programs and eliminates out-of-date curricula such as leather working, arts and

erafts, etc. Other examples could be given in school planning, teacher certification and
üpervlsion reports.

This change has not occurred statewide at the present, and projections are that it
will, take another five years to completely accomplish the goals of the State Model; how-

i, at the present, a large portion of the State has converted to State Model programs.
oat important of all, the Louisiana State Model for Industrial Arts has challenged Louisi-

aria educators to examine industrial arts programs in a professional manner.

Murphy Is Supervisor, Industrial Arts Education, Louisiana State Department of Education! Baton
pa, La.

Funding Industrial Education in Wisconsin
nard F. Sterry

--- 'During recent years the state of Wisconsin has established an industrial education
cept rather than subjects of industrial arts and trade and industrial education for the

entary and secondary schools of the state. As a result when industrial arts was
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included in the Vocational Education Amendments of 1972, it was possible to support with
federal funds a concept which was in existence. Prior to the 1972 amenftents vocational
education funds were expended for "capstone '. programs of industrial education with a
primary focus of preparing 12th-grade students for entry-level employment and continu-
ing occupational education.

With the inclusion of industrial arts in the AmendmExas of 1972 it was possible
philosophically and financially tO encourage school districts to develop comprehensive
programs of industrial education. The 1972 amendments included a discussion of ex-ploratory and preparatory programs. Also industrial arts was clearly identified as apart of the legislation. Therefore with objectives such as providing students with the
opportunity to explore industrial occupations as a basis for self-assessment and selectingfuture occupations, to prepare for entry into industrially related occupations and to
develop a base for further, occupational education, it became possible also to attain three
additional objectives identified for industrial education. The three objectives provided
students the opportunity: 1) To work with elements of industry to gain an understanding
of how they function in providing goods and services, 2) to explore the conteXt in which
industry has developed and continues to develop and 3) to understand the interdependence
of industry and society.

It became evident that with the three objectives just stated and the two former objec-
tives, a well balanced, complete industrial education program could be designed and be
eligible for legitimate funding as a part of vocational education.

To make operational the industrial education concept, school districts are invited to
submit projects to be considered for funding. In the guidelines it was clearly stated that

7 the intent of the legislation was to be maintained and that the total concept of industrial
-education must be developed. As a result school districts are asked to submit specific
information consistent with stated criteria including a statement giving: Evidence of
need for a special project of curriculum linprovement, objectives to be attained by the
project, identified activities and procedures to be followed in curriculum development,
descripdon of how staff would be involved in the project, staff qualifications and an evalu-
ation system.

School districts are asked to submit proposals only if they are interested in develop-
ing programs consistent with the guidelines just discussed. Upon receipt of the proposals
by the Department of Public Instruction, proposals are evaluated by outside readers iden-
titled as being especially competent in the field of industrial education. The readers
include university and public school personnel. Proposals are judged against criteria
identified in the guidelines and projects displaying potential are ultimately funded.

Special projects are reimbursed at a rate of 90 percent for the 1st year, 50 percent
for the 2nd year and 30 percent for a 3rd year. Although federal funds can ordy be com-mitted 1 year at a time, a 3-year commitment is made to schools with the assumptionthat federal funds will be available. The 70 percent rate identified for the 1st year is
only to include curriculum development and staff inservice programs. Emphasis isclearly placed on planning industrial education programs. Second year emphasis is
placed on the acquisition of necessary equipment, materials and staff to implement the
developed plan. Curricnlum improvement and staff inservice programs can be continued
as a part of the 2nd year of operation. The 3rd year of funding is aimed at acquiring
additional equipment, if necessary, and for evaluation. Funding was established at the
rates of 70, SO and 30 percent to place major emphasis on curriculum planning and staff
inservice education and lesser emphasis on the acquisition of equipment and the con-
tinuing operation of the program. Also this funding procedure provides for phasing ou
federal financial support enabling local budgets gradually to support the continuation of
the program. This procedure enables federal funds to be redirected CO other school dis-tricts to help them also to develop comprehensive programs of industrial education.
The intent is to give schools sufficient funding to accomplish a given task and then to
withdraw funding and redirect financial support to other school districts.

Mr. Sterry is on induitriol arts supervisor, Departmentof Public Instruction, Madison, Wisconsin.
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this) State Department of Education with Reference
nding gf Industrial Arts Career Education Programs

abOVInpurn

.rjnesent system of education is, in fact, two systems general education or col-
ep on the one hand, and vocational and technical education on the other hand. The

test need,of our time is to unify these segments into one complete system in order to
.-the needs of students better in our industrial-technical society. Industrial arts is

e,ae an:educational program with defined functions and responsibilities in both gen-
itdUcittion- and 'vocational and technical education. This uniqueness puts industrial
in :the,position of being able to bridge the gap, especially with that part of vocational
don known as trade and industrial education.
-7,:ialcla4oma we have a State Department of Education and a State Department of

al-and:Technical Education, each with its own board. The state superintendent
tinstruction, an elected official, is chairman of the State Board for Vocational and

_bnicat,tEducadon, and some individuals serve on both boards. I, as state supervisor
iridduitrial arts, arn on the staff of the state directo, of vocational and technical educe-

oweVer,-thave functions and responsibilities as ;he industrial arts specialist in the
ctiOn Division of theState Departmentof Education. For example, during this school

have participated in a series of 28 one-day regional workshops sponsored hy the
Ction Division State Department of Edtication. It may seem that there is a conflict

-tetest in this arrangement, but not so. This organizational structure has provided
tter understanding between the two groups. Not )nly have we been able to promote

der understanding of industrial arts and its role in education with vocational person-
,=-Ave 'have helped to promote a better understanding of vocational education among the

ThCademic program specialists'is relationship is providing a firm foundation upon.
liieh-to build for changes in the Industrie arts programs of the state to support the dual
role of which we spoke. A current study is being conducted, with the ultimate goal being
an articeated program of occupational exploration, beginning preparation and prepare--.-tion as a-loint responsibility of industrial arts and trade and industrial education.

There is a continuing need for better understanding between the two similar, yet un-
like, segmenta of our educational program industrial arts and trade and Industrie edu-
cation The role of industrial arts is not an either/or situation. It is not a question of

g either general education or vocational education. It is a question of meeting needs
individuals in a complex industrial-technical society.

As a part of vocational education, industrial arts has the responsibility for provid-
g programs that (A) Assist individuals in making informed and meaningful occupational

ebbices- in industry and technology; (B) Provide occupational information and exploratory
ences pertaining to a broad range of occupations including training requisites,

Ork1ng conditions, salaries or wages and other relevant information; and (C) Prepare
iikliViduals for enrollment in vocational and technical education programs.

These responsibilities are not incompatible; however, they can be served best through
mplementation at all levels of our education system. Industrial arts programs and trade

anctl-inddstrial education programs must identify their specific roles in the total education
ystem so chat the coordinated efforts of the two can he focused on the common goal of

die best program for the student.
Industrial arts is a multi-level program that has its beginning at the pre-school

3;fil: It does not have an end point; it is a continuum that meets needs which cannot he
Met by any other educational program.

, i In Oklahoma, trade and Industrie education is confined to the senior high school
Vel: and above and is considered as education designed to develop skills and abilities

needed_ by workers to enter and make progress in employment on a useful, productive
On the other hand, industrial arts is considered appropriate at all levels, with

uiiiele-objectives applicable to each level. Industrial arts exists at the elementary,
aenior high, community college, and undergraduate and graduate levels of

qiniversity.
-In5Oklahoma, we feel that industrial arts must maintain its identity as a separate

r9gram in order to play its dual role. Industrial arts must encourage the development
Vithose psychomotor skills which are necessary for success in our industrialized society,
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At the same tame, it must promote the development of those cognitive skills which are
capable of Interpreting the impact of change in industry and technology.

Oklahoma has accepted the U.S. Office of Education Occupational Cluster concept as
the logical approach to implementing career education. This means that we are attempt-
tog to provide exploratory programs in the areas of construction, power and transporta-
tion, communications and media and manufacturing.

The Curriculum and instructional Materials Center of the State Department of Vo-
Tech developed teacher's guides and student manuals to make the transition from con-
vent:tonal programs to.conceptual based programs easier to accomplish. A manual in each
of the four occupational areas was planned, but to date only three have been completed.
These are construction, power and transportation and communications and media.

A State Plan for Industrial Arts was developed and approved by the State Department
of Education and the State Department of Vocational and Technical Education for imple-
mentation on a voluntary basis. At this time, the plan does not have the effect of law, but
portions of it are being implemented by school districts throughout the state.

The study referred to earlier is the first attempt in Oklahoma to fund a coordinated
effort between industrial arts and vocational education to provide a continuum from the
junior high or middle school level through the senior year.

Briefly, this is a pilot program for the schools in the Western Oklahoma Area Voca-
tional-Technical School District that have industrial arts programs at the present time.
There are 15 schools in this district, and 9 of them have some industrial arts.

This pilot program proposes to:

(I) Evaluate existing industrial arts programs within an area school district in light of federal
legislation pertaining to the role of industrial arts in vocational education.

(2) Evaluate existing industrial arts programs within an area school district in light of vocational
offerings available at the area school and in the comprehensive high schools.

(3) Determine needs far inservice training af industrial arts and vocational education teachers
with regard to new concepts of teaching industrial arts, and conduct such training during the
1974-1975 school year.

(4) Determine and provide equipment and curriculum materials needed in the individual programs.
(5) Provide an articulated industrial arts-vocational education program beginning as low as the

seventh grade where applicable.

This is a three-year program with funding on a decreasing basis for the duration of ;

the program. The first year, each school will be eligible for a maximum of $2,500 for
equipment and materials, the second year a maximum of $1,800, and the third year a
maximum of 51,000. Each school will be asked to match the funds provided by the State
Department of Vocational and Technical Education.

Teachers in the schools involved were required to attend in-service training work-
shops relative to the teaching of industrial arts programs that will help to implement the
State Plan for Industrial Arts in Oklahoma. Teachers were paid a stipend for attending
these workshops. From this pilot program it is hoped that we can gain information and
experiences upon which to base criteria for approval and funding industrial arts as a part
of vocational and technical education.

What have we accomplished in Oklahoma as a result of Education Amendments o
1972? More than some, less than some.

We have an office of state supervisor of industrial arts as a part of the State Depart-
ment of Vocational and Technical Education with the same staff status as the other voca-
tional education supervisors, but not the same program funding.

Industrial arts has been included in the state plan, a requisite for receipt of direct
federal funding. No funds for pr zram development were included the first year; however,
we have had some funds this yea. for program development, as mentioned above.

Up to now the prime source of federal funds for industrial arts education has been
from Part D vocational funds exemplary programs that are significant in assisting.
individuals In making meaningful occupational choices. Industrial arts in Oklahoma has
benefited from this source of funds in the past 3 or 4 years. We were involved in the 4
Sand Springs Career Education Project, the state model which was funded by the Stat
Department of Vocational. and Technical Education. The Mobile Plastics Laboratory, a
career education project now in its fourth year, was funded through Part D funds, as well
as a pilot program in electronics and power at Moore Junior Iligh School. We also have
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don curriculum development funds through the State Department
her's guides and student manuals for construction, transportation,

d media-have been completed, and manufacturing is still under develop-
initerials were developed as a part of a special funded program.

mica; City"Public Schools were funded for one year of curriculum development
communications, industrial processes, power technology and

relacitronfcs, for career education.
?Edticittion Profession Development Council has provided funds for industrial arts

iiiriis-"Dkine the Role of Industrial Arts in Career Education in Oklah ma and
hool -administrators to become acquainted with the "Role of Industrial Arts in Vona-
ttiticaticta:"

sortie 150 industrial arts teachers and teacher-educators were provided a
Yorkehop in the use of career education curriculum materials. Each participant

vel a'stipand which was provided from funds made available through the Curriculum
!tzlimal--Materials Center of the State Department of Vocational and Technical

rtment of Education and the State Department of Vocational Education
ve a compatible philosophy as to the role of industrial arts in Oklahoma

7istrial arts should attempt to fulfill its dual role in both general and voca-
aon . -However, direct funding of industrial arts with vocational monies is

n legislation providing support for industrial arts as a line item. Pending
Congreis would provide this support by identifying industrial arts in a sup-

ye 'toe to vocationel education.

INIn:Ium I. State Supervisor, Industrial Arts, State Deportment of Vocational ond Technical Educa-

- W-JUM11,WAIR

.ommunications

&men Printing on an Austerity Budget
°bat R. Roehrich and J. Michael Adams

As -concerned industrial ducators, we have a responsibility to our students to keep
e with the current technology of our content area. Phenomenal changes have taken

litC'e in the graphic arts, even within the last five years. Within a generation we have
ceases once rarely used emerge as significant methods within an ever-growing

Screen printing is one such process that has moved from the simple stage of a
d-cut opening to the level of sophisticated photo-generated stencils.

Eirdted 'with the problem of technological change is the reality of no-growth budgets
bicreased concerns for accountability in all of education. As concerned educators,

uld -like to add new units of instruction that will reflect current technology. Flow-
:we are faced with the realities of budget limitations which prevent us from doing so .

e pupose of our presentation today is to share with you a low-cost method of in-
ag a significant printing process that may not be included in many industrial arts

gramwbecause of austerity budgeting= that is, photographic screen printing.
Sereen printing- as we know it evolved from the Chinese and Japanese methods of
di printing. Early methoch3 involved sLmple designs which were drawn onto or ad-

-:to:open mesh fabrics. A pigment was then drawn across the fabric/stencil combi-
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nation to produce an exact replica of the original design. There are basically four
methods to prepare a stencil: hand cut, tusche and glue, direct photographic and indirect
photographic. This presentation is designed to illustrate how tO set up an indirect photo-
graphic screen printing unit.

The information presented should aid you in implementing photographic screen print-
ing concepts in a general industrial arts program with a minimum financial ouday. It
assumes a basic understanding of screen printing techniques. Included is information on
stencils, frames, fabric, squeegees, a list of solutions to screen printing problems and
a materials list.

The indirect photographic method has several advantages for a general industrial
arts program:

1. It introduces the idea of light blockage/poiiage, which is the basis for all photographic
image carriers in any printing process.

2. It does not require expensive equipment, nor does it require wphisticated manipulative dex-
terity, as does the hand-cut method.

3. It is simple, and will provide nearly 100 percent success For the student.

THE UNIT

One of the major attractions of screen printing is that a printing press is not neces-
sary to produce an image. All of the necessary equipment can be constructed by anyone 1

with an elementary understanding of woodworking. The unit consists of two major pieces
of equipment, the screen and the squeegee: additional Items may include a base board .!

and drying rack, but these are not a requirement.

THE FRAME
A simple frame can be produced by splitting a common construction-grade 2 x 4 into

approximately two-inch square stock: then shiplap or miter the pieces into recrangulai
frames. The Inside dimensions should be at least two inches wider in all directions than
the largest image area to be printed. Frames may be finished to prevent ink absorption.

THE FABRIC

Commercial screen fabrics are classed according to mesh opening size and the 3

strength of the fiber. Within each classification, the_openings are all the same. In indus-
trial situations with fine line detail, critical registration and critical pigmont particle ;

size, this is important. However, for our use, an alternative method is to use organdy.
Organdy is an inexpensive material that can be purchased in any fabric store in widths
of 37, 39, 45 or 53 inches. The openings of the organdy are not predictable, but will give j
acceptable results if fine line detail is avoided. It is possible to stretch five screens
with organdy for the MSC of one screen stretched with commercial silk or mono-filament =
fiber.

THE SQUEEGEE

The squeegee is the tool that forces the pigment through the stencil. Commercial
squeegees of plastic or rubber can be purchased: however, it is possible to purchase only,L
the rubber blade andconstruct your own hani2es. We recommend buying 1/4 inch, medium:;
hard, square, rubber squeegee blades as an economy move. It is then possible to cut a
groove in a piece of scrap lumber and to attach the blade by the use of wood screws. Tlilp
rubber material can be sharpened a number of times to maintain squareness.

LIGHT SOURCES
The screen printing industry uses large expensive light sources to expose photo-A

graphic stencils. A unit that is designed to expose lithographic plates can also be used,':
However, most schools facing economic limitations cannot afford such equipment. Ac-
tually, any light source that emits a concentration of ultra-violet light rays can be used.77,5,
We have provided three alternative light sources. The choice depends upon your individ;'
ual limitations and requirements.
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injidescent source-- a No. 1 photoflood light in a reflector shield, positioned at
"letely six inches from the stencil under a glass plate; exposures will be approxi-
vtiininutes.
luorescent source a low-cost exposure unit can be built for under 57.00 by
rcoperadonal cost fluorescent lights. (Although incandescent lights are generally

similar exposure units, we believe that the economy of operating fluorescent
ouree surpasses that of the incandescent type.) The light sou- .11d con-

fluorescent rubes, 20 watts each, at approximately seven ii the
der a glass plate. Exposure will generally be from 15 to 20 mita'.

Black light source considerably higher in emission of ultra-vioicL light and
ereby provide shorter exposures than either the incandescent or fluorescent

ix 20-wart black light fluorescent lamps at four inches for nine minutes .
rces vary in output. To determine the proper exposure with your li
a test strip prior to establishing exposure times. Begin with a basic ex-

,Sure time at "five-minute intervals, with the suggested distances listed above. Cover
bUt tWo- inches of a 2 by 10 inch strip. Move the strip across the film in two-inch

gernents until the last two-inch segment is exposed. This will add cumulative expo-
its.:.to the previous segments. Process the test strip in Ulano A & B developer or

cent peroxide/water soluton for approximately 90 seconds.

NE' STENCIL
Ulan.° Blue Poly-2 presensitized foto-film on a 2-mil polyester support was chosen
tbis example because it has proven to have outstanding characteristics with regard

stencil resolution and exposure latitude. However, most presensidzed foto-films
d, be suitable. Blue Poly-2 is easy to handle under most jchool situations and is
tiyely stable during storage.

,Prior to 'adhering the stencil, it is recommended to clean the screen fabric with a
-dishwasher solution to eliminate any grease that may prevent tight adhesion of the
ell. NOTE: Oi-gandy tears easily, so be very careful during this procedure.

- EXPOSURE: Always be sure to expose Ultimo Blue Poly-2 through the polyester
support (shiny side). Failure to expose through the support will cause the emulsion to
waSh off completely.

PROCESSING: Process the Ulano Blue Poly-2 in Ulano A & B developer or a solu-
tion: of 1 percent peroxide for 90 seconds and then wash out with running water at 92 tO
1:001-degrees P. Wash the stencil until all of the blue stencil residue is removed and the

.-.ADHERING: Place e Ulano Blue Poly-2 on a flat build-up board and allow the
iniage area is clear: Then

th
-set" the image by running cold water over the stencil .

weight of the screen to rest on the stencil. Blot excess water off and allow to set for
-fiVe mthutes undisturbed. A cool air fan can speed drying.
,t-

TOTAL COST
Sawn frame (28 x 40)
Semen fabric (organdy)

ee blade (10" at .14/inch)
Sweeper handle

.7Stenail kit
Paster ink, per quart
Ink retarder, per quart

_ ink thinner, per quart
Light sources

.96
1,10
1,40

.45
3,00
3,35
1.20
1.10
7.00

Total 19.56

Note: All prices are approximations based on price lists that were available at press
All are subject to local price differences and inflationary trends.

REEN PRINTING PROBLEMS SIMPLIFIED
:If,registration of .the print becomes faulty ...

auser registration tabs are out of alignment
Litton: realign and test
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Cause: the hinges holding the frame to the baseboard may be I
-Solution: tighten and try again
Cause: the silk (or fabric) may not be taut enough over the frame.
Solution: restretch the fabric

If the screen clogs while printing...
Cause: the ink dried too rapidly, closing the pores of the fabric.
Solution: remove the screen, and wash it with a rag and solvent.
Cause: lint from printing paper, rags, or tissues is responsible.
Solution: run a still-moist print under the screen

If the print margins begin to show ink stains
Cause: irtk is too thin
Solution: with a clean rag, wipe the bottom side of the screen f om time to time alter

the consistency of the ink.

If certain parts of the print do not screen
Cause: the in* consistency is incorrect.
Solution: remove the ink from the screen with a piece of cardboard; alter by adang the

proper reducer, thinner, varnish, or whatever is required for that particular ink to
improve its working characteristics. Pour the ink back onto the screen and continue
printing.

Cause: the squeegee requires sharpening.
Solution: on the assumption that a make-ready does not remedy the situation, check the

rubber blade of the sqeegee. It may be rounded or otherwise marred. Resharpen
the blade on garnet paper or other abrasive paper.

If the image prints double or blurs during screening...
Cause: the fabric is not taut enough.
Solution: a make-ready build-up of tape applied to the defective area on the underside of

the screen may correct the difficulty. If no% the fabric must be restretched.

If certain areas of the print develop unwanted specks or spots ,

Cause: there are pinholes in your stencil or lint under it.
Solution: hold the stencil up to the light to locate leaks in the stencil and touch a brush

filled with block-out solution to each pinhole of light that is visible.

(Summary of screen problems excerpted in part from Heller, Jules, Printmaking Today,
New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1972, pp. 301-302.)

Mr. Roehrich end Mr. Adorns ore members of the faculty of the Depaamenr of Industrial Arts & Technol-
ogy, State University of New York, Oswego, N.Y.

Preparing Studen s- for College through Drafting
Walter 0. Hayes

In this presentation, the term college will include all post secondary education, with
majoremçthasls upon the professional degree seeking programs. Assuming that those
attendlhg this special session have already been attempting to serve the stated objective,
your p1:10 S e in attending is to learn of other approaches. With this in mind, I hope to
provide an opportunity for audience input and questions before our time runs out.
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early start in this area because I taught at the junior college level before
r and during the time I taught in secondary school. It soon became apparent to me that
students in college have little opportunity to learn certain K2raorial skills if they miss

.thertt in high school. This applies to drafting, tyPing, crafts and the shop classes. My
'-own college experience reminded me that students in the academic classes could make up
fOr prior deficiencies only by working extra hours on weekends and holidays or in the
evenings. There was little opportunity to learn the personal skills at the school library.

!,More recently, my own high school students who graduated a few years ago indicated a
disadvantage in their college industrial design classes resulting from lack of experience
With tools and materials. Those entering the mechanical engineering careers have voiced
the same problem.

- Undoubtedly all industrial arts teachers can point with pride to students who were
deeply involved with industrial arts in high school and who went on to achieve high status
in business, industry or a profession. In fact, I can't recall any of my former students
with skill and ambition who got sidetracked into a menial job for very long after high
school. Clearly then we should be happy, not sad, when a talented and ambitious student
tinda his way trim out department, getting in with both feet and hands. We should feel
guilty ordy if we fail to proMe the challenge and opportunity which he needs.

In the time we are together, I hope we can outline some things which have proved
successful enough to repeat. We all try new ways of doing things and new things to do.
When they work, we do it again. A note of caution must be entered here. Obviously the

:talented student must be helped without killing the spirit and interest of the less apt stu-
--,dents. They still make up the greater number of students which we serve. We must con-
, sternly get the message to the parents, counselors and administrators that _students with

Went and ambition will not be directed into a career that has no stairway upward by
. taking industrial arts. Experience on the workbench or the beat is usually a vitamin pill
_that gives the ambitious worker the energy he needs to climb. The personal histories of
our successful men testify to this truth. Supervision, management and ownership are

_best served with a wide range of experiences. At the same time the less capable student,
when properly prepared, is more likely to be accepted into the industrial system, will be
happier and thus be more likely to be promoted.

If you have already accepted the notion that industrial arts is for all students, you
will be interested in learning what things pay off in that direction. We should oudine
tome things that we might do to lure good students into our program. Once that objective
is aChieved, you will be interested in learning more ways to serve both the good students
and the others who might be turned away by too much comparative competition. Essen-

: daily, this means doing worthwhile things for the students we have and giving favorable
publicity and honor to students who achieve, in much the same way that it is done with

"..,sports, music and art achievement. Refer to your school paper or the school page of the
"daily or weekly newspapers to see how some departments give recognition to those who
achieve. Until we get some school reporters interested, we must find our own way to
41ve recognition. Contests, open house, displays and a little push on the part of teachers
can generate favorable publicity. Even the achievement of teachers can provide good

L,publiciry for the department. The bulletin board in the drafting room offers an opportunity
to give even the average student a shot of publicity when he does do something well. It is
,important that we not give all °four recognition to the -varsity" only. Every opportunity
rnmitt be taken to make the student feel that he is competing with others of his ability

Some employees design things, some draw what has been designed, some reproduce
the drawings and others use the drawings made by others. We have all of these levels
represented in our classes. It will be a few years in the future before each student finds
which way he will work with drawings, if at all. Even those at the top level of responsi-

Milky refer to drawings at appropriate times.
We should now be ready to conclude that our own philosophy and purposes are of

great importance. Parents and counselors must in some way be sold on that philosophy.
While recognizing the value of industrial arts in preparing students for college, another

.:equally valuable objective is achieved when a person discovers that college is not the
beet way for him to go, or perhaps that a different college or different major would be

(t-better. Too often our drafting rooms and workshops have been populated by engineering
i;school dropouts. They might have been spared the considerable cost and embarrassment
t Of washing out of a degree program had they been exposed sooner to the requirements of
die degree program. Those who turned from an engineering college or who chose a
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better way for them were as well servedas those who lost their fear of college by finding
that they could achieve satisfactorily for what was needed.

In many cases the choice of a technical or non-degree school will get the student
where he wants with his career sooner and without the frustration of attempting a program
not geared to his likes and aptitudes. If this is the case, then what must we do to make the
student aware? How do we teach differently when we want college-bound students in our
shops and laboratories? How do we handle classes when we have college-bound students
mbred with those with other careers in mind?

METHOD

1. At the beginning level of industrial arts we must provide basic, or first level,
assignments where possible, with extra credit and more challenging assignments for
those who need them. The student who indicates that the basic assignments are too easy
should be challenged not by more work, but with creative alternatives. If he does not
seek more challenge, some way must be found to require it.

2. The grading system must be so designed that extra work is rewarded, as well as
better quality. A third consideration for grading must be the degree of challenge. A
point system of grading is almost essential for giving qualitative consideration to these
three subjective objectives. It is easy to allow points for quality and quantity. To allow
points for challenge, you need only to make the creative probiem worth a given number
of regular assignments. The problem may be broken into three or more parts such as
preliminary sketches, specifications, details, assemblies, illustrations and others, as the
problem suggests. This offers some degree of success for every student and reduces the
chance of boredom. This system of alternate assignments does require that the teacher
be willing to do some subjective grading. Here is where the experience and accomplish-
ments of the teacher must be presented in subtle ways to permit students to accept sub-
jective evaluation and to take suggestions willingly. A beginning teacher must obviously
be at a disadvantage at this time.

3. The method of teaching must be as individualized as possible, with flexibility and
willingness to change as the class and conditions change. The student of high aptitude
must be challenged without discouraging the less capable. This requires entry-level
assignments in the shop or laboratory which can offer success to nearly every student,
with help from the teacher and from fellow students available when it is needed. A teacher
who assigns all of the class of beginners to make a completely dimensioned drawing of a
spoked flywheel with proper use of conventional practices is making the same mistake as
the woodworking teacher who expects his beginning students to make a table with four
identically turned legs. When such assignments are mistakenly made, we must not com-
pound the mistake by allowing the students tO abandon their project or stop work while
it is improperly done. The least we can do at this point is to help the student at places
that are beyond him. Where waste is a serious problem, we can require practice with
less expensive materials first. Nothing kills the enthusiasm of students or discredits the
teacher as much as a huge residue of rejected projects or projects abandoned. Equally
discrediting tO the teacher is the practice of permitting students to take home work in
which parents can not find as much pride as do the students. The pride must be three
ways or it is mistaken pride. One way of allowing for speed and ability differences in
drafting is to put due dates on the assignments and require that work turned in early or
that work that is to attain the highest grade points must be dimensioned or rendered for
shape or texture. This requires some review of dimensioning practices or that only the
over-all sizes be dimensioned.

4. Preparation for a college type of education may be provided through use of re-
search and development problems, particularly at the second or third year level. I treat
all seniors who have had some drafting, and who are academically qualified for college,
as though they were at the same experience level. They may choose the design drafting
option or the engineering drawing option or both if they wish. Requests from other
teachers or departments and the principal provide us with plenty of research and develop-
ment problems. We assign our wrestlers with the problem of making the rolling platform
to carry the wresding mats about the building. The swimmers may design the surf board,
the starting platform or the supplemental pool ladder needed by the swimming coach. The
book rack or lectern wanted by an English teacher makes a good problem for anyone.
Every department sooner or later gets around to calling upon us for something. Public
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relations is also served when we can serve them well. At every turn we can emphasize
over and over some working principles: Success comes to those who are most willing to
do more than the minimum requirement. Promotions are earned before they are granted.
Good attitude and habits must constantly be stressed.

EQUIPMENT

Designers and engineers use some equipment and materials which the draftsman
may not. Without knowing for sure what each individual person may need in his chosen
career, we can give him something that most persons in industry will need at some step
up the professional ladder. We can introduce him to:

1. The slide rule and calculator with suitable problems.
2. The vernier scale and the micrometer with appropriate problems.
3. Drafting machines and special purpose instruments.
4. Perspective devices and handnade aids.
5. Special paper font's for sketching and illustrating.
6. Newest developments in pencils, instruments and inking devices.

CURRICULUM

If we have sold our philosophy of industrial arts for everyone and are using methods
consistent with our stated philosophy, it is still necessary to build a curriculum that will
contribute to the goals. The curriculum must make it easier to challenge the good student
without routing those of average ability, which still must be our main ration. Our drafting
program aims to attain this objective in three steps:

1. The first year helps the student learn about himself and the field of drafting by
permitting him to leasn first what can be done with his instruments, lle develops skills
and techniques in the first semester, fle follows this by learning in the second semester
what kinds of drawings there are and what conventional things he can do to a detail such
as breaking, sectioning, exploding and rendering.

2. The second year we explore the special needs of the major industries. Selected
assignments are given for those who work with wood (furniture making, architecture and
cabinetwork), metal workers (sheet metal, machine shop) and technical fields (electrical,
piping, welding, aircraft).

3. The senior year we separate those who have decided that college is the way they
want to go after graduation from those who plan another route toward a career. If they
are academically qualified to enter college and are pursuing a college prep program, we
encourage them to take engineering drawing. If they have had previous drafting and are
not preparing for college, we suggest they take the design drafting assignments. During
the fall semester, both groups will develop a major project which requires diem to use
the micrometer, do some inking, learn about limits and limit dimensioning and help to
decide which group to join-thesecond half of the year. Some of the major projects for
which we design and make sets of plans are turned over to the shop classes to build or
make a prototype. Some projects are redesigned two or three years in a row to eliminate
faults. Others are completed by the carpentry class and forgotten. Such projects have
included a recreation vehicle, a vacation retreat, a garden shed, a garage, kitchen cabi-
nets, electronics benches for the school, a woodturning lathe and a bench vise. Those

- now pursuing the college preparation program will spend their last semester working
with problems in descriptive geometry. In this group we solve mathematics problems
by graphical means. Some students enroll in both classes. We also urge all drafting
students to take some shop classes. The descriptive geometry covers such problems as
the use of coordinates and axes for solving problems in space and surface navigation;
military ballistics; detective work; computerized production; graphic and coordinate de-
scription of points, lines and solids in space; the projection of auxiliary views; true size
and shape of angles and objects in apace; intersecting lines and planes; and shortest
distance between lines and planes.

Our efforts toward preparing students for college have been supported for several
years by testimonials of former graduates. Some testimonials come to the teacher. Some
come to the school officials. Many come from parents. Students often return to tell
me what might be done to improve things for the next class. Some graduates have taken
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advanced placement rests to bypass the Ieginntiigeour-cs in college. I tend to _ dicourage
this practice. Colleges have combined, condensed and itnlsli ished their course
make tliem more impol tam.

I have utilized procedure of 10114)w-op of lturtuier students to help plan changes and
to guide present students. l'wo examples of suggestions whieh have come to me from
former students include more emphasis upon conventional practices in sectioning and
more work in limits and limit dimensioning. Each year sonw students ask for my opinion
of their chances to succeed in college or on a drafting job. It is a great privilege and
responsibility to be able to say, '"I`ou would get to your desired place in a career sooner
if you chose an area college." or "I see no reason why you should not sueoced in college,
bur you would likely be happier or more successful in a school of design or a small col-
lege."

One cam see that this approach to industrial arts does not insult, embarrass or neg-
lect the average or below average student, but has little attraction as a "dumping ground
for the lazy or the goof-off," we practice the philosophy of helping those who help them-
selves. No one fails my courses who makes a reasonable effort. 1 might encourage a
low achiever to try another course rather than to try advanced work in the same thing.
If you have not already visited our shops and drafting rooms in Oes Moines, I hope you
will find time to do so,

r. Hayes is a drafting ;no
Moines, low°.

eta ad s uietime s 0-icip teacher at Theodore Roosevelt High School, Des

An Overview of New and Future Technology in the Graphic
Communications
William A. Rocap, jr.

I am going to discuss briefly now imd future technological developments in the graphic
communications industry. Johann Gutenber5, Alois Senefolder and Karl Kleitsch used to
call it printing.

Much has been sai-d iibout the future of graphic communications at trade association
meetings, iewh as those which are conducted annually by the ETA, ArA, PERI, GAIT',
G rA, GRI, R&F. Council, PIA and TWA. It would take quite a bit of traveling to cover all
of these bases. Likewise, the various trade publications which are related to the graphic
communications industry have presented interesting, factual projections of the fuwre,
based upon sound technological forecasts.

The forecasts influence plannersor certainly should do so with the impact that
many technological developments have on human accommodation, physical facilities and
monetary considerations, the need for an orderly approach to the problems of reacting
to the forecasts in the form of planned research and development.

Technological forecasting is very imoortant in order toobtain the background needed
for adequate planning for the futUre. Much of the present forecasting is based upon the
technologies already existing, at least in part, at the time of the forecast. This brings
us to the elementof time, which becomes more and more important to us as Our knowledge
base continues to grow at an ever-accelerating rate.

One thing we should bear in mind is the knowledge that no technology can be entirely
free ef surprises. I,ong term predictions ore frequently unintograted, sporadic and quite
incomplete.

A study made in 10)7, in whi,,-11 a :VI-year forecast was made, completely missed
the impact of the computer, aiiimic energy, jet propulsion, radar and antibiotics, althoUgh
all had been around in principle and were awaiting development. Catastrophic historic
events, such as 11orld \Var II, completely changed the time-tables and, in some situations,
the entire nature of the technological developments. In the field of graphic communica-
tions, energy shortages, enrivonmental protection agency requirements, and atil IA regu-
lations may have a similar effect on the forecasts presently being made.
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Cooperative and interactive effects are called synergistic, while unexpected or acci-
`- dental discoveries are called serendipitous. The development of the Polaris missile
, system is an example of synergism. The first Polaris submarine-- the George Washing-

ton was launched in 1967, yet it would have been almost impossible to argue in the
early 1950's, before a scientifically oriented audience, that a system such as this one
`cOuld be sucCessfully developed within ten years. It required at least six technological
innovations, all of which seemed to be unlikely to be completed soon enough t3 be of use

an early-1960 weapons system.
Many of our teclinologiW developments result from basic research which, by defini-

tion, tends to produce serendipitous (accidental) discoveries and applications, since the
research is not directed toward specific practical ends. Serendipity often results when
an application is found in a different field than the one intended. For example, the laser
photograph or hologram may make practical three-dimensional recording and projection
of information. It was invented as a result of an investigation of image magnification.
The original objective was not the creation and display of three-dimensional images.

Graphic communicadons planners and forecasters must view their activities as being
-I highly respOnslye tO very sudden and unexpected developments. For this reason, their
L'plans must retain an element of flexibility.

One may assume that planning is a process which involves continuous and near corn-
ete, dmely accumulation of data on technological developments and, hopefully, dis-

semination and action upon the data by those who are in a position to do so. Facts must
take the place of opportunism and intuition. In an industry where research dollars are
in short supply, one must be assured that they are used to the greatest advantage. Rela-
tively small pockets of research exist in the graphic communications industry. Very
little research of a general nature has been developed to assure optimum application of
technology to the industry. Furthermore, there is no coordination of research to assure
that there is minimal duplication of effort, with its accompanying waste of time, talent and
money, and to assure that much needed innovations arc at least being given some con-
sideration.

Rather than put the research and development of new graphic communications tech-
nology under government control and losing the healthy competition within a free-enter-
prise system which has brought us to our present high level of development, there is yet
another way. One example of that other way is EO have printers, platemakers, suppliers,
esearchers and consultants share as much as possible their knowledge, trials, successes

and failures for the good of the entire graphic communications community.
In order for this system to work at its highest level of efficiency, it will be necessary

ft,to close the communications gap which exists between the printer, platernaker, research-
Teri consultant, MC.

New technological advances have created entirely new types of problems for those
'Involved in the graphic communications industry. People, equipment, new raw materials,

new government rules and regulations, new methods and new systems are generating
.entirely new approaches in order to fit our industry to the demands being made upon it

!_bytechnological changes and developments.
It is characteristic of technological advancement that no field can ever be the same

again. New technological developments, thanks in part to the widespread use of corn-
, puters, are springing forth at an ever-increasing rate. It was once possible to buy time

to think it Over. But those days are past, and the luxury of deliberate delay and post-
ement can no longer be afforded if the aim is to survive or, hopefully, to develop a

:healthy, fast-growing, progressive graphic communications industry.
How does the researcher learn of the present and future needs of the supplier and

'.1i3r1nter? The obvious answer is bv means of improved communications. However, it is
;first necessary for the priAter-supplier to recognize his own needs. Without going into
detaili it is essential that printers, at regular intervals, conduct examinations of their
systems from the standpoint of cost, productivity andquality. In too many instances, both
Printers and suppliers are forced out of business because of failure to conduct critical

.;audits of their operation and to be willing and able to correct and update their systems
In order to remain cpmpetitive. Help is available in making plant audits of quality, cost
and productivity from a number of knowledgeable borlsultants or from trade organizations

'flinch as GATF.
The supplier and researcher should be cognizant of the needs that are either not
g met or Inadequately being met. An inadequacy may be solvable readily by
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of a product or systern already in existence or it may require some degree of research
and development. A recent examole of this was the need for a reliable rotogravure pre-
proofing system. "1"he need for such a system was well known in the trade for a number
of years, but until quite recently, the technology simply was not available. Recent de-
velopments in the field by several suppliers have produced very encouraging results
which indicate a solution to this problem is at hand.

It is suggested that communications might be greatly improved between printer,
supplier and researcher by more frequent visitation of facilities and by in-depth discus-
sions of the state of the art of both the printer and supplier. As an example, Meredith
Printing, Des Moines, Iowa, conducts three-day seminars in the printing plant, during
which the attendees are shown every facet of the letterpress and offset processes as
presently practiced in the plant. Both successes and failures or problems are discussed,
and needs are stressed. 'ale paper supplier, for example, is shown how his product is
handled from the time it is received in the plant until it exits in the form of a finished
product. No attempt is made to tell him how to make paper. Yet, he can learn from people
who hanite his product in large volumes daily those properties which are important,
those which are of lesser importance, those which need improvement and those which
need a whole new fresh approach.

An example of cooperative research here is the development of the new, super-
lightweight papers with hollow micro-sphere coating materials. The paper suppliers
were made aware of the need for lighter weight papers without sacrificing printability,
runability or opacity. The papermaker responded with the new lightweight paper and,
after running several hundred tons of the new paper, the printer reported back to rhe
paper supplier the success of his efforts. This same cooperation, due largely to improved
communication, has resulted in a considerable number of technological break-throughs
or, at the very least, has paved the way to smooth the transition from one process to
another in the printer's plant.

A similar communication is suggested on the part of the suppliers. Frequent meet-
ings at the supplier's plant should be held to discuss the need for new or improved
products. As new technologies are developed, they should be shown to the potential users
well before they have been refined to the point at which they are ready for market. It ls
realized that there is some risk in doing this: ideas might be stolen and given to com-
petitors by unscrupulous people. The risk may be minimized by showing only that which
is necessary to get the idea across or by having non-disclosure agreements signed by
the participants.

There is a great deal of value in showing the potential user the technology at a point
where he could perhaps provide importantguidance in the final development of the product
or system and thus head off useless or nonproductive expenditure of time and money.

Finally, the printer or potential user of the developed technology should be willing to
spend time and money to evaluate it in his plant, since he will ultimately benefit from the
development.

Summing up the subject of introduction of new technology, there is a significant need
for better communications between printer, supplier and researcher at all stages of the
process development. It is important that the printer studies his process and makes
frequent audits of his performance from the standpoint of production, quality and cost;
and that he shares this information with those who can help him remain competitive.
Willingness to cooperate and communicate when dealing with technological developments
should yield significant benefits to printers, suppliers and researchers.

I would like to illustrate some new developments which could make marked tech-
nological changes in the graphic communications industry. Since lasers are making such
a remarkable technological impact, I thought I would start out by discussing them briefly,
then looking at some applications of lasers in our industry.

The term laser is an acronym for lightamplication (by) stimulated emission of radia-
tion. The laser produces and amplifies light. Laser light is monochromatic; that is,
all light waves in the beam are of the same frequency. It is coherent, which means that
all light waves in the beam are in phase with each other; and it is collimated the beam
remains very narrow over long distances. Laser light has a higher energy concentration
and ls much brighter than ordinary light. A laser consists of three components: a lasing
medium, a pump or energy source and an optical caviry formed by two reflectors facing
each other, one being slightly transparent.

Lasers are classified according to the amount of power output measured in watts.
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A Class I laser has 0.4 microwatts maximum power. A Class II laser hos I milliwatt
maximum power. A Class III laser has 0.5 watt maximum power, and a Class IV laser
has greater than 0.5 watts of power. The Class IV laser requires control measures to
prevent its exposure to eyes and skin.

The most common lasers are the solid state variety, characterized by the ruby
laser; the gas laser, characterized by the helium-neon, argon, CO2; semi-conductor;
and liquid. They are further classified as continuous wave (( :W) or pulsed lasers.

One laser application is in platernaking. An offset plate exposure system, the EOCOM
Corporation's Laserite 100, utilizes two lasers. One laser illuminates a paste-up and a
second laser exposes the plate. A helium-neon laser, which operates in the red region
of the electro-rnagnetic spectrum, observes the light from the wtite areas of the paste-up
through a row of optical light pipes which leid to a photoelectric sensor.- The exposure
laser is an argon laser of high energy. It passes light to the plate, thereby exposing its
photosensitive surface.

Controls are simple. The Laserite Model 100 features a system for the newspaper
thdustry which permits exposing wipe-on Diazo offset plates in two and one-half minutes,
with reproductions up to 100 line screen halftones.

The laser-graph laser platemaking method images a plate directly from a paste-up.
The system consists of a scan-scribe unit which replicates the paste-up image onto the
printing plate. A blank laser-plate is positioned on register pins on the "write" side-of
the scan-scribe unit. A paste-up is positioned on the "read" side. The paste-up is
scanned by a helium-neon laser and information is transmitted to a video-processor. The
signal from the processor modulates an argon laser which images the blank plate. The
scan-scribed plate is a reverse image of the paste-up. This step takes two minutes.
The imaged plate is put into an ablation unit where a carbon-dioxide laser vaporizes the
non-image plastic substrate. Upon removal from the ablation unit, the plate needs only
to be bent, pumhed, and trimmed. Processed laser plates provide sharp, clean text and
crisp, clear halftones.

IBM Corporation has produced a printing method known as the 3800 printing sub-
system. It combines a low-powered laser and electrophotographic Technology similar to
that used in some copiers. It can produce up to 13,360 lines of material a minute with
surprisingly good quality.

Sun Graphics System's Magnascan 550 with quadro-color is a new digital scanner
which will be available with a laser exposure unit. The Magnascan 550 has 20 by 24 inch
input and output drums with two exposing heads, each capable of simultaneously produc-
ing either one or two color separations. With an ourput drum size of 20 by 24 inches, the
two exposing heads can also simultaneously produce four separations up to 9 by 12 inches.
All of the exposures will be on one piece of film.

The Magnascan 550 has a self-diagnosis feature, which means that the operator will
he able to feed in a special eight-track magietic rape to the scanner to check out a number
of tunctions. To simplify ser-up, the 5)0 scanner gives a digital read-out of the density
of the original in dot percentages. It is a soft-wired digital scanner utilizing a mini-
computer for all control functions.

A breakthrough in laser engraving of gravure cylinders is illustrated by the Lasag
laser beam which utilizes a shaped pulse a more energetically efficient way to create
a gravure cell. The lielio-Klischograph K200 is a recent product of Dr. Rudolph Hell .
it is an electronic cylinder engraver designed with the decorating and packaging printers
in mind. Scanning of the copy and engraving are combined on one machine. The Hell
DC-300 electronic scanner with laser eliminates the use of a halftone screen since the
halftone dots are formed electronically. The large scanning input drum on the liell DC-
300 scanner can accommodate a 16 by 20 inch transparency or reflection copy.

The main control panel of the DC-300 is symbolic of the extreme capabilities of this
scanner to handle complicated color separation and masking problems with ease and at
high rates of speed. The laser carriage contains the laser, the laser power supply unit
and the modulation unit with control electronics. The light reaches the film via a light
cable and the recording head. Two drum rotations are required for recording a screen
dot Resulting negatives are much sharper, may be produced faster and processor
requirements are much less severe.

The P0I Compudot electronic scanning system involves the addition of a highly
.'specialized electronic computer to a P01 electronic color scanner. As in the case of

the Hell OC-300 with laser, the POI Cornpudot forms the dots electronically with high
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resolution. The PDI Compudot scanner utilizes a unique, new laser-based optical system.
It performs five calculations dot size, dot shape, dot displacement, screen pitch and
screen angle. The system is capable of generating over 50,000 individual dots each
second.

A laser photograph is called a hologram. It may be produced by photographic tech-
niques using the light of a laser to illuminate the subject. It requires no lens and pro-
duces a truly three-dimensional display of the original subject.

A button Is pressed and paper begins to race through the press at the rate of 600
feet per minute under a steady controlled stream of ink. The process is Mead Dijet. In-
dividual ink jets are controlled by computer, and the ink is accurately positioned on the
paper. In hard cover form, Wutherin Hei hts (a 350-page book) was reproduced perfect
copy after perfect copy at a ratéT one every 37.5 seconds under computer direction.

A new development in densitometry has been produced by MacBeth Corporation. It
is a very high-speed reading densitometer which is capable of reading the densities of
colors on a web while running through the press at speeds up to 1,000 feet per minute.
The new MacBeth densitometer features pulsed illumination, narrow band filters, solid
state detectors, meets ANSI standards, is small in size and reasonable in cost.

"DILITFIO" is an ANPA registered name which Harris and several other manufac-
turers have been authorized to use to designate a new, exciting direct-lithography sys-
tem. The primary portion of the Harris Dilitho system is a brush dampener which re-
places two inking rolls on the ink drum of a newspaper letterpress. Water is metered
onto the ink drum. In the Harris Dilitho system, saddles on the plate cylinder, where
stereotypes were previously mounted, permit the use of inexpensive offset plates on a
newspaper press. Such a conversion to Dilitho ean be made at a fraction of the cost of
an offset press.

A number of installations of Dilitho systems are in use throughout the country. A
Harris Dilitho system has been installed on the Hoe newspaper press, printing the
Des Moines Registcr and Tribune. Other dilitho systems include those by Dahlgren,
which use a resilient covered form roller instead of a brush to deposit water on the ink
train, and by Inland Roto-Screen, which features 'a dampener that meters water to the
ink drum by blowing it through a rotating screen. The Inland Roto-Screen system has
been installed on the press at the Kansas City Star. The use of the new system greatly
improves the quality of reproduction, and dollar savings are substantial.

The Opticopy imposing camera is a programmable step and repeat camera which is
capable of converting separate pieces of original copy into a one-piece, full-sized flat.
Copy is punched on centers with a pneumatic two-headed punch. The copy is brought to
the camera operator properly sequenced and oriented. The operator loads the film on
pins, then load.s the copy. Reflection copy is loaded onto a 24 by 24 inch vacuum-backed
copy board. The unexposed film is loaded on the stepping easel. The system eliminates
tedious hand-stripping. It produces one-piece film flats. Opaquing is reduced to a mini-
mum. The camera has proven highly successful in book production.

The Harris Telecolor system brings automated color control directly to the press
where color can be controlled more accurately, faster and with greater ease. A Cathode
Ray Tube (CRT) display at the press control console is used to indicate the key positions.
A form of multiplexing is used so that the operator can select the fountain he wishes to
control. The CRT automatically displays the key positions of that fountain.

The 3M brand Pyrofax imaging system has bridged the gap between platemaking
efficiency and web and sheet-fed press production. The Pyrofax imager features the dry

.Magne-Dynamic development technology. A photosensitive trans-film passes through the
completely dry imaging process, then the image is transferred to a transmat. The trans-
mat is pinned on the Pyrofax fuser's cylinder. The plat e. is inserted at the back of the
fuser. The image is transferred to the plate. One-hundred-thousand impressions per
plate have been produced.

3M has introduced -easy release transfer key" for pre-press proofing. Each
factory pre-coated carrier sheet of color pigment is laid down in sequence on a single
sheet. Beginning with cyan, the color pigment is laminated onto the base material using
the new 3M MR-424 processor. This same cycle is repeated with each color, producing
a quality four-color transfer key proof on a single sheet that looks like a finished printed
job.

The 3M Company has recently introduced a complete line of graphic arts film identi-
fied as QA MARK TV. The films are available in various speeds, contrasts, and thick-
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. nessea. The company claims to have eliminated all high polluting substances from coat-
ings on both sides of the film. This provides minimum pollution potential and conforms
to federal and state standards.

One answer to the problem of environmental polution caused by driving ink solvents
into the aanosphere is the use of press coatings wherea specially designed coating mate-
rial such as Eastman alcohol-soluble propionate (ASP) is applied direcdy over the wet
ink Wm. The coating is dried by application of infra-red radiation or warm air and forms
a protective seal over the ink so that it will not rub or mark. The ASP coating not only
protects the ink film from abrasive action, but enhances rhe appearance.

Another example of press-coating is the application of a coating of an ultraviolet (UV)
curing varnish over conventional inks. The UV varnish seals in the wet ink, prevents
marking and environmental pollution.

Closely related to press-coating is powder-coating which is accomplished by the
Shamrock Chemical powder-set curing system of ink drying which uses an electro-
statically applied power to set a wet ink film. A micro-photograph would show how the
powder, which is deposited only on the ink, is fused over the wet ink. The powder fuses
on each halftone dot, protecting the ink film and eliminating pollution.

DuPont's photoproducts department has continued tO perfect the cromalin pre-proofing
system, recently announcing new cromalin process color. Many printers and platemakers
have found the cromalin pre-proof to be accurate and economical compared to press
proofing. Printers have found it possible to match cromalin proofs on the press. A num-
ber of cromalin users have been urging DuPont to develop a negative-working cromalin
for some time. Recently, at Graph-ex 75, this product was shown. Another new develop-
ment designed to make the cromalin system even faster and more uniform is a new powder
applicator called the autotoner.

One more product introduced rather recently is the Deont Cyrel flexible plate which
utilizes the dycril platemaking process. This is produced directly from a film, rather
than indirecdy from an engraving. The Cyrel system is finding new customers in many
graphic arts applications.

Metrication is in the near future and it will affect the platemaker, the printer and the
publisher. It is time to learn more about the metric system and how it will affect you.

BASF Wyandott has started to produces new line of printing plates aimed at the news-
paper field and other users of flexible relief plates. It is the Nyloprint liquid plate sys-
tem for direct printing and mat molding.

An entirely new type of film has been introduced to the market place by Scott Graphics
and others. The Scott SGTM Positive II film is molecular-imaging, dry-processing and
yields very high resolution. Its actinic density is said to be equal functionally to silver
halide lithographic films. Dow Chemical Company has developed a new material for use
as a paper coating pigment. It consists of extremely small hollow polystyrene spheres
which produce ultra-lightweight papers with good opacity. These new light-weight papers
yield good printabiliry and have run quite well on high-speed production runs.

Electrostatic Corporation built an electrostatic web printing unit which causes an
electroscopic ink to be electrostatically moved through a metal screen in the form of a
continuous belt onto a moving web of paper. Electrostatic printing is impactless, thus
many unusual shapes and textures rnay be printed with surprisingly good quality and speed.

One of the most difficult problems facing the printer today is pollution control, par-
ticularly the handling of stack exhausts from the presses. Electri-Graphics Corporation
has developed a new concept in ink setting. It uses an ink setting device called the elec-
tricure system, and it changes a monomeric ink film into a polymer by bombarding it
with a stream of electrons. 1E is being tried by at least one printer at this time. The
more conventional polymerizing type system is ultra-violet drying, where a monomeric
methyl methacrylate Is polymerized by exposing it to an ultra-violet light source such
as 4 thermogenics UV lamp.

Laws have been passed concerning environmental quality and we must comply with
these laws within a reasonable time, or atleast show that we are making an effort to do so.
General Printing Ink Division of Sun Graphics is hut one of many ink companies doing
considerable work on finding solutions to the problems of pollution through research and
cooperative efforts with the printers.

I have presented a sampling of some of the new and future technology which is either
now available or soon will be available to the graphic communications industry I trust
it will stimulate you to look further into some of these developments and to continue to
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keep informed by attending technical meetings, carefully reading trade literature and dis-
cussing new developments of equipment and materials with your suppliers.

Mr. Recap is Director of Research, Development ond Training, Meredith PrintingDivision of Meredith
Corp., Des Moines, Iowa.

Photographic Technology in Graphic Communications
Applications You Can Use in Your Drafting Class
Carlton E. Salvagin

Every professional jourrial your read and nearly every presentation you hear chal
lenges industrial educators to keep abreast, interpret contemporary developments and
practices, and add, add, add to die already bursting curriculum. We are constantly being
bombarded with criticisms of teaching tradidonal course content at the expense of newer
technological innovations.

To assist in the determination of relevant curricular content, each of us as profes-
sionals must not only look at the present state of the industrial technologies and reflect
upon the past, but we must attempt to project the state of the art into the future. This la
where our students will be employed as contributing members of society.

Industrial drafting and graphic communications have undergone considerable change
Iii recent years due primarily to the constantly increasing volume of documents and de-
mand for rapid, efficient services. Scientific discoveries coupled with the necessity to
economize have brought about many technological innovations. One such innovation which
has had considerable impact upon corporate communications is the development of photo-
graphic technology.

The National Association of Photographic Manufacturers (1957) explains that indus-
trial uses and applications for photography have been expanding rapidly as industry has
come to appreciate the many ways in which photography can be of service. New tech-
nologies and new ways of using old technologies are continually providing better ways of
coping with the tremendous volume of documents required for manufacturing, contract
construction and related fields. The association further states that photography, used
properly, will reduce planning time, improve the products, add to the knowledge available
about an operation in the production activity and increase profits.

PHOTOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES IN GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS

Graphic communications in industry is comprised of seven components: Graphic
arts, commercial art, drafting, illustration, photographic reproduction, line communica-
tion and advertising. Following is a compilation of photographic techniques used in
graphic communications which aid in facilitating more rapid and economical services.

document reproduction storage and retrieval systems
graphic repreSentation size and enlargement reduction
document preparation automated drafting systems
document restoration offset piate preparation
document preservation printed and integrated circuit preparation
document control microfi Im ing
corporate planning photogrammetry
quality control i I lustration
high speed analysis miniaturization
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cartography
films
time study

ring the past decade there have been many changes in industrial policies with
to the manner in whichdrawings have been handled. Looking at the situation from

tote vieWpoint, it is immediately evident why the production and safeguarding of
g drawings becomes a matter of applying strict drawing control procedures .

tandardiration of paper sizes, simplified drafting procedures, assignment
numbers filing of drawings, microfilming, disaster files, printmaking, print
print destruction, drafting coats, drawing procedures and drawing retrieval

mportant aspects of proper drawing control.
d Photography has had several effects upon drawing control In Industry. Some reasons
using photographic materials in graphic communications are to:

provide a "second" original
2. restore old original drawings
3. speed drawing changes
4. save drafting time thtmgh the use of photodrawings
5. reduce re-draws through the use of phototemplates
6. eliminate retracing of existing white prints, blue prints, or old faded tracings

of original drawings
7. enlarge or reduce drawing size
8. Insure workable "blow backs" by microfilm
9. simplify changes in circuit layouts

10, improve clarity
11. make better copies possible

(Eastman Kodak Co., 1973)

PHOTCGRAPHIC APPLICATIONS YOU CAN USE

PhotesketchingPhotosketching is the process of sketching with pencil or technical pen direcdy on
- lt photographic print and then chemically eliminating the photographic image. Stippling

or line sketching techniques can be used to provide variadons in textures and shaded areas.
, When the desired areas of the print have been sketched, place the print in a solution of

1 ox tincture of iodine and 2 oz water for about three minutes. Agitate slighdy. Be $ure
not to touch the sketch during the entire process. Piace the print in photographic fixer

three to five minutes. Agitate slightly until the photographic image has completely
disappeared. Wash the print in running water for about 20 minutes and dry in a warm

er or between sheets of blotting paper. Additional sketching or details may be added
aultde rime. Try not to over-do it. The result will be an expertly executed sketch or

F rendering of the original qubjeet. NOTE: If you wish a photograph/sketch composite,
t120 photo image which you wish retained can be coated with rubber cement. The iodine

_i.solution will not penetrate the cement coating. After drying, the rubber cement can be
rubbed off with the fingertips.

Photo Illustration
When the three-dimensional configuration of a product or model is of primary concern,

a photograph can often be produced more rapidly and Communicate better than a mechan-
6, ically drawn pictorial representation, The camera can be hand-held or mounted on a
:tripod and the object or model positioned to provide the beat pictorial representation.
;.EIY Using movable and hand-held photo-flood lights, shadows and characteristic features
:,Ican be accentuated. Background is often plain paper or cloth so as not to detract from

tt.he Object definition.

,Photo Assembly
Exploded pictorial assembly drawings are very useful in assisting persons who are

J skilled in reading regular multiview drawings to perform work at the assembly bench .
b="i-ype of drawing's frequendy found in repair manuals and parts replacement catalogs.

Subitituting an exploded photo assembly for a pictorial line drawing can often save con-
'sideiable drafting time as well as improve the rapidity and level of communication.
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We have found the use of a copy stand and tripod mounted camera most appropriate
although some distortion becomes evident because of the inability of the objects to con-
form to the desired axes. Shadows arc produced by the photoflood lamps which present
unnatural representation and the depth of field is often poor on larger objects due to the
close relationship of the camera lens and object. Plus-X or Panatomic-X film is recom-
mended, slime tonal ranges and relatively soft contrast are desired.

Ln preparing for pictorial photography, axes are lightly drawn on a large sheet of
white paper which is taped in place on the copy board, (Isometric axes are most often
used.) Either of two angular relationships may be set up: (1) Using a large 30-60 degree
triangle, establish a 30-degree angle between the camera and the junction of the axes in
the center of the copy board. Objects may be placed upon the proper axes, camera
focused, and shots taken. (2) Using a large 30-60 degree triangle, establish a 60 degree
angle relationship between the camera and the axes junction. Objects may now be placed
upon the proper axes, supported at an angleof 30 degrees to the copy board with modeling
clay, camera focused, and shots taken. This method is preferred due to the better light-
ing and shadow relationships. NOTE: Fland-held photo-flood lamps often assist in accen-
tuating desired features.

Once the angular relationship between camera and copy board is established, care
must be taken nor to disturb it since sequential photos of additional parts must bear this
same angular relationship.

Light readings are now taken, shots made and the film developed. When dry, the
film is placed in the enlarger for projection printing. Care must be exercised since
size relationships can be distorted greatly if adjustments are made, other than focus,
between the printing of the various frames.

Followthg print development and drying, each individual part is carefully cut out and
a paste-up photo-drawing is made. Center lines, leaders, "balloons,'' part numbers and
parts list can be added now. Prints can be made by photographing the paste-up. Enlarge-
ments of any size may be made through projection printing.

Product Photography
Product photography is most often used in sa es and the preparation of advertising.

Similar procedures as aforementioned in photo-illustration are used, only background
and other "furnishings.' are added to provide aesthetic value. Attempt is made at produc-
ing a realistic setting similar to that in which the final product will be utilized. Cougars,
falcons, and appropriately attired human females are familiar inclusions in automotive
product photography.

Photodrawings
As the name implies, a photocirawing is simply a composite of a photograph and a

drawing which facilitates the reduction of drafting rime and supplements conventional
drawings. Their use assists in conveying dimensions, positions. identification and spatial
relationships much the same as a technical drawing.

Photodrawings can be of two types. They can illustrate existing installations and
show, through the addition of line work, the changes which are to be made, thus eliminat-
ing complex and expensive drawings. They can also be photoreproductions of drawings
from which undesired material has been cut or opaqued. Using these reproductions, the
draftsperson can complete the addition or new design feature without having to redraw or
trace previously prepared work. Technical pens are use..A to draw on the black and white
photographic prints or photosensitive drafting medium.

Microfl Irn
The real potential of photographic technology lies in its use as a working tool with

active information. Microfilm has become an absolute necessity in many industries
because of its economical advantages, especially as applied to drawing filing and retrieval
systems, not to mention time And space savings. Microfilm is available in 16mm, 35rnm,
70mm and 105mm sizes, although 81 percent of those corporations using microfilm use
the 35mm format. We have found that Fiigh Contrast Copy film produces the best results
and the drawing, preferrably inked, can be photographed on the copy stand or taped to a
vertical surface and photographed hy a tripod-mounted camera. Printing can be done
using a regular photographic enlarger, a microfilm reader-printer or a standard slide
projector by projecting the image on fast diago print paper.
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Scissors Drafting
This technique, called cut and paste, scissors and paste or just scissors dr ifting, is

used when a few parts of an existing drziwing are to be removed so that either a revised
or new drawing can be created by adding the appropriate new drafting.

Paste-up Drafting
Although similar to scissors drafting, paste-up drafting provides a means of using

satiating materials to create drawings without hand copying. Developed to its full potential,
this technique can be used to provide a dramatic increase in drafting productivity. The
amount of hand drafting required to complete drawings can be reduced to a minimum by
achieving as high a degree of standardization as possible and by utilizing such aids as a
typewriter or mechanical lettering equipment. 1 he use of "magic- tape on the hack side
of ie original drawing produces a minimum amount of ghosting when reproduction is
done by the diazo process.

Drawing Restoration
Documents which have become worn, faded, deliberately erased, charred by fire,

water soaked Or damaged in some other way can often be restored economically through
photographic processes. By using contact or projection printing,, smudges and stains
can be eliminated, weak lines strengthened, and an excellent reproducible copy obtained
upon which new or additional drafting can be conducted.

SUMMARY

I would like to ask you to consider the present state of the art in technical drawing.
What are the existing trends in industrial drafting? What are things going to be like in
the field in 1985-1990? Are we teaching what drafting has been or are we attempting to
project our curricular efforts toward what will be? Remember, the greatest contribution
to obsolescence is satisfaction with the seams quo.
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Putting Field Work a_nd Mapping into the Industrial
Education Program for About 50 Dollars
Edwin W Siefert

Every person at some time, and perhaps frequently, must depend on information con-
tained on maps. Everyone of us here has used a map, perhaps enroute to this convention.
Maps are important to us. Unfortunately, although we are aware of the importance of
maps, we fail to include the subject in our curriculum.
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We could perform another experiment by asking when you were last taught something
about maps. If this group is typical of most gatherings, the majority of replies would
indicate the 5th to 7th grade range, in studying geography or government.

We find in the curriculum Machine Drawing I, II and III; and perhaps Architectural
Drawing. At the most, one in every 500 'trained to the level of a third drafting course
will ever utilize their training. Furthermore it is a rarity that a person prepares an,
architectural plan that is good enough for a contractor without hiring a professional -:

architect to finalize and prepare the plans. In the eyes of the taxpayer and in the interest
of the student's welfare, we might have difficulties in justifying these offerings, while ;

being honest with ourselves.
I advocate reducing the number of courses in specialized drafting areas unless you -

are teaching- in a combination vocational and conprehensive high school situation. An
alternative would be to offer experiences to satisfy the elementary and secondary explora-
tory learning objectives. Time will only permit me to elaborate on one such area of
experiences mapping. Mapping is omitted often from industrial education programs.
This presentation will first define mapping, then give some supporting information con-
cerning the need for this subject, discuss the financial investment, describe representative
field jobs that can be performed with inexpensive equipment, suggest some possible class-
room study and activities, and enumerate some selected sources for instructor help.

DEFINITION

Mapping, as defined by Webster, is -to delineate as on a map; also to explore, sur-
vey, etc in getting data for a map." A synonym to the combined operations is "Topog
raphy." Webster defined topography as -the art or practice of graphic and exact de-
lineation in minute detail, usually on maps or charts, of physical features of any place
or region. The configuration of a surface, including its relief, the position of its streams,
lakes, roads, cities, etc."

To fulfill the meaning of the definition will entail several operations namely:
a. Acquiring field data, b. note reduction, c. obtaining other related information and
d. mapping.

INTERESTING SUBJECT TO TEACH
A forward-looking industrial education teacher will be quick to note that the first of

the listing would involve students in outside activities. The second and third listing would
encompass such subjects as mathematics, geography, government, etc. whereby guests,
ream teaching and field trips may be appropriate class considerations, The fourth item
on the list could involve students individuallyor in teams to compile and convert data into
the graphic language of maps in the drawing classroom.

This subject has such varied activities that it is never boring for the most resdess
students. Problem students will boa thingof the past because you can set up the program
to involve parents and their propel-Ey, work with community leaders and actually do
projects of value in the area.

Such a statement reminds me of the late August Schultz, who was one of my practice
teachers. Prior to receiving the class, we were warned that this group was full of trouble
makers and thrived on creating problems for teachers in the school system. The first
few days were tough but, e.ould you believe, before the fourth week I had heard the prin-
cipal and others asking what Mr. Schultz was doing to get these boys so interested and
involved. One parent at a Lions Club meeting mentioned he couldn't understand his son's
change of attitude toward homework in his shop mapping program. The son was now ask-
ing for help in understanding his property descriptions and offered to assist In locating
additions the father planned to make around the home. 1-he answer was simple; the boy
was learning ways to become involved in meaningful activities with adults. _

You too can enjoy the fun, enthusiasm and interest this subject affords at very little
school expense and effort on your part. What student (and reacher too) would not want to
be outside when the weathor permits rather than he confined to the conventional class-
room?

OCCUPATIONAL NEEDS FOR THIS TYPE OF PROGRAM

In addition to providing exploratory opportunities to the students, a basic course can
involve field experiences sufficient to make your learners attractive as potential aides
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ple are in demand by local professional surveyors and topographic

what I have heard at various meetings, read in our professional bulletins and
personal inquiries received, there is and has been an extreme shortage of

some background training, experience and knowledge to obtain field data
e mapa. The helper situation is being somewhat relieved through vocational

_2but,it ia slow. There is no reason why some help cannot come from the second-
where students are able to develop familiarity with procedures .

he pinch was felt more than 10 years ago, and the situation is sdll tight. A report
na'tthe Wisconsin State Highway Commission then stated they were employing more

eering aides and technicians and expected it to increase 50 percent over
e years. Their normal turnover is about 10 percent per year.
appeal quote from xhe National Surveying and Mapping Magazine stated, "There is

e reservqir of untapped manpower which, if given some guidance, basic training
be able to Perforth creditabW,,,The Wdrds ''perform creditablit'

d strike the secondary industrial education reaCher and administrator because these
in themselves reveal a willingness on the part of the skilled to accept one or two

eh team with the slightest of knowledge.
The shortage is not restricted to Wisconsin in those states of great land growth
demands, i.e., Florida, Ozark area, Canada, etc., real estate development, oil wells

d lines, condo-minium type retirements, etc., all have added greatly to make the shortage
i-noticeable. As an example, Florida called on the Society of Professional Land
yore for help. As stated in the August 1970 issue of Lpgineering Graphics in the

Zle' ', "Expertise and Experience on the Way," the society conducted career days in
athools hoping to bring more learners into the occupation. In early 1971, the society
still further by establishing a scouring merit badge program lasting four Saturdays

.which basic information and practice is experienced. Several high schools have since
ted programs in Florida.
New York State experienced shortages similar to Florida. Several high schools now

e -programs in that state. There is an exceptionally good course outline and training
am in effect at the Niagara-Wheatfield High School in Sanborn, N.Y. I have had con-

iderable association with the teacher of this course, and the program looks good to me.
Because of recent state land laws and the demands from oil line firms and Depart-

' t of Natural Resources for Flood Controls, Wisconsin is going to remain in a critical
stage for some time to come; I am certain other states can be classified similarly, be-
else most state requirements are the end result of National Environmental Protection

ergency Acts. Several years ago the University of Wisconsin.Stout was asked either
end assistance directly or to help in vocational preparation. Today at Stout we teach
:graphy on campus and have a Mapping Institute summer camp program at Pigeon

eke Field Station during August. In the camp program, making the topographic map is
the end result of obtaining field and acquatic data and then reducing the field notes to the

ap language for either computer or hand method drawings.
I am aware of several new high school programs initiated by teachers who attended

e summer Mapping Institute. The best sample outlines were received from Si Were,
New Lisbon High School, New Lisbon, Wisc. 53950 and Eugene Traxler, Menomonie High
Séhool, Menomonie, Wisc. 54751.

For those unfamiliar with mapping or who want specific help in starting a mapping
gram, I would like to recommend the two or three week Mapping Institute. It is an

atitute where we put teachers or those of similar interests and desires into teams for
aping and experiences. Additional information is available from this author.

IPMENT
Now that you have been exposed to some of the need for this type of program, let's
a little bit about equipment. Invariably, you will find it more interesting to teach

d the students will enjoy any program more if they can couple outdoor work with that
-the classroom. Since this subjectlends itself to both methods, let's assume you choose
do a little of each. An equiPment list would consist of:
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e.. Commercial

Tittsit-
100 ft Tape
Set Marking Pins
Quiver
Leveling Rod

1.-,- Abney Level_
Hand Level
Hand Compass
Field Book
Right Angle Prism

Cost Improvised Cost

$50043000 Surveyors Cross $ .50
12.50-75.00 100 ft Tape 12.50
15.00 Coat Hangers .00
22.50 Ring .00
49.50 Folding Tape 2.00
22.50 Abney Level for 22.50
18.00 Angles & Horizontal
450 Hand Compass 4.50
1.00 Field Book 1.00

20.00 Surveyor's Cross .00

up a good basic course involving outdoor work with a budget less than 50
a (as noted above) or you can go to extremes involving hundreds or thousands of
-rs. It is nice to be realistic, but more important is how the information is presented.

Has 'the student been exposed enough through exercises to understand the fundamental
rocedarea and processes and apply knowledge to realistic situations?

5' Although transits are available as surplus property from time to time (maybe your -
'already has one), a transit is not necessary to teach fundamental operations that
.ar helper would need to know if working on a job. This is the level where your

students Would begin in employment.
Should you not be familiar with dudes, responsibilities and training needs for persons

in thasurveying and mapping areas,' would recommend the pamphlet, "Civil and Highway
,14Technology," No. OE-80018, U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Washing-.
_ ton, 13,C. This pamphlet oudines Job descriptions and requirements, and also suggests

. techniques for determining courses of study in vocational-technical education programs.
Familiarity with these occupational duties may be a help in your high school industrial
education classes.

Inexpensive equipment for a basic program may include the surveyor's cross as a -
:convenient substitute for the transit in horizontal measures, a hand compass with

_

magnetic needle to locate north, a 50- or 100-ft cloth or plastic tape for direct measures
and marking pins made of coat hangers. If any form of elevation is desired, the Abney-
hand level is suggested over the Locke hand level. The few additional dollars in cost
will enable the measuring of angles as well as distances on a horizontal plane. A 6-ft
folding rule serves as a good substitute for the leveling rod, as does a replacement tape
attached to a board. These alternatives provide a considerable savings in cost.

Since the surveyor's cross becomes such an important tool, let me elaborate on its
construction. A broomstick handle pointed on one end becomes the tripod. A piece of 4

plywood, exterior type, is the base for mounting the graduate'd plate. The graduated plate
is,easily made by xeroxing a 360-degree plastic protractor. The sighting needle is made
from a tin can with the ends tapered and turned up for closer measures. The brads at
90 degrees are used for rapid perpendicular locations to a base transit line similar in-7
use to the right-angled prism.

Relative to the availability of inexpensive prefabricated facsimile equipment, Mr.
Leonard Valore, Executive Director, North AmericanCorrespondenceSchool of Surveying
and Mapping, 4500 Campus Drive, Newport, Calif. 92660, referred me to-their supplier,.
the American Basic Science Club, 104 Heiman Avenue, San Antonio, Tex. 87205. Unfor-
tunately, I have been unable to receive a single set from them. The primary reason is
believed to be the quantity desired, as they are made specially for the correspondence
school. .

TYPICAL FIELD JOBS WITH INEXPENSIVE EQUIPMENT
The only field work that cannot be performed on actual jobs (of course, not meaning:

legal work of any kind) would be those involving stadia or elevations requiring higher
order accuracy. Some of the field exercises and practices I suggest to teachers of ele-
mentary or basic training are:

a. Setting up a triangular course whereby the angles ore measured with the surveyor's cross,
then check angles and correct for errors.
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o distant points to learn thejaping procedure, practice using marking pins

tension to tape. Then learn to-calibrate a walking pace.
closed traverse, plat it on paper, and compute the enclosed area. Methods

of field notes and accuracy of waricmanship of the various methods are stressed in this lesson.

d. Ntannining grade and slopes, etc. This exercise involves the shadow tip method,
boy scout, or eyeball method, and then the Abney level or trigonometric method for check.
Iadirect measoing of didances (similar to stadia) but by methods of speeds in comparison to
known distances, or pacing, etc.

F. Finding north by metho:1 of watch, shadow-tip, or starts (Polaris).
. Measuring and planning a garden plot using angles and distances.

h. With surveyor'scrass,measure Or stake a cul-de-sac.
1. Stake out a parcel of land as read flan an abstract.
j. Stake out the foundation for. CI 5chool sign.
k. Taking topog of a city square, pad4, etc., us:ng the surveyor'scross triangulation method, the

base line method, and the army chain method.
I. Stake out a ball diamond, tennis court, ball court, etc., on the school grounds with

Abney level for elevotions and the sun' cross and tape for corner locations.
MeOSOre the Scheel forest, estimate lumber, etc.

I:CLASSROOM STUDY AND EXERCiSES

Although many of the outside jobs can be completed in the classroom or used in con-
nection with a study guide or worksheets, there are other ways that a student can continue
his learning by doing in this subject.

a. Do sarne armchair surveying by making dimensioned plats of parcels from abstracts in which

the terminalcgy includes chains, links, etc.
b. Locate oneself an a map by means of a compass.
c. Read various types of maps.
d. The Army Corp of Engineers has tapes for loan. I recall one 6y commentator Edward R. Murraw

where he describes the path of a banker traveling from Greenland to Texas making stops en-

route. This can be an interesting multi-subject lesson by having the student plot the travel
on a North America commercial map (geography-drawing) as he hears the tape. Then deter-
mine time zones, solve (moth) for the bomber speeds, gas consumption and the like.

e. Read road maps.
f. Locate properties.with a platbook and write descriptions.
g. Study deeds and abstracts obtained from parents and then compare with a trip to Registrar of

Deeds Office

Classroom study topics, assignments and reports can include numerous units that
_wouid be most interesting and worthwhile. Among such related items may be:

a. Earth's magnetism, dip and declinations
b. Planetary relations of the earth
a. History Of land descriptions
d. Types ef map projections, i.e., conical, cylindrical, mercator, and others

e. Investigation into the specific types of surveying, i.e., construction, land, structural,
aquatic, and others

f. Types of maps; maybe a project could involve making a scrapbook of the various types

g. Earthwork calculations for areas and volumes; possibly determine how many yards of earth

were removed for a new building basement somewhere near school

h. Determining time, speed, etc., via solar methods

SOURCES FOR HELP

It is the policy of the Univers ty of Wisconsin-Stout to offer any help possible by
ems of referrals, sources of information, references and the like. The Graphic Corn-

munications Department will provide these services relative to field work and mapping .
It you feel a lack of skills and knowledge in field work and mapping contact Stout before
Thanksgiving to be assured of topography being on the summer school program. How-

_:--ever, if you can solicit about 10 to 15 students before May, it is certain that special
a arrangements could be made to meet your needs.
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Stout conducts the annual Mapping Institute during August at Pigeon Lake Camp in
Northern Wisconsin. No prerequisites are necessary for this 2 or 3 S.H. graduate or
undergraduate program. If you have interest in this program or desire to be placed on
the brochure mailing list, contact the University of Wisconsin-Stout.

Films are available from many sources. Some are free films and others are rental.
I use a card index of their availability, so feel free to drop me a line stating your par-
ticular interest and I will reply as to what I have.

Counry officials from such departments as Soil Conservation, Highway, Registrar of
Deeds, and the like are all very cooperative if asked. Also, do not hesitate to ask any -

local surveyors to present lessons or demonstrate their more elaborate equipment.

CONCLUSION

I hope I have stirred an interest and desire for a new avenue of study in your present
industrial education programs. Remember, students like to be outside to learn by doing,
just as you do. If you want summer employment (as many teachers must), having a little
basic knowledge is good and often amply satisfies local, county and state officials needs.
Summer jobs in surveying and mapping are plentiful.

Dr. Siefert is an Associate Professor, Graphic Communications Department, University of Wisconsin-
Stout, Menomonie, Wisc.

Interdisciplinary Studies

Implementing Technology-Based Programs in the Public
School
John M. Ritz, Frank R. Trocki and John R. Wright

Industrial education has changed its content emphasis several times during the past
100 years. Early programs concentrated on tool skill development and creative design.
Cornbinations of the Russian, Sloyd and English crafts movements made up the core of
what was taught In manual training and manual arts through the turn of the century.

Influenced by the manual training movement which was popular at the turn of the
century, industrial education continued its emphasis on pre-vocational skill development.
Following the call for a name change to industrial arts by Charles Richards in 1904, new
directions, emphasis and definitions were developed which marked the beginning of a
dichotomy in industrial education.

In 1917 the Smith-Hughs Act causeda philosophical split in industrial education which
transformed the dichotomy of ideas and words into reality. At this time there existed
two basic views about industrial education: The study of occupational skills (vocational
education) and the study of industry (industrial arts). The occupational skills view:
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...identified itself with the standards movement and rallied behind the findings and inter-
pretations of the American Vocational Association's Committee on Standards and the twenty-
fifth anniversary publication of the Manual Arts Conference. (Sredl, 196612, p.41)

The second interpretation championed the liberal view of the curriculum area, stressing the
study of industrial arts through the analysis of industry as opposed to the analysis of trades.
(Sredi, 1966b, p.42)



eVerits that promoted the cause of those who agreed wtth the vocational
,World Wars I and II. During that period three major emphases were
trial education. These included:

ocational skill development
Arts and crafts skills

3. Interpretation of industry
47 "a trichotomy was created which marked the beginning of programs based on
of tectinology. Under the leadership of William E. Warner, a new proposal was

th ai;ich called for the study of technology in industrial arts. The new proposal,
A Curriculum to Reflect Technology, was aimed at general educadon with its

tent, derived from the socio-economic analysis of technology. (Sredl, 1966; p.52)
-During the fifties most programs in industrial education continued the emphasis of

reViOus years,. and the major ingredients of industrial education consisted of industrial
.occupatlonal variations. However, in 1957 a significant forward movement was accom-

tithed for the technology approach by Delmar Olson. Olson's research, "Industrial Arts
kid TechnologY, provided the foundation for many of the programs which were developed
dirring 'the Sixties in both technology and industry versions of curriculum development .

decade_ of the sixties is the most difficult period in our history of industrial edu-
on to analyze,and classify. Many of the industrial arts programs that were developed
_gthis erikwere spin-offs of the Spumik influence and increased federal spending for

urn deiteltopment. Industrial arts programs began to include the study of industrial
or odcupational information and skill preparation. The distinction between

tional education and industrial arts became a major concern and is reflected by the
des and position papers developed by the American Vocational Association and the
rerican Industrial Arts Association.

.. Programs such as the Maryland Plan, die American Industry Project and the Indus-
kim'rial Arts Curriculum Project represent the industrial arts philosophy best because their

ajor,emphasis is on the study and analysis of industry.
-.;..";/: Programs such as the Richmond Plan and the Galaxy Flan were more occupationally

tcoth

s. Proposals such as Man

ented and reflected e vocational concenis of emphasizing the world of work and

areer-preparation.
Th,e teclmology-based programs also began to change with more concern for the

ocial/cultural aspects of technology and their effect on man
krTechnology as a Structure for Industrial Arts and the Texas industrial Arts Curricu-

imistudy represent the concern for the study of technology well.
'In 1970 the American Industrial Arts Association conducted its annual convention in
sville, Ky. As evidenced by the convention's proceedings, a number of industrial arts
tors such as DeVore, Lauda, Ryan, and others called for the inclusion of the social/

r cultural aspects of technology .
earch and development was promoted at West Virginia University to explore the

Clisicipline base of industrial arts. A new curriculum was developed from the discipline
7"hiseaof technology and in 1973 the name technology education was approved to replace the

itidustrial arts title. Continuing research is presently being conducted at both the univer-
ity-and public school level in an effort to further develop technology-based programs.

= Also reflecting the interest in the social/cultural technology-based program are the
_present efforts at Eastern Illinois University and Fitchburg State College. Both programs

are:Presently in the process of developing and testing curriculum derived from the dis-
Ipline base of technology.

As shown by this capsule review and historical time-line, the field of industrial edu-
cOon is diverse and appears to be rooted in three philosoohical positions. Of interest

e is the heritage and development of technology-based programs.

RATIONALE FOR THE STUDY OF TECHNOLOGY
reviewing the historical development of industrial education, questions often

se concerning the content source or reservoir of knowledge from which teachable
tent should be derived for study in industrial arts. Eminent members of the profes-
ii voiced their philosophies during the past decades emphasixing that the content
iiidustrial arts should be based on the study of occupational skills industry, materials
-.processes, and technology. In an attempt to clarify why a number of members of the
fession feel that the content for the study of industrial arts should he based upon
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technology, the following rationales will be viewed and discussed. They are attempts to
provide reasons for utilizing technology as a basis for establishing industrial arts pro-
gTams.

Since the dawn of history, man has always lived in a technological environment. This
evidenced by the fact that his life and culture have in some ways been dependent upon

technology. Man has made tools E0 build his shelters, produce his food, manufacture his
clothing, transport his belongings and communicate to his fellow man. According to
Melvin Kranzberg, we find that technology has been the basis for all human activity
throughout history. (Kranzberg, 1964, p.1) Man, without technology, could not have pro-
gressed into the eras of agriculture, crafts, industry, power and now a post-industrial
society, .1n order for us to understand past and future civilizations, Kranzberg feels that
technology should be studied in the general education curriculum.

A leader in our profession, Delmar Olson, succinctly voices his rationale for the
study of technology in the industrial arts curriculum. I-le states:

Industrial arts has traditionally been a disciplinary subject, in that it insistec routing a
youngster through a series of prescribed experiences leading to a mastery of a tool or machine
tool under the assumption that this mastery was the essence of its goodness. It seems to me that
it is time for us to reconsider what the mastering of materials, energies, tools, machines, and
products by mon has done for him; to reflect on the control he has created for himself over his
natural environment; and to look at the environment he is creating out of this mastery as the
source of its subject matter. In my opinion all of this stands as a challenge; it is the challenge
of technology and the great mission for industrial arts. With this kind of industrial arts, man
can learn about this material mastery as he discovers ond develops his own native aptitudes for
having better ideas with materials. He can find value in his technology beyond that of tool
skills and con gain an ever greater control of what happens to him in his time. (Olson, )963,
p. v)

From this it appears that Olson is saying that the study of technology in industrial
arts can offer much more than a mastery of tools and materials. If properly studied, it
allows the student the opportunity to interact and possibly control his future destiny in a
society that is technologically oriented.

Another proponent for the study of technology is Paul DeVore. In his monograph,
Structure and Content Foundations for Curriculum Develo merit, he stated that, "The
understanding and comprehension of technology are important in fulfilling a fundamental
objective of education, namely, understanding the culture.'' (DeVore, 1968, p.3) It
appears to be a widely held belief that our society is based upon technology. Eminent
sociologists and technologists such as Mumford, Filul, Singer, Drucker and Toffler also
hold this view.

DeVore continues his developmentof a rationale for the study of technology by stating:

...if we accept as volid the assumption that education is integrally related to the culture
of each (historical) period, we must assume that a society whose bose is technological and
scientific will reflect, in scsme measure, the technology in the curriculum of its schools.
(DeVore, 1968, p.2)

From this, DeVore proposes that an industria
study of man and technology which:

1. Provides a better base from which to implement the purposes and objectives of general
education;

2. Is not limited and isolated by geographical boundaties, thereby evidencing the true
nature of disciplined inquiry;

3. Is concerned with man as a creator of technology regardless of natural origin;
4. Provides a meaningful relotion between technology and man's culture. Historical,

anthropological, social and economic elements of the culture are important to the understand-
ing of man's technology. A knowledge of man's technology is vital in understanding any culture;
and

5. Identifies 0 knowledge area meeting the criterion of a discipline in the truest sense of
the term. (DeVore, 1968, p.2)
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yore, presents the view that technology is at the base of our society
to function efficiently in a technological society, he must be in tune

arnund him.
y4e-further points out why the study of technology education should replace

school:currictdum In his presentation at the 1970 American Indus-
sociation, convention, Ryan points out that the majority of today's students

crested -in the- study of industry.- They are crusading for a variety of causes,
eh are based upon the uncontrolled technology within our environment Fie
sithat the students:

re ryinii to understand the world we live in and why there are problems. You will
hes many of the dilemmas today ore caused by technology and its related factors. Therer
yosthltaday do not develop a technical literacy, there will be continued alienation

oehnology. What we must do, then, is to introduce them to technology, its many facets,
key Isms of tcday's society. (Ryan, 1970, p.200)

As can be seen, this is another viewpoint for the study of technology. Although ir
on different reasons, it can still be held as a valid rationale for replacing the
industrY by technology.
Lauda furthers the need to study man and technology in general education He

Poo can safely assume that the graduating high school student does not understand his
Ologioal society. There is not a single discipline that is making a conscious effort to

Moire or to help the student interpret his technological culture. (Lauda, 1970, p.198)

In the future, our students must cope with their manufactured technological society. If
theY.,are to be in control of their futures, they need to be attuned with the technology that
ghari1e31 their society. Lauda feels that industrial arts is the curriculum area 'where this

sluing should take place.
An additional futuristic view that is arising as a rationale for the study of technology

Mates to the economic development of mankind. Our society is quickly entering into a
post-indUstrial era. The post-industrial society is a state of new mentality or, as stated
by/B'

The post-industrial concept is an effort to identify crucial structural trends in the society
trends in the econanic, technological and occupational pictures and in the source of innovation

in society. (Bell, 1974, p.18)

This stage in our societal development began in 1956. In that year more of our work
force was involved in service-producing than in goods-producing. (Chase, 1973, p. 296)

our work force was suddenly comprised of more white collar than blue collar
VOrkers. Our old industrial order had passed, and a new society had emerged. It was
rain this shift that Bell, Kahn, McHale and others developed their foresights.

One conception of the post-industrial society identifies five major attributes that can
found within this society. These include:

:, The change from a gocds-preducing to a service economy
2. The re-eminence of the professional and technical class in the society
3. The centrality of theoretical knowledge as the source of innovation and policy formu-

Iation In the society
rir -4. The creation of a new "Intellectual technology"

. 5. The possibility of a self-sustaining technological growth (Bell, 1974, p. 15)

The society of the future will no longer be based uoon an industrial economy as in
!pan. An identifiable developmental stage has emerged which is similar to the transi-
ne made by our society when it progressed from an agricultural to an industrial era .

inCe industry will no longer be the basis of our economy in the post-industrial society,
'should not be heavily studied in the general education curricula. In its place, man will
ea W.-study technology. This new shift should prove equivalent to the decline in the
.. _of agriculture after our society progressed into an industrial era.



Because the post-industrial society is based on the employment of advanced tech-
nology, It will become an increasingly important area of study in the school curricula.
When implemented, the study of technology will enable Man to understand his society and
control those situations which will have Impacts on future civilizations.

In summary, it is hoped that the above discussions provided a number of rationales
for employing technology as the content base for the study of industrial arts. Following
is an explanation discussing how the discipline of wchnology can be used to structure
classroom programs In industrial arts or technology education.

STRUCTURE AND CONTENT OF THE TECHNOLOGIES

In an attempt to develop a meaningful industrial arts program, nian's major areas
of knowledge must be first considered. These areas of knowledge include the sciences,
humanities and technologies. These areas of knowledge are also referred to by some as
the major disciplines of knowledge. These are definite interrelationships that exist be-
tween the three areas of knowledge. The study of technology should be also related, in
those connected areas, to the sciences and humanities.

The major area of knowledge from v.tieh industrial arts draws its content is tech-
nology. Rex Nelson, in his 1970 presentation ar the AIAL\ convention, divided technology
into four major subclassifications. (Nelson, 1970, p. 110) These included natural tech-
nology, physical technology, psychic technology and social technology. In industrial arts
the physical technology would be used in strucwringa curriculum. These include "man's
purposeful pursuit of change in thatpartof the environment which includes purely physical,
including man-made, factors." (Nelson, 1970, p. 110) A definition which assists in ex-
plaining the physical technologies is provided by Henry Skolimowski. Fle defines tech-
nology as:

1. The totality of all mon-made tools; or
2. The totality of all man-made tools and their function and use; or
3. The totality of all mon-made tools, their function and use, and the material results of

their application (technological products); or
4. The totality of all man-made tools, their function and use, the materiol results of their

application (technological products), and the social impacts of their products; or
5. The totality of all man-mode tools, their function ond use, the material results of their

application (technological products), the social impact of these products and the influence of
technological change on the life of particular individuals and societies and groups. (Skalimow-
ski, 1970, p. 35)

Industrial arts teachers have presented a somewhat adequate view of the physical
areas, teaching about tools, prOcesses and materials. Very rarely has an attempt been
made to present the areas which are necessary for the student to envision the whole sys-
tem, including the development, need for, and impact of tools upon man and society.
Simply stated, there would be no technology (tools) if there were no society. There would
have been no Industrial Revolution or development of mechanized tools if there were no
scientists researching and developing innovative techniques. There would be no need to
study technology today if there were no stresses or future shocks confronting man and
society. 'F'he displacement of human s,. due to the development and introduction of automa-
tion and cybernation has created this change and awareness.

The relationships and implications of technology on man and society could possibly
be listed indefinitely, leading to higher levds pf complexity. These developments would
introduce other concerns such as morals, values and, of prime importance, man's ability
to control technology.

Industrial arts teachers should 'mike an attempt to understand, comprehend_and re-
late to their students the areas dealing with the physical technologies and their relation-
ship to the sciences and humanities. 'This is of critical concern to the development of
future man and society. As related by Paul lleVore:
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Each and every citizen must ottoin the proper comprehension of the whole process of
advancing technology, and understanding of our technical strength ond the role each citizen
must play in order to retain and advance our culture. (DeVore, 1964, Fs. 80)
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IE PHYSICAL TECHNOLOGIES

o this point, man's areas of knowledge and the physical technologies have been dis
seed From here, it is appropriate to illustrate what is meant by the physical tech-

es, including the structure and content.
aul DeVore has identified three subdivisions of the physical technologies in his

picly of tectmology education at West Virginia University. These areas are communica-
"Dna, production and transportation.

These three areas are defined by the authors as follows:
Conimunications Technology the study of the processes, methods and effects by

which information is mediated, socially, psychologically and physically, through man's
triironment.

FrOduction Technology. the study of the methods and processes used in the output
serVices arfd information possessing an economic value.

Transportation Technology the study of the methods, processes and implications
of moving goods, services and people from one point to another.

Definitions by themselves offer no real value unless accompanied by some sort of
organization which describes the possible content of the discipline. To accomplish this,

taxonometric structure has been chosen to present this information. A taxonomy is not
,to be considered a curriculum. Its purpose is to classify and structure the knowledge
and relationships of the discipline being investigated.

A (taxonometric) structure is a tool used in curriculum development. A discipline struc-
ture does not classify instructional methods, materials or behavior changes expected in students.
(DeVore, 1968, p. 11)

On the other hand, it does attempt to represent the whole picture of the discipline. The
.curriculum designer may use this structure as a reference or cookbook to help guide him
In developing the content for his courses, noting relationships and key concepts.

It is in this manner that theauthors approach the problem of curriculum development.
7jThe first step is to identify the total spectrum of the discipline. This practice is one
.:.which many teachers, as curriculum developers, do not employ. Usually they choose a

small section of the whole discipline and attack only that portion it is like starting a race
.at, the half way point on the race track, instead of at the starting gate, thus leading to a
. specialized curriculum in a general education setting.

Keeping this last thought in mind, let us examine a taxonomy in communications
technology. Upon analysis, several assumptions can be made:

I. Each category is identified by a word or o phrose which delimits the category but is
nontransient ond permits additions to the structure os discoveries of new knowledge warrant.

2. There is a relatively small number of mutually exclusive groups or categories.
3. The distinction between groups or categories is established by a universal concept in-

herent in the knowledge area itself.
4. There is evidence of external stobility with internal flexibility and adaptability to

evolving new knowledge within the discipline.
5. The information presented is not limited to local or national knowledge areas hot is

international in scope.
6. Categories or clusters ore eitablished wherein each larger unit is a combination of

subgroips. The groups or categories are established in a hierorchial order. (DeVore, 1968, p.9)

The last assumption has the most remifications for curriculum design. It Identifies
E,the structure as proceeding in a direction from the general to the specific content. A ,l
kidely practiced contradiction of this assumption is illustrated by the course offering of
graphic arts. Graphics is only one of five channels used in communication. (The others

LLare electrical, electromagnetic, mechanical and fluid.) The structuring of a course
iftround the specific area of graphics ignores the significance of four other channels of
'communication. By doing this, the content of the courses in graphic arts is very limited .

iirr,scope. This introduces the student, who is supposed to be in general education, to a
Vsery specific, if not pre-vocational, tyre of course. What about the other channels;
Whould they be considered? Should the other major categories be included?

It is the authors' belie( that they should be integrated and related. By doing this, the
kindustrial arts teachers would be able to get back on the track of providing a general
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education to students, not an occupational, pre-vocational, or vocational program which
is too specific and lhnited for a future that is full of tedmological and social change. _

It is time for industrial arts teachers to examine the whole of the disciplines of com-
munications, transportation and production technologies, not just in small segments such
as graphic arts, woodworking, or metal working ..hich may be too specific for general
education.

In conclusion, it is our view that thdustrial arts programs based on the study of
man, society and technology would develop students with the ability to cope with and com-
prehend our complex technological society. It would provide finally an identity and posi-
tion for industrial arts teachers in the educational strucrure - general education not
specialized education.
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Its Relevance to the Practice of Medicine in

A: great problem confronts one who writes on the relevance of industrial arts to the
crice of medicine. One has to speculate whether this relevance began with people, a

chain of events, from a aeries of needs or others.
Historically, industrial practices and processes were used in the practice and support

the medical field, Even though this paper is concerned with the industrial processes
used in the practice of medicine in America, it may interest you that industrialists played

N a yital role in the practice of medicine in China during the T'ang Dynasty (619-907 A.D.).
omen of social status in China never exposed their bodies to physicians. It was con-

.::Eddered to be immodest for a lady to do such. They commissioned industrialists to
Nesiga- and develop statuettes of themselves. These stareettes were made of ivory or
''.alabaster. Instead of submitting themselves to physical examinations, they marked the

spot or spots on the statuettes where the pain was believed to be located in their bodies.
The physician used this piece of information in making a diagnosis for treatment.

The first Americans, the American Indians, were extremely sensitive to the beauties
of nature and the perfection of the universe. Life and all its mysteries were associated

. _

in their mind with a number of gods, each looking after a particular domain. The first
ericans felt that every actof their lives was watched over by some supernatural power.
The first Americans were not idolaters and did not worship graven images; yet, ail

their possessions had some divine association. Their spoons or bowls were dedicated
;- to a god. Death to them was only a normal occurrence in war, in accidents and in old age.
ip Diseases were caused by anger of the higher gods or by the bad humor of some of the

lesser gods. These persecuting gods were appeased by the medicine man. The medicine
man was _chosen, often through a miraculous dream, to study the habits of the gods. He
had an intiMate relation with these gods.
= The word "medicine" had a different meaning to the first Americans than it has to

omost of us. We usually consider medicine as a drug or an herb. To the Indians, medicine
included anything that mighthave a therapeutic significance, It could be a stone, an arrow,
a pipe or the finger of a slain foe. When the American Indians referred to "making their
medicine," inherent therein was an industrial process. The medicine most likely was

,an arrow, a stone, or a pipe. These objects were made by the individual or members of
Ythe tribe.

The medicine man appreciated good craftsmanship because his paraphernalia included
.-necklaces, a variety of charms, masks, effigies, rattles, amulets and circlets. These
!objects, representing a wizard-like craftsmanship, were believed to have a definite
therapeutic value. Medicine had a philosophical base with nature, depending on vocational

= education as its foundation.
Among the various remedies employed for reducing fever was a concoction of willow

bark (the original source of salicylic acid). To induce vomiting, a concoction of holly
was used. Woulds were packed with the scraping from the inside of freshly tanned hides

;to promote healing. Splints for fractures were made of rawhide.
Today, certain materials are just as important to the field of medicine as to the in-

dustrialist. For example, examine the kinds of materials used to design and develop
orthopedic appliances. Some materials that are common to both industry and orthopedics

,. are leather, steel, rubber, adhesives, plaster of paris, fabrics, wood and aluminum.
Some usages of these materials in developing orthopedic appliances are:

I. LEATHER

kinds of le

A. calfskin
B. cattle hide

her

C. horsehide

sorne_typical usages

to cover back braces, feet and wooden legs.
to cover bock braces ond corsets, to mold prosthetic
appliance soles, heels and built-up shoes.
lining for corsets, braces and covering for prosthetic
appl lances.
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v- II. STEEL
A. for braces brace uprights, joints, bonds, splints and bock supports
B. for artificial limbs joints, hip bonds and assemblies
C. for surgical application surgical instruments, sterilizing units bone plates and

screws

III. ALUMINUM
Certain prefabricated parrs of artificial limbs and crutches

IV. RUBBER

Form rubber for padding, sponge, thread, tapes, tubing, hose, gaske

V. PLASTICS
A. Themloplastic

1. Acrylics
2. Vinyls
3. Cellulosks

B. Thermosetting
1. Nylon ... . ...
2. Phenolics
3. Polyesters

VI. ADHESIVES
A. Synthetic Resins

1. Thermoplastic
2. Thermosetting

B. Rubber Bose
C. Protein

I. Animal
2. Vegetable

VII. PLASTER OF PARIS
Plaster bandage or cost

VIII. FABRICS
A. Cotton, rayon, nylOn

vinyon, silk and wool

IX WOOD
Principal woods used for
orthopedic appliances are
deciduous (hordwoods or
brood-leaved) trees. Sone
are willow, basswood, maple,
hickory, oak and elm

braces
gloves and co
splints

and glo

ics for hands and legs

body support
plaster mold and for appliances
weight-bearing oppl knees

used in many orthopedic ways
appliances

wed as protective padding
in braces and splints, cushioning in cast, in strops and
support, and as a base for impregnations of resins for
constructing appliances.

for artificial limbs, crutches, canes, splints, shoe lifts
and fracture equipment

Tools and machines commonly used to manufactu e orthopedic appliances are as
varied as American industry itself. They are also common to those found ln many indus-
trial arts laboratories.

In the area of rehabilitation, industry is paramount. The Journal of Rehabilitation
points this out in each edition in the form of advertisements and articles In this Journ
you may learn about the design, development and utilization of such items as clip board
lap trays wheel chairs, electric book-page turners ands host of other products made by
i-,dustrialists for patient care.

Some other Journals which depict the value of industry to medicine are: Nursin
Times, Nursing, Journal of Practical Nursiag, psychiatry illgett, Military MediEine arA
others.

Hand tools similar to those used in industry have long been used in the practice of ;-

medicine. Amputation was practiced by prirnitive peoples, and some archeologists think .4

it has been in use at least since Neolithic times. Neolithic knaves and saws of stone and
bone have been found. The presence In tho skeletons of the period of what look like am-
putated bone stumps suggests that this may have been one of the uses of these instruments. -4
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ever the intent of such amputations for magic, ritual sacrifice, punishment or the
of disease-- their advent created not only the need of a substitute, but also made the

ent, physician seek their corollary, instruments. Saws, surgical knives and later
ery forceps became necessary.

4--celsui, in the first century A.D., describes the practice of amputation using a knife
and saw. Various models of straight knives existed through the centuries, sometimes
vath the cutting edge concave, sometimes convex.
_ Some typical instruments used in the removal of costal cartilages are chisel, curved
gouge chisel, straight gouge chisel, mallet, undermining knife, bone-cutting forceps,
eatilage shears, gigli saw and handles, bone holding forceps, angular raspatory, doyen's
aspatory, pointed periosteal elevator, and periosteal elevator.

- Instruments for bone grafting are broad chisel, gouge, osteotome, cutting forceps,
inallet, saw, curved rongeur, straight, double hinged rongeur, holding forceps, periosteal
elevator, double counter rotary saw, and bone drill.

Sortie representative instruments for a face-lift are bard-packer knife #15, bard-
paCker knife #12, hemostat, small sharp-pointed scissors, narrow, blunt-end curved

7-scissors, short blunt-end curved scissors long blunt-end curved scissors, skin clic',
plain curved tissue forceps, curved mouse-tooth tissue forceps, mouse-tooth tissue for-
ceps, needle holder, straight measuring instrument, narrow rake retractor, wide rake
retractor and skin hook.

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY FOR PSYCHIATRIC DISORDERS

Occupational therapy has demonstrated its value in treating the psychiatric patient.
lt is used as a means of making patients interested in their environment and occupying
the patients minds so they could be distracted from their abnormal fantasies.

There is an unwritten principle that, "The insane should never be icae." An occupa-
tion expends energy otherwise used for violence, excitement and mischief.

Physical medicine embraces the industrial process. In fact, physical medicine de-
pends on some industrial practices as a means of treatment. If the disorder is phobic
reactions, conversion hysteria, obsessive-compulsive state, manic depression, parandia,
a senile disorder or other mental deficiencies, occupational therapy is generally recom-

ended. Oceupational therarists make significant contributions to the treatment of such
dents as they 1. offer patient the choice of an activity from a variety of oppor-

tunities, 2. give careful :nurucrion in the skill necessary to perform the activities,
3. select tasks or activities ithin the capacity of the patient to Pchieve success, 4. de-
velop wholesome work habits, 5. maintain worker the patient's highest level of efficiency,

z- 6. correct deviant behavior, 7. encourage creativeness to complement success, 8, advance
the patients to progressively more complicated tasks in accordance with their ability to
perform them, and 9. develop within the patients a sense of responsibility for their own
advancement and improvement.

Occupational therapy is used in pediatrics. The general aims of-pediatric occupa-
tional therapy are to 1. aid in the adjustment of the child to the hospital, 2. provide con-
trolled activities within the limitations imposed by the illness, 3. provide training or
retraining of impaired functions, 4, assess the functional capacity of the child, 5, aid in

the control of behavior disturbances, 6. promote healthy inter-personal relationships,
and 7. create an atmosphere which provides normal developmental opportunities. Ac-
tivities may include drawing, painting, pasting, cutting, modeling, hammering, needle
activities, cordwork, weaving and leathereraft.

Occupational and physical therapy is a vital adjunct In the treatment of cerebral
palsy, upper extremity amputees, tuberculosis, congenital heart diseases and in the
geriatric area.

In summary, several industrial materials as found in 1.A. laboratories are udlieed
_--- in the field of medicine. Furthermore, some of the developments in the practice of meet-

chic are directly related to industrial technology. There is a commonality of many tools,
instruments and machines used in the fields of industrial arts and medicine,
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Industrial Arts and Home Economics Interdisciplinary
Exploratory Activities
Lee Rice

The Devils Lake Public Schools, in cooperation with the North Dakota State Board for
VoCational Education, co-sponsored a pilot project for interdisciplinary career explora-
tion activities. The areas of industrial arts, home econernics and mathematics at the
eighth grade level were chosen for this project.

Teachers from these disciplines joined in a planning and writing session in the
spring of 1974. They chose to call the project LIFE (Living is fer Everyone). The project
started in the fall of 1974 and continued through the spring of 1975.

The boys and girls in home economics and industrial arts were segregated in the
traditional form and mixed into co-ed groups as each 12-week period progressed. Groups
were rotated on a 3-week basis. This served as an experiment to see which approach
worked the best, The co-ed approach to teaching boys and girls in both industrial arts
and home economics was the best for all concerned.

The industrial arts activities were centered around McKnight's World of Construc-
tion." Boys and girls worked together on such hands-on activities as planning and design-
ing, estimating and figuring costs, locating property descriptions and lines, construction
batter boards, using direction circles and survey equipment, stabilizing superstructures,
constructing collapsible fish houses and lawn sheds, assembling electric circuits, solder-
ing copper fittings and doing other plumbing activities, laying brick and cement block,
applying finishing techniques, playing the big builder game and going on field trips.

Home economics activities dealt with buying, sewing, cooking, and measuring with
metrics. Senior citizens came to the classroom to work with students with knitting, sew-
ing, cooking, developing self awareness, calorie and nutrition planning, menu planning,
food preparation, serving techniques, career planning, child care, developing employabil-
ity traits, good grooming, time management, communication, machine operation and par-
ticipating in field trips.

Mathematics activities reinforced all math concepts and applications which related
to industrial arts and home economics. The eighth grade math students rarely used the
traditional textbook. Rather, they were given activity sheets which related to various
occupations or everyday problems which one may encounter. .;

With the adoption of the LIFE program, teachers had to work together to plan teach-
ing units. Through open communication, teachers shared ideas, equipment and teaching
methods.

Mr. Rice is a Supervisor, Office of Spiciul Needs, Lake Area Vo-Tech Center, Devils Lake, North
Dakota.
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$Vategies for Unified Arts: A Framework for Analysis
Jerry J. Richter

Unified arts in American schools is a growing mov ment. it is also a curriculum
.design resulting from coordinated planning of two or more teachers. But most impor-
Xantly, unified arts is a teaching strategy. Teachers use it to form relationships in the
minds of smdents between the ideas, principles and concepts of two or more subjects.
They believe in unified arts because it helps solve an old and nagging problem in educa-

0:1twi boredom I
The unified arra concept is not new. During the past 20 years or more, allied con-

oepts included common learnings, unified studies, interdisciplinary education, core and
-S.- host of others. But unified arts is different; it is unique to the practical arts. For
example, unified arts programs consist typically of industrial arts, home eConoMien and
art. Business education and music are sometimes included, though less frequently. On
rare occasions, unified arts includes the academic subjects. Unified arts, then, is a cur-

'triculum resulting from coordinated planning and teaching strategies of two or more prac-
deal arts teachers. These teachers usually work as a team the unified arts team.

Flaming for a unified arta program is difficult. Designing curriculum is challenging;
coordinating teachers is an unwieldy task. As a partial solution to these problems, this
article presents a theoretical framework with field-tested examples, describing 12

strategies for unifying the practical arts.
Planning for a unified arts program requires answers to three important questions:

1)-What content should be unified? (2) What unifying method should be used? and (3) What
means will be used to evaluate for the achievement of intended outcomes? Each of these
questions is examined.

- SELECTING CONTENT
When teachers lay common plans across their respective subjects, they make deci-

-Sione about content. What facts, concepts and principles should be related, thus unified?
Why should these ideas be related? Although highly subjective, the answers to these

:-questions shoWd be based on the rationale and goals the unified arts team has set for
itself.. Such mutually agreed upon goals will provide the team with a sense of unity and

t'ilixection in selecting content.
Content to be unified can be visualized with three overlapping circles representing

:4 the contents of industrial arts, home economics and art, respectively. All three subjects
have something in common. For example, varnishing a cabinet, frosting a cake and

. glazing a statue are frequently demonstrated in each respective subject. Each teacher,
while presenting his demonstration, can relate its features to those of the demonstrations

of the other two teachers. Each can do so without significantly changing his or her own
H content or teaching style. The result is that students who attend all three classes see

that coating is a protective and decorative process integral to many technologies. They
get a related picture of the many applications of the technical process called coating.
.They get a unified view of three interrelated activides.

There will be content areas common to only two subjects. Since the goal of a unified
arre approach to reaching is Co improve instruction, the team must unify when it is appro-
priate-and helpful to its common objectives. For instance, "Creative Script Writing" and
!'Techniques of Video Taping" were combined at Glendora High School, Glendora, Calif.,
to produce a single integrated program,' a unification of English and industrial arts .

lf members of the unified arts team feel that certain content is unique to their sub-
cts and no advantage is gained hi learning performance by unifying it with other sill_

ects, then It is best taught in traditional isolated fashion. Unifying for its own sake is

SELECTING A UNIFYING METHOD

' After the unified arts team has been organized, has agreed upon common objectives
_ and haa selected content to be unified, the next task is to select one or more unifying

ethods. Selecting a unifying method is not a binary decision; rather, unification is a
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matter of degree which the unified arts team can design. At least 12 different degrees or
kinds of unification are possible. There are four types of unifiers, each capable of being
employed at three varying degrees (idea, idea/time and idea/time/space),

The types of unifiers are project, theme, concept and system of concepts. These
unifiers answer the question, "I low specifically will two or more subjects be connected,
enabling students to see their relationships?" The first type of unifier a projectis
the simplest rouse. For years projects have been built in industrial arts, home economics
and art, as well as in other subjects. They are the familiar physical objects which stu-
dents enjoy and usually take home. Rut, as unifiers in a unified arts program, they have
even greater potential for student learning.

A project can bc used as a unifier n a fashion similar to that used by the Cabell
County School System, Cox Landing, W. Va. The project was a wall hanging. The objec-
tive was to demonstrate how several technologies play related roles in producing medern
manufactured products. The industrial arts class built and finished the wall hanger rod
and the home economics class cut and hemmed the decorative cloth. The art class de-
signed the project in the beginning and later printed the cloth. The unified arts team con-
cluded that the wall hanging project helped students to see relationships among the subjects.

The second unifier is a theme. It is a slightly more complex way of unifying several
subjects. The Goodlettsville High School, Goodiettsville, Tenn.,3 provided an excellent
example. The objective of teachers there was to have students rebuild an imaginary old
and rundown town named Wheresville. Students and teachers of nine classes planned and
worked around a common theme urban renewal.

Classes that participated in the urban renewal project included architectural drawing,
business education, civics, economics, engineering drawing, English, history, typing and
the World of Construction. The final results of the Wheresville urban renewal project
were produced through thematically related projects and plans. Some of the activities
included organizing a small engineering company, designing layouts of Wheresville, writ-
ing a narrative of Wheresville's history, conducting economic and geographical analyses
and constructing a three-dimensional scale model of central downtown Wheresville. A
theme unifier then is an overriding topic to which many subjects ean relate. The theme
usually climaxes in an event or display like the model town of Wheresville.

Still another means of forming connections in the minds of students between the facts,
concepts and principles of several subjects is with a concept unifier. A concept unifier
refers to a classification of ideas or things according to one or more dimensions of
similarity, and is labeled with a descriptive term. The word molding, for instance,
describes a group of activities which are similar because of their forming and shaping
characteristics. Coating, discussed earlier, is another example of a concept unifier.

The Cecil County Public '10010 near Elkton, Md., uses concept unifiers. Color
value and color intensity are used by teachers to establish the similarity of mixing paint
in art class, blending stains in industrial arts and combining dyes in home economicS.
Each activity, although taught in different subjects and with different materials, demon-
strates that by combining varying quantities of coloring agents, various color values and
intensities result. Students remember the concepts of value and intensity long after
specific mixing skills are forgotten.

Projects are physical and relatively easy to plan. Themes may be short with easy
closure, but concepts are more difficult for each subject teacher to specify and compare.
The fourth unifier a system of concepts is the most sophisticated.

A system of concepts shows the position and relationships of a number of concepts
to one another. An example of a conceptual system is design, used by the Cecil County
unified arts team in the middle school program. Like the other unifiers, a system of
concepts can be used to tie two or more subjects together. The goal is for each teacher
to demonstrate as many of the concepts as possible in his or her own content area.

In addition to teaching the usual lessons, each teacher also elaborates on which con-
cept the lesson exemplifies. For instance, the Cecil County Unified Arts Team accom-
plishes this lesson as follows. While -demonstrating the concept of line in good design,
the art teacher demonstrates and discusses line construction and quality; the industrial
arts teacher differentiates and demonstrates object, construction, dimension and center
lines. Similarly, the home economics teacher demonstrates the use of three-dimensional
lines, and the music teacher points out the characteristics of melody linedirection,
range, rhythm and mode. Bydevelopinga conceptual system, teachers create a systematic
means of unifying their subjects. Consequendy, they develop for students a unified or
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whole picture of what must otherwise seem like a bewildering array of dissimilar ideas
,and activities.

Unifiers are important. Equally important is the degree of unification. The three
I'degrees of unification are Idea. Idea/time and idealtime/space. The first is typified as
foliows.

Suppose that within the school plan% the art room was located at one end of the build-
, ing, the home economics room ar the other end of the building and the industrial arts
facility was in another separate building. Under these conditions, unifying the three sub-
jeCts id difficult Although teachers would not be able to unify to the strongest degree
possible, they can still unify in idea.

Unifying in idea means that several teachers use the same unifier, but they do so in
their own classrooms and at different times of the year. If a concept unifier were used,
say the concept of color, a student taking industrial arts early in the school year would
learn_ cater characteristics of hue, value, intensity and harmony for industrial applica-
-dons. Whon the same students took art around Christmas, they would learn about color
concepts again, but this time in relation to artistic design, Finally, near the year's close
they might learn about color concepts from another point of view when they take home
edonomics. Even thou& the concept of color was taught in different classrooms and at

:tdifferent times of the year, students who took all three classes would have seen how
color, though manipulated differently in different technologies, is characterized by its
hue, value, tone, intensity and other universal features. In a sense, students would have
revisited the concept of color in each class.

The second degree of unification idea/time is different The unifiers are used
around the same timeof the school year. Unifying in idea and in time means that members
of the unified arts tears plan to use a unifier within the same short period of time, per-

': haps during the same week. Unifying in idea/time is possible when students study unified
subjects concurrently.

The advantage of unifying in idea and in time is continuity, Students forget less be-
cause related ideas are presented to them in a small period of time.

The third degree of unification is the most sophisticated idea/time/space. Unifying
in idea, in time and in space means these teachers use the same unifier idea (project,
theme, concept) within the same short period of time and in the same space. Of course,
conducting several classes in one large room such as a cafeteria or gym can be unwieldy.
But parts of three different classes could be unified easily in idea/time/space. The
advantage is that participating students clearly see the necessary and simbiotic relation-
ship of skills, people and ideas in the solution of real life problems such as constructing
theatre sets, developing advertising displays or promoting an ecological action.

'CONCLUSION: EVALUATING THE PROGRAM

The temptation for teachers to judge a completed project favorably is great. There
Is gøod reason they have worked hard on it Good evaluation requires a certain degree
of objectivity. Evaluating unified arts programs is no different. Two types of evaluation
are used formal and informal. Both can be effective.

The Fenn Manor School District Penn Manor, Pa., has evaluated its unified arts
i:program formally. Since the primary purpose of the program was to change attitudes in

students who had become disenchanted with school, two attitude scales were used.5 The
:-Zfirst was a modified version of the School Sentiment Index. It was obtained from the

Insrructional Objectives Exchange inLos Angeles,Calif. The second, a semantic differen-
irfa1 scale, was designed specifically for the Penn Manor Project. Both scales helped

ers determine if their goals were being met.
Evaluation need not be as rigorous as Penn Manor's to be effective. Informal checks
-al attainment also work. Quizzes, checklists and exams are helpful, as well as

aluation in terms of progress toward the behavioral goals established for the unified
'arts program.6 Student behaviors, parental reactions and administrative comments are
also ways of gauging the success of the program. Evaluation is never easy; outcomes
are frequently mixed. Such results can be troubling and unsettling. Turbulent as it may

only through effective evaluation can the unified arts team tell if it is reaching its
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Industrial Archaeology? A New Science for Industrial
Educators
Vincent J. Welencik

Industrial archaeology is a subdivision within the science of archaeoloor which is
primarily concerned with the artifacts of industry. Most domains of archaeology lie
under dust and sand built up over the centuries. As could be expected, the industrial
archaeologist's domain is from the events leading to the Industrial Revolution to the
present age.

The industrial archaeologist is concerned with two major studies within his dis-
cipline. The first study is pure research addressing itself to 1) written material reveal-
ing the industrialization of the site tO be studied and 2) interviews with persons who re-
call the industrial site and incidental information concerning the sites to be investigated.
The second area of study (and the more glamorous) is the actual salvage operation which
includes, in many cases, the removal of many feet of top covering earth and cultural
materials to reveal building structures and artifacts that may be centuries old. No un-
earthing of sites believed to contain historical industrial artifacts can be conducted with-
out the research study and a subsequent site survey. This preliminary work evaluates
historic resources and information for the desigi and planning stages of the salvage
operation. The salvage work involves recovering historical data from the site. Salvage
archaeology without research and survey could result in the destruction of materials not
realized as having potential historic value and the wasting of monies by indiscriminate
excavation in an effort to locate an industrial site centuries old.

The industrial archaeologist attempts to analyze the effects of the Industrial Revo-
lution specifically dealing with the evolution of industries, technologies and industrial
structures. What makes these studies significant is that they deal with symbols of a
revolution of the human estate. The industrial archaeologist may ask: Can an under-
standing of the mechanics of this social process, then and now, with all its political and
socio-economic implications, help us comprehend and adjust to the realities of the future/

PATERSON'S HISTORIC INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT

Ln 1791, a private corporation was established by Alexander Hamilton El) establish an
industrial city in America. This organization was entided the Society for Establishing
Useful! Manufacturers (abbreviated S.U.M.). The site chosen for this endeavor was the
Great Falls of the Passaic River in northern New Jersey. The resultant effort was the
creation of the City of Paterson the first industrial city in the United States. The pass-
ing of two centuries has altered the buildings which comprised the original site as de-
veloped by the founders, and in many cases the subsequent years have covered the sites
with many feet of dirt and debris.
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Eecoizlng the historical value of the S.U.M., the City of Paterson is currently en-
gaged in an effort to protect the Historic industrial District (the Great Falls, including
the industrial areas of the S.U.M.). LXiring the summers of 1973 and 1974, the Historic
American Engeneering Record (i( A ER) of the National Park Service carried our an exten-
sive survey of the architecture and history of the district. Using this information,
Paterapn is currently preparing an application for designationof the district as a national
historic landmark. The Great Falls of Paterson is already a national natural landmark
and is listed on the National Register of Historic Places.

The importance of the Historic industrial District became apparent CO the citizens
of Paterson during the construction of two major highways. The Federal and State De-
partments of Transportation (D.O.T.'s) designed a storm sewer system, which in the
original plans would have ripped indiscriminately through the heart of the district through
both the middle and lower raceways of the historic three-tiered raceway system (water
power delivery system) as well as the sites of several historic locomotive industries.

In preparation for construction, the D.O.T.'s had demolished two structures within

the district: a one-story warehouse, the former Grant Locomotive Company, and a 19th
century erecting shop. At this pointa local preservation group, Great Falls Development,
Inc., solicited an archaeological reconnaissance survey of the threatened area. A signifi-
cant part of the obtained survey was a statement providing for an archaeologist-observer
to conducte-salvage operations on the entire highway area, literally in front of the bull-
dozer. This contractual requirement was withoutprecedent anywhere in the United States.

The coinliined efforts of concerned local citizens, state and federal government agen-
cies have begun the difficult task of attempting to uncover and preserve the original site
of American industry.

RESEARCH DISCOVERIES
At the end of the American Revolution, the new country faced the task of turning

hard-won independence into the reality of becoming less dependent upon Europe for the
necessities and luxuries of life. Alexander Hamilton was perhaps the most farseeing of
the men who charted the course America should follow. As a Revolutionary officer,
Hamilton had moved through New Jersey and visited the Great Falls of the Passaic River.
Thus, it was fitting for Hamilton to play a leading role in establishing the industrial city
of Paterson, which depended upon the Great Falls as its source of power.

Hamilton chose to set up a private corporation capitalized at $600,000 (an enormous
expenditure just after the Revolutionary War) to accomplish his endeavor. The Society
for Establishing Usefull Manufactures (S.U.M.) was to be the embodiment of this vision,
demonstrating to American businessmen that American manufacturing ventures could be
socially desirable and also economically profitable.

At the heart of the establishment of American manufacturing lay the problem of
_ ce-scale engineering ventures. Nothing less than a large factory would show other
Americans that competition with the British couldbe both nationalistically and monetarily
satisfying. If it was to be a large-scale developrr ent, then ample power would have to be
available i.e., the engineering development of a major river for power purposes. Amer-
icans had never faced this sort of problem before, and the project elucidated the difficul-
des of early industrialization in the country).

After reviewing site reports as to possible locations for the hydropowered factory
complex. the S.U.M. Board of i:Srectors picked the location of the Passaic Falls as the
single water power site and ordered a committee "that the town of Paterson be located

;. upon the waters of the River Passaick at a distance of not more than six miles from
the same (Great Falls) ...."2

me, S.T.rm. rook approximately one year to decide upon an engineering plan for the
ThTTIRTOrPierre-GbarlesL'Enfarit was chosen from the three finalists. L'Entant's

,-'desigiinialled for channeling a portion of the Passaic River flow above the Great 1-7alls.

This upstream entrance would be in line with the current of the river, which would conse
quently help to create flow through the channel At the end of the channel, a reserv

-

t -about 100 feet wide and IQ feet deep was proposed to act as a small storage basin for even-
.

ing out the flow from the river under changing demand. Exiting from the basin, L'En
thad rwo main raceways (aqueducts) for carrying water to the mills. Each mill had ics
:own headracet overshot waterwheel, wheelhouse and tailrace. He proposed to build only-

reone of the raceways at the moment for the S.U.M. mills, leaving the other raceways until
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demand for the water increased over and above the Society's own neeik. The two major
raceways would have about the same heat. disip) as the Passaic River itself, but
there could be three or four other races below this highest level, using water from the
first level a second and third time on its wav batik to the river,'1

During the summer of 1.79-], WilltQr to the first null became i reality. The cotton mill
was prepared to "set on water spinning as constant business."4 With sater power now
available, the S.U:M_ turne, is attention to two other areas of importance. The major
concern was the spinning business in the mill buildings and associated tn.lyies of weaving
bleaching and printing. The second area of concern had to do with the future of the water
power development of Paterson. The Socity had just spent an enormous sum of capital
to bring the water to its cotton mill, should the society extend the raceway system to
make the water power .ivailable .tt other locations? The decision to inerease the raceway
capacity made the S.U.NI, the most vast power project imlyrtaken in America up to that
time, After 1800, the S.1.1,Nl. became primarily a power developer and real estate firm
rather than tthe active manufacturing, corporation that Alexander ilamilt(m had envisioned.

SALVAGE OPERATIONS

Once research and survey studies had been conducted, salvage work to find and pre-
serve the historical sites commenced. Work began in tie -inniner of 1°73 to draw a pro-
file of the midite raceway as it exists today and then to excavate the area, seeking clues
to its original construction and subsequent changes. Linder the canal, the original retain-
ing wall of the S,U,NI. was located. Coal ash and metal residues from the locomotive
shops had been spread eontinuously on the road beside the raceway to a depth of six feet.

The next excavations were undertaken at the Grant Locomotive Works erecting shop
site (one of the historic occupants, 1871). Goal ash, cinders, and metal fragments were
found in abundance, After digging to a depth of eight feet in ctiltural material (dirt,
debris, etc., repre,-tntative of a given period of time), the top of the lower raceway was
located. It had bee sovered over in the 1.0th century in this ars ,t a brownstone arched
roof transforming what had been an open raceway into a tunnel. yeavators first recog-
nized the fact that they were standing on a tunnel roof when a hols 4ippeared beneath them
at the bottom of the test excavation and literally fell away.

Just at this time, extensive exploration work was being carried out by the Passaic
Valley Water Company and the city of Paterson agencies to find a break in a water main
near the Historic District, 'Ihe water was known to be leaking into the lower raceway
because it could be seen and smelled where the lower raceway emerged from the ground,
Workers broke into the raceway 'and this entrance was used to explore the entire race
from the inside. Excavators waded the lengthof the tunnel, finding four side tunnels which
apparenUy were an outlet for a power flume coming from the middle raceway. Further
exploration of this rzICCWay revealed a beautifully constructed turn toward the middle
raceway. It was surmised that this was the first flume on the hydropower channel from
the middle raceway, 'rhe flume was blocked by a rift, of bricks and other building debris.

Workers proceeded to excavate the lower raceway, but terminated their project when
interesting remains were turning up just under the surface. When surface rubble was
cleared, elements of the floor and front sill of the building just razed by the N, J. D.O.T.
were revealed. This floor was identified with the Brilliant Silk Company, which had modi-
fied the Grant Locomotive Works erecting shops to serve as a textile Below this
floor the remains of the Grant I.ocomotive erect' i shops were located, consisting of six
parallel bays, 27 feet long by (sleet wide and this e COUrSOF of brick deep. A trough in the
center of each bay pitched, leading to a drain directly conncs,ted to the lower raceway
which carried off the waste. The bays were the locomotive erecting sites. They carried
the rails that ran into the street through a series of large doors, the distinctive street-
side feature of all Paterson erecting shops still standing, such as the Rodgers erecting
shop.

Between and below these bays were soon found remnants of an earlier statum of
buildings those which fronted on the open lower raceway before it was covered, These
earlier buildings were part of a series of machine shop buildings associated with the New
Jersey Locomotive and Machine company which was on the site from 1851 to 1867,i Arti-
facts from the shops consisted of many fragments of metal stock and hand tools, the most
common of which was the hand file.

Excavation proceeded on the site of the Rodgers Locomotive and Machthe Company
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This work yielded the most incredible results, for as the ash and slag were re-
a maze of artifacts and features of industrial buildings and their machinery came

.13 light. Upper strata contained almost complete footings and foundations of the circa
.1873 Rodgers blacksmith shop, the 253 foot long structure running parallel to the back of
the erecting shop. Below this the remains of earlier shops were uncovered. Finally un-

,ISarthed were hard-to-identify remnants of some of the first buildings in the Rodgers
Works. One of several features within these buildings is a forge structure dating from
the mid-19th century, perhaps connected to the middle raceway by remnants of a water
system in a brick arched tunnel. Also exposed were steam drop-forge or hammer bases
'from several periods used to fabricate metal stock into locomotive parts.

Finally; an attempt was made to locate an apparent turbine pit in the flume beside
the Rosen Mill (circa 1850). The area cleared was not a turbine pit but probably part of
an old waterwheel pit that had been cut in half. The northern half, not excavated, may

ell have been the turbine house and pit. The area in which the archaeologists worked
as perhaps left open to give workers access to the lower raceway tunnel. Therefore,

the archaeologists were probably entering the historic tunnel through the historic access
pit.

The pit itself measured 13feet by 10 feet and proved to be 12 feet deep. The northern
side of the tunnel had a low arch of brownstone where exhaust water may have come from
the turbine leading to Lhe raceway.
, Further excavation at the Rodgers site proved valuable, in that very distinctive floors

and doorways were found and much equipment hadbeen left in place. Tools found included
an anvil, bits and swages from steam hammers and forges, and two complete table forges.

CONCLUSION
Programs sue.th as rhe Great Falls Development Salvage Project and the Historic

American Engineering Records surveys of 1973 and 1974 have materially aided public
recognition of the historical importance of the area. The undertakings in the Historic
Industrial District of Paterson, N.J., are unique examples of the efforts needed to pre-
serve a city that changed American culture from a rural/agrarian to an urban/industrial
society.
Note:

The author wishes to express his gratitude tO Dr. Russell 1. Fries, Great Falls
Historic District Project Director; and Professor Edward S. Rutsch, Archaeologist-1n-
Charge for the Great Falls Historic District Project, without whose assistance this report
'would have been impossible.
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International Perspective

Arts and Crafts in AustraliaThe State of Victoria
LeRoy CriSt

We industrial arts teachers complain endlessly that the ever-changing needs of youth
cannot be served due to lack of materials, equipment and facilities. For many of us it is
hard to realize that people in other parts of the world have simUar problems, often
magnified several times by the social, cultural and/or political conditions.

In accepting an overseas educational assignment, one must realize that his expertise
is limited in his own country and will be even more so when applied to the problems of
another nation. Knowing this, I must admit that I went to Australia knowing that my
assignment would not result in any vast improvements in the educational system of the
country, that my contribution must be within the framework of their educational system,
and that any deficiencies in the Australian educational system would be perceptible only
because I would recognize them as deficiencies prevalent in America.

In order for Australia to progress from a country dependent primarily on an agricul-
tural and raw resources economy to one with industrial opportunities, the Ministry of
Education recognizes a need for technical trainingof its people and has developed various
educational training sequences or paths to attempt to achieve this goal.

Industrial arts has an unusual and unique contribution to make because it is action-
oriented and does involve manual work. Yet, when introduced into the Australian school
system, they took on a rather curious concept which does not necessarily reflect the best
practices of its origin. I think it has inherited the lecture/assignment/examination syn-
drome of England which is a system considered adequate for the upper classes and
wealthy, but which is not necessarily relevant to a developing nation. With the rapidly
changing social and cultural environment of Australia, it seems essential that their arta
and crafts program be re-evaluated and revised. During my assignment in Victoria, the
state's Ministry of Education was in the process of doing this very thing, which left much
controversy and confusion among the educational rank and file.

STRUCTURE OF THE AUSTRALIAN SCHOOL SYSTEM

The school stem structure is similar to the American system in many ways, but
quite different in many others. First, the schools are arranged on the six-six plan, with
grades seven through twelve being included in the Secondary High School. Much of the
first four high school years is devoted to Me social adjustment and general education
concept. Very little attention is given to preparation for the world of work. At the com-
pletion of the fourth year (end of the sophomore year) approximately one-half of the
students will leave school and enter the labor market. At this level it is possible, and
common practice, for the students to enter apprenticeship programs.

The fifth and sixth years of high school are strictly college preparatory and normally
do not include any industrial arts courses except possibly graphic communications. To
receive a high school diploma it is necessary to pass a matriculation examination, in
preparation for which the bulk of the Junior and senior years are directed. Much of the
ratings of the teachers, school and community are measured by the success of the stu-
dents on the examination. Without successful completion of the exam, it is not possible
for the student to enter the higher educational institutions.

All schools in Victoria (also in other states of Australia) are centrally controlled,
with all staffing, budgeting, etc., being allotted by the State Department of Education.
Supplies, equipment and other necessary items must be ordered in bulk prior to the close
of the school year for thenext year. Currently, an attempt is being made to de..centralize
this and allow each school to purchase its own supplies, etc., from an established budget
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_ stead of having them sent to the school from a central warehouse. If this is accom-
-Patted, it will go into effect for the 1977 school year.

ARTS AND CRAFTS CURRICULUM
With the de-centralization of the state system, one will find about as many variations

:of the curricuhan for arts and crafts as there are schools in the state. The only courses
Which are somewhat atandardized are fine arts and graphic communications, with the
latter being somewhat controversial, as it has just recently been introduced to replace
-technical drawing. Many of the technical drawing teachers still haven't accepted the
State Department's concept of graphic communications. Since it is a matriculation sub-
ject, they are forced to at least teach the curriculum content so their students can pass-
the exam. Basically, the course is what we in America would consider commercial arts,

ith the inclusion of architectural and machine design.
The courses most commonly included in the arts and crafts curriculum are cookery,

needlepoint, fabrics (clothing), painting and sketching (fine arts), history of art, graphic
communications, woodwork, metalwork, ceramics, printmaking (graphic arts) and tech-

Atical electives such as electricity, plastics, carpentry, appliance repair and home main-
' tenance. The technical electives are only offered at the fourth and/or fifth years, and

ormally not morL ....in one of them will be offered at any given school.
Graphic communications has many different approaches being advocated by the

leaders in the field. Keeping this in mind, I will attempt to summarize it briefly. First,
there is noconsistencyas to the gradelevel at which graphics is introduced. Some schools

:are introducing it at form 1 (grade 7), while others are waiting until form three (grade 9).
The schools that are introducing it a form 1 normally have classes that meet once a

:..week for a double period (40 to 50 minutes in each period) for a 14-week term. In many
'f situations it is integrated as part of the art curriculum in the first and second forms. At

the third, fourth and fifth form levels they usually allow two double periods per week,
with the course either being for one-half or the entire school year.

Included in graphics is pictograms (pictographs using abstracts, syrnbolics and ache-
, mattes), pictorial presentations, mapping, charts and graphics, monograms, pattern lay-
outs, advertising posters and layouts and lettering. MOSE of the emphasis is placed on
design layout, color coordination and balance, rather than line technique and accuracy.
Perhaps the reason for this is that the Australian teacher is a trained art teacher with a

amount of work in graphics and is more aesthetically, rather than technically,
'oriented.

In woodwork, once again, we find the art influence in the shop, as the wood teacher is
an art teacher with wood being his secondary field. Much of the curriculum content is
centered around design, wood sculpture and carving, as proposed by the State Department

"Curriculum Branch. This is a recent change from the old manual training concept, as
Only within the last few years has it been necessary for the industrial arts (wood) teacher

:to have a college degree to teach the industrial subjects in the secondary high school.
,-Prior to this, many of the industrial arts teachers were journeyman craftsmen for the
,-,skilled trades. One interestingobservarion is the discontent of the parents and community
with the current art-oriented courses. Much consideration is being given by the reacher

_education Institutions to establishing a teacher training program for industrial arts
eachers (graphics, woods and metals) with emphasis being placed on the technical and

kildustrial aspect.
t;q1---- 'Many of the wood shops still contain a considerable emphasis on the manual training
taking, as a large percentage of. the wood teachers are still trade-trained persons who
were hired prior to the requirement of a degree to teach industrial arts.

The metalwork in the Victorian schools also has an art approach, with the emphasis
,?1,e1ng placed on art metal and jewelry. Other areas gener.,:ly included in the metals area
iare.sheet metal, engine lathe work, welding and forging. Students are encouraged to pro-
4uce projects of free-flowing design.

7EcHNICAL HIGH SCHOOLS AND/OR COLLEGES

,It would be unfair to the Australian educational system to explain the secondary high
cheol 'program without mentioning the technical school program. At grade six, the stu-

t6dent and his parents must make a choice between the secondary and technical high schkaal.
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The techniCal high School is also organized on a siz-year plan with the first two years
being quite similar to that of the secondary high school, At the ti rat md second form level,
it is possible for a student to transfer to the other program if space is available. Nor-
mally, the technical high school fills up to the maximum capacity early, lind the students
who are slow in deciding are forced to enroll in the secondary !Ugh school. Tiv_i technical
schools have an excellent curriculum and include a broader offering of courses than most
of our American Area Vocational Schools and/or Community Colleges. The students are
required to take approximately one-half of their work in general studies such as math
and English, but these courses are specially designed to relate to the technical fields of
study that the student has chosen. Students who elect to attend and graduate from the
technical schools are not eligible to enroll in higher edueatiOn institutions without going
back and completing the high school matriculation ONCIM i no t

The State Department of Education in Victoria is currently experimenting with cer-
tain selected technical high schools by allowing the sixth formers (senior students) to
apply for and take the matriculation examination. At the present time, there hasn't been
enough students to take the exam to know how successful this will be, but preliminary
results indicate that they are doing :is well as, if not better than, the students from the
regular secondarv high schools. Perhaps we should take a look at the Australian tech-
nical programs for some Of our curriculum considerations,

WORK EXPERIENCE PROGRAM

In an attempt to reduce the drop- itit rate and develop a better understanding of the
value of education a eooperative work experience program is being developed in many of
the metropolitan seeondary high schools. During the fourth form (sophomore year), stu-
dents are placed in industrial positions for three or four weeks so they may gain first-
hand experience and knowledge of the various industrial operations and requirements.
This program gives the students a realistic viewpoint of the activities of industry as well
as an understanding of the importance of further formal education. Manv more students
are now remaining in school after the legal leaving age of 15,

SUMMARY

In conclusion, I feel that my partieipation in the Australian school _system contributed
as much to my professional and education growth as I contributed to their program. I

feel that participating in overseas programs has strengthened and widened my outlook
so that now I can deal more effectively with problems and have a better understanding of
how to deal with and work with individuals and groups, Therefore, I would encourage
others to take advantage of such opportunities when they present themselves.

Dr. Crist is firofeisor of industrial Arts Education and Technology at Northwest Missouri Stole University,
Maryville, Missouri

A Rationale for-International Technological Education
Ray Douglas Loyd

The many problems facing world societies today areoften associated with technology.
It _s true, technology haS-greatly contributed to these problems, but it is seldom pointed
out that the technology had been misaligned by its users. In relating deshm irresponsi-
bility, Victor Papanek wrote:

...design has satisfied on I y evanescent wants and desires, while the genuine needs of mon hove
often been neglected by the designer. The economic, psychological, spiritual, technological,
and intellectual needs of a human being ore usually more difficult and less profitable to satisfy
than the carefully engineered and manipulated "wants" inculcated by fad and fashion (7).
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This statement is equally true if "technology subtitutd for -design- at the begin-
ning of the quote.

Technology is also defensively hailed as the panacea for world problems. Perhaps
this can be true if the users of technology realize irs [rut: value is to meet genuine human
needs not just temporal whims, fancies, wants and desires.

If the societies using technology are over-zealous in satisfying their desires, tech-
nology can and does take on a destructive nature. Nelson aptly stated:

Technology is a constollation of interlocking systems and activities thot get work done with a
constantly diminishing input of human lobor. Technology began as an extension of tools and
as such brought uncounted blessings with it. How swollen beyond any conceivable human scale,
it rolls along, a blind Moloch overriding al; needs of the human spirit, all traditions, customs,
languages, races, ideologies (6).

Technology is of an international scale and should be expressive of the needs of all
the people from all nations. Or of the biggest problems with technology is the way some
nations claim sole proprietorship of -their" technology and express an unwillingness to
share. If anything is vitally important to the survival of humankind, it is a united effort
to use and control technology effeanvely. We must work together for the betterment of
but one kind, humankind. Deutsch exemplified the pressing need for such an international
effort by writing:

Attention must be given to the truly terrifring problems facing humanity; population explosion,
mutual atomic over-kill, contamination of water ond atmosphere, the dangers of exclusive self-
authenticating onhodoxies and the tendency to dispose of groups of people ond nations through
superficial stereotypes (1).

It may appear beyond our present conception of worla cooperation but in a quote by
Henderson, Victor Hugo envisioned, "... first the United States of Europe and then the
United States of the World." (2) It is currently unthinkable and surely unfeasible for this
to happen. The world populace today is divided politically, economically . racially, eth-
nically, socially, religiously and physically. Nationalism though, "claims that primary
loyalty of man today. In so doing, nationalism serves as the greatest divider of human-
kind." (5) Technology should transcend all these assumed deterrents with universal
goals directed toward the betterment of all humankind.

Are the people in a nationof wealth based upon technology so protective of their goods
that they are blind to certain facts? They rape the environment for the good of their coun-
try or they attempt to manipulate people from underdeveloped nations. Deutsch shared
his perception of the elusive reason hy writing:

...the meaning of the twentieth century is manifest in the rapidity of change, the linkage be-
tween the have and have-not notions and people, the dilemmas of population, growth, and the
capabilities of worldly destruction. (1)

It should be apparent that all people on earth utilize their resources through tech-
nology. Sharing in the spoils and suffering the consequences of this endeavor should be
the goal and responsibility of all nations. This would require a complete break in tradi-

'.tional barriers. It would also require a technological exchange between all nations.
An international cooperative system of education would facilitate this technological

exchange. The potential for cooperation and reciprocity exists with all countries. It is
not a one-sided affair for no single system has ever been able to satisfy fully the educa-

0:lonal needs of each individual. It also transcends the belief that the participants are the
'is:de beneficiaries of international education exchange programs. The late President
Lyhdon B. Johnson was quoted by Speakman as stating:

International education cannot be the work of one country. It is the responsibility ond promise

of all nations. It calls for free e;,ohare and full collaboration. We expect to receive as much
as we give, to learn as wall as to teach. (8)

,Technological education is far more reaching than the IndividuaL, its implications encom-
pass all living things and thus must be a global affair.
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The world's nations must strive for internationaL, intersocietai and intercultural co-
operation and understanding. A very important eonci, pi to be stres:sed is that we inhabit
but one planet and 0 is the earth. It belongs to all the inhabitants and they must work

igether to protect and preserve their haNtat. Ideologies, philosophic. Ind politics de-
velop only because there is a physical entity inherent in human existence. I mil we reach
the ultimate of spiritual existence we must work together regardless of race, religion,
creed, nationality, ethnic background or any of the other pseudo differences between
people. The critical message is that We are of but one race, the human race.

The hopes of all nations are based upon technology. Socierv is dependent upon tech-
nology to provide new and better life styles. Primitive societies separated from modern
technology until recently suddenly switched from stono to metal tools. This was a major
step toward becoming a technologically dependent societv . l'hey now expect more tech-
nology to be given to them so they: can become "civilized."

Nations that are,making every: effort to become industrialized and technologically
oriented reject the term of "underdeveloped nation" for the term more descriptive of
their goal of rapid development, "developing nation." Unfortunately, the primitive tribes
arid the developing nations are disregarding human needs because of a misinterpretation
of technology. To correct mistakes and prevent further error, all nations should work
toward an international technological education.

In a discussion of the interrelated world problems, Lamy Newkirk arid Miller cited
world conferences as exemplifications of global concern and "the necessity for inter-
national cooperation to create meaningful solutions in these areas of concern." (4) Global
interdependence does demand international technological education interchange and a
concerted effort should be made to expand and promote this interchange. Technology can
serve as a benefactor and unifier of humankind, but Ilungerford has warned:

...technology is not omnipotent, nor does it have intellectual capacity. Ultimately, man must
make the decisions concerning technological impact on the environment. (3)
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Global Interdependence Demands Technological
Interchange (Industrial Technology)
William D. Wolansky

This paper foeuses upon the assistance projects designed to help underdeveloped .

countries expand and strengthen their systems of industrial education. Upon the basis
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f several studies and personal experience gained in planning and executing such cciist-
ance programs. I will outline brief guidelines for those who may he involved in the future
in such an assignment and briefly outline the role of a consultirnt in developing country
assignments.

BACKGROUND
Global interdependence did not emerge with the inaugural flight of the SST Concorde

to New York. Some 20 years ago the collective thought captured by a United Nations re-
port laid the foundation for global interdependence, awa reness and interchange of industrial
technology. The supporting statements follow:

To an extent which might have seemed inconceivable even 50 years ago, as a United Nations
study on world social conditions points out, there has come increasing recognition that 2,400
billion people have somehow to contrive to live together, and share together the resources of
the earth; that general impoverishment of any area is a matter of concern to oll areas, and that
the technical experience and knowledge acquired in rapidly changing industrialized societies

have somehow to be made available to those communities that are less advanced and less
equipped._
That this has come to pass is historic and inspiring fact. Indeed, it has becn suggested the
Twentieth Century will be chiefly remembered in future centuries not as an age of political
conflicts or technical inventions, but as an age in which human society, dared to think of the

welfare of the whole human race os a practical objective.'

Couple with these statements that it took 80 years to move from 1 billion population
to 2 billion, and then we doubled the population from 2 billion to 4 billion hi the last 40
years, and it is anticipated that we will again double the world population by the turn of
this century. It becomes abundantly clear that such a population will need greater avail-
ability and access to resources, energy and alternative forms of education. As Harbison
pointed out, unless we develop the human resources, we cannot expect to improve our
lot socially, politically, economically or spiritually.

For more than 40 years, as part of the overall American assistance to the under-
de eloped areas of the world, the United States has been engaged in projects designed to
help underdeveloped countries expand and strengthen their systems of industrial educa-
tion. To date, assistance projects funded by numerous agencies, foundations, corpora-
tions and associations have been undertaken in more than 40 underdeveloped nations.
Sidney C. High, very insightfuliy stated his observation:

Industrial education has come to be widely recognized as an essential component of national
plans for industrialization and economic development, and as the United States continues in its
efforts to help in the economic growth of the underdeveloped areas of the world, assistance
projects in industrial education will conrinue to form an important part of these efforts.2

In the operation of assistance projects in industrial education during the past 40 years,
much valuable experience has been gained and several books have been published which
shodd be valuable to personF engaged in programs within underdeveloped countries. If
future assistance efforts are to be improved and to be made more effective and those
of us who have been involved know they can be it i's important that the previous experi-

: ence be systematically studied, organized and applied to the planning and carrying out of
future programs.

Frequently governments and funding agencies are mutually motivated by social and
z economic development in funding industrial education programs in devellping countries.

The parmership and dialogue with those responsible for planning frequently precede the
appoinn-nent of a project director or staff and program consultants.

A study conducted by the United Nations Research Institute for Social Development
on Vocational Training in Develo in Count ie Sur v of Fx.ert Ex eriences drew
this observation:

Studies conducted in a variety of settings...have highlighted the importance of qualitative
deficiencies in human resources specifically, shortages of trained personnel and various
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skills -- as a i factoi an tIPt capacity of developing countries to absorb new investment.
Knowledge, ;11- capacities ond attitudes of people ote now c. -,sidered to be as important for
development h, provi$IOn of capital if not more so.3

Because üf thc.i;e in industrial i.ducation s is fssrtuntto to have the
opportunity for involvement. However research 1.sould cast causton to us. Perhaps one
caution is that we whebz.:eine involved need to posz:i;ess not only the skills of our particular
profession hut we nee..i recopive that cultural differences, bilateral agrevIllUnts, ad-
ministrative structure :sn.I stage of teehnolgical development will present a unique set of
circumstances and problems.

[low does one e-,:on begin ro contemplate set of guidelines that would functilin even
minimally in such diverse .i.eltural settings Ih performance requirements of a project
director, supeivisor, 1`,-acht .ind consultant further complicate theproblern of what would
constitute workable guidelines.

In spite of the ceanplemtv and diversity which impinge upon the problem of establish-
ing such guidelines. I have drafted several guidelines for your consideration and discus-
sion. I do this believing that some beginning is better than waiting for someone to take
courage and perhaf s faiVng to get the ball rollin... These guidelines are:

1. Comprehensive planning (master plan) is necessary to estriblish long-range and shcrt-range
goals, objectives, priorities and procedures. The host country or agency, assisting body and
consultants need to know the objectives of the program if the vast range of activities pro-
vided by all parties are to be integrated into a developmental plan. Frequently such plans
ore prepared by the host country with expertise assistance provided by the funding agency.
Project feasibility studies provide the data base for subsequent planning.

2. An industrial education project in an underdeveloped country should acquire bilateral agree-
mdnt between the host country and the assisting body or contracting agency. Funding agen-
cies, foundations and assisting bodies may engage in negotiated contracts without clearly
defined policies and procedures. For example, as a consultant are you an employee of the
funding agency or the institution you provide the services to during your work period?

3. Large scale, long term plans must be endorsed by national leaders of the recipient country
and executive officers of the funding agency. Governmental agencies, international organ-
izations and foundations frequently find such endorsements to be mutually beneficial and
necessary. Long term projects tend to be more action and experiment oriented and bring the
key administrators of the funding agency into a working partnership or dialogue with those
in the host country responsible for making and executing public policy. This is Fserriculerly
true of vocational education or industrial education.

4. Sufficient assistance in relation to any proposed expansion physical facilities, equipment,
skilled personnel, consultants, evaluation, management, instructional materials is gen-
erally limited to underdeveloped areas rather than underdeveloped countries. Two viewpoints
are follosied in assisting developing countries. One view supports an emergency short-term
impact with funding to absorptive capaciry; the second and more logical is the long range
planning carried out in a sustained manner for several years. Problems arise here. As gov-
ernment arjencies change so do appropriations; economics also change. Military skirmishes,
civil wars, etc. also interfere with progress of lang term projects. Whatever funds are avail-
able, rt.e problem is generally not with a lack of funds but rather with acquiring the re-
sources and local commitment to expedite program development and expansion.

5. Provision for an advisory board on industrial education is necessary from several points of
view. Local input into the planning is vital to establishing a nucleus of leaders possessing
community understanding and acceptance of the project. Local educators must learn how to
utilize the community resources through the use of the advisory board.

6. Consultants should be used to provide specialized services needed. A vast range of activities
cound be provi_ from conducting a feasibility study to evaluating a project. Most con-
sultants work on temporary or contractual terms. They are generally backed by university
research capabilities and resources.

7. Specialists frequently are employed to provide necessary assistance in program planning,
execution and staff development. The tendency is to retain the professional specialist on
a limited contract, sufficient in duration to enable local personnel in the host country to
understudy these experts and take over the administrative and instructional roles.

8. Because graduate programs are not readily available, graduate fellowships and staff develop-
ment must be an integral part of any large scale assistance project. This too is a long term
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subproject. Costs for travel, campus housing, out-of-state fees, reseorch and graduate pro-
gram enrichment are unusually high.

9. Personnel stability is a desirable factor for continuity in the policies and operation proce-
dures of a given project. Where specialists ore retracted and indigent staff take over the
major responsibility For the operational program, it is essential that the organizat i. and

procedural components have been sufficiently understudied.
10. An evaluation project or program 'evaluation must include a scanning of all components be-

ginning with prepared plans, staff, curriculum, instructional equipment and materials, facili-
ties, costs, etc. in terms of project goals and objectives. In-depth study of obvious difficult
areas should lead to necessary adjustments. Periodic evaluation findings should be shared
with administrators, the funding agency and project staff.

Those seeking guidelines for assistance programs will invariably find themselves in
a new culture with differing values, priorities and attitude toward industrial education.
Ultimately it will become necessary to find responsible, active and aggressive local in-
stitutional and community leaders to support the expansion of a particular program. The
students will be the best advocates of your program.

THE ROLE OF THE CONSULTANT

The consultant is looked upon as an outsider. As a newcomer to the project or pro-
gram, he can readily see the problems, the inefficiencies, the wastes and the organiza-
tional limitations to which local personnel have become inured.

A consultant is trained to ask questions and to focus his attention on trouble spots.
One might say that his principal role is the task of analyzing alternatives and preparing
recommendations.

Consultants are employed to provide contractual or Edvisory services. They may
provide a wide range of activities but are frequently contracted to provide very specific
services.

Consultants emerge from many agencies. There arc individual consultants with
particular expertise, those working out of large consulting firms and others working out
of research institutes, government agencies, international organizations (International
Labor Organization, International Bank of Reconstruction and Development and Inter-
national Cooperation Agency) and the universities.

In each case the independent judgment and experience of a respected outsider may
provide fresh skills, find a fresh approach to a problem, apply previous methods used in
the developed country, concentrate on fundamental problems and prepare furure plans
with minimum distractions.

Roles of the consultant are:

I. The consultant shavld have the client organization identify and clearly define the problem
before he decides to accept or reject a specific consulting assignment: What needs to be
done, when, what funds are available?

2. He should study the contract, its es:.. Alai points, the client-consultant relationship, Fees,
reports, deadlines.

3. He should know the specific tasks so be performed, the available internal resources ond other
previous local consultant repons.

4. He should know the persons he will be reporting to and presenting the recommendations to.
He should learn some of the biases and previous barriers that could not be overcome.

5. He shculd do his research diligently collecting all available data related to the specific
problem area and interview persons who have concern ond information about the problem.

6. H. should work in his area of expertise and analyze alternatives and call on other specialists
if necessary. In preparing recommendations it may be wise for him to propose various cost
models. It is important that the recommendations ore implemented if his services are to be

continued.
7. He should justify his recommendations with accumulated data. Projections must be deter-

mined with care.
8. He should review the tentgtive report and be prepared to revise it after discussion with the

administrators. All insights and information which confirm or strengthen the recommendations
will improve the final report. He should include cm administrative abstract For clarity and
brevity of report.
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9. He should check to ensure that all duties and services were provided as specified in the con-
tract. The findings should cmswer the various components of the problem.

10. He should prepare a bill and fee voucher for his services.

I have found a publication which will be particularly helpful to prsoiis who wish to
become a consultant in a developing country, It is Manual on the Use of C laisultants in
Developing Countries, United Nations Industrial De velopmilit Organiv:athm, Vienna,
New York, 1972,

As a professional, expertise, ethies, dedication andsensitivity to cultural differences
make the important difference in silt:COSS and reward or failure and disappointment. In
either case, the consultant is riche r because of consulting experience.

In summary there ;ire three components wink:b arc essential for international tech-
nological exchange, These are a human basis for involvement in such projects, a manage-
able set of operational guidelines for all those involved and clearly defined roles of all
personnel directing and re irniri tie to r he project mission ONOCtiVCS.
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Metrics

Total Immersion in Metrics
James M. Caldwell

To mako this presentation applicable to your shop or laboratory, you will have to
think METRK% If you do this, your program will be successful. The metric system is
the a ppl ica Eton of the decimal number to weights and measures,

probtiblv would not hepresenting this today if William the Conqueror had not arrived
in England in loon, prior to this time, England had a multiple-of-ten system in mathe-
matics. If your Congress had enforced its original Weights and Measures Act, both
England and the United States would have adopted the metric system years ago.

The metric system has no f ractions or "imperial" terms (referred to as customary
units" in the United States), only decimal and metric terms. This system of measure-
ment has developed in five stages: (I)Napoleonic - meter, gram, second: (2) C.G.S.- cen-
timeter, gram, second; (3) M.K.S. - meter, kilogram, second; (4) M.K.S.A. - meter, kilo-
gram, second, ampere; and (.5) S.!. - (Systems International) - with its seven-base units-
meter, kilogram, second, ampere, Kelvin, mole, candela,
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These developments were influenced by the fullowing historical events:

1. In 1790, the French National Assembly Committee began work on the possibility of a rational
system of measurements.

2. in IBM Britain and the United States authorized the use of metric weights and measures. At
the sone time, France called an international convention to unify and standardize the vary-
ing metric systems that were then being developed. This conference / nded with the signing
of a treaty en metrics and the fomation of the internat;onal Committee On Weights ond
Measures.

3. After World War I the M.K.S. system was introduced and became a work:ng tool of the elec-
trical industry.

4. After the WorldWar II the International Electro-Technical Commission developed the Giorgi
System or M.K.5.A.

5. In 1967-48 the International Commimion on Weights and Moiures adopted Systems Inter-
national.

The metric system that 1 will be talking about is the latter, Systems Intethational,
not the Continental metric sYstern which you may have had in your schooling and v.hich is
still in use in most mathematic textbooks today.

There are fourbasic reasons why the world is going SI metric. "rhey are: (I) Unique-
ness-each quantity has only one unit, (2) simplicity - a decimal structure, (3) ,therence -
having no conversion factor, and (4) absoluteness - independence from gravity.

This system was recommended to the world's governments in 1968 by the International
Committee for Weight:3 and MeaSures. It was endorsed by two other international corn-
mittees: One on standardization and one concerned with electro-technical matters.

There is only one standard for each unit. This is set by the International Standard
Organization which is composed of 70 member countries, representing about 91: percent
of the world's -population. In the imperial or customary system, units. of measurement
and capacity vary among countries; for example, a difference of 240 pounds may exist
between the long and short ton. The fluid unite of measurement also vary between

.England and the United States. Even though the terminology is the same, our gallon is
one-fifth larger.

In the first 100 years of its use, 1780-1880, about 20 percent of the world adopted
this measuring system. In the next 50 years, 1880-1930, its use had spread to about 60

percent. In the last 50 years about 90 percent of the world have committed themselves
tO Metric.

'the reasons that we in Canada have gone metric are:

1. Its use of the decimal system.
2. It is used by 90 percent of the world's population.
3. Units of measurements are precisely the some in all countries.
4. All units of measurement are rationally related to one another.
5. About 80 percent of the world's trade and conmerce is conducted using metric units.

6. The world has become a "global villoge" and we in Canada cannot isolate ourselves from

this world.
7. It is in harmony with our accounting and monetary system.
8. All standards are international.
9. Our industry is converting for economic reasons.

(a) Reduction in the multitude of available sizes.
(b) Reduction of inventory.
(c) Simplified accounting.
(4 Conformity to the law of the land.

Labor unions are cooperating in the implementation of this program.
In Canada, metric conversion is being introduced and controlled by the Metric Com-

mission in Ottawa, with the aid of four federal departments and their counterparts at the
.provincial level. The development of standards and the educational program in industry
!and education is governed by 11 sectors or steering committees. Committees are com-
posed of representatives from over 200 national organizations, from industry, agricul-
ture, education and consumer groups.

The metric conversion program is being introduced in Canada in three stages:
. (1) Awareness, 1970-1974; (2) preparation, 1973-1976; arid (3) implementation, 1975-1980.
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The transition period is between 8 and 12 years. with 1980 as the target date. If the
United States government decides to go metric, our country will reduce this period to
eight years in order to increase the effectiveness of our industry in international trade.

In S.I. there are only seven base units. The rest are derived from these units.

BASE UNITS OF S.I.
I. Length meter
2. Mau ki logram kg
3. Time second
4. Electric current ampere A
5. Themodynamic temperature Kelvin
O. Amount of substance mole mol
7. Lumincvs intensity candela cd

SUPPLEMENTARY UNITS
Plane angle radian rad

2. Solid angle steradion $r

The standard for the meter was set 200 years ago. lt was one-quarter millionth of
the earth's circumference through the roles on a line through I'aris, France. Today's
measuring methods have proven this inaccurate by a few meters. Since 1960 one of the
wave lengths in the red-or.inge range of the clement krypton 86 has been used as the base
for the meter. The use of light refraction in measurement provides extreme accuracy.

In the metric system, no abbreviations are used. The way that the units are pro-
nounced or written may vary between languages, but the symbols are the same in all
languages. The symbols arenot identified by punctuation and are used only in the singular
form. They may be used directly in any algebraic problem.

The quantity or awount of any unit is indicated by a prefix from TERA (1012, one
trillion) to PICO (10-1, one trillionth). Such terms as TERA, GlGA and MEGA are at
present being used in our province to describe present and future hydro power require-
ments. With the use of S.I. units and prefixes, personnel in the fields of chemistry and
the electrical, atomic, space and earth sciences will be able to talk to each other without
conversion charts for the first time. This is because all base and derived units are con-
nected, whether they represent length, mass, time, energy or temperature 7 whether they
are positive or negative.

The $.L metric system is governed by 18 basic rules. If we follow these rules, the
introduction of metrics into the public schools will be easy and successful. These rules
are simple and logical. If the multiplicity of names and the fear of learning a whole new
vocabulary seem alarming, be at easc. The government of South Africa says that the
understanding of only 12 words is the basic requirement for the average person to use
this system.

These words are:

mega kilo deci
centi milli meter
hectare liter gram
metric ton pascal degree Cekius

The units of electricity and rime are not affected by metrication.
Imperial and customary volume each have 11 standard units. These units are re-

placed by only two in metric. They are: (1) The cubic meter or metric tonne, and (2) the
cubic decimeter which in the continental system is referred to as the liter.

Ln the units of force, four terms will replace the seven presently used. In units of
linear measurement from the light year to the micrometer, there are only five terms in
S.I. metric. In the imperial or customary syst-em, from ehe reduced distance of a nautical
mile to a mil, there are 12 terms.

hi Canada, we have already converted weather reporting to metric terms with Celsius
temperature, mMiirieters of rain and I.:entimetizts of snow. Health and beauty products
are now packaged in metric units. Dairy products and soft drinks are being converted.
The wine industry, which had 56 sizes of bottles, import and domestic, will reduce die
number to five sizes.
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So far we have discussed the general backgroundof metrics in Canada and the world.
Now the development of S.I. metrics will be described in the Industrial Arts Department
of our school.

In spring 1971, the members of the industrial arts staff in our school were discuss-
ing the metric system, The Canadian government had presented a White Paper to Parlia-
ment in 1970 on the advantages to our country of converting to the metric system.

During the fall term we discussed the feasibility of introducing a pilot program of
Metric education in industrial arts. We received permission from our board and the
Department of Education to begin this program. When permission was given, neither we
nor the granting authorities had heard of 5.1. metrics. More by luck than good guidance,
we became aware that 5.1. did exist.

It had always been our practice to buy steel scales manufactured in England because
they are easier for the students to read and more economical. When we received the new
metric scales, they were marked zero to three hundred millimeters with no centimeter

_ markings. This was a surprise so we contacted the representative of one of the manufac-
turers of steel rules located in our city and asked for an explanation. We were informed
that the continental metric system was on the way out, and that all metric countries were
changing to the 5.1. system. He was not fully conversant in this system but did contact
his horne office for additional information that they might have had on this new metric
system. British Steel forwarded to us pamphlets and allot° copies of articles that had

-appeared in publications and newspapers and the nameof London's school librarian, whom
we contacted. The school librarian provided us with curriculum outlines and two basic
reference books. One of these texts was used as the guide in developing the industrial
arts metric program In our school.

The delay in receiving the minimum tools required to begin the program caused each
shop to begin the project at a different time. The delay was caused by the lag in tool
manufacturing proportional to the demand caused by metric conversion in England. The
drafting shop had no problem in acquiring metric architect and engineering scales because
one of the large suppliers in our area, a German manufacturer, was already manufactur-
ing metric equipment, The auto shop had no problems in acquiring metric wrenches and
sockets bevause one-fifth of the ears on our roads are metric imports. By fall 1972 we
had acquired enough equipment to start the program in drafting, auto mechanics and"

woodworking. The metal shop conversion was delayed until spring 1973.
In drafting, three ninth grade classes of similar ability were selected to participate

In the project. One class waS completely immersed in metrics; the second used a con-
version program; the third remained on the imperial system to provide a base for evalua-
tiOn of the metric program. In the all metric class, a detailed background of metrics
was presented. In the conversion class, the emphasis was on the conversion of imperial
to metric units.

ht a scales-reading test, after the thir ' cycle (a cycle equals 2-1/2 hours) the class
that was immersed in metric was approximately 20 percent superior to the class in the
imperial system, while this class was 5 to 10 percent better than the conversion class.
A survey taken at the end of the eighth cycle showed that 80 percent of the metric class
could read and understand the metric scale. The conversion class was having more
difficulty than the metric class; only 55 percent stated that iE was easier to read the
metric scale.

In centering a drawing which involves subtractions and additions fewer mathematical
errors were made using millimeters than for the same operations using the imperial
fraction system.

In the woodworking shop, one class in seventh grade and one in ninth grade were
selected to participate. !fere the program used was conversion. The practical work in
this shop required using only linear and volume 53. metric units. From the results of

- six different practical tests in linear measurements the seventh grade students, when
using the 5.1. metric system, were more successful in accurately measuring to the
nearest millimeter than students of the same ability using the imperial fraction scale to
the nearest 1/16 or 1/32 inch.

The-grade nine students immersed in the meter system were more competent in the
English imperial linear measurements and therefore tended to use it in both thinking and
working. However, as they worked and used the 5.1. metric system they were surprised

how easy it was to use. In fact, a year later these same students, now in first year
of high school, requested that they be allowed to convert the dimensions of their projects
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from perial to metric. They found it more efficient in preparing their bill of material,
glaring the cost of their project :tnd accur Itchy laying out their projects.

In teaching volume measuremr.nt (d ni3) which takes the place of fiparing board feet,
the seventh grade students Isid difficulty using the power of 10 in multiplyMg and dividing.
This difficulty was compounded because they did not know their Hines table. This was
not a problem in grade nine. liere, mathematical accuracy became a problem.

ln the auto shop, three ninth grade classes were sele:ted to participate and S.I.
rnetrics was introduced as part of a oneral auto course. The emphasis WaS On metric
size, thread and displacement. Metrics were introduced into practical problems such asmeasuring and checking manufacturer's tolerance. Metric tools were in continuous use
by these classes as they. disnumtled :Ind:issenihled motors manufactured to metric stand-a rds.

immersion directly into the metric system with no conversion k recommended by
the British Consultative Committee on Metric Curriculum. This approach was reinforced
by our experience in this pilot year. We discovered it was easier for the students to use
metric. measurements without conversion, especially those students who might have beenclassed as slow learners.

In fall 1973, all four shops p1 ici,s1 the complete junior high school program in total
immersion of S.I, mstric withno conversion, except in the auto shop where a dual program
was introduced in the servicing of power plants manutSictured in both metric and the im-perial measuring systems.

in 1974 our high school program in industrial arts was converted to metric. Here,
because of the limited amount of information anddisiwings available in metric, conversionhad to be used to allow a wide range of project selection by students.

Todtty our program is totally metric. We are the only department in our school usingthe metric program. in the last two school terms we have changed our means of intro-ducing students to :nettles completely. ,as I mentioned previously, we began with a de-
tailed introduction, ineluding rules and procedure for S.1. metric. Experience has shownus that this is a waste of teaching time. Now we start each term as if the student is
already living in a inetric world and using it everyday. 'Ms has resulted in completestudent acceptanee.

In developing this program, the major problem that we encountered was the lack of
backup services which every teacher depends upon. Textbooks, for example, were amajor problem, as no suitable ones were :wadable. The 13ritish textbooks, which are
very limited, are written on the assumption that the reader knows SW metric and the
related trade practice standards. The rest of the available textbooks use the conversionapproach which has many pitfalls. The most prominent of these limitations is the useof decimals. One of the laws governing S.1. metrics is simplicity of application. There-
fore the multiplicity of decimals is inconss ssrit witi: t3--i5 rule.

Also, there wore no films or film strips, transparencies or teaching aids available
when we started, and these are still unavailable. The same thing applies to working
standards and allowances, the now standard sizes of material arid the approved trade
standards. We had to develop these for our own classroom practices. I am happy to re-
port that :1 large percentage of these have been adopted as the national standards by their
particular sector com nuttees. ...._

As we used the total immersion system, all work had to be prepared hy the teacherto eliminate student conversion. In drifting, for example, this required a multitude of
drawings to cover our 6-year program. In addition to this, print-reading tests, symbol-
reading tests, transparencies for each theory and practical lesson, and the midterm hadto be prepared. In the other shops work load and preparation were as heavy.

Approximately 2 years ago, when our publishing industry entered the field of pub-
lishing metric ...textbooks, the continental system which was familiar to them was used
and the drawings themselves were merely converted to metric numbers. These we re-jected in our book reports. Now, our publishing industry is ready to publish textbooks
using the S.I. metric system. Their sales managers have asked us to review draft texts
for content and reliability.

In conclusion, I briefly mention the cost of our experimental program. Conversion
costs were not as espensive as we hod antieipmed, They were approximately 2,000dollars: 400 dollars in drafting, 250 dollars in woodwocking, 700 dollars in metals,
450 dollars in auto mechanics and 200 dollars in electricity. .

These cost figures :ire being used as a guide by our pr vincial Covernment and the
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Federal Educational Sector in projecting the cos s of educational conversion to Sd,
Tnetries.

When yOu in the United States enter the metric world, we would recommend:

1. That the new maths are revised to emphasize the numerical systems that can be readily trans-
ferred to metric.

2. Thot you introduce metric to Mir program as complete immersion.
3. That the introduction to your program is 5imple.
4. That textbooks are evaluated carefully. Our experience shows that 70 percent of the texts

we received contained fundamental errors. The same would apply to equipment which em-
phasizes the decimeter, centimerer, decameter and hecrmeter,

Mr. Coldwell is head of the Industrial Arts Deportment at Churchill High School, Winnipeg, Manitoba,
Canada.

The S I Metric System in Power and Energy
Anthony E. Sdhwaller

The objective of this special interest session is to enable you to communicate meas-
urement of power effectively in the S:stems international (S.I.) metric system. To accom-
plish this objective, each of you should be able to:

I. Identify the seven basic 5.1, metric vystem units.
2. State and use the common prefixes used in the 5.1. metric system.
3. Identify the interrelationship between length, volume and weight in the 5.1. metric system.
4. Spell, pronounce and write 5,1, metric terms correctly.
5. Recognize common 5.1. special units.
6. Work cornmon problems in the 5.1. metric system.
7. Compare the soft and hard conversions.
8. Identify all metric units used in the area of power and energy.

ADVANTAGES OF USING THE LI. METRIC SYSTEM
IN FOWER AND ENERGY

In the field of energy and power, and especially in the field of automotive technology,
the metric system is going to have an impact. Let Us take a look at some of the advantages
and disadvantages of using the metric system ii this field.

To begin, the S.1. metric system is an international-system of measurement_ Only
seven units are used in the metric system, while many more are used in the English
system. All units are based on powers of 10 rather than a base of 12 as for inches or
of 16 as for ounces. All units in the metric system can be laboratory-simulated. Many
of the units used in the metric system are a! t-Pricly being used in the United States.

Along with Mese advantages, the autom,hile manufacturers and many other com-
panies have already started a conversion program within their company. We as con-
sumers are going to be exposed more and more every day to the metric system, espe-
ciaIly in the Reid of automotive and power technology. For example, Chrysler Corpora-
tion measures all of their engine sizes in liters. The Gremlin has "3,2 liter engine"
printed on the back of the automobile. Many foreign cars which are now being shipped
to the United States are also using metric sizes and measurements for determining the
size of engines. Many roadway signs are already being converted to the metric system.
Rather than using tidies per hour, kilometers per hour are used.

BASE UNITS

To understand the metric system, we must first understand the seven basic units of
measurement used in the S.I. metric system. The first is called length. The S.I. metric
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name that is used to describe length is the meter. The symbol used is "in." What is a
meter? It is 1,650.7n3.73 wave lengths of krypton SO A door is approximately 2 meters
high. A swimming pool is 25 meters long.

The second unit used is mass. The metric name for mass is gram, and the symbol
used is "g." Anything that has mass or weight can be measured by grams. We have all
heard the term "kilogram." This is also part of the base unit gram. A gram is a very
small unit possibly too small to apply to many of the common mass measurements.

A third unit is time. The metric name for time is second, and the symbol is "s."
Let us analyze what base unit or what power is being used when we talk about a second
and a minute. The power of 60 is being used: 60 seconds equ il I minute, and m Mutes
equals 1 hour. This is the only metric unit that i not based on the power of ten.

The S I name for electric current is amr.rc, and the syrnbol is "A." This unit is
used in the United States today, Many other tel are derived from this unit, such as
the volt, coulomb and watt.

The fifth unit, temperature, has the I names of Kelvin and Celsius. The Kelvin
scale uses the symbol "k" and the Celsius scale uses the symbol "C." in engineering
circles, the kelvin scale predominates. When dealing with power and automotive tech-
nology, the Kelvin scale is not used. Since the Celsius scale is used more often, we will
discuss this scale.

Let us compare the Celsius scale and the Fahrenheit scale. We all aro familiar with
the range of the Fahrenheit scale: water boils at 21201 . and freezes at 32°F On the
Celsius scale, water freezes at 00C and boils at l000C. There are 100 units between
freezing and boiling water. Body temperature equals 2.5(3C. A warm day would be 37°C.
l'he Celsius scale can be broken down by the power of 10. This is also referred to as the
centigrade scale, but _centigrade scale is not the proper terminology. Centigrade comes
from the word "centi" meaning 100.

(numinous substance is measured by the metric name "Candella." Its symbol
is "cd." -rhe amount of substance is measured by the S.1. name Mole and its symbol is
"mot." Because these two base units are used in engineering circles, it would not pay .
for us, as consumers in automotive technology, to delve into this area. In automotive and
power technology the three inost important units are meter, gram and Celsius.

PREFIXES

To understand these units, prefixes must be considered, Referring to one of the
advantages discussed earlier, all units arebased on powers of LO. To measure something
larger than a meter, we multiply the meter by 10 and attach a prefix to the base unit.
For example, a decimeter equals 10 meters. Let us call the base unit 1 times 10 to the
0 power. Now, let us use the meter as the base measurement. If a room is 22 meters,
this is equivalent to 2.2 dekameters. The symbol is "da" for deka and "m" for meter.
This concept can also be applied to mass. The symbol g" for gram would be used with
the symbol "da" for deka indicating dekagram. This equals 10 grams. A dekameter or
10 meters multiplied by 10 again is 100 meters. This can be referred to as a hectometer
and the abbreviation is -hm." A hectometer is 100 meters or 10 dekameters. Multiply
the meter by 1,000. This length is referred to as a kilometer. "Kilo" stands for 1,000
or 10 x 103. The symbol is "k" for kilo and "rn" for meter. If we were using grams, it
v..ould be "k" for kilo and "g- for gram. One thousand granis has the same mass as 1
kilogram kilogram and kilometer arc two common terms in the S.I. metric system.

Other prefixes indicate greater quantities. For example, -mega" is 10 multiplied
by 1 million, or 10 x "rhe symbol is "M." A megameter is I million meters in
length. Other prefixes are used such as -giga" and "tort." These two are not corn-
monly used in our particular area, but they may be used a great deal more in the future
when talking about large distances in space.

What prefixes are used if we are to talk about minute measurements expecially
in the field of machining automobile parrs? Let us start with the base unit, meter, again.
If the meter is broken into 10 equal pa rts, each part is a decimeter. The symbol for deci
is "cl." A decimeter is about as long as a toothbrush. The symbol for decimeter is
"ctm." A gram subdivided into 10 equal parts is called a decigram. Although this is
done, it is too minute for many measurements. Going one step further, break the meter
into 100 equal parts, which is the same as breaking a decimeter into 10 equal parts.
"Centi" is the prefix, and the symbol is "c." The syinbol for centimeter is "cm.''
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A centimeter is approximately the width of a paper clip. One hundred cm equals I meter.
Ten cm equals 1 decimeter. If we break the meter into 1,000 equal parts, this distance
19 approximately the width of a pencil lead and is called a millimeter. -SPIV is the
prefix. The symbol is -tem.- Millimeters are used frequend,' to size wrenches and
other tools used in the automotive field. For example, there arc 11-millimeter wrenches,
I3-millimeter wrenches and 15 mm wrenches, etc.

Subdividing a meter into 1 millionth of a part produces a micrometer, 10 x 10-6. A
nanometer is 10 x 10-9; a picometer is 10 x 10-12. These are used in scientific and en-
gineering circles. For our purposes we should be concerned only with the decimeter,
centimeter, millimeter and micrometer.

INTERRELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LENGTH, MASS AND VOLUME

One of your objectives dealt with identifying the relationship between length, volume
and mass. To help clarify this task, we will describe this interrelationship using the
gram and the meter. If we take a centimeter and put ten of them together, ihe combination
ie called a decimeter. If we put ten more cm perpendicular to them, the total area will
be 100 centimeters squared. This is the same as one decimeter squared. The concept
of squaring in the English system can beats° applied with the metric system units. There
is absolutely no difference. Centimeters squared, meters squared, or millimeters
squared is always written (cm2). For example, 100 centimeters squared is written
100 cm2. If an area contains 10 cm in Length and 10 cm in height, there is a total of
100 cm in area.

Let's add a third dimension to this concept. Using 100 cm2, add a depth of 10 cm.
The result is cubic measurements. /Spin, this concept is no different than current use
in the English system. How many cmi would be in the above problem? There would be
1,000 crni, which is the same thing as one cubic decimeter. Using this as a volume
measurement, one can see the applied uses in the automotive field. The size of an engine
can be measuied in cubic centimeters or cm3.

Many outboard engines and cycle engines has, already converted to this system; crn3
is often referred to as cc. Using this concept, 1,000 cubic decimeters would be in one
cubic meter. If a cubic decimeter were filled with water at 401, one liter of liquid
volume is the result. One titer is also one kilogram of mass. This is the relationship
between length, width, and volume; together they make up mass. Based on this concept,
the mass of a cm3 is equal to one gram. This is one of the distinct advantages of using
the menic system. All of tbe units combine and work together.

SPECIAL UNITS IN POWER AND ENERGY

One of the special S,I. metric units used in the field of energy and power is frequency,
now measured in "hertz." This has been in use for several years. A new term tO many
might be force. Force in the S.I. metric system is referred to as "newtons. Its symbol
is a large "N." Force has always been measured as mass times acceleration. In the

etric system, this means the mass will be in kilograms and the acceleration will he
meters per second squared. Therefore one newton, applied to a mass of one kilogram,
gives an acceleration of one meter per second squared.

Another expression that is used quite extensively in the field of power and energy is
work or energy. By definition, work or energy has always been force times distance.
Force, which is now measured in newtons, times distance, which is measured in meters,
will now be termed joule. Its symbol is "J." A force of one newton applied through a
distance of one meter produces one joule of work. Power is simply the rate of doing work,
which in the English system has always been defined as horsepo If work is defined inwer.
terms of a joule, then dividing joules by seconds would give the rate of doing work. One
jeule a work done in one second is equal to one watt of power.

Another term used often in the field of power and energy is pressure it is defined
as the unit of force applied to a unit area. A unit area in the metric system has been de-
fined previously as a meter2. Force in the S.1. metric system has previously been de-
fined as newtons. If we apply a newton to one square meter, the result is defined as a
pascal. The abbreviation in the S.1. metric system is -Pa." These four derived units,
force measured in newtons, work measured in joules, power measured in watts and pres-
sure measured in pascals may be applied directly to energy and power syetems. For
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example, torque wrenches will now he measured in newton meters. Brake n an effective
pressure (BMFP) will now be measured in paseals. I lorsepower will be measured in
watts, (-:ompression pressure of an engine will he measured in newtons. Many of the
common terms us in power and energy technology will be ehanged to the metric system,
The mzttric system will apply to all specifications, basic terms, air systems, lubrication
systems, ignition systems, braking and clutching and chassie avsteins, as well as all
other measurements used in and around power .ind energy systems. Presently many
gauges and tools still have the 1,auTlish and metric terms Lipplied, Many of these tools,
however, are not using the correct typo of S,1, metrie terms. For example, many gauges
measuring pounds per square inch originally Itese nim heen converted to kilograms per
square centhrieter. These could be couveried to paseals in the tuture instead of kilograms
per square centimeter.

SOFT VERSUS HARD CONVERSION

For purposes of definition, it is imp, rtant to explain the differ( nces between soft and
hard conversion. Soft conversion can be defined as changing the measurement of number
from an English term to a metrie term. A typical example would be to convert one quart
of oil to 13,946 liter. No physical differenee exists in the coneunee of oil: only the unite
have been changed. This is eontrasted to a hard oinversion, in which the actual sive of
the container is changed to fit a standa rd even number. The example of a quart can again
he used. If 0.046 liter were physically changed to I.00 liter, a hard conversion would take
place. Bolt head srzes hove been eonverted from fractions to itrmm, 5mm, 7trim, Omm, and
so forth. The oetual size of the head has been changed. Again, this is considered a hard
conversion, Other hard eonversions in the field of power and energy are the rood signs
indicating 00 kilometers per hour. The aetual speed in metric of 55 miles per hour is
88,49 kilometers per hour.

In summary, the field of power and one! going to be affected greatly by the con-
version to metric8 in the E`nited States. The more wc know about metric units, the easier
the conversion to the metric system will be for each of us,
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Miscellaneous Instruction Areas

The Little Man's Approach to Teaching Design
William Paul Anderson

In the age of the computer, numerical control and time and motion studies deluxe, we
must provide a time and place of unhurried thought. We need time to plan, form fail to
plan is to plan to fail. Ours is a TV society: what cannot be solved in 30 minutes some-
times takes an hour, Happy endings come on cue:

Life, however, is not that way! Some things take time. Even the shows on TV that
end every half hour or hour take several weeks of planning, writing, directing, and pro-
ducing.

In this paper, an attempt will be made to give you some help in organizing these
thought processes. What will be presented is not a cure-all or an end in itself. It is a
collection of experiences which has been helpful to me, arid I hope you will find them
equally so.

Though the topic is design, this paper will not be associated with any particular sub-
ject such as woodworking, metal workinl; or printing. It will ni,-rely be presented as
another tool which you may add to your toolbox of life...a tool that i hope will take its
place right beside the saws, hammers, pencils, T -squares and wrenches that most of you
see every day.

It is important that the designer have confidence in himself. A STUDENT WILL NOT
DESIGN FARTIIER THAN HIS OR HER ABILlfY TO UNI)ERSTAND TIIE DESIGN PROF3-
LEM. This is not an original law with me; I read it somewhere. But the truth of it has
been tested over and over and has been proven to rny satisfaction.

Basic course work is important if the smith school especially is to teach industrial
arts courses won. Keep these classes to a workable size: work with your counselor so
that this will be strictly enforced. It is important for both students and teachers to under-
stand their limits before any desigi work is undertaken.

Once these limits are known, develop your ideasone step at a time. A t pical thought
process can be described as follows:

1. How large is this object going to be? Knowledge of shape and size play an im-
portant part in answering this question. Many problems can be solved with pencil and
paper before materials are ever touched.

2. Where will it be placed? For example, indoors or outdcxiirs? T;hould it be painted

or stained? Is its purpose beauty or utility, or both? Gather much information at this
point; sort later.

3. What purpose does it serve? What earthly function does this item perfo
my particular design improve its performance?

4. Is it really needed? Wants dominate our lives: needs dictate. Life goes on sur-
prisingly well if needs are met and wants are kept in line. Certain wants are helpful in
designing, though after want and need, the question must bc asked, -Can I afford it?"

5. Can the product be produced in the laboratory facilities available? Are machines
and materials ready to apply to the product r project being designed?

6. Do I personally have the skills necessary to produce this item as designed? Does
the instructor have the background to help me with it? Arc there sufficient reference
materials to provide a resource background for this project or producr?

7. Ready, set, gol It's an old maxiM but true, -If you can't draw it, you can't make
it," The proven three are still the best guidelines. Do you have 1) a working drawing,
2) a plan of procedure and 3) a bill of materials? By keeping these three guidelines in
mind, most design efforts can enjoy some degree of success. Keep in mind though, that
these guidelines can be flexible.

8. Evaluation yes, test it under the light of your stated problem or need. I low did
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Test tt by student, tes by clas_, it by teacher and most:

n I iustrial Arts Inttructor at Mt. Morris High School, Mt orris, Illinois.

-rossrOads;--The Aircraft Construction Route to Aerospace --
EducatiOn

Ghan

Ever wish that cup of coffee could last all da Hate to meet the first class?-school, school all day long? Are your students bored with the routine? Projects
pretty much the same? Like to liven things up? Then maybe you should try aviationeducation! With the arrival of the space age, some persons termed aviation educatior.aerospace education." The technologies are similar at least from the mechanical
viewPoint.

In -1903 the Wright brothers made the first powered flight. Sixty-six years later
Aldrin, Armstrong, and Collins landed Apollo 11 on the moon. Has public education made
eqUal advances in aerospace education?

There are 50,000 aerospace industries in the United States involving 350 careerields. No wonder teachers can see students leaving high school and universities ...and
finding employment with aerospace industries. What aerospace-related education is
offered to them in your school?

In Mansfield 11-4 Schools, Mansfield, Mo., something is being done about aviation_
education. Students on both high school and university level are involved.

_ The following are examples of aircraft constructed by students:
A miniature biplane named "Scampy," which it is.
The "Corbin Baby Ace," the first total school project undertaken at Cabool, Mo.,
in 1966 and which took two years to complete. 1The "Bushby Mustang I," Mansfield's firstsil-alurninum aircraft project.

* The "Sonerai I," which cruises at 150 mph on a Volkswagen engine.
4The "Corbin Baby Ace was a unique little biplane designed and constructed by highschool students. It was the first enclosed cabin, side-by-side seating, two-place biplane

in modern times 1968.
You, can see what can be done by high school students in the aircraft constructiontold. Teachers from all over the United States and Canada, participating in an aircraft

construction workshop at the University of Wisconsin-Stout, Menomonie, Wis., built a
.7,paesenger yellow "Sonerai II" in just two weeks. This gave teachers a great oppor-
ty to gain hands-on experience before starting a class of their own.
Mr. Rob Hancik, Aviation Director, Springfield, Mo., had this to say about aviation

education:

Reflecting on my personal association with aviation education and the aviation industry for the
past 16 years, it is evident that aviation has suffered from not stimulating an interest in the in
dustry through either formal or informal education. It is my observation that the "grass root"
interest in aviation and aircraft is virtually gone from the home town airport, with few exceptions.

Excepting the efforts of the Experimental Aircraft Association and a handful of dedicated high
School instructors, aviation receives little exposure at a time when young minds are developing.
Aircraft construction on the high satBal level con be utilized as one of the most effective tools
in sparking an interest in aviation careers. My own formal education on the collegiate level
preparing for an aviation career could have been a more challenging and intriguing diversion
fron the textbook atmosphere of aeronautics by utilizing the construction of on aircraft.

Aircraft construction on a vo-tech level allows the student to be exposed to many trade skills
that might generate an interest in non-aviation endeavors or hopefully aircraft maintenance, a

-career field which is rapidly dwindling in numbers .



Aviation offers fascinathlg career possibilities needing only to spark an individual'sirnogin-
lion for 0 world of opportunities. What more exciting way to stimulate an imagination than through,
building an aircraft and realizing its flight.

yOu feel aerospace careers fit your students' needs, you will want consider the
lollowLng:

-1. Industrial-technical teachers must have the basic skills necessary for aircraft
kconstruction classes.

Instnictors must have an interest in the aircraft construction approach to aviation
:education.

3. Instruc-tors must become familiar with aircraft processes and terminology by
,reading related materials and looking at aircraft.

Formal teacher education can be obtained from aircraft construction workshops at
'thiiversities. A good reading source is the Experimental Aviation Association and their
"Project School Flight." Observation can be made at your local airport, at an aircraft

rtneohanics shop, and at the International EAA Fly-in at Oshkosh, Wis., every August.
The EAA has an aircraft project programmed for use at the high school level.

Formal teacher education can be obtained from aircraft construction workshops at
,the University of Wisconsin-Stout, Menomonie, Wis.; Wayne State College, Wayne, Nebr.;
'and Eastern Michigan University, Ypsilanti, Mich.

Above all else, the aircraft construction teacher must be an organizer. Mansfield
-uses, the following organizational system, which has worked for II successful aircraft
projects:

1. Select the project. The project must suit the instructor, the shop and the subject
tO be taught.

= 2. Pre-evaluate the educational benefits. Basically, the project must be in keeping
with general industrial arts objectives, as well as most of the specific objectives normally

..applied to the industrial arts area involved. Students must be able to discern Its relation-
'-'ship to practical situations, industry and adult life.

3. Protection must be ensured, both for the school and for the personnel.
For example, a project may be financed by an individual. Because students are doing

the project and because the project is not for the immediate economic profit of the teach-
, Or, school or students, each must seel protection. Students are naturally protected be-
cause of their age. The best protection is a mutual agreement on a contract. Items
which may be agreed upon in the contract are loss of the project and/or materials by

7.fire or other natural hazards, damage to the project and materials by vandals, loss of the
project and materials by theft, the possibility of an uncompleted project at the school
year's end, liability in case of accidents happening CO students, the teacher, school per-

:-sonnel, the project and the patron, both during construction and after the project is corn-
quality of craftsmanship, assurance of supplies when needed and assurance of

top quEdity materials.
Financing is a part of planning. Projects may be financed by an outside source

(patron) or be school-financed ln the case of patron financing, the school will naturally
furnish certain items that are normally a part of maintenance and operational expenses.

,.-These include the teacher, the students, normal tools, textbooks, electricity, heat, shop
'-'facility and so forth The patron may furnish all materials, special tools and special

services not normally encountered in the general school shop. Also, this must be done
k When needed and free of the school's accounting records, so that there will be no confusion

i:during an audit. The patron will risk a large sum of money on the project's successful
17-=outcome, so the teacher must instill in the students a sense of economic responsibility

related to the project itself.
Administering the project is the job of the instructor; he acts as the liaison between

the school and the patron. He must plan the project and then report to the school's prin-
cipal and superintendent, seeking approval of the total program, The superintendent is

=responsible to the school board; therefore, he has need for a good report containing all
'7-Abe facts regarding the project.

The teacher must plan ahead when ordering supplies, since once school has started,
it la generilly too late, especially if one is to have a swift start on the project. All
planning and materials lists should be done during the previous school year, but may be

,gclone during early summer at the latest. Approval of the project and ordering of the sup-
plies should be completed well before the new school term begins. All supplies need not
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be ordered at one time; in order to have them when they are needed, however, one must
allow time for shipment of the materials.

The teacher must provide the plans and a work-schedule. Working drawings are
needed before the materials are ordered, unless the project's requirements are known.
Naturally, the work schedule must be related to the school calendar, the number of stu-
dents, the man-hours required and the amountof classroom instruction normally used forthe subject. Even though the schedule will be broken many times and will need revision,serious planning is necessary.

Since the students education is paramount, the teaching methods and subject matter
involved in this project must meet the standards of good in.struction. Classroom instnic-
don must not be neglected. The textbook is a tool of any classroom situation. Individual
instruction is very necessary, as the student is learning and definitely not just working.
Mistakes in craftsmanship must be minimized and always corrected, since this is a basicpart of any learning siWation. This applies to both classroom and laboratory instruction.

Laboratory instruction is very important and makes up the bulk of the time spent in
most industrial arts classes. The students must be made awar,- of the economic conse-
quences and liabilities of mistakes. Expert and top quality craftsmanship should be pro-moted in the shop situation. Production quotas must be emphasized, but should not bemet at the expense of quality.

In addition to educating the students, it is good public relations to alert the public tothe project. The public, and parents in particular, have a right to be informed as to what
industrial arts is all about, what is being undertaken, how successful it is, and the per-sons involved. This information should be supplied as often as your local news sourceswill allow. Do not neglect school publications, since they reach not only students, butalso the adults of the community. Contact the public and take your profession to any placeappropriate at every opportunity.

Quality of workmanship is necessary to meet the rigid requirements of the Federal
Aviation Arkranistration. FAA inspectors must inspect the plane at least twice: The
-precover inspection- before any item is covered and a "preflight inspection" before
the first flight. Mr. Graerher, FAA inspector, with the Kansas City GADO division, while
at Mansfield High School for an official FAA precover inspection of the fuselage fabri-
cated by students, stated:

The purpose of these inspections is to determine that the aircraft being built is free from un-
safe conditions. We will look for poor materials and poor workmanship. We wont to see that
the best workmanship is done on these aircraft that is possible.

Also, we wont to see thot the materials that go into these planes ore satisfoctory and safe.
We will look at the airplane to determine that the workmanship is good, ond if there 15 any
workmanship that is' not good, we expect that it will be corrected. We leave a discrepancy list
with the owner' or builder so he can make the corrections. If the airplane 15 satisfactory, we
give him permission to close that particular part of the aircraft. We finally give it on inspec-
tion before it is flown, after it hos been put together, to determine that everything is amalete,
safety-tested, and that everything is all right.

Aircraft quality is assured by two things: Correct materials and FAA-quality work.manship. Both materials and workmanship standards may be found in the Civil Air
Manual, number ii3, called "CAM 18." It is available from the Experimental Aviation
Association, Hales Corners, Wis.

In giving his opinion about aviation education in the public schools, Mr, Graether
stated:
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We have quite a few public schools that are teaching aeronautics. In fact when I went to
school myself, I went to Coss Technical High School in Detroit, one of the Fest high school
institutions that taught aeronautics, and it was very complete. I got much out of it, and I be-
lieve that was what got me started in my career. I learned much in the high school program
that we had. We built gliders, learned how to weld, learned how to machine parts, learned
about design, learned about engines and test-work on them.

!think it could be increasedin the schools. I think there is a lot of interest in aviation.
We in the air explorer post hove approximately 15 private pi lots who hove completed their

training and now have their ratings. In face, in just the lost two weeks, two of the boys have
completed their pr,vate pilot's [training) and have received their certificates.
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- I don't know smough to say [whether] there is enough in the schools or not. I'm not familiar
with the rest of the county. However, I think that it could be improved in some of the schools,
more information could be given out, and more training in the areas [is] needed. Some of it is

wed over, and not too much actual training [is received] in mechanics. Maybe they lust
;teach tabour the flying, learn about how to fly, and don't learn the mechanics of it.

I think we need mechanics. If a boy learns it in school, he can go out with a little extra
training and start wodcino. He doesn't have to work in the °viatica field. We have people
who have worked an aircraft engines who go out and work on diesel engines, tractors and other
heavy eeeitiment where they are needed. This is the type of training that the aviation field
provides. It hos served them well because they have been able to get a good job in other fields.

Aviation education, then, is applicable to employment in industries other than avia-
-,CarrYing thii idea to the industrial arts shop, we find there can be aircraft projects

_avant to all industrial arts areas. There are all-wood planes for woodworking; on the
Viither hand the ''BushbyMustangl" is totallya sheet metal project. Mansfield's "Sonerai''

4cmixed construcrion project with sheet metal whip and a welded truss fuselage. The
,Bee Sport" combines both wood and metal. It has wooden wings, welded steel truss

silage, and a lot of sheet metal used on the cowling. There are planes of plastic for
tittchingthis important and widespread technology. All planes use some plexiglass.

4V variety of skills from basic to advanced are applied in aircraft construction. You
raust ,evaluate these learning experiences both as they relate to your objectives and as

Telate to the time schedule needed for the completion of the airplane. We call this
iliiiraluation. In the evaluation, the teacher must appraise the progress being made educa-

onally -and the project's progress toward terminarion. This must be continued through-
Rut: the program and summarized at the program's end. During the program, one must

=,tataluaie the educational objectives completed and those remaining to be successfully
filasiired. Also, one must keep tabs on the project's progress as related to rime. 'Ad-
jasunents must continually be made to meet the educational and practical situations

(yhicli arise.
Ai the project's end, about eight important items should be covered in the evaluation;
1. The evaluation should be compared with the original objectives.
2. The students reactions should be sought.
3. The patron's opinions should be noted.
4. Public reaction is very enlightening if it is obtained objectively.
S. Professional comments of other teachers, in and out of your field, in your school

and from other schools, are very valuable.
6. The results of industrial arts competitions should be noted if applicable; however,

Lthe results may be misleading to the teacher.
7. Do not forget to add your own reactions, for you know best of all how the class

earned compared to previous classes you have taught. Mark it basically a success or a
,l'ailure and rate each objective as a qualified success or failure. List any other com-
ments or factors that may result from your professional opinions.

8. Do not forget parent reactions they know their children best.
It is helpful if you find the time to write up the evaluation. Naturally, this is me-

consuming, but it is valuable in many ways. For example, you should report the project's
Success to both the school and the public. You wffl have undertaken an exhausHve pro-
vam of definite educational value, and your evaluation will describe the degree of suc-
;tress you have achieve& One should report the evaluations both during the program and
rat4ts end. Report to the administration, headed by the superintendent. This may be a
'verbal or written report, preferably both. If the program is not successful, one may
Nish to stop here, hut the administration should know, regardless. If, however, it is a
success, you owe it to your profession, school, students, other teachers, and yourself to
rteli the world. Do this via public relations .

AU this leads up to the test flight. Here is where all the preparation, the work, and
the Imirning is put on the line. The aircraft has passed all FAA inspections. The students
'Are expectant and anxious. The school band strikes up a fight song and the project
likes off into an element that dreams are made of. It flies the climax to a very rnoti-
rvational and exciting educational experience.

Summing up, we can say that aircraft construction, while teaching basic skills, ad-
htanced skills, team work, and craftsmanship is motivational and satisfying. This ap-
proach, which is both career gid general education oriented, is also multi-material and

th)
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interdisciplinary. But most of all it is possible for high school students. Why not start
such a class in your school? Aircraft construction helped Ken Williams, a typical student,
find his place In the world.

As far back as I can remember, I was fascinated by aircraft. My first real contact with avia-
was in a high school aircraft class at Mansfield, Mo. In this class we learned same of the

basics of aircraft design and actually built a full size airplane. After high school graduation,
I majored in aviation technology Of Linn Technical College in Linn, Mo. I arn now an FAA
certified aircraft mechanic, maintaining pi ivate and small commercial aircraft at the Municipal
Airport in Famington, Mo.

Mr. Cahn is an Industrial Arts Instructor, Mansfield High School, Mansfield, Mo.; Sucialy Instructor,
Southwest Missouri State University, Springfield, Mo.; and Aircraft Construction Workshop Instructor,
University of Wisconsin-Stout, Menonornie, Wis.

The Computer and Emerging Applications to Industrial Arts
Education
Ronald McGrath

Most of us grew up when modern computers were not in existence. While the same
situation might have applied to automobiles in the early twentieth century, a fairly rapid
change took place then. Even if not everyone drove an automobile, almost everyone had
a friend who did. Automobiles quickly became common on out streets, and their prin-
ciples of operation were relatively simple and easily understood. Unfortunately, today
the average person does not have the foggiest idea of just what a computer is Of how it
works. Their only contact with computers may be with the telephone bill, an income tax
return or similar bus c.ss form; so too with the professional educator. There is a need
to know, to understand the operation of the computer and how it may be applied to indus-
trial arts education.

The pur-pose of my presentation today is: (1) to present a brief description of how a
computer functions, (2) tO describe the parts which make up a computer, (3) to show how
a simple flow chart operates, (4) to write a simple program, and (5) to demonstrate prac-
tical programs which can be utilized to solve problems in industrial arts classes.

To give you Just a brief background into the history of the computer, we might begin
in 1946 when the federal government, while testing nuclear devices, employed a staff to
do the mathematical computations. The staff of 20, working on 17 IBM machines, worked
to solve problems 24 hours a day, 6 days a week, for a full year. In 1959, a computer
was produced called the LGF-30. By today's standards, this machine was small and very
slow; it took milliseconds to carry out its computations. Today all the computations
conducted in 1946 can be carried out by a college freshman in one afternoon, while 106
other people are using the same computer.I

There are four special characteristics of all computers. The single most important
feature of a modern computer is its incredible speed.

The computer works, as we shall see, one step at a time. These are simple steps
which any high school student can do, but the difference between the student and the com-
puter is vast. The computer is able to do a million or more steps in a single second!
Some computers can add as many as 250,000 16-digit numbers in one second. As a rough
rule of thumb, a computer is a million times as fast as a humor! being.

The computer can also remember both facts and instructions. This stored informa-
tion can be put to use in a split second; and, unlike the human memory, the computer
never forgets. Think how smart you'd be if you could remember every fact you had ever
read or been told instantly!

Because of its fantastic speed, the computer can solve problems without rednction;
hence, the most accurate way. For example, a computer can easily divide 6.1382313290
into 23.5439189113. By contras% most people working the problem by hand, would
probably reduce the problem to 23.5 divided by 6.1.
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Ui characteristIc of a computer is that it works automatically. It can remem-
Set of lntruct1ons, and it can execute ihese inetructions in the proper sequence
human, direction. If you were a computer operator, for instance, you could feed
ons into the computer, then go to lunch, paint a picture, or read a book. The

would work automatically, step-by-step, figuring a solution to-your problem.2
are -five basic companents.which make up a computer: input, storage, calcu-
it control.

INPUT

Gathering the facts so you can use them is basic to input. With a computer, you
4!' eed " in basic information so the problem can be solved. The devices to do this would

-he, for instance, a tape reader, punched card reader, or communication lines.

ORAGE

,Keeping the pertinent information available for r ady use in working a problem is
ed storage. The computer has a memory which stores both information for solving a
him and instructions on how to use the information.

I.GAI-CULATION

The third basic component is calculation. Simple problems can be worked with
L..=!,peacil and paper or on an electronic calculator. The computer's calculating, or arith-

rnetic, unit operates on the same principles as an adding machine. It can add, subtract,
ultiply and divide.

TPUT

With any problem, the facts are gathered and worked until the answer is solved.
For the computer, output is the act of taking answers out of the computer or delivering

e answers after the problem has been worked.

i-CONTROL

Control simply means doing things in the proper order. When you work a problem,
u subconsciously do first things first; an example might be balancing your checkbook.

You, look at the records, enter the deposits, enter the amounts of all -,:thecks written, and
so forth. The computer must also be Kuided every step of the way, This is the job of
the,ciamputer's control ure7

Now, in order to guide the computer in this step-by-step process, a computer pro-
,-gram must written. An important sruideline in writing computer programs is that one
V think out eah a6-111118t . a of time exacdy what results one expects to obtain from the corn-

puter and what computer results need to be printed to enable a conclusion to be reached.
It...cornputer is helpless until it has been given a detailed set of instructions. The corn-

uter can't figure out how to solve problems. All it can do is laboriously follow direc-
tions step-by-step until the job is completed. This is true for any problem, no matter

."how simple or complex
.. To write a program, we must first understand the problem to be solved. We must

'.7analyze it and break it down into its components. One way to do this is to construct aa,
aillow chart of the problem. This is a line diagram showing the component parts and how

those parts fit together. Each part of the flow chart must be broken down into simple
tinstructione. From the flow chart, then, a program is written. Each line of a program
la called a program statement."

ERS

Boxes in a flow chart represent work to be done; diamonds, choices to be made.
cisions may be expressed as answers such as -yes" or "no," "true" or "false.

[If the answer is -no," the program may skip several instructions and go on to another
part of the program. This action of skipping is called "branching."

Once the problem has been mapped out in flow chart form, and broken dovm into
individual simple operations, we must write the instructions telling the computer how to
*die each operation but here we run into another problem. The computer does not'
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understand English. We have to write our instructions, the computer program, in a
language, or code, that the computer can understand.

For example, before arriving here at the convention center you had breakfast at one
of the downtown restaurants. After scanning the menu, you order two eggs on toast; the
waitress shouts toward the kitchen, -Adam and Eve on a raftl Or you may be familiar
with another order: "Good morning, Miss, I would like to have a bacon with lettuce and
tomato sandwich on two slices of white bread that are toasted, please." And the waitress
Calls, mBLT DownI Just as restaurant workers talk to each other in a special code
because it is short and precise, computer programmers use special codes for the same
reasons.

Today, almost anyone can learn to use a computer, thanks to symbolic language.
There are several ianguages written for this purpose. At the present time 98 percent
of all programs, including those written by experts, are in the BASIC language. Other
special languages, such as FORTRAN, COBOL and ALGOL, make it easy for businessmen,
scientists and engineers to write programs using words and symbols associated with
their work.3

Industrial arts instructors have a practical need to understand and use the computer.
For example, most of us have taught a woods class at one time or another and can appre-
ciate the problems junior high and senior high students may have in determining the total
board Peet and the cost of a project.

If a student were to use a computer, he first gets the attention of the computer at tbe
teletypewritev. The computer asks" the student if he has a bill of materials. If the-
student has the necessary information, he types the data into the computer and, when com-
pleted, the computer prints: "TIIE TOTAL BOARD FEET OF YOUR PROJECT IS

THE COST OF LUMBER IS S_
Another program can be used ro check the results of a problem in an electronics

class. For example, a series resonance current and impedance circuit problem. This
would take two students four hours to set up and measure the voltages across three
separate devices at varying frequencies, then to tabulate the currents and impedances at
these frequencies, and construct a graph to plot the resonant frequency and locate the
bandwidth. With the necessary data available, the computer, utilizing the ASR33 tele-
typewriter, can solve the problem, giving all information in merely ten minutes.

Whether ic is -woodworking, electricity or mechanics, as teachers we can introduce
high school and college students to meaningful, practical applications of theory as it is
taught in class.

Students will want to "play around- with the computer; they will start writing their
own programs and teaching other students how to program in the process. The student

(

becomes the teacher and the computer, the student. The student must concentrate-on the
basic principles; he must have a clear understanding of the problem to be able le explain
it to a computer. As students gain programming experience and sophistication, they will
attempt more difficult problems.

More and more educators should have basic understanding of at least one program-
ming language such as BASIC or FORTRAN. A programming course designed for the
professional educator not for the mathematics of engineering major would be most

desirable.
I would like to close with a quote from Ben Schneider, Professor of English at

Lawrence University:

It may be that without conputeiization our institutions cannot survive the overpowering

onslaught of facts that modern civilization produces and demands attention to.

As the world increases in numbers and complexity, our need to know becomes greater, and

so does the difficulty of finding out.
Because of the port played by computer techniques in coping with the pressure of numbers,

some understanding of computers ought to characterize every truly educated man in this cen-

tury. Even to copewith the dangers of misused computing power (as in a police state), an

understanding of this machine is a reouirement.4

REFERENCES
I. Stehling, Kurt. Computers And You. Canada: World Publishing Company. 1972.
2. You And The Computer. General Electric Company. 1965.
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PlasticsYesterday, Today and Tomorrow
ouie Melo

ln any discussion of plastics, it seems appropriate to review some common reactions
titat have prevailed for as long as people have used materials in general to satisfy their
idtiatrial and personal needs.,..,- -Historically, people's early basic needs were met by utilizing readily available

n Fural materials. History also tells us that when a particular material could no longer
ineet existing needs and another natural substance was not readily available, the human
ditve toward developing or formulating a substitute measurably increased, This merely
!leans that during the last several thousand years, materials for application in agriculture,

And/or additional needs emerged, the interest in new, modified and/or synthesized man-

alodiing, manufacture, housing, transportation, safety, self-protection, communication,
entertainmem and others were initially natural materials. As these supplies dwindled

ede substances grew.

E'GROWTH OF PLASTIC INDUSTRY
-:The plastic industry began about the middle of the 19th century when natural ivory

-could no longer meet the needs of the billiard ball market and a $10,000 prize was offered
or- a suitable substitute. Mr. John W. Hyatt, a printer, has been credited with the de-

velopment of a new acceptable synthetic material (cellulose-nitrate) that in turn was
treated with camphor, heat, and pressure to obtain properties that closely resembled
natukal ivory. Soon after its introduction, this new synthetic material gained increased

r attention, For example, it began to replace hard rubber used by dentists and found its
way into photograph film, plastic sheets for auto curtains, shirt cuffs, collars, combs,
-eye glass frames, and many other industrial and home use items. The new man-made
"celluloid" seemed to have started a chain reaction toward new synthetic materials.

'The thermoplastic and thermosetting plastics industry began its growth as another branch
'of the industrial materials tree.

The indust,ry grew rapidly. Additional plastics included: phenol-formaldehyde, 1890;
ein, 1919; alkyds, 1925; cellulose acetate, 1927; styrene, urea formaldehyde, vinyl
ily, acrylic, 1931; cellulose acetate butyrate, 1932; polystyrene, vinylidene, 1927;

melamine formaldehyde, ethyl cellulose, 1939; polyethylene, 1942; silicones, 1943; and
any more. Synthetic plastic is now a multi-bilLm dollar industry and has earned its

tfuf position as one of the several major families of industrial materials.
For example, prior to 1940 the typical automobile was largely metal. Its major

rK:interior upholstery was made from natural animal or fabric material, and parts related
WS the_ electrical system were using less than 5 pounds of synthetic plastic per car. By
i--1976-, the average car contained 175 pounds of various plastics. By the year 2000 this

' figure is expected to reach 800 to 1,000 pounds. Already designers are thinking in terms
f large exterior and interior body assembly molds as single units. This would reduce

ikvehicle body weight by 1,800 pounds, as well as substantially reducing manufacturing
sts without sacrificing riding spaceor comfort. Plastic materials are also in the future

other industries such as the beverage, packaging, furniture, housing, portable homes
d electronic industries.

= ,

CURRENT PLASTIC TRENDS
-

-While the growth in the use of plastic resins has reflected a steady, positive demand
ern, the availability and rising costs of the basic raw material (crude oil) has intro-
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duced a new set of problems. During the 1973-75 period, the plastic industry faced a
severe crisis as crude oil shortages and extensive price increases caused many plastic
abricators to accept less raw material. These severe preisures caused the industry to

reassess the utilization of the basic resins. Fillers, bulking materials and binders
received more attention than ever before, and thus a new era referred to as "polymer
.blending and composite plastics" was begun and expanded rapidly.

In shorL the present period is one of reducing the quantits of basic resin when pre-
paring molding material through the use of selected fillers, particulates, sphere% flakes,
fiber binders, foaming agents and other "modifying" substances. The indication is that
future plastic technology will, in effecL employ the resin as a binder for the selected
composite mass, much as asphalt is used to bind road bed aggregate. Current Lndicators
seem to point toward a nearly unlimited array of improved functibnal properties including
strength, hardness, expansion, resistance to various operational environments, and other
assets. For example, tests using polypropylene resin have already enabled composite
clenders to increase tensile strength by 60 percent, flexure strength 100 percent, heat
deflection by over 90 percent and expansion reduction to nearly the expanGion rare of
common non-ferrous metal.

In addition, flame retardants, smoke suppressants, and other chemical compounds
for safety purposes are being employed, as well as ultraviolet and microorganism sensi-
tive fillers that will promote natural degradation or destruction of the composite polymer
when it is exposed to the outdoor environment for a reasonable period of time. This
would result in the self-destructionof such material as botdes, food wrappers and cartons.

DESIGN AND MATERIAL SELECTIVE CONSIDERATION

Almlst all designers and/or manufacturers of consumer goods are faced with mate-
rial selection problems. Since the plastic industry has become a viable part of our
modern materials pool, it must be evaluated and scrutinized along with other material
families. Some major questions that must be answered involve an understanding of the
proposed object itself and also the performance parameters and the physical and me-
chanical environments that the object and/or material will be exposed to. In selecting
materials, some of the variables to consider are:

1. Specific gravity (weight to volume) as it relates to a portable or stationary product.
2. Thermal conductivity properties as it may apply to product performance.
3. Thermal expansion as part of its performance and design parameters.
4. Moisture absorption limits when exposed to operational environmenta.
5. Resistance to abrasion.

Corrosion design.
7. Flammability.
B. Potential toxic problems during fabrication and usage.
9. Ex-pected dynamic, static, and impact stress.

10. Elongation and creep due to stress exposure.
11. Flexible strength.
12. Hardness over its operational temperature range.
13. Dielectric values.
14. Fabricating properties.
15. Maximum environment or operational temperature.
This unique family of man-made materials can and do meet some very specific

product needs which other materials cannot. Even though plastics cannot approach the A
strength and hardness of metals or the light weight of most wood% many do offer more
than adequate strength, light weight, flexibility, levels of transparency, corrosion re-
sistance, greater simplicity in manufacturing, close tolerance control, litde or no added I
finishing after molding, a wide range of surface finish and/or treatment and color, as
well as low cosL Selecting plastic necessitates a careful review of the desired proper-
ties as they relate to the proposed producL

The "Plastic Elastomer Reference issue" published bv Machine Desixn presents a
_ range of design and material considerations in a very concise and effective manner. Us-

ing the prepared diagrams, graphs, and tables, the educator or practitioner may quickly
identify the most plausible material for the design problem at hand.

For example, the series of graphs can quickly provide the designer with the oppor
tunity of first comparing plastic to metals in terms of such basic properties as tensilel
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eful emperature range, dielectric strength, thermal conductivity, thermal
icific gravity and others. In effect, the designer can quickly determine if

-thermosetting, ferrous or non-ferrous metal will meet his design re-
'
MforMation about the particular major thermoplastic and thermosetting

_provided. In.addition, other similar graphs and selected tables provide data
composite polymers that could possibly meet required specifications .

hod of selecting a polymer for a particular problem seems to he educationally
d and can be used In the educational program. Such a systematic review and evalua-
should .permit the designer or educator more adequately to describe and identify a

stic that -will meet his requirements.

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATOR'S ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITY
ince its introduction a century ago, the plastic industry has experienced numerous
_problems; however, it is now a viable part of the industrial world, with polymeric
c) Mate:kale now in use in nearly all industries .

the last several decades alone its industrial growth has averaged 15 percent
d 'all indications seem to point toward this continued level of growth. In fact,

c Education Guide predicts that within the next decade the cubic volume of
msteriala.produced will exceed that of metals. The Plastic Education Foundation,
tiValy Working with the Society of Plastics Industry, Inc., published this guide .

adc-oriented researchers have indicated that by the year 2000, we will be using
million

_

tons of polymer materials per year.
As e -plastic industry continues to grow and its operational parameters expend to

'elude mUltl-polymeric blending and the extensive use of modified and/or reinforcing
eOinposites, the need for properly trained or educated personnel will be an important

of its ,vitality and growth. In short, the industry, through the Plastics Education
ouridatton, is committed to helping educators to develop a viable and relevant program

Pleiades.% Current data indicate that as of this date the number of such programs is
adevate.

INCLUSION

When reviewing the broad spectrum of the plastic (polymer) industry, it seems ap-
parent ,that plastics has earned its rightful place alongside other major materials. Cur-
Ne.ti,t;editta indicate that some educational institutions have oriented and directed their

'plastic .offerings toward current and future industrial plastic needs; others have not.
Many 'industrial educators are still treating plastics as an area which involves only
Sheet and bar stock which is used to fabricate smaikvality and/or decorative objects .

lo- addition to an understanding of the material itsea,f-and design and manufacturing
nsideratlons, the future educator must also develop an understanding of environmental
nsiderations as they may apply to its manufacturing and use. Questions related to
idity,.:comlustibility, reactivity to varying erposures, safety during all operational

aide-and other ecological considerations should become a significant part of the total
Pam.
:Far thstance, plastic materials that come in contact with food and beverages must
:approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Current estimates indicate
i hy the year 2000. some 237,000 tons of plastic will be subject to such reviews. Also,

all?=_Working or manufacturing environments, including school laboratories, will be sub-
to safety inspection by die Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA).

lie and other gaseous materials emitted during molding, mixing, cutting, machining,
other operations wL11 have to be closely monitored.
Tomorrow's educator must be able to help his students differentiate between facts

Vem6tions or hearsay. As a star% every school should be equipped with a Datigel_is
ea of Materials handbook for ready reference .

le Je a member of the faculty of the Industrial Studies Department at San Jose State Unive
, California.
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Optoelectronics
Wi WWII H. Rigby

After a slow start more than a century ago, the optoelectranics field has become one
of the fastest growing segments of the electronics industry. Optoelectronics is frequently
defined as the combination of optics and electronics as found in light-emitting diodes
(LED's), photodiodes, phototransistors, optocouplers or optoisolators, and both numeric
and aplhanumeric displays. This presentation will describe these devices, their operation
and application.

The mainstay of the optoelectronic field is certainly the Solid State Lamp (SSL) or
Light Emitting Diode (LED), The LED is a PN junction semiconductor device much like
a conventional semiconductor diode. However, the LED has been designed specifically
to emit light through a glass or plastic window forward biased. As with any forward
biased diode, electrons flow from the negative to positive regions. In the LED the re-
combining of electrons and holes in the P region brings about the release of energy in
the form of photons of light To achieve this release of light, the familiar semiconductor
materials of germanium and silicon are replaced by gallium and arsenic in the form of
gallium arsenide (GaAs).

The amount of light emitted by an LED is direcdy proportional to the forward cur-
rent through the PN junction. Typical operating parameters for LED's are forward
voltages of approximately 1.6v and forward currents of 20mA. This low voltage and
moderate current serves as a major advantage for LED's over discrete incandescent
lamps, but it also must be dealt with when using these devices in actual applications.
For example, a typical application for an LED might be as a pilot light in a 5-volt TTL
circuit Care must be taken toobserve the limitations, as currents in excess of specified
values will permanendy damage an LED.

A second popular application for LED's is that of logic level indicators in digital
circuits. These devices are well suited for this application due to their low current
requirements and compatibility with common logic families. Individual LED's are com-
patible with TTL IC's and require no additional drive circuitry.

In addition to low voltages and currents, a second major advantage of LED's is their
long life expectancy. Most manufacturers claim a useful life expectancy for their LED's
of 100,000 hours. Using this figure, an LED used in a piece of equipment operated 24
hours a day, 365 days a year, would last over 11 years. From a practical standpoint it
can be assumed that an LED will last the liff, ime of the circuit.

Initially only Red LED's were availab however, recent technological changes have
brought about the development of Orange, Green, and Yellow LED's. While LED's are
produced in many styles and package configurations, a few styles stand out as industry
favorites and, therefore, are commonly available. The T-1-3/4, a 1/4 inch diameter,
high dome epoxy package, has dominated the field and is produced by most manufacturers.
The MV 5020, MV5021, and MV5023 manufactured by Monsanto are typical of this style
LEa As with conventional diodes, manufacturers designate or indicate the cathode end
Of LED's. The cathode lead on an LED is identified by a flat chamber on the plastic
case or by one of the two leads being shorter.

The many electrical and practical advantages of LED's over conventional incandes-
cent light sources can be summarized as (1) long life and ruggedness, (2) low impedance,
(3) small size, (4) very fast response time, (5) the absence of filaments or heaters,
(6) low power consumption and (7) light weight.

An extremely popular use of light emitting diodes is for numeric readouts. These _

devices are available in_a wide range of sizes, configurations, and colors. Currently die
most popular size is the .3 inch character height Other character sizes are .63 inch,
.25 inch, and the .11 inch found in most portable calculators.

A major distinction between readouts is the internal corninctions of the LED's within
the display. The two versions available are Cathode and Commsi Acinode.

The Common Adnode display requires -sinking- irpui to activate the segment,
while the Common Cathode requires a positive voltage to light its segments. This dis-
tinctiOn obviously requires two different Decoder/Drivers, and care must be taken to
select the correct driver IC for a particular readout configuration. The figure belowl
indicates some typical readouts and their configurations.
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DL 707
DL 704

tr DL 11
DL 747
Man 1
Man 7
SLA 1

deight Manufacturer Typt Driver

.3" Litronix Com. Anode 7447

.3.. Litronix Com. Cathode 7448

.27" Litronix Corn. Anode 7447
43.. Litronix Corn. Anode 7447
.27" Monsanto Cam. Anode 744:-'
.3.. Monsanto Corn. Anode 7447
.27" Opcoa Corn Anode 7447

TYPICAL DISPLAYS

AS with discrete LED's, there is a 20mA current limitation per segment with these
aeien-segment itsplays. Typically a 100 ohm or 120 'ohin resistor is inserted in each
segment line (a-g) to provide current limiting. Failure to insert these resistors will

t Permanently damage the LED readout.
A third major segment of the optoeleetronic field is the opti,alcoupler. Known
usly as optocouplers and optoisolators, these devices renresent a new growth area

the optoelectronic market.
Used primarily for interface applications, the optocoupler consists of an LED and

compatible photodetector paired so that the light created by the activated LED will be
optically ,wepled_ to a light-sensitive detector. Designed to replace transformers and
Coupthig capacitors in digital and linear interlacing applications, these circuits exhibit

ny timee the isolation voltage of the older devices and yet retain small size and low
er consumption.
The basic optocoupler consists of GaAs LED optically coupled to a photo-sensitive

ilicon detector, which may be a diode, transistor, darlington transistor, SCR, or triac,
Frequently, both the LED and the detector are contained in the same package, though

ome- units are not sealed and operate in conjunction with an optical path through an air
p. This air gap permits the use of physical devices such as gears, cams, and so forth

to,interrupt the light path, causing desired changes in the circuit. Attractive character..
,-latics of optoisolators inClUde: (1) The electrical isolation of an electromechanical

relay, (2) The speed of a semiconductor, and (3) The long life and low power of a semi=
conductor. Many applications suitable for the optocoupler involve the triggering of high

T;;Toliage, high current SCR's from low voltage circuitry.
----Optoglectronics has many applications and represents a new and growing field. In

- the next few years optoelectronics is certain to exert a greater force in the electronics
industry. Any reasonably contemporary industrial education or technical electronics
program muiwinelude the "Om's."
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,---Marketing: A Part of a Man u actu ing Unit?
Donald F. Smith and Thomas Wright

Manufacturing means many things to many people. For our purpose, manufacturin-
I be defined as all those activities associated with utilizing resources to produce

3roducts which are sold in the marketplace with the intent of making a profit for the
eis of the enterprise. Manufacturing has two major components: Material process-

g and management.



Material processing includes all man's knowledge and activities designed to change
the shape, composition, or combination of materials, parts, or subassemblies. Material
processing utilizes six families of processes: casting and molding, forming, separating,
conditioning, assembling, and finishing.

Management includes all the efficient practices used by man to plan, organize,
direct, and_ control areas of activity within the enterprise. Manufacturing management
coordinates five major activity areas which are as follows:

1) Research and Development: scientifically seeking and discovering knowledge about products
and processes.

2) Production: planning for and producing authorized products which meet stated quality
standards.

3) Marketinge encouraging and facilitating the flow of goods from producer to consumer.
4) industrial Relations: insuring that the relations between the company and its employees and

public are positive.
5), Financial Affairs: directing and controlling the company's monetary operations and securing__necessary materials, supplies and equipment.

MANAGED ACTIVITY AREAS

The first three activity areas (it&D, Production and Marketing), are directly involved
irs the movement of the product from idea to profit. The associated activities are, there-
fore, considered essential components of a complete study of manufacturing. These
managed systems are an integral part of the transformation of an idea into a product
which is hopefully converted into money. The other two activity areas support the move-
ment of the product and are therefore included to add intelligibility to the product-centered
areas.

The essential elements of the manufacturing enterprise which summarize the task
of manufacturing management can be summed up in the following sentence: Management
uses resources of men, machines, materials and money to produce products which are
converted at the market into money.

MARKETING

A complete study of manufacturing must include a study of marketing. Marketing
includes at least four basic functions or components. These are:

Market Research: scientifically seeking and discovering infammtion about markets and
rketing activity.

2) Advertising: presentation and promotion of ideas, products and services paid for by a sp
3) Sales planning and operation: planning for and exchanging products with customers for

money.
4) Distribution: moving the product from the point of storage to the point of use.

The work or activities associated with these marketing functions are complex. The
major sub-functions under each of the marketing functions include gathering and analyzing
information as part of market research; developing, designing and placing the message
as part of advertising; planning and carrying out sales; and channeling and inventorythg
as part of distribution.

MARKETING ACTIVITIES IN THE STUDENT ENTERPRISE

The marketing activities described are used in the manufacturing program at Ball
State; however, the concepts and methodology are easily applicable to programs in the
middle, junior high or high school. Basic to this program are creative student activities
planned within the conceptual framework of the program. These concepts are presented in
detail during class lectures using transparencies, slide series and other media. This struc-
ture is then used as a guide by each "company" as they develop marketing plans to fit
their product and situation.

In industry, the market research function often provides data including information
about potential products, styles, markets, and sales. In our program the market research
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,Vides begin, during the research and development phase of the student enterprise.
nekimer-reaction to potential products is obtained through market surveys. The follow-
41PstiOnkareusually answered through the surveys:

Do thapotential consumers like the product?
*I11._theY buy it either for themselves or as a
Would they make changes in the product?

- How much would they pay for the product?
Wha are the consumers?

-el re-stilts of the market surveys are used extensively in selecting products for manu-
....facture in the student enterprise.

The production quota for the various companies is usually set at a minimum of 100
Llucts This quantity tests the efficiency of the production department's line, and it

ao challenges the marketing department to develop effective advertising, sales and
_ution systems.

The advertising group's work includes developing a theme for an advertising cam-
paign. The responsibility for developing the company name, logo or trademark and
4,alegans usually rests with this group. These are then used in the design of a creative
adeertising campaign which attempts to make the product known to a large number of
iietsons and to lead to the sae of all products produced. Typical questions asked by the

.;adverdsing group in the course of developing the program are the following:

Who is the market?
Where is the market?
Haii do we attract potential customers?
What media do we use?

Usually two or more media are chosen for this purpose. Some typical media include
.-;.fiOsters, fliers, displays and radio advertisements.

Another function related to advertising is package design. Since the package utilizes
Much of the data developed by the advertising group, it can actually he considered a
medium for advertising. Therefore, packaging usually is designed by this group. The
actual production of the packages is either done in advance of the production run by the

Atdverilsing group or is planned hy this group and made by the production department as,-
.a.part of the regular production run.

Orie of the initial responsibilities of the sales group is tO determine the selling price
f the product. This is accomplished after obtaining data from several sources, including

-Os survey results and cost data collected by the financial affairs department. Some
nnestions that assist in establishing a selling price are:

a

What did potential consumers soy they would pay for the product?
What are the actual production costs?

ei'What are the overhead expenses?
What are the marketing expenses?

'What should be the return on investment to the carp° t" ' o ers?

Sales quotas are established .for the salesmen (all members of the class), and they
-.1iare trained; The training program is a formal one, complete with a kit for each salesman
including a training manual and sales receipt book. Sales office records include progress

i:charts posted to show daily individual sales and total company sales. Sales incentives
Anclude a sales commission for all products sold, plus other incentives and awards.

The "direct" distribution channel is normally used in the student enterprise (factory
'salesman to customer). However, products have, on occasion, been sold to retailers.
The distribution activities are, for the most part, concerned with inventory control.

.,4tystems and procedures are developed for salesmen to obtain products from the ware-
ho,use. These systems must be designed to function in concert with the sales office

!feCords so that inventory control is maintained.

MMARY
The tide of this presentation asked the question: Should marketing he a part of a
ufacturing study in industrial arts? We firmly believe it should he. We are studying _



how industry produces products E0 make a profit, and that profit is made by marketing
those products. If we are indeed activity-orientedlearning by experiencing it seems
logical that marketing is a very important part of a manufacturing unit. In fact, it is just
as important as research and development and production. To omit marketing, an essen-
tial element in manufacturing, in the study of industry would seem to be doing a disservice
to our students and result in a less than adequate conceptual structure of manufacturing.
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Past, Present, Future

An Era of GrowthThe Junior High/Middle School
Industrial Arts Programs, 1909-1976
C. Kent Allen

THE FIRST JUNIOR HIGH/INTERMEDIATE
SCHOOLS AND INDUSTRIAL ARTS

The foundation for the junior high and muddle school was initiated before 1900. The
date often given for the increased interest in this education reform was 1888, the year
Harvard's President Eliot addressed the National Education Association and expressed
the opinion that American education was not meeting the needs of society. He suggested
a certain amount of reform was in order. Segments of the traditional curriculum were
to be eliminated; the school day was to be lengthened; and the administrative structure
was to be altered.1

By 1909/1910 the necessary foundation had been laid for the first intermediate schools.
The reform committees had publicized the needed philosophy; and researchers, such as
Ayers, Strayer and Thorndike, had pointed out facts and concerns about school dropouts,
retardations and learning abilities. Accidentally, and by design, all the elements needed
to develop a new segment of American educa0on were ready.2 The beginning of the junior
high school movement was relatively easy to segregate from the whole of American educa-
tion. However, establishing which school system in the country first introduced the inter-
mediate/junio r. high per se was rather difficult.3 Coluo,1,1s, arid Berkeley, Cali-
fornia, ations of the junior high school movement :.1 .1 with the 6-3-3 plan.
In both Berkeley and Columbus attempts were made to embody the best recommendations
of educational leaders.4 At this early stage of development the term "junior high school"
was not a universal term describing the educational unit 'ietween elementary and high
school. Berkeley called their new Apiicturo the Introductoi High School, and Columbus
called their new school a junior high school.
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A great deal of educational thought and activity preceded the eventual development
of industrial arts in the earl-, junior high schools. To make the American educational

ds properly cultivated and fertile for the seeds of reform, a long list of men struggled
to offer their ideas and philosophies. Great men such as ../zicke, liousseau, Fellenburg
and Pestalozzi contributed ideas and action in Europe that eventually exerted influence
on American educators.5 Early efforts of manual education were' encompassed and in-
fluenced by a variety of ideas and efforts.

Manual training as an early form of industrial arts was introduced by Woodward and
Runkle as handwork for schools!) These two men represented educators interested in
giving youth certain kinds of experiences through school-supervised, manual training
programs. It was asserted that educators should step into these areas of study because
of social changes brought on by industrial progress and a changing economy.7

One other influence upon early industrial arts was that of Swedish sloyd. Otto Salo-
mon,8 the primary developer of Swedish sloyd, claimed the purpose of the system was
not to produce carpenters, but to develop in children mental, moral and physical powers.
To achieve his goals Salomon set forth the formative and the utilitarian aims of sloyd.

To this point manipulative activities had been discussed only in the broad scope of
general education. However, during this period of educational reform there was a great
deal of sympathy for prevocarional education as it might possibly he offered to the upper
grades of die elementary school: 6, 7, and 8. The purposes of many efforts were to hold

,the youth in school as long as possible, to keep the door to high school open, and to give
preliminary aid in the preparation for an occupation. There was a great deal more to
the prevocational emphasis than met the eye at first glance.

Sympathy was generated for the idea of establishing programs of study to be tailored
to the needs of those students definitely planning to leave school at the completion of the
8th grade. Students were to have the opportunity to gain understanding of the conditions
to which they would be exposed after discontinuing their education. When the students
left school, they would then be -better able to cope with the unfortunate conditions and to
work through them to something better."9 This prevocational course would have a double
purpose, to deter those who would and to assist those who must leave school at 14 or 15
years. lo

Whatever the program, manual training, sloyd, or prevocational, the manual-oriented
school activities were firmly entrenched in the public school system of the early 20th
century, The United States Bureau of Educationil noted that nearly half of 671 cities of
more than 4,000 population had manual training taught in their schools. The number was
increased from the 1890 figure of 37. Of those offering a program, over 75 percent in-
cluded the program in grade 6, 7, 8, or 9. In 1908 the practice of having manipulative
activities included in grades 6-9 was soon to become a part of the intermediate school
movement.

CONFUSION AND A UNIOUE CONTRIBUTION (1909-1929)

With the development of the new program between elementary and high school, there
was confusion. From the opening of the first schools and through the 1920's this inter-
mediate school idea was accepted by most educators. However, local districts established
schools as defined by local needs.12 The intermediate schools established in 1910 at
Berkeley and Columbus illustrated the confusion, even with names.

To add to the confusion of the junior high/intermediate school was the variety of
-definitions for this segment of education. The junior high was often defined "as an or-
ganization of grades 7 and 8 or 7 to 9 to provide by various means for individual differ-
ences, especially by an earlier introduction of prevocational work and of subjects usually
taught in the high school."I3 This was only one of several different concepts of the early
junior high school. Other educators offereda variety of ideas for a definition and eventu-
ally a consensus was drawn.

One of the influences on the development of programs for the intermediate school
was that of students leaving school early. Even though ,iild labor and attendance laws
had been established in New York for 16 years, several thousand students were leaving
school before age 14.14 -Two-thirds of the children who enter the elementary schools
_in the United States drop out of them and end their school work before or by the time
'they have reached fourteen years of age.,15

Another point affecting the establishment of programs was that school people started
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to recognize individual differences in students. More and more educators said that
dltional practices of acceleration and retardation needed supplementing if the schools
were to provide adequately for individual difference."0 lt was further noted that the
work of G. Stanley McKeon Carte 11 and k. I., Thorndike gave impetus to establish-
ing schools for children and to children's individual needs.

The first junior high schools were experimenting with curriculum and the kinds of
programs that best suited adolescents in different communities. Many of the students not
entering high school were destined for the worldof work. With this in mind certain manual
activities were suggested to help the student gain powers of observation and understand-
ing of materials, processes and proeedures.

Confusion within industrial arts as it developed in the junior high \sits illustrated by
the fact that early shop-oriented, manual activities were not all titled "industrial arts."
Administrators, students, teachers and communities were forced into confusion by the
use of four terms intended to title manual activities for junior high age boys. ."Manual
training," "prevocational," "manual arts" and "industrial or ts" were names to encom-
pass a specific program. in 1909 each name and supportive philosophy had its supporters.
By 1929 a single term "industrial arts" was used to describe most shop-oriented, manual
activities.

Manual training at the time of the first junior high schools was andmportant influence
on industrial arts as it was to become part of intermediate school.' Rawden believed
the aims of manual training of 1913 to be fourfold. The first aim was involved with a
broad preparation that was to be related to vocational education. Second, students were
to be given an opportunity to do something with their hands. A third aim was that of
cultivating an appreciation of mechanical things and quality workmanship. The last aim
was that through participating in manual training, students would gain insight into certain
trades and their potentials in that trade.

This shift towards industrializing manual training was justified because of the change
in society and its needs. "The pressure of economic necessity...makes it imperative
for many to leave school earlyin life, and for this class something more than the purely
cultural value should obrain."16

In the 1920's this variety of manual training was a popular and thriving part of junior
high school programs. However, certain segments gradually changed emphasis from
vocational education objectives toward general education and industrial arts aims. This
new position included the gradual movement from prevocational and vocational education
for manual training toward general education and exploration for handwork subjects.
Melvin Barlow summarized the plight of manual training when he noted that "times were
indeed changing in the mid-1920's. It was necessary for manual training to recognize
that it must adjust or suffer grave setbacks."19

Several prevocational programs existed before the junior high movement was imple-
mented into school districts. As the junior high established itself, the prevocational
curricula found a temporary home in certain schools and districts. After 1910 a district
educational profile developed for this variety of handwork.

This included having boys and girls participate in classes desigied to help each
student make a specific vocational choice. Once a choice was made, a program of study
was followed to help the student achieve skills needed to enter an occupation. Certain
junior high schools established production situations in which students participated as
learners and workers. Supposedly, a student could enter a job after leaving the junior
high school. The hope was that students would go into a "higher school, preferably
technical."20

As prevocational education in the junior high movement continued into the 1920's,
F. P. Butler21 maintained that prevocational and junior high concepts complemented each
other. However, his concept of prevocational education was different from the early
supporters of 1910. vie claimed boys of junior high age were not ready to choose a
specific occupation in the industrial or the professional-area. The junior high schoul
constantly help the student expose himself to new experiences and occupational choiCes.
These basic concepts of prevocational programs at the junior high level had been
forced to change with the times or to be eliminated from the curriculum, just as manual
training had been forced to change or be dropped.

Charles Bennett attempted to identify the place of manual arts in education just after
the establishment of the first junior high schools. He believed education had broadened
and as a result had acquired a degree of confusion. This confusion had not circumvented
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the area of manual arts. The motives for the introduction of these arts have come to be
se varied that to think clearly concerning this phase of school work is very difficult."22
Thia confusion was credited to the changing social ideals and the -failure of educators
to Tecupize the manual arts function in school education both in attaining the end of educa-
tion and in facilitating the educative proeess."23

With respect to manual arts in general education, manual arts had four objectives.
, it was a factor in developing social efficiency in students. Manual arts strove

_d, and contributed to one's ability to function within his social surroundings.
The second major objective was the role of manual arts in accelerating the educative

process. This process was made up of indirect and direct means of helping students
'pin experiences. Manual arts gave students direct educative experiences by using a
variety of shop-oriented programs.

Third, manual arts strove toward beinga subjectand method in the education process
that allowed learning through activity with tools and materials.

The fourth general objective related the functionof manual arts in primary, grammar
and high school education. For the upper grammar grades (7-8), technique was very
important. At this age it was considered important to correctly direct and develop the
young shident's shop work techniques lest they fall victim to poor habits and procedures
of work.24

In the 1920's, many educators became confused aboi.. manual arts in the junior high.
Ryan25 emphasized and gathered support for the idea that general trainingsand vocational
training were confronted with confusion in the education world. Selvidge26 summarized
the plight of shop teachers in the junior high when he said they had been harassed by
theories, surveys, criticisms and inadequate provisions. He suggested that the way out
of this dilemma was to specify what the child was expected to know and do after a unit of

linstruction. In addition it should be specifically stated why a student should know the
prescribed materiaL

Because the manual arts program contributed to all segments of the junior high
program, coordination of objectives was essential. Educational leaders realized phis
and thus manual arts position was strengthened. The educational principles to be co-
ordinated most closely with manual arts concepts were vocational interest, civic educa-
ion and ethical character building.27 Shop activities directed more and more effort

toward exploratory and general developmental objectives. A study of the age group to be
'served stimulated change in manual arts. This change was away from the old formal type
of woodworking with its joinery exercises and rigid procedure. The student's way of
learning and acting were considered and influenced the program.

After the establishment of the first junior high schools in 1910, manual arts moved
into an educational realm nurturing its concepts. However, to maintain and improve its
status, a gradual alignment with junior high objectives was necessary. As the junior high
matured, manual arts was forced to accept modification or to be eliminated from the
Movement.

Industrial arts as part of junior high industrial education was to go beyond simply
!'neuromuscular coordinations such as those involved in sewing, cooking, woodworking,
'clay work, or any other form of 'manual training' "28 To avoid a shallow industrial
orientation the school system was to offer the skills needed in the learning of industrial
intelligence, industrial insight and industrial appreciation along with muscular control
and coordination. Refinement and speed would be taught in a trade or vocational school
rather than as a part of the junior high program. This concept of presenting industry at
this level was in contrast to prevocational manual training and manual arts of 1911.

Later in the decade parallels between manual training and industrial arts were drawn.
,---Pure motor training or motor training for a specific trade or industry left a lot of Indus-
trial education untouched. If manual training's objective was "the use of projects and
manual activities as a means of de eloping appreciative insight and intelligence in indus-
trial processes, problems, and conditions,- z9 then manual training and industrial arts

k were similar in nature and objective. However, their similarities were not used in many
programs.
; hi the early 1920's a study was conducted to describe the position of industrial arts
and :provocational education regarding objective, content and method. Over 300 junior

:schools offered industrial or prevocational education to contribute "to Me general
pxperience, overall development and industrial intelligence '. of their students.30

By the mid-1920's advocates of junior high industrial arts weie able to claim that:
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In no other place in the entire program of public education has industrial arts work received
such unreserved acceptance and general recognition as in the junior high school.31

It was obvious to educational thinkers that industrial arts contributed to some of the
most popular reasons for introducing the junior high. These included: Retention in
school, recognition of the individual and exploration of aptitudes, interests and abilities
leading toward an occupation.32

In addition James Glass presented results of a curricular study of junior high schools.
Of the schools responding to his national inquiry, most junior high schools required Indus-

_ ial arts in the 7th, 8th or 9th grade. Less than 15 percent of the schools did not offer
industrial arts as either an elective or a required clasp. By 1924 there was no question
about whether or not industrial arts was in the junior high school along with math, English,
physical education, science and social studies.33

At the junior high level industrial arts was usually for boys. The work was guided
by four general objectives. These included:

(a) To satisfy the constructive desires of the adolescent by supplying a variety of shop experiences.
(b) TO reveal the opportunities and possibilities offered in industry.
(c) To provide examination and study of vocations with their relative characteristics, advantages

and disodvantages.
(d) To awaken and promote interests, to acquire and apply knowledge, and to develop abilities

and skills of practiced use in the life with which the boy is now concerned.34

The concepts stimulating the early junior high school movement were also closely
linked to the first ,_:eneral shops in industrial arts. -It seems clear that originally the
general shop was little more than the industrial-education phase of the junior high school
movement.-35 ilowever, the concept of exploration as it was applied in the general shop
helped to insure the conrinuance of industrial arts in the junior high.

There was to be a provision for -a sufficient number and variety of representative
industrial activities to try out, discover, and develop any ability for understanding, doing,
and managing industrial work."36 To accomplish these goals it was proposed that a
general shop organization be utilized. This shop program had the advantage of "having
a great variety of materials, tools, and machines available in one room for immediate
use."37 Even though all the equipment, materials and techniques were chosen from dif-
ferent important industries, the program was not intended to produce a variety of skilled
workers. Teachers chose from printing/publishing, forging, cabinetmaking and pattern-
making and work involving foundry, sheet metal, carpentry, machine shop, concrete
construction and general repair to be representative of industry in their industrial arts
programs. W'ith such a variety of industry housed in one location, students gained ex-
periences in a variety of industries. This approach enhanced the exploratory purpose of
the junior high schools.

As late as 1924 the general shop was still in its experimental stage. Where the unit
shop was within the realm of possibility, the existence of a general shop was questioned.
The primary factors of a successful general shop were to meet local conditions and to
get teachers with certain personal elements. "The prevailing impression of work in the
general shop is one of confusion, disorder, and waste of material and equipment and of
time and energy on the part of both pupils and teachers."38 The conditions needed for
success were implied EO be difficult E0 obtain in the junior high of 10"24. Small classes or
two teachers per class were declared essential for success. These conditions were
thought to be accessible ordy in small schools. It was not until tLe innovative era of the
1960's that the general shop concept was adopted to significant sections of industrial arts.

As the general shop concept gained momentum, confusion became apparent. "The
need for a commonly understood nomenclature among the industrial education people has
never been more definitely felt than it is now in the diqcussion of the general shop."39
The term "general shop" referred to physical facilities rather than to a course of study.
However, in 1927 some educators disagreed with this definition.

In the late 1920's support was given to the general shop concept of industrial arts
for the junior high. Warner40 headed a committee presenting a display at the Ohio State
Fair, 1929. In this display the general shop was given some new dimensions, and some
old ideas were reinforced. The display was built around three concepts. First, explora-
tion of industry was to be made possible when more than one industry became represented
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in the course of study. The complexity of society warranted a bro d exposure for the
youth.

The second concept was avocational interests it was believed avocational interests
often pointed the way to a youth's career.

The third concept was consumer education, which was to help the student become
economically wise in his purchase and use of industrially produced items.

QUALITY AND DEFINITION (1929-1941)
By 1929 the junior high was established in all stares of the union. Some form of the

multifaceted movement had adapted to the educational requirements and goals in a variety
of situations. The number of students had increased from 119,921 in 1918 to 736,464 in
1926, and the number of teachers rose from 4,242 to 25,430 during the same period.41

In the 1930's educators assessed the effectiveness of the junior high school, and they
were able to further define the purpose, function and status of the movement. An early
form of evaluation asked, "Is the junior high school functioning?-42 Four fundamental
aims were acknowledged and a followupof students was used to compare results to goals.
The results of comparing aims with achievements revealed the status of the junior high
movement.

Many researchers measured segments of the junior high program. They attempted
to shed light on the success or failure of portions of the junior high. Leaders in the
field conceded that the new system had some success. -Many opinions have been ex-
pressed regarding this new organization, but the question cannot be convincingly answered
until more exact measurements than have been attempted are made."43

From the turn of the century to 1929 handwork in the grades between elementary and
high school had changed considerably. Manual training, sloyd and manual arts merged
and developed into industrial arts.44 As the survivor, industrial arts was entrenched into
segments of public education. One of its strongholds was the junior high of 1929.45 Even
though industrial arts was established, considerable effort was needed to clearly define
It while striving towards quality.

On December 7, 1929, the first report was given by the Committee on Standards of
Attainment in Industrial-Arts Teaching of the American Vocational Association. The
committee was not given a specific assignment. It was to define and solve a situation
which few were able to grasp. After careful consideration, the problem was limited
to one segment of industrial arts. The committee "decided to limit the work to...a
study of those things which the bey shouldknow and be able to do, in the field of industrial
arts, by the close of the junior high school period."46

The first report stated operations to be performed and understood by a boy leaving
the junior high. Suggested areas for study were: Woodwork, household mechanics,
electalcal construction, sheet-metal work, printing and automechanics. The efforts of
the committee were well received and appreciated.

The Committev ,(n Standards of Attainment in Industrial Arts Teaching initiated an
effort to further the ,:uality of industrial arts in the junior high. In addition this com-
mittee further define() :hegoals of industrial arts. Before the final 1934 report was issued

r a variety of topics had been clarified.47
A second important step toward improving the quality of and defining industrial arts

was the Terminological Investigation initiated in 1929 by the Western Arts Association.
During the manual training section meeting, it was suggested that the term -manual
training'' was not an adequate title for this area of study. A committee was established
to study oilier terms. The committee was concerned that "it is just as possible to pool
-ignorance as it is to pool intelligence via the avenue of the frequency study."48 Eventually
a scientific approach was developed.

By the late 1930's and early 1940's the work of Warner, Selvidge, the Terminological
Investigation and the American Vocational Association Committee on the Standards of
Attainment was accepted.

ACTION AND REACTION (1941-1957)
The writings of the mid-1940's indicated that junior high schools were an educational

_fact of life. Educators were concerned about how the junior high would progress, rather
:,-than if it would have a future. The status of the junior high was reflected in a National
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Association of Secondary School Principals' meeting. The question was asked, "What is
happening to the junior high schiaol since we don't read so much about it any more?" The
reply was, "The junior high school has lite to by an established part of the educationalsystem.... There is no need for , ,paigne to educate tue people with respect to the
junior high school,"49 The basie euiding eoncepts of the 1930's had been reinforced and
established as guidelines for the 1940's and early 1950's.

Educators believed that totel conformity was not necessary and th,it no ene pattern
for a good junior high school would fit all locations and community needs. To establish
a basic functional program, certain etandards were needed. The .school staff were to beprofessionals. Working as a team was one expression of being professional. Closely
linked to this evas the concept that students, teachers and administrators were to be happyin their wori00

Industrial arts became aligned with the objectivee and principles of general educationin the junior high. Specifically, industrial arts attempted to meet individual needs and
help students adjust to adult life. Trends were toward a broadened program of activities,
the general shop organization, increasing enrollments, increased qualifications for
teachers, improved physical facilities and a growing awareness of including girls in theprogram,

By May 1941 it was obvious that industrial arts was going to be called upon to assistin the war effort. 'Flie primary objective of taduetrial atts was to provide an adequate
foundation from which defense workers could buildneededskills for defense industries.5I

On the whole teachers and leaders maintained the basic educational objectives struc-tured for industrial arts programs. With or without the influence of war, industrial arts
objectives were subject to change. `rhe immediate problem was the war effort, However,
it was believed that the Standards of Attainment in Industrial Arts Teaching as set forth
by the committee still applied in 1944. The primary changes came from the belief that
times and circumstances often forced reinterpretation of objectives.32

Before the end of hostilities, sugerestions for industrial arte in the future were
offered. The first consideration was in thearea of industrial arts and skills. It was pro-
posed that "there must he more emphasis upon skill, both in manual and machine proc-
esses taught."3 Some extremists in the progressive movement had discounted the valueof skill in industrial arts and prevocational education programs. -Where little or no
emphasis is placed upon accurate, skillful performance of tool and machine processes,
some of the most important educative values of industrial arts are losee54

More emphasis was needtel in the area of industrial arts and science. This implied
teachers needed to adopt the objective of constant study of industry arid science. It was
further believed industrial arts should keep pace with industrial progress. The growing
complexities of industrial processes and of economic and vocational life made it impor-
tant that students developed -the habit of analytical constructive thinking.5

A greater emphasis on junior high industrial arts was suggested.and was to appear
partly in the form of enlarged time blocks and to be made more accessible to more stu-dents. Industrial arts edueatore were to be concerned with the objectives of industrialarts. The time was right to elevate industrial arts to a new position in the educational
System.

Objectives for industrial arts were to reflect industry and society, In addition theseobjectives were to indicate behavioral changes similar to those in the objectives pre-
sented by Wilber.6 It was considered essential to make each objective reflect the desired
behavioral changes. This restatement of the objectives was also a check on their prac-ticality. It was claimed that "unless the objective cam be defined in terms of desired
behavior, there is little likelihood that teaching for the objectives can be effective."57

To proceed one step further, it was recommended that learning activities designed
to bring about change be listed. Each stated behavioral change was to include suggested
learning activities: learning activities were also expected to suggest class organization
with respect to individual effort, group effort and student responsibilities in the labora-
tory organization. The trend of Wilber's thoughts on objectives must be considered as
part of the foundation that was later to support innovative industrial arts progrAms with
their expresse goals of behavioral change and measurement of learning achieved.

The objectives of industrial arts were to be in harmony with the principle of general
education. "Industrial arts simply help achieve the goals of general education by more
specific means, making use of the subject matter it represents."8 Through various
industrial arts programs and activities, the students were expected to become better
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members of society. The infornal atmosphere of the industrial arts lab encouraged stu-
dents to interact with each other and to develop concepts necessary to function in their
industrial atmosphere.

ERA OF INNOVATION (1957-1976)
In the fall of 1957 the American public, and eventually American educztion, was

questioned and criticized. The cause was Sputnik, a small device orbiting the globe and
constandy reminding Americans that America was second to Russia in space achieve-
ments. Richards suggested that it was -doubtful if any sciendfic achievement of a
foreign power has so completely shaken the citizenry of American as has Russia's suc-
cessful launching of her satellite.59

Once the initi&I shock was absorbed, John Q. Public wanted to'know why America
was second best. Every possible reason was considered, even the educational system.

Eventually public attention focused on the American educational system. Articles
and editorials appearing daily in national magazines and newspapers across the countri
are analyzing, evaluating, and comparing our educational system with that of Russia."6°
Proposals for educational reform were made by people, not all of whom were qualified
to give valid suggestions.

In the late 1950's elementary schools were under concerted attack and then it was
"the senior high school under fire."61 In the opinion of some educators, the junior high
was to be next.

James Conant studied certain education problems. He was interested in the educa-
tional programs in which 12 to 15 year olds were involved. He gathered findings into
A Memorandum to School Boards: Recommendations for Education in the Junior High
School Years.

A lot of diversity was found in school systems when dealing with the placement of
xrades 7-8. These grades are often found as the first years of a separate three-year
junior high school in a 6-3-3 system; again, as the last two years of an eight-year ele-
mentary school in an 8-4 system."62 Other systems included a 6-2-4 plan which had
the 7th and 8th as the only grades in a junior high. Some districts divided grades 7 and
8 into a 7-5 educational plan; while others put grades 7-10 in a block or grades 6-8 in a
junior high. However, -by far the most common of the reorganized systems are the
6-3-3, usually found in medium-sized and large communities, and the 6-6, usually found
in small and rural communities."63 However, the placement of the 9th grade was re-
ported as having received no general consensus among educators. Was it to be placed at
the top of a three-year junior high program or the bottom of a four-year high school
situation? School districts arriving at opposite conclusions were supported by sound
rationale and their community.

It was conceded that junior high schools of the late 1950's and early 1960's were
under pressure as the result of American development and the overall world situation.
Pressure also grew "out of the continuing international tensions and the increasing com-
petition of Communist technology.'P64 These developments contributed to a variety of
trends is the junior high situation.

First, the exploratory segments of general education in the junior high were chal-
lenge& Students were grouped according to apparent abilities and given programs of
study fitting their level of ability. Under this early sorting process it was believed goals
of general education for all students were suffering. Early sorting of the academically
able often resulted in an increased program of science, math and foreign languages. The
talented child often missed the advantages of home economics, industrial arts, music,
art and other areas of creative learning.

Another trend was the sense of critical times causing a feeling that every moment
of a lesson was to be utilized. In many instances assignments were intensified, and pro-
grams were made " 'hard for the sake of being hard.' 65 Homework increased at the
junior high level as well as the elementary level.

A trend noted by the Association of Supervision and Curriculum Development waS
that the influence of the senior high schools was apparent in the increasing development
of many junior high activities and programs. Competitive interschool sports activities
were common. (At one time they were restricted to the senior high school.) In addition
"certabi social functions in the junior high school are affected by the kinds of activides
characteristic of high school level...66 This was seen in 9rh grade proms, noon dances,
in some cases, elaborate graduation ceremonies.
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As the 1960's progressed more people asked questions about the value and success
of the junior high. The pattern of the junior high closely paralleled that of the senior high
in athletics, social events, class scheduling and departmentalization. Junior high schools
were thought to be a Junior of the high school and not an education situation specifically
operated to meet the needs of early adolescents.

With this variety and intensity of questioning, the stage was set for an alternative
to the junior high school. The middle school idea W s not few to Americ;i in the 1960's.
A school between ,lernentary and secondary was in existence in 1884. In fact the junior
high was an early form of the middle school, interest in the middle school was rekindled
by the controversies of the late 1950's and early 19o0's.b'

By early 1963 the middle school existed in nearly every state and was growing. The
middle school v..as to continue the best features of both the elementary and secondary
schools. The growing middle school was to bring the ideas of the theorists in line with
the practice of the classroom teacher. 'Mere was a "basic dichotomy between the pro-
fessional writings of educators and the actual practices in the junior high schools,-08

Industrial arts was in the middle of junior high:middle school and post-Sputnik cur-ricula. Educators in general and industrial arts teachers specifically were concerned
about the repercussions caused by Sputnik. .1s the blame for the space lag was set
educators were expected to shoulder their share and progress from that point. -If our
educational program is even in a small part to blame then we must meet the challenge,
alter our educational plan and regain leadership in the field of science."69

Maurice Richards carried this interest further when he stated, ''If the price to pre-
serve our freedom is technological development, scientific skill, and industrial know-how,then science and mathematics must be the warp of our education fabric."70 Either mathor science was to be required all the way through public school and into the second yearof college. Furthermore "all other studies s,hould support the program as they now sup-port English, reading, writing, and speech."'1

At least portions of these suggestions were compatible with junior high industrialarts. Junior high industrial arts was suggested as being a primary factor in helping
students gain a realistic perspective of material taught in other areas.

Many teachers find, for example, that in the traditional type of education the child may learn
to change feet into yards, yards into inches, and the like; however, upon being asked to make
a practical application, the child has little notion as to whether a foot is longer than a yard or
an inch i5 longer than a foot.

The child had learned a 'grLat deal of symbol manipulation but practical application had
not been introduced.

Innovative industrial arts is best illustrated by the unique efforts of junior high/
middle school teachers and leaders in the field who s,aw the tremendous opportunities atthis level. It proved relatively easy to formulate and initiate industrial arts programs
for the elementary and high school students. Students in thoie two levels can be described,
measured and categorized by the rational person. However, the early adolescent is
neither a child nor a young adult in physique, character or intellect. This age group
represents the ultimate challenge for the creative and innovative educator. Perhaps
these inbetweenagers have been best described by some as weird and feathery creatures
whose most dominant feature is vacillation between childhood and adulthood. Neverthe-
less, students at this age level were ready for introduction to some of the most innovative
industrial arts programs developed since l020.

The variety of programs introduced with major segments in the junior high can best
be illustrated by a listing. These included:

a. American Industry Pr ject
b. Georgia Non
c. lndustriology Project
d. Orchestrated Systems Approach
e. Galaxy Plan for Career Preparation
F. Occupational, Vocational and Techni al Program
g. Occupational Work Experience
h, Alberta Plan
I. Industrial Arts Curriculum Project
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j. Industr I Arts: A Study of Industry and Technology (The Maryland Plan)
k. Industri I Arts Technology: A Study of American Industry (The Maln State Plan)
I. The Parma (Ohio) Approach"

A strong bond among many of these efforts was that after over 30 years many of the
ban c concepts of the general shop had a place to bloom and become a part of industrial
arts in practice as well as theory. A second important bond was that all of the above
approaches depended upon the junior high/middle school for industrial exploration and
attitude development as the student progressed in the educational system.

To fit industrial arta to the junior high student and his educational program, the
primary function was providing industrial experiences of an exploratory and orientational
nature. The experiences were to be characterized by a broad approach rather than depth
in skill and understanding. It was understood -that these first experiences can and must
supply a firm foundation for further, more advanced industrial arts offerings in the senior
high school."74 Besides having industrial orientation and guidance, industrial arts at
this level was to have many factors in common with other junior high subjects.

In 1968 when many industrial arts leaders were giving more and more attention to
the changes taking place in society, industry and education, A Guide to Im rovin Ins ruc-
don in IndustriM Arts was revised. The committee established to produce the document
was "in an exponentially changing state, industrial arts education then by its very nature
must be in a continual state of transition."75 Many of the traditional goals of industrial
arts were under attack in 1968, and many were considered veid. The addition of new
concepts WAS constantly being suggested. The goWs were presented not as a listing of
all possible objectives, but as a lisfing of the aims or goals that are relatively unique
to the industrial arts curriculum."76

The specific direction for junior high Industrial arts was to give students exploration
experiences with broad exposure to the fundamentals of industry and technology stressed.
The program was to include opportunities for youth to plan, to experiment and to work
in major industrial arts areas. In order to set this into the context of objectives, it was
suggested'that specific objectives be stated for the junior high program.

In discussing the status of industrial arts in 1971, Suess noted the existence of two
vocal groups. On one side there are outcries of liberal thought which recommend that
the profession set aside all facets of current practice and replace them with totally new
programs."77 On the opposite side, conservatives were -calling for retrenchment in
tried-and-true practices which have been the central elements of industrial arts courses
and programs."78 Industrial arts education was carried an by the majority of teachers
somewhere in between these two extremes.

By the late 1960's concepts of middle school industrial arts were becoming more
evident "With the announcement that the vastNew York City system will drop the present
6-3-3 plan and adopt a 4-4-4 plan, a trend is definitely established.-79 This major altera-
tion of the junior high school was expected to be a great disappointment to those educators
who had dedicated so much to the junior high program.

The state of junior high middle school industrial arts in the early 1970's was one
of unrest and unique contribution. Industrial arts educardrs wanted all facets of contem-
porary industrial arts abandoned and- replaced with totally new programs. On the other
hand there were teachers who wanted to return to the tried-and-true practices of years
past.

Whatever form industrial arts had taken, it became firmly established at the junior
high/middle school level. The rapid growth of industrial arts paralleled the growth and
acceptance of the junior high/middle school. Industrial arts at this level was designed
to help students evaluate their aptitudes, interests and potentials. Some programs over-
emphasized certain hand skills and provided only a narrow look into various industrial
areas. Others developed into programs in which adolescents of the intermediate school
could study the industry of America.

Many educators were concerned with the position industrial arts was to assume in
the middle school structure. There was a deep concern that very few junior high schools
had industrial arts programs and facilities distinguishable from high school patterns,
therefore offering a poor patterm for the midclle school. This situation was at the center
of many conversations of industrial arts educators as they attempted to define industrial
arta for the new middle school.

In the early 1970's industrial arts for the middle school was without adequate
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direction. Many subject areas were working on their new roles for the middle school.
Attempts ranged -from cooperative teaching by unification of allied subjects to merely
moving the traditional programs down a grade or ti.vo."80 Industrial arts along with many
other special subject areas had not yetdefined its role in the new middle school organiza-
tion. In addition, in some of the first stages of building, industrial arts programs were
not included.

The unique contribution of industrial arts ln the intermediate school was the most
vivid in 1909 to 1929 and 1957 to 1976. In these two eras industrial arts entered the
educational system as a supporter of goals and a contributor of educational substance.
The first junior high schools included industrial arts because industrial arts could flt the
needs of students as they learned to live in a changing society. The era of the middle
school also recognized the versatile value of the industrial arts programs as attempts
were made to reintroduce the goals, if developed, for the education of inbetweenagers.
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Toward the Year 2000-Futuristics
James A. Hales, James Snyder and William R. Thompson

Our society is changing at an ever increasing rate. As technology plays more of a
part in our lives, we see jobs, materials and processes, and even man change. To under-
stand this phenomenon, and to live in harmony with it, our society must turn to its educa-
tional system for direction, preparation and hope.

We will discuss the following topics:
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1. The philosophical base of industrial arts education
2. The need for updating the industrial arts curriculum to reflect the present and future

trends in technology
3. The assessment processes for determining societal and technological needs in the future
4. The scope of a typical "futures" curriculum.

Except perhaps during his earliest stages, man was always a tool-using creature.
At first, the -ools and skills he employed were those needed for survival. Man learned
principally by trial and error or imitation. As time passed, fathers usually taught their
sons all of the skills needed to be a contributing member of the tribe. This practice con-
tinued for many years, as the tools used were simple and the skills primitive.

Ala different social structures emerged, different members of the clan developed
specialized skills and tools in line with the unique contributions they could make. As
these skills became more specialized, the old father-son learning system was no longer
effectivo and the apprenticeship system emerged. In that system, a craftsman would take
several apprentices into his care with the goal of teaching them not only the skills of the
craft, but often more importantly, the moral, spiritual and cultural aspects of society.
The apprenticeship system proved to be rather successful in providing fine craftsmen
for many years, but with the coming of the Industrial Revolution, the system could not
maintain either its high standards or the quantity required. Schools were the answer to

, the problem. First came the mechanics institutes and technical institutes. Educational
,progTams such as manual training, practical arts and manual arts were introduced;
others followed. These helped to provide the craftsmen and workers society demanded
in order to keep pace with the growing technology of the time.

Today, we have two forms of education which deal with tools and their uses: Voca-
tional education and industrial arts education. Vocational education evolved directly from
the schools of the post-Industrial Revolution era. Though the emphasis is on technology,
vocational programs employ unit shop concepts for the study. Specialized training is
offered in one craft. Industrial arts education also places emphasis on modern tech-
nology, but does so in another way. Industrial arts programs employ multiple activities
(general) laboratories to examine the entire technological spectrum. T:.eir purpose is to
provide opportunities for students to understand industry and technology, to experienc-
some of the processes of that technology and to find their own place in society.

In comparing the stated objectives of the two forms of technological education (Figure_
1), we find that each is based upon a curriculum which reflects the most modern state of
technology and industry. If these programs did not keep up with technology, their product
(the student) would fail, industry would fail and that kind of society would cease to exist.

Figure 1. OBJECTIVES

Vocational Education

1. Development of the latest skills of
industry

2. Preparation For present or future
careers

3. Training for immediate and iuccessful
job entry

4. Retraining of adults for new jobs

Industrial Aos Education

I. Develop technological literacy to succeed
in modern society

2. Explore individual needs and abilities for
role in society

3. Develop awareness and insight into the
role industry ploys in society

4. Introduce present and future career
opportunities

In order to visualize what can happen to a society if education does not keep up with
contemporary technology, let us examine a book by the fictitious author, 3. Abner Peddi-
well, entitled The Saber Tooth Curriculum.

According to the story, a man named New-Fist-Hammer-Maker" lived in the paleo-
lithic culture. He noticed one day that the children of the tribe had little or no direction
in their play and therefore contributed nothing to the welfare of the group. He decided to
teach all of them the technical skills needed for a successful existence both in that tribe
and in the surrounding environment. After a careful assessment, he established three
courses of instruction: Fish grabbing with the bare hands; woolly horse clubbing; and
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sahertooth tiger scaring with fire. As the educational system matured and the children
-Agrew; 'it was plain to see that the tribe prospered greatly from the learning that had oc-

arred. Advanced courses were then offered in the three areas and still greater tribal
growth resulted. All was well with the tribe.

All good things must come to an end, however. As it happened, a new ice age ap-
proached that part of the world. As the great glaciers neared, the streams grew muddy,
making fish grabbing next to impossible. The land surrounding the streams became cold
and marshy, making it difficult for the woolly horses to maneuver. The result was that
they moved to the dry lands of the east. With them moved the saber tooth tigers who were
highly susceptible to the cold, damp climate and often got pneumonia. The techniques
taught in New-Fist-Hammer-Maker's school were no longer applicable. No fish could
be caught, no woolly horses could be clubbed and no tigers were around to be scared.

As hunger and fear spread throughout the tribe, individuals found other ways to
survive. The fish in the now-muddy streams could not be caught with the bare hands,
but could la& netted. The antelope, which moved in after the woolly horses left, could not
be clubbed, but could be snared. The ferocious glacial bears, who followed the glaciers,
could not be scared with fire, but could be trapped in pits. So three distinct new skills
evolved: Fish netting; antelope snaring; and bear-pit digging.

Now, one would assume that these new skills would be accepted immediately into
the school curriculum. They weren't. The teachers felt the curriculum was good enough
as it was, for it had allowed the society to prosper for so many years. The curriculum
was too crowded, anyway. When challenged on the worth of fish grabbing, horse clubbing
and tiger scaring when these skills no longer could be employed, their response had a
very familiar ring. "Not only are these subjects time-rested, but children enjoy them,
and it gives them a chance to relax from the rigors of other learning subjects. We don't
teach these skills for their use; we teach them to provide a basic general foundat , to
provide some insight into the history of tools and processes, to learn safety techniques
and motor skills."

The saber-tooth curriculum went on teaching technical skills and processes which
were out of date and totally worthless, save for weak. justifications which could have been
applied to the modern techniques as well. As you might expect, their society failed, due
mainly to an educational system which did not keep up-to-date with the technology of the
times.

Let us turn our attention to the modern school curriculum. In industrial arts, there
are many programs which have merit, but most suffer from the same "ego-itis" that
afflicted our paleolithic predecessors.

For those who teach unit shops, we have already noted that, due to its limited scope,
your peogram is more aligned with vocational education than with industrial arts. For
the sake of analysis, however, let's look at a wood shop, a metal shop and a general shop
representative of a well known curriculum.

A typical course of study for a unit wood shop focuses special attention on the knowl-
edges and skills associated with the cabinet making trade. Analyze for yourself the
relevance of such a course in view of the lack of fine cabinet woods for the production
of good furniture. How long has it been since you've had mahogany, cherry, walnut and
birch in any quantities in your shop? Would the justification for a continuation of these
areas of learning be similar to those the paleolithic teachers used? I believe a greater
emphasis should be placed on the use of pine, as it is in abundance and used in plywood,
wood laminating, veneering, plastic impregnated woods, particle boards and plastics.
Could these be added, or is the curriculum overcrowded already? What is the value of
grandfather's clock?

Let us consider a wok. ..-ourse of study for a metal shop. Here we would probably
find a rather diverse assortment of skills and processes in a unit area, as opposed to the
wood shop we have just discussed. If you were the teacher, however, how would you
handle the suggestion that arc welding be minimized in lieu of the commercially available ,

cements which bind metals as well as the welding process? Would you quickly defend
,metal machining though electrical and chemical means are equally viable processes for 4-

shaping this material in relationship to modern technological processes, what Is the
value of art metal?

Next consider the content of construction in the Industrial Arts Curriculum Project.
This program, for the most part, could have been offered at the turn of the century; it

,may have been an outstanding vocational program ar that time, too. Today, with mass- .
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housing, modulars and styrofoam walls, I wonder if this curriculum really pre-
parea Youth for even the modern worldof construction which brings up two more ques-
bus Is IACP really addressed to the objectives of industrial arts education? Does

CP1prepare youth for modem technology and society?
could go on analyzing and questioning most of the industrial arts programs now
ence, but that would be useless. The most important thing to realize is that most

grams are dated. We have failed to look at what is happening around us and employ
In Our teaching. We wallow in our pride and consider change unimportant, for what was

for-so long will always be good.
Dr. Hales, Mr. Snyder and myself came here today with a warning. Technology and

!ociety are changing. They are moving so rapidly that we will surely be destroyed as
e,Andividuals and as a society, if we do not keep up with that change. It is estimated that

percent_of all of the processes you will employ in ten years have not yet been invented.
Industry, as we know it, will change so drastically by the year 2000 that we would not be
employable with the abilities and knowledge we have today. Computers will take over our

-11,VeCso completely that there will be no freedom of expression, movement or thought .
Afl iativities will be controlled and all pleasures limited.

There is of course a way of avoiding these disasters. It lies in two words: Aware-
ess and planning.

It has been my aim to make you aware of the problems we face as industrial arts
educators. I have attempted to establish the philosophy and objectives of our discipline,
to cite the importance and need of updating our curriculum to reflect the present and
future trends of technology and to warn of the impending peril of technology nu' rampant.

Dr. James Hales will discuss the topic of -Technology Assessment.'

The future cannot be known and will certainly be different from what exists now, and
perhaps from what we expect. The best we can do is to carefully anticipate the future
through systematic planning techniques. The results can thus be translated Into opera-

: tional programs prior to societal needs, rather than after the fact.
One of the techniques developed over the past few years, but which may be relatively

new to industrial arts planning process, is forecasting. Forecasting is usually descnbed
as a process of focusing on the consensus of opinion as to what will probably happen at
some future point in time. It is based on the best available information or judgment of

%..:selected documents or people considered expert in the field of concern. Because the
, process is hiedy intuitive and judgmental rather than empirical, it is frequently dis-
: counted by researchers. It is, however, a most effective and valid process for future-
oriented planning. The authors submit that only through forecasting techniques will we
-ever begin to approach the reality of curriculum planning in 1976 for effective implemen-

- tation in 2000 A.D.
There are a variety of forecasting techniques available for the curriculum planner's

;.,purpose. Two of the most prominent include the Delphi technique and Cross-Impact
t Analysis. Comprehensive and in-depth planning will involve the use of both techniques,
. with the Delphi providing the data base for Cross-Impact Analysis.

The Delphi technique utilizes a series of questionnaires addressed to a future-
.. oriented problem such as what type of technology education curriculum will be required

-in the future. The specific wording of such a question would, of course, be carefully
chosen. The interrogation of, and feed-back to, a panel of experts would continue until
a general consensus of opinion was reached. The selection of panel members, the word-
ing of the questionnaire and the organization of data, each determine the effectiveness

:of the proceeses.
Using data obtained from the Delphi, the curriculum planner can then utilize Cross-

L Impact Analysis to determine the probability that the findings will occur. This method
identifies the effect that any one item will have on each of the other Items identified with
the Delphi. This technique utilizes a matrix as the organizer of the collected data ln

this process each predictor is considered as true.
The goal of intuitive forecasting techniques is to understand technological forecast-

.: ing in the same way we do economic forecasting. The process provides useful inforrna-
on which, together with other descriptors, can provide a basis for future planning.

Another method of forecasting the future is "linear projection... The investigator
first studies the events of the present, as they are related to the problem being considered.
The rates of increase or decrease over the past few years are then estimated. Assuming
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the trends will continue into the future, a projection is made for a number of years into
the future. This technique does not take into account any unknowns or surprise develop-
ments.

A scenario or future history uses a narrative description of a potential course of
development leading to a stare of affairs. A detailed description of a possible future and
the events leading to that future are multiplied several-fold to provide alternatives to
the typical sbigle rat of concerns.

Most professionals find it difficult, unpleasant and usually impossible to think about
higtily undesirable events. This is particularly true when it becomes a threat to their own
livelihood.

The future comprises an intricate series of interacting events, many of which are
simply unpredictable. The broad involvement of expertise, the force of interaction, and
the opportunity for creative and imaginative thinkingall improve the chance for accuracy,
however. Thus, while forecasting takes its place as the best initial step to long-range
planning, it should not serve as the final piece of research.

In terms of curriculum structure for the future, industrial arts objectives should be
reviewed. They include developing technological literacy to succeed in modern society;
exploring individual needs and abilities for role in society; developing awareness and in-
sight into the role industry plays in society; and introducting present and future career
opportunities. These are worth keeping in mind as we explore the curriculum of the
future.

An extensive research of the present curriculum seems to reflect a premise that the
majority of technology education is very conservative, wades in tradition and does not
address itself to any future societal exTiectation. Curriculum research also indicates
a predominance of the unit approach and very litUe attention to Interdisciplinary involve-
ment. If technology is a total societal factor, and if man is to be a part of that real
societal framework, then there must be a fusing of the total curriculum to relate man/
society/technology.

Today's curriculum in industrial arts is not really technology/society-oriented.
Industrial arts curriculum is still dealing with materials in a mono-environment, paying
little or no attention to the future application of techniques required to blend with other
than the terrestrial environment. present technology education (industrial arts) labora-
tories also reflect this traditional curriculum. Accommodating an envinanment-related
curriculum approach will require a new, futuristic design. This design must reflect a
curriculum based upon an environmental approach. To date we have merely accomplished
an expulsion of industrial arts in a horizontal direction without getting at a vertical
(depth) direction. We as educators have gone into construction merely from the terres-
trial environment and not explored the others. Construction is used here only as an
example and not to be spotlighted in isolation. We have yet to expand curriculum from
the this" to the -that." This is, that will bet If we listen to the forecasts and angyze
what they are saying, then we had better get on our way and design a new curriculum
strategy.

The new curriculum may well dictate that in order to accomplish its goal, teaching
environments may also have to change. The curriculum may require a "weightless
environment," an -aqua environment," or an "artificial terrestrial environment" to
simulate the "real" world situation. This wouldbe addressed to man and his technological
society.

For our purpose, let's examine a possible structure that has been designed around a
systematic approach entitled a Vehicle of Study. Such a model would combine various
environments to create curriculum studies. For example, terrestrial, space, atmospheric
and aqua environments. A second level of study would involve each in production, trans-
portation, communications and "human cultural networks technology." Each of these
in turn would be reduced to smaller units of study. When the model is examined closely,
a total of 64 study combinations are possible. Addressing these combinations, one would
soon realize a need for faciliry changes.

The future cannot be "known." However, it will certainly be different from what
exists now and perhaps from what we expect. The best we can do is tO anticipate the
future with a systematic approach. A curriculum designed on this basis should be pro- -1
jected toward the future of man and address such "Star Trek" ideas as asteriodal living;
aqua cities: space manufacturing; and altered stares of transportation. 7

Man must be prepared, aware and able to plan his future. The study of technology
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;.,ein, equip our future generations to cope with and control their technological society.
=The ',I/chicle of Study" model Is designed to be contemporary for years to come. The

te.pnky Change would be the current components for the categories. How we extract from the
,iiypitetn may change, but extraction will continue.

In the final analysis, our concern does not rest with the present but with the future.
0.tThe technology is available to meet tomorrow's curriculum, if human conditions will

rink.
z
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The Ideology of Industrial Education, 1876-1917: A Social
and Historical Analysis
Dennis R. Herschbach

1876 industrial educatthn was little more than an idea, often vague, largely devoid
."of_concrete form or organized support and without the test of successful implementation.
_13y 1917, this idea had firmly challenged the traditional concept of classical education.
A recognized professional leadership with a loyal cadre had been developed, and teacher
-,rtaining programs were established in a number of institutions. The first federal bill
to support public education below the college level was passed in the form of the Smith-
'Hughes Act to aid vocational education. This was no small political feat, In view of the
strenuous opposition to federal support for any form of public schooling below the college
level. On the eve of the passage of the act, moreover, an amazing 75 percent of American
high schools included Industrial education programs among their course offerings.1 Few
subject fields had taken so firm, so sudden and so permanent a hold on the school cur-
riculum as did industrial education.

The successtif introduction of industrial education into the public school was as
'much as anythingatriumphof ideas. That body of ideas that ideology had emerg2d
out of an intellectual debate of four decades. That ideology was used to thrust the subject

E field into the mainstream of American social and educational thinking.
Although we do not generally recognize it, much of educational rhetoric is ideological.

.,That us, ideas and arguments are publicly expressed for the purpose of influencing the
actions of others. This is vital to the life of any social group. It Is through common
ideas that action is stimulated, group cohesion is attained, and public acceptance and
accountability are promoted. In the case of industrial educators, they were immensely

, -successful in gaining support.
What were the arguments advanced by supporters of industrial education? To which

:raocial and educational groups did these individuals address themselves? I would like
'-,to focus briefly upon these extremely important questions. The early ideas concerning
the 'importance and place of industrial education in American schools contributed

;toward the development of a theoretical stucture to undergird the subject field. These
'ideas constitute a philosophical, psychological and socio-economic rationale for the sub-
ject field. To a remarkable degree, this rationale is relevant today.

= These early ideas also relate to a question that has been persistently debated: What
=are the differences between industrial arts and vocational education? Like educators
today, the early supporters of industrial education were highly interested in defining the

:41fferent roles the subject field could play in public education.
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inally, these questions are important because they provide an understanding of the
interaction between thought and social setting. Ideas in themselves take form as correla-

0-ktOei of distinct social conditions. It is only when the social forces that impinge upon
the fon:dation of ideas are objectified and brought to the level of consciousness that ideas

e' on their full meaning.
-

711E STIMULUS TO CHANGE
It was during the score of years on either side of the mrn of the century that Amer-

ican education underwent the transformation which resulted in the basic structure of our
modern educational system. The stimulus to this transformation was the social-change
weephig the country. In the later third of the 19th century, industrialism and urbanize-

'don rapidly spread across the country. Whereas in 1870 the economy was basically
agrarian by 1917 the country enjoyed industrial supremacy. While in 1860, 5 million
people lived in cities, hy 1900, 25 million resided in urban areas. Immigrants poured '
into the seaport cides of the promised land. Rural residents, lured by the glamorous life
of the city and the possibility of jobs, flocked to the large population centers and were
probably the most important source of urban expansion. Larger numbers of children
cmwded the schoolrooms each year. ln 1900, there were over 200,000 youths in public
high schools, a decade later over 500,000 and by 1910 over 900,000. In the same year
there were over 16 million children in public elementary schools.2 Educators were t
forced to reconsider both the aims and practices of schooling in a nation which was ex-
periencing a fundamental economic as well as social and educational transformation.

THE MASSIVE INFLUX OF STUDENTS
One factor that brought abdul the introduction of indust ial education into the public

school was simply the massive increase of students. Greater numbers of children, more
often than not the sons and daughters of working men, immigrants and the rural and urban
poor, entered the school house each year. These children lacked the background, desire,
or money to remain in school for long. For many students there was little hope of pro-
gressing successfully through the educational system. The school was as alien to them
as their ways were to the school.

There was now simply a different class of students in attendance a class to which ;

educators were unaccustomed. Had there been no Douglas Commssion in 1906 to investi-
gate the need for industrial education in Massachusetts, or no National Society for the
Promotion of Industrial Education, or if Calvin Woodward had stayed with his study of
mathematics, or if John Dewey had notleft his father's store in Vermont, schooling would_
still have undergone considerable alteration and become less idealistic and more realistic
and practical in nature.

Industrial education supporters capitalized on this growth in enrollment. If public
schooling was going to meet the challenge of this massive influx of students, it was
argued, then it had to offer studies that could be of profit to the child of the working man.
"Boys will stay longer in school than they do now," affirmed Calvin Woodward of the
St. Louis Manual Training School. Felix Adler of the Workingman's School told the Na-

,--tionarCbfffFien Charities and Correction in 1888 that -precisely those pupils who
take the least interest or show the least aptitude for literary study are often the most
proficient in the workshop and the modelIng-room."3 Similarly, the basic theme of the II

influential report of Susan Kingsbury to the Douglas Commission in 1905 was that the
villain behind child labor and early school-leaving was the school itself. It did not .j
offer continuous schooling of a practical character" for the five-sixths of the student_':-,1,
population who were leaving school before completing the seventh or eighth grades. lf
_an industrial education were provided, Kingsbury strongly argued, not only could those
leaving school early be retained, but these youth could obtain the skills necessary for
occupational success.4

Amer4ca had entered the age of mass education. Differences in program design or )4
educational philosophy were largely over-shadowed by the necessity of absorbing large
numbers of working class children Into the mainstream of American education. This
fact, more than any other, probably accounts for the successful introduction of industrial
'education into public schooling.
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THEIDEOLOGY OF SOCIAL REFORM

The earliest advocates of industrial education were not educators, but social reform-
The cities were the generating centersof the nation's newly found industrial wealth,

t they were also the source of unprecedented misery, crime, violence and poverty.
-,,The rapid thdustrial-urban change threatened social cohesion. An impersonal, dynamic
"City;life broke down the more stabilizing traditional values of home and community.
,Again, the rural American, migrating to the industrial center, was just as much up-
'rooted as the newly arrived immigrant; both were bewildered in a strange environment.
Then too, the sprawling, festering slum ghettos fostered discontent, and the scores of
poverty- and strife-ridden made the growing social and economic cleavage between dif,

rent social, ethnic and racial groups only more evident.5 Reform groups were the first
_experiment with industrial education programs for youths as they attempted to provide
e insdWtional and social services necessary to alleviate many of the hardships experi-

_a by slum children.
Throughout the 1870's, and particularly in the latter half of the decade, private pro-
ra the kindergarten built a strong case for industrial activities as an integral part

f programs designed to uplift the poor and neglected ln the case of older children, in-
dustrial schools, like the Workingman's School of New York City, founded in 1879 by

Adler, strongAt emphasized mechanical and domestic arts instruction. Soon, suc-
k: cess in these ventures led to an attempt to introduce industrial education into the lower

grades of public schools. The introduction of Sloyd instruction and arts and crafts was a
direct result of such efforts by social reformers.°

These charitable and religious agencies city missions, mother's clubs, private
ndustrial schools, aid societies outside of the public school system, cultivated a positive

blic opinion regarding industrial instruction and joined public sehoolmen in setting
to motion a vigorous drive for common school industrial education.

From the pedagogical point of view, industrial education was supported because it
thought to balance a curriculum v.iiich was regarded as being too heavily weighted

th "booklearning" and as unsuited to less academically inclined youths. Then too,
Industrial education hopeftdly could be correlated and integrated with other subjects of
the curriculum, resulting in a richer and fuller educational experience. From the social
point of view, industrial education was advocated as a means of providing an educational
environment in which work habits as well as cooperation in work and play could be de-
veloped. Furthermore, industrial education was expected to supply the educational setting
in which students could gain an understanding of the industrial environment in which they
lived. Considered no less valuable was the fact that industrial education could develop
character and habits which could lead to success in an industrial world as well as provide
the student with the educational enrichment thought necessary for appreciating and par-
ticipating in the cultural heritage of society.7

One result of the close connection of social reform with the industrial education
movement was the placing of certain industrial education programs, like industrial arts,
within the school of educational thought known as social reconstruction. The ideas of
social reconstructionism before the turn of the century are best represented in the early
kindergarten, the work of Francis Parker, Sloyd, arts and crafts instruction and early
private industrial schools founded by reformers. After 1900 these ideas were best
represented in social settlement schemes and community-centeredprograms of schooling,

1- as illustrated in the work ofJane Addams, Florence Kelly, John Dewey and Samuel Dutton,
among others.8

John Dewey was perhaps the most articulate spokesman for the social reconstruc-
; tionist view point. Dewey argued that in an industrial society, the school had to becomc

r More thdustrial. His central point was that education could prepare the young for future
' social life only when the school itself was a cooperative society on a small scale. Thus,
in general, Dewey would have students learn what industrial society could be through
reliving its problems and manipulating its materials, techniques and knowledge. Indus-
trial education could impart an understanding of industrial society and the necessity of
social cooperation, discipline, mutual understanding and democratic processes and ends .

ii_Only in this way, he felt, could education ensure that the tremendous scientific-tech,
nological forces sweeping the country were, indeed, utilized to promote humanistic urd

-democratic ends.9
It was from the ideology of social reform that thc -Industrial Social Theory'. of
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rial arts, promotedby James Russell F rederick Gordon Bonser and others, evolved.

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF REFORM

John Dewey was also primarily responsible for the development of an inreractionist-
developmental psychology which, in turn, lent considerable legitimacy to the claims of
industrial arts supporters. Dewey placed primary emphasis upon individual growth
rather than mastery of subject matter. Drawing from Froebelian thought, Dewey con-
sidered learning to result from the reorganization of the child's intellectual and psycho-
logical structure through his interaction with the environment. This process was con-
sidered to be developmental; the child's development progressed through sequential
tages, but neither were these stages directly related to biological maturation nor did they

constitute direct learning instead, the attainment of a higher level or stage was de-
pendent upon an educational environment that stimulated development through an active
intemlay with that environment.10

The effectiveness of industrial education activities in stimulating the child through
problem-solving situations and cognitive activity was valued by Dewey. Industrial activ-
ities prbvided a medium for the activation of learning. They were interesting, held the
ttention of the child and provided a means of stimulating the imagination and thinking,

as well as exposing the child to the materials and processes in his immediate surround-
ings. Fthally, industrial activities provided a variety of subject matter necessary for
the correlation of a broad range of knowledge and facts. It was from the interactionist-
developmental theory of Dewey and others that I3onser structured his industrial arts
program at Speyer School."

While it is certainly true that over the past years variation has characterized much
of the program development within industrial arts, the fact remains that an interactionist-
developmental psychology has been a major influence in industrial arts program design.
Moreover, the work of contemporary theorists like Jean Piaget, David Ausubel and L. S.
Vygotsky, among others, has provided a means of strengthening and broadening the psy-
chological base of the subject field.

The interacdonist-developmental psychology of Dewey grew out of the same social
reform impulse behind the early industrial education movement. Dewey borrowed heavily
from Foebelian psychology, which also undergirded the early kindergarten, the industrial
school of Felix Adler, Sloyd and the arts and crafts movement. The pioneering work of
the reformer and early progressive Francis Parkerduring the 1889's and 1890's inspired
Dewey. While Parker wanted to male schooling more child centered, Dewey wanted to
make it more socially centered and still retain Parker's humanitarian emphasis. Dewey
may have differed from early Froebelians and Francis Parker, but these differences did
not alienate him from the social reform movement. Instead, they placed him at its head.
Dewey gave educational reform a social purpose which placed it in the mainstream of
pedagogical thinking around the turn of the century.12

Thus, while industrial arts is united with the early social reform movement by an
industrial social theory, it is also joined by an inreractionisr-developmental psychology.
The ideology of early industrial arts, in other words, links the child-centered currieulum
of Francis Parker with the socially-centered school of John Dewey, the social moralism
of Felix Adler with the social reconstruction of Jane Addams, and the textile work of the
arts and crafts movement with the study of the industry of textiles in the Speyer School,
Columbia University.

THE IDEOLOGY OF SOCIAL EFFICIENCY

Other early sources of support for industrial education were businessmen and corn-
mercial and industrial groups. One of the earliest and most persistent arguments for
industrial education was that it was needed for the economic development of the country.
Indeed, industrial education emerged as a subject field of public education in response to
the rapid industrial transformation of the nation. lndustrial-urban change not only affected
the work skills and tasks of the workman, but also resulted in a redefinition of the mean-
of work. The old apprenticeship system had apparently ceased to function adequately
in a machine production age, and organizational, managerial and scientific skills became
more important. At the same time, a differentiated work force emerged which dove-
tailed with the differentiated tasks of the industrial enterprise, and large numbers of
unskilled and semiskilled workmen were needed to perform the duties of production.13
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e activity of businessmen in support of industrial education
that made it 'possible to establish the Manual Training

example, W58 provided by leading businessmen with whom Calvin
selY.7, The Manual Training School of Chicago was founded by the
thicago a group of 60 merchants and manufacturers, end the first

scbool, established in Baltimore, Md., in 1884, came into
a group'of businessmen. In Boston, programs of industrial
-ndary and college levels were the direct result of the active

ittee on bidustrial. Education, a group of interested civic and bust-
It annerous other cities and towns, commercial clubs or groups of busi-

ded betkleadership and financial backing to industrial education associa-,
er %intim' groupd that promoted tax-supported industrial education programs

1.6530031i. Privately endowed technical institutes and trade schools also pro-
Anid-,,liad no less a decisive impact on the promotion of -practical and useful

fter.the,turn of the century, business interests lent their support to the drive which
v 7`the., papsage of the Smith-Hughes Act of 1917. The Douglas Commission and

taciety- for the' Promotion of Industrial Education, among others, success-
enerated -action-for government support, and thus secured a permanent place in

education -for vocational education. But these groups were successful mainly
thipt?Clearly articulated an ideological position which stressed the economic
ceptindustrial education. The subject field could, its advocates contended, feed

ft.:industrial. needs for trained manpower: New technological skills could be
*at1ng a skilled manpower pool- industrial intelligence cotdd be developed, thus_ ,

ker a greater economic gain; labor could be dignified and ennobleth the
Wain:between manual labor and intellectual training could be reduceth and work

iiir&tild be stressed, thus adapting immigrants and rural migrants to the urban-
strinl_envirenment. The means of achieving these anis was to differentiate students
yfin:their-school career, provide training in specific job skills and inculcate in these

ta .proper attitudes and habits toward work. These views came together in the
bud philosophy of social efficiency supported by Charles Prosser, David Snedden,

Allen, Ellwood Cubberly, Edward Thorndike and Frederick Taylor, among

yocational industrial education then, was clearly based upon a foundation of social
c I ladustrial and social efficiency was thought to have been achieved through the

.. c on of industrid education into the public schools, and its supporters saw the
ubject-as a means of creating individuals who were useful to society both vocationally
dtiii terms of social responsthility.

rHEPSYCHOLOGY OF EFFICIENCY
. . , , .

While John Dewey was- providing a psychological concept which supported the de-
..Merit of ;industrial arts, Edward L. Thorndike was developing a behavioristic psy-

ply which supported vocational education. Unlike Dewey, Thorndike placed primary
gitoliesinupon the mastery of subject matter.

Thorndike showed through his experiments around the turn of the cenrury that very
0 , ..,file Ieneral learning actually took place, and that transfer of training did not result
?-auch -learning as was previously assumed. Ability developed-in one set of studies
nov:-appear to transfer, except in cases where there were identical elements. The

tudi:Of Latin or woodworking did not appreciably help the future doctor, accountant or
Either in developing any general mental ability, and thus was important only to the
Insii:x.ithat it was utilized by the individual in a specific way. The emphasia in education
thifted from training all students in general subject areas to training students for spe-

-6, ends. The way was opened for the development of a differentiated school curricu-
gifille

gborndike provided vocational education supporters with a powerful psychological
gniu to_ reinforce their demands for specific occupational training. Moreover,
ico en of Thorndike and other behaviorists with stimulus-response bonds and ter-

4#-behavior led to the practice of breaking subject content up into small identifiable_ ,
ts. Vocational educators, like Charles Allen and Robert Selvidge, readily adopted

firactice and developed the trade and job analysis approach to course construction
cailinnal education which has enjoyed immense popularity.
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By the time of the passage of the Smith-Hughes Act of 1917, the ideas of early trade
training proponents like George Alden and Richard Auchmuty had been absorbed into the
social efficiency concepts of David Snedden and Charles Prosser. Then too, the psy-
chological rationale for vocatiornil education advanced by Edward L. Thorndike supported
the efficient administrative practices of Ellwood Chubberly: Students would be differen-
tiated early in life and would be processed in an efficient and rational educational system
through the instrumentality of trade training. The result, hopefully, would be a well
trained worker who could help in manning the machines of production while at the same
time sharing in the material prospericy he had helped create.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

If industrial education captured the attention of the educational public by 1917, it was
in no small part due to a strong appeal directed at a generally receptive public awakening
to the full realization of the impact of the social and industrial changes then sweeping
across the country. In other words, industrial education supporters succeeded in clearly
articulating an ideology a set of ideas regarding the function and purpose Of industrial
education in the public schools. Through a well articulated ideology, industrial educators
gave purpose to the movement and form to its programs.

By the passage of the Smith-Hughes Act, the industrial education movement hadbecome polarized. Those who represented what is called industrial arts traced their
lineage back to one set of ideas, and the advocates of vocational industrial industrial
education traced their lineage back to another. This fact is important, for it Identifies
the ideological antecedents of our contemporary programs of industrial arts and voca-
tional industrial education industrial arts is undergirded by an interactionist-develop-
mental psychology which in turn clearly sets it off from the behaviorist psychology which
supports vocational education. Consequently, markedly different program design and aims
characterize industrial :arts and vocational education. Each subject field is also charac-
terized by an appropriate social philosophy: One is the ideology of social reform; the
other is of social efficiency.

We have 100 years of pedagogical development behind us, and we stand at the cross-
roads of the next 100 years. What will industrial arts represent? What role will it play
in American education? As we ponder these questions, perhaps it is appropriate that we
turn back and examine our past in greater derail. 'Fhe key to the future role of industrial
arts may well lie in our past what role we have played in American education and why.
If we have a clear understanding of what we have represented, perhaps we will be able to
determine with greater assurance what we shall be in the future.
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The Works and Influences of William E. Warner
Thomas G. Latimer

The works and influence of William E. Warner can better be appreciated by looking
first to the early history of industrial arts. Manual training, influenced by the Russian
method of technical training and the Scandinavian handicraft system known as Sloyd, was
introduced in the U.S. around 1876. Near the end of the 19th century the emphasis on
formal training and exercises was modified. The result was manual arts. As early a
1904 Charles Richards proposed what he called industrial art. In industrial art, emphasis
was to be placed on -elements of industry." Very little was done with the idea of Indus-
rial art, later to be called industrial arts, until Frederick Bonser proposed an elemen-

tary school industrial arts curriculum centered around changes in materials to reflect .
those carried on in industry.

Limited progress was made in gaining acceptance of the concept of industrial arts
for several years. This was due to various factors: This was a period of conflict for
education in general. Dewey's child-centered, social theories of education were in con-
flict with the traditional subject-centered curriculum, including that of industrial arts.
Bonser proposed to implement Dewey's theory in an industrial society.

For the most part, however, industrial arts teachers were not interested in such a
proposal. Their training had centered on skill or technical training, and they were not ;
concerned about the psychological, sociological and philosophical concepts which Bonser
emphasized in his industrial arts curriculum.

The Dewey-Bonser concept of industrial arts as general education conflicted spe-
cifically with the status quo of several programs: manual training, manual arts to a de-
gree, vocational education, and most programs that were called industrial arts. One
aspect of this controversy centered upon the use of unit shops rather than general shops
to teach industrial arts.

Muly times the terms "manual training," "manual arts," "vocational education'
and industrial arts" were used almost interchangeably. Confusion existed about what
these terms meant, and there was little difference in the programs taught under these
titles I Tie purposes and objectives of industrial arts needed clarification and definition.
Programs that demonstrated the distinctive nature and importanceof industrial arts were
needed. Since there was no national organization to promote industrial Arts and few
state organizations such exemplary models did not exist. Leadership in the field was at a
low ebb. Many capable persons in industrial arts changed to vocational education be-
cause of higher salaries and better positions which resulted from the passage of the 1
Smith-Hughes Act of 1917. The conflict, the confusion and the lack of leadership began
to change mainly through the vision, ability and dedicated efforts of William E. Warner:

William Everett Warner was born in Roanoke, Ill., on August 22, 1899, the only son
of Isaac Newton and Eva Redmon Warner. He began his education at the Model School of
Illinois State Normal University in Normal and continued in the public schools of Chicago
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tiler worked on his degreeat the University of Chicago. William Warner corn-
schoiol at the demonstration school of the Normal School, Platteville, Wis.,
ed 'the 31year teacher training course at Platteville in 1917 .

_gIut his education, Warner had die opportunity to work with several strong
itlea-and ciutstanding teachers such as V. M. Russell, Ira S. Griffith, William H.

_ .
David`Snedden, Frederick Bonser and John Dewey. All had a profound effect
ife and future of William E. Warner. Warner was to become the person with a

-7rahd a message for industrial arts that were barfly needed .
si'completlng his work at Plattevilie, Warner taught in several Wisconsin schools

served-as an assistant principal at a vocational school at Wausau. While teaching at
,'!Point, Wis., he met Eleanor Todd, an elementary school teacher. They were
.on 'August 14, 1920. After their marriage, W aner returned to school complet-

hht Bacelor of Science and Master of Science degrees at the University of Wisconsin
aDoctor of Philosophy 'degree at Teachers College, Columbia University.

Warfier Was appointed assistant professor of Industrial Arts Education at The Ohio
.-University in 1925 and reached the rank of full professor in 1939. With the excep-
of 3- years during World War Il and 3 years as executive director of Civil Defense

the state of Ohio, he spent his entire career at The Ohio State University. He retired
*bid professor emeritus.
=am E. Warner introduced and developed the graduate program in industrial

cadon at The Ohio State University. In a short time it attracted outstanding
-in the country to the university to do graduate work. Warner inspired them

the concept of a new and broader industrial arts. He challenged them to develop
lpadership capabilities. Warner emphasized the importance of experimentation

research related to the purposes and objectives, philosophy, curriculum and labora-
faCliirles of industrial arts edueation. He also stressed the importance of public

personnel having the opportunity to become better versed about these aspects of
subject. Through his many years of working with students at Ohio State and the pro-

ea7sional organizations he founded and fostered, Warner helped tO transform the scope,
atura and prestige of industrial arts.

Dr. Warner made a sigriificant contribution to industrial arts in general with his
kcontribution of Terminoloestigation. The result of this research and study was
,kmuch needed clarification of terms and an important new definition of industrial arts:

!Material Arts is one of the Practical Arts, a form of general or non-vocationorAducation,
which provides learners with experience, understanding, and appreciation of materials, tools,
processes, products and of the vocational conditions and requirements incident generally to
the manufacturing and mechanical industries.

These results are achieved through design and construction of useful products in laboratories or
shops, appropriately staffed and equipped, supplemented by reading, investigations, discussions,
films, visits, reports, and similar activities characteristic of youthful interests and aptitudes in
things industrial.

The subject of Industrial Arts belongs peculiarly within junior and senior high school areas for
tech purposes as exploration, guidance, the development of avocational and vocational inter-

eits and aptitudes, specific manual abilities, desirable personal-social traits growing out of
industrial experiences, ability to choose and use industrial products wisely, all coupled with
the aesthetic relationships involved. In general, its purposes are educationally social rather
han vocationally economic, although in the senior high school it may increasingly emphasize
vocational objectives in a non-legal sense, for certain students.

Industrial Arts includes such industrial representations as drawing and design, metal work, wood
work, textiles, printing, ceramics, autornotives, foods, electricity, and similar units, either as
separate offerings or in various combinations common to the "General Shop" or Laboratory of
Industries.

The term laboratory is more appropriate when the offering is provided upon an experimental or
developmental basis, as is commonly done in the junior high school; and the term shop may be
more appropriate where the work is carried on rather upon the production or economic basis, as
may be dole in the senior high school.'

- After completing Terminological Investi ation Warner focused upon curriculum de-
eloprnent. His first important contribution in this area was Ohio Prospectus. It was
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designated as a committee report, but apparently was largely the work of Dr. Warner.
Warner took the insights and the concepts of Bonser and Dewey and applied them to indus-trial arts. The Prouectus was the first state bulletin which attempted to state the role
Of industrial arts and the most thorough philosophical statement made by any state. It
served es the forerunner of bulletins for other states and numerous other leadership
developments in Ohio and across the nation.

Dr. Warner was the prime mover in the formation of the first Conference Committee
for Industrial Arts Education organized by the UnitedStates Office of Education. In 1937,
this committee published the first national report for the subject area: Industrial Arts:

In _ retauon in American Schools. The report included information on its objectives,
curriculum, administration and supervision at all educational levels. It was based on
Warner's new concepts for industrial arts first presented in Ohio yrospvtus.

Ten years after the national report, Warner expanded on his philosophy and curricu-
lum concepts at the American Industrial Arts Association meeting in Columbus, Ohio.
At that meeting, Warner presented The New Industrial Arts Curriculum, later desigmated
as The Curriculum to Reflect Techi_v_12gy. The curriculum itself was built upon the
study of power, transportation, manufacturing, communications and management which :

were more related to modern technology than were the traditional areas of woodworking,
metalworking and drawing. Even today these curriculum concepts are affecting the_._
direction of industrial arts nationwide.

With Ohio Prospe_ct_LLs, Industrial Arts: Its Interpretation in American Schools, and
The Curriculum to Reflect -, Warner helped to define and clarify the meaning
and purposes of industrial arts within general education. He stressed the importance of
social-economic factors . material culture and heritage, consumer literacy, education
for leisure activiries, and technology. The effect of this work was felt at all educational .

levels, but most of all at the secondary level where drastic changes took place.
His concept of industrial arts as general education was that it should provide students

with a broad orientation to industry and the industrial society through exploration and
experimentation. This required use of a wide variety of tools and materials and involve-
rnent in many processes within an integrated learning situation, The industrial arts
facilities of the 1920's and 1930's were not designed, arranged or equipped for such a
study. As early as 1922, Warner began working with the general shop and later refined
his ideas into what he called the laboratory of industries to meet the special needs of
the new industrial arts curriculum lie promoted the general shop and laboratory of
industries through his writings in professional publications, encouraging his graduate
students to do research on shop planning arid equipment through providing exhibits and
conferences on school shop planning and equipment selection and through consulting
work with equipment companies and school systems. In these ways he encouraged better
planning and designing of facilities and selecting of equipment for industrial arts.

With the program suggested in frpApsstis and the facilities and equipment recom-
mended for the laboratory of industries, the new industrial arts was ready for adoption
in the Ohio schools. Warner and his co-workers seized upon the idea of creating develop-
mental, exemplary programs in selected schools to serve as models for the teaching and
learning of the new industrial arts. Both large and small schools were involved.

As chairrnan of the Ohio Committee on Coordination and Development of Industrial
Arts Professional Interests, Warner enlisted financial aidfrom the Ohio State Department
of Education for two centers in other cases, local schools and county boards supplied
funds. In still other instances new buildings were built with a federal subsidy from the
Public Works Administration and the works Progress Administration. Warner usually
selected the teachers for the programs from among his students. He consulted with ..
boards of education and architects concerning the facilities and program.

These programs were successful. They demonstrated that a broad, comprehensive
program of industrial arts as a general education subject could be carried 011t in a wide
variety of situations. Many educators throughout Ohio and from other states came to
observe at these centers.

Dr. Warner also contributed significantly to the industrial arts profession in Ohio
through his work as chairman of the State Steering Committee for Industrial Arts. Thel
committee created interest in the subject and formulated a state program of industrial-i
arts through its support of the publication of Ohio Prospectus, This relationship was
furthered with Warner's work on Ohlo Iiçjooi Standards of 1937 and industrial arts
teacher certification and preparation in the state. Through the committee Warner obtained;
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de conference on school shop planning and support of the develop-
Ba assiite& The comprehensive program sponsored by this corn-

tal in the long range development of industrial arts in the state and
cirmation-of the Ohio Industrir-' Arts Association .
rributed to the 'industrial -nfession with the founding of two

The 'first was Epsilon Pi Tau, .-ary professional fraternity in
d -voCittional education which Jed in 1929 at The Ohio State

Ptirpope was to recognize anti promote leadership In the field by
social efficiency and effective research. The fraternity has

eae.purposes through formus, research, publications and various awards
ihlpa. Dr. Warner worked faithfully as the executive secretary of Epsilon Pi

a0M-e'4ilyearti. The historyof Epsilon Pi Tau itself reflects Warner as a thinker,
-14nd Organizer. He emphasized refinement, social efficiency and personal pro-

wth:
_organization Warner contributed significantly to was the American Indus-

sociatIon: The 10th Anniversary of Epsilon Pi Tau was the occasion for its
Warner offered leaders and persons involved with industrial arts teacher
Invitation to a National Conference... At the conference he outlined a 60-
_for_the derivation, definition and projection of a program leading to the

e'tzleirree.. During its second day a skieton constitution for the American
Arta Association was formulated and approve& It was at this conference held

1evand, Ohio, in 1939 that Dr. Warner was elected AIAA's first president serving
fireara; He also served as the ii t editor of the Industrial Arts Teacher. Through

it- to obtain departmental status for the Associadon in the National Education
anion, and in other ways, he greatly influenced the direction and growth of the
altion::. In the early years of its existence. In 1970, Dr. Warner was presente:: a

ue,:anti An international tribute for his role in the founding of the American Industrial
Wabbiadon.

TW.illiam E. Warner was an educator for 50 years. During these years he was espe-
!Jelly interested in developing quality teacher education programs which would in turn

C effective leadership for the profession. His doctoral dissertation projected a
griin related to the preparation of teachers for junior high school industrial arts.
1.,3Narncr worked with the Ohio Industrial Arts Committee and the State Board of Edu-_
on in Ohio to upgrade the standards of teacher education programs in the state. As a=

of his concern for quality professional education and training, he developed an out-
industrial arts teacher preparation titled The Three Degrees: Assumptions

d erns."
'AB ail educator, Warner consulted and lectured extensively. As a teacher, he was at
_2it 'with graduate students where he could emphasize the philosophical aspects of
sfrial arts and explore his many new ideas.
Pr. Warner made industrial arts exciting. He madehis students feel that they could
p.a-significant role in the fie& He challenged them to leadership and greatness. Dr .

aiiier took -a great deal of interest in his students both in and out of the classroom.
Ei."&after students &impleted their work with him, he would help them in their profes-

pi growth and in their conaideration of job opportunities whenever possible. Through
long teaching career, he helped to mold the lives and futures of countless numbers of
Arial arts teachers -and leaders across the country and around the world. His edu-
Oliar philosophy centered on an industrial arts which was general education, an in-

inittihai arts which would meet the orientational, technical, recreational and consumer-
needs of persons at all levels of education. He was extremely dedicated to this

cerit of industrial arts and worked untiringly for its realization.
Z.:Warner was widely recognized as an educator: he received numerous awards and
dorinfor his work. His last was a commendation from the Ohio House of Representa-

vesvawarded only a few days before his death.
eDr.' William Everett Warner was one of the most important educators in the field
inchistrial arts education. Manx persons have said that he was the leader for some

sari; 'Ilirough his insight, energy and dynamic nature, he encouraged others to be
dere and innovators and to make industrial arts a field of which we all can be proud.

Y.Wililam Everett Warner was an innovative pioneer of industrial arts.
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FOOTNOTE

1. William E. Warner and others. "The Terminological Investig on." Indianapc
lnd.: Western Arts Association, 1933. p. 37.
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A Historical Look at the Founder of Industrial Arts Education:
Frederick Gordon Bonser
William H. McPherson

...I do know that if we doubt ourselves, we will persuade no one; if we doubt our
mission in the world, we will do nothing further to advance it, ...to view our
present and our future with sickly anxiety is to ignore the lessons and achievements
of our past.

The preceding quote by the late Adlai E. Stevenson was directed at the citizens of
this country, and particularly at the young. Ye% its meaning has strong implications for
those in the field of industrial arts education. One only has to look at the professional"
Journals to see uncertainty in ourselves and our mission in the educational world develop.
ing within the profession. Our present and our future are viewed by many with anxiety
and uncertainty.

What is industrial arts education? Teachers, principals, friends and neighbors, even
industrial arts teachers are asking this question. Graduate students are asked to define
industrial arts education and/or compare it with vocational education and general educe-
tion. Who are we? Why are we here? Why the questions? Does industrial arts education
have an identify crisis? There is no doubt that confusion exists and that some true soul
searchLng is needed by the profession to end the debate and re-identify ourselves. If
Adlai E. Stevenson i correct, these developments may have occurred by ignoring the
lessons and achievements in our past. Few areas in education are so lacking in under-
standing of their own past and/or history as is the field of industrial arts education.

As a person adopted at birth may someday search for his biological parents and his
true identity, so must industrial arts education. An individual in search of his identity
will inevitably turn to the past to find his roots, his beginnings. We in industrial arts
education will find our identity in the past, and with it many answers for the future.

Industrial arts education had its begirming in the elementary school curriculum some
60 years ago ... a fact that few industrial arts teachers are aware of. A leading figure
in the early development of industrial arts education was Frederick Gordon Bonser. To
better understand the influence this man had on industrial arts education and his contribu-
tion, it is important to look at the people and the institution that influenced Bonser's
thinking. Bonser was associated with such great educators as: John Dewey, James B.
Russell, Lois Mossman, Frank McMurry, William H. Kilpatrick, Edward L. Thorndike
and many others. All these educators did much of their professional work at Teachers
College, Columbia University. To look at the development of industrial arts education,
we must understand the influence that Teachers College had upon education itself at the -]
beginning of this century.
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RS COLLEGE, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

Teachers College, Columbia University, was founded on the desire and need for an
don to train teachers in the area of industrial education. Two associations played

important part in the development of Teachers College. They were the Kitchen Garden
sociadon and the Industrial Education Association, incorporated in 1880 and 1884,

vely. The latter was the outgrowth of the former. From 1884 to 1886 the Indus-
--EthiCation Association grew rapidly; its annual budget grew in a four-year period

.000 to over $38 000. In 1886, with the help of Miss Grace H. Dodge, the associa-
oved into a renovated builWng. The repairs and equipment cost over $100,000 .

ew facilities and growing pressure, the association was to take on new responsibili-
At a time when industrial education was getting much publicity, the association was

focus its attention upon the training of teachers. In order to undertake this new
a reorganization of the association itself was necessary. Both Alexznder Webb, the

president, and MisB Dodge, vice president, stepped down; the running of the association
mits..itut in the hands of a Board of Trustees. "Ten Articles of Faith" were drawn up by
'the, trustees staring the associadon's principles and aims and "to guard its work from
degeaergting into a manual training school'."9 One of the aims, as stated in the -Ten

titles of Faith", stressed the importance of Industrial training combined with general
aducatIon...."9

no coincidence that this -Article of Faith" expresses one of the fundamental
ftconcepts and/or principles of industrial arts education i.e., industrial arts is a vital
part of general education.

The newly elected president of the association, Nicholas M. Butler, organized the
.yrNew York College for the Training of Teachers." One year after Dr. Butler's resigna-
;:tion from the association in 1892, the college was granted its permanent charter and its
Oiame was changed to ''Teachers College.'' (in 1894 Teachers College moved to West
:kI213th Street, New York City its present location.

In 1897 James E. Russell was appointed head of the Department of Psychology and
69eneral Method at Teachers College. That same year he was elected dean of the institu-

on.' During Russell's years at Teachers College, the growth of the institution was rapid.
900 Teachers College listed 593 undergraduate students; in 1915 it had 1,999. In 1902

d 83 graduate students, and in 1915 there were 619. When comparing Teachers
to other universities with graduate programs in education, Russell wrote in one
ual reports:

Igures disclose the remarkable fact ihat Teachers College alone has during the academic
year (1915-16) more matriculated graduate students in education than all other prominent
versities in the United States and Canada combined.18

To many industrial arts teachers, James E. Russell, along with Frederick G. Bonser,
known for "The Russell-Bonser Plan" and/or -The industrial Social Theory." These

riterms first appear in David Snedden and William Warner's book, Reconstruction of Indus-
al Arts Courses.19

in a search through James E. Russell's papers at Teachers College, interesting
_espondence was found between William T. Bawden, then managing editor of the

anual Trainin and Vocational Education Magte,12 and Dean Russell. In a letter
December 2, 1915, Dr. Bawden asked if Dean Russell would make a statement about

-ture changes at Teachers College which would beof interest to the magazine's readers .
a statement it wasl On ecember 15 1915 Dr Russell replied with the asDsertion1

due to the new emphasis in vocational education on skills and shop work as well as
bility to teach:

We do not have the equipment, nor is it in accord with our plans, to specialize in the training
of classroom teachers in this Field. Conserpently, we have decided to abandon ol l shop work
of a highly technical or vocational character. In Future our roams, equipment, and endowment
will be devoted to the strengthening of our work in industrial arts for the elementary and junior
high school...13

it seems apparent from this correspondence that at this point in history the leader of
e instinition of higher education founded to train teachers in the field of industrial

Fv7,
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education established the break berween vocational education and industrial arts education.
In doing so. Russell set the stage for the formulation of the development of industrial arts
education as conceived by himself, Frederick Bonser, John Dewey, Lois Mossman, Wil-
liam H. Kilpatrick and others. Now let us look at the life and contribution of Frederick
Gordon Bonser to our field.

EARLY EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES

Frederick Gordon Bonser lived between 1875 and 1931. He was raised on a farm in
central Illinois where he attended the local rural elementary school As there was no high
school near his rural home, he went to live with an uncle in Avon, Ill., in the fall of 1893.
There he attended the local high school and managed to complete a four-year program in
two years. He graduated in the summer of 1895, and in tile fall of the same year enrolled
at the University of Illinois.

He left the university after two years in order to teach in the rural schools of Illinois
and Washington. In 1899 he returned to the University of Illinois; in two years he corn-
pleted the requirements for a bachelor's degree with a major in psychology. Upon gradu-
ation, he was awarded a graduate fellowship in psychology which allowed him to work on
his master's degree. He subsequently finished his master's degree in 1902. His major
interests during his studies at the University of Illinois were in the fields of psychology
and education.

CHEYNEY, WASHINGTON

After receiving his master's degree. Bonser accepted a position as Director of the
Training School at the State Normal School in Cheyney, Washington. There he began his
28 years of work in teacher education.

During the three years he remained at Cheyney, Bonser directed a group of the
faculty in developing a new curriculum for the training school. The curriculum developed
by this group proposed that the work of the elementary school should include studies in
industrial life, local environment through the related arts, and more content in science
and history. Bonser believed that the proper selection of materials from these fields
would be especially suited to the education of the child and would be valuable to him in
interpreting life and in giving meaning to his common e.veryday experiences.

In order to communicate more effectively with the teachers in the vicinity of Cheyney,
Wash., Bonser started a publication entitled The Normal Seminar. Through this publica-
tion, he began to disseminate his progressive philosophy of education, his concern for a
more child-centered approach to education and fora more vital and practical curriculum.

In the spring of 1905, he was granted a graduate fellowship at Columbia University
and subsequently resigned his position at Cheyney. As a doctoral candidate at Columbia
University, Bonser's major field of study was educational psychology under the direefion
of Dr. Edward L. Thomdike.

MACOMB, ILLINOIS

Bonser left Columbia University in 190o, without completing his dissertation, to be-
come a Professor of Education and Director of the Training School at Western Illinois
State Normal School, at Macomb, ill. As director, he led the training school faculty in
revising the curriculum for the elementary school. During his years at Western Illinois,
Bonser began to promote the educational philosophy of John Dewey by incproorating prac-
tical applications into the educational programs of the training school. By rotating groups
of students through experiences in shop work, drafting, and home economics, Bonser is
considered to have initiated the concept of the general shop and/or multiple activities.18
Bonser began to establish a national reputation as an advocate of industrial arts in the
elementary school through the articles he wrote for the Normal Schooarterl (a pub-
lication printed by the Western Illinois State Normal School) as well as from speeches
he gave before the Illinois State Teachers Association. He advocated the development of'
an industrial arts curriculum as an activity-oriented study concentrated on the life needs
of man food, clothing and shelter. Bonser ended his work at Western Illinois to accept
a position on the staff of Teachers College, Columbia University.15
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R'S RETURN TO TEACHERS COLLEGE. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

CM his return to Teachers College in 1910, he completed his dissertation and was
_Inted Assistant Professor of Industrial Arts and Director of the Speyer School. As

member of the Teachers College faculty, Bonser became a leader in the area of elernen-
education and an advocate of the use of industrial arts to enrich the total school cur-

riculum The Speyer School had been set up ten years before Bonser took over as
It Was initially establishedas an experimental and demonstration school for Teachers

--;College, Columbia University.
The Speyer School offered Bonser the opportunity tO put into practice some of the

-:-ideas he had written about and experimented with while at Cheyney, Wash., and Macomb,
111. In 1910 Bonser reaffirmed his philosophy of education and the role of industrial arts
-developed earlier in the article, -Fundamental Values in Industrial Education."1

i; THE INDUSTRIAL SOCIAL THEORY
The Industrial Social Theory can be found in a booklet entitled Industrial Education.17

This. booklet contains two articles: "The School and Industrial Life" by Russell and
"Fundamental Values in Industiial Education by Bonser. Both articles were attempts to

'focus attention on the importance of studying selected industries in a technical-industrial
sociery. Bonser and Russell criticized the manual training movement of that time. They
concurred that their theory of industrial arts would bring about a curriculum that would
integrate all the school subjects into a more meaningful educational experience. The

ignificance of this "theory" is that it stressed the importance of introducing the study
induatry into the elementary school. Both men saw industrial arts as the discipline

?to' undertake the study of industry. By an organized study of the vital industries which
.:provide for man's basic life needs (food, clothing and shelter), an understanding of the
industrial fiber of society could be gained. Dean Russell's article wai'donsidered b

:Snedden and Warner as -laying the foundation for the present study of industrial arts."'
-The two artIcles are very similar and can be thought of as the formulation of a single
concept by two men.

Bonser's position as to the place of industrial arts in the elementary school curricu-
lum was stated in this 1911 article and can be traced back to his earlier writings and
speeches on industrial arts. Some researchers have implied that Bonser's article was

-jrtothing more than a rewrite of Russell's article, simply because the two were similar
and Bonner's was written some two years after Russell's. The evidence that I found
demas not support this point of view. Firs% Russell's article was a collection of thoughts
.and ideas of the faculty at Teachers College this can be documented. Secondly, Bonser's
;earlier writings (in particular, "A Syllabus of Educational Principles for Professional
Discussion" printed in The Normal Seminar, September 1904) stressed Bonser's math
point of view. In the article, -industrial and Social Work in the Elementary School"

,(printed in March 1909, in the Normal School Quarterly), Bonser so closely followed the
:main thought and ideas of his 1911 article that it could be interpreted as a foreruriner to
that article and would indicate that Bonser had been formulating these ideas for some

The implementation of these ideas was carried out in the Speyer School from 1910-
,1913 while Bonser was the director. The work at the Speyer School was presented
4'he Speyer School Curriculum of 1913.20 This publication outlined the type of classroom
ttctivities that were carried on in this activity-oriented curriculum. The significance of
:this new curriculum approach to education was reflected by the continued sale of the

cation long after the Speyer School was discontinued. The publication subsequently
!passed through several reprints.14

The school's basic aim, "social efficiency," as to be achieved through implement-
ing the following principles:

1. The curriculum of the school should represent the needs and interests of present day life
in our own immediate environment and the world at large, the social factor.

2. The wodc, at any given stage of the child's development, should be that which is adapted
to the iransediate enrichment of his life as measured by his individual needs and capacities,
the psychological factor.20

',Two corollaries to the foregoing principles were presented. The first of these was the
principle that the school must be democratic enough to provide an education for what the
1.
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article called concrete thinkers" (those that manage things, affairs and people) as well
as for the "abstract thinkers" (those that manage ideas and think in terms of symbols).
The second corollary embodied the Idea that the school must provide real life experiences
in an active and participatory way. Emphasis was to be placed on the importance of the
industrial, commercial and economic aspects of society as vital parts of the education of
children. But of paramount importance was:

Through and through, the courses of study are humanistic a means of particippting in life's
activities and interpreting them in terms of their value for human well-heing.20

Bonser's work as Director of the Speyer School came to a close in 1913. Ile returned
to full time teaching as a Prolessorof Education at Teachers College. His later interests
involved him in many areas of education. This range of interests was quite noticeable
in his later works, which included such topics as elementary education, secondary educa-
tion, industrial arts, home economies, art education, fine arts, music, curriculum mak-
ing, teacher training, developing creative ability in students, and the satisfactions of
life itself.

At this point l would Like to leave Bonser for a few minutes and discuss the influence
of John Dewey on the thinkingot Frederick Bonser. There is a close relationship between
Dewey's psychology of occupations and Bonser's psychology of industrial arts.

JOHN DEWEY, THEORY OF OCCUPATIONS

John Dewey's psychology of occupations" (or theoryof occupations), as the basis for
the elementary school curriculum, was an outgrowth of his work as the Director of the
Laboratory School at the University of Chicago from 1896 to 1904.

Dewey defined the term -occupations- as a -mode& activity on the part of the child
which reproduces, or runs parallel to, some form of work carried on in social life,t.10
This definition has within it the characteristic of remaining timeless. For as the "work
carried on in social life- changed with tne, the school would therefore have to develop
new modes of activities. One of Dewey's main themes in his education reform (that of
socializing education) was also brought out in this definition. Dewey's social education
brought about an integration between the individual and society. His new approach to
education was accomplished by redesiping the traditional school so that it would function
as a form of "community-life." He held that the great waste in schools was their lack of
relating subject matter to everyday experiences and, in turn, relating daily experiences
to school. The school, Dewey observed, was in isolation from life itself.

The "ocupations" were a means to an end. They were designed to bring about the
socialization of the child. The child would respond with his natural instincts and interests
and would thereby learn E0 be a partof society, a part of the world outside the classroom.
Experiences outside the school were inherent in Dewey's definition of "occupations."
These experiences included activities that were both familiar tO the child and common to
his home and surrounding environment.

Dewey selected activities which were of interest to children and at the same time
possessed educational value, that provided for the fundamental needs of man such as food,
clothing and shelter. Activities concerning these needs were considered basic and time-
less; as they were already known to the child, they would tend to arouse his interest and
stimulate his educational efforts. Along with being -basic," the activities provided ways-
for using, as far as Dewey was concerned, the four natural instincts of the child. These
natural Instincts were (1) the constructive, which employed simply physical coordination
and developed into the use of tools and technical skills; (2) the investigative and experi-
mental; (3) the social, which provided a means for the child tO share and communicate
liis experiences; and lastly, (4) the expressive.1.0

FREDERICK BONSER, PSYCHOLOGY OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Bonser's psychology of industrial arts evolved around the -child-centered" concept.

This concept considered as paramount both the interests of children and an understanang
of their "inner and outer environment.- Bonser maintained that it was vital to the learn-
ing process to know the inner workings of children: How they learn, why they react as
they do, and an awareness of their home and community life.
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Bonser held that the main purpose of education was the socilization of children. His
educational goal was to provide a child with the abily to live and function effectively
Within an industrial society. Bonser stressed that through an activity-oriented curriculum
(industrial arts). one wherein a child could relate life experiences to school life, a child

:cotdd better cope with life itself. Bonser considered the things of everyday life as -life
-2,needs- and wanted to make them educational. The school and education were not to be
3Eiolated frau life- home, work, community, and society.

According to Bonser, the specific purposes orobjectives to be accomplished in indus-
Vial arts were (1) a health purpose, (2) an economic purpose, (3) an art or aesthetic

.4, purpose, (4) a social purpose and (5) a recreational purpose. These purposes voere to
jae accomplished by utilizing the psychological or natural impulses of children toward ex-
cipreasion or action.5 Bonser identified six psychological impulses naturally expressive
?in children. They were (1) the impulse to manipulative activity, (2) the impulse to inves-
.,tigate, (3) the impulse to art activities, (4) the impulse to play, (5) the impulse to commu-
fticate and (6) the social impuise.5

The role of industrial arts was to contribute to the development of these natural
impulses into effective habits or attitudes by providing educational direction. The eduea-

.tional experiences should therefore be based on the child's physiological and mental
'::growth.8

A close correlation can be seen between Dewey's psychology of occupations and
5.Bonser's psychology of industrial arts. While Dewey identified four natural instincts of
-the child around which die activities of the school curriculum were te be developed,
!:Eionser identified six natural impulses in children to be used in the study of industrial
arts. Bonser basically accepted Dewey's four common instincts in children; he identified
the four in his list of six natural impulses in children.

WILLIAM H. KILPATRICK- THE PROJECT METHOD
William H. Kilpatrick joined the faculty of Teachers College in 1913 and became the

interpreter and disciple of John Dewey. He was one of the most popular as well as con-
troversial professors at Teachers College. He became known for his "Project Method."

,-.1n , 1918, Dr. Kilpatrick published an article, "The Project Method-The Use of the
. Purposeful Art in the Educative Process."11

Professor Kilpatrick began his article with a discussion of the word "project." lie
....suggested that the word "project" must pass the test of two questions. The first was
whether there was a desire and/or need for such a term that would give appreciable serv-

-:ice to educational thinking. The second question asked whether the term "projecr fitly
designated the waiting concept. Kilpatrick went on to declare that since the name of the

..-concept was unimportant in comparison to the concept itself, his main discussion would

, deal tdmost exclusively with the first of the two inquiries mendoned . lie therefore sug-
gested that some other term, such as -purposeful art, could he used for this concept.

, For Kilpatrick, this new concept must emphasize action, "preferably whole-hearted
: vigorous activity, and must follow ethical qualities of conduct as well as use t..eh l.aws
:of learning.

Kilpatrick went on to question whether or nor a term could be found; he concluded that
::.the term EC) be found would be a concept engulfed in purposeful activity taking place in a
social environment. Kilpatrick then defined the term "project:" -It is to this purposeful
act, with the emphasis on the word purpose, that 1 myself apply the term 'projece.11

Professor Kilpatrick acknowledged that he neither invented nor introduced the term
2-Ao the educational community. He did, however, acknowledge that he had given the teiiii ar4'.new meaning lf, as a synonym to Kilpatrick's "project," the phrase "hearty purposeful
,act ' was uried, his new term would take on a much more meaningful concept. Kilpatrick

f-: tied the term project to life. If the purposeful act were a typical unit of the worthy life
in a democratic society, this purposeful act should then be made the typical unit of school
rocedure. If this were done, the goal that education should be life itself, and not mere

;.:.preparation for later living, would be accomplished. If this format were followed, educa-
tion weidd indeed become life.

*ME R A l'iD MO5SM A N' S W OR K
Lois Mossman had worked with Bonser before coming to Teachers College in 1910.

Y-Both worked at theSpeyerSchool(an experimental school for Teachers College), Mossmant
t`
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was a staff member, while Bonser was the school director. The booklet, The Speyer
School Curriculum,20 is a product of their efforts at the school.

Lois--Mossman continued to work with flonser after they both left the Speyer School
and hecanie members of Me faculty irTeachers College. In their hook, Industrial Arts for
Elementary Schools,5 published in 1923, we find the first dainition of industrial arts.
A new 'emphasis can be seen emerging in the introduction of this book. The desire to have
children investigate, inquire and experiment as well as appreciate, manipulate andcon-
struct is emphasized. After makings distinction between industrial arts and fine arts, the
introduction concludes with their widely published definition of industrial arts:

The industrial arts are those occupations hy which changes are made in the forms of materials
to increase their values for human usage. As a subject for educative purpose, industrial arts is
a study of the changes made by rnan in the forms of materials to increoie their values, and of
the problems of life related to these changes.5

When referring to the purpose of industrial arts, the authors make a clear distinction
between vocational and general education. Vocational education is studied -for the sake
of developing skill and efficiency in producing in this particular industry."D Its funda-
mental purpose is the development of efficient workers; it is highly specialized teaching.
Bonser and Mossman conclude that -clearly such work has no place in the elementary
school nor in the early years of junior high school." Under the discussion of general
educational purpose, it was stated that the study of industrial arts helps one to become
more efficient in the selection, care and use of products made in the more important
industries. In contrast to vocational education, productive skills are not the end product.
The study of industrial arts concerns itself with man's common needs food, clothing,
utensils, household furnishing and other products of industry. The specific purpose or
objectives of industrial arts are -(1) a health purpose; (2) an economic purpose: (3) an
art or aesthetic purpose; (4) a social purpose; and (5) a recreational purpose."5 The
book is an example of Bonser and Nlossman's philosophy and how this philosophy could
be implemented in the elementary school curriculum.

BONSER'S DEFINITIONS OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS

Though we have discussed Bonser's most widely publicized definition of industrial
arts eduCation. Bonser was responsible for several more. Bonser's repeated modifica-
tions of these definitions were expressed throughout his extensive writings. A compila-
tion of several of these definitions (including the 1923 definition) is listed below.

1913

It means a well-organized body of thought, giving insight into industrial materials, industrial
methods and the social aspects of industry; it means a study of the evolution of industry, show-
ing how the cemplex factory system with organized capital, organized labor, and highly spe-
cialized machine production has grown from the simplestbeginnings; it means a most practical
study of design of the principles of design in relationship to their appropriate usage in spe-
cific products as design is used today and as it has developed among participation through
tire making of many projects more design and hand work than we hove had in the past, not
less all chosen with reference to their appropriateness to illustrate the major principles of
design and construction, and the fuller appreciation of the industry which they represent.2

914
...those arts relating to the changes in materials by which they are made into finished products,
thereby becoming both more useful and more beautiful for the satisfaction of man's needs. This
includes those changes in woods, nietals, clays and other earth materials, textiles, food mate-
rials, and so on, usually called broadly, manufacture.3

1920
The industrial arts represent the changes made by mon in the tow produc 3 of nature to make
them mote usable 135 food, clothing, shelter, utensils, tools and machines, and records of his
experiences, as books and periodicals.4

1923
The industrial orts are those occupations by which changes are made in the forms of materials

c
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to inaille241 their values for human usage. As a subject for educative purpose, industrial arts is
-a study of the changes made by man in the farms of materials to increase their values, and of
7th, Pet* NM of life related ta their changes.5

1927
ladustrial arts as a school study consists of activities through which we deal directly with the

'health; economic, appreciative, and social values derived from considering the production and
-ttieref tbifitaterial supplies by which we maintain daily life. It provides such activities, mental
;.and physical, as bring out values of both personal and social importance relative to Food, cloth-

lag, shelter, utensils, and other material products which afford us the necessities, the comforts,
and many of the luxuries of life.6

,strial arts we mean a study of the ways and means by which we are efficiently supplied
WM the materials ond products which we use in doily life. This includes the study of the
changes we mace in raw materials to increase their value for usage, the study of selection in
relationship ta purposes of usage, the study of selection in relationship to purposes aF usage,
a study of the care and upkeep af products possessed, and a study of the social responsibilities
we should share as a result of the methods and practices of industrial production and distributian.8

1930

; A study of the changes man makes in materials to increase their values to meet needs of the
appropriate usage of products made, and of the social advantages and problerns resulting from
the maiting of these changes and products.7

Many historians within the field of industrial arts education consider Bonser's 1923
Actin-Mon as the first definitive statement on industrial arts education. However, Bonser
:bad published definitions of industrial arts education prior to 1923. From the chronology

%the above list, a shift in emphasis is discernable in the later definitions of industrial
a an area of study. Bonser began to place more emphasis on the importance of con-

sumer knowledge and products as an educational outcome of the industrial arts program.

-UNITS OF STUDY IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION

The basis for Bonser' curriculum in industrial arts (that industrial arts was to con-
'cern itself with man's basic needs food, shelter, clothing) remained constant throughout
this career. Bonser considered the organization of industry Lhe key to bring the study of

-'6,1nolustrles into die elementary school curriculum. At the Speyer School, he experi-
. artfully worked with an organization based on a "materials concept.' which was an

amnion of the approach advocated by Russell. Bonser later modified this con-
a new organization based on the use of products. This change was brought about

Use Bonser's work at the Speyer School indicatedthat there was no unity in materials
aterials. Such raw materials as clay, metals and wood, for example, enter into

y industrial fields far removed from one another. This diversity gave little sense of
or continuity in the organization of the industries themselves.

A new form of classification was therefore needed. This new classification was
cts, Justified on the grounds that the basic needs of man are based on products

er than on raw materials,5 The changes that Bonser made in the units of study can
een by looking at the following.

1910
"food products, textiles, wood products, iron and other metals, and clay and allied earth
products."1

1913

"foods; shelter; clothing; records; utensils; and tools, machines and we p s."20

923
food, clothing; shelter; utensils; records for transmtting experiences; and tools and machines

930
"0) food; (2) clothing; (3) shelter and home furnishing; (4) utensils; (5) tools and machines; and
(.4 records, or books and other publications."7



While Bonser did modify his initial units of study, the basis or sinecure for his cur-
riculum remained constant: Man's basic needs of food, clothing, and shelter.

Bonser's lifelong interest in an "a, tiviry-oriented" curriculum led him to accept
the chairmanship of the Committee on the Activitl, Movement, National Society for the
Study of Educaiion, This committee was charged with the responsibility of producing a
yearbook on the activity movement. Bonser never saw the completed product, entitled
The Thirty-Third Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education/Part II The
Activity Movement; ir was published three years after his death.

CONCLUSION
It seems apparent that our _roots are founded in the work of such educators as James

E. Russell, Lois Mossinan, John Dewey, William II. Kilpatrick and others in the Pro-
gressive Education Movement. They developed an educational philosophy of which indus-
trial arts was a vital part. They denounced manual training and clearly distinguished
between vocational and industrial arts education. Their philosophy was child-centered,
for both boys and girls, activity-oriented and very humanistic: they viewed industrial
arts as an integral part of general education.

As a vital member of this group, Frederick Gordon Bonser was known for his many
contributions to education, espeeially in the field of elementary school curriculum. His
educational philosophy, based (:)ri man's "life needs," was that of general education for
both boys and girls (regardless of their future vocations) in an industrial society. This
philosophy was an evident rejection both of the traditionalists approach to education and
of the manual training movement.

Bonser is also recog-nized for his three major contributions to industrial arts educa-
tion. One was his widely publicized definition of industrial arts, considered to be the
first such definitive statement in the field, A second contribution attributed to Bonser

the role he played in organizing the first general shop (multiple activities) at both
Western Illinois State Normal School, Macomb, Ill and Teachers College, Columbia
University. Finally, with James E. Russell, Bonser was responsible for the "Russell-
Bonser plan" and/or "The Industrial Social Theory" of industrial arts education. This
theory was considered the basis for the development of industrial arts in the elementary
school.

Today there are many who would equate the beginning of industrial arts with the
"Russian System" shown ai the Centennial Exposition of 1876. Calvin M. Woodward's
opening in 1880 of the St. Louis Manual Training School, modified after the Russian Sys-
tern, was the start of manual training schools in the United States. The year 1876 should
commemorate the beginning of manual training, which is a forerunner of the trade school

with which industrial arts had and has NO association, if we as industrial arts edu-
cators can associate our beginnings with the g,reat progressive educators of the 20th
Century and divorce ourselves from the manual training movement of the late' 19tliCen
wry, a great step forward will have been made, The confusion as to who are we ancEhow
we fit into general education will be reduced greatly. We may need to redefine our goals
and objectives in the future for a post-industrial society. By understanding our true
heritage, we will face a more meaningful and easier task. We have a proud and prestigi-
ous beginning, that we can ill afford to forget. Let it be the beginning of a new future for
industrial arts education,
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An Interpretation of the Ideas, Philosophy and Contributions
of Frederick Gordon Bonser
Williarn H MCPherson

I do know that if we doubt ourselves, we will persuade no one; if we doubt our
mission in the world, we will do nothing further to advonce it, ...to view our
present ond our future with sickly anxiety is to Ignore the lessons and achieve-
ments of our post.

The preceding quote by the late Adlai E. Stevenson was directed at the citizens of
this country and particularly at the young. Yet its meaning has strong implications to
those in the field of industrial arts education. One has only to look to the professional
journals to see developing within the profession uncertaMty in ourselves and our mission
in Me educational vrorld. Our present and our future are viewed by many with anxiety
and uncertainty. If Adlat E. Stevenson was correct, these developments may have secured
by ignoring the lessons and achievements of the past. Few areas in education are lack-

': ing the understanding of its past and/or history as is the field of industrial arts education.
Herein lies the purpose of this presentation. Industrial arts education got its begin-

._ ning in the elementary school curriculum some 60 years ago. A fact that few industrial
arts teachers know. A leading figure in the early development of industrial arts educa-

: don was Frederick Gordon Bonser. Frederick Bonser was one of the reformers and
should perhaps be considered the founding father of industrial arts education.

Frederick Gordon Bonser lived between 1875 and 1931. His educational philosophy
_was developed in the industrial-social and economic setting of the United States at the
:.turn of the century. This period was known not only for its unprecedented social and
economic growth but for its educational reform as well. This period was also one of
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great population expansion, th e growth of large industries and the evolution of large indus-
trial cities with their vast urban social problems,

Education in the United States was tilso influenced by the writings of European educa-
tional theorists such as Johann Pestalozzi, Friedrich Frciebel anti ,lohann lerbart. The
ideas and philosophis of these educators were studied in the United States by individuals
such as Charles and Frank McMurry, Francis W. Parker and ,Iolan Dewey, Through
European influences American educators developed the progressive movement in education.

As an institution of higher learning, Teachers College, Columbia University, became
one of the dominant centers of the new progressive education. As an educator and a
prominent member of the faculty of Teachers College, Frederick ilonser played an im-
portant role in the development and implementation of new curricula to meet the chal-
lenges created by these social, economic and educational changes.

During Lionser's years at Teaehers College, i:olumbia University, the college was
under the leadership of James I Russell (1897 through 1027). Under Russell's direction
Teachers College attained international renown because of both its progressive educa-
tional philosophy and die tainire of its faculty. Airing this era Teachers College had
on its faculty John Dewey, Frederick C. Bonser, Kilpatrick, Frank MeMurry,
William Russell (James lt,. Russell's son and his successor to the deanship), and Edward
L. Thorndike. As a member of this group, Bonser became a leader in the area of elemen-
tary education and an advocate of industrial 4trts to enrich the total school curriculum
even though he had no formal training or teaching experience in shopwork, lie was also
an unusually prolific writer. During his lifetime, Homier wrote about 83 articles and
contributed to the publication of at least 10 books.

One of Tionser's more important writing,s was "Fundamental Values in Industrial
Education."2 -This article and one written by James F. Russell entitled The School
and Industrial Life" (1909)13 later appeared in the booklet, Industrial 1,:_ducation.14 The
concepts advocated by the authors later came to be known to industrial arts educators
as the "Industrial-Social Theory" and/or "The Russell-Bonser Plan."10

Both articles were an attempt to focus attention on the importance of studying
selected industries in a technical-industrial society. They concurred that the industrial
arts curriculum should integrate all the school subjects into a more meaningful educa-
tional experience, The thinking of both men was similar in that they saw industrial arts
as an integral part of the school curriculum, They saw the .study of selected industries
as a means of bringing about a richer, more relevant and more child-centered.

The tvvo men stressed the importance of stuLtying the industries not only from their
manufacturing concepts but from the economic and social influences imparted by these
industries on an industrial society as well. They held that children should study the
industries which dealt with their basic needs (food, clothing, and shelter); that industrial
arts would find its content around five basic areas food, textiles, woods, metals and
clay and allied earth products. Within these areas or subjects the Industrial-Social
Theory was to function.

Bonser's position as to the pthce of industrkil arts in the elementary school
curriculum as stated in this 1910 article can be traced back to his earlier writings and
speeches on industrial arts. Some researchers have implied that Bonser's article was
nothing more than a rewrite of RussLIPs article, simply because the two were similar
and Bonser's was written some two years after Russell's. The evidence that I found does
not support this point of view, Russell's article was a collection of thoughts and ideas
of the faculty at Teachers College; this can be documented. Second, Ronser's earlier

tings (in particular, "A Syllabus of Educational Principles for Professional Discus-
sion" printed in The.Nortnal Seminar, September 1904) stressed Bonser's main point of
view. Also in thearticle, "Industrial andSoeial Work in the Elementary School," (printed
in March 1909 in the Normal School Quarterly) l3onser followed so closely the main
thought and ideas of his 1910 article that it could be interpreted as a forerunner to that .

article, and w'ould indicate that 13onser had been formulating these ideas for some time,
These ideas m..ere implemented at the Speyer School from 1010 through 1913 while

Bonser was the director. The work at the Speyer School was presented in the publication
The_Syeyer School Currieulum of 1913,17 This publication outlined the type of classroom
activities that were carried on in this activity oriented curriculum. The significance of
this new curriculum approach to education was reflected by the continued demand and
sWe of the publication long after the Speyer School was discontinued. The publication
subsequently passed through several reprints.11
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The school's basic aim was social efficiency to be achieved through the implernrating
f the following principles:

1. The curriculum of the School should represent the needs and interests of present day life in
aur own immediate environment and the world at large, the iocial factor.

2. The work, at any given stage of the child's development, should be that which is adapted
to the immediate enrichment of his life as measured by his individual needs and capacities,
the psychological factor.17

Two corollaries to the foregoing principles were presented. The first was the prin-
ciple that the school must be democratic enough to provide an education for what the
article called concrete thinkers (those who manage things, affairs and people) as well as
for the abstract thinkers (those who manage ideas and think in terms of symbols). The
second corollary embodied the idea that the school must provide real life experiences
in an active and participatory way. Emphasis was to be placed on the importance of the
industrial, commerical and economic aspects of society as vital parts of the education
of children. Of paramount importance was:

Through and through, the courses of study ere humonistic a means of participating in life's
activities and interpreting them in terms of their value for human well being.17

Bonser's work as director of the Speyer School came to a close in 1913. He returned
to full time teaching as a Professorof Education at Teachers College. His later interests
involved him in many areas of education. This range of interests was quite noticeable
in his later works which included topics such as elementary education, secondary educa-
tion, industrial arts, home economics, arteducation, fine arts, music, curriculum making,
teacher training, developing creative ability in students, and the satisfaction of life itself.

The thinling of Bonser was influenced by John Dewey. A close relationship can be
seen between Dewey's psychology of occupations and Bonser's psychology of industrial

JOHN DEWEY, THEORY OF OCCUPATION5
John Dewey's psychology of occupations (or theory of occupations) as the basis for

the elementary school curriculum was an outgrowth of his ii,ork as the director of the
Laboratory School at the University of Chicago from 1896 to 1904.

Dewey defined the term "occupations '. as a -mode of activity on the part of the child
which reproduces, or runs parallel to, some form of work carried on in social life.10
One of Dewey's main themes in his educational reform (that of socializing education) was
brought out in this definition. Dewey's social education brought about Integration between
the individual and society. His new approach to education was accomplished by redesign-
ing the traditional school so that it would function as a form of community life. He held
that the great waste in schools was their lack of relating subject matter to everyday
experiences and, in turn, relating daily experiences to school. The school, Dewey ob-
served, was in isolation from life itself.

The occupations were a means to an end. Thev were desigmed to bring about the
socialization of the child. The child would respond with his natural instincts and interests
and would thereby learn to be part of society, a part of the world outside the classroom.
Experiences outside the school were inherent in Dewev's definition of occupations. These
experiences included activities that were both familiar to the child and common to his
home and surrounding environment.

Dewey selected activities which were of interest E0 children and at the same time
possessed educational value. The activities selected for inclusion in the curriculum re-
flected thoseehat provided for the fundamental needs of man. The activities included such
fundamental needs as food, clothing and shelter. Activities concerning these needs were
considered basic and timeless; as they were already known to the child they would tend
to arouse his interest and stimulate his educational efforts. Along with being basic, the

- activities selected provided -.vays for using, as far as Dewey was concerned, the four
natural instincts of the child. These natural instincts were: (1) The constructive, which
employed simple physical coordination and developed "into the use of tools and technical
skills; (2) the investigative and experimental: (3) the social, which provided a means

;for the child "to share and communicate his experiences;" and (4) the expressive.10
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FREDERICK BONSER, PSYCHOLOGY OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS

Bonser's psychology of industrial arts evolved around the child-centered concept.
Both the inzerests of children and an understanding of their inner and outer environ-
ment were considered paramount in this concept. Bonser maintained that it was vital
to the learning process to know the inner workings of children: [low they learn, why they
react as they do and an awareness of their home and community life.

Bonser held that the main purpose of education was the socialization of children. His
educational goal was to provide a child with the ability to live and function effectively
within an industrial society. f3onser stressed that through an activity-oriented curriculum
(industrial arts), 3 child could relate life experiences to school life and better cope with
life itself. Bonser considered the things of everyday life as life needs and wished to make
their educational. The school education was not to be isolated from life: Home, work,
community and society.

According to Bonser, the specific purposes of industrial arts were: (1) A health
purpose, (2) an economic purpose, (3) an art or aesthetic purpose, (4) a social purposeand (5) a recreational purpose. The resulting objectives were to be met by utilizing the
psychological or natura1 impuises of children toward expression or action.0 Bonseridentified six psychological impulses naturilly expressive in children. They were:(1) 'The impulse to manipulatt!, (2) the impulse to investigate, (:3) the impulse to do artactivities, (4) the impulse to play, (5) the impulse to communicate and (6) the impulseto be social.

The role of industrial arts was to foster the development of these natural impulsesand to reinforce effective habits and attitudes. 'rhe resulting educational experiences
should therefore be based on the child's physiological and mental 6rowth.9

A close correlation can be seen between Dewey 's. psychology of occupations andBonser's psychology of industrial arts. While Dewey identified four natural instincts of
the child around which the activities of the school curriculum were to be developed,
Bonser identified six natural impulses in children to be used in the study of industrialarts. Bonser basically accepted Dewey's four common instincts in children identifying
the four in his list of six natural impulses In children,

BONSER'S DEFINITIONS OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS

Through his many years of experience developing elementary school curriculum,Bonser continually worked to define more precisely the concept of industrial arts.
Bonser's repeated modifications of these definitions were expressed throughout his
extensive writings. A compilation of several of these definitions are:

19l3
It means a well organized body of thought, giving insight into industrial materials, industrial
methods, and the social aspects of industry; it means a study of the evolution of industry, show-
ing how the complex factory system with organized capital, organized labor, and highly special-
ized machine production has grown frcel the simplest beginnings; it means a most practical study
of design of the principles of design in relationship to their appropriate usage in specific
products as design is used today and as it has developed among porticipotion through the
moking of many projects more design and hand work than we have had in the past, not leu
all chosen with reference to their oppropriateness to illustrate the major princifles of design and
construction and the fuller appreciation of the industry which they represent.
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1914

Those arts relating to the changes in materials by which they are made into finished products,
thereby becoming both moreuseful and more beautiful for the satisfaction of man's needs. This
includes those changes in woods, metals, clays and other earth materials, textiles, food mate-
rials, and so on, usually called broadly, manufacture.4
1920
The industrial arts represent the changes made by man in the raw products of nature to make
them more usable as food, clothing, shelter, utensils, tools and machines, and records of his
experiences, as books and periodicals.5

1923
The industrial arts are those occupOtions by which changes are made in the form of materials to
increase their values for human usage. As a subject for educative purpose, industriol arts is
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study of the changes made by mon in the forms of materials to increase their values, and of the
problems of life related to their changes.6

1927
Iodustrial arts as a school study consists of activities through which we deal directly with the
health, *commie, appreciative, and social values derived from considering the production and
use of the material supplies by which we maintain daily life. It provides such activities,
mental and physical, as bring out values of boik personal and social importance relative to
food, clothing, shelter, utensils, and other moterial products which afford us the necessities,
the comforts, ond many of the luxuries of life.7

928
Sy industrial arts we mean a study of the ways and means by which we are efficiently supplied
with the materials and products which we use in daily life. This includes the study of the
changes we make in raw materials to increase their value for usage, the study of selection in
relationship to purposes of usage, a study of the care and upkeep of products possessed, and a
study of the social responsibilities we should shore as a result of the methods and practices of
industrial production and distribution.9

1930
A study of the changes mon makes in materials to increase their values to meet needs al the
appropriate usage of products made, and af the social advantages and problems resulting from
the molting of these changes and products.8

Many historians within the field of Industrial arts education consider l3onser's I.923
definition as the first definitive statementon industrial arts education. I lowever, as noted
above, Bonser published d&finitions of industrial arts education prior to 1923. From the
chronology of the above list a shift in emphasis is discernable in the later definitions of
Industrial arts as an area of study; Bonser began to place more emphasis on the impor-
tance of consumer knowledge as an educational outcome of the industrial arts program.

UNITS OF STUDY IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION

The basis for Bonser's industrial arts curriculum (concern with man's basic needs:
ood, shelter, clothing) remained constant throughout his career. Bonser considered the

organization of industry the key to bringing such studies into the elementary school cur-
riculurn. At the Speyer School, he experimented with an organization based on a mate-

.= -rials concept. This was the approach advocated by Russell. Bonser later modified this
concept to accommodate a new organization based on the use of products. This change
was a result Of Bonser's work at the Speyer School which indicated that there was no
unity in materials as materials. Raw materials such as clay, metals and wood, for
example, entered into many industrial fields far removed from one another. This di-
versity gave little sense of unity or continuity E0 this means of organizing the industries.

A new form of classification was therefore needed. The proposed classification was
-that of products, justified on the grounds that the basic needs of man arc based on prod-
ucts rather than on raw materials. These changes in the units of study can be noted in
BonSer's writings:

1910
"food products, textiles, wood products, n and other metals, and clay and tillied earth
products."2

1913
"foods; shelter; clothing; records; utensils; and tools, machines, and weapo

1923
"food; clothing; shelter; ensils; records for transmitting experiences; and tools and machines."6

1930
"(1) food; (2) clothing; (3) shelter and home furnishing; (4) utensils; (5) tools and machines; and
(6) records, or books and other publicotions."8

Therefore while Bonser did modify his initial units of study, the basis or strucwre
or his curriculum remained constant: man's basic needs of food, clothing, and shelter.
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SUMMARY

Frederick Gordon Bonser is known for his many contributions to education, especially 1

those related to elementary school curriculum. His educational philosophy, based on
life needs, was that of general education in an industrial society. It was equally applicable
to both boys and girls and had no relationship to their future vocations. This philosophy
was an evident rejection bothof the traditionalists approach to education and of the manual
training movement.

Bonser is also recognized for his three major contributions to industrial arts edu-
cation. One was his widely publicized definition of industrial arts, considered to be the
first such definitive statement in the field. A second was the role he played in organiz-
ing the first (multiple activities) general shop at Western Illinois State Normal School,
Macomb, Ill., and at Teachers College, Columbia University. The third was the "Russell-
Bonser Plan" and/or -The Industrial Social Theory of industrial arts education. This
theory was considered the basis for the development of industrial arts in the elementary
school.

Bonser's lifelong interest in an activity-oriented curriculum led him to accept the
chairmanship of the Committee on the Activity Movement for the National Society for the
Study of Education, This committee was responsible for producing a yearbook on the
activity movement. [looser never saw the completed product, The Thirty-Third Yearbook
of the National Society_for the Study of Education /Part II MOvernent; it was
published 3 years after his death.
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Vr-Past, Present and Future
Set

- has' always been a part of our lives from the day man walked erect and
use -of his hande and muscles through the invention and use of tools. Tech-
wsiyar be with ua in the future as man continues to use his skills and knowl-
himself with new tools, materials and equipment. Think of what man knows
y on our bicentennial birthday. Where will he be when our nation is 250

..The year 2026 is not that far away; it is less than the lifetime of the average
klay Alvin Toffler in Future Shock divides man's 50,000 years of existence
atimes of 62 years. Of this figure, Toffler estimates 650 of those was spent
He points out that man has been able to communicate between lifetimes effec-

for the last 70. Man has been able to use the printed word only during the last nix
*es. , More recently, during the last four lifetimes, man has been able to measuret aa-eutately. He has had the advamage of the electric motor only within his last two

etimes (Toffler, p.1.4).
at idu happen to technology during lifetimes 801 or 802? By the time lifetime

lies ended, none of us who are alive today will see it.
Theilpurpose of this presentation is explore the technologies of the past, the present

d,the,:hiture. For the purpose of this presentation, technology is defined as the proo-
fs; inventions, materials and tools of man at any place in time. Historically, we know

mien ,haa;always had a technology. He even developed some technologies long before
4phle- to apply them. A great deal of technology has come from the systematic

6813f-research and development through the trial and error process, Thomas Edison
-ba _y a classic example of this approach. We must also remember that 90 percent
scientists who have ever lived are alive today (Toffler, p. 27).
et tis now look at some of the technologies of the past. One must remember that

e=point in time, 50,000 years ago, a cave or a stick hut was the latest form of con-
lemporary shelter. The use of fire and stone tools were an innovation in their time. Man
160 =beginning to learn about his environment and how to control it. Man's role in the
Oly years was to provide food and shelter; to survive. He had no time to play cards
.r, watch ' 'The W al tons. "

Clathing in the form of skins and movable shelters were two of man's early cultural
'atid technological contributions to society. His early educational practice of teaching his
Offspring life-sustaining processes was a natural means of self-perpetuation.

AS time passed, as man improved himself, and as society and culture developed, man
'developed the fundamental knowledge and skills on which a large portion of our present
'and future technology exists. Where would we be today without the principle of the Archi-
lbedes screw or the concept of the lever? Many of the building blocks of modern tech-

logy cannot even be attributed to a single person like Archimedes, Pythagoras, or
plitenberg. We don't know who invented the wheel, the windmill, the bow and arrow or
ithe cannon. We do know, however, that much of technology was generated by war in
'incient times.

The source of a great deal of technology can only be assumed, since the knowledge
;end skills of communication have been lost because of the lack of an understandable
'*-itten language. Historians tell us, for instance, the Egyptians knew how to make 20

,,tyPestrot bread and also beer and wine. The process of mummification is a classic secret
;0.f` ancient technology.

Most people look at technology before 1600 A.D. as having litde or no effect on us.
.fie-interrelationship of ancient technologies to modern concepts is so complex, however,

AitiLthe_ removal of a single one would have had a domino effect on all the technologies

r "af

hich followed. All technologies have a logical sequential pattern of development. Only
ter the total development of a technology has man been able to discover the easiest

tway to have accomplished the end product.
- Some technologies have not changed conceptually since their invention or discovery.

_any machines, in particular, : ok and perform as they did when they were invented.
only change may have been in the materials from which it is made, the processes by

filch_ it is manufactured or the source from which it gets its power. Some classic ex-
plea are the potter's wheel, textile looms and heavy machine tools such as turret
es, milling machines, band saws and shapers.

,
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Down through the last several centuries, particularly in the United States, one tech-
nology has fostered others. Economic or technological necessity has led to many inven-

--tions, discoveries and even fads. Technologically, we do not need a $12,000, 6,000-pound
autombbile to transport two persons to a cultural evening at Lincoln Center in New York.
However, those same persons could not be transported in an 800-pound three-wheeled
vehicle which travels 60 miles on a single gallon of fuel or a $.54 electrical charge. The
social, cultural and economic side of our technology is not quite ready for it.

Our present technology is responsible for all of our environmental problems and
other related ills. The technology is also responsible for our being capable of solving allof our problems if the public's priorities were aligned with the severity of the problem.The removal of all internal combustion engines in all motor vehicles would almostinstantly clear the air and the skies. But ler us face reality; the change will not and
cannot take place instandy. The process will take a long time to complete economically,legally and practically.

Today, we refer co several new technologies as being -spin-offs" of others. Almost ,all of our future technologies will spin off the inventions or discoveries of today, as wellas those of ancient times rechnology is very complex. Without it we could not function. -;

We have come to depend on technology to create new technologies. One might relate thisprocess to that of fast breeder-type nuclear reactor. If technology is to survive andmultiply, it must be maintained, directed and controlled for the good of mankind as he
seeks to perpetuate himself, his culture and his society.

Some of the Buck Rogers-type technology of 20 years ago is a reality today. We have
large aircraft that carry 400 people at 600 mph over long distances. Space satellites that -J
transmit and receive radio and TV signals, snoop on our potential enemies and neighbors
and give accurate pictures of weather patterns are part of our present technology. The
pirturephone is real in the offices of Bell Telephone research facilities. The Saturn V
is inan's largest controlled release of energy short of the irreversible hydrogen bomb.The Saturn V can be shut down if necessary,

Much of what we know about the future may come from learned forecasting or even
pure speculation. Buzz Aldrin, writing in the foreword of Our WorlflQ9e, says:

Mon has increased his knowledge of the unknown so rapidly and effectively in recent yeors that
he can now envision realistically what it is like where he is yet to go. The images...are not
fanciful dreams, but have a basis in reality; they are expressions of same of the imaginative
striving toward the future. (McCall and Asimov, p. 11).

As a nation we have explored the moon. Aldrin, Armstrong and Collins were the fir
walk on its surface in July to69 a culmination of what we might term -moon technology.

In Spring 1973, the world witnessed another American first in space in the form of
Skylab. The technology of "good old American.' ingenuity was used to rig a sunshade to
cool the lab when a thermal shield was lost during the launch. Skylab added a significant
amount of information to man's knowledge of space with its observations of the sun, its
biomedical experiments, earth resource studies, mapping observations andtests on metalsfor future space manufacturing processes.

During Summer l975 another milestone in space technology occurred when the joint
Russian-American project of space docking was accomplished by Apoll-Soyuz. Space
technology finally had a "cultural spinoff:- international cooperation.

What is the future of our technology? We are on the threshold of a new age of dis-
covery. What are we going to findon July 4, 1076, when the Viking Lander makes its soft
landing on Mars? Will we find a planet that is several thousands of years ahead or behindthe Earth? Will we try to colonize the Ited Planer!"

What is beyond our soft landing on Mars? Many experts believe our next big thrust
In technology will be the space-shuttle of the low's. Large booster rockets will carry
orbiters into space. After the mission of the orbiter is over, it will return to Earth as anaircraft, Initially, only the external tank for orbit flight will be lost the only unusable
part of the shuttle system. Later, it is envisioned that rhe entire booster will be reuse-
able and manned. The orbiters will be used to haul payloads into space for building space
stations or replenishing depleted supplies. 1.'Iroin space stations, two-man service ve-
hicles can be sent out to perform maintenance wark on orbiting satellites or retrieve dis-
abled space vehicles.

The future will ale,o see shuttlecraft se vice stations. These will he able to handl
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'rnace vehicle configureations. Transportation centers of the future will
cities near launch sites. (McCall and Asimov, pp. 57-72). Man will

colonize the moon in the near future. Plexiglas-covered rovers with
eads will move people to and from hemispherical lunar housing units .

II move about the moon in individual maneuvering units: a personal space
Subcrust-lunar cities will be a reality in the future. Solar energy,

shuttles and Earth ferries will be a result of technology of tomorrow. Circular
n-thp-saurface of the moon may be an alternative for the people of the 21st century.

ASimov, pp. 89-96). What will the exploration and, perhaps, colonization of
e during the 21st century? Will space posts, like large spheres, be the way

rplanetary travelers of the future? (McCall and Asirnov, p. 121).
isa created our prosperity as well as our problems. At any place in
be a technology of that fime. The technologies of the past have included

- wheel and pyramids. Today we have television, lasers and communication
. The future of technology lies ahead.
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austrial Arts in the Industrial and Postindustrial Society
Starkweather

The historians of the hiture will say whether we used our knowledge and resources
to perpetuate in vain a world which has ceased to exist, or whether we used our imagi-
nation and wisdom to Euild boys and girls who, in turn, created a better world.

R. Lee Hornbake

How will we, in the field of industrial arts, desigi education which will allow for
e use of one's 'wisdom and imagination in creating a better world? As educators we

attempt to produce the perfect curriculum for those involved in the educational process.
FWe know that no matter how hard we try to make the perfect curriculum, we will not sue-
Cteed. Still, we know that we must try to be perfect. While realizing we will fall short of
rthe,ultirnate goal, we will still progress.
ft-- - What_ is an appropriate form of instruction for industrial arts during the remaining

ears of this century? We have options of having a very stnictured program of content
methodologies at one end of the continuum and programs which teach about industry

_and technology while emphasizing individual differences at the other. Should the construe-
n of birdhouses, footstools, and pumphandie lamps he used as the method for teaching

gams, or should students be prepared to understand technology and society with a
oratuturistic approach? There is no single correct response to the foregoing questions.

Tbe results of past planning and the execution of these ideas are having an impact
"today's happenings, it is common knowledge that what we plan and execute today will

died affect tomorrow's society. Studies of past trends, called "trend extrapolations"
(FIright, 1973), assist planners in industry, government, and education to better under-
*id- what has occurred in the past, how it may affect us today, and what we may expect
;the future. Using the trend extrapolation process, I would like to review some selected

events which have occurred since the beginning of this century in the field of industrial
ris. This will be in an attempt to understand where we have been as a profession, how
Ur. paat has affected us, and what we may expect in the future.
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Shortly after the tuni of this century, Charles Richards gave our profession its
present name. A, review of project work in the field during the early 1900's Mdicates
that wood turning, clay modeling, mechanical drawing, and work with the forge were
typical activities found in industrial arts education. There was pressure to change man-
ual training to vocational education, to teach the applied arts, and to organize the class-
room as a production factory in an attempt to get better educational results in the school
shop.

Today, the field of industrial arts is contemplating a new name. "Industrial tech-
nologr or "industrial studies" could very well replace "industrial arts." Woodworking,
clay modeling, mechanical drawing, and work with the forge are still activities found in
Industrial arts. The organization of the classroom into a producing factory is now con-
sidered an irmovative teaching method in industrial arts, over half a century after it was
first proposed as a form of instruction.

The popularity of industrial arts courses and work with one's hands has waned very
little, if any, since it was introduced into the school curriculum. Perhaps one of the most
consistent characteristics of our discipline is the working with one's hands. Other
aspects of our profession such as the type of methodology used, the nature of the con-
struction activities and the type of content to present have all been a matter of choice.
This difference of opinion has caused confusion within the profession. Confusion and dis-
agreement on issues are not new to industrial arts educators, for even in the 1920's it
was reported that the nature of the subject matter known as industrial arts could not he
agreed upon. This confusion still exists, for many of our educators at the secondary level
still do not know the difference between the objectives of industrial arts and yocarional
education.

One important topic discussed in education in the 1920's was compulsory schooling.
Compulsory attendance was enacted at that time. Today, there are those in our society -.
considering an alternative to compulsory education which will allow education to take place
on sites other than in the school building. This represents a reversal of the issue as
viewed during the early years of the present century.

Frederick Bonser (1932), one of the great early leaders of the present century, be-
came known for his work related to elementary school industrial arts activities. He
advocated five objectives or purposes for industrial arts: health, economic, art or aes-
thetic, social and recreational content. Elements of Bonser's philosophy may still be
found in many programs in our field today.

Another issue of these early times dealt with the implementation of vocational educa-
tion at the junior high school level. Since many youngsters left school at an early age, .

vocational training was considered beneficial to young men. However, vocational educa-
tion on a mass basis at the junior high school level proved unsuccessful then as well as
with more recent programs.

The 1930's, the depression years, created a need to reexamine much of the curricu-
lum and content for industrial arts. As a result of some of this reexamination, the Sel-
vidge plan was initiated. it was an attempt to perpetuate interest in industrial materials
and processes. This particular approach to education called for a "plan of procedure"
which has become a topic of many discussions concerning one's philosophy of teaching.

In 1939, William Warner sought to change the philosophy of industrial arts when he
started the American Industrial Arts Association. Warner's efforts resulted in an or-
ganization advocating a slightly different philosophy than that of the American Vocational
Association. This difference of perspective on philosophical issues still exists; both
associations continue to promote their separate views of industrial arts content and
methodology.

Prior to and during World War II, the pre-vocational nature of industrial arts was
stressed. The war also caused a shortage of industrial arts teachers, still a problem in -1

geographicL areas. (Zook, 1976). During the post-war years, Warner proposed a
approach to industrial arts. He offered a program whose content was derived from

a Ancio-econonlic analysis of technology. This approach was unique in that it was not
based upon the job or trade analysis approach. The effects of both those who followed --
Warner's approach and those who followed the job or trade analysis approach (developed
by Pryklund in 1965) can be found today.

Many different methodologies have been practiced by industrial arts educators. The
1950's were a time when the mass-production method became very prevalent= even though
it was introduced many years before. New programs evolved in Minnesota and in Mary--
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ey (1952) introduced the research and experimentation method as a form
-trial arts. Maley's approach represented one of the first effective

strial'aris to challenge academic courses in terms of content, methodology
ing effectiveness.
-014 Our field was most pronounced during the decade of the 1960's. Many new
Wire developed, field-tested and disseminated. The amount of change at this

idihe iMount of money available for curriculum development. Many insti-
cted at colleges and universities throughout the United States which helped

Ind develop new leaders for the field. New programs such as the Industrial
um Project, the American Industry Project and many others evolved (Coch-

-e-decade of the sixties was truly a time of enormous growth and develop-
at arts.
ew the past of industrial arts education, we find that many outstanding

Ve left their mark on the field; that there have been numerous attempts to
eViii-grade, or Change the field; and that financial support and the status of the nation
isftr_iporiant. Even with this very sketchy perspective of the past, it is evident that

niaity guentions remain unanswered despite numerous attempts to provide solutions. For
eistnple, we still do not know what industrial arts should be or do. We have no consistent

dards for industrial arts. Many in our profession confuse the objectives of industrial
:and vocational education. Should industrial arts content stress the contemporary

i0bal-i91ogical society? Should we emphasize content, or should we emphasize the student?
i:list-of questions relating to the profession cotdd go on. It may be that at the turn of

wry,- we will still be debating the same questions. But, are we asking ourselves

L I right questions? Perhaps all of these statements are the very reason why our field
is been ahle to grow and progress in the first place. Maybe, as a profession, we are
iter off-not being able to reach a solution.

As".'educators attempting to plan the future of our profession, we have a difficult task
Vthead of us. While it is most helpful to use analogies and trend extrapolations to assist
Us in'understanding our past and planning for the future, our society has been much slower
ihioving and less sophisticated than anything we will experience in the future. According
P-,5-7:Michael (1973), we are living in an age where we must learn to live with, and acknowl-
ek e, great uncertainty. We must embrace error. Our lives are constantly subjected to

Jole stress, because ,many times we have to forego the satisfactions of a stable, on-the-
;Ajob, social group relationship. But we still try to be pragmatic when we think of our
Iluture, a future leaded with uncertainties, projected to be fast-moving and nothing like we
'F,liaveever experienced before.
p,:7-. The profession of industrial arts has not been known as being futurist oriented. Very
litde -real planning for future events has ever taken place in our field. This is not in-
anagistent with .other disciplines in education. Moreover, the lack of planning for the

*hire is a common characteristic of Americans. To cite just one example, Dr. John
TMcKetta (1971), the E. P. Schoch Professor of Chemical Engineering at the University of
',.Houston and former chairman of the Advisory Committee on Energy to the Secretary of
7:die Interior, described the status of the energy situation. in 1971. He likened it to being., .on your own 3-yard line with 10 seconds to go, and the score 36-0 against you lie also
noted that the countries possessing the larger amount of oil supplies would gradually

.....raise prices, and that there would be very little that we could do about it. This predic-
'-tion does not seem so astounding today. In retrospect, the warning that Dr. McKetta
i verbalized about the future of the energy situation in our country was accurate- and
-.4-unheeded. His information was available to anyone at the time and, like many futuristic
!predictions, this one eventually came true.

Here we are in an age of technological sophistication. Computers are the name of
_game, and various forms of systems analysis are used to assist us in our work. How-

we continue to stick to educational processes and procedures which were in use
liefore, the 1940's. Construction activities of the past have been a worthy and beneficial

.,.-'spart of educational programs. They are still a vital part of industrial arts programs .
kWhy,, then, are we taking such a narrow perspective of the opportunities which our field
ifCan. present to its students? Why are we, as educators, concerned with strategies of
,J.-..,[(teething which isolate specific materials when industrial products are constructed of so
Wally different tyTes of materials? Why do we concentrate on the teaching of specific

tuinting techniques which are outdated, when there are so many additional forms of corn-
'nications7 Why are our major institutions producing so-called -highly qualified",



al arta teacher educators who in turn are hired to teach more 1940's woods,
Metals, and so forth? Few will argue that it is easier to do that which has been done in the
past-than to do some good hard thinking about what is and what should be. Industrial arts
has offered much to students, but a gigantic challenge is ahead in terms of keeping its
content updated and abreast of Industry and technology. Members of our profession have
not even begun to meet this challenge.

No doubt the future of industrial arts education will have many similarities to the
past. The name -industrial arts" will probably be changed M some new name, althou
is uncertain what that name will be. In the future, the field will experience many more
new programs developed by concerned arid competent educators. For example, new pro-
grams are being presented at this conference this very week. Financial support will
play an important part in the developmentof industrial arts as we approach the year 2000.
Many activities in our field will not change much before the year 2000. While change for
change's sake is not good, if we are to mak arogress, some change must occur. It is
my prediction that progress will not be made . -nany industrial arts classrooms during
the next 20 years.

Although it is not necessary for the profession to answer many of the questions that
have just been asked, we are obligated to make industrial arts teachers more effective.
The industrial arts teacher, the reacher in the classroom at any level of education, is the
most important aspect of the program. We may have beautiful facilities, an outstanding
curriculum, happy and health students, but if we do not have a good teacher for those
students, very litde real teaming will take place.

Industrial arts teachers, supervisors, and educators should start immediately to
plan a future for our field by setting goals and planning to achieve those goals. Secondly,
there is a need to implement a public relations program for better understanding of the
objectives of industrial arts. This includes the school administrator, teachers, parents,and laymen. Finally, a fresh look should be taken at the type of teacher being developedby the training institutions.

As educators, we know that somepeople plan, others are planned upon. Some edu-
cators plan, others are planned upon. Should the future of industrial arts education be
bumbled away by -a group of educators who do not plan for the long range, do not know
how to plan, and are afraid to talk about the need for future planning? Partly because ofthis lack of planning, we can easily be overtaken by other disciplines who have had the
perception to see ahead as well as stake out the direction for their future. Due to theadvanced forms of transportation and communication systems available today, the coun-tries on our planet are being brought closer together. Therefore, as members of the
industrial arts profession, we should be both assisting and learning from programs in
other countries.

Failure to look at this country's current economic, political, and educational prob-
lems in terms of the next 10 to 30 years is costing us immeasurable dollars. Such lost

-opportunities are leading us toward philosophical, psychological, and sociological obso-lescence. Is the nature of industrial arts content worthy and appropriate for a youngster
in this so-called super-industrial age? Will the field of industrial arts survive because
of its refusal to update educational practices'? Alvin Toffler, the author of Future Shock
(1970) and editor of Learning for Tomorrow (1974)1 advocates the development of an
"anticipatory democracy." We as educators in the field of industrial arts education mustbegin to use an "anticipatory education. This is necessary in order to prepare our
youngsters for a life characterized by high-speed technological and political change. We
should be planning and anticipating for the coming years. Presently, very little planning
is being done by anyone at any level of education in our field.

One of the major tasks when trying to produce change is proper education of thoseinvolved in the change process, The tradition associated with our field is one of the
greatest hinderances to innovatIveness. If content other than the traditional "how to use
the tools and machines" approach is implemented by the industrial arts teacher, the
parents, school principal andother personnel want to know why. Often there is resistance,for the course has suddenly become something different than that of the past. The gen-eral public is not concerned about whether the industrial arts teacher is interpreting
industry or technology properly or whether the student is growing In the realm of human
development. Therefore, a teacher of industrial arts can have his students produce a
series of "canned projects" year after year and tell everyone that his program interprets
the objectives of industrial arts. This teacher will not receive any flack from hls prin-
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or parents, for that is what they expect.
. This- situation represents a major communications problem which the profession

-needs to act hpon now. The latest approaches and programs used in the profession should
. .

be well communicated to school personnel and thegeneral public. A good public relations
job-which would educate the general public to expect more from an industrial arts pro-
griam is.needed. As a profession, we have by far the best means of motivating students
to create, research, analyze, problem solve, question andlearn about one's self and one's

,taphysical environment. However, we have not successfully educated the general public as
'-itO_What to expect from industrial arts.

The professional requirements for becoming a reacher often serve as one of the main
tumbling blocks to offering appropriate training programs. By the time that the student

meets all of the state guidelines for a teaching certificate and the educational require-
ments of the college, there seems to be very little rime left for classroom teaching ex-

fierience. The majority of teacher education institutions training industrial arts teachers
--provide four years of classroom and laboratory experiences with a period of approzi-
mately two months of student teaching. Student teaching time, of course, varies from

institution to institution. Sometimes colleges and universities rend to train individuals
to be good students, not good teachers. A student may score high in technical and pro-
fessional courses which will produce excellent recommendations for teaching. Although

vthis assists the student in becoming a good teacher, very little time is provided to prac-
tice the skills of guiding and directing students in a learning environment. This practice

-.In the actual learning environment is perhaps of most importance to the prospective
teacher. Ideally, we would like to have the future reacher out in the schools observing,
teaching more, and just experiencing the environment of the teaching situation. For as
Spillane and Levenson (1976) note:

Teachers are not trained to deal with the immediate, pressing problems of the schools. None
of them are certified to do anything about vandalism. None of them were taught in education
courses anything about telling the difference between a bona fide book report writer and a

pusher in the library.... But we need teachers who are trained to be part of a whole school.
They can learn that only in halls and lunchrooms and bathrooms. (p. 488)

This is not to say that teacher training should he moved entirely to the public
schools. Additional time in the public schools, however, will assist the prospective
teacher in becoming more competent at directing learning.. Realistically, this is a very
expensive proposition for both the student and the cooperating institution. However, the
expense should not prevent us from exploring new ways of gaining additional experience
for our future teachers.

It has long been known that the student will follow touch of his former teacher's
attitudes, feelings, and practices. This is referred to as "teaching as you were taught."
It is not necessarily the level of education that one receives which makes a good teacher.
It is the teacher's understanding of human behavior and the conwnt to be taught. If you

agree that the majority of teachers eventually teach as they were taught, and if we teach
specific content areas at the university level such as woods and metals, then we will more
than likely see those content areas being taught in the secondary schools, lt is necessary,
therefore, to start teaching the future educator in such a manner that the type of teacher
desired will evolve. lf the profession desires to have specific subjects taught in the
public school, than that is what should be taught at the colleges and universities lf, on
the other hand, the college or university wants students to have an understanding of mate-
ials and processes at the secondary level, then that is what should be taught. We cannot

teach specific materials and in turn expect general concepts to be adopted in the field.
_This is done, though, because teacher educators arc afraid that the public schools are not

yet ready to divorce themselves from the traditional approaches, Also, an effective
public relations job has not yet been undertaken by the profession to properly articulate
the trends and need for the general conceptional approaches. Many in our profession are
not aware of a trend toward general conceptional areas-such as materials, processes and

mmunications. As a result, change in our flOd will be very slow: we will continually,
lag in implementing contemporary approaches to teaching industry rind technology. Our
profession will continue to reach technical subjects using a narrow perspective. Com-
pared to the fast-moving society of today, our profession is moving at a snail's pace.

The educator In the classroom today is committed to a variety of learning, strategies,
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the open classroom, individualiied learning and multi-age grouping, among others. These
strategies have a common concern of creating new effective learning experiences. New
teaching methods are developing which need to be assimilated into the profession. The
use of video productions is becoming more commonplace. Although the computer has notyet found its way into instruction in many schools, the advent of the computer into theregular classroom setting seems to be only a matter of time. Therefore, it would be
beneficial for our profession to have instructional courses which show proper use ofthese devices. Media definitely wiLl not take the place a the teacher, but they will be ofgreat assistance to the teacher who knows how to use chem. Despite these facts, veryfew colleges and universities have courses in basic computer technology as a require-
ment for future or practicing industrial arts teachers. Our profession should not be lag-ging in providing these experiences to its teachers. If you believe that computers will
not be used in your school at any time in the near future, you are kidding yourself. Theactual computer for your school may be located in Los Angeles, Chicago, or New York.
All that you need is a telephone to dial into the system.

While speaking on the topic of media used in our field, it seems appropriate to analyze
the type of media currently available and being produced for the industrial arts profession.
Video cassettes and similar teaching aids can be purchased commercially for technicalcourses. Most of the materials produced for the market are technically-oriented mat2-rials. What the industrial arts profession needs are more materials oriented toward
industrial type situations. There is a great need for a variety of short programs explain-
ing the basics of marketing, stock sales, routing schedules for products, plus the manyother procedures practiced in industry. Media such as this would help bring industrial
arts students and teachers alike closer to interpreting industry and the use of technology.

We, as educators in the field of industrial arts, have had a rich heritage despite thelack of planning. The future of our profession will evolve as we identify strategies andgoals which our field should strive to attain. Hopefully, we will develop both short and
long-range goals. As an educator in the field, do you care about the future of industrialarts? If so, start pluming the direction in which your program should go. Research the
latest programs and happenings arid articulate your program to others, both in and outof the profession. You will be doing your profession a favor. But most of all, your stu-dents will be far better off because of your efforts.
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Materials Technology: 200 Years and the Future
oiii-nie6 N. Yadon and Ralph V. Staab

terlals technology is a very important part of the lives of all of us today. The
rgy crisis and the materials shortage are front runners on today's headlines. I would

spend a short time at the beginning of this presentation to explain why these two
4g4 are virtually inseparable in their Importance to the world. Technology bas been
ned as the link which connects science and invention with the wants and needs of man.
vers both materials and energy, both of which are necessary for the wants and needs

of Man today.
There are three major similarities between the energy and materials crises: (1)

Materials are made of that substance called matter which is equated to energy in a solid
k'srate. Changing wood into smoke and heat is, on a broad level, not unlike changing heavy
Aydrogen or deuterium into helium andenergy. (2) There are great quantities of materias
_on earth and throughout the universe, The same is true for energy. The problem, how-
ever, is that the most useful forms of both energy and materials are limited in their
accessibility and utilization. (3) Materials and energies are both being consumed at a

irate approximating a geometric proportion. The easily accessible, high quality materials
'and -energies and their sources are already nearly gone. The need for materials and
--energy increases at a rate far greater than the frightening growth of the eareh's population.

We, as educators, must address ourselves to the specific problems we face today,
and there are many. Here are just a few:

Energy: The rate of consumption increases astronomically while the major sources
are being consumed at a frightening rate,

F_LTulz The dire predictions of the consequences of the geometric growth of
:the world a people, while not yet true, are beginning to affect the lives of all of us.

Environment The waste energy and materials are being concentrated in even greater
quantities throughout the world. We do not yet know what the long time effects will be.
We do have some very good evidence that it may well be at least as serious a problem as
many are predicting.

Food: The world food problem is nowapproaching the crisis point. We in the United
States are suffering little of the real result of the problem. Our cost of food has not yet
risen to any alarming heights. To some extent, the United States has profitted hy being
n a position to well surplus food stuffs. But this food shortage is much more real to the

rest of the world and could easily become the most serious problem we have in the
shortest length of time.

Materials; The least talked of problem and to a larger extent one that will affect
the- average person in a more subtle way is that of materials. In a prosperous country
such as ours and with the abundance of material things we have, it Is hard toi realize
that the resources from which these material things come is limited and that we are fast
coming to that limit. We import large quantities of materials into the United States to
produce energy and to supply the raw materials for the world's largest industrial pro-

: Ilucers.
There are certainly other problems that could be added to this list. Some here could

probably add the problem of declining public support and emphasis by the local, state and
national government regarding education (especially since the drastic reduction in educa-
tional demands and enrollments predicted by so many have certainly not come true). Why
then, on the subject of materials technology, bring in these other areas of concern? 13e-
cause there Is no way they can be separated. The interrelatedness of each of the areas
_mentioned prevents one from isolating any problem In one area and trying to solve it
apart- from relating it co the whole of the combined areas. As I have already stated,
materials and energy share the same resources. Every area is affected by every other
area. The increased demand for energy depends upon the consumption of materials. The

---. prime source of energy is fossil fuels. Fossil fuels are also the prime source of mate-
Ma's for the polymeric and petrochemical industries. So with the decrease in this re-
source of fuel comes a decline in the materials it provides. Educational levies are In-
creasing rapidly In the greater part of the world, especially in the developing nations.

t--f Expectations and demands for a better life, which depend upon greater production Of
energy and materials, Increase with education. Mehl-ens, in his paper on -New Dimen-
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sionS- in-Space Age Education" says that technological effort has become interwoven with
1:1 activities of government, industry, labor and education.

The cycle increases in dependence and intensity. The solution may come throughknowledge if there is to bs I olution, We in education must do all that we can to con-tribute to the solution. We cannot in good conscience be contributors to the problem. Inthe same paper as mentioned before, Mehrens also says that consequently, within theprofession of industrial arts we must not stand still; there is considerable delay in the
appearance of new technical knowledge in textbooks in the industrial arts, and an even
greater lag before it appears in the teacher-Eraining process.

Materials have been an integral part of man's environment from the beginning. Manai depended on materials for food, clothing, and shelter. The earliest records that manleaves are only those of materials. E:arly man used implements of stone, such as projec-
tile points, scrapers, grinders and other small hand tools. He used clay to make simpleforms of pottery such as bowls, ovens and so fords. The common metallic materials
used today were discovered later by man as civilizations grew. His access to materialresources increased. Copper and bronze were being used over 5,000 years ago. Around1200 B.C., the discovery of iron had a great effect on the life of near eastern peoples.
Implements used in war, such as swords and daggers, were then so much stronger thanthey had been previously. Egypt, which had risen to become a great empire only a fewhundred years earlier, was doomed to fall partly because of its lack of iron resources.She was still living in the bronze age while the rest of the world around it had progressed
to the iron age. The gap between Egypt and her neighbors became bigger and bigger untilthey finally overran her. The lack of an important material had severely damaged herworld position.

Although materials were very important measly man, and even though his limited and
unscientific knowledge of his world led him to the use of materials, most of the time it
was by accident. The slow empirical processes which increased the usefulness of mate-rials to man over these several thousand years were little related to education and spe-
cifically to science. The theories and explanations of materials were left to the philoso-
pher while the potters and metal workers developed materials by trial and error. There
were no understandings of the processes involved.

Perhaps it is a coMcidence that the first real efforts to utilize education, science and
materials began about two hundred years ago. This is the bicentennial year and the themeof this conference is supposed to reflect this time span. Harrison Brown, professor of
Geochemistry and professor of Science and Government at the California Institute ofTechzio logy says that the actual level of science and technology in the United States wasvery low two hundred years ago and that when the land-grant colleges were created, therewas almost an explosion in scientific research which has had a profound effect on ourentire economy. This effect is destined to last for a long time.

If there was one aspect of life today that our Founding Fathers could not havedreamed of, it must be the fruits of science and technology. Lawrence A. Gremin, presi-dent of Teacher's College, Columbia University has said that the most revolutionary
aspect of this society is what it has done in education. It has been mainly through this
rise in education in our country that we have the fruits of technology and science to enjoy.Harold E. Mehrens is again quoted as saying that in the 1700's England became
supreme with only three million people on a small island, because it had some natural
resources and knew how to use them flefore the invention of the steam engine, man hadnot known how to harness power even if it were available to him. After the invention of
the steam engine, factories sprang up and the Industrial Revolution had begun. The Indus-trial Revolution depended in large measure upon the development of new materials and
better methods of processing these materials. The metallurgist can point with pride tothe great progress made in the ferro magnetic materials technology between 1750 and1850.

The continual and accelerated need for more and better materials during the 19th
century brought the increased use of science and education to discover new materials,
solve problems and to accumulate and disseminate this knowledge to the consumer.

It was during this time that a Swedish metallurgist named Rinman observed that
carbon was the chief difference between Damascus steel and cast iron. This observation

studied by the great chemist liergman whose resulting theory of the role of carbonwas essentially correct. Three French scientists restated the theory and provided thebasis for the development of high grade steel without the mystery which had clouded the
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ment and use for so many years.
Fhe -19th cenniry provided the development of many new materials and processes.

thff&d of ferrous metals, the outstanding achievement was that of producing molten
ëirban ."steel." Bessemer developed the well known Bessemer converter and Siemens
nee hearth furnace. It is notable that the open hearth process was developed on the

of Science and was one of the few developments up to that time that was not ern-
nature..

nother example is stated by T. L. Birrell, president of the Plastics Institute: The
aadca industry as we know it today has developed during the past 25 years but prior to

his there wan a long prelude beginning with the birth of celluloid in 1862."
e ;first three quarters of a century is largely a story of the individual effort and

rhievement. The struggle by dedicated individuals with real faith in their mission was
he itiy to overcoming the many struggles which prceaded the basis for much of the mate-
*S:used tri the plastics industry today. -A hard beginning maketh a good ending." A
Vatich minister of education said some 80 years ago that it is sometimes necessary to
CeParate practice and theory because life is short but they should always he combined
hien'possIble because life is complex.

The late 1800's and early 1900's produced a rather astounding development of mate-
materials science and materials technology. Newer materials, higher quality and

Fiore exact control of the properties were paralleled if not surpassed by the application
1;:,sthese materials into a myriad of industrial processes. Perhaps no single greater
Oplicarlon of these materials was to have the effect that the first manned flight by Orville
& Wilbur Wright in 1902 did.

The materials and poser for the first flight were available but the need was for a
latisfactory design. The development of the airplane quickly brought about the need for
ietter materials for air frames and power plants. The materials development kept pace
4ath the available energy sources for aircraft up to the end of World War II. It was at
his pant that the materials development fell quickly behind. The Jet engines made avail-
ihle a useable source of power far beyond the limitations of the materials available.

To cite an example, look at the first American built operational jet fighter, the Bell
,Sticeting Star" P-80. This was indeed a fine aircraft and with its 10,000-dollar paint
ob7could almost attain sonic speeds. The 100,000-dollar engine, made of the best avail-
;tile materies for strength, heat and corrosion resistance was useth The engine was so
lesagne&that It could be removedand replaced in only thirty minutes. This was necessary
iecause the engine lasted for only 10 hours of flight. It is interesting to note that few of
he first engines actually lasted the full 10 hours of life expectancy. The engines needed
i,ew and better materials. The empirical experiments coupled with the rapidly developing
;dentine knowledge of the atom ical structure of materials produced materials that within
ive years could operate hundreds of hours with little wear.
=' The "progressive march of science" which Thomas Jefferson talked of is very much
i'vident today. In the75 years since man's first flight, he has developed and utilized mate-
rials to make manned flights to the surface of the moon. In July of this year, the United

will soft land the first unmanned vehicle on the surface of Mars. Supersonic air-
are common today and hypersonic aircraft are within a few years of being common-

gace.
The period from 1900 to 1945 could be called many things, but one which stands out

?Ate prominently is that it was a period of great chemical growth. Perhaps it could
7ightly be called the chemical age. But this growth in chemicals has not stopped. It
las rather increased in tempo and led into growth in other areas.

Today physics is the scientific metallurgy. Physics replaced chemistry with the
levelopment of the X-ray diffraction and the electron microscope. The empirical method
it studying materials has given way to scientific investigation. There is, however, a sig-
iificant difference between the past and present methodology of the study and utilization

Materials. The past was fractured into many diverse areas of materials and sciences.
Today, the materials scientists, materials engineers and materials technologists are

:pncerned with the total technology of materials.
'v. Metals are alloyed not only with other metals, but with a wide variety of nonmetals
r:e:produce materials with specific or special properties not possible without drawing
On the complete range of elements. Composite materials are finding new uses as the
!paired special qualities of one material are retained and incorporated into another mate-
tfai with some other specific quality of property.
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While fiberglass is still the main composite material, other materials such as boron
filaments, silicon carbide and gTaphite are being tested.

Refractory materials are being studied but not independently. The trend is to utilize
the inherent properties and knowledge available of all materials to produce the exact

_material needed.
The integration of the concepts of physics, chemistry, metallurgy and mechanics,

which considers the properties of materials from atomistic, electronic and structural
relationships rather than from arbitrary groupings of chance, is looked upon by many as
one of the most important developments in the history of materials.

This development has spa ed the present trend toward such courses as Materials
Engineering, Materials Science, Materials Technology and Materials and Processes
which are prevalent in today's educational institutions both at the secondary and higi,
education levels.

Education is the necessary parr of the success of building of national economies
of solving man's problems. Victor Wegotsky states in his introduction to -Materials in
Space Technolop" that one of the biggest devetopments has been the emergence of the
materials system and the welding together of the linkage among the materials scientists,
the designers and the fabricators. This recent development in education has produced
materials with amazing properties and processes to meet the needs of the technological
world we life in.

It is with this background that we now look toward the future and try to discern some
of the possible developments.

A. B. Wilder as quoted in the preface to -A Hundred Years of Metallurgy" says:

We study the past
because it is a guide to the present
and a promise for the future.
The struggle for a better world is strengthened
by the hopes, welsitions, and deeds
of those who were before us.
As we look backwards
our attention is directed forward.

One thing is for sure. Materials technology will nor remain static. If there is one
thing we can learn from the past, it is that predictions are more often in error not be-
cause they are made In too short a time reference, but because they prescribe time and
knowledge developments at a pace far too slow.

Let me give the following example. In 1946, at the conclusion of World War II, a
national conference was called by those involved in the aircraft and flight industry. Gov-
ernment, civilian, military and industry were all represented. Their published conclu-
sions contained these predictions in paraphrase: Jet aircraft will be used as fighter air-
craft and possibly for some types of bombers; military transports are a distant possibility
but not a likely development; the use of civilian Jet passenger planes is not considered a
possibility for Cie foreseeable future. Thirty years have passed and now we have the
C-5A, 747 and the Concord. Oneof the primary reasons for these seemingly impossibili-
ties was the rapid development of materials technology.

What will the materials of tomorrow be7 Steel has already been improved In such
ways with the addition of chromium so thatour kitchen knives are now rustproof and stall-
less. As one of the standards of materials technology, it has already been developed
with a tensile strength of 500,000 psi. Steel of tomorrow will certainly reach one mil-
lion psi. (Recent developments have been published which indicate this prediction may
have already been achieved in laboratory conditions.) Steel of tomorrow will almost cer__
tainly be manufactured in space. Foamed steel, steel with uniformly dispersed alloying
elements, steel with uniform grain structure and steel with little or no atomic disloca-
tions are but a few of the many possibilities.

Aluminum, first formed into a metallic state within the past two hundred years, and
the workhorse of the past and present space age will continue to be developed. New
alloys at one time considered outside the realm of possibility will be developed to extend
the use of earth's most plentiful metallic substance.

Copper and copper alloys will be used along with many of the well known materials
of the past such as brass, bronze and nickel alloys. The new clad materials will be
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any struc ral applications with electrical, corrosive aild

mmon to Industry' win become increasthgly used in industry.
developed within the past thirty years, will find much more corn-

materials, especially those metallic materials such as molybdenum aucl
tte '.m.ecently isolated elements of columbium and tandalum will continue to

.te meat the need for higher and higher thermal and corrosive environments.
-"Very common materfet,--will become far more usetui as such alloys or corn-

UltTcaloweexpansion titanium silicates and cerametals are developed. Struc-
silicates will almost have to be developed to replace organic materials

in space, already begun on the sky lab missions, will be increased
ly 1980's. The space shuttle wilrmake possible the ferrying into space

back :much larger quantities of materials and equipment needed for the many
invistlgations to develop technology .
igiplications and expectations of zero" gravity hard vacuum processing of

natertili arettuly mindboggling.
Elation melting, the process of suspending.a material in a magnetic field and

lag and resolidifying the material, is possible in only minute quantities here on earth.
iseiticei- large quantities could be processed in this manner. The added attraction of

vfty provides almost perfect spheres upon resolidification not possible here
-.rth A drop of water contracts from an irregular shape.into a perfect sphere with

seriece velocity of 150 mph. In the case of iron, the velocity is near that of sound .
eidete of molecular forces for processing materials in such a manner could produce

icy within angstrom units (100 millionth of a centimeter).
ricE aaientlsts reported in 1973 the production of metallic hydrogen. Such a mate-

-Ia1 1 stabilized could revolutionize the tranamission of electrical energy since it is
at it would be super conducting. Fabrication of super light structures would

pu ii1bllso
11h6 Use' of environmental and energy fields to produce materials not even dreamed

)tis te. re likely within the next 25 years. Magnetohydrodynamics has already produced
_._ipeeetures of 100 minion degrees Fahrenheit. Pressures 10 million times greater

ou.^ aftriosphere are expected .
ability to form materials at the atomic and sub atomic levels is well within the
passibility. Such materials could well revolutionize the present industrial and

Itehnical world at least as muchor more than iron did the ancient world of the bronze age.
And what of tomorrow's education? Will we still be using the same materials and

Ketheds we use today?
Perhaps we, as educators, should look carefully at the developments now shaping our

ebrid end the expected developments of the near future as well.
The challenge we face is not Just to keep abreast of technology, but the infinitely

isrder task of teaching this technology to those who must follow.
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Professional I.A. Teacher

Freedom, Professionalism and Our National Heritage
Donald Maley

It is significan t. that this "Crossroads '70" conference of the American Industrial
Arts Association is being held on the eve of this Nation's two hundredth birthday. And,
perhaps as we join wi. ii illions of people across this great nation in the Bicentennial
Celebration, we will ren our perspectives about the basic and fundamental principles
that were the seeds of Me national harvest that blossomed forth on that fourth day of
July 1776. Foremost among those principles that undergirded the fabric of thought and
deed on that historic day was that of "Freedom". Here some MO centuries later the
Industrial Arts Profession has appropriately SCE about to celebrate our Nation's birthday
as a way of telling ourselves, our neighbors, and the whole world that we have endured
two hundred years. But it is the ideal of freedom that merits our celebration, and how
newer and broader dimensions of human freedom have evolved through the years. Yes,
as the acorns give birth to mighty oaks that grow bigger and stronger with the years, so
too have the seeds of freedom of the New England fitriors and Virginia planters provided
us with a growth and heritage that merits a birthday not just in 1976, but in every thy and
year to come.

Think if you will if this nation some 200 years ago had lost the vision of humanitarian-
ism, individual freedom, justice and the principles of democratic government; and think if
you will what the world might have been like today if, without the above vision and spizit
of mind, this nation had become a dictatorship or some other form of authoritarian state.
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There is a wonderful old Am _ can standard that contains these words:

Oh beauti fu I for spec i ou s sk i es,

For amber waves of grain,
For purple mountain majesties
Above the fruited plain!
America I America I
Gad shed His araee on thee, ...

t Please be reminded my friends and esteemed colleagues, that the gifts were not Just
=tains of majesty, waves of golden grain or endless fruited plain.

The greatest of all gifts was that undying spirit of our founders that we would start
- with freedom and we would use our great natural resources and human talent to develop

a nation that would one day be copied and depended upon so heavily hy nearly every nation
'.sind governmental unit in the world. Yes we have spread our wealth, our generosity, our
resources our technology, our manpower and our idealism. But we also have spread our

:,.spirit of freedom and our context of democracy to all corners of the globe. And, it is
jieqdoirn that I want to dwell upon in the next few minutes. Freedom is not just a matter of
Lbing able to vote on election day, or the rights of a free press, although they are irnpor-
:Awn. Freedom must extend into every nook and cranny of our daily existence, just as the
; nervous system in our bodies extends to every dimension and every extremity of our

physical being.
As a teacher, you too must be concerned with freedom, for it is Dill) by the exercise

of freedom that the teaching profession can exist and ever hope to carry out its awesome
.task that was laid out for it some two hundred years ago.

The publication, Goals for Americans, contains in its introduction the following
tatement: -The paramount goal of the UnitedStates was set forth long ago. It is to guard

the rights of the individual to ensure his development, and to enlarge his opportunity.
(4, p. 1)

As contemporary as these ideals may seem, they can be found set forth in the Decla-
ration of In& etp_felft_Ice as adopted by the Condnental Congress on July 4, 1776.

John W. Gardner in his discussion of "National Goals in Education" has stated:

...Our deepest convictions impel us to foster individual fulfillment. We wish each one to
achieve the promise that is in him. We wish each one to be worthy of a free society, and
capable of strengthening a free society. (4, p. 81)

Education is essential not only to individual fulfillment but to the vitality of our national life.

This is an enormous task and it is one that will require the best from our educational
agencies no matter where they are found.

The concept of -fulfillment" is based upon the recognition of and attention to - the
-.,Important idea of "individuality" in its many and diverse forms.
- The thesis of my discussion at this point is that the teacher's fulfillment is dependent
upon the freedom that he or she is W il ling and able to exercise in the pursuit of the tasks
(if a professional educator. And, likei.vise, the mere attempt at achieving the previously
stated goal set forth in the Declaration of Independence, that of guarding the right of each

.,individual to pursue fulfillment and to enlarge his opportunity, will require levels and
degrees of freedom on the part of the teacher that will permit the exercise of professional

dudgment, as well as a diversity of programs, experiences and procedures to cope with
-the educational needs of this nation's people young and old.

The history of American education is the long, turbulent record of a na.ion that wasn't afraid
to riic failure or trouble or confusion in pursuit of a goal that at first seemed widely impractical:
to give every American child a chance to develop to the limit of his ability. It is still one of
the mast radical ideas in human history, yet it grew out of the American soil as naturolly as
wheat or earn. (2, p. 67)

I ask that you look upon your freedom as a teacher as an opportunity - an opportunity
._to develop the Rotential for teaching excellence that may exist within each of you. Just
.;as we must recognize and deal with the great multitude of differenees and factors of
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individuality that exists within our students. Each teacher in his or her own right is a
composite of individuality consisting of strengths and weaknesses, as well as emotional,
intellectual and philosophical differences.

There is no single mold for casting our teachers just as there is no single teaching
style, process, or program that is suited to all teachers or students.

We have not generated teachers in many of our institutions. We have generated
robots who want to be turned on or off by principals, supervisors, courses of study or
programs that permit no thinking or judgment.

Some while ago, a publisher asked me to review a manuscript from a professor in
a certain teacher education institution. This manuscript contained a teacher's manual as
well as a student's manual. The teacher's manual and supporting materials contained
precise questions to be asked of the students as if the teacher could not think for him or
herself. The teacher's materials contained specific directions for doing just about every-
thing in the conduct of the program. It contained precise listings of supplies and mate-
rials to be used so one could buy such items in kits for each student or experience. This
is surely one way to build rigidity into a program and decrease the freedom of both teacher
and student. The student's manual was just as disrespectful in its dealing with the
learner's abilities, for it even listed questions that they (the students) should ask the
teacher. Think if you will, what kind of a nation we will build if our teachers are content
to be slaves to a prescriptive program that defines their every action, and far worse,
think of the kind of a nation we will build if we tell the learner the precise questions
he/she should ask.

Yet my friends, there are teachers and administrators of teachers who seem to want
just that kind of program. As 1 search for the logic behind such actions I am told that
we need programs that are teacher proof. Elliot W. Eisner, in his text Confronting Cur-
riculum Reform, addresses this "teacher proof logic head on in the following comment:

If one thing has been learned during the post fifteen years, it is that the so-called ideal of
"teacher-proor curriculum is a mirage subscribed to by those who have little contact with the
subtleties of the classroom. (1, P. 7.)

The free and open spirit of a freedom-loving people would soon be lost if such naive
and thoughdess concoctions of professional inferiority were permitted to grow and prosper.
However, I am fully confident the patrons of our schools in the exercise of their freedom
will smoke out this insidious cancer that has found its way into our educational practices.

However, it is the profession that should be the watchdog of its operations, and up to
this point it has seen fit to look the other way. If we depend upon the patrons of our schools
to dc L ie monitoring and dealing with such programmatical elements of teacher function
the consequences might put the profession in an entirely different position than it would
want.

The mechanistic character of certain educational programs currently in use do not
encourage the concept of teacher individuality nor that of teacher freedom. In its place
such programs tend to promote uniformity arid conformance. As teachers we need to
read and re-read that great classic on education that was wriven by Harold Benjamin
titled, The Culdvation of Idiosyncracy. For, rny friends, it is not through the attempt at
uniformity of conformiry that excellence in teaching for each of us will be achieve& Your
principal assets in your quest for teaching excellence, as well as excellence in your con-
tribution to the profession, will be found in your idiosyncracies and I ask you to exploit
them just as a great baseball pitcher exploits his unique pitches to deal with the batters
he faces.

Freedom for the teacher in this sociery is not luxury to enjoy or to relish for its
own sake. And, furthermore, freedom for the teacher does not mean that you and I can
do as we darned well please. All freedom exists within boundaries, and certainly the
freedom of the teacher is no exception. The great and grpve responsibility that is yours
as a teacher brings with it boundaries and restraints to freedom that take on many and
diverse forms such as professional ethics, confidentiality of information, the require-
merit of dependability, ethical behavior and the pursuit of societal established goals.

But the freedom to make decisions regarding the instructional needs of the learner,
and the freedom to make decisions about methods, strategies, rate, pace and variations
in content commensurate with the needs of the learner are important professional free-
doms that should rest with the teacher. And yet we find hosts of teachers who chose not
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to accept these freedoms and are willing to follow prepackaged educational strategies and
dictum in which they have not had one iota of input or any form of decisionmaking.

One of the clearest dangers in modem society is that men and women will lose the experience
of panicipoting in meaningful decisions concerning t heir own life and work, that they will
become cogs in the machine because they feel like cogs in the machine. All too often today
they are inert canponents of the group, not participating in any significant way but simply
being carried along like grains of sand in a bucket. (3, p. 59)

Freedom is a requirement that must be felt and exercised in the executilon of one's
professional responsibilities as a teacher in a free society where individual fulfillment is
r a goal of the educational process. Rigid, dictated and lock-step-prescribed programs

7, cannot exist where teachers understand and respect their freedom just as those New
England patriots understood and respected their freedom against tyranny some two bun-
dred years ago.

As teachers and leaders in the industrial arts profession, I hope and pray that you
will be filled with the vision, the vigor and the enthusiasm that there are things you

ant to do; that there are ideas you want to test and apply, and that there are principles
-and procedures that you want to challenge and evaluate in the cauldron of education for a
freedom-loving people. And likewise I hope and pray there is not one among you who
would give up your opportunity for freedom as a professional for something that is easier,
cut and dried, and roudnized by the clock and day.

Much education today is monumentally ineffective. All too often we ore giving young people
cut Rowers when we should be teaching them to grow their own plants. We are stuffing their
heads with the products of earlier innovation rather than teaching them how to innovate. We
thInie of the mind as o storehouse to be filled rather than as on instrument to be used. (2, p. 68)

I also want to remind you that freedom never walks alone in any effective society,
social order or govermnernal unit. It has a constant companion that each of us must
adopt if we are to share the privilege of freedom in any way that freedom will prosper and
endure. That persistent companion of freedom is responsibility responsibility to carry
your share of the burden of government, of the profession, of the functioning of the home,
school, or society wherein you enjoy the fruits of a free person.

_In short, it iS neCessary tO examine the capacity of the individual to accept the responsi-
bility of freedom and the conditions under which he will sacrifice his freedom to gain other
obiectives.... (3, p. 90)

If we ignore the responsibilities that must be shared in a free society, we will surely
lose our freedom, for freedom without responsibility soon degenerates into anarchy. This

_is a point that each of us must understand; it is an issue that will demand more and more
consideration as we double our population, as we move into an urban society, and as the
impact of our individual actions have an influence on increasing numbers of people. The
freedoms and accompanying responsibilities of Robinson Caruso on that lonely island were
of one dimension but those of us who live in Twentieth Century America have an entirely
different dimension of involvement with both freedom and responsibility.

It is important that the teacher seehis/her acceptance of freedom in light of the much
wider sphere of human interaction that extends to each and every student and to the limits
of their bounds of activity. The ingredients of purpose and commitment to the ideals of
personal freedom interacting with the complex goals of the larger affected dimension of

: lives and their fulfillment become the substance of meaning for the teacher.

...But each kind of meaning implies a relationship between the person and some larger system
of ideas or values, a relationship involving obligations as well as rewards. In the individual
life, meaning, purpose and commitment are inseparable. When a man succeeds in the search
for identity he has found the answer not only to the question 'Who am I?" but to a lot of other
questions too: 'What must I live up to? What ore my obligations? To what must I commit
myself? (3, p. 103)
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And my young friends of The American Industrial Arts Association I hope that you too
have taken a page out of the books of our founding fathers. I hope that as wu reach you
will relish the freedom that a great teacher needs and desires in order to cope with the
many and diverse challengs of education in a complex, dynamic, and free society.

You have learned of the great variations that exist among individuals with respect to
their giftedness, interests, ambitions, motivations, physical and mental abilities, back-
grounds, securities, insecurities and a host of other factors that contribute to making upeach person. And for those of you who have not taught in our public schools, you will
come face-to-face with that reality when you do go out to teach. It is at that time when
the sincere and competent professional teacher will realize the fallability of highly pre-
scriptive programs for all students in a giwn class or grade level.

It is at this point where you will need the fremdom to be %.,ourself the freedom to
design, to contrive, and tO innovzite with instructional procedures, and the freedom to
deal with the content so that maximum individual development of each student may be
attempted.

If the teacher is willing to give up the freedom of decisionmaking in his conduct of
the teaching process, he must also be cognizant of what he accepts in its place. Other-
wise he might find himself in the same position of the hordes that enslaved themselves
to the dictates of Hitler, Mussolini or Stalin.

As a public school educator you must examine the value and effectiveness of the
alternative to professional freedom with regpect to accomplishing the mission of public
education in these United Stares. You mus: xamine the alternative in terms of its con-
sistency with the best that is known in the areas of learning tlicliry and pedagogical prac-
tice. You must examine the alternative with respect to its recognition of and attention
to the concepts ef individual differences and the pursuit of educational practices that
strengthen such individuality. You must above all examine the alternative to freedom on
the part of the teacher, with respect to what vested interests are served by the alternative.

The issue of freedom takes on two important dimensions. There is the freedom that
the teacher takes upon him/her-self whether that be one of an analytical-creative prob-
lem-solving individual, or that of a conformist to a lock-step program. The other impor-
tant dimension goes beyond the self and extends u his or her responsibility to the students
and the society in which the teacher functions.

A meaningful relationship between the self and values that lie beyeod the self is not incom-
patible with individual freedom. On the contrary, it is an essential iniredient of the inner
strength that must characterize the free mon, The man who has established emotional, moral
and spiritual ties beyond the self gains the strength needed to endure the rigors of freedm....
(3, p. 93)

Thus m .Nlds, in examining the logic behind one's willingness to give up the free-
dom of prok .onal initiative, decisionmaking, ordering, and structuring in favor of that
which is easier (that which requires a minimum of planning, ordering, or structuring) it
Is quire apparent that the "self.' is what is being served and that beyond the self may
well be

Also, it ossible that a much closer examination must be made of our teacher edu-
cation processes as well as of those who are permitted to enter into the profession in a
free society.
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New Direc ions from OldEvaluation
Wayne Nelsen

Evaluation has been a topic which has had its share of a tention in the past, hut one
which is now becoming more important than ever. In this day of criteria referenced

..Sedueation, CBTE and educational accountability, it is imperative that educators be able
tA "determine progress towards a given set of objectives. The following statements as to
the future direction of evEduaton by Dr. Kendall N. stark weather of the Universiry of

. Maryland are most supportive of the need for a well developed evaluation program.

Teachers will be accountable and measured by their praduct student outcanes.

Evaluation models will be based upon a more analytical individualized behavioral change con-
struct with emphasis on personal gool attainment.

The affective domain and values and value systems will become mote important.

If one accepts these directions for evaluation, then indeed there is a very pressing
need for an intensive examination of old and new evaluation techniques. It is towards this
end that this presentation has been prepared. There are two sections to the presentation.

' The first section deals with the use of a system of specifications for the determination of
evaluation techniques. The second section deals with some possible variations on ac-
cevted evaluation techniques.

SECTION I A SYSTEMS APPROACH TO TECHNIOLE SELECTION

The use Of a table of specifications is not at all new or different. What is somewhat
:innovative about this application is the way in which a system is being used. In the past

when a table of specifications had been used, its purpose was to ensure that the number
. and distribution of questions in a given evaluation technique closely approximated the in-

sIxuction which preceded ie In the case of this system, instructional emphasis Is not
being directly compared or linked to the evaluation techniques, but rather to the relative

-,priority of objectives, broken down into three domains. There are several advantages to
this approach. The first is that the selection of evaluation techniques will be removed

m the gut reaction level to a more educationally sound process. This is not to say that
If there is a valid reason for not using a technique, that it must be used, but rather thal
some of the techniques which until now have been under-utilized may now be considered.'
It is important that the distribution of evaluation techniques parallel the objectives of the
course.

In order to use the system as presented it is a two step process. Firse the objec-
: ayes of the course must be listed in terms of their domains, and then they must be totaled
-_to see that they are ranked in order of priority. The domains, cognitive, psychomotor
and affective, must be broken down into four categories or levels it is important that
the cognitive domain be broken down into the high and low levels of learning.

The nekt step in the process is to take the evaluation techniques available and deter-
mine the domains which each evaluates.

Having completed the preceding steps, one can gothrough the rated listing of evalua-
tion techniques and using the priority which was developed from the analysis of objectives,
select the techniques which best fits his priority. In terms of the theoretical, all one

i'.has to do at this point is acirriinister the various techniques, weighing them equally, and
alle evaluation program will be directly related to and reflective of the objectives which
were established. Unfortunately though, one must modify the evaluation techniques

;. selected, using factors which affect the individual situation. Specifically, the use of the
!-Iindividual project in a school _system which cannot afford the cost, must be excluded .
jAnother such example would be teaching in a subject area which does not have a standard-
, lzed test prepared. If this is the case then it would be most impractical to use this tech-
'.itique, One may not have the room, or small enough class to use a practical test so that
;;the -appropriate shifts in evaluation teclmiques must also be made. Remember it is im-

rtant to have somefamiliar, as well as some new, techniques in any evaluation program.
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SECTION II VARIATIONS ON ACCEPTED EVALUATION TECHNIQUES

The final section of this paper is posteibly the most important. It deals tyith twc spe-
cific ways of et:Mt:wing -gress U development in the tiffeetive domaifl . leirlier in the
paper the industrial arts interaetion :malysis was allutleel to, now it is time to detil with
it some depth. Its purpose at the time of inception was te evakinte on an objective
scale the performance of the student tenehere, rhe idea wns that by requiring snap de-
cisions using exacting claesific:ItiOnS which were very simplistic, one could get tin honest
picture of what was going on in the claseroom.

The big problem with thie Aystern being used in the evoluatem of students is that it
W38 deveoped for use on a moee or less one to one Level. In order to circumvent this,
it is necessary to concentrate cn only four or less students at o given dine. Since the
number of responses will be greatly increased due to th extended period of time over
which these observations may take pLioc, thiS iSnot a prohlem, The one thing; which must
be kept is the use of uniform ciassifications or descriptione of the activity taking place.
Another factor whieh must be respected is that the number of observations of the individ-
ual must be kept approximotely the eame. Tlw roultion of the day upon whidi the observa-
tions are taken is ako inexortant so that 01e student who emit' otherwise be observed
every Friday will not be. The tire:. within the class period inuet also rotate. It is poeeible
that a student returning from a sports activity, who was evaluated at the heginnIng of the
class, may in fact get an extremely poor rating.

The thing that remains after numerous obeervations hove been made is the quantifi-
cation of the data, It is of no use, unless it eomehow fits into the totai °value :on pro-
gram. One way of quantifying the data le to assign each of the descriptors a numeric
value from negative 2 to positive 2, By doing this, two things have been accomplished.
The data is now on a five point scale and eero, which indicates acceptable but not out of
the ordinary behavior, can easily be em'eorted to a C, which by definition in most sys-
tems should suind for twertige. liy e this system there are two options open to the
teacher. The first being that of est Thing minimum levels of expectations, in terms
of the overall ratings, which is tantaestunt to criterion referenced evaluation; and the
second option is to compare the ratings of all the individuals in the class which would
give a norm referenced evaluation.

There is the additional possibility of using this inetrument for peer evaluation. If
all the considerations previously presented about peer evaluation are taken into account,
one could give this form to any numberof students and have them make the snap decisions
using only actual observations which fit the pattern of the form. In other worde by forcing
the decision in a short period of time and making the decision a descriptive one rather
than a value one the peer evaluation may be more useful than it would be in other sys-
tems. The individual making these observations could be just one student evaluating or
observing another or a group. This device could have some potential in terms of the
group project where the leader of the group would have a positive way of reporting the
activities of its members and the members of reporting on the activity of the leader.

This form of recording and processing information about the students activities will
at first require a good deal of work and initiative on the part of the individual teacher, but
it has as its reward a very positive way of using observations in evaluation. The date,
'tries and actual facts of the student activities will be much appreciated by the parent

when he or she inquire- about his child, In the past one very bad day, or couple of days,
has meant that the sttelent is 'marked' :or the rest of the semester, With this system
attendance is a factor as well as the total pattern of behavior. There is always the option
of assigning a zero to a day absent, assigning a negative mark or of redoing the observa-
tion. At the teacher's discretion, of course, these decisions are made and adhered to for
the entire repeating time.

The last thought or idea to be presented in this paper is the idea of using forced -
preference test, possibly similar to the kdwards, to determine if in fact there has been a
change in the attitude of the student. Tire areas that can he asked in terms of attitude are
tool usage and care, safety, work habits and many others. The way this :sample test has
been developed is to give the individual a choice of two items, In each case the items are
rated in terms of their being negative, positive, very negative or very positive, By
varying the combination of choices, pattern of responses develops, Take the three sets
of responses presented in the following example, -and assume that the choices marked
have been selected by a given individual, what does this tell?
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Given a choice I would rather:

*A. Use a chisel as a screwdriver or
B. Talk to my friend.

A. Put a broken tool back on the rack or
B. Use the wrong tool so long as the tool is not harmed.

A. Help a friend who is having trouble or
B. Finish my own work.

A. Finish the project I am working on or
B. Start a new project.

In advance of administering this type of examination either the teacher or a jury of
teachers should have defined, first, the statements in terms of their degree of positive-
ness and, second, grouped the responses according to the basic areas as presented above .
if that had already beendone it mightbe found that, from the statements above in combina-
tion with others, snidely A has a positive attitude in terms of respect for the work of his
vat; student B has a somewhat positive attitude in terms of tool usage; and student C has

7-

a negative attitude in peer relationships. Of course, the few responses given here serve
only as an example. The forced preference test may in fact seem unfair inasmuch as the
individual could be confronted with two bad choices. The only justification is that one
choice should be better than the other, that being the case the individual is not penalized
for choosing a negative response but rather is penalized if he makes the worst of two
choices.

It should be understood that this instrument as presented is only in the developmental
states, it must go through many more modifications before it will be finalized.

As a point of interest, possibly one useof this test would be in a prepost arrangement
where there could be verification of the formulation of positive values and attitudes.

One assumption which has been made is that there is a correlation between the values
and attitudes as determined by this test and the overt activities in the classroom which
relate directly to the areas identified, i.e., tool usage, safety, etc. In order to validate
the findings of die test, one could rake the observations obtained in the method previously
presented arid check the degree of correlation between these observable acts and the re-
sults of the forced preference examination. One should expect a positive degree of sig-
nificant correlation which tends to support the validity of two proposed techniques.

SUMMARY

Hopefully a lot of ideas have been presented and much new and old informadon of
vtdue has been passed on. Evaluation is a process which throughout its existence has
been changing. Change is a major elementof evaluation. If there is no change, then there
is little need for the evaluation. This brings up a point which should go without saying,

'-'-evaluations which take place and which are not shared with the individual do nothing to
help that individual improve or change. Possibly, not all the information gathered through
the use of these evaluation instruments should be recorded for just anyone other than the
individual involved. The values and attitudes which one attempts to measure are a func-
tion of the evaluators and as such might not possibly be those which the individual being

-evaluated should or could be held responsible for. This is not to say that the information
gathered in the spirit of determining progress and position is bad, but no matter how good
anything in this world is iE can be used improperly. It is for this reason that one must
set out to find the most positive ways in which to determine educational progress and the
most ethical and objective way of reporting it.
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Research

ERIC: A Source of New Horizons in Industrial Arts Education
Richard C. Erickson

P mfessional educators arc continually searching for new horizons or new ways to
function more effectively in their current and anticipated positions. It is recognized that
for any professional to respond creatively to present challenges and to anticipate new
ones he/she must keep abreast of the recent developments in his/her field and related
fields. However, the vEISE amounts of information and resources for focusing and shaping
professional practice makes it difficult for the unaided professional to keep up with these
new horizons.

The purpose of this paper is to briefly present and explore an aid or information
system that industrial arts educators will find useful in helping them to identify and learn
about the new horizons in this area cif education, the NIE sponsored Educational Resources
Information Center (NRIC) and its Clearinghouse in Career Education. The paper will
offer a brief overview of the ERIC ,;ystem, identify and present example ty-pes of items
in the ERIC data base that wouldbe useful to industrial arts educators and briefly discuss
the techniques that can be used to obtain information from the ERIC system.

WHAT 15 ERIC?

ERIC is a national information system designed, developed and implemented some
ten years ago by the U.S. Office of Education, and presently is administered by the Na-
tional Institute of Education. The purpose of the system is to provide ready access to de-
scriptions of e.emplary educational programs, research and development efforts in edu-
cation, and related information and materials from disciplines outside of education that
can be used in preparing and offering effective educational programs. Through a national
network of sixteen specialized clearinghouses (each focusing on special areas within the -
broad field of education) current significant information is monitored, acquired, evaluated,
abstracted, indexed and listed in ERIC reference publications. The combined efforts of
the ERIC Clearinghouses have resulted in a tremendous data base or collection of re-
sources in education.

.

The ERIC Clearinghouse in Career Education is at Northern Illinois University and
it has as its area of focus or scope the literature in industrial arts, adult, vocational and
technical, and career education. ERIC/CICE is by far the largest single contributor to
the ERIC data base.
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-WHO USES ERIC?

Educators of alt types use FRI( , Teachers, administraror4, supervisors, curriculum
specialists, industrial trainers, resea rchers, career guidance personnel and state &pa rt-
went personnel are some examples of those who find the FR IC data base a useful resource,
Moreover it is a particulary valuable resource for industrial arts educators- seeking to:

1. Learn about new instructional techniques and materials in industrial arts education.
2. Identify and apply new program management tools and practices in their local programs.
3. Discover materials and projects useful for their professional development.
4. Keep up to date on new developments within their technical specialty.
5. Obtain the latest information for preparing proposals for research projects and/or for new

ond expanded programs.
6. Keep up to date on research in industrial arts education and related areas of education.
7. Build a personalized, low cost professional library.

WHAT DO THEY OBTAIN FROM ERIC?
The ERIC data base Includes many types of materials ranging from journal articles,

project reports, curriculum guides. research reports, bibliographies, to conference
presentations. Because ERIC/CICE is by far the largest contributor to this data base,
industrial arts educators who approach this data base with one or more of the foregoing
reasons for doing so will certainly obtain some valuable output.

The key to the data base is the ERIC descriptors, or vocabulary of terms used to
index each document included in the collection and make it easy to retrieve documents
either by a manual search or through the use of a computer search. The documents
themselves, once located, are available either from their originating source or from
ERIC in paper, cetry and/or on microfiche. The latter is a photographic process that
reproduces documents on approximately 4 by 6 inch film cards which can accommodate
up to 98 pages of normal sized text, Most colleges and universities concerned with teacher
education and state departments of education will have in their libraries microfiche for
Ali documents that have been entered into the ERIC data base, which currently number
in excess of 200,000 documents and continues to grow each week. The ERIC collection
truly is a library of the future. It is a library without walls, books, shelves or card
catalogs a library where the stacks or the entire collection of up-to-date published and
unpublished materials can be quickly searched either by reviewing bound and indexed
abstracts of these materials or by using a computer search.

This library has the power to assist its users to obtain the most comprehensive
collection of information M areas of their choice and do it quickly. As indicated earlier,
the key to this unique library is the ERIC descriptors. They are presented in the
Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors. Each document is assigned several descriptors or terms

.as it is indexed and entered into the ERIC collection. These descriptors then can be used
to assist users in searching the data base and identifying documents that contain what the
user is currently seeking. For example, the Thesaurus contains terms such as aerospace,
graphic arts, power mechanics and similar terms which might be usee by industrial arts

-teachers, depending on their information needs.
ERIC also prepares two other publicatiens to assist users Resou.rees in Education

(RIE) and Current index to Journals in _Education (CUE). RIE is a monthly abstract
journal announcing all the materials that have been entered into the ERIC data base dur-
ing the time period covered by that particular issue. Each entry in RIE is indexed by
subject, au:hor and the institution which developed it.

CIJE is a monthly guide to the periodical literature which covers more than 700
.educational and education-related i)ublications. It contains brief annotations for each
:entry and is also indexed by subject and author.

WHAT ARE SOME USEFUL WAYS FOR INDUSTRIAL ARTS
'EDUCATORS TO INTERACT WITH ERIC?

r -

The ERIC microfiche collection, its associated publications, and CICE can be ap-
proached and made to work for you and other industrial arts educators in several ways.
,For example, newly received issues of RIE and CIJE might be browsed each month by
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individual teachers and administrators or system. ically monitored by a selected loc _

reviewer who forwards listings of documents that would be of interest to various local
professional personnel, including industrial arts personnel. In addition to providing a
general overview of wh,tt is happening in a particular area, such browsing or monitoring
usually leads to reviewing in their entirety one or more documents that prick one's in-
terest. Such documents can be retrieved from a local ERIC microfiche collection, pur-
chased individually from ERIC, or obtained from their original source.

Reviewing in depth all documents in a particular subject area is a second way indus-
trial arts educators might choose to use the ERIC collection. For example, a drafting
teacher might choose co review issues of RIE and CUE to identify all documents that have
been entered under subject areas like drafting or engineering graphics, and select those
that he/she desires to review in depth in order to keep current with the latest develop-
ments in the field. These documents vvould then be obtained from one of the afforemen-
tioned sources.

As industrial Arts edueators begin to undertake tasks which require an indepth litera-
ture review (1.0., when developing new programs, significantly upgrading existing pro-
grams, or conducting research projects) they will want to do an indepth search of the ERIC
collection to find everything that is pertinent to their selected task. In these instances, the
ERIC Thesaurus would be consulted to identify all descriptors relating to the task. These
descriptors would then be used in conjunction with current issues of IHE and cur (and
the annual indexes for both) to identify all documents in the ERIC collection that should
be included in the liwrature review. Of course, an indepth search of this type is facilitated
greatly if a computer is used to search the ERIC tapes. The computer output contains the
sarne resume information as that presented for the document in RIE or CUE.

ERIC/CICE is one among several installations across the nation that has the capa-
bility to do computer assisted searches of the ERIC data base. It provides this service
to in-scope users at a nominal cost as a pa t of the NW Information Program in Career
Education. In-scope users can initiate a computer search of the ERIC data base either
by mail or by telephone. However the latter approach has proven to be the more efficient
and effective approach.

When reoccurring requests for searches in a particular topical area become numer-
ous enough to become obvious, ERIC/CICE preparea_an informal bibliography for that
topic and includes it in its informal bibliography series. These bibliographies contain
author and tide indexes, may be purchased at a cost far less than that of an independent
computer search, and are mailed out in the return mail. A listing of the currently avail-
able informal bibliographies is available from ERIC/CICE upon request.

ERIC/CICE also has developed and implemented a system for selective dissemina-
tion of information (SDI) that can be purchased by individuals or institutions on an annual
subscription basis at a moderate cost. The SDI program provides, on a quarterly basis,
an update on all documents that have been entered into RIE and ChM in a prespecified
area of concern during the past quarter. For example, an individual industrial arts
teacher might subscribe to receive resumes for all documents concerned with a subject
area like power mechanics or graphic arts. Once the area of interest is identified the SDI
program will provide, every three months, an update on the materials that had been en-
tered into the ERIC collection in that subject area during the past quarter.

A brief overview of ERIC, what is in it, and some useful ways for industrial arts
educators to make ERIC/CICE work for them has been presented here. The emphasis
has been on the power of ERIC and ERIC/CICE to assist them obtain information quickly,
accurately, and inexpensively. The educational programs and the youth andadults that
each of you seek to serve certainly deserve the added efficiency and effectiveness that
ERIC/CICE can bring to fulfilling your information needs if you choose to use it as a
source for new horizons in your industrial arts program,

Dr. Erickson is o professor of Industry and Technology and Associate Director of the ERIC Clearinghouse
in Career Education at Northern Illinois University, Dekolb, Ill.
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Heritage to Horizons in Industrial Education Research
Robert L. Shearer

"To mast educators and laymen alike, the success of the school is determined by
the events which occur during the educative process: the curriculum."

Daniel L. Householder, 1972

Curriculum research in industrial arts education has changed significandy in the
, Past fifteen years compared to previous periods. Studies in methodology, learning theory,
:instructional theory and teaching-learning activities have brought about new instructional
designs within industrial arts programs in AmeriCa. This is a brief assessment of cur-
riculum research activities past and present, and future needs for research to direct and
improvt curricular offerings.

Two basic assumptions should be made at this point. First of all, our time alloca-
tion does not permitus to give explicit details of these research projects and it is assumed

_that interested persons would examine specific research projects independently. Another
assumption here is that not all research activities have been reported in the literature.
Some studies may be in various stages of development and have not yet been published.

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
Although an historical rei.dew is beyond this report, a brief look at the curriculum

design of our post may help our discussion of the present and future. From its inception
as manual training,' the curriculum within this discipline was influenced by the Russian

, system of progressively more difficult manipulative exercises to develop the class into
skilled workers. (Bennett, 1937) The Sloyd system of education emphasizing individual
instruction was also a significant contributor to the establishment of manual training. As
a distinctively different program of instruction, manual training claimed that it met sev-
.eral objectives within the American educational system that the above mentioned dis-
.oiplhies could not meet such as: Stimulating invention, reducing the drop-out rate, im-
:Proving interest in other school subjects and more. This put manual training in a position
of servizg both general education and vocational education. (Householder, 1972.)

-- Manual arts instruction grew from manual training because its methodology em-
:Iphasized individual projects and student design activities, therefore, a reduction in the

occupational centered content. (Feirer and Lindbeck, 1964.) Industrial arts then de-
veloped from manual arts as an accepted discipline tide and is defined as the -study of

-,- the changes made by man in the forms of materials to increase their values, and of the
problems of life related to these changes." (Bonser and Mossman, 1923) . The preceding
devinition has generally been the guide for curriculum development within industrial arts

Householder (1972) illustrates three guidelines in curriculum development efforts
s psychological base, a social base and a subject matter base. The specialists and other
personnel working toward curriculum development in industrial arts education should

1-certainly consider more than subject matter in designing a curriculum. The total in-
=,clividual and his social environment should be considered. The psychological base looks
at the sum total of all the individual's experiences learning, skills, habits and attitudes.
The importance of what is being taught is not how relevant it is to die curriculum de-

:Aligner; but how the student will "accept, internalize and utilize" (Householder, 1972)
what is being taught.

The social consideration provides a base for curriculum development for two
:r.reasons. First of all, one of the accepted traditional functions of our educational sys-

tem is to transmit the culture and social way of life to our youth. Secondly, since mem=
Oiers of society never work in complete isolation, the social base emphasis is definitely

a necessary 1-::lusion into the curriculum design.
The subject matter base is one of the most prevalent approaches to curriculum

=.development. Within this approach an organized body of knowledge serves as the content
or school subjects. Question! How much should be covered? Should the subject matter

;:-approach -he conceptual, technical, discipline-oriented or student-oriented? The concep-
mal approach for example gives an emphasis toward illustrations, demonstration, experi-
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mentations and other broad experiences hut iiffcr less techmeal kno vledge and skill
development. Is this %Oat we v.,trir our -ztudent:4 rc% exp,rienCo' Thk question has not yet
been completely ansy.cred, for the rznigo of eurri_Atint research in Ow past has produced
a variety of programs now ill xistence.

In an analysis of curriculum I lousehold r 0972) describes sixteen approaches to
curriculum development centered around the toll owing headings. industry, technology,
individual developed programs and career-occup.ition programs. Special program titles
are listed below under each category.

1. Industrial Centered Approach
Alberta Plan
American Industry Project
Enter-prize: Man and Technology
Functions of Induory
Industrial Arts Curriculum Project
Orchestrated Systems Approach

2. Technology Centered Approach
Industrial Arts as a study of Technology
Technology as a Discipline

3, Individual Development Emphasis
The Maryland Plan
The Georgia Plan
Technology for Children

4, Career Oriented Emphasis
Occupational Development
Partnership Project
Galaxy Plan
Introduction to Vocations
Career Development for Children Project

From the preceding list of programs, most of which are locally or regionally popular,
only a few are in widespreadoperation and known across the cAlon. Namely, the American
Industry Project, Industrial Arts Curriculum Project, Industrial Arts as a Study of Tech-
nology, the Maryland Plan and possibly the Georgia Plan are most widely known to the
profession. Which programs -thould be adopted? Should I.ve have a national curriculum
for industrial arts education! What direction should we follow in basing an industrial
arts body of knowledge? Should it be conceptual or skill development or something in-
between (if here, what degree of emphasis toward skill or concept)?

At this time we really have a frag,mented curriculum approach, that is, only certain
courses are offered in some programs. Also, we have a mixed and overlapping curricu-
lum within some school systems (lack of coordination bemeen the elementary. junior and
senior high school offerings), How then should a school system develop an organized
sequential curriculum? Also, in developing a curriculum that is relevant to today's
industrial-technological society, how do we keep our laboratory activities up-to-date with
industry? There are several questions, then, that must be answered in order to proceed
with Ian effective curriculum development. As a professional discipline, we should focus
in on these questions which will be difficult to answer. Once we decide on our direction
and give guidelines to individual states (or regions) from which a design for curriculum
can be planned we can utilize new methodologies, audiovisual materials and instructional
techniques for funire curriculum innovations.

METHODS AND INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

Most curriculum review and revision eflorts in recent years have concentrated upon
the preparation of new and Improved materials. There are now numerous textbooks,
modules, films, tapes, overhead transparencies and other materials for use by teachers
to develop competencies for creative teaching. If properly utilized, these materials
shoWd bring significant changes in the nature of teacher-pupil relationships. The instal-
lation of such materials as a method of instruction will undoubtedly affect the learning
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environment and, 'therefore, should affect the final outcome development within the
student. Many 'learning packages" have been developed which give the teacher guide-
lines, workbooks, etc., and aid in teaching riartieular "skills or "concepts." Perhaps
the most visible of the latest methods of instruction has been materials designed to
facilitate creative thinking. These materials are available in many areas of education
(except ours) and should be a future research consideration for the industrial arts cur-
riculum.

Student-teacher activities to develop an understanding of our technolog.cal culture
(conceptud or industrial-technical in nature) have been proposed and implemented in-
cluding aiming, simulation, scenarios, cross impact analysis and programmed instruc-
tion (as well as others). The key in utilizing these activities is the motivation of students
which is probably one of the largest complaints of teachers. Why? Look at their methods
of instruction, use of audiovisual materials, demonstration techniques, student activities
and evaluation procedures. Examine the evidence. Where is the motivation breaking
down? Is it the curriculum, facilities, attitudes or what?

As an example of a new instructional technique, "cross-service courses" is an ap-
proach that vocarional education is using that implements a technique of team teaching.
The difference Is that insteadof using several teachers with special interest and expertise
in one material area, many laboratories are used to reach several material areas with
two or more teachers. This might be a possible instructional technique if the cluster
curriculum approach becomes a reality.

SUGGESTIONS FOR CURRICULUM RESEARCH

Industrial arts education has a definite place in our educational system in the years
ahead; but we can obviously see a need for further investigation into our curriculum.
Research may find evidence from which we can make intelligent decisions about our future
gods, objectives and centent guidelines. A truly interdisciplinary approach may be the
answer to coordinate curriculum and include many age and ability levels within the school.
Projects dealing with history, economics, science, etc have been mentioned but never
really implemented on a large scale program.

The teacher education programs should be active in developing a process whereby
their graduates can intelligently participate in curriculum development and assume re-
sponsibility to research the unknown. Innovative research and proposals for new curricu-
lum endeavors have not been compared to other research, they have been approved on
their individual appeal as logical, rational and stable. A comparative study should be
made within industrial arts. There should be comparative studies made to evaluate the
effectiveness of various curriculum efforts.

IN CONCLUSION
The horizons for research within the industrial arts curriculum are certairdy open

for investigation. Some decisions should be made to narrow the guidelines and give a
more positive direcdon to the development of curriculum ideas (mainly in subject matter
content). But there are certainly a wide range of learning activities, teaching devices
and stedent-teacher activities that can be researched to develop the best possible instruc-
tional program for the Industrial arrs curriculum. Methods, programs of presenting
subject matter and activities to reinforce subject matter to students can be a tremendous
motivating factor and an open ended research field.
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Industrial Arts Research: Basic Considerations
James I Ziegler

PHILOSOPHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Educational philosophy has been described as an idenrification of -what should be".
More specifically, an educational philosophy is a thought process which seeks formaliza-
tion and acceptance. Industrial arts has had the benefit of a number of persons who have
expounded on the subject of "what should be'.. The results arc characterized by diversity
rather than consensus. Our heritage in the research of industrial arts philosophy is, at
best, in an evolution phase. This phase has not enjoyed the constant progress associated
with most evolution. Several reasons can be identified as possible causes of the slow
progression. These reasons must be considered for the total spectrum of industrial
arts research.

Many documents, the most rocent of which is .1 National Institute of Education report,
indicate that the majority of educational research is conducted via dissertations and
advanced degrees. It is obvious that the incentives of pursuing an advanced degree at the
present lime arc not at optimum, onemuse cons,der the fact that the frequency of disser-
tations may decrease in the neL r future. Data cyist that provide indications of the decline.

Assuming that industrial arts enrollments in colleges and universities will remain
stable and that the retirement age is sixty-five years of age, the following study was con-
ducted. A frequency distributior of theages of persons engaged in industrial arts teacher
education was construceed using the %%Ws Wno in Industrial Arts. This information then
provided indications of attrit;on duc to ,retirement from industrial arts. Thus, we have
one indicator of the needs of the profession. These needs are given in fivc-year intervals.
(See Figure 1).

Fioure 1

ATTRITION THROUGH RETIREMENT IN
INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHER EDUCATION

Year$ Dernand

) 976-1980 96
1981-1985 173
1986-1990 206
1991-1995 173
1996-2000 234
2001-2005 162
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As these figures indicate, the chief source of our research may diminish rapidly.
In those cases where research is being conducted in our discipline, it must be noted that
research is usually not the prime function of the individual. Nationally, it is estimated
that a maximum of 10,000 persons are engaged in educational research. If the National
institute of Education becomes a companion to the National Institute of Health and the
National Science Foundation, 20,000 full-time researchers will beneeded. This is a bright
spot on the horizon.

Additional reasons can he suggested for the lack of philosophical research. First,
while most recognize at least three types of research, it appears that one type has become
a criterion for excellence. In the early 1960's industrial arts became fascinated with the
status of enterimental research. Similarly, a cursory review of dissertation topics re-
veals the mass movement toward this research method. Such a movement has created
gaps in other methods of research. A second reason might be attributed to a change in the
posture of educational research. The shock wave of Sputnik sent oscillations throughout
the educational research field. A new emphasis was placed upon the social and practical
application of research. Most recently, the purse strings have centralized in stare and
local units of education. Such movement may reinforce the trend and acceptance of ex-
perimental research.

A third reason for a lack of interest in philosophical research might be centered on
the concept of who cares. Our discipline does not have a true national forum for discus-
sion of critical issues. Many of us are familiar with journals in our auxiliary disciplines
which present position papers with one or more reacdons. What do we have in industrial
arts/ What opportunity is there for a national reaction EC) the latest teacher education
yearbook which suggests a change inflame for industrial arts? Do we react to suggestions
or rationalize them out of existence?

The horizon of "what should be" will hold attractions that we must deal with. As
will be noted shortly, our evolution of philosophy may accelerate rapidly.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR OBJECTIVES
During the past few years it has been difficult to avoid a statement such as this:

...o complete description of the ...curriculum includ;ng the sequential learning needed
wlthin the body of knowledge, skills, ottitudes, and values as identified through Instructional
objectives....

Is this statement from a textbook or from the ivory tower? No, this is a typical re-
quirement that many colleges and universities are facing as the education of teachers
changes it is an immediate attraction on our horizon. It is perceived that no phase of
education win go untouched by such requirements. The focal point of such a statement is
objectives. The research opportunities become numerous. Consider just two points:
(1) identification of objectives and (2) sequencing of objectives.

Industrial arts is well acquainted with methods of identifying objectives. The methods
range from task analysis to consensus of rank ord -. It might be suggested that these
identification processes are higidy related to justification for existence. If this be the
case, it behooves each of us to explore, identify and cnsolidate those objectives that con-
ribute to the cognitive, affective and psychomotor developmem of the student.

Sequencing/ That is no problem. Bloom and associates have provided guidance.
Several have provided the mechanics. The taxonomies of the cognitive domain have been
expounded for a quarter of a century. No problem, right? Wrongl

Less than ten studies have been directed toward the hierarchical structure of the
taxonomy of the gognitive domain. In fact, while two studies concluded only mild support
for the lower, levels of the taxonomy, three studies gave results that indicated reversals
in the structure. While these studies have generated controversy over analysis techniques,
they have provided examples of research tools that may provide answers to the sequenc-
ing problem.

One plausible technique is multidimensional scaling. Briefly, this scaling technique
constructs a configuration of points in space from information about distances between
the points.

Each of the points represents the location of an objective in relation to all other
-objectives. This technique utilizes the heritage of Thurstone, Torgerson and Young. The
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technique begins with the selection of objectives. For Amplification, only the infinitives
and direct objects are used as the objective statement. Some examples would be:

read a schematic diagram
use Ohm's Low to predict current
identify four scurces of electricity

The objectives are then presented in all possible pairs to persons who have knowledge
of the content of the objectives. These persons then rate each pair on a seven point scale
of similarity. If the pair of statements are rated as similar, the behaviors are consid-
ered to be operationally close. The less similar the pair are, the greater the distance
between their operational levels. When the resulting data from the ratings are submitted
to a multidimensional scaling program, the distances between all behaviors are deter-
mined. This provides a visualization of the location of each objective in respect to all
other objectivef-.

The proper selection and sequencing of educational objectives for any discipline has
been well documented. In industrial arts, a decade has passed since it was suggested
that a national effort be made to identify the objectives of our discipline and subject these
objectives to a systematic order. This has not occurred and we find an increasing need
to follow the suggestion.

CONTENT CONSIDERATIONS
With our heritage in philosophy and objectives, it would be expected that our cont nt

represent diversity. The present status of our diverse content has not always been the
rule. A brief view at history gives these points of emphasis:

1876-1899: tool instruction, visualization, appreciation
1900-1916: industrial processes, occupations
1917-1929: national needs (bird house, manpower)
1930-1949: technology, processes
1950-present: clusters, career education

It must be noted that these groupings are cumulative, with our present emphasis
containing portions of all previous content. With this prospective, it is little wonder that
Status studies on content produce long lists of concentrations of emphasis. Previously,
the following constructs of content were identified (given in rank order):
= -

I. technological literacy
2. career awareness, orientation, exploration
3. cultural awareness of industry
4. use of tools and materials of industry
5. vocotional recreational expression
6. problem salving

Further, an investigation Of program objectives reveals groupings of objectives. (See
Figure 2).
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Figure 2

General Objectives of Selected Curriculums
by Frequency of Statement in Literature

Objective Number Percentage

Industrial Orientation 22 66.6

Interdiscipline 19 57

Pre-vocational skills 14 42

Vocational Career 11 33

Problem solving 8 24

Motivation 6 18
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Thin-I-Jr-three programs were selected from the literature and the stated oblectives
were used to provide indicators of content emphasis.

What is the content of industrial arts? Is the content exclusive or inclusive? Are we
point where formal comparative research might be in order'? These basic questions

will need to be answered.
With these questions facing industrial arts, it is difficult to ipare some of the re-

search techniques presently associated with the study of the future. 'Me Delphi technique
is an example. However, caution is again required for the use of this techniquc as it is
for every technique. One study used the Delphi technique to identify problems associated
with the adoption of the metric system. The researcher emphasized that he used experts
who were pro-metric, rioting that anti-metric experts were difficult to find. Ihese
situations could compound our problems.

The heritage of industrial arts content has been as interesting as any discipline in
education. Yet, the horizon holds attractions that proniise to be just as Interesting.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR EVALUATION

A look toward the horizon in industrial arts has one dominant feature. That feature
evaluation. Evaluation may require consolidation of our views. Evaluatirm, in many

cases, is asking, why do you exist?
It would have required supreme isolation during the past fct v.. years to avoid the grow-

Mg ride of support for competency based education ((BE). This movement is receiving
support from several areas.

On one front, many states are inyclved with an activity called teacher education re-
design. The variety of plans for these rcdesips lend themselves to the constructs of CBE.
Additionally, evaluation of several fields, such as science and reading, has shown a drop
in a descriptor known as functional literacy. Such evaluations become fuel for the fire.
The philosophy changes, the objectives change and the content changes. What if a measure
was made of the technological literacy of students of industrial arts?

The areas of needed research in evaluation would require pages for listing. For
example, in the near future someone, somewhere, will decide the characteristics of a
good industrial arts teacher. With the advent of system analysis, it has been determined
that the quality of the output can be improved by improving the quality of the input. Who
will make these decisions? Another example deals with the aforementioned functional
and technological literacy.Just what is this? What will guide our discipline, the input
or the output? Industrial arts research has barely touched this area; thus the horizon
holds promise of additional needed research in this area.

Research in industrial arts philosophy, objectives, content and evaluation indicates
many directions for needed exploration. It has been noted that this discipline is young.
It hss also been suggested that we do not have the capability of providing a concentrated
research effort in our areas of need. Look at our heritage and look at our future. Will
we be proud of our future?

)r. James T. Ziegler is aiiiearit profeior of Industrial Education at Miami University, Oxf-rd, Ohio.
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Safety

Protecting Teachers Against Liability Suits
Richard J. Flanigan

To try to cover the subject of liability law in the short rime we have to talk about it
is somewhat like doing a one paragraph history of man. The liability area of law is one
with rapid changes, nearing the crisis point like the malpractice area and one the teach-
ing profession is deeply involved in, yet in many instances remains unaware of its vulner-
abiliry.

Irr 1975 over one million of this type of suit were filed in state and federal courts.
Ten years ago, less than 200,0(X) suits a yeat were filed. To say it succinctly, your
chances of being involved in a suit have improved tremendously.

There are many reasons for this ,,roliferation of litigations nor the least of which are
the following:

1. Corieffneriem and consumer awareness of their rights.
2. A development of 0 strong tintiff's bar.
3. Changes in tort low stricr liability and the reduction of defenses.
4. The deep-pocket theory.
5. Spread of the ccoparative negligence theory.

Some of the above arc self-evident; others will be developed in my presentation.
To give you some past history and a better understanding of tort (fault) law, previ-

ously as far as a manufacrurer was concerned he could remain relatively unconcerned
pnce three factors were necessary for a plaintiff to recover. These were a contracrual

relationship between the plaintiff and defendant, negligence on the part of the manufacturer
resulting in a defective product leaving his plant, and a causal (cause-effect) relationship
tetween the defect and the injury.

Today, in most states the theory of strict liability prevails. By this we mean that if
there was negligence or a defect, and it was continuously causal, then the plaintiff can
recover.

Negligence can be for the teaching profession:

1. Failure to act so as to protect others from unnecessa ry risk (removing safety guards).
2. Failure to act as a prudent mon would (allowing use of d fective equipment, leaving the

classroom, etc.).
3. Lack of care OF &le deligence (failure to inspect and/or maintain machines).
4. Allowing third parties to use or engage in an activity which can result in jeopardy on their

port.

As far as the manufacturer is concerned, his product can be considered defective if:
I. There was a defective port.
2. The product is deemed unreasonably dangerous.
3. There was a failure to warn of on unknown hazard condition
4. The product was improperly designed.
5. Codes and standards were violated.
6. The product was not fit for the intended purpose.

Let us first look at who can be sued and then in your field each type action in which
you could be considered negligent and what you should be doing about it.

Anyone in the stream of contint2rce and haying a relationship to the product on which
an injury resulted can be sued except where common law is not abrogated (set aside),
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that iS the supplier, the manufacturer, the manufacturer s representative, the distributor,
the school board, the school administrator, the involved teacher and other students
causally related. The only member of this group in what I call the liability chain (which
links us all together) that will be out uf it in all but 12 states is the school board. In the
remaining 38 states they have common law itnmunity; i.e as part of government they
cannot be sued. In those states where they can be, the change has been brought about
either by state law or the state Supreme Court decision. There are no states in which a
teacher cannot be sued although seven states do have save-haimless laws in which the
state indemnifies the teacher from loss resulting from a job related liability judgment.

The basic claim in most suits is for eompensatory damages. This type relates to
compensation for the loss suffered. There is a recent trend towards asking for punitive
damages as well. This type re liii t punihiag die defendant for his wrongful ace
Punitive damage claims have two serious effects in that they rend to increase the value
of the suit and In most instances are not covered by general liability insurance policies,
If punitive damages are awarded by the jury it could conic our of 'taiff' 011-11 pocket -egard-
less of the insurance protection you may have,

In school related incidents you are vulnerable and could lose your home, property',
investments and other real property you may possess if a judgment is rendered against
you. I am sure many of you have professional insurance, but would it cover a 250,000-
dollar or more judgment? The 1 ,000,000-dollar judgment is not uncommon today: in fact,
I am aware of one involving an industrial firm for 5,500,000 dollars. From the standpoint
of the plaintiff's bar, between 25 and 50 percent of such a judgment is very attractive and
lucrative; well worth the effort and expense of putting on a strong plaintiff's case l fence,
the development of a strong plaintiff's bar. The last time I looked at the ,statistics, the
winning ratio of cases taken to jury was at 52 percent for the plaintiff. Juries today tend
to feel if someone has IN2en injured, someone has to pay: the deep-pocket theory is that the
one to pay is the one best able to pay.

Before we get too deeply into those areas where each of us has a responsibility and
where we can be self-protective, all& us need to be totally aware that when it comes down
to cases, all of us in the liability chain end up on the same side of a liability suit. Based
on that, we need to be group-protective as well as self-protective.

To elaborate on the areas where your liability problems are related to negligence,
let us take a look at the bae,ics of shop safety. To me, a safety program consists of:

1. Proper training.
2. The right machine, properly equipped and in good condition.
3. The right setup took, fixtures, clean table, clean work area, etc.
4. Enforcement of safety rules and practices.

It should be self-evident that it is the responsibility of a shop teacher to know thor-
oughly the machines in his classroom. Ile should know how to operate them in a safe
fashion, how to fixture them for safety, and what hazards are related to their use. It is
also expected under law that a teacher will provide adequate training tO his students
before he allows them to use the machines. If he does not, he can he judged negligent.

In order to be self-protectivc, many instructors uSe written tests as evidence that
students have been trained on a particular machine. This is good practice and it is a
document which should be retained as a permanent record for as long as students remain
in the school eystem. The purpose of this is to help to protect other future teachers and
the school system. In fact, each student should be required to retake the tests at the
beginning of each school year before he is allowed to use the machines. The reason
behind this is simple: it will show that you have an interest in the safety of those you are
responsible for by reexamination of their knowledge.

Another area of training where you can be found negligent is when you teach or per-
form operations which are contrary to good safety practice. In one case I was involved
with on a wood lathe, the instructor taught the students improperly that they could per-
form certain operations on a wood lathe from the rear of the machine. It is prophetic
that a student was operating the machine from that position when a 12-inch diameter wood
bowl exploded, striking the student in the faceand resulting in permanent, disabling brain
damage. This same instructor alsli .1II()WCd students wearing prescription glasses to
purchase nonprescription safety glasses. State law required that all shop students were
to have safety glasses, but as you probably realize, nonprescription glasses are less
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expensive. At the time of injury, the student was wearing his prescription glasses.
In a recent incident involving a table saw, the instructor had built a taper fixture for

cutting table legs. In the text from which he had gleaned the design of the fixture, it
clearly stated that the guard and splitter assembly did not have to be removed E0 use the
fixture. The instructor taught the use of the fixture with the gard removed. A student
using it was distracted and his hand contacted the blade causing serious injuries.

One lesson to be learned from this is always teach and use the safest possible method
performing every operation, even if .(31.1disagree with the necessity of doing so. Use push
sticks, push blocks, feather boards, facing boards, and every safety device available to
make each operation safe. It is better to train your students to take a few extra minutes
in the best and safest setup than to face a law suit. If you think your way is safer thm
recommended practice, document it a n d prove it before you use it. What you say and do
can be used against you.

If you are responsible for the maintenance of your machines, follow a few simple
rules:

1. Do it right.
2. Check that it has been done right.
3. Document what was wrong and whot you did to correct it.

In another maintenance arca, whether vou are responsible for maintenance or not,
keep a permanent record on each machine which allows you to log each time you make
your periodic safety check on it. For your own benefit and the safety of your students,
you should safety check periodically each of the machines in your classroom and record
the fact that you did with a check list for each machine dated and initialed. If there is
something wrong or missing, red tag the machine and do not allow its use until the cor-
rections are made.

Another point on safety is the use of decals Or signs warning about certain basic
safety practice, such as eye protection. If you do not use them, you could be considered
negligent regardless of how you may feel about their benefit. We know that unless coupled
with a good overall safety program, they have little effect.

You should review how your shop is laidout. Do you have any work benches or major
traffic aisles in line with machines that can have a kickbac' such as table saws, jointers
and planers? In a case my company is involved in, a student at a work bench was fatally
injured by a kickback on a table saw that threw a board 16 feet and struck him at the base
of the skull. The workbench area was in line with the direction of a possible kickback
and the guard, splitter and anti-kickback assembly was not on the machine. If you are
aware of this type danger and an injury occurs, you could be tound negligent.

There have been proposals on using class and machine waivers in school shops simi-
lar to those used in athletic programs. These can be v., aable in negating recovery by
parents for loss of services. With this form, the parents of the student waive recovery
of themselves for loss of services in the event of injury. Rights of a minor student can-
not be waived, however, and even the parents might still recover if your actions were
unconscionable. Of age students, such as those in college or a trade school, can waive
their right to recovery. Waivers of this type may seem politically unpopular, and at
present are not used to any great extent, but if used they would be a recognition by par-
ents and consent individuals that there are hazards in using power equipment and the claim
of unrecognized dangers could be invalid.

As a final area in your protecting yourself, you should know the hazards associated
with the machines in your shop. To give you an example, consider a wood lathe turning
at 4,000 rpm with a 12-inch diameter bowl mounted to a face plate. 1 am sure you recog-
nize this as being too fast a speed for this size bowl, but do you truly recognize the extent
of the danger? If the bowl explodes under the above conditions, a 6-ounce piece coming
off that bowl will have the same impact as a 1-ounce shotgun pellet at muzzle velocity.
To say it another way, it is like putting a shotgun against your head and pulling the trigger.
Rotating bodies pack tremendous force ln a recent incident involving a wood lathe, a
student wearing a face shield was turning a large bowl when it exploded. The force was
of such magnitude that the face shield shattered and serious head injuries were the result.
Consider also what happens to wooden objects when they are left for a period of time.
Wood will swell and contract and can develop checks and cracks. One bowl explosion
occurred on January 2, so you must consider what happens in school buildings during
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shuidowns. Also on laminations, grain should not be all in the same direction since wood
is weakest in a force direction perTendicular to the grain. The weakness needs to be

directionalized and reducednot maximized.
Considering table saws with a peripheral saw blade speed of 12,000 ft/min, the time

tor a board kicking back at that speed to move 6 inches is .025 seconds. Human recogni-
tion time, that is the time for a danger signal to reach the brain, is .03 seconds. To say
it in other words, the accident has occurred before the person involved even recognizes
something has happened. To put it another way, never use a table saw without a guard,
Splitter and kickback assembly on it unless there ie no other way to do the operation such
as dadoing.

Other areas that work can be done about this problem as a group rather than an
individual basis are:

'T.- Reducing or eliminating common law immunity. This could hove the positive effect of forc-
ing school boards to take more interest in safety, safety requirements, and proper maintenonce
of the machines.

2. Wodsing toward an extension of the save harmless states where the state will indemnify the
teacher from loss in a liability suit where the individual wos performing his duties in a proper
fashion.

3. Review the advisability of the use of power equipment in junior high schools. If this oge
group should be exposed to power tools, what kind should they be and under what circum-
s'Inces should the student be allowed to use them. Consider the maturity of 13 year olds.
How much responsibility would you grant as opposed to allowing their unrestricted use of
another piece of hazardous power equipment, the automobile.

4. What action should you take us a group in letting those in Washington, D.C., know the grow-
ing seriousness of this problem. Should there be a products compensation law like workman's

conpensatica7 It is not that any of us wont to deny a plaintiff his right to recover but left
to the sympathy of some juries, some awards hove been astronomical.

At the present, the future does not look too bright. As manufacturers, we see the
problem as producing:

1. More suits.
2. Higher awards.
3. Higher cost but sofer products because of new standards and an awareness of possible liability.
4. The spread of comparative negligence to better insure that there will be same recovery en the

port of the plaintiff and his attorney. In contributory negligent states (20 of 50), if a plaintiff
knowingly contributes to his own injury he cannot be awarded damages.

5. Higher insurance premiums. In 1976 some have gone up in the area of 400 percent.
6. Same companies going bankrupt. There is one campony currently paying 10 percent of their

gross sales in premiums and when the policy terminates this year they will be uninsurable.
7. The advent of the fractured company structure. Small independent subsidiaries where if it

is put out of business the parent will survive. Basically the form would be a holding company

structure which can continue on other product lines even if one line is bankrupt, the others
con continue unscathed.

Although I might be sounding like an alarmist in presenting a fairly black picture to
you, this is not my intention. These suits are defensible and they can be made more
defensible if each of us performs our function in an enlightened fashion. Juries can find
for the facts and ignore the law. Many people in this country still believe in personal
-t-esponsibility. They will not discount the fact that if a person is properly trained and
,has the proper equipment, the training can be ignored and if the individual chooses to do
so, it is his responsibility, he assumes the risk.

Insurance is not the answer: it only serves to protect us against major loss, but it
is a loss that is made up in premiums. Remember premiums are losses, plus expenses,

:plus profits. We or the public end up paying the bill.
You, as industrial arts teachers and administrators and manufacturers such as my

-company are joined in a conflagration not entirely of our own making. But recognizing
,that it is a war should tune our efforts towards making the best defense possible, each of
;us doing what we can to be selfprotective lt is a war that cannot be won but we can keep
.the losses to a minimum. We owe it to ourselves and our professionalism to put every
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effort Into wtnning all unjust litigations. If we do not, we simply invite their prolifera

Mr.floolgan is employed as vice president of engineering ot Powermatic/Houdoille Inc. a subsidio
of HousIoille Ind., Inc., in Buffalo, N.Y.

Wood Surfacer Noise Control
Edwin C. Hinckley

ii

BACKGROUND

Noise levels in woodworking shops have always been high. The high speed equipment
and related noises have been pretty much accepted as an inseparable part of machine
woodwork by most woodworkers.

Eventually a group of nonbelievers got together and were instrumental in having noise
level standards written into the Occupational Safety aild Health Act of 1968 (OSHA) that is
having a real impact on the activities of machine producers. A visit to the 1974 Inter-
roarional Conference of Woodworking Machine Manufacturers made me aware of some
changes that were taking place in machine design and accessory items to reduce the noise
level Lit woodwork shops. Several manufacturers features new "silent" cutterheads for
surfacers; sound concrol enclosures were seen: one company was showing their new quiet
jointer and there was talk of research efforts to reduce saw noise.

The conference was impressive. It is one of the most sfimulating expenences I have
ever had. The new surfacer cutterheads were things of beauty to look at, but expensive.
A 24-inch unit for our surfacer was priced over $2,700. The enclosures looked like they
could do the job of containing noise, but they had a passage way door in the sides for the
operators to enter, with access room all around the machine, In effect, they were surfacer
rooms and much too large to be placed in any industrial arts wood shop, or many small
commercitd cabinet shops.

I was intrigued with the possibilides of developing a minimum-sized enclosure, just
large enough to cover the machine and exhaust duct, then experimenting with different
commonly available lining materials E0 see what reduction in noise level was possible.
The results would then be compared to the noise levels produced by one of the new "silent"
cutterheads.

Sometime later 13righarn Young University research funds became available, and a
proposal was submitted. The proposal was funded. This presentation is the first report
of what has taken place.

The Walsh-Healey (OSHA) regulations state;

(13) "When employee$ or. subjected to sound levels
,exceeding those listed in Table 1 of this section
feasible administrative or engineering controls
shall be utilized, If such controls foil to reduce
sound levels within the level of the table; per-
send protective equipment shall be provided and
used to reduce sound levels within the levels of
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this table."

Table 1

Petmissible noise exposure

Duration per Sound lave I
dBA

8 90
92

4 95
3 97
2 100

1-1 102
1 105

110
or less 115

The Walsh-Healey (OSHA) reguladons prescribe that the A-weighted sound level
be used for measuring sound levels. They also prescribe 90 d8A as the highest
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sound level In which a person can work for eight hours. There has been some considera-
tion in Washington of lowering this to 85 LIB A. Any procedure that will help to keep the
dBA below 85-90 should be investigated and incorporated wherever possible. That was
the object of this research.

Sound control involves three different kinds of acoustical control: (1) Sound absorp-
tion. Acoustical ceilLng rile is a common example of a material designed to diffuse sound
waves and reduce reflected noise. (2) Sound dampening. Usually this involves modifica-
tion of a structure (a planer hood) by addition of a deadening material to reduce the vibra-
tion level of the structure. The matetial applied to the inside of a car door deadens the
cloi.ng sound to a solid Ahunk" instead of the original tin can sound. (3) Sound barriers.
The most effective barriers are those having a high mass septum. A concrete or brick
wall between two apartments provide much greater sound isolation than a frame and
gypsum board wall.

A fourth means of controUing noise levels, not mentioned by producers of acoustical
materials, hut being seriously investigated by machine manufacturers is reduction of
sound level developed by a piece of equipment. An ounce of prevention is still worth a
pound of cure. The less sound there is to control, the easier the job becomes.

All four of these problems were involved in this study.

RESEARCH PROCEDURES
The tem -sound level scale" will be identified by the abbreviation dBA (decibel,

A scale) through the balance of this paper.
All tests were conducted on an Oliver model 299 (old model), 24 inch single surfacer

with a regular three knife cutterhead for all tests with the enclosure, and the nev; Oliver
Inserted Tooth Helical Cutterhead for the final open machine test.

The test machine was equipped with carbide knives that were sharpened just prior to
the test. All tests were made using the right hand half of the cutterhead, which is typically
not used by students. The standard depth of cut was one-sixteenth of an inch, one complete
turn of the table adjusting wheel. All reported test results reflect dBA readings taken
while cutting red oak, 48 inches long. Tests were conducted to determine if length or
thickness of stock afected the dBA and the differences in readings were insignificant.
Some trimming of widths was done to lower excessively high readings and make them
compatible with the other stock. Each test piece of Oak was checked for its noise-produc-
ing qualities prior to beginning the tests. This was done by jointing one side, and then
surfacing the other side to a clean condition, after wt.ich an additional one-sixteenth cut
was made during which dBA readings were taken and thE a written on the piece for future
use.

All dBA readings were measured with an H. H. Scott, Sound Level Meter, Type 450-B.
Sound level readings were taken at four different positions in the wood lab. Ali driA read-
ings were taken by the same person under as similar conditions as possible.

At 7:00 a.m. on a Saturday morning the Snell Building and the wood laboratory were
very quiet. In fact, the morning we took these readings a custodian standing at the oppo-
site end of the hall from the wood lab started talking to someone and had the meter needle
dancing all over the scale, She was asked to stop, and the readings were completed to
show a general background dBA of 30.

We were surprised at the dBA levels recorded. By turning on the dust collector unit
the dBA jumped 35 points at the operator position, and 31 points at position number three.
Comparing condition number three with number two, the surfacer by itself was found to

_ .

be only slighdy noisier than the exhaust system running alone. Condition four, with the
exhaust and surfacer both running showed an increase of 53 dBA at position mei and 41
dBA at position three.

Have you ever analyzed a police siren to determine how it makes its sound? Reflect
for a minute. Basically, you find a series of vanes on a rotating shaft moving rapidly
past a series of fixed vanes on the case. Surfacers and jointers have a similar relation-
ship of parts. Turning on the exhaust system moves more air between the vanes (knives
and chipbreaker or table lips) and increases the sound produced.

Cutting oak increased the dBA at the operator's position by ten MA to a new level
of 93 dBA. This reading of 93 dBA was the base figure to which MI further test results
were compared.

Tne next step was to produce an enclosure that would be of minimum size, yet com-
pletely cover the surfacer and the dust collector/exhaust duct. Openings had to be made
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for the infeed and ourfeed positions, air cooling duct for tht motor, the table adjusting
mechanism, the on/off controls and a window to permit reading of the thickness gage.
These openings were kept as small as possible to reduce sound egress from the enclosure.
The enclosure was constructed from 47-pound particle board, which was the heaviest
board available in the Salt Lake 'ity area.

A plain unlined box construeted of high density particle hoard reduced the dilA at the
infeed operators position by 9 points. Adding adjustable doors for the infeed and ourfeed
openings that moved up and down with the table reduced the general dI3A in me lab, posi-
tion three, from 67 tO 64. That did not seem like much, hut it was noticeable, so the doors
were kept for the rest of the tests.

The next phase of the testing was to evaluate different enclosure lining materials.
This phase was separated into two parts: (l) commercial acoustical materials, and
(2) "cross-road acoustical materials, stuff that was available everywhere.

For the commercial material I contacted oneof the major suppliers in Salt Lake C.
with whom I had worked before, told him what was happening, and asked him to propose an
optimum package,

That package consisted of a layer of "Acoustilead" whieh is sheet lead one thirty-
second of an inch thick, and an inner lining of 2-inch thick fiberglass "Monocoustic Ceil-
ing Panel" produced by Owens Corning.

The ucrossroads" package consisted of masonry sand and sanitary napkins. The
sand was enclosed in a 3/ 4-inch deep frame covered with 1/ 4-ineh plywood, The napkins
were stapled to slats and applied like shingles with a 50 percent overlap between rows.

For all practical purposes results of tests under Condition one and Condition two are
identical. It.appeared from these two tests that the two inch fiberglass hat and the double
layer of sanitary napkins were equally effective in diffusing and absorbing sound waves.
A comparison of test results for the leadonly and sand only lining indicated another trade-
off with two of the four position readings slightly in favor of each lining.

The last phase of the project consisted of testing the relative effectiveness of the
Oliver Inserted Tooth Helical Cutterhead in reducing ore, 0 'iag sound level in the wood-
working laboratory.

This cutterhead consisted of 84 carbide cutters distributed around the head in 6 long
helical spirals. Two things resulted from this configuration. Instead of the three or four
knife impacts per revolution over a 24-inch length, you now got 84 impacts per revolution
with a knife only 1 inch long. The result lowered the intensity of the impact noise and
changed the frequency. The second change related to the air movement noise around the
cutterhead. With 84 very short cutters (rotating vanes) moving by the chipbreaker (fixed
vane) the siren type noise level was lowered and the frequency was changed.

The five different tests run during this project included: (1) The surfacer with no
modifications, conventional cutterhead. (2) Enclosure with lead and fiberglass lining,
modified enclosure including tunnels lined with lead and fiberglass over infeed and out-
feed tables, adjustable doors and neoprene rubber curtains at infeed and outfeed openings,
motor cooling vent baffled and lined with lead and glass. (3) Enclosure with sand and
fiberglass lining, modified enclosure as outlined in number two above. (4) Enclosure with
sand and sanitary napkins, modified enclosure as outlined in number two above. (5) The
surfacer with no modifications as in number one above, but with segnnented cutterhead.

Using positions three and four 'as representative of an average dBA for the total
woodworking laboratory it did not appear to make any difference which combination of
lining material was used with the enclosure as the dBA's were id, rical. Readings for the
segmented head showed it produced sounds three di3A higher than the enclosure at position
three, and identical at position fou r.

One last test was conducted to answer the "What happens if... " question, For this
test the surfacer with the segmented cutterhead was placed on vibration absorbing pads.
A piece of weatherstripping sponge rubber 3/8 by :V4 was attached to the bottom edge of
the front, back and ends of the enclosure. The indexing frame around the base of the
surfacer which was used to help index the enclosure for assembly was made narrower
and"faced with the weatherstripping also. All of the enclosure modifications were used.
This was the ultimate test combining the best of our sound prevention and sound control
techniques.

Remember that the di-3A for an open machine with a conventional cutterhead at
position one was 93 dBA. The enclosure alone reduced that figure by about 10 OA, The
semented cutterhead alone was also good for a 10 (IBA reduction. Combine the two, add
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a few refinements to the enclosure, and you have a package that reduced the sound level
at the infeed operator's position by 21 dBA. This combination would be excellent if the'
wood lab was very close to a sound sensitive area, or where the people in charge were
really concerned about the well being of the faculty and students.

COST EFFECTIVENESS
Listed below 'ire prices paid (or enclosure materials used in this study.

Amount
High density particle board 150 sq. ft. $ .185 sq. ft, $27.75

Acousti lead 150 sq. it. .65 sq. ft, 97.50

Monocoustic Ceiling Panel 150 sq. ft. .435 sq. ft, 65.25

Masonry sand 1/3 yd: 2.00 2.00

Plywood, COX fir, 3/8 150 sq. ft .16 sq. ft. 24.00

Sanitary napkins 1213 .0563 each 68.29

The Oliver Inserted Tooth Helical Gutterhead was priced at 2,046 dollars plus freight
when this was written. This includes modifications to the grinding attachment which are
necessary to grind the slightly skewed teeth. The teeth are tungsten carbide.

The unit prices Indicated ln Table 2 below include a ten percent miscellaneous allow-
ance to cover glue, nails, bolts, etc.

TABLE 2

Cost per dBA reduction
dBA reduction

from open machine
inElitag=of 93dBA

Unit Cost per
cost dBA reduction

Enclosure, lead and fiberglass 9 $ 209.50 $ 23.29
Enclosure, sand ond fiberglass 11 104.50 9.50

Enclosure, sand and napkins 1 I 134.24 12.20

Segmented cutterhead 11 2,946.00 267.82

Enclosure, segmented head, sand
and Fiberglas

21 2,976.50 141.74

MMARY
Stricdy on the basis of dollars per dBA of reduction, the enclosure, sand and fiber-

ass package is the best buy, at 9.50 dollars per dBA for 11 decibels. Of the three en-
closure lining combinations tested this is also the most simple to assemble and maintain.
The enclosure does have some drawbacks. It physically separates the operator or main-
tenance person from the machine. It becomes more difficult to read the thickness gage,

. clean and lubricate the surfacer, and grind the knives. Grease extension tubes running
to the outside of the box would help to resolve the lubrication problem. Tungsten carbide
knoves stay sharper much longer than high speed steel and reduce the frequency of op,!n-

ing up the enclosure. A person familiar with conventional, open machine operation, may
find it a little disturbing to have his material out of sight for so long even if the surfac-
ing is being done more quietly. The enclosure gives visual proof that something is being
done to make life more pleasant, and may provide a psychological lift.

The segnented cutterhead does a good Job of reducing sound by the same amount as
the enclosure, but with much less fuss. There is no visual evidence that anything is dif-
ferent. After the segmented cutterhead was installed in our surfacer we decided not to
say anything to the students about the change and see if they noticed a difference. The
first comment was made about 8;30 a.m. during the first class to use it. Student, "Is the
surfacer on?" Teacher, -lies, why?" Student, "It sure is quiet. What did you do to
it?" Many comments of a similar nature have been made since then. The unit Is ex-
pensive, but it does the job for which it was intended. The cutting angle of the short
knives produces a shearing cut. This cutting action results in a much improved surface
when highly figured grain patterns are involved.

The exhaust system produces a high sound level. It is an interesting frequency and
level because a person doesn't realize howloud and bothersome it is until it is turned off.
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e are now in the process of investigating different damper systems ro stabilize die
mount of air being drawn through the system under different operating conditions. There

also a possibility of the system being over designed. We will be investigating the
effect of different pulley ratios on the operating effectiveness of the system.

The next problem is the 16-inch jointer.

Dr. Edwin C. Hinckley is a Profeiior of Industrial Education at Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah.

Power Tool Operating Hazards
Daniel W Irvin

Most manufacturers who make equipment normally used in schools, or more speci-fically, iv any industrial education program are rather well acclimated to the safetyneeds of schools and students. This has been true for better than forty years of Rock-
well's experience in matching various strict state requirements. Naturally four or five
states lead the way as far as specific safety requirements were concerned, and no manu-
facturer could afford to build or sell "anything less. Therefore, all products manufac-
tured and sold to the school market on a nationwide basis adhered to these strict require-Ments and everyone benefited. On an industrial basis, possibly because students or
children were not involved, many of the requirements were not as strict. Even if equal,
they were often ignored in favor of more versatility, higher production rates and the
financial benefits which uccrued from these practices.

With the advent of both OSHA and the Bureau of Consumer Safety, very specific re-
quirements have been stated as a law as opposed to being voluntary. Schools specificallyas a part of Government are not required to match OSHA standards on a federal basis.
When a state adopts the OSHA code, either in part or word for word, the administration
and inspection is handled by that state. Schools are very definitely involved under the
state administered programs. Although OSUIA is primarily a conglomerate of many
consensus standards derived from a great many places, in most cases at least the basic
requirements are necessary and not a debatable subject.

- Because of the many sources for OSHA regulations, there are naturally many am-
biguities and contradictions in this particular law, which are in process of being ironed
out. It is possible that this shake out period will last as long as ten years until all of the
petitions from various associations and manufacturers are settled one way or the other.
In the long haul, it is expected that this will be a most valuable and beneficial law as far
as safery is concerned, both in schools and in industry.

Inexperienced OSHA inspectors also have contributed to some of the problems in-
yoking underenforcement, overenforcement and the many questions involving OSHA.
This in time 0tso will undoubtedly be solved as inspectors obtain better training and,..L,'
many of the "judgment factor" questions are clarified. Regardless of the serious work
done and the basic intent of manufacturers, the Federal Government, state governments
and educators, the prime requirement for safety in the long run is good operating
procedures and a good mental safety attitude on the part of the student or the worker.
Regardless of the guarding and other mechanical or electrical safery considerations, the
mental attitude and operating procedures of the operator are still the key. Operator error
might be categorized into three general areas, one being apathy, the second being stupidity,
and the third being ignorance.

Apathy of course would pertain to teachers or students and management or operators
who actually understand how to operate equipment safely and know all of the rules, but
for, one reason or another, really do not care. They are much more interested in "get-
ting the job done quickly," making more profit, saving time, or, in general, adopting a
"it will never happen to me" philosophy. People in this category are not really thinking
of questions such as safe or unsafe, since the question of safety might be number ten or
twelve on their list of important things. Somewhere along the line they depend on luck,
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lor stategovernments, and the manufacturer to solve all of their problems.
Vitenerally-`do- not willfully do anything wrong, but neither do they, with thought and

irlettlo :. anything right. This is a rather loose attitude which may be workable in
y4inisidons;.-but when dealing with equipment, the mental looseness and -happiness"

Ogi.tinly -until, they meet head on with an accident. The comments then might run "I
.Why-ditket I think about that," "I'm sorry.''

tij1dity be defined as "attempting to get away with the improbable." In most
person-knows the correct method of operation, but weighs his chances carefully

&ling it the correct way and doing it by either a faster or more profitable method.
fter weighing -the chances, he decides to take the risk and, in many cases, sincerely
tgretn'hindecision In the three categories we are discussing this is probably the most

eince'actually some thought is given to the correct and safe method, but for some
iwn reason the gambling instinct takes ()Ver. Stupidity is also the most difficult
rn to explain once an accia_i..nt has happened, since there is really no logical excuse
: a ripe cif decision or action .

tance falls into the category of I didn't know," "I didn't really understand," or
ain unlamiliarity or inexperience. In some few cases, it is entirely excusable and

actuUy 'a reaion. In other cases it is totally inexcusable and stricdy an excuse, consider-
ing fifitaf'fact that all legitimate manufacturers now issue rather complete instructions
concerning equipment. Because of the many books on the market, both text and research,
'volving the entire spectrum from mental attitude through proper alignment and main-
nance, on to proper operation in both normal and unusual operations, there are really

not too many reasons to remain ignorant concering safe and proper operating methods .
imany cases the real reason might be -forgetfulness" and in retrospect, the operator

will remember being told how to perform the operation correctly or being warned that a
certain procedure is definitely forbidden.

Although we might have chose, for demonstration any one of a number of tools, Me
table saw and jointer were chosen specifically because they are considered standard
equipment in most industrial arts laboratories. I would now like to demonstrate, first on

e table saw and second on the jointer, some of the major problems involving operator
ct error when performing normal operations.

TABLE SAW DEMONSTRATION re. Ripping
Cross Cutting

7_3)
Dodoing

OPERATOR ERRORS KICK BACK CAUSES

Reaching over Fence alignment

Following the line Saw teeth - set
No fence Arbor alignment
No insert Control - operator
Depth of dada Healing
Play time Depth of cut

Gum/Pitch/Dirt

JOINTER DEMONSTRATION re:

OPERATOR ERRORS
Hand over cutterheod
Not following the fence
No push block
Guard removed
Rear of cutter exposed
Loose controls

Edge Jointing
Surface Planing
Rabbeting
Stop Jointing

KICK BACK CAUSES
Depth of cut
Material off table
Dull knives
One knife high
Control - operator

I sincerely trust that this demonstration was both interesting and informative, as
to merely talking the subject through." I am sure that in your particular

_ratory or shop situation you could come up with a great many other typical errors in
and/or causes of kick back, but these I have demonstrated are definitely universal
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in nature. One or the other is almost always a part of any accident report or investigation.
I think ir is obvious by this time that federal and state laws, in addition to your own

specific rules and regulations, really will not solve the problem. Your personal demon.;
strations of proper operation, film and transparencies on this subject, student texts and
operator cards are all major steps in the right direction. Undoubtedly better education
is really the solution to this problem. Manufacturers, naturally, can help lay providing
various safe guards, both mechanical and electrical, and we are all continually striving to
do a better job in this area. In fact, in many cases, manufacturers far sinpass the re-
quirements of either OSHA or the Bureau of Product Safety, or for that matter, UL. The
mechanical and "cleanliness" condition of the unit involved, plus proper alignment, are
also a definite factor in proper operating safety, and I think we have proved that here
today.

Although everything and everyone can help, I firmly believe the industrial arts in-
structor or industrial education instructor is in the ideal position to improve or solve ail
three problem categories. The mental attitude of the operator is really the final key to
success. In general, if he has read the instructions, knows the safe rules of operation
involving that particular tool, keeps his mind on what he is doing and does not gamble, the
chances of having an accident are practically rin.

Daniel W. Irvin k educational director of the Power Tool Division, Rockwell International.

OSHA Inspections
David R. St. John

Since the passage of the Williams-Steiger Occupational Safety and Health Act1 (OSHA)
on December 29, 1970, there has been a growing conceal about compliance with a set of -

federally induced standards. Considerable confusion exists as to who is covered and
where the ultimate authority lies. While it is true that not every state has taken over the
responsibilities for the enforcement of this law, ir is apparent that our facilities are going
to have to measure up to some set of standards. This means that inspections ultimately
are going to occur.

WHAT CONSTITUTES AN INSPECTION?

Any time you walk through an area with the purpose of -looking for problem areas-
could constitute a safety inspection. This however is not commonly thought of as conduct-
ing an inspection. Rivell2 states that inspections in school shops may be classified as
one of four types: (i) periodic inspections, (2) intermittent inspections, (3) continuous
inspections and (4) special inspections. Since most of us have not established what we
would consider a "sound safety program.* in terms of occupational safety and health
standards let us consider only the last of these inspection types for the moment. As our
programs develop we will be able to plan for and utilize the other three types of inspec-
tions as part of an ongoing program of safety.

Special inspections are of several tyTes. The special inspection we will address at
this point might be thought of as an initiating inspection, a spring board, or a point of

ference from ..vhich we can begin a conscious effort of upgrading our program.

WHO SHOULD CONDUCT AN INSPECTION?

While it is easy to recognize that the ultimate responsibility for inspecting school
shops rests with the teacher in charge, it is equally as recopizable that he should not
be considered the sole agent qualified ro provide valid inspections. Supervisors, admin-
istrators, representatives from advisory committees and industrial safety engineers
might be utilized as well as local fire inspectors and representatives of state and federal
departments of labor.
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a arts teacher who has been doing an excellent job of instructing
y responsible for inspecting a facility to meet OSHA standards without
raining wouldbesomewhatpresumptuous to say the least. In fact it would

reetly the corporation who had employed a pilot to fly their single engine
en7expect- him to jump in and take the full responsibility for flying their new

rate;407Withaurany.specialized training. Even more ridiculous would be to criticize
i-cs*.insidequacies as he began the transition.

60%1 different approaches could be utilized to initiate a safety inspection procedure .
thiiukkrinany persona -do not realize it the State Department of Labor OSHA Division,

arlikolit"*.itear_l'akrates a voluntary compliance service. In this division many services
elikallable.- Among them, most states offer a service of voluntary compliance inspec-

'where thnernployer whose facilities are being inspected is under no threat of cite-
;',Iolationia. The purpose of these services is to encourage voluntary compliance

of the employer. Only in cases of imminent danger would any violation ever
te the compliance divisions inspection teams for followup. This service is to

_

recomenended even though most of these offices are being flooded with requests
May:take several months for them to be able to inspect your facilities .
e'sriployment of industrial safety engineers, trained in the interpretation of OSHA

thirds-is another viable alternative where time is of the essence. While the cost is a
etor it'shoWd not be entirely discounted if your program needs immediate assistance

flying safety conditions.

LD BE USED AS A REFERENCE?
with the current concern about OSHA several agencies have undertaken to analyze

oat ilimediate concerns of employees and employers publishing a myriad of infor-
concerning the implications for compliance with this new law. Among the ex-

Sr, -varied materials being published today many inspection forms can be found.
Cat:tonal Agencies are no exception to this sudden rush to publish in this field.

Vitel,edication departments, university departments of industrial education, and the vari-
lull professional associations are all entering the picture. There is really nothing to be
piped in ,questioning their motives for this rash of published materials. Even if it were,at-their motives were all in the interest of improved safety which very clearly is

t.theocase inmanyinstances, the materials which they are publishing are of very limited
!1i1uesto the individual teacher. Here is why ...

The fact that only one reference can maybe used as a basis for establishing a safety
narctlon program should be obvious. In the case of school shops, the OSHA Horizontal
itarithirds for General Industry are the standards referred to in the law. Any materials
Feferring back to or attempting to interpret these standards must ultimately be based

,:these standards, constantly refering back to the principle document itself. While
nany man.hours, most of them spent by persons very well acquainted with these stand-
iicIs -have been spent analyzing and interpretthg these standards the fact remains that
i standards are the ultimate source. The problem then is essentially this any time
tli might spend interpreting the standards and developing an inspection guide for you

y_ result in a condensation and interpretation of a very complex system for your
To get the final authority on these standards I must ultimately refer you back to

Standards.
_ere is no doubt that much of what has been published will be of such limited value

worthless. Though one can say that some of the inspection guides represent very
rts and can be highly recommended. The inspection guides developed by Dr .

i:474;uke and an extremely well qualified group of consultants for the Utah State Board of
l'atication3 is certainly to be ranked among the best. A reference is made on almost

e -:'inspection item to the federal (or state) standards. This provides the user the
rtunity to reference corrections which may be needed. Another excellent reference
ecendy been published under the direction of Dr. John Bonfadini and a committee

atructors from Prince William Counry Public Schools in Virginia.4 Still other re-
ogses, .such as the draft copy "An Intepretation of OSHA for Industrial Education"

epared by the American Council of Industrial Arts Supervisors,5 are excellent refer-
eed-on ,,the whole topic of safety. However, in the final analysis the individual teacher

nusveventlially become familiar with the standards themselves. The best way to do this
MaSsecure a copy of the standards and set about a plan of detailed, section by section,
ff dirófthSr=contcnts.



WHEN SHOULD INSPECTIONS BE CONDUCTED?

In an ongoing program it is difficult to decide when an inspection should be cond
Is easy to accept the suggestion that the earliest possible time is probably tta

desirable as the inspection will serve as the springbord for progress in an overall
program. This is, of course, basedon the assumption that some provision has been
to train the inspectors or to bring in qualified consultants.

A serious error would be made to request that every shop teacher pick up the
district form '. and conduct an inspection during the next week of classes. In lac
errors could occur. First, the assumption that each teacher would interpret the ii
tion form properly is only an assumption and as such is probably incorrect. Ai
inherent danger embodied in this same assumptionlies in the probability that each ot
teachers and possibly the district coordinator would now assume that their insp
responsibilities were completed. Second, it wouldbe totally inappropriate to ask a ti
to be responsible for conducting an inspection in his own classroom while he was E
taneously trying to teach his classes. It is very likely that when a teacher is insp
his own shop he will be so familiar with his own equipment that he would not be
recognize all hazards or faults. In essence he will be so close to the forest it
difficult for him to see the trees.

It is strongly recommended, however, that the inspection be conducted while sti
are working at routine activides within the facility. This will bring to mind a num
areas which would have to he assumed by the inspector in the absence of workers.

SUMMARY
;In planning an approach to safety inspectionof school facilities several recomrn

tiona can be made. First, develop a schedule for regular inspection and follovalp
will assure the coverage you wish to establish. This will do a lot more for you:
safety program than simply identifying violations. It will develop a safety consciou
on the part of all teachers which is very valuable to the success of the total pro

Second, select a group of inspectors who are familiar with the standards. It IT
necessary to provide a series of training sessions to prepare for these inspections .
will be time well spent if your inspes understand what they are looking for and
to find information on corrections.

Third, do not ask a teacher to inspect his own facility while he has a simulta
responsibility of teaching. This is like asking him to ride two horses at once. H
not be able to do a good Job with either responsibility.
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eeds Prog ams

.,..00atingthe Disadvantaged and Handicapped in the
lOckiStrial-.Arts Environ.merit
:Cheater R. Alderson

_Motivadon or motive: You, as teachers, should know the meaning of the words, but
e call to your attention the definition again: That which incites to action, having the

er to move, causing action, to provide with a motive, instigate and induce.
Are you as teachers doing this? If not, you are not good teachers, and it Is time that

you'must be held accountable.
If teachers are to motivate students so that they become motivated from within, it is

Imperative that teachers know what good teaching is. I would like to suggest the following:

1. Teaching yields a high sense of dedication to duty; it is a way of life with a sense of mission.
2. Teaching is diriteting learning, for learning depends upon the learner's intelligence and self-

disciplineary efforts.
3. Teaching is the opening of windows to learning, and not the filling of containers. (Answer-

ing a set of memorised questions to forget soon.)
4. Teaching is proceeding horn the easy to the difficult, fran the known to the unknown, fran

the concrete to the abstract.
5.-Teaching is motivating, stimulating and inspiring young ond old to discipline themselves in

the total learning process.
6. Teaching helps the learner to observe, to detect problems and their solutions and to develop

ideas.
7. The good teacher places a high premium on character and sets a goad example at all times.
8. The good teacher reads to keep up with new materials in his fitle the new technology

end is aware of soaial changes and the need for o positive feeling for another ethnic group
or race.

/ arn sure you are the kind of teachers I am talking about, for if you are not, you
should be released from your position immediately.

: Because one has graduated from a large university or a college that has doubled its
,entollment in six years does not necessarily mean that it has developed good teachers

i__ .kyjno can set up the environment to motivate students.
'el . Motivation is riot just taking education courses. When you are enrolled in Education

O.
6; and the next semester you are required to take Education 260, and you have the same

-.... .-nstructor, you perhaps will hear the same old corny jokes. The stimulant is gone when
iyou wilk into the classroom.

Many old heads are not going to change their lesson plans, tests, classroom structure,
, wi.or outlook On racial problems, and when I mention racial problems, I am speaking about

'leans, Italians, Whites, Blacks, Reds, Yellows or whatever the mixture.
, Vie must get rid of the teachers who motivate like the one who told me at Kansas
te;Pittsburg, in 1930, that it was impossible for me to graduate from this school be-

mule I had an I.Q. of 80. I had not been on the campus for five days; I had not been given
aiii-rtests. These same Lnmotivating teachers knew nothing of my background. I had

ished, the 8 grades in 7 Irears and had enough credits to graduate from high school in, ,

, years. I decided I would change and take a masters at Iowa State University of which
.,.., :

yew had to be in the_ upper fourth of the graduating class to be accepted. I finished the
m4sters and wrote a thesis, spending only 2-1/2 summers at the university.

We must get rid of teachers who motivate like the little lady English teacher did me
this college. The first day that I walked into class, she said: "We don't have any
ers-irr this class, and if you remain, you will flunk." I looked around; I did not see
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any and sat down. I will tell you now, I am nor a nigger. In teaching you must remember
.that your students want to be recograzed, to be guided, to be creative, to belong and to
be secure. You must remember you are preparing workers. You must increase their
confidence, upgrade their competence hy raising their earning potential.

We must motivate our youth so that they will know that success potential is obviously
tied to maturity, and in particular to emotional maturity.

It is not easy to become a good motivation reacher, but here are some pointers:

Motivation By Objectives:
1. Your teaching will become more successful because your objectives provide you with

greater flezibi ity .
2. Ycur student? effectiveness and productivity increases because they become more involved

and committed to their wodc.
3. Your students' commitments and loyalty to your teaching increases because they see how

they fit into the environment of the learning program.
4. Your product increases and your students become a more viable force in the world of work.

Motivation by objectives leaves nothing to chance. Step by step, it tells how to start,
how to build three critical factors of involvement, participation and autonomy (right of
self government).

It is building student teamwork.
It is concentratin your students' potential for more dynamic growth.
It is unleashhig your students to open up creative energy.

Someone has said: -A motivating teacher is a guy who can step on your toes without
messing up your shoeshine."

The motivating teachel is one who does more than is necessary and keeps on doing
it. The motivating teacher has two important characteristics: He is going somewhere,
and he is able to persuade others, his students, to go with him.

The way to get a thing done is to stimulate competition. Competition is found in all
industries to develop and discover more. Motivation is never expecting a second chance
to make a first good impression on your students.

People can be divided into three groups: Those who make things happen, those who
watch things happen, and those who wonder what happened. What group are you in?

The most valuable gift you can give to anyone is a good example. Therefore, to start
your motivation you, as a teacher, must be well groomed, drec appropriately and look
the part of a teacher; set the example.

To motivate, teachers must be militant, not afraid to speak out, but in speaking out,
do something constructive concerning your teaching and criticize the administration; you
know we need things changed in our educational system. See that it is accomplished.
Work for flexible scheduling, open entry, open exit, staggered class time for individual
students.

How can anyone really motivate positively when he writes an article titled: -Need:
A New Kind of Slum School?" The educator who wrote the article is downgrading those
people who live there. Why emphasize slum? This is the place where the student lives;
it is home. The above statement leads me into my next discussion. No motivating teacher r7
will ever use the words disadvantaged, hard core, culturally deprived, or poor. If these
are used, we are defeating at the beginning what we are professing to do.

These are unmotivating names. Any time you speak of me using these terms, of
which none apply to me unless all apply to you, then you are referring to me as inferior
to another. Should you continue this from my early childhood, and I did not have the drive
that one needs to overcome, we would be compelled to call this reverse motivation: I
will soon believe I am nothing. This is what we believe the terms are used to portray. ;

The following is a reprint by a Ford Foundation from the Record, Teachers College,
Columbia University, November 1967, with the title "Taking Advantage of the Disadvan-
taged" by Mario D. Fantini and Gerald Weinstein.

But we will really not have followed this lead and revitalized education until we foce up to
some fundomental propositions;

That all American children are educationally disadvantaged.
That despite the advance of educationol octivity and the surge of additional money we are
still in the business of repairing an anachronistic machine, an error in chronology.
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;Thot we are laboring to serve the needs of academic
subjects, not the needs of children.

No difference in technical and academic.

That there is less wrong with the learner (the product of edu ion) than with the process

and institutions by which he I3 naught.

That "good schools"
shcsrld be defined not by their racial

composition, but by the quality

,
of whot happens in the school.

sat ask again, why say they are poor or call them poor? He knows he is poor.

he is hungry. Therefore, I am asking you to forget those terms and just call

that .people-- people who need help, people who need someone to care. A person who

Caret! will proceed to develop some way to motivate, even if it is only to teach the youth

.1tUrn off unneeded lights, close the windows, to conserve energy. There may be a

earryoverfrom school to home and, when employed, co the job.

Motivation in my class meant this: When a new student came into the classroom,

Who went over to greet him? My position was to remain in the background. My students

rwould greet the new student and start her off by giving her a work station and making the

gnment. I would stop by and become acquainted later, first having a conference with

student's beginning teacher to decide when It was best for me to make the approach:

But don't you ever believe that at any time I did not know what was being done in that

lasaroom.
My students were reminded constantly that they were as able as any other person,

??-isiith the same opportunity,
native ability,and a desire to learn.

Motivation is flexible scheduling ,
staggered time scheduling for special needs of

the individual. It is working with the individual, having individualized
programs so one

an proceed at his ovm speed.
Motivation is treating all students fairly. If you cannot look at your students and

t see Blacks, Whites, Mexicans, Italians, or Indians, you have failed. You are sick,

u need a doctor.
Motivation is working with the individual and the group, developing the awareness of

ing things differently, changing day-to-day classroom procedures.

Motivation means communicating with the students through the ears, eyes, body,

iet, and voice. Remember you are a photograph, and they can read you well.

Motivation is using the method of students helping to teach. Many times they can du

this better than you.
The drop-outs must be motivated. Talk with them. You may need co dress as they

ess, and you .thould. You may need to get them a beer or learn to talk and understand

eir jargon. Don't be "Mr. Know It All" because first you won't get any answers, and

econdly you don't know it all. You could not survive in the places in which these youth

have lived. You as teachers must be a pr:rt of the decision-making in curriculum develop-

ent. You are the closest to the student, and you know his needs. Let your students

w you had a part in that decision.
Let your administration know that you are going to have a part in the development of

curriculum, whether they like it or not.

The motivating teacher will develop a communication line with the English, mathe-

matics, science, or other teachers whenever one of his students is having difficulties in

other class. You can do a great deal for your smdent, and in time for those teachers.

The motivating teacher, I must reiterate, will never look at a student and think dis-

dvantaged, hard core, deprived, ghetto child, or underprivileged. These identifying terms

must go. Society, which is you, is crushing these prople. Society is cruel, the man with

faces.
To do the job with your students, you must love them, cake an interest in them, listen

their problems, even those who don't use what you may call proper English or refined

peech. You may hear what you believe to be "harsh language,' "four-letter words."

Remember, this is what the student imows and has constantly heard.

I woldd like to read an excerpt from Michael Foster's college application. Michael

black boy. The question to Michael: "Have you ever accomplished anything which

1.1 consider praticularly noteworthy?" His answer: "I taught my mentally retarded

Usin how to tell time after his teacher and doctor said he would never understand any-

ing so complex."
-We-talk about those lazy Indians. Mrs. Anderson and I spent a summer in Arizona

the Apathb and three years later spent the summer with the Hopi Indians. These

4 Oo
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Indians were there on the hot desert land that had been given to them by our government.- .

:The worst limd in the country and they owned this whale nation. These people did a hell
of a job keeping America beautiful before the American tame. There was no pollutionproblem; they only used what they needed. Energy was conserved. Does the hot desertmotivate you, besides wanting to get out of it?.Do we tell our stedents that the Indians did many good things besides losing all ofthe battles --like saving many pilgrims from starving?Our motivation of students should tell them of the unmatched civilization of the MayaIndian of Southern Mexico, who had built great temples, government buildings, towns andcities, developed the most accurate calendar of today, were most knowledgeable concern-

ing the -planets. Their civilization lasted for more than 1000 years. They had a verysophisticated written language. All of this has been documented and was presented on
channel 19 & 13 on Apd1 1, 1974. These people were far ahead in architecture, construe-

,
don, planning, and organizing successful government long before the Spanish or Columbusever 1tet foot on this land. In fact, this was around 300 A,D. Such information can be amotivating force for your students, if you will use it wisely.The good teacher will introduce into the thinking of his students the fact that theeducational and dislocation problems which frustrate society are not only non-white

problems.
Teachers must be sensitive to each individual in the class. They must use a different 4approach with each individual, for each student is different.The motivating teacher is a hardworker an advisor, psychologist, clergyman, expert.

in -human relations, father, mother, brother, sister, and a friend to his students. Heworks long hours, generally without overtime payment, and is on call at any time of the
day or night. His students will know this.You, the teachers, are the ones to help the youth acquire a meaningful outlook on life
by giving them an opportunity to learn a skill and receive a salary for their work. You
are an image, a motivator.

There is nothing more meaningful to youth than honest economic success previouslyconsidered unattainable.
A lack of motivation is a key factor in the tragic dropout rate among our youth.They must see an example, an image.To help motivate your student you must determine if anyone requires assistance in -

one of three areas:
1. He may need a job to be able to stay in school.2. He may need tutorial assistance to keep up with his school subjects.3. He may have a very low opinion of himself, and therefore, the first need is tobuild a positive outlook by -talking to the youth, listening to what he has to say;you will be aLle to ascertain what are the reasons for failure. He will change andbelieve simeone cares.

You may te the rerson to cause an awakening of the youth who asks himself, "Why
should 1 stea% a $5.00 hub cap against having a $5,000.00 job?" Some of the youth you
teach think that ne matter what they do in life, they will never be able to get a good job. e:
With your help love, interest, advice and guidance, someone is going to say, "I got myfirst job through the effort of my teacher."A negative self-image is a detrimental factor in the psychological make-up of anyindividual, regardless of his ethnic group. The recurrence of failure of our youth hascreated a vicious cycle of poverty,

unemployment and a lack of confidence of the public:0=
who pass the levies in our cities.

The teacher's attitude and resulttng behavior can alienate a child from school. The.,motivator will not contribute to the dehumanizing factors of discrimination, prejudice,stereotyping and emasculation that take their toll of many American youth. For these:I°IndIviduals self-realization becomes resignation to mediocrity. This is the phenomenonof the "oppressed seeing himself through the depressor's eyes."We as teachers must motivate our youth so they ean see a future; then the bond of 2
failure can be broken.

Many of our students' parents will say, in the presence of their children, "I am notproud of my life, but maybe rny story will help someone out there, who thinks it's too late.When 'you have been at the bottom of hell for half of your life, it's almost impossiblebelieve there is sunlight anywhere."
Whether you believe it or not, our society is responsible for whatever happena-ia-a= 398
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ety condones it. Our society perpetuates the condition of hunger,
cation for minorities, by not communicating with students in the

aher will know that the black child, the poor white child, is a learner .
a iii him. How and what he learns has been out of his control. It

claof the educators. These youth want to achieve. They want to become
Ong, 'aelf-suffiCient, have self-respect and self-defense. Your students
6...;,of the ones who wake up in the morning and NOT have a glass of milk,

con, as you have.
:greetthese students as though they were untouchables. These youth cannot

7ia you, or think as you think, for they have seen this problem of want from
;they were born. Some of these children have been living in these conditions not
weeka,-or months, but for a lifetime.

ny ci; you:teachers would live in these conditions for only two weeks, you would
the same again. Themotivatedteacher will have compassion for these children,
rittem._and will put his arms around them. The teacher who cannot do this has

'teaching._
eema ,to ,me that the interaction of the teacher and his students is the key to-a--

ees. His tone of voice, facial expression, touch and posture may be the
hiah, probably quite unwittingly, he communicates his expectations to the

nt. 'Such:communication will help the child by changing his conception of his cog-

1..-Ak;teachers, in listening to Black speech, you assume that the use of non-standard
Ellglich 'is an ex&mple of bad grammar, without recognizing the possibility that we

Olt.:PeOplet), have a valid, legitimate, and alternate dialect.
.P'ositiblyi if teachers would stop trying to compensate for the so-called weakness of

&Black .etudent and try to CAPITALIZE ON HIS STRENGTHS, the teaching could be
re4n76dnattve .

nteaCher who wishes to motivate his students is not satisfied with the one or two
ta 'he is !reaching in his class, but recognizes the impending tragedy for the 18 or

istudents he is not reaching. This teacher will really work to strengthen the student's
ocity to choose intelligently and independently and to determine what it is he seeks to
rn` Me will help the student to find meaning for himself in his studies .

e motivated teacher will know that there is no difference between the white person
1:thp.black person if the background environment is simUar.
7.Anij teacher who can motivate students knows he cannot be the classroom autocrat,
ingratudents are still immature, etc., for he is rarely a match for his students.
- Motivated teachers will have a definite conception of what they want to teach and see
1thlt the Students must be equally resolved as to what they should learn.
'The good teacher who induces learning WILL NOT CLOSE OUT THE FEEDBACK

OMXUDENTS. Teachers and educators can and do operate for years without knowing
t`ftdlurep they are in the eyes of their former students.
To:tricitiVate students we must involve them in business and industry's know-how. We

a Volve them in the problems of society.
'e.limevadon is a must to successful motivation It is hard work, but it is most pleasing
Ou:are determined to be a dedicated teacher .

riheie_must be individualized instruction or teaching .
eteFnust be programmed instruction.

dur _test must be for the individual when there is readiness for the test materials.
Leathres must be developed on tapes for the individual or for a group, when the need

ip color slides and place the information on these slides; you have 35 seconds
or, sound information on a disc for each slide. Then the information can be up-

ted whenever there is a need by just reusing the disc. The slides can be up-dated

veshe student in the making of the slides and in developing information.
students develop filmstrips so that the materials will be in their language.and
can*enoW, why and when they had a part in what has been accomplished.

DeveleP- rapPort with the English and mathematics teachers so as to have the stu-
dents write their themes around electronics, drafting, speech, or any subject that

lds.a-real intermit for them. Then have the mathematics and electronics teacher,
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together with the English teacher, correct the student's theme.
Allow your students to correct each other's work and discuss ir with the student or
group, then discuss it with the teacher. After this procedure, the teacher and the
entire group could fiave a discussion.

*There must be planning conferences with- students._
*Let each student know that what he is doing is directly-related to everything that
goes on in a specific class.

*Allow your students to participate in a candid evaluation about you and the course of
instruction after he has completed the course work and the grade has been recorded.
These papers need not be signed.

*You are the teacher stick your neck out. Conformity lb too comfortable.
*Take the student where he is in the learning process.
*You will influence others no matter what you do.
*Tell others to change from viewing minorities, especially Blacks, as inherently
incompetent.

*Motivarion is being creative and not being afraid of looking bad.
°The aim of good teaching is to become unnecessary to the upward thrust of the Mad:
Vated student.

,*There is a better way to transmit information than by the lecture-mouth method.
Let the student do it.

*Motivation is preparation of materials for different levels. You cannot always keep
a group of students together. It is poor teaching.

*Incite men and women to prepare for any job. There must not be any jobs that are
called men's jobs or women's jobs.

*Teach the very small girl to play with a tractor, truck, oil the lawn mower, as well
as play with dolls. The same goes for the boy.

*Learn some of the language of any ethnic group that you are teaching. The special-
needs youth can succeed in your classes if you will:
1. Be sensitive to the youth's life style.
2. Develop a communication system with parent, facing needs truthfully and directly.
3. Adjust the teaching style to the learner's needs.
4. Take the student where he is
5. Relate teaching materials to the youth's life style.
6. Correlate what the student learns no the demands of the world of work.
7. -Stress the concrete and word for word rather than the theoretical and abstrac
S. Analyze each instructional unit down to its simplest form.
9. Keep an open mind, alert to moods and attitudes, providing the student with an

opportunity to talk out frustrations and misunderstandings.
10. Design the instructions so the student can see son, evidence of success, remem-

bering not to underestimate his/her potential.
1. You must begin instruction at the student's level and keep him/her motivated, r;

developing his/her potential at a pace that challenges but does not discourage
him/her.

Let me direct our attention first of all to the mentally impaired, or more specifically
the Educable Mentally Retarded (EMR's). It is important to recognize that the mentally
impaired student has the same needs as all other youth:

1. To be loved.
2. To receive instructions for independence and responsibility.
3. To be encouraged and disciplined.
4. To have experiences with a variety of people and be exposed to many places andl

things. A

5. To be understood and supported by parents, teachers and the community.
6. To have the opportunity to succeed and the right to make their own mistakes in

everyday situations. 1
In conclusion, remember that in order for people to be equal to other people of thei

world, it is required that they he able to communicate information, explore new Ideas,
and discover the many options that exist in life. The cruelest thing we do tt neople when
we don't educate them properly is to restrict their options, their knowledge If what the
might have been or might be.

Mr. Anderson works for the KonSOS City, Mo., School Distrlct.
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"cal Approach to Work Adjustment Training for

lalfdicapped
High Schoolersi

_.-

pod tsh-Kelsey
-:

:At a recent planning conference, President Ford was disturbed to find that there are
ittlUlion handicapped adults in this country, and only 800,000 are currently employed .

rase employed many work at tasks well below ther ability.2
The figures are sad testimony to the reality that traditional secondary educational
rams have not lead to continued gainful employment for a significant number of !iandi-

apped individuals. The facts are: (1) that vocational education programs largely have
!-erftellided handicapped students and (2) that more handicapped emploveos fail in lob settings
ilifeSto pociework adjustment attributes than lack of job skills.

.' This Paper introduces a model for work adjustment and outlines a program that has
*air used to Lntegrate handicapped high schoolers in secondary vocational settings with
wadded emphasis on work adjustment training. Thus, the program actempts to resolve
-the above two problems.

VIE MODEL
.i- Work adjustment is defined as the Level of satisfaction experienced by employees
and/or employers when individual workers are ptacedon particular jobs. The major goat
gt-work adjustment training is to increase the level of work adjustment to optimal values
tor both employees and employers.

In attempdng to improve the level of vocational/occupational functioning of individuals
*ere are at least four sets of attributes which are commonly encountered. These four
sets of atuibutes can be considered as predictor variables and are presented pictorially
li:the General Model for Work A4Iustment.3 --

The attributes related to persons are:
1. The worker's job related skills, his personal strengths and weaknesses.
2. The worker's psychological adjustment to work.

The attributes related to jobs are:
1. The actual physical 4cills and cognitive requirements of particular jobs.
2 The characteristics of jobs and jab environments which oct as either positive or negative

reinforcers for workers holding those jobs.

The four sets of attributes interact to influence the level of work adjustment of in-
dividual workers. It is die interaction between the predictor variables that will produce
the ultimate level of work adjustment between the worker and his job. It is important to
time that in the vocational/occupational training of handicapped workers any one predictor
imitable may have a disproportionate influence. This frequendy requires that special
e.,--attention be given to the design and implementation of an individualized formal work ad-
jilettrient training plan for this handicapped individual. Later in this paper the interaction
between the four predictor variables which produce given levels of work adjustment will
We examhied.in greater depth.
k., The first predictor variable, worker skills, continues to be the mainstay of vocational/
occupational education. Work evaluation is the term generally used to refer to the process
Of assessing and describing the work skills, achievement, general health, motor develop-.-ment, sensory acuity, communication skills and other work related levels of personal
iiivelopment which the learner or iA'orker brings to the evaluation site. Formal measures
Tolight include the Purdue Pegboard, the General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB), and a
747Oet of mechanical aptitude tests. Informal measures could include such things as work
galitples, job samples and situational assessment.
tir__L It is recognized that work evaluation is a process tl, 1 , inost vocational/occupational
teachers have been practicing for years. With regard to hwidicapped learners, however,
`'._hat is needed is a level of work evaluation that more accurar- I ,.' describes those abilities

cl limitations which impinge on the future success of the hen. -upped learner. Informal
eValuation may need to be more formal and more frequent. Formal evaluation may require
aditional professional help to administer special diagnostic teStS. This additional pro-
iessioncd help may also advise and counsel the vocational/occupational teacher with re-

rd-to understanding the disability. To improve the wOrk adjustment of the individual,
grker skills may be a predictor variable that needs a new and better emphasis.

A I)C1
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The second predictor variable, psychological adjustment to work, refers to the
collection of attitudes, habits, self-concepts and feelings which an individual habitually
exhibits toward work and jobs. It includes a generalized perception of his own relation-
ship to employment and to the world of work. Handicapped learners frequendy ekhibit
poor attitudes, bad work hahits, inadequate concepts of their own uork potential and gen-
eral feelings of inferiority. These are due, in part, to their history of failure and rejec-
tion. Distinct behavioral cycles are frequently observed among handicapped learners.
The cycle begins with a failure at some activity or task which has some importance for
the learner and his peers. The failure produces anxiety over the consequences of futur
failures at similar tasks. To defend himself against the possibility of future failures the
learner may withdraw, feign illness, or become rebellious and aggressive. These defense -;

mechanisms create new failures which in turn produce more anxiety. By the time a boy .

or girl reaches high school the effects of such behaviora cycles may be quite pronounced.
Lilte most human behavior, psychological adjustment to work is amenable to modification
over a period of time.

Among the formal measures that can be used to analyze the psychological adjustment
to work are the Work Values inventory and the Ohio Vocational interest Survey. Informal
measures could include interviews, conferences with special education and guidance per-
sonnel, and observation with anecdotal records.

These formal and informal measurement techniques will allow the reacher'to identify .7.
those habitual behavioral tendencies that the learner demonstrates toward work. The
sum total of these tendencies and the learner's generalized perception of his own per-
sonal relationship to the world of work can be defined.as his work personality. Again,
where research has been conducted into the causes of job failure of handicapped individ-
uals, it is clear that the major cause is inadequate work personalities and not the lack of
work skills.

Malting planned modifications in the way a handicapped learner thinks, feels, or acts
toward work is the major goal of work adjustment training programs. Psychological
adjustment to work has been an important variable largely neglected in vocational/
occupational programs.

The third variable in the model is the physical and cognitive requirements of jobs.
The systematic study of jobs and occupations with the objecdve of identifying and

describing work skills and cognitive skills used by workers in these fields is referred1:;
to as job analysis. For purposes of this paper, job skills and work skills can be considered
synonymous. When considering handicapped workers it is not safe, however, to consider
cognitive skills and related technical information as interchangeable. For example, a
mentally retarded worker may be employed to grease automobiles in a filling station ort
garage. A job analysis would inform us that two of the work skills needed by the employee
would be: (1) how to use the garage lift to raise and lower cars, and (2) how to use the
grease gun to apply grease to the various fittings on cars. Related technical information
identified during the same job analysis would suggest that the worker should know the :F..
differences between wheel-bearing grease and multipurpose grease. Such technical dis-
tinctions are routinely 'taught as part of related instruction in vocational/occupational
education programs using ordinary teaching methods and materials. But this methodolo
may not produce the desired results with a mentally retarded worker or student It is_.4
very likely that the retarded worker or student is a poor reader. He therefore is deficient
in a cogniove skill which would not be considered as part of the related technical infor-
mation associated with a job. Nevertheless, the lack of reading skill would be a contribut-
ing factor in the worker's difficulty in acquiring related technical information. Voca-
tional/occupational education programs for handicapped learners need to reflect this
broader aspect of related technical information. Job analysis and the instruction that is i
an outgrowth of the analysis may need to reflect a sensitivity to the cognitive skill needs
of the job in addition to work skills and related technical information. If the vocational 4
teacher does not play a part in improving these peripheral cognitive skills, the job may,
not get done.

The formal analysis of many jobs has been accomplished and the results are avail.:
able for use by vocational/occupational educators and others. Publications such as thejZ
Dictiona of Occu ational Titles, Estimates of Worker Trait Re uirements for 4000 Jobs,
and Jobs for the Mentally Retarded are all standard works which w_ e he pfu i on
suited.

The ability to do job analysis is included in the repertoire of skills that most vocationati
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aseas: _The, type of jobanalysis needed, however, is one that is flexible enough
orand MA, to anticipate the presence of handicapping conditions in vocational/

:.atudente if high levels of work adjustment are to result from instruction .
tiM predictor variable included in the Model is job reinforcers. Job reinforcers

e-attributes of Jobs which serve as either positive or negative reinforcers of
k behaviors of employees. Although the ability to perform a particular job
itive skill may easily be the most significant reinforcer for a worker, it is

iforcer which is of primary concern in a discussion of job reinforcers as a
:rk adjustment With reference to work adjustment, the job reinforcers

if primary concern are the ones which are characteristic of the job and which
ce, work behaviors. Such reinforpers as pay scale, physical work conditions,
tee:Of filupervisory personnel kinds and amounts of fringe benefits, location of job

:portation to and from work, congeniality of work associates, steadiness of work,.
Istatus of the job and many others are frequently of crucial importance inthe total

rorZidjuatment of employees.
..he.-identification and description of a job's reinforters for the student along with
jive, modification of reinforcers and/or the matching of reinforcers with the psycho-

adjUstment traits of the student has great potential for improving the level of work
tment.

PLICATION OF THE MODEL
iThe Model for Work Adjustment would suggest that if a teacher, or other worker in

Would modify the content of any of the four profiles, there would always be a
D rrespond1ng change in the level of general work adjustment of the individual .

example of the practicality of the model may clarify its intended purpose. In
gIand researchers who were investigating the high rate of employment turnover among

piOniners found, after months of study, that the most important single factor causing
allow level of work adjustment among the group of miners who voluntarily terminated

:employment was the travel time they lost going to and from work. Not the distance
010; but, the time in transit. They found (approximately) that if the travel time of
'group of men to work compared to another is doubled, then, the loss rate per year of

up, that travels the farthest is also doubled. If the time difference is tripled, the
la alga tripled14
This ie a clear example of the job satisfaction of workers being diminished by the

ction of.a negative job reinforcer. As the worker's rime in transit increased, job saris-
rctign-'decreased. Reduced job satiffaction and its resultant reduction of level of work
aliistrnent ultimately caused many coal miners to leave their jobs, where they were_
therwise well adjusted, and seek other forms of work.
rAii explanation of this British research in terms of the model for work adjustment
ill genie an instructive purpose.

'When the researchers systematicaily'4xtended the travel time of the coal miners
te y Were, in effect, increasing the degree of negative reinforcement of one of the impor-

tzpb,reinforcers associated with being a coal miner. By so doing, they reduced the
5iirtietice between the miner's- psychological adjustment to work and the job reinforcers.
"kiealysis ,cif the research data brought to light the fact that the degree of mismatch

een 'the job reinforcer time in travel, and the psychological adjustment to work was
rie,Ctly proportional to the turnover rate of voluntarily terminated miners .

inen- ihe travel rime of the miners was reduced by the practical expedient of changing
iefrailroad time schedules, which cost the mine owners nothing, the turnover rate was
raipoally reduced. Further reductions were effected by buildhig company housing units

6 tO.the mines.
In this country, there is evidence of widespread discontent among workers. Boredom

bs_and poor attitude syndromes seem common. Lndustrial giants such as Ford, GM,
-Allis Chalmers and General Foods are taking the lead to modify the attributes of

'be. At GM small teams of workers are building motor homes from the hubcap up
eact,.of" the traditional assembly line. Workers are required to use a wider variety of
r work skills to build the entire coach. Elsewhere, in Topeka. Kans., the Gaines Pet, _

-Plant has established a system whereby the rewarding and unrewarding jobs are
vally shared Teams of workers also interview and hire their own replacements.5
,,,,m:-The'examples give dramatic credence-to-the assumption that it is sometimes as easy
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to bring about improved employee satisfaction by changing the job as it is to change the
worker. Frequently vocational/occupational educators, and others, spend inordinate
amounts of time and other valuable resources in changing the attributes of persons when
the same objectives can be reached by changing the job or job environment. Frequently
this strategy results, as it did with the miners, in reduced costs and added benefits to
the learner.

These documented examples were chosen because of the results they have had and
because they are applications of the Model for Work Adjustment. Recognize, however,
that these are cases of work redesign. Son!, researchers argue that changing the job is
not the answer change the people.° They are finding psychological adjustment to work
can be modified.

ale note should be taken that according to the model improved work adjusmient can
be the result of changing the characteristics of the people or the job. In some industries,
Skinner's Theories of positive reinforcement are being used to modify attitudes toward
work. Supervisory personnel are taught to look for and accentuate the positive work be-
haviors of employees through praise and recognition.7 Clearly, this is a case of modify-
ing the job reinforcer, attributes of supervisory personnel, with the long term goal of
modifying the individual's psychological adjustment to work.

The professional practitioner in the field of vocational/occupational education should
not lose sight of the fact that the goal of all vocational education is successful work adjust-
ment. This is true regardless of the degree of handicap of the learner, or the menial
character of the employment for which he is destined. As we have seen, the means to
arrive at that goal can be modifying any or all of the predictor variables.

THE SHOP AS A LOCATION FOR WORK ADJUSTMENT TRAINING
It is apparent that work adjustment should be included as a part of the program for

handicapped youth and adults. It is equally apparent that one of the best edus-aaional set-
tings for training in the psychological adjustment to work to take place in is a vocational/
occupational laboratory. Consider, for instance, that:

1. Skills, troits, and attitudes which are rewarded in an acoder o classroom are not necessarily
the same ones needed on a job.

2; It is sometimes difficult to transfer occeptoble academic behaviors into successful work ad-
justment.

3. It is easier to teach behaviors such as dependability, accuracy, attention to job details,
acceptance of supervision, persistence ond others in shop settings where these behaviors
result in the reinforcement of immediate job success than it is in classrooms.

4. Where meaningful productive activity is going an it is eaSier to motivete learners then it is
in a classroom.

5. It is much easier to provide for the individual differences of persons with wide variations
in skill and ability in shops than in clossrooms. It is not intended that the shop or laboratory
replooe the classroom.

Good educational programs for handicapped high schoolers require a balance between
classroom and laboratory activities. The point of the above is that the psychological
adjustment to work is best enhanced while the learner is engaged in the kind of work
activities he will be doing later on in the job, and that the reinforcement comes at appro-
priate times from a person who consciously knows what is being reinforced.

Gellman's research into the components of vocational adjustment may be used as a
model in developing shop experiences which are intended, among other things, to promote
the development of adequate work adjustment skills in handicapped learners.8

Shop experiences, where the handicapped learner is successful, will:

1. help to improve the learner's attitude about his own wool( potential;
2. help the learner to see that his contribution is meoningful and important even if it is
3. help the learner to see the importance of working as a member of a group, especially if tne

shop activity is production oriented;
4. help the learner to accept supervision ond to view supervision as a necessary servic ;
5. help the learner to meet deadlines, to keep up with others, and to walk under vary; de rees

of pressure;
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6. help the leanie, to understund the idea of career education ond possible career options he

might reuUsticolly
expect to follow for himself;

7, help the learner to accept
handicaps which cannot be totally eliminated.

Almost any vocational school shop or laboratory activity can he designed in such a

:way that opportunities are made available for handicapped students to grew and develop

in the work adjustment areas listed above. A pideline which may be followed is: N101)1Py

THE TASK AS MUCH AS NECESSARY
SO THAT THE HANDIC.APPED

LEARNER MAY

EXPERIENCE
SUCCESS. Some actual examples of the utilization of this strategy follow:

1. In an ornamental horticulture
class where there were retarded students enrolled, the teacher

might require the student to;

a. operate a fertilizer spreader,

b. prune shrubbery after appropriate instnaction,

c, start, operate, stop and clean a power lawn mower,

But Would Net, At Least in the Beginning:

a, ask a retardate ta compute the amount of
fertilizer to use on a yard,

b. let the retardate decide which shrubs to prune,

c. let the retardate decide
which of several grass cutting machines

would be appropriate

far given grass cutting applicotions,

2. In a vocationol hcene economics
program which included mentally retarded students, the

teacher might require the student to:

a. clear tables, scrape plates,
operate a dishwashing machine and dry and stack dishes,

b. clean vegetables,
cut them up and make them into a tossed salad,

e. set tables,

But Would Not, At Least At First:

a. ask the student to select which of several detergents to purchase Far use in the dishwasher,

b. ask the student to find a recipe for tossed salad and adjust it for the number of guests

expected,
c. ask the student to set tables without a model to 90 by.

It may be observed tha the above examples are representative of vocational education

activities which would result in more than one kind of growth in the handicapped learner.

Activities such as those cited would normally result in an improved psychological adjust-

ment to work on the part of the learner, but, they would also result in the acquisition of

certain low level job skills which would become saleable by the learner at a later date.

If the handicapped
learner in the vocational/occupational

program does not experience

salasfying,
successful work activity in the shop or laboratory then, he may reject the

shop activity as he has probably already rejected the academic classroom. Successful

achievement as a result of carefully selected learning activities and enhanced by teacher

reinforcement may be the most powerful modifier of work adjustment attributes at the

disposal of the vocational/occupational
educator,

IMPLEMENTING WORK ADJUSTMENT TRAINING

Work adjustment
training plans are not written for every student in the vocational

class. The burden of time and effort for such a task would be prohibitive. Work adjust-

ment training plans are, however, required for special needs students because patterns

:of unusual discrepancies between the attitudes and/or abilities of handicapped learners

and the requirements of many jobs have been idendfied. Problem areas for handicapped

,tworkers, to name just a few, might center around such things as poor attitudes toward

L: work, physical impairments, and/orcognitivelimitations.
Problems such as these usually

.,.are not dealt with in the normal pattern of moving from beginning abilities to full em-

Vployability.Wtdle the teacher cannot write a formal work adjustment plan for cach student in the

'.;class, the process of implementing
such a plan for a handicapped learner may have a

'ripple effect that is desirable lt is anticipated that the work adjustment training process

."f for a fewstudents may result in a heightened sensitivity
on the part of the vocational teach-

'er to the work adjustment needs of many students within the group. A gradual evolution
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to regular teaching units that have wora tdjustmenr as the central ohjctivc -eems a likelyThe work adjustineri irainiag pla for eadi handicapped learner is one part of an
pl:inned vocatiornil program. The

vocational/occupational teacher should
formulate the plan with the assistanct of special

education and e,uidance personnel. If
necessary, these special personnel may also aSSiSt in the actual

implementation of the
plan by such activities as tutoring, interpreting (for the deaf ). creating or reorganizing
special learning materials and providing individual assistance as required.

A variety of training plao formats exist. íci meet the needs of the program presented
in this paper, the Illinois

StateliniversityNocationaliOccupational Education Work Adjust-
rnent Training Plan Sheet was developed,9 'ro facilitate the identifica rion of the discrepan-
cies between the requirements of a job and the abilities of a learner, the ISIJ Informal
Vocational Learner Behavior Task

RatingScale(hereafwr referred to as the Rating Scale)
also was developed.10

The whole process of work adjustment training hinges on the willingness of voca-
tional/occupational teachers to accept handicapped learners in vocational programs; but
acceptance alone is not enough,

The commitment must be there to do a better job of
evaluating and meeting the iadividual needs of the learner to promote success.

The evaluative process includes the use of both formal and informal measures. Fre-
quent conferences or close contact

between special
education personnel and the voca-

tionaljoccupational teacher will usually be required, ,a primary objective of an early
conference must be to establish the likelihood of success for the handicapped learner at
some given level on the career ladder. The early conference also should consider the
professional commitment to the success of this future worker; i.e., "What is my role;
what is your role?"

With information
sharing conferences,

observation of thestudent, and the use of other
formal and informal measures, the

vocational/occupational teacher will soon find Mtn-
self well equipped to begin effectively

dealing with the handicapped learner.
Having gathered his basic data by the methods stated above, the teacher is ready to

use the Rating Scale. The Rating Scale includes 06 items that cause the teacher to com-
pare the requirements of a job with the abilities of the student. Items that reveal dis-
crepancies between the requirements of the job and the abilities of the learner become
the focus of the work adjustment training plan.The final section of the Training Plan Sheet allows the teacher to systematically
evaluate and record the progress of the student toward

employability. When all dis-
crepancies identified by the Rating Scale have been resolved through training plans and
the student is checked (.a) employable for each objective, the teacher knows this handi-
capped learner is as employable as any student in the class.Work adjustment training moves forward from objective to objective so long as the
learner continues tO make the desired kinds of progress, When the learner fails the
teacher must look at the objectives,

the content of instruction, the teaching method and
the evaluation techniques to determine the cause of failure. This revisitation should be
the source of new instructional

avenues. Thus, work
adjustment training is interactive;

what happens in one situation
influences what MUSE happen in the following situation.

Any model for work adjustment training must consider the interactive nature of the
process. The concept of reevaluating and reteaching until competency is demonstrated
is important. If success in the chosen vocation hinges on work adjustment

training then
work adjustment training must hinge on demonstrated success at achieving objettives
consistent with the chosen vocation.
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:Industrial Arts in Special Education
'owe H. Messerschrnidt

In looking back some 15 years at industrial arts literature and comparing it with

pies presented at the current convention, it is erident that industrial arts has changed .

ecall, if you will, literature from the Sputnik era and the problems we raced in trying to

4tartract quality students to industrial arts. We did things such as change the name Metal

Shop I to Metals in the Space Age. We stopped calling the facilities shops and began call-

them laboratories. Perhaps some of the changes were for cosmetic purposes, but

our curricular changes
demonstrate that many prograrns actually did change. Currently,

_tf will note this convention's attentions placed on industrial arts for handicapped and

.c1 padvantaged students.
Recently public schools have assumed responsibility for educating the child with

problems. Previously families with problem children were able, or even required, tO

p the children from the mainstreams of life. Prior to the Kennedy administration

'Won began being focused on handicapped students, and then during the Kennedy admin-

tradon monies began to shift ro the education of handicapped and disadvantaged students .

y, it is safe to say, most school districts provide some program or facility to educate

dicapped children. To illustrate the changing emphasis in education for special chil-

dren, the U.S. Office of Education reported approximately 442,000 students enrolled in

id education in 048. By 1963 more than 1-1/2 million were enrolled. And it was

jected that by 1968, 35 percent of those in need of special education would actually be

ed Ln programs. Recently Dr. Frank Broullet, Washington's superintendent of

c instruction reported that 12 6 percent of all first graders in the state of Washing-
, -

ere found to have learning disabilities. That figure, 12.6 percent, is based on en-

ts for the 1975-76 academic year-
In looking ahead at the role of industrial arts in special education, we must keep in

eral factors. To begin, the organization, capabilities and influences of our so-

will continue to produce defective children and/or children with problems. While

indeed correct that medical technology has produced the capability to test for a defec-

e fetus, parents with a high probability of birth defect are not obtaining the medical

*lee. Some writers predict that by the rurn of the century we may have as many as 11

reetir of our children being born with birth defects. Medical technology is now capable

'keeping alive many birth defective children who would have died in an earlier period.

6.e children will enter educational facilities of one type or another, and once entered

industrial arts has a role to play. It was stated earlier that social influences

nte to problem children for the schools. I refer specifically to children born

arenrs who are drug abusers, and children born into unstable family situations. We

est adiCate these children also. What and how to teach special education in the indus-

facilities is the question.
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The literature in special education is repkto with pro and con discussions on theorganization of physical facilities for special education students. While I really do notwant to get overly concerned with the arguments of a specific building for special educa-tion versus a specific room within the regular claeeroom building, I do beiieve we shouldview the facility topic in terms of industrial arts for handicapped children. Just how Im-portant is industrial arts in special education? Perhaps your answer to that question willhelp you decide what opportunities and facilities 8bou1d be available to special educationetudents. Yes, we can have a self contained special education classroom. But we canhove also an induetrial arts laboratory available for full time inetruction to special edu-cation. Let us new look at eome of the hende:aps which special education students possess.
STUDENT HANDICAPS

For purposes of categorizing special education students, we list two levels of retard-ation mild and severe. We 'let also two levels for each of the sensory handicaps par-tially sighted and blind, and hard of hearing and deaf. Then We list those with orthopedicand gross motor problems, neurologically impairments, emotional disturbances, learningdisabilities and multiple handicaps. The program in which I participate includes studentsin all the above categories with the exception of blindness. The only reason there are noblind students in the shop is because the school has no blind erudents in the secondarylevel.
What da we attempt to do with special

education students in industrial arts? Theanswer is relatively simple. We attempt to fulfill the usual goals stated for industrialarts. And we also attempt additional goals. Our primary objective is to return all stu-dents, who are capable of handling the work, to the regular secondary school. To obtainthe goal, our staff, six secondary teachers, meets twice weekly to discuss a student'srecord, hie or her learning problems and where possible to prescribe a series of activi-ties which will lead to amelioration ef the specific problem. For example, a studenthaving difficulty in mathematics may iehefit greedy from industrial arts participationbecause we can work on addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of whole num-bers and fractions. In addition, the industrial arts teacher can take a minute or two eachday to drill students on multiplication, addition and subtraction. Undoubtedly, the studentinadvertendy learns a great deal of arithmetic during his layout activities.The student with eocial emotional problems is, to this teacher, a greater challengethan the student with only academic deficiencies. For example, we recendy took on onecase where the child was kicked out of three different schools. The child kicked a prin-cipal, knocked a teacher's glasses on the floor and stepped on them, created general dis-turbances in the classrooms, and had a history of running away. Although the child isonly nine years of age, he is pertnitted in the shop on a reward basis. When he completeshis classroOm work and behaves himself, we grant him twenty minutes of shop time. Thischild ie bright and a prime example of how the association and identification with shopactivities leads to a lessening of his emotional outbursts. We have also secondary agestudents with learning problems who resort to delinquent behavior. Usually the second-ary age student comes to us from the junior high school.Sometimes it is necessary to teach industrial arts information to students who cannotparticipate in the complete gamut of shop activities, Agreed, it is desirable that all stu-dents experience all the goals for an industrial arts program; however, there are timeswhen physical impairment prohibits achievement of the goal. Currently our program in-cludes a student with advanced stages of muscular dystrophy, one with neural damagecaused by a cerebral hemorrhage during infancy, and several with epilepsy. The firstcase is very difficult because the student has only partial use of his right hand, Thus herequires assistance with toilet functions and movements in hig wheelchair. He is capable,however, of spreading glue, sanding wood and so on. Also he can participate in manage-ment functions and verbal directions. The case involving the cerebral hemorrhage is astudent who has a physically weakened right side. To overcome his weeeened state, wehave him doing gripping exercises and finger coordination tasks.Periodically it is possible to use one of our student related needs to achieve anindustrial arts goal. Last year we desighed and built a rig which permits a child withoutlegs Ea get himself a drink and to tend a cage of rats. The child was born without legs .he is deaf, and he had intestinal irregularities which necessitated that a colostorny beperformed. The unit we designed and built permits the child to roll his wheel chair near
408
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from there he grasps some dowel rods and pulls himself to an erect position.
propelling himself with his hands he gets to the water fountain and a cabinet .

problems facing classmates has been a boom to the egoes of special education

Let us now look at some usual industrial arts type activities and compare special
lion achievement with achievement found in a normal classroom first, however,

Osvdt be understood that special education classrooms are populated with students whose
.tibilitied arid capacities vary along a greater range than do normal classroom populations.
Wence it is necessary that you allow the speaker to generalize when describing capabili-

al of 'handicapped students.

iTSPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENT'S CAPABILITIES
Industrial arts activities require a fairly uniform series of events to take place. For

eanimPle, it ianecessary for a studentro select a task, a project, or a goal and to see that
tern through to completion. Hence, we may go through events such as selecting a project,

ing, layout work, tool selection, tool usage, following instructions, working independ-
y and working cooperatively ln regular classrooms, some teachers maintain project

from which students are permitted to make a choice. This teacher has no file of
ts. He does, however, have many sources of ideas; i.e., Sears RoebuckAlt2g

major source of classroom information. Not only can the catalog provide dimensions
ated information, it can also be used for concurrent learning situations. Finding

in the index may require a student to read. Other project ideas originate in
ons such as House Beautiful, Better Homes and Gardens toy catalogs, and

Popular Science or Mechanics illustrated. Regardless of the project's source, I attempt
e a. student plan his activities in such a way that he or she understands what is
ing along the construction route. Sometimes we meet with good success in develop-

g the bill of materials. For the great majority of students, however, it has been found
the intricacies of a three view drawingare simply too abstract Therefore, pictorial

etches and the bill of materials are used with greater understanding.
Due to the cost of materials, and the fact that we do not place any direct charges for

materials against students, we use large quantities of particle board, low cost paints, and
Scrotmged materials in our woods area. By using particle board we reduce the difficulties
'tif cutting with and across grain patterns. Moreover, a 4 by 8 sheet of particle board is

air for layout activities. I think the large sheet provides a better oppormnity to teach

the conservadon of materials. A few students, however, have absolutely no idea
a Manufacturer's edge is a reliable starting point, and therefore they would cut a six

34.c.11 square from the center of a sheet. It is in the layout activities that we return to the

pxocedures necessary to read rules, to addand subtract both whole numbers and fractions,
ias well as 'the new learning in the use of layout tools.

Special education students seem to be no better nor worse than regular classroom
students in their ability, or uellingness, to select and to use tools appropriately and

Overly, Early instructional unie devote time and effort to explain why a ballpeen

ammer is used in the metal trades wt,ereas a claw hammer is used in the wood trades.
;courde there Is tht ocgasional lapst and the student uses a ballpeen hammer to drive

nails. Overi01, speciareducation ,,iudents are really quite good about tool selection.
Elecause many jobs which are available to special education people are routine and

dal, I attempt to teach students sequential events. For example, think about dish
_a- common job for people with marginal skills. Interruption of the waste food

eyealtdoes cause problems in the dishwashing machine. Thus I try to teach students to
feiloW direations, to work in sequence, and to stay with the task. Industry requires each

these items , and it is a responsibility of industrial arts classes to teach special educe-
athdents to meet the challenge.

buring my tenure as a public school industrial arts teacher, one of the most disturb-
situations has been that of students vandalizing or pilfering another student's work .

it has been found that special education students can be controlled in this area. I

pond that a potentid troublesome student does several inspection trips before he
pts to create a problem. If spotted in time, the student can usually be assigned to

ist someone, and once he is involved, the probability of delinquent behavior is reduced.
seems that special education students are moredifficult to get to work cooperatively

sr students. Thus, I try to create situations in which one student must help
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another. However, when the students are working togcrler, one hears a large amount ofverbal abuse taking place. Derogatory remarks about each other's intelligence is com-mon. I use the-communications difficulties between students as learning procedures withstudents. Why did Joe get angry, or not follow your dire .as, By putting the teacher's
shoes onto the student, there is a learning advantage.

Because we do spend large amounts of time discusing with students the problems of
communication, intetTersonal conflicts, and reaction to one's envAronment, I find that theindustrial arts teacher must be at least as much of a counselor as he is a teacher. With-
out the student's attention, it is difficult to teach him .mythiag.

SUPPORT FOR THE PROGRAM

Fiscal support for the Madrona I leights School prevocational shop program is derivedfrom both local and state funding. We have a regular district per capita amount and thenwe draw a state stipend as well. Within the building, the shop program competes withothers, however.
Administrative support within the building and the district has been outstanding.

Positive responses to program requirements do occur.

EVALUATION

The teacher assumes all responsibility for the evaluation of students within the pre-vocational shop classes. There is an estimate made of a student's potential, and several
estimates of achievement are gathered in formulating a grade or reward. Each grade is
a comparison of the student's achievement with the goals that the teacher has establishedfor the student. For example, everyone is required to identify basic tools and to demon-
strate their use, But for trainables, I do not require that they differentiate between a ballpeen hammer and claw hammer. Better students are required to read micrometers,
extract information from tar drill charts, and to calculate area and cost.

School district policy requires that the building principal evaluate the teacher yearly.
In addition to the teacher evaluation, a program evaluation is done by a staff review. Also
the state monitors special education through review teams.

RESEARCH PROJECTS UNDERWAY

At this time we are operating two separate research studies which fall under the
direct supervision of the prevocational teacher. Our first project is tided, "Maturity
a Prerequisite for Training and/or Employment." Perhaps you have experience with
special education students and realize that their ability to budget and to use time pro-ductively is one major difficulty. We use videotape to record a student throughout theday. Our technique is to show the student a filmed interview with two employers. The
employers answer three questions: -What do you look for when a prospective new em-ployee comes to you asking,for a job? What do you require of the new employee the firstday on the job? And, Athat do you expect of an employee after six months?" I then sitdown with the student and show him/her the employer interview film. I ask the student to
compare his/her current skills with the employers requirements. The student then gets
to see himself/herself in action. We discuss the student's use of time and establish goals
for behavior modification. Eater we get a second taping of the student and look for changes.

Our second research grant deals with the preparation of vocationally related reading
materials. Currently we have prepared flash cards for carpentry tools, mechanics tools,
auto parts and child care. Also we are rewriting information in child care, cosmetology,
mechanics and building trades. Our purposes in the reading project are twofold. First,
we must teach the students vocationally related materials, and second we must teachchildren to read.

I now have a series of 35 rom slides which have been taken in our facilities. You will
see that this building is deserving of the award ir won in the Burlington I loLl6C Architec-tural competition.
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An ESEA Title I Activity, Basic Occupational and Skill
Training (BOAST)
Siegfried G. Mueller and Joseph Schroeder

This paper presents a descripdon and overview of evaluation results on a dropout
prevention actMty. The BOAST activity has been providing vocational experiences in
'fully equipped shops for individuals and small groups in the Chicago public schools since

..,:1967. The purpose of the activity is to motivate students who are considered potential
,:dropoum to remain in school.

The main thrust of the activity has been to assist serious underachieving overage
students between the ages of 13 and 16 who have not achieved in the traditional classroom
setring.

Curing school year 1975-76 about 1,350 eligible students who have been identified as
potential dropouts and in need of special educational, social and vocadonal guidance are
enrolled in 11 centers where the BOAST activity is operational.

-Over the years the main thrust of the BOAST activity has been the vocational aspect
of the activity. However, the value of the activity is that content subject areas are inte-

,, .grated with shop acdvidos and tutoring in reading as well as group and individual career
and persond guidance is provided The activity definitely familiarizes a student to the
disciplines of a practical working shop in addition to the traditional school subjects,
Activities are provided for both boys and girls. Underachievers are given the opportunity
to succiled in a "sheltered" environment that allows them to lean and produce saleable
products. Producta are sold to local community agencies, stores and offices. Profits

e used to buy additional materials and equipment, thus making BOAST somewhat self
uataining on the local level. Participants have made everything from awnings to license

te holders in the past, and the home economics sections of BOAST have enabled par-
!pants to acquile skills in dress making, cooking, etc. BOAST students are given the

4LiPportunity to create and see the practical value of their efforts.
Past evaluations of the BOAST activity have indicated that the majority of participants

have improved from a prevocadonal rating of pooror fair, to average or excellent over a
-of about 9 months in the activity. Curing the 1973-74 school year the vocational

bjective of BOAST was the following:
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Given training and the opportunity to complete a series of sequential vocational projects, at
least 30 percent of the pupils will demonstrate excellent achievement on vocational assign-
ments. In addition, 60 percent af the participants will achieve at least an average vocational
rating on their proiects as indicated by shop teacher evaluation reports.

BOAST participants were rated in January, June and August to collect data. Theareas in which the students were rated were:

Ability to plan work
Attitude and obi lity to wotri cooperatively
(Duality of manipulative work
Knowledge of related information

Although the first part of the objective was not achieved, the students surpassed ex-pected outcomes in every arca specified in the second part of the objective.A pupil attitude inventory instrument was used tO determine to what degree theBOAST activity met the following objective.
Given at least 9 months participation in the activity, at least 60 percent of the pupilswill have scores for each attitude factor (self esteem, concern for others and attitudeward school) indicating a positive change or maintenance of a positive characteristic

necessary for growth in the classroom environment.
The highest degree of achievement was noted in the factor attitude toward school."Over the years BOAST has been partially successful in meeting all the performanceobjectives. However, due tO problems that arise when working with young adolescentswho have a history of under achievement, excessive absenteeism and living in an impover-

ished environment, achieving success with 50 percent of the participants is acceptable.
In addition, students referred to the Educational and Vocational Guidance Centersare not usually from the immediate area and must rake public transportation at theirown expense. That may be why the analysis of attendance data on participants over thepast five years has revealed that between 40 and 50 percent of the participants have

attended school 90 or more percent of the time. Data obtained from the 1972-73 and
1973-74 Student Evaluationform show that BOAST did not achieve the objective whichstated that a minimum of 60 percent of the students will have at least 90 percent attend-
ance. This is in spiteof the guidance component of the activity which includes, in additionto a special service coordinator who provides counseling, a home visitor who follows up
on communication and liaison between the school and home.

Although BOAST was considered a weak activity in reading achievement compared
to basic Title i reading activities, the past few years have shown more emphasis placed
on reading in the vocational guidance centers conducting the BOAST activity.

During the 1972.73 and 1973-74 school years, not all BOAST students received a
pretest and posttest in reading due either to illness, mobiliry or an error in the partici-
pants identification number which prevented the matching of some of the tests. Tests
administered were the ITBS Level 12 and 13 for pretests and IBS Level 14 for posttests.

In January 1972 statistics supplied by the Department of Data Processing regardingthe status of post BOAST participants were tabulated and analyzed by the ESEA Division
of Research and Evaluadon, Chicago public schools. This study included the distributionand status of 1,591 idenfified students who participated in the BOAST activity between
September 1968 and June 1970. BOAST accomplished a high degree of success in keepingpotendal dropouts in school.

ANALYSIS OF DATA

Of the total number of pupils who participated in the BOAST activity in 1968-69, the
cumulative dropout rate from September 1968 through June 1971 was 25.6 percent, This
figure was lower than the dropout rate of other schools in the same locality. The yearly
dropout rate for the 1968-69 participants was 8.5 percent. The cumulative dropout rate
for the 1969-70 participants as of June 1971 was 25.4 percent. The yearly dropout rate
for the 1969-70 participants was 12.7 percent.

As reported in Facts and Figures. Chicago Public Schools. 1970-71, the yearly drop-
out rate for 1968-69 was 10 percent. The dropout rate for 1969-70 was 10.2 percent. In
the ILLigi_i_SA_Iool D'ioma._it Repoli, prepared by the Bureau of Administrative Research, the
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ut rate of all Chicago public high schools was listed as 9.1 percent for school year
041. (It is important to note the dropout rate listed in citywide high school students

t cumulative but yearly.)
--,Fast evaluations on BOAST have indicated that generally, participants achieved con-

5iderable success in their vocational activities but litde success in their reading or aca-
plemiC activities when compared with other activities. These evaluators understand,

however, that mole emphasis is being placed on remedial reading instruction in the past
'than in previous years. In the near future, data will be available to allow staff to

_ mine how effective BOAST has been in the past 3 or 6 years in preventing partici-
. from dropping out of school. If you are interested in this study, or one being cur-

ently concluded by CTB-McGraw Hill, please write to Joseph Schroeder, 2021 North
ling, Chicago, 111. 60601.

r. Mueller and Mr. Schroeder are research stafF members with the Chicago Public Schools.

Teacher Education

.Scouting Activities in Industrial Arts Programs
E. Allen Barna

The AIAA Scouting Committee has been involved for several years in trying to put
-together a bcoklet that explains a procedure for organizing students in industrial arts
teacher education programs to teach Boy Scout merit badges. This program has been
tried successfully at San Jose Stare University and at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University. Both programs have had great success with students getting teaching
experience and Scouts receiving good instruction and assistance with merit badges.

The merit badge counseling program in teacher education programs is based on the
,. belief that contact and involvement with children in a teaching-learning environment is
'important to the complete education of the prospective teacher. When teacher education
srudents are able to get tangible feedback from such experiences, they are able to draw
more valid conclusions concerning their competence in working with children. When the
10arning experience occurs in the presence of constructive evaluation from a teacher
education faculty member, professional growth can result far beyond that normally ex-
perienced in the traditional teaching methods class.

. Several factors contribute to an ideal leaning environment for the teacher education
student. The students being taught (the Scouts) will be the same age as the students the
eacher will later work with in the Junior high school laboratory. The Scouts will be

:.highly motivated. This will help assure a positive experience for the teacher education
,student. The number of Scouts will, in a particular merit badge session, be smaller

than the typical industrial arts class or can purposely be kept small. This will also help
assure a sUCCeSSful experience. The requirements for the badges are spelled cut in the

'! merit badge pamphlets as well as the instructional content of each badge. This, then,
rovides the teacher with a "textbook" written for the age level of the Scouts. The merit

badge pamphlet also provides the teacher with a rough course outline that can be used
development of specific teaching-learning experiences to be organized in the

1,1a/ciratury,

41OW THE PROGRAM WORKS
Ln the program currently being tested at VPI and SU, a faculty member acts as the

coordinator of the program and also serves as the "official" merit badge counselor.
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This person is a recognized merit badge counselor, registered with the local Boy Scout
council office to counsel the badges being taught by his students. This faculty member
is assisted by a student, often a graduate student, who schedules the use of the facilities,
arranges for necessary publicity, organizes the students who will be working with the
Scouts and assists with the teaching when necessary.

Publicity for the merit badge classes is arranged through local newspapers, radio
and the local Boy Scout council newsletter to leaders. The news release includes the
usual listing of time, place and merit badges to be counseled.

A schedule of four or five Saturday morning classes has been adequate for rhe Scouts
to complete work on their badges. In some cases a Scout is not able to complete all the
requirements in the specified time and must then work individually with the student who
has been insrructing him, the faculty counselor or another regularly listed counselor
in the area.

Students who are involved in Ow teaching are volunteers usually from the junior and
senior classes. The most success in obtaining volunteers has come when the program was
offered the term immediately preceding mudent teaching. The seniors who were soon to
be student teaching were very anxious to get the program started.

The merit badge counseling program has also had great success when organized in
conjunction with the class in industrial arts teaching methods. The counseling activity
WaS used as the application and evaluation phase of this methods class. During the early
phases of the class, the teacher education students were given instruction in teaching
methods and were required to prepare lesson plans and teaching materials for the merit
badge classes they were to teach. They used two merit badge pamphlets as their outline
and source of content. These lesson plans, once approved by the methods class instruc-
tor, were then used in the merit badge classes. The class instructor was able to observe
the work of his students as they taught the Scouts. This provided a very real teaching
situation for the teacher education students. It also provided the university instructor
with a situation in which meaningful evaluation could be made of the progress of the stu-
dents in his class. Critique sessions were held after each Saturday's merit badge classes
and the teacher education students were able to get nearly immediate feedback and evalua-
tion from their instructor. Though not being used where the teaching activities of the
students are videotaped and then played back to the students for their own critique, This
technique has proved very successful in other applications and should be quite successful
in this program_

MERIT BADGE COUNSELING IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
The above described program is limited to the college and university teacher prepara-

tion programs. The counseling of merit badges for Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts is not
limited to this level, however. The industrial arts teacher in the junior high school or
high school can provide valuable service to the communiry if he or she will work with the
local Scout groups as a merit badge counselor. Many of the things done in the industrial
arts program are similar to the requirements for the Scout badges for advancement.
Merit badges in leatherwork, metalwork, photography, woodwork, pottery, printing,
electricity, electronics, drafting and woodcarving are examples of several from the list
of Boy Scout merit badges.

When the industrial arts teacher serves as a merit badge counselor, there is in-
creased opportunity for publicity of the industrial arts program. It is quite likely that
there will be several Scouts coming into the industrial arts lab who have not been in it
before. Obviously, they are potential new snidents. Publicity and public relations gained
from the merit badge counseling activity of the industrial arts teacher will also have
-rub off- benefit for the industrial arts program.

If you are interested in working as a merit badge counselor, I suggest that you con-
tact your local Girl Scout and Boy Scout offices for information and assistance in getring
started. Visit a weekly meeting of a Scout troop in your neighborhood. Very rarely will
a volunteer who is offering his services as a merit badge counselor be turned away. We
industrial arts teachers have a valuable service we can perform. It is a service that is
in great demand.

The AIAA Scouting Committee also welcomes the assistance of industrial arts
teachers who would like to work on the committee. We are presently involved in the final
writing of a booklet describing the merit badge counseling program in teacher education
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In the near future, we plan to expand our activities to include the counseling

the Girl Scouts. We are also working with the National Council, Boy Scouts

ettca in reviewing
revisions of merit badges that fall into the subject matter areas

incliistrial arts. In some cases our members will become involved with trial applica-

'lion of new requirements
before they are put into final print in revised merit badge

epamphlete. The AIAA Scouting Committee needs and welcomes your help.

Dr. Barn0 is assistant professor in Industrial Arts Education at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State

elinivarery;
Blackikera, Va., and

chairman of the AIAA Scouting Committee.

The College and the Department
Welter R. Bortz

The development and success of a college and departmental honors program must

ee permit each sub-division to function fully. The solution of basic problems such as this

45 helps in a very large way toward carrying on honors programs. Students and faculty

imust be stimulated to make honors programs current, meaningful and worth-while. They

'should blend the advantages of the breadth associated with liberal arts and the specificity

sof technology.
Flexibility and a challenging

fulfillment of the student's program goals

jtPluttet characterize the program.

e. Constructing a student's dream
program is not always as easy as one might like it

to be. Problems are bound to occur. Sometimes the faculty responds
with, "We never

dieLlt that way." Maybe the fact that the student's goal has not been done before tends to

courage him from pursuing an honors program. Real problems do exist, but only to

e extent that faculty let them exist.
Honors students need more attention than others at times to help them to be success-

More is demanded from both the student and the faculty because of the specific needs

each honors program.
The curriculum goal sought by liberal arts advocates has been the Renaissance ideal

of a "universal man." This Ideal has been portrayed most clearly by Leonardo da Vinci

(1452-1519). He non fame AJ painter, an architect, an engineer, a musician, and for

his work with anatomy, matheineecs see
attronomy. In a very real sense, opposition to

this position gains support due e:e impossibility of most people achieving such goals.

The question has been, "Seeee see e personneee e) have such knowledge at one's disposal

to function intelligently le
meay, eveu Gough a person may not experience the

laurels of recosItior '13 Vs areas as Leonardo?'

The opposing pe:;e ess aesurst-, that a person can be educated to becoming a special-

ist. While this posieen is len a-. popular, it is workable. The specialists (technologists)

can be grouped to r Ps ttrtms to solve difficult new-woblems.

Perhaps the
co ,lected with a "Renaissance man" keeps this notion alive.

ants to concper the impossible or tee difficult to feed his ego. The tension between

iberal arts and the technological
approach has existed for many years, and the tech-

cal seems to be gaining in recent years.

Honors students, in most cases, do not follow the polarized positions. One of the

.0nique features of an honors program is that the student sets his or her own goals and

Oben works to achieve them. The diff-eenee between a department's program
and a per-

'tonal program generally brings abou= ti e: thusiastic response from the student. I must

succeed because it is -my" program!

The format for an honors pror eds a humanizing touch, a student-centered

emphasis. We in industrial arts have aekee a great deal of our students. We have asked

them to become proficient with many preceeses, materials and systems. Tension exists

ebeteveen the complexities of the mind and motor renponees and Kotarbinski's
definition of

eeeraxiology as -the science of efficient aceot!"
(Kotarbinski, 1962, p. 211).

es. The necessity of efficiently selecting materials, processes and systems to accom-

eeeillsh a task successfully leaves everythine open-ended:
finalized in part, but not corn-
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pletely defined. This tension accompanies a student's honors program. The value of this
dimension of an honors program is that it acquaints the student with the responsibility of
acting and living with his or her -best" thinking while in a closely-watched

college en-
vironment and interacting with other able minds.
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Installing CBTE in Professional and Lab CoursesDavid L. DePue

Much attention has been focused on
competency/performance-based teacher educa-

tion. Many educators feel that this movement is the means for a significant improvement

in education.
What is PBTE CRTE?While many writers use these terms spionymously, others see a difference. Kelly

(1, p. 11) distinguishes between CBTE and PBTE by the extent of the promises which can
be made in the preparation of teachers.

Performance-Based: Program ii organized with prmory emphasis on the
teaching behavior

to be demonstrated...

Competency-Based: A CBTE program is, by definition,
more concerned with the consequences

obtained...the desired results or consequences to occur when the preservice teacher is teaching
pupils.1

It is assumed that teacher educators are initially concerned with the performance
of the teacher

candidates; therefore this article wdl address PBTE. Competency as
used in this paper, will refer to the teacher

candidates ability to perform at a specified
level.

Once a decision has been made to move toward PBTE, there are three main elements
to consider: (I) What competencies are neededfor a prospective teacher to perfoliu ade-
quately? (2) How are these competencies delivered? (3) How is the performance evalu-
ated? Those wishing to study the issue more closely or to effect more than mere program
change might start with the excellent articles in the summer 1975 issue of the Journal of
Industrial Teacher Education or the January 1974 issue of the Phi DelaKapan. The
oon to be published

ACIATE 1977 yearbook will also be devoted entirely to CBTE.THE THREE PROGRAM COMPONENTSThe college education of an aspiring LA. teacher can be divided into these areas:
(1) The liberal

education courses; Le., math, science, humanities; (2) the student's major
area; i.e., power, graphics, materials; (3) professional methods courses; i.e., teaching
methods, curriculum and evaluation.There is much

controversy in tho liberal education area due to resistance of profes-
sors outside of the field of education to become involved in PBTE, The opposition is sur-
prising, for this same group has traditionally criticized education for lacking a true
science base. Now It appears that our profession is on the verge of

establishing a codi-
fied body of knowledge along with a systematic delivery system, and we are held back by

our former advocators. At best we can only exert influence in this direction while416
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Wig change in the areas which we control. In time, any results should lend credibility
to these innovations.

, The teaching methods trea has had the most attention and subsequent development.
Here we identify the skills needed i.e., lesson delivery, use of aids, questioning skills
then make sure the teacher candidate obtains these skills before moving on. The program

,-,development practices will be addressed within the next subheadings.
Teaching subject area development has had little attention in PBTE. A primary reason

this lack of attention is that the subject area courses of most education majors are not
in the college of education. Practical arts subject matter, however, is normally

thin our control. Beginning ''fforts in this area are a major thrust of this paper.

DETERMINING TEACHER COMPETENCIES
- The first element needed in a PBTE program is a list of competencies which are

necessary for a beginning teacher to perform adequately. Houston2 suggests several
approaches to specifying teaching competencies. Much work has already been done for
us in this area. Cotrell3 has identified 384 professional occupational teacher education
competencies in a national study. The faculty of the Department of Vocational and Applied
Arts Educadon at Wayne State University has revised Cotrell's list and identified 75 pre-

: serlrice teaching competencies. Popovich4 validated this shortened listing in a 1973 dis-
sertation. Other useful competency lists for industrial education have been developed
by GiachinoS, Mansfield6, Silvius7 and Walsh8.

Before using a ready-made competency list, however, it might be wise to heed the
dvice of several contributors to Houston and Howsam's popular CBTE text.9 Incinde

.thoee Involved with your program in any decision-making activities. Our colleagues
Brooks and Brueckmani0 suggest submitting your competency list for rating to a broad-
based jury. Members of a jury might include one or more representatives of public school
Lk teachers, public school administrators and guidance personnel,I.A. college students,
representatives of I.A. professional associations and inter-disciplinary college depart-
ments.

-TECHNICAL-LAB COMPETENCIES

Subject matter competencies in I.A. are to be developed by the student in our labs.
Ai a-result of the student's earning a passing grade in such a lab course, our respective
state deparmient normally certifies this prospecfive teacher to teach this lab area in our
'public schools. But just what can this teacher candidate do? What are his abilities?
There can be little quantitative evaluation of teacher expertise in any lab area without

; a professional identification and ordering of the desired competencies.
'- Competency lists for I.A. lab areas are nor readily available dissertations in our
field have, to date, focused on teaching competencies, knowledge proficiency, and study
units. Perhaps the best work available is a preliminary list developed for a project
directed by Stanley E. Brooksl0 at Buffalo State. This project focused on junior and
senior high school subject area competencies needed by a beginning reacher.

If you plan to refine an existing group of competencies or to develop your own list,
tructure or theme will be needed to organize the items. An excellent development
roach is offered by A. a Hauensteinli and was used by this writer in developing a

mpetency list for power. As previously mentioned, it will be necessary to select a
iry to perform assessment duties prior to building an instructional system around any
petency list.

EARNING AND EVALUATION ACTIVITIES
Learning sequences are needed to allow students to obtain the specified competencies.

This element may be the simplest to organize for I.A. instructors in activity-centered
rtc,courses. The term used to describe a common group of instructional activities in a
L.PBTE program is a "module." This is similar to the familiar instruction -unit" and

can serve the same purpose.
The significant element in a module within a PBTE program is the evaluation. A

t is assessed in reference to a specific criterion or standard of performance .
assessment is in contrast to using norm-referenced measurements. This means that
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asked to perform to a previously determined standard, regardless of his or
assmates' accomplishments.

' 1Because of the assessment methods, most PBTE modules are individualized and
self-paced. However, learning activities can also include projects, field trips, experi-
ments, discussions, guest speakers, films, videotapes and even lectures. Any activity
which helps the student to perform at the specified level can be considered. Perhaps the
more significant difference in our program would be the increased use of performance

-testa and lesser use of knowledge and recall to assess our prospective teachers.
One of the more satisfying effects of such an instructional system is that a student

who already possesses the skills and knowledges can demonstrate this and move on to
new material. Conversely, the student who lacks adequate background and understanding
can use his time to measure up to the standards, rather than fail due to lack of time.

Can you find a starting place and move away from an emphasis on knowledge and
toward a performance-based program? You owe it to your present students and their
future classes.
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-:. An Industrial Arts Experience in "Living and Learning
Denis J. Foley, Jr.

As educators, we sometimes need to be reminded how much we have learned of the
mportant lessons of life in informal settings. I'm sure many industrial arts teachers

still brown bag" lunch, at lpast occasionally, and know the value of the impromptu bull
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ionik,which sometimes
add sauce to the sandwiches. I still lemember well a bit of

ce glien: me:by a friend and former colleague OE New York University during such a

e:ciisCussion. In fact, I still have the scrap of wrapping paper on which he wrote

_ipeari ijtettadgm so that I would not forget it. Dr. Raymond Van Tassel, Professor

giaeotua end former chairman of the Department of Vocational Education at New York

KiiiVeraityvseld neither a philosopher nor a scientist be, because:

A dIosch.r knows a little about everything, and learns less about more, until he knows

nolliingobäut everything;

A scientist knows a lot about a little, and learns more about less, until he knows everything

about nothing.

In a culture as complex as ours, some of the breadth of the philosopher and the depth

lot the scientist are valuable in each citizen. There are some inherent obstacles in tra-

ditionally structured schools which make it difficult for teachers to provide students with

rkeipportunities to acquire both broad approaches to problems, and theknowledge and skills

.Vriecessary for in-depth analysis.
"Living and Learning" was developed at Millersville State College in Pennsylvania

Aeto-provide teachers of all disciplines with opportunities to broaden their own perspectives

-and develop additional knowledge and skills needed to return to their schools prepared to

r, provide Interdisciplinary
action-learning environments for their students. First, I will

expand upon these two elements of the program interdisciplinary education, and action-

- and then share with you a slide tape program developed
during June 1975 as

Part of the "Living and Learning- program.

; In the report of the Panel on Youth of the President's Science Advisory Committee,

Summer 1973, James S. Coleman identified objectives for youth and indicated that the

schools, as usually structured, may not provide adequate environments for accomplishing

-them. I think you will see that the -Living and Learning" approach may deal more ade-

quately with some of them. The oLsjectives are:

(a) Self-centered objectives
I. Cognitive and noncognitive skills necessary for economic independence

and fo

Hone' opportunities.
2. Capability of effective management of one's own affairs.

3. Capabilities as a consumer, not only of goods, but, more
significantly, of the cultural

riches of civilization.
4. Capabilities for engaging in intense, concentrated

involvement in on activity.

(b) Objectives involving responsibilities
affecting other

1. Experience with persons different from himself, not only in social class and sub-culture,

but also in age.
2. The experience of having others

dependent on one's actions.

3. Interdependent activities directed toward collective goals)

The pictio_a_a_91EducatIon
does not deal with Interdisciplinary education directly,

but defines an interdisciplinary course as:

course, usually
experimental, that attempts to utilize the findings and principles of more than

ono academic discipline, usually
topic-centered, focusing on sane new area of concern far

nalysis, regardless of how it fits the traditional points of view of established disciplines; in-

stituted both in universities and high schools for the solution of problems involving subject

matter from various fields.2

Numerous examples exist in any library of the interdisciplinary approach being

to solve real life problems outside of schools. Some examples are:

P. M. Ku (editor), Interdisci 1Ma A oach to Friction and Wear a NASA-spon-

sored symposium.
Gary 8, Nash, Clan and oc e in Earl Attic t a. part of a series called Inter-

disciplinary
Approaches to History.
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Darrel 9. Carter (editor), lnterd c na A oach s to Lea rnin' )isorders a
symposium by 13 contributors.Lynn Margulls (editor), Chem nd Radio Astronom ; proceedings of 4th Confer-
ence on Origins of Life conducted by the Interdisciplinary Communications
Program of the

Smithsonian Institurion,0Stewart Wolf, The Arte and the Process of Arteriosclerosis
proceedings of Inter-

disciplinary Conference or Fundamental Data on Reactions of Vascular Tissue
in Matt?

Pad G. Kuntz (editor), 11-grisextotgrcer collection of the papers presented in
a series of lectures entitled Interdisciplinary Seminar on Order.8creativity and its Cultivation; addresses presented at the interdisciplinary Symposia
on Creativity, Michigan State University,9Muzafer and Carolyn Sherif (editors), Interdisci 'ilnar Relationshi s in the Social
Sciences.10

ln some cases the above sources represent a serial approach to a single problem by
contributors from various disciplines; in others a serious effort is made to correlate or
integrate the insights of the various participants, Regardless of the app-foach used, there
is recognition of the fact that life problems are rarely limited to a_single discipline.

Have schools, in an attempt to assistlearners in understanding life problems, created
artificial divisiona of knowledge which sometimesbecome barriers to the solution of these
very problems? Are the attempts of many in education to make school more relevant to
life further confirmation of the student's perception of the separateness of school and
life? How can schools assist students in learning to use all their knowledge and skills
in solving real life problems? Further, how can we provide students with opportunities
to learn from life problems,

which they will need to do long after formal schooling is
completed?

Several writers have described their attempts E0 use interdisciplinary approaches
to make school more responsive to real needsof students. Quina and Oreenlaw have used
science-fiction as a mode for

interdisciplinary education, They start with the following
definition:

Interdisciplinary education is an attempt to investigate
multiple fields of knowledge to reveal

the impact each has on the others.
Traditiona, education hos concentrated on discrete knowl-

edge, leaving the student to amass the ports into some type of whole without direction or com-
ment. The interdisciplinary

process esernine$ segments of knowledge,
but more important, it

strives to assist the student in developing
some cohesive outlook on the werld.11These authors point out both the value of starting teaching with immediate student

Interests and the necessity of having students move beyond their immediate concerns to
the-broader kinds of growth educators value. Ten general goals which have emerged from
undergraduate experiences with interdisciplinary study of science fiction are worthy of
careful consideration by others engaged in interdisciplinary education, regardless of the
mode of study used. They are:1. To develop in the student a sustaining interest in one or more disciplines rather

than a mechanical
acceptance.2. To help the student discover the existence of fields and subjects other than those

few he may initially be familiar with mid enjoy.3. To stretch the interest and enjoyment students feel for familiar fields (disciplines)
to include other, newly discovered disciplines.4. To help students developopen, inquiring minds which question, search for reasons,
ask how and why.

5. To help the student to recognize, accept, and possibly develop new perspectives
of thought, understanding, logic and belief.6. To help the student develop new communication skills, verbal and nonverbal.

7. To help the student develop independent research techniques, to become his own
historian, scientist, or linguist.S. To help the student work with other students in various climates: intellectual,
social, emotive, valuing.9. To help students reformulate values, beliefs and modes of evidence as a continu-
ing life process.
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guidelines and techniques such that they can continue to
themselves throughout life, no matter what interests or patterns may

orrihat they want to learn.lz
i;,Yeigel, who has taught interdisciplinary courses in the areas of energy

ent Since 1968i-has taken a scholarly look at both the needs for interdis-
hes to real problems of society and the equally real hazards and risks
college smdents who attempt to cross traditional disciplinary boundaries .

ext few years as crucial ones in determining the stability of environmental
_teducarlon.13

ter has noted the need to integrate not only the various cognitive die-
recognize that both cognitive and affective learning are equally essential

student s success in the future. F. Jane Cotton, a top Red Cross official, has

coneern should be not whether more emphasis is placed on affective rather than
ltive education but, rather, on how we can put the two together os equally essential.

Florrien burViVal in-the future willrest heavily cm a.parson's ability to learn new skills through-
o(ii:Orie's working life; to freivently leave a fomiliar community and make new friends in

ledm to understand and work with people of different ethnic backgrounds, to re-
one's thinking and to admit new information and discard that which has been shown to
tty, Ail-of these needs will require the development of an emotionally strong individual

o, as Rogers states, has learned how to learn; has learned how toLadopt and change; has
zed that 'se knowledge is secure, that only the process of seeking knowledge gives a basis
curIty.14

The. article describes several programs which involve students in important learning
everiences in the community. Note that we are now considering more than crossing

v.t.regiticinal subject lines in a school setting. Action-learning goes beyond the school into
cothmunicy to provide additional learning environments for students.
Gary U Deutschlander has defined action-learning as, "planned activities organized

dirt:00, a- school that provide a chance to learn by doing."15 Industrial arts teachers
would be'quick to point out that they have been doing a pretty good job of providing learn-

-dOing experiences for students all along. Action-learning includes work (for pay)-
Elprograms and community service experiences, but is not limited to these. The

Living-Learning program for implementing interdisciplinary education, developed at
illersville State College (PA) in June 1975, is certainly an example of action-learning .
iitsetaander has identified eight important issues which schools mustgespond to as they

eirelcip action-learning programs. They are:

= 1. How can experiential activities, especially of the service variety, be effectively structured
for teaching and learning?

2. What are the specific behavioral objectives the school expects a given action-learning
experience or set of experiences to serve so far as students are concerned?

3. What evaluation instruments and procedures need to be developed in order to give a reason-
ably eomplete and meaningful picture of a student's performance and progress as a result of
his involveinent in an action-learning program?

4. How, where, and what kind of action-learning opportunities (existing or to 6e created) con
be used effectively as integral elements of "ongoing academic course offerings?

5. What changes in the over-v11 content and structure of the school's curriculum can be antici-
pated as action-learning opportunities proliferate?
What policies and procedures are likely.to be most helpful in selecting and training school
aoff members for effective participation in an action-learning program? On-site super-
visors, also?

7. And what about experiential possibilities for younger students?
8. Are there any particular kinds of off-carnpus experiences that ought to be required of all

students at scene given grade or course level? Should some form of action-learning experi-
ence be a graduatIon requirement or should participation be entirely a matter of student
election

, Mr. Deutseldander's paper was one of five presented in April 1974 at the Wingspread
Conference, Racine, Wisconsin. At the invitationof the National Association of Secondary



P1ncipalé, 50 educators spent 2 days discussing the role of action-learning in
1 echoolL.The other papera discussed were:

"The ,Ro le of the School Adviser in Action Learning" by James O. Reiels.17
"Relations with the Community in Action-Learning Programs" by Gerald E. Kusler 18
-1-!Sonte Aftinistrative Considerations" by William Dutch19
'Evaluation and Action-Learning Programs" by Alexander M. Moore.20

Each of the above papers wan reported Ln the NASSP Bulletin, Volume 58, Novem-
er A separate article reported"ConcludingObservations and Recommendations."

One part of that report, which seems to have special relevance to our "Living and
Leal-ping' program, summarizes the central benefits of action-learning programs as

bivs:

(a) They provide learning experiences that youth otherwise would miss: Service to others,
responsibility for others, interaction with various age groups, gaining competencies for
work and becoming involved with the working world of adults.

(b) They provide some assurance to youth that adulthood is coming closer. In response, youth
attitudes and Octions mature.

(c) They.brOoden an understanding of the real world. As Socrates noted, education should be
moved "from the shadow of reality to reality itself." Youth today tend to be sheltered from
serious woric, causing deficiencies in learning.

(d) They help provide elements important to the conditions for learning; i.e, motivation, ex-
_ parlance, transfer of training, association and verification.21

In case all of these considerations may seem overwhelming, take heart in the advice
of William D. Homey, who said:

In problem-centered approaches, we hunt for something we think is worth doing or knowing
and then we try everything we can to solve the problem. No problem is too difficult. We
don't worry about sloppiness to start with. We regard the growth of knowledge as a series of
successive approximations, and we've got to start somewhere.22

Nor is the problem of dealing with an explosive growth of knowledge a new one. I
would like to introduce the "Living and Learning" slide series with a poetic vision of the
problem written in 1917 by Edna St. Vincent Millay.

Upon this age, that never speaks its mind,
This Furtive age, this age endowed with power
To wake the moon with footsteps, fit an OOF
Into the rowlocks of the wind, and find
What swims before his prow, what swirls behind
Upon this gifted age, in its dark hour,
Rains kern the sky a meteoric shower
Of facts . .. they lie unquestioned, uncombined.
Wisdom enough to leech us of our ill
I s daily spun; but there exists no loom
To weave it into fabric; .

We think, at Millersville, that we have started to construct a loom with our Living
and Learning" course. You may develop some ideas that will help you build another '
loom a better way to help your students deal more successfully with their own problems
of living and learning.

The narrator for the slide series Is Dr. George H. Didow, Chairman of the Depart-
merit of Industrial Arts Education, Millersville Stare College, who taught the course in
19nAlong with Dr. Mary Elizabeth Dixon of the Physical Education Department._
FOOTNOTES

1. James S. Coleman. Youth: Transition to Adulthood, Report of the Panel on Yolith
of the President's Science Advisory Committee, Summer 1973, Government Printing
Office, as excerpted in NASSP Bulletin. Vol. 58, Nov. 1974, p. 5.

2. Carter V. Good (editor). Dictionary of Education third edition, New York: Mc-
Graw-Hill, 1973, p. 150.
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:William a Romey. -Tranadisciplinarity, Problem-Centered Studies: Who is the
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grating Knowledge," School Science and Mathemalics, Vol. 75, No. 1, January 1975, p. 4.

r. Foley is on Associate Professor of Industrial Arts Education at Millersville State College, Millers-
"Ile, Pennsylvaniao-

Minicourses in Industrial Education
.:GOOnn Gavin

=. For some time the business community has successfully used the "mini" idea. One
rs and reads of mini-tours, mini-vacations, mini-parks, mini-zoos, mini-banks,

hii-bikes, mini-institutions arid mini-conventions. "Mini" stands for small, short,
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economical, convenient, beneficial, enjoyable, fun and accessible to those
e or money. The difference between a large park and its -mini" counter-

not in the quality, but in the quantity. A mini-vacation can be as much fun as a
zed vacation except that the pleasure lasts fewer days.

= Nowhere is the "mini" idea and what it represents more evident than in the auto-
industry nal-size cars used to dominate the automobile market. However, inthe past decade the smaller cars have moved into the forefront, This is wimessed by

strialliforeign cars, mini-busses, mini-pickup trucks, etc. If the "mini" idea is applic-
'able to--business, it would appear worthy of a thorough examination and use by the aca-

'=--- dernic community.
A mini-course program originated at Mankato State University in the winter quarter,

...1971-. It was established in an attempt to generSte more credit hours to save faculty. , .positions which were being threatened by declining enrollments. It should also be pointed
out that the university views the mini-course program as a means of introducing new
subject matter, in addition to getting a variety of individuals from the community and
iurrounding area involved with the university.

MINI-COURSE GUIDELINES

The following guidelines prevail with the mini-course program at Mankato State
Unitrersity, Manicato, Minn.

1. A qualified staff member, but not necessarily a college professor.
2. The course must meet a minimum of 10 classrocm or equivalent hours.
3. There are no admission requirements for participants in the mini-course program.
4. Credits earned in a deportment may ccunt toward a student's major and/or minor requirements.5. All vndergraduate mini-courses are offered for P/N (Pass-No Credit) credit only. Graduate

level courses are offered on a grade basis or P/N.
6. Student cost is for tuition only at the current rates.

1 quarter hovr undergraduate credit $ 9.00
1 quarter hour graduate credit $11.50

7. Students may take only 2 quarter hours of mini-course credit per quarter without paying addi-
tional fees, i.e., Student Health, Student Activity, etc.

B. Mini-courses may be held in homes, churches, business establishments, at the college or
various other locations.

Control of the mini-course program is vested in a subcommittee of the University
Curriculum Committee.

MINI-COURSES IN INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
MANKATO STATE UNIVERSITY

The introduction of mini-courses into the curriculum at Mankato State University
brought a new dimension to course offerings. In addition to normal load, the following is
a listing of some mini-courses that have been offered by the Industrial Technical Studies
Unit.

Welding for Metal Sculptures
Gvnenithing
Blue Print Reading
Developing Trouble Shooting Skills
Stained Glass Practices
Amateur Radio
Christmas Crafts
Basic Auto Tune-Up

Candle Making
De-Bugging Your Bug
Plant Safety
Development of Cross-Country Skis
The Rooter
Chicago Auto Show
Winter Fish House Construciion
The Geodesic Dome

These courses have been attended by many persons who are not enrolled in a univer-
ity degree program. They include housewives, persons from business and industry

and senior citizens. For them, the mini-courses have served a variety of purposes, in-
cluding up-grading skills applicable to their vocations, exploring something they alwayswere interested in or learning new items that could be carried out as leisure time
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or hobbies. It also allowed the Industrial Technical Studies Department to
acilities, laboratones, and equipment available to many people who did not have,

Odd not afford, expensive tools and machines. For example, it would cost approxi-
y':,$250.00 to buy or lease gas welding equipment. However, under the mini-course
arn an individual could, for $9.00 plus payment of materials, sign up and get a mini-
of-l0 hours of gas welding instruction and practice. Having done this, the individual

would,--be in a much better position to decide whether or not he was ready to make the
$ 250.00-investment, as well as have a better idea of what type of equipment to purchase.

:.:.Another example was the Christmas Crafts Mini-Course. During this course stu-
dents were able to construct man Thristmas gifts they could not make because of a lack

knowledge and equipment The diversity of offerings is further shown by the Industrial
.:Technical Studies Department offering in the area of machine metals. This was a special-
ief,iied offering for an area electronics firm. They felt a practical background, combined
V:.With the theoretical preparation of their engineers, would help the engineers design

ioducts and processes that could be more realistically handled by the firm's produc-
, tion lines.

The mini-course program also allows staff to conduct offerings in areas of special-
ized interest. Such was the case of the mini-course in -Cunsmithing. Over 50 iridivid-
uals enrolled to learn special techniques, data and ideas useful in both sporterizing and
maintaining fireal-ms. Instruction was provided hy two practicing gunsmiths who volun-
yeered a couple of evenings of their time, as well as that of an industrial technical studies

;staff member. In one ease a biology professor offered a mini-course on -Plants and
'I-You.' Much to his surprise, over 350 people registered for the course. Needless to
say, some adjustments in the professor's schedule were necessary.

The typical mini-course will meet from three to five evenings or afternoons. Each
kineetIng time will last from two to four hours. In most cases formal written tests are
cnot administered, with evaluation being based On individual participation. In some cases
--fe'es are collected to cover the cost of instructional supplies or materials used during
the course.

-The mini-course program at Mankato State University has been formally evaluated
on- Several occasions. All evaluations are of a positive nature. The program has pro-
'1,rided the community with-a variety of course offerings not otherwise possible, as well as
getting the community more involved with the University.

YMINI-COURSES IN SECONDARY EDUCATION

Many secondary education institutions also make use of mini-course. This pro-
...vides the students with an opportunity to explore a variety of interest areas. One school
'-that I know of, has one day each year set aside for mini-courses. Students are permitted
T:to enroll in activities scheduled for the entire day or two shorter sessions, each for one-
*an day. Topics range from photography or needle point to ice fishing or curling. Some
gnsfitutions offer the mini-courses on an interim basis. A week between quarters might
'be set aside for such offerings. Still in some cases offerings are provided during vaca-
,tion periods_such as Christmas and Easter.

MARY

Mini-courses do have merit. They:
1. Provide students with an opportunity to explore interested areas.
2. Can draw the community and university closer.
3. Tend- to break down the formal structure or image sometimes held by higher

education institutions.
4. Can provide members of the community with an oppo tunity to express their in-

terests and talents.
5. Provide for a shorter, more flexible method of study.

iDr.'Gavin is a member of the Industrial Technic I Studies Unit, Mankato State University, Mankato,



hergy Power Instrumentation and Con olUsing a
astery Learning System

David V. Gedeon and Ronald Jacobs

The contemporary emphasis in education is on individualizing instruction, whether
it be for an entire college, school, or simply a course. This notion has displaced group
_istrurtion, and in some instances the traditional time frame of an academic year.

STudents enter a course with such diverse capabilities that it is next to impossible
te_.,group individuals according to abilities and to use the lecture method as an exclusive

'delivery system of critical information and synthesizing information. A limited review
of-the literature on individualized instruction, mastery learning and competency-based ._

-instruction has suggested that more content can be presented, slower students can have
greater individual attention from the instructor, students work harder and accomplish,
more, and the over-all grade average of the class improves (Block, 1976). After seeing
some, effect from industrial trebling Michigah Bell, Digital Equipment Corporation,
ARP Corporation and from the educational enterprise, one would wonder how individual-
ized instruction and mastery learning could be applied to other curricular areas. The
authors were especially interested in using mastery learning and individualizing instruc-
tion within a general core course.

CONTENT OVERVIEW
The Department of industrial Education and Technology is organized for two pur-

poses teacher preparation and technologist preparation. The curriculum is organized
around a core curriculum. It has been rationalized that the core content (skills and knowl-
edge) provides the student with an overview of industrial technology. Concentrations and
programs are built upon each of the core areas, construcdon, manufacturing, visual
communications and EPIC. The EPIC is an abbreviated form for energy power lnstru-
mentation and control. Two courses constitute the core. The first is EPIC Medianiza-
don, which is conceptualized, organized and emphasizes the EP energy and power.
The second course is EPIC Cybernetics, which is focused on the IC instrumentation
and control.

The cybernetic has been analyzed from a typical process control model. The model
served as a terminal cognitive map which the student would possess to analyze, diagnose:,
or design any control system. With the end in mind, two questions were always asked
What does the student need to know before he can do it? Secondly, what does the studen
need to know before he understands the function of each component and their relationship _
to one another?

, _

THE METHODS

The class size for EPIC Cybernetics has a ceilingof 22 and the number of stations _
per activity varies from 1 to 7. Resulting from the mix of content, student ability levels,
varying number of stations and a class size of 22, the coordination and sequencing of cen-
tent for students became a major problem. It is a problem common to any teaching and,:,
supervision of multiple activities. A teaching-learning approach that was initially used -
was to lecture about the content and give demonstrations in a given hierarchy so that
some students could engage in selected laboratory activities which reinforced and/or
extended what has been presented. Then, shift into another hierarchy and proceed to-_.1
lecture and demonstrate to enable students to have minimum information to perform the
laaoratory experiences in another hierarchy. With this approach, the lectures reached-1
50 percent or less of the students at any time. Student motivation to listen was hinged4
upon whether or not they were engaged in the laboratory activide..

Another problem was the need to repeat lecture Material and demonstrations because:f,
students did not have close continuity of instruction followed by immediate practice or
application. This constitutes a violation of a fundamental learning principle.

An alternative approach to the foregoing would be to teach all the content and give-,1
all the demonstrations before engaging in laboratory experiences. This approach also
has a shortcoming of a low degree of contiguity. 1



LEM
vier tpe years the cybernetics course has had a great deal of undulation between

of success student achievement and student satisfaction). With smaller class
teaching of multiple activities was easier, and with larger sizes greater difficulty

.encountered The trend in the department has been larger class sizes for optimal
utilization. Because of the instability of success, a different strategy was needed,
_esibly a different philosophical outlook.

Csik6TION
In. considering an alternative strategy, the concept of mastery learning was adopted.

Rhastery learning is a philosophy of the teaching-learning process indicating that many
more students can learn at levels that have traditionally been reserved for the "brighter"

dents. In this system the student is placed in competition with the material, rather
his peers. This learning system can accommodate varying student entry levels and

ize those with differing abilities in the subject area. A mastery learning sys-
putting more emphasis on the mastery of the content, usually reflects higher

!grades. A traditional method usually places the students in a normal curve of
de- distribution. The -Mastery learn: ig system, by virtue of its concentration on

ery, placea more students in the highei grade levels.
After analyzing several variations of mastery learning (Keller's Personalized-Sys-

teni of Instruction and Bloom's Learning for Mastery), the following system of instruction
was adopted (Figure 1). The considerations that brought us to this strategy were dictated
bylthe nature of the instructional problem, the content of the course, the personnel in-
'ialved and the student population.

Figure 1

EPIC MASTERY LEARNING SYSTEM

1. Mastery is considered as performance on post-tests on each module at least 90% accuracy,
plus et least 90% on the final examination.

2. Learning modules vary in length and type. Modules can take a few hours or a week to cern-
piste. Also they can be separated by either being a "reading module" or "laboratory module"
or a combination of each.

. Sequencing of the instruction is definitely hierarchial in nature.
4. Lectures or demonstratiom will be utilized to "inform," "review" or "motivate" and not for

presentation of new material.
5. Pacing of the instruction will be provided by the student, but the teacher has options to

frol rote of-student progress.
6. Feedback/remediation for each 1,tadule will be provided by post-tests that will be graded and

the use of tutors, proctors, and alternative resources.
7. The original instruction for each module is presented by either reading materials or instruc-

tional media in self-instructionol format.
8. In order for a student fo move on to a new module, he must either have shown moon in the

erial (90%) or receive peffnission from the instructor if mastery is not

r. The basic precepts of mastery learning, regardless of the icular variation chosen,
state that all students can and will learn, the instruc ust pre-specify the instruc-
tional objectives in terms of what is "mastery " the ntent should be broken into smEd1

tesdng devices should be generated for unit or module, the student has the
ghr to recycle through the material and tes and finally the instructor must grade on

an absolute basis.
The heart of any mastery learning system is the individual learning unit, or module.

-instructional module should consist pf two basic parts: the original instruction and the
eetlback/remediation component. The original instruction presents the content for the

st time to the student, while theifeedback/remediation evaluates the student's mastery
and .recommends corrective actiVities if the original instruction has proven insufficient .
he organization and format of the original instruction is very important, as this is the
onlY communication between/the student and teacher in the presentation of the original
materifd. The original Jnstruction is presented, for our application, through reading
materials or programmedinstructional media. Figure 2 outlines the format of an instruc-
&nal module used an /Figure 3 shows an example of a particular module. Because a
etv-
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on was utilized that tested for performance mastery (laboratory activities)
ye mastery (reading materials), the objectives were separated to enable the

better determine the requirements for each module.
Figure 2

INSTRUCTIONAL MODULE FOR THE EPIC MASTERY LEARNING SYSTEM

TITLE: Module title.

PRE-REQUISITES: What the student must complete in order to insure success in this module.

RATIONALE; The module's intent and goals and why this module is important in the course of

OBJECTIVES:

Cognitive: The measurable outcomes as a result of reading articles or viewing media.
Performance: The measurable outcomes as a result of the laboratory activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES:
The activities that will help the students attain the objectives. These are specified in order
hat they should be conpleted. These may refer to the acquisition of reading materials or in-

structional media. Also included is the self-test and post-test so that the student can be
evaluated in his attainment of the specified objectives.

Figure 3

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION & TECHNOLOGY

EPIC 291 MODULE 9

TITLE; PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEM

PRE-REQUISITES; Module 5

RATIONALE: In this module you will apply the knowledge and skill of measurement when you
analyze the measuring means. Aho you will gain knowledge of a relay as a final control
element that manipulates the control variable so that the measured value will match the
desired value. In addition, this module will guide you in assembling an actual industrial
control system. You will manipulate various components and observe how the system reacts.

OBJECTIVES:
Cognitive; A. Identify and explain the functions of the major components of a process control

system.
B. Describe the five basic functions of instruments.
C. Describe the meaning and purpose of Instrumentation.
D. Differentiate between open and closed loop systems.
E. Describe and cite examples of four modes of control process variables.

PERFORMANCE:
F. Given an EPIC II control system, digital voltmeter, hot-plate and temperature

charts, the student will assemble and analyze the measuring means, controlling
means and generate a chart recording the automatic control system. The data
collected will match 9096 of the data presented by the instructor as the standard.

INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES:
I. Reod: Instrumentation (IET Media Center)

Story of Automatic Process Control (Lab Manual)
Terms of iistrumentation (Handout)
Relay (Hanthoit)
EPIC II System (Lab Manual)

2. Lab activity: EPIC II system (Lab Manual)

3. Self-test: Answer questions at the end of Instrumentation plus questions included in the
experiment, and definition of terms.

4. Post-test.

5. Recycle or move to next module.



.i:it/remediation component of the modules consists of post-tests for each
dback, while remediation usually originates from the instructor, student

prescribed alternative materials. As in most school situations, the avail-
atiVe resources is a problem. In this system, however, the instructor can
ternative resource because he has been freed from the task of presenting

aterials.

DS

Syllabus prepared for this course describes the method used for this strategy.

:This course is organized on a modular basis. There are 18 modules reading and/or labora-
At the conclusion of each you take a self-test to assess your knowledge. If you ore con-

t,that you have mastered the material, then a post-test will be administered. lt will con-
-Multiple choice and short answers. The post-test will be immediately evaluated. If
achieved total mastery (90%) or acceptable mastery (80%), then proceed to the next

oduls. Now, should you not achieve mastery you may repeat or recycle the module and take
:kir pod-test again at no penalty. You may repeat it as many times as you wish to achieve total
rnustary. When recycling one cannot take a post-test more than twice during a class period:

1:flicIttims and discussion will be at a minimum, with an average of about one per week. The
io will be of a review and synthesis lype. Critical information for testing will not be the
ect1ve. Therefore, you are not required to attend'. There will be no testing of lecture mate-

Hosi$Ver, students have enjoyed the demonstration and discussion. Some found them to
sry informeive.

The course content is self-paced; that means ',cc, set the pace or rate of learning. At the
set theta may appear to be many tests, but I assure you this will ease up. A pit-fall for you
o:ptocrasi inate, so that mid-way in the course you may not be testing out of modules at a

,::-cfrilroble- rate. Thus, at the end of the course you could have many mcdules to master and it
Id be nior impossible. Part of this syllabus is a play-by-play of the rote which modules

'be iicanpleted. Do riot be misled by the titles of the modules, since not everyone can
this path because of limited learning stations. However, it is important to note that one
modules should be completed in a given week.

Fipre 4, die path of the student throu : each module is described to illustrate the
of the events to facilitate the completion of each module. Notice that the student

-ed to show evidence of completion of the self-test before he can proceed to the
post-1:-. "This prevents unnecessary test taking and insures that the student has proc-
essed through the module.

I. START
Z Review module (RATIONALE, PRE-REQUISITES, OBJECTIVES, INSTRUCTIONAL

ACTIVITIES)
. Are all pre-requisites completed?

Complete all pre-requisites.
5. Follow in order the instructional activities as stated in module.
6. Check self-test and experimental data with instructor of proctor.
7. Is self-test and/or experimental data acceptable?
8. Recycle through original material.
9. Take Post-test.

'10; Have post-test graded.
L Is mastery achieved?

12. Recycle through original instruction or alternative strategy or other readings)
3 Move an to next mcdule.
4. END

Figure 4

E EVALUATION

;In ,contrast to some research (Block, 1976), more content was not covered by using
Keller Plan of mastery learning. However, the students were more involved in their
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assignment. I know they read the content at least once or else they could not perform
well on their post-tests.

In general, it is difficult to make comparative studies between a lecture/lab course
style versus an individualized course structure. In a modular course, students realize
that if they successfully complete a certain number at a given quality they will achieve a
C grade. Most of the students completed an of the 17 modules, as compared to the
opposite when lecture/lab course was employed. That is, only a few students completed
all of the prescribed laboratory tasks.

The same final exam was used for a lecture/lab and the individualized course, with
the results favoring the individualized course. The final grade distribution followed the
literature, in that more students mastered the content by using individualized modules
than those who were enrolled in the traditional lectuve/lab organization.

Reflecting upon the problems of the course many students and few learning stations,
plus low student performance the utilization of the Keller Plan of mastery learning has
alleviated the problems.

OFTEN ASKED QUESTIONS ABOUT MASTERY LEARNING

What Al:Axit Students Who Complete All Their Modules Early?
Resulthig from brief experience with this system of instruction, only a few students

accomplish this feat. My only concern or responsibility as a teacher is to have students
master the content. If they do master the content in less time, generally because of some
prior training, then they may use the time as they choose. Such as, studying for another
course, reading the campus newspaper, watching the girls or, as in one case, performing
further refinement of laboratory activities.

How Do You Keep Track of What the Students Are Doing?
A progress chart is used which is like a matrix. The left vertical side of lined paper

has a listing of names and across the top is the label of each module. Projecting horizon-
tally from the student's name and down vertically from the module labels yields a cell.
In the cell the post-test scores are recorded and a TM for (total mastery) or AM (accept-
able mastery). The students have a similar progress chart, but less horizontal lines.
As the instructor's chart is filled in, so also is the student's. Both have a chart of the
progress as well as mastery. Thus, when analyzing the entire class, the instructor
has a gauge to identify students who are having difficulty and the activities in which they
are currently developing mastery.

HOw Is Time Scheduled During the Week?
Because of the limited number of learning stations, varying from one to eight, it -

became necessary to start students at the beginning of the quarter at different points in
the course. For example, a group &students will start in one learning hierarchy (Modules
1 through 5) while another group will start on learning hierarchy 6 through 8. Once the -4
course has begun, the students tend to spread out. This is understandable in terms of 9
individual difference of abilities. After three or four weeks into the course, there may
be-as many as six different activities happening concurrently, such as reading and/or
testing in an adjacent classroom, performing experiments, viewing media, reviewing
self-tests in small groups, or some students may not come to class because they are
progressing ahead of schedule. In essence, once the course starts, the Instructor is .;
truly a manager of learning.

Is There Cheating on the Past-Test for the Units or Modules?
Comments from the students are, We 'don't have to because we can take the tes

again." or "There's no need. I am competing with the test and not others." In general,_-p
cheating is not a serious problem. Two post-tests have been developed which are equal
in reliability and validity. It helps in terms of re-testing, thus eliminating a temptatioru'
to memorize the answers. When the course was initiated, only one post-test was de-
veloped. As the course evolves, modifications are being made. Another point is the
students know that the final exam will be comprised of essentially the same questions
derived from the post-tests; therefore, when they master the content, their confidence'
increases. When the final exam is administered, students are less tight" because they;
know they know.
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story Learning System?
mainly concerned with achievement and performance abilities: thus, the
easure of final achievement and performance. The final exam consists

a cognitive and a performance test given on separate days. From this dam
can analyze each module and note, in general, which were effective and

weak. Close examination of each module in terms nf correladon between
rection and content and the post-test can reveal I rlIencies or lack of
e faults are then corrected and tried again. Fr, -ructional tech-

hie:of view. the Keller Plan allows for more precise of ineffective
an and greater teacher satisfaction when a module tested y effective. The

rewarded for good personal performance.

Nigher Using a Mastery Learning System as Compared to
idltFenal -Approaches?

one pi interested in comparing the effectiveness of the Keller Plan versus die
lecture/discussion the research is inconclusive and comparison is difficult.

ost:comparison studies have indicatedno signuficant differences between the approaches .
both are equally effective using the present instrumentation technique, the final
This approach may be inappropriate because of different emphasis placed on the

-exam. For example if therm are may one or two tests per quarter under the tradi-, -
clonal method, 50 to 100 percent of a grade depends cm the score; therefore, more "fear
bf motivation can distort the measured achievement.

pan Students Learn by Themselves?
In essence, all educadon is self education. Using a mastery learning system allows

the student to learn small units of information and/or prttioe the procedures in acquiring
'Skill without being penalized. A teacher can more quickly identify slower learners and
glye-tutOrial help, while those blessed with greater God-given talents can progress at a
faker rate. Using a mastery learning system provides for more teacher-student inter-
Setion. Also, groups of students work together in mastering modules. There is always
interaction between students, since the students are not competing among themselves

e-With the course content. One could say a team spirit grows. From my own experience
pirating multiple activity labs, or "a three-ring circus," it seems that many students
need,_ help at one time, but with a mastery learning scheme that incorporates modules

ith objective, direction/content and a procedure for learning the content, a great deal
cYf 'redundancy of teaching is eliminated. Getting back to the question, students can
assume responsibility for learning.

Will a Mastery Learning System Require More Staff?
BY virtue of the nature of mastery learning, one professional staff person can handle

innie Students than with a traditional methodology. However, it is important to keep a
ratio of about 10 students to one responsible individual for better management of the
mtem. Therefore, student proctors or teaching assistants who work for academic
credit or for experience can he utilized to answer student questions, grade tests, and
ieOp records. In essence, the professional staff is constant, but student proctors are
ii6Cded to handle some record keeping and tutoring.

Ho* Much of the Present Material Can I Use?
you can use much of what you have prepared for your course. But in the process of

edentifiing content for each module, you may find it necessary to reorganize your content
kila even make basic content decisions Many practitioners of mastery learning have
round it possible to increase the amount of content in a given course in the same amount

Kind of Instructional Materials Will I Need?
ince the employed system was essentially self-instructional, we needed materials

tmeradesigned to be used in this manner. Slide-tapes, filmstrips-tapes, programmed
Fine materials, and videotapes all fit into tbis category. When considering that each
aledule necessitated the use of some media, the development task seemed like an enor-
rnous However, we found tht it was wiser to produce a few materials a quarter
and integrate them into the course. In this way the tremendous burden of product develop-
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ment is lessened and the instructor is better able to assess needs as the system pro-
gresses. Because of the individual nature of your facility, your students, and the type
of instructional system you choose, it is almost impossible to rely totally on commer-
cially-produced instructional materials. The article -Teacher-Made Media: Coping
with Lnilation" can be helpful in Identifying the kinds of media that would be appropriate
for self-instruction and how to produce them. Other sources are listed in the suggested
references of this article.

How Can I Control Student Procrastination?
Students working at their own pace is a desirable feature for any instructional sys-

tem. However, all of us, regardless of our motivation, have a tendency to procrastinate,
and students are no exception. The teacher as manager of the learning activities must
have tools to prevent this eventuality. One strategy that we have used successfully was
to announce completion dates as a guidepost to the student. This gives the student an idea
of bow far he shcadd be in the course in order to finish the material on time. Another
technique was to announce question/discussion periods on certain topics. Although our
system depends on student-pacing, we are cognizantof the responsibility of the instructor
to manage the learning activities for all of the students.
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Historic Restoration
Harrison Goodall

A number of years ago I gave a presentation at an AIAA Convention on the topic of
automated drafting. It was a time when I and many others in our profession were vitally
concerned about newer developments in computers, automation and data processing.
Many of us were trying to keep current with technological advances in an attempt to
provide relevant instruction to our students.

Somewhere between then and now, I made a giant step forward in this area of rele-
vancy by taking a giant step backward. This step forward has led me to my most stimu-
lating and challenging level in education. The giant step backward began when I directed
the restoration of a 165-year-old carriage house. Since that time, I have had three such
projects, with one more scheduled for June. I am thoroughly convinced that they are the
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awarding courses I have ever taught. The students have also stated that they have
the most valuable educational experiences they had had.

DETAILS OF THE PROJECTS

Since enrollment in all of the projects has been limited, students must apply and be
cceriked- by me before registering for the course in -Historical Restoration." which is

?Itri, official academic course at the college. The length of the course and the amount of
; Credits is based an the complexity of the activity. Students pay the appropriate tuition
And fees andprovidefor their transportation to and from the site. On all previous projects
le ,host has provided for the meals, lodging and insurance. In addition, the host has

!tided all materials and whatever tools and equipment we were not able to supply.
"With the preparation and organization so extensive, the projects are identified and

ifelecred as much as a year ahead. So far, all of the activities have been with conservation
:venters and all of the preliminary historical research and design has been done by me.

PURPOSE

It 1;vould seem that the primary purpose of this program is to learn about how to
restore and reconstruct historically siulificant structures, but this is not the case.
-Rather, I have found that this type of activity creates an atmosphere in which students
can learn about themselves, about others, and about their environment. These goals are
more Lniportant to life. The challenge of building a log cabin or of moving a carriage
house combined with the daily interaction of living and working together becomes the
media by which people learn about people. More specifically, I'd like to identify the
merits of the program as follows:

RELATING TO THE GROUP

People of different backgrounds, ages, and levels of ability come together to work on
these projects for as long as four weeks. initially they are strangers to one another, but
by living and working together in a cooperative atmosphere, the group becomes suppordve
'of one another. Leadership abilities in individuals emerge and teamwork begins. In a
very short time they become a cohesive, efficient working and social unit developing a
sense of camaraderie and group identity.

r_EXPERIENCE PROBLEM SOLVING

Construction, particularly as it relates to historical restoration, is an excellent media
'through which to develop problem solving techniques. Since the experiences are generally
new to everyone, the art of common sense has to be practiced on its most basic level. In
!the day to day acdvities, there are countless opportunities for individuals and small
.groups to have solutions to problems such as What is the easiest way to get this bent
,down7" or -How do I sharpen the adze?" or -What type of mortar was used in this
,ch1mney7" or "How should we identify all of the pieces of the building before disassem-
'Ming?" These projects provide the opportunity to identify and solve large and small
problems, make decisions, and be responsible for carrying out their solutions to an end
:in a very practical and realistic way.

AWARENESS OF THE ENVIRONMENT

Working outdoors for an extended period of time in a natural area creates a keen
awareness and sensitivity to our enviornment. Instead of racing by the wilderness, we
are living in it and can relate much more closely with the dependency of one thing on
another.- Also, in a very different sense, the relocation and restoration of an old building
is an attempt at reviving some of the past environment for the future.

RELIVING THE PAST

There is no better way to learn about what it was like to live in the past then to re-
live it. Reconstructing an old structure using the same tools, techniques, and materials
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does just that. Students take on the role of the original builder, develop a deep respect
for his craftsmanship, and begin to appreciate the complexities of life long ago as com-
pared with how we live today; a very direct way to establish reverence for our heritage.

EXPOSURE TO DIFFERENT PEOPLE AND AREAS
The upcoming restoration in Canada is a good example of how the students will be

exposed to different people and different areas. During the four-week stay the group will
have numerous opportunities to explore Southern Ontario and to talk and relate to the
people.

SELF DISCOVERY
Without question, the most important aspect of tl-e restoration program is self dis-

covery. There is no better way for a person to learn about himself than to observe him-
self as a fUnctioning member of a group with a common cause. By comparing and relating
to others, individuals are able to discover and identify abilities and traits they themselves
never thought they had or would have. In addition, they are brought in touch with their
own limitations and find healthy ways to deal with them. Under these conditions, it is
also easy to appreciate and respect each other for their individual skills and abilities.

Restoration also provides an excellent media for people to learn basic construction
skills and develop a high level of confidence and self satisfaction in the process of creat-
ing. Working, eating, sleeping, playing and living together provides a learning situation
which they may have never before experienced. It is indeed a unique opportunity, arid it
would be difficult to think of a better way or even an alternate way to foster ail of these
positive learning experiences.

SERVICE TO THE HOST

In addition to the personal benefits of the participants, the host has been provided
with a service they may never have been able to afford or accomplish. With only rhe cost
of materials, meals and lodging, our hosts have acquired some very valuable structures.

OUTCOME
The enthusiasm of the participants in these projects has been overwhelming. They

become totally involved in the activity to the point where what they are doing is not for
someone else: rather, the structure is theirs, individually, a part of themselves which
is to remain for others to see and admire. Their sense of accomplishment along with
all of the other experiences will provide memories which will remain with them through
life. They are not only proud of their craftsmanship in creating something which is so
substantial, but can leave knowing that what they did was good; good for them, the host,
the college and for all the people who will use the structure.

To me, it is possible for a program like this in historic restoration or just in field
construction to be offered to students at many colleges and high schools across the
country. There are structures all over which are in need of repair. Generally parks,
camps, and conservation centers have many buildings which desperately need attention.
Numerous cities are choking with houses in need of renewal. Even urban homesteading
is becoming a viable way of reviving some sections of our cities. Historic societies have
long lists of sites which need restoration.

The opportunities exist; it just rakes some imagination, a lot of enthusiasm, and a
phenomenal amount of time tO initiate and carry out a project. The result, however,
could be your most rewarding and exciting educational activity. ... ever;

Mr. Goodall is an Instructor, Industrial Education and Technology, Montclair State College, Upper Mont
clair, N.J.
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niversity Honors Seminars and Special Options Available
tOthe Honors Student

ny Olsen Hatch

--T.EVery student hi the honors program is to have a unique program suited to his or
needs. This individualized program usually will branch in one of two directions.

gbat is, a student can greatly broaden his or her experience or narrow in on a particular
al!ta of smength. To accomplish this, the honors program at Iowa Stare has developed

,A ',mild educational experiences for its members. Honors students have several privileges
and opportunities not open to other students.

Iowa State offers some 30 honors seminars every year. This is especially note-
: worthy when it is realized that no arrangement is made for instructor released time
oxcept as they may arrange with their department heads. For the most part, the instruc-
tors are donating their time to an activity which they believe to be of benefit to both the

4- students and themselves.
- Most honors seminars meet once each week for an entire quarter, usually for one

and_ one-half to two hours. They carry one or two credits, depending on the amount of
out-of=class time the student is expected to invest. Nearly all honors students participate
in at least one seminar during the year, and many in more than one.

These seminars are usually limited to less than 15 honors students. One of the goals
,:- of the university-wide seminars is to bring students together from every field. Also, they,-

provide honors students with educational experiences in fields not directly related to
their majors.

The Industrial Education Department at lowa State University has provided special
honors seminars among industrial education honors students. These seminars are con-
ducted along the same lines as all seminars: however, they are of particular relevance
for the student in this major. In these seminars, students are often asked tO present a
topic or program. Sessions include panel discussions, guest speakers, presentations of
honors projects and field trips. Activities range from exploring educational research to
7the completion of individual resumes. Over-all, the industrial education honors seminars

; are a place to develop and test out a philosophy of industrial education.
Several other options are open to the honors student. The students are not locked

.:,into a structured program, allowing a flexibility not available in conventional programs.
The following are some of the ways programs are developed:

1. Changing regular, courses to honors courses.
2. Deleting required courses and substituting more meaningful courses.
3. Skipping an introductory course in order to take a more advanced course.
4. Courses may be taken pass/fail.
5. Enrolling in honors courses (e.g., Honors English).

The honors student has two other privileges that can be taken advantage of: Research
grants and extended loan of library materials.

Although the honors program is to be flexible and individualized, each student must
. meet certath minimum requirements which are determined by each college committee.
:Within this framework, the options available allow thehonors students to meet their goals

either broadening their educational experience or developing specific areas of strength.

.7,1`he Fitchburg Plan: The Thematic Approach for Studying
Industrial Technology

.!..Everott N. Israil

_Before 1972, much thought had been given to the revision of the industrial arts cur=
,riculum by the industrial arts faculty and concerned Fitchburg State College adminis-
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[rotors. Their viewpoints, when placed along a continuum, ranged from making minor
modifications in the existing curriculum to developing a completely new curriculum.

During the fall semester of 1072, an Industrial Arts Curriculum Coordination Corn-
ee was formed. Their task was to determine the nature of and procedure for revising

the curriculum.
The industrial arts faculty agreed that a major curriculum revision was needed.

Specifically, they recognized that the revision must meet future societal and cultural needs
while maintaining those unique, effective characteristics of the present curriculum. This
goal was achieved by (1) identifying a liSt of assumptions relative to the future; (2) sur-
veying students and alumni to identify unique and desirable characteristiLs of the on-going
program; (3) investigating trends in higher education and in industrial arts; (4) identify-
In- a procedure for revising the curriculum and(S) developing a curriculum model. These
task completed by the end of 1972.

Diming 1973, the industrial arts faculty finalized the over-all curriculum goals,
identified major and minor areas of concentration, defined universal themes to depict
man's technological endeavors, and specified goals relmed to each of the universal themes.
The above was accomplished through the assistance of James J. Hammond, Chancellor
of the Massachusetts StatC College System, and Dr. Paul DeVore, Professor of Tech-
nology Education, West Virginia University.

Student learning experiences were described during the third year. These experi-
ences were written in the format of competency statements.

SOCIETAL AND CULTURAL NEEDS
The planning of the curriculum involved making predictions about the future. Among

the many social and cultural needs that could be predicted, the ability for man to deal
with change was deemed of prime importance. With this as the central thought, the fol-
lowing assumptions were formulated:

1. Change will be continual.
2. The rote of change will vary, depen ing upon other social and cultural factors.
3. Society will be technically oriented.
4. Education will play a significant role in enabling mon to understand and cope with change.
5. Continual change creates the need for education to be a life-long process.
6. Knowledge will consist of intel lectua I processes as well as theories, facts, principles and

concepts.
7. Man will play an important role in making decisions that will have an effect on the process

of change.
8. The ability to make decisions will be critical.
9. Problem solving will involve the application of interrelated bodies of knowledge,

10. Problem solving will involve the identification of variables and the projection of their effects
on life.

11. The process of continual learning will be dependent upon knowing one's self and how one
learns.

Man's ability to understand change will have an effect upon his physical, social, and
psychological millieu, as well as determine his ability to deal with change. Hence future
citizens will need to develop a better understandingof the causes and processes of change,
the ability to identify andlor predict problems and the interdisciplinary application of
knowledge to solve problems.

UNIOUE FEATURES OF THE PRESENT CURRICULUM

Alumni and ,adent surveys were conducted as a means for evaluating the present
curriculum. The results designated some unique features as well as areas that needed
further investigation.

Unique features identified by the alumni survey were the broad scope of the program,
the empirical learning approach, and the performance-based personal learning atmos-
phere. Graduates specified that these factors, along with other personal qualities, enabled
them to enter a number of related professions: guidance counselors, supervisors of indus-
trial arts and occupa tional education, vice-principals, principals, college faculty members,
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et presidents, salesmen, technicians, furniture designers, and managers of corn-
et to name a few.

unique features designated by alumni and students were the development of
kills, the use of the unit approach for planning courses and the application of

approach for planning curriculum. The unit approach involves the use of a
or central idea to interrelate subject matter and activities. The organi-

es and learning experiences around a central idea that depict man's major
deavors is knovm as the thematic approach.
sults of the surveys identified some areas that needed further exploration.,

dents and_graduates suggested that the revised curriculum should include: (1) field
or industrial experiences, (2) more educational theory, especially as it relates to

wiedge about children, (3) an in-depth study of how to organize courses and industrial
ams, (4) new approaches for hant2ing discipline problems, (5) the latest thoughts
achool administration and organization, (6) instruction on how to make more

use of the instructional media, (7) a performance-based, clinical teacher prep-
rierice, (8) provisions for students to explore areas of interest in laboratory

d (9) laboratory maintenance.

'-:TREND.S IN HIGHER EDUCATION

Tie' latest trends Ln higher education were identified. Each was r arched to deter-
e its purpose and effectiveness in achieving its purpose.
A further in-depth investigation was completed if the trend was related to the assump-

Ttions and results of the surveys previously specified. Trends that were researched are
ilk! follow&

Interdisciplinary Approach: means of achieving an objective in which the person or persons
seeking the objective interrelates and applies consciously or unconsciously the knowledge,
mulhods, materials and apparatus of more than one discipline.

2.- Thematic Approach: the use of broad general topics dealing with man's experiences to plan
wilts of instruction which integrate different subject matter areas and activities.

3. Educational Professional Sequence: a sequentially ordered set of theories, methods and
clinical experiences designed for preparing prospective teachers.

4. Porformasce-Based/Competency-Bosed Teacher Education: a concept whereby the effective-
ness of teacher education programs are evaluated on the basis of performance rather than on
judgrnent in temis of grades on a specified number of required courses.

5.- Institutional Cooperation or Consortium: an arrangement where two or more institutions
at least one of which is an institution of higher learning agree to pursue between or among
member institutions, a program for strengthening academic program, improving administration,
or providing for each other's special needs.

6. Module: an operational framework for organizing educational experiences to meet the needs
of students (module instruction, module units of time, module scheduling).

7. Open Access Institutions: a non-traditional study program where elements of change, flexi-
bility or organization, adaptability to individual needs, increased options and open entrance
and exit prevail.

e need to apply interrelated bodies of knowledge to solve problems and the nature
nology prompted a thorough investigation of the interdisciplinary and thematic

earch Into the professional sequence and performance-based/competency-based
er, education trends provided insight into how these approaches could be combined

i,,-the.-preparation of teachers. Also, the investigation provided impetus for completing
in-depth stucty of different learning theories and styles, with special emphasis upon

Late-cave 41earning, concept learning and problem solving. The different learning styles
needs might be accommodated by the implementation of a modular instruc-

omiLfreMework or an open access system.
s-

RkNDS,IN-INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Major curriculum decisions were made by the industrial arts faculty during an
sivean-service education program., These decisions were based upon a review of
-contemporary trends in industrial arts.
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One national trend studied was the expansion of industrial arts programs to prepare
students for the teaching profession or industry. Because the subject matter for both
offerings was related, the faculty accepted the challenge to offer a second major. This
created the need for renaming the present Industrial Arts Department to the Industrial
Technology Department. The decision was based upon many factors. First, the scope of
our present program has enabled students to become successfully employed in industry.
Second, the addition of the second major would further broaden the scope of the program.
Third, the industrial arts laboratories could readily accommodate the education-for-
industry (industrial science) program. Fourth, the education-for-industry concept would
enable industrial arts snidents to become more technically oriented. Fifth, industrial
science courses, presently offered during the evening, could be scheduled during the day
and in the evening. Finally, industrial science offerings would provide the opportunity
for industrial education students to explore other career possibilities.

The second trend investigated was the development of a variety of industrial arts
and industrial education curriculum plans since 1960. Special emphasis was placed upon
identifying similarities and differences among the models.

Before 1960, the rationale and means for implementing industrial arts as part of
general education were formulated. Industry was identified as the subject matter of indus-
trial arts. Misuse of the project method for teaching industrial arts resulted in widening
the gap between theory and practice. Thus, activity became the major criterion for iden-
tifying course goals and determining content. The latter created the need for the re-
evaluation of curriculum emphasis. This resulted in the development of many different
curriculum projects.

A review of the major curriculum projects ascertained a common procedure for
planning a curriculum. Each (1) identified anddefined the subject matter, (2) used a sys-
tem or scheme to structure the subject matter, (3) formulated over-all goals, (4) iden-
tified broad fields of study. (5) specified learning experiences and (6) designated a plan
of action.

The industrial arts faculty chose to employ the above procedure for revising their
curriculum. They felt the procedure would result in students developing a better under-
standing of a body of knowledge: that is, the students would understand (1) how their sub-
ject matter area interrelates with other bodies of knowledge, (2) interrelationships among
the elements of the body of knowledge, (3) the relationship that exists between theory and
practice and (4) how new knowledge is developed and applied.

Major differences among the curriculum plans reviewed were related to (1) the sub-
ject matter identified, (2) the scheme or system used to structure the subject matter
and (3) the broad fields of study. Bodies of knowledge identified were technology, praxi-
ology, Lndustrial technology, American industry, and industry. Taxonomies, classifica-
tion systems, subject matter -maps," hierarchies, matrices and system analyses were
employed for structuring subject matter. The broadrechnical fields identified were com-
munication, construction, manufacturing, production, transportation, production, energy
and power.

The faculty selected technology as the body of knowledge. They defined technology
as man's efforts to cope with his natural and man-made environment through his imagi-
native and ingenious use of available resources to meet man's needs and wants through
the production of goods and services. This definition depicts man as a developer of
techniques that are used to cope with or control his physical environment. The develop-
ment of techniques requires man to apply knowledge and create it within the confines of
the resources available. Man's application of techniques has an effect on the physical
environment and his social and cultural millieu.

Technology was selected as the body of knowledge for three reasons. Since tech-
nology exists in a social-cultural setting and is a major source of change, the students'
understanding of technology will enable them to better comprehend the world they live
in and E0 cope with change. Secondly technology will add new dimensions to the tradi-
tional material and manufacturing based industrial education programs and place new
emphasis upon developing creative, intellectual endeavors of students. Third, the inter-
disciplinary nature of technology will create the need for foi filing interrelationships with
other bodies of knowledge. These new interrelationships will identify new avenues of
learning for students to explore.

Another trend investigation was that some colleges and universities offer courses
concerned with the study of technology to the total student population. These courses
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provide the opportunity for students to develop a better understanding of the world in
which they live.

A thorough investigation of this trend resulted in the faculty recommending that this
- curriculum proposal include courses that students could elect to fulfill their general

education requirements. These courses, being interdisciplinary in nature, would enable
_students to develop an understanding of technology and its effects on society. Special
,emphasis would be placed upon making students aware of the role human values should
play in making decisions in the use and control of technology.

STRUCTURING A SUBJECT MATTER

The industrial technology faculty agreed that the body of knowledge, technology,
should be divided into two major areas: the Technological (Big T) and the technical
(small t). This decision was based upon previous work completed by Dr. Paul DeVore.

The Technological area (Big T) denotes those common characteristics about tech-
nology that have evolved throughout man's history as the result of developing and using
techniques (small t) to meet his material wants and need. These characteristics or
attributes of technology were present in the past, are present now, and are expected to
exist in the future. Some attributes of technology are as follows:

1. Technology is created by man.
2. Technology is cumulative in nature.
3. New technology replaces, displaces and adds to past technology.
4. Technology solves old problems, but creates new ones.
5. Technology determines the nature of man's work and life.
6. The application of technology has on effect upon society and culture.

The faculty selected the conceptual hierarchical system for structuring the attributes
of technology. These characteristics, if placed along a continuum, would range from
those that have general application to a large number of siniations to those which would
apply to specific situations. The continuum provides a means for students to acquire
knowledge which will enable them to achieve higher levels of abstraction as they develop
a better understanding of technology. Also, the conceptual system would enable students
to acquire an understanding of technology by investigating areas of their interest.

The conceptual system was selected because it would enable students to comprehend
(1) how technology functions, (2) man's technical areas of endeavor, (3) how technology
has an effect upon society and culture and (4) how the effect of technology might by

..hypothesized.
The students understanding of the characteristics of technology will result in their

becoming aware of the effect it has upon the role of work, consumerism, and areas of
avocational interest. The students' understanding of these areas will enable them to live
a more productive life.

The thematic approach was selected for organizing subject matter related to the
technical aspect (small I) of technology. Based upon in-depth research completed by

-Chancellor James J. Hammond, materials, transformation, energy and communication
were identified as central themes for classifying man's technical endeavors. Related to

-_eaeh of the areas it is understood that man is a designer, a craftsman, a technician, a
_developer, a researcher, an organizer, a manager, a problem solver and a decision
maker. This system is simUar to the major technical aspects specified by Dr. Daniel
Bell. He identified function (purpose), energy, communication and control, fabrication,
and algorithms (man's intellectual means for making technical decisions) as major tech-
nical areas of endeavor.

For each technical area, the faculty chose to employ the system which would best
structure the body of knowledge. The scheme that has been employed for each area is
specified later in this paper.

'CURRICULUM ASSUMPTIONS

The following assumptions were formulated for deter ining the over-all nature of
:the revised curriculum and its parameters.
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I. Education is a life-long activity.
2. Continual learning is dependent upon knowing how one learns.
3. There will be continoal change.
4. Technology is a major force that causes change.
5. Mon's understanding of technology will help him cope with change.
6. Man's ability to solve problems and make decisions will have an effect upon technological

change.
7. Major characteristics of technology can be identified and organized.
8. Students' understanding of these characteristics will enable them to understand better the

world they live in.
9. Man's technical endeavors con be identified and classified.

10. The thematic approach depicts man's major technical endeavors.
11. Th procedure used to revise the curriculum depicts the interdisciplinary quality of technology.
12. The common care will result in industrial education students developing an in-depth under-

standing of technology.

The structure of the proposed curriculum revision was based upon the following
assumpdons. The curriculum:

(1) structure will provide opportunities for the establishment of interdepartment programs.
(2) structure will provide opportunities for interdisciplinary application of knowledge to solve

technological problems.
(3) structure will establish a harmonious relationship between theory and practice.
(4) will include a common core for all industrial technology students.
(5) will provide a means for all students enrolled in the college to become aware of the effect

technology has upon society and culture as port of their general education.
(6) will provide opportunities for the total college population to elect industrial technology

courses.
(7) will provide time for industrial technology students to explore various career choices.
(8) will prepare industrial technology students far immediate entry into a career area of their

choice subject to limitations of curriculum offerings (technical related careers).
(9) wi I I allow industrial technology students to elect courses in their selected career dependent

upon their intereos, needs and professional requirements.
(10) will allow industrial technology students to investigate an area related to their selected

career.
(11) will include a field experience in the career area chosen by the industrial technology

student choice.
(12) will be canpetency based.
(13) will employ the module organization of learning to accommodate for individual differences.
(14) will enable students to develop their intellectual capabilities.
(15) will employ different instructional strategies, each one selected based upon desired outcomes.
(16) will emphasize the unit approach for planning industrial technology learning experiences in

public schools.
7) will include a clinical based/professional sequence for preparing industrial arts teachers

and industrial technologists (industrial science majors).
(18) will incorporate the use of paraprofessionals.
(19) will employ the team approach and the "house within the house" concept for organizing

faculty.

CURRICULUM GOALS
The curriculum will enable the students to:
1. acquire an understanding of Technology (Big T): how it defines the role of work, and its effect

upon society and culture.
2. become better consumers and explore new avocations.
3. acquire an understanding of the major technical endeavors of man (small 0.
4. understand and experience the process for developing and applying technical knowledge.
5. explore different technical career areas.
6. select a technical career area based upon their self realization of tl.qir abilities and Interes
7. develop competencies which enable students to be employable in their selected technical

career area.
8. select and investigate a related career area.
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LUM MODEL

The industrial technology curriculum consists of a technology core, a technical core,
career preparation core. All students enrolled in the college will have the oppor-

1y to acquire an understanding of technology by taking courses in the technology core
T): Emphasis will beplacedupon students understanding the attributes of technology,

rt technology plays in defining the role of work, the effect technology has upon so-
and clature, and how to live a more productive life in a technological society.
U students enrolled in the industrial technology program will be required to take

common core. It consists of the technology and technical core. In addition to the study
çf echnology previously outlined, the student will understand man's technical areas of
endeavor and how technical knowledge is developed and applied. They will also have the
pportunity to explore different technical career areas.

For each technical field (material science, communication, energy and transforma-
ilion) students will (1) conceptualize the area, (2) engage in technical experiences which
=exemplify the scope of the tecimical area and (3) explore possible career choices related
-no each area.

After students have selected a major, they will meet with an advisor to determine
:-their technical areas of specialization. The selection of their areas of specialization is
based upon their interest, their needs and professional requirements. For example, stu-

dents majoring in industrial arts may specialize in communications and transformation.
-;After they have completed the three required courses in each area, they may select corn-.,,petency-based courses offered in each of the areas, (e.g., photography, offset printing,

tocomposition). As the result of the students' selecting industrial arts as their major,
competency-based/professional sequence is required.

The structure of the curriculum model was designed to respond to change. New areas
-of technical endeavors can be added as man develops them (i.e., transportation). The
competency-based curriculum insures that students will acquire and apply knowledge.

-The use of the mini and mod arrangement allo., a students to pursue areas of interest,
es well as allowing students majoring in other programs to elect courses in the industrial
technology program (e.g., technical problem solving, visual perception, printed circuit
:board, integrated circuits, photography, welding).

Zpr. Wool is Curriculum Coordinator, Industrial Technology Deportment , Fitchburg State Colle _, Fitch-
burg, Moss.

i,Practical Approach to the Teaching of Cabinetmaking and
:-Building Construction for Prospective Teachers
:70ogeif L. Keep

The topic being presented today is the practical approach to the teaching of cabinet-
g and building construction at the university level. In other words, preparing
ctive teachers to teach cabinetmaking and building construction when they get out

7intrieir respective teaching assignments.
In teaching cabinetmaking and building construction, there are several methods that

Vire used today. Three of these methods are the lecture/discussion approach, the model
Pbuildkqg approach and the practical application approach. The lecture/discussion approach
4:prima basically of instructor-directed lecture presentation and instructor-directed

eCussion. Included also in this approach would probably be some field trips and guest
ecturers. This approach or method is basically classroom oriented or situate& The
ode building approach to teaching cabinetmaking and building construction is much the

e as thelecturer/discussion approach with the exception that scale models of cabinetry
F;..construction projects are used to substantiate and clarify the material from the lee-

krurer or discussion. The practical application approach to teaching these areas also
ewes lecturers and discussion, including field trips andguest speakers. The method used
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to amplify and clarify what is taught is the ac ual or practical experience. This would
consist of the students le the class actually building or constructing cabinets andjor
buildings.

The first two methods used, lecture/discussion and model building, depend very
heavily on a transferof learning in order for the student to teach these areas in the future.
By transfer of learning, I mean learning something theoretically or by imitation and try=
ing to apply this knowledge to the real thing. This statement is not to criticize the trans-
fer of learning concept, because this is something that we have to depend on a lot in educa-
tion. The thought here is, would we be better off and more effective in our teaching of
these students if we can teach them the real thing on a first-hand basis? This is what the
practical application approach to teaching cabinetmaking and building construction is all
about.

The rationale, or major objective, of using the practical application approach is to
teach the areas of cabinetmaking and construction as close to the real world as possible,
thus reducing the transfer of learning theoretical base to the -I know how" level. This is
done, as mentioned, by having the student participate actively in constructing things,
either cabinets or buildings.

The major justifications for this approach are twofold:

1. interest as has been shown time and time again in industrial arts and vocational education
programs, students like doing things in the labs as contrasted to the things done in a class-
room. The practical application approach emphasizes hands-on and doing things.

2. Motivation and Apjotion the things just mentioned as why students ore interested in
this approach are major reasons why they are motivated toward it. People, including students,
became motivated in things which are useful or pertinent to them individually or personally.
It becomes awful to them because of the possible application of the things learned. The
practical application approach relies on the principle of vocational teaching, yet is not
geared to teaching specific vocational skills. However, a certain level of skill will be de-
veloped purely by the teaching approach that is used. The application of the skills for the
student is the ability for them to use them for their future teaching or possibly for monetary
gain.

As you can see, the two points of justification for this program are closely aligned.
Additional justifications for the practical application approach are in existence but will
not be discussed at this time so that the actual procedures and mechanics of using this
approach can be identified, which is the major part of this presentation.

The first step in implementing this program is to advertise what your classes are
attempting to do. For us at Cal poly, this advertising consists of a letter sent to all
deans, department heads, maintenance and building personnel explaining what we are
doing and describing the types of jobs we would like to have for the classes. Included in
this letter is a statement to the effect that all materials have to be supplied by the de-
parnnent or school requesting the job. There is no charge for labor; that is part of the
learning process of the respective classes. Generally, the best place to find cabinet-
making jobs is from home economics and administrative type of offices such as the ads
missions office, records office and deans offices. The best place to find building con-
struction projects on our campus is from the Agriculture Department. Any jobs that
come in related to building construction have to be approved by the executive dean in
charge of facilities and usually by the campus planning committee. Building construction
projects really need to be lined up at least a quarter in advance so the approvals can be
received in time.

At this point, let me separate the two types of classes and first discuss the cabinet-
making class. The responses from the letters soliciting cabinetmaking jobs are held by
the instructor until the-class actually meets for the first rime. The students are then
given the memos relating to the jobs. They check with the individual who is requetting
the work and develop the initial design and rough drawings of the project. At the next
class meeting, each of the students presents the job that he checked out for the class to
decide on the ones that most accurately fill the goals and objectives of the cabinetmaking
course. After this is done, a small group (2-3) of students will draw the plans, develop
a materials list and construct a cost sheet for the projects. These materials receive the
approval of the instructor and are submitted to the individual requesting the work for
his final approval. Changes may then be made and the material for the project is ordered.
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e gives the students an opportunity to work with the public in determining
the kindi of materials to be used, how much the project costs and the opportunity

axing materials. During this time, basic cabinetmaking principles and practices
Fled. When the materials are received, the students construct the cabinets.

icludes finishing, delivering and installing if necessary. During the quarter,
o discussion sessions are held to insure that theoretical knowledge is developed
rued-

procedure for the building construction class is a little different than the proce-
discussed. Here, it is necessary for the plans to be initially drawn and then

nitted to the Executive Dean of Facility Planning and the Campus Planning Committee
approval. This means that the planning stage has to be done prior to the quarter in

which construction class is taught. After the approval is received, nothing further
done Until the class actually begins. At that rime, several of the students draw the

;Twat set of plans, develop a materials list and order the materials. The week to 10 days
..4,411oh It takes to get the materiWs is spent in in-class discussion, presentations and films
xelsting to building construction practices. One very unique activity that Is done at this
time ina simulation game of estimating." A brief explanation of this simulation game is

follows. Parr of the class is divided into three groups of three each who represent
scixird. The remainder of the class is divided into smaller groups of two who serve

-contractors. The contractor group and the sub-contractor groups are given a set
plans . The sub-contractors bid on plumbing, roofing, electrical, sheet rock and taping,
e and plaster, painting and floor coverings. The contractor usually figures foundation
slab, framing, sheet metal, windows, doors, trim, counters, appliances and fixtures
may also bid on heating or may let that go to a sub-contractor. Each group receives

, a sheet of instructions as to how to estimate different materials, a set of plans and cur-
7_ rent costs. Each of the groups of three contractors and their sub-contractors are bidding
-to get the individual Job and are competing against each other. The game is judged by an

_ tor who has a set of figures for each area which represent the high and low amounts
:required-for completion. Each group is also judged and either given a bonus or points

en from them, depending on their completion time for constructing the house. This
simulation game will usually take from three to five hours. Interest in this game is
extremely high, and in testing it was found effective for teaching estimating.

At this time, the materials have arrived at the job and the students begin work. They
imally dig footings, fonn and pour the foundation wall or slab, frame the building and

put in any windows and doors. They also do the interior and exterior siding, wall cover-
VI's, and the roof. Normally the jobs that are selected for this class can be completed

An, one quarter. Similar to what happens in the real world, the head carpenter, plumber
0"-± electrician on campus (who serve as building inspectors) will make periodic inspec-

ons prior to continuing the different phases of the job. For example, the carpenter and
the plumber will check all forms and rough plumbing prior to pouring a slab.

In conclusion, having taught this approach for the past eight years, I have found that
-.from the point of view of the students, it is the only way to go. From the faculty member's
point of view, it is far more difficult to teach and organize the classes this way, but the

7 extra effort is worth it. Rather than drawing conclusions from this presentation and ex-
pounding on them, let me ask a few questions that hopefully will draw conclusions from

pou. Possible questions that come to mind are:
I. In your opinion, do you feel university students preparing to teach industrial arts need prac-

tical experience? If so, how do they ger it?
2. Can the necessary basic infoffnation and/or adequate theoretical base be developed using

the practical applications approach?
3. Do you feel this approach is an effective way of teoching cabinetmaking and building con-

stmetion?
4. Doos this teaching method have application in other areas of industrial arts than cabinet-

making and building construction?

REFERENCE
1.-,Green, DI.vight. --The Learning Effectiveness of Simulation as Compared to Le-

e in the Subject Area of General Contracting in the Building Trades." Master Thesis,
CalifOrnia Polytechnic State University, 1973.

Dr. Keep is an Associate Professor, California Polytechnic State Uni versify, San Luis Obispo, Calif.
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Improving Preparation of the Industrial Arts Teacher
Charles Kiker and Steve Simonson

The theme of this conference, -From Heritage to Horizons," issues the challenge
to reach new heights in all education. Teacher preparation is probably the most challeng-
ing. We offer this presentation, "Improving Preparation of the Industrial Arts Teacher,"
for consideration of its applicability to your own programs.

An increasing number of public four-year colleges and universities are offering
technical occupational programs below the baccalaureate level. This was indicated by a
recent study conducted by Eastern Kentucky University in cooperation with the American
Association of State Colleges and Universities and the National Association of State Uni-
versities and Land-Grant Colleges. One of the central questions arising is: "What com-
petencies must an effective instructor, the industrial arts instructor, possess?" For
purposes of this presentation, let me simply define a competent instructor as one whose
graduates are competent on 80 percent of their Job. To achieve that high standard, each
instructor must know what he or she will do and how it will be done.

The program that I will describe effectively prepares air force technical instructors
to achieve at least that percentage of graduate competency on the Job.

The Air Training Command has more than 3,500 courses to prepare Air Force men
and women for employment in a wide variety of careers. We develop the over-all cur-
riculum and prepare our own occupational instructional materials.

It is not practical for the Air Force to provide English, mathematics, history, pay-
chology, communicative skills (or related education) when there are accredited colleges
readily available where airman are stationed. We do plan the total curriculum, but rely
on civilian institutions for much of it.

Education and training for the vast number of Air Force members entering and pro-
gressing through career programs demands well-planned curricula. This is to save your
tax dollars.

We, of course, need competent and dedicated instructors to conduct this large volume
of instruction effectively.

Most personnel selected for instructor duty have from 3 to 10 years of Job experience
and are highly proficient in their field. But how will they perform as instructors in the
classroom?

In order to answer that question and meet the need for qualified experienced tech-
nicians who are also competent technical instructors, the Air Force designed a concen-
trated course of up to six weeks and three days duration. The course is divided into two
blocks of Instruction. Block One is four weeks three days in the classroom, and Block
Two is two weeks of practice teaching. It is simply called The Technical instructor
Course, or T I C Graduates are awarded a badge signifying that they possess the
competencies required of their new profession.

Here are some of the broad topics that are covered in the course. Some of you
probably remember these general areas from your own teacher preparation program.

The learning processes taught in this course are condensed from a number of repute-
ble sources and include:

Laws of Learning
readiness
effect
frequency
recency

Patterns of Learning
rate
association
insight
reasoning

Theorio of Learning
Communicative &ilk
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Instructional Sytm Development

I. Analyze System
2. Define Education or Troininu Requirements
3. Develop Objectives & Tests
4. Plan, Develop, Validate Instruction
5. Conduct & Ev,oluote Instruction

, One significun element of this course is the Air Force model for instuctional system
gAivelopment, or isa ThroughOut the entire course we stress the instruCTor's role in

approach in developing and conducting instruction.
In other words, the course teaches how new systeni requirements or changes to a
int system are identified through the use of job inventories and task analyses.
Because the ISD approach is rather unique, I shall spend more time talking about it

than about the more convendonal portions of the instructor course; then we will continue
th other elements of the course.

The Air Training Command instructional system development (ISD) is the most effec-
, live plan we have to provide efficient and adequate instructional materials. The model we
!-..follow helps us answer these questions:

What do we teach/
which courses
what are the specifics needed in each course

How do we teach it?
general
specific

How do we know when we have taught it?
measure
application of principles
achievement of each objective
performance

ISO is taught briefly in the instructor course and more thoroughly in an intensive
160-hour course. We will condense it to about 20 minutes. One PhD v..ho had heard this

..fivt or six times said that he had just realized the scope of its meaning.
In mid-October 1975, I was surprised to find a long-lost friend working for the
est construction company in the South. The company's size is reflected in 5 billion

s in backlogged contracts.
The friend was employed as an administrator in their technical-occupational training

c program; I believe they call it -Crafts and Trades." He was employed because they
warited an ex-Air Force educator.

My first thought was, Friend, your Air Force education is out-dated." I began try-
Ing to tell him what had happened since he left the service. He was courteous, but he

time to introduce me to members of his staff who let me know that they kept con-
: tact with our people who are at cutting edge of our educational developments.

The company education and training programs are based on the USAF ISD model,
including those taught in foreign countries to foreign students,

The first step is to analyze the system. The scope of this survey determines the
zcope of your planning. It should yield information for the complete curriculum as well

Vas for specific courses. When we adopted the term, "system" meant the man in his work
1_.eilviroriment with his equipment. For example, an X-ray technician with his X-ray equip-

ment, laboratory and patient. We are concerned only with education and training of the
an or woman not the equipment and environment.

Step one Is accomplished on a large scale by personnel in the research division,
vAir Force human resources laboratory, and the occupational measurement center, both

at Lackland Air Force Base.
Er'1/2' Information about realities in all careers is gleaned from Air Force members all
-over the world. This information is shaped into job inventories and task lists, and from

althese --standards are developed. The standards (job, specialty, course, etc.) broadly
'.slifine the knowledge, skills, and characteristics required. The standard further pre-

m.-115es prOficiency expected at the various levels, entry, qualified, supervisory, and
superintendent.

Education and training required for any given career require a well-desigmed cur-
rictilurn. The Air Force provides the occupational or technical portion of any given pro-
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, and that-would normally consist of several separate courses. This series of courses
ed into one meaningful, logical sequence.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION
Our graduates and their supervisors are valuable sources of information. They know

which pordons of the courses are less than adequate or more than adequate and what
shotdd be added or what is taught but not needed.

Industry provides advice and counsel. Civilian and military educators given con-_,
structive recommendations. Career consultants for each career area, noted educators
and labor representatives give much aid. Manufacturers instructions on new products
and equipment also help.

DEFINE REQUIREMENTS
With this Information, we can better define the education and training requirements.

This does not mean that every item must be taught. Several factors are considered in
detemining what is taught and what is left for on-the-job training.

Let me remind you that this step is interconnected with other steps. In every part
of the process there must be a bitof evaluation, decisions, or at least thought given to the
methods, content, media and measurement. Every step is related to each of the others.

DEVELOP OBJECTIVES
If we don't know where we are going, we are liable to end up some placeelse. The

third step of ISO is where we determine just where we are going.
We decide what is essential and what is excess to the needs, limit the nice-to-know-:

information and probably delete the war stories, family problems, etc. Well-defined
objectives help guide learning activities toward realistic goals. Developing objectives
is perhaps the most difficult and most critical step in the ISD process. We must determine.-
just what the student must do to demonstrate that he is competent or that he has attained
the objective.

CRITERION MEASURES
I was of the old school in which grades were expected to he well distributed over the '

normal bell curve. Something gradually changed my attitude, and now I consider criterion
testing acceptable.

The student can or he cannot do a specific task. I am less concerned about whether
he cannot do the task better than some other student cannot do it. Our testing is based on
criterion-referenced achievement.

VALIDATE INSTRUCTION

My Opinion Not Necessarily USAF
After the objective and criterion test items are developed, the next task is to design

instruction to enable the student to pass the test. That may sound very non-traditional,
but if the objectives are realistic and the test is valid and comprehensive, why couldn't
the instruction teach the test? Just be aure the test includes all the objectives.

SELECTION OF INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS
Selection of methods depends on several fac

-the student to be successful in his apprenticeship?

tiondi-on Experience
Slide Proiections
Pffiformunce

. Which of the following wIll enable

Demonstretion
C;scussien
Lecture

instruction must be fitted to the student body like a tailored garment is fitted to an
individual. With all our ideals, however, we are limited by time and resources.

Selection of the method applies to each swot' instruction. Even after the curricular
materials are developed and set in motion, if a student has trouble, the instructor takesA
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demonstrates, explains, and tries again. Each student reacts as an
his own peculiar stumblingblocks. The live instructor with the system

henever/wherever need is recognized.

e of thumb is: Use whatever strengthens communication. Shall we use multi-
A single medium? Real equipment? Combinations? Actually, these decisions
for each step of instruction.
'bne of the best ideas in instructions are tested before they are incorporated

e %system. Thus, the instructor has the information, suggested audio-visual
methods of presentation and everything else needed to make the course effec-
stnictor can add or interpret or alter to fit the needs of the class.

tBits of instruction are tested on wives, husbands, fellow workers and others. Then
small units are tried with small groups. Larger segments are tried on groups, and

y the completed block or unit is tried on a group or groups.
Thia,part of the ISO process can be very frustrating. We can develop seemingly

ilect instructional programs, but when we try them on students, there may not be much
litrning. If there isn't much learning, there is something wrong with the instructional
syetem,-not necessarily the student. Pride of authorship leads one to believe the students

0 less than capable.
After realization that our materials do not teach as much as we expected, after the

sappoinunent and reaccomplishment of the instructional materials, tryouts of little
einnents of the course may be made with individuals and segments, or complete units
'bntai_ber,tried Our with small groups. When we are satisfied with the entire course, it is
en conducted and tested with a real class or validate& This proves that the course

will not) teach what it is supposed to teach.
ie _initial impact of new course materials on instructors and students may simulate

ii tidal wave, buttheir reactions and evaluations help to refine the course materials.
om -erience, I find that most deficiencies can be found during the "first time" use .

tg,Iiiitructors gradually learn to compensate for deficiencies and errors; after several
times, even glaring errors are forgotten.i

4-kVA LUATION

Now the course is in operation, and we could think that we would have only minor
..enges. A very real test comes now. Evaluation, as we know it, is made up of two dis-

tinctly, separate categories: Internal and external.
: Internal evaluation doesn't mean exploratory surgery. It is conducted in Air Force

ephools constantly. This evaluation is conducted by those who have a vested interest in
theoperation of the school, and theyconsider facilities, instructional materials, supplies,

'equipment, quality of instruction, student's participation, student's achievement and every-
in&else that affects instruction.

Along with all this, student critiques are conducted. Students are free to express
their favorable and unfavorable comments. The instructor frequently conducts his own
rivate critiques between the scheduled critiques; thus he can very well determine how
a coupe is selling before he goes by any check points.

Additionally, there are curriculum specialists who conduct course reviews to insure
ting and adequacy of materials.
Eitternal evaluation is accomplished by evaluation teams which visit the school,

,eaduates and their supervisors. Team members are people who are not directly affected
Valle results of the evaluation.

Also, there is a scholarly and systematic proct....ire for obtaining evaluation infor-
ation from graduates and their supervisors through mailed-out questionnaires. This...,

type_of feed-back comes from every area where graduates are assigned. When warranted,
-struction is changed accordingly and expeditiously. We accept recommendations.
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The cycle begins anew and is repeated as deemed necessary and appropriate. This
ccional system development helps the instructor by providing the most efficient,_

mplete instructional system that the Air Farce has been able to devise.
We have talked more about development of instructional systems than we have other'.
ons of the technical instructor course. We shall now continue with other elements
e course.

UDENT PRESENTATIONS
We have talked about methods more than we have talked about oral communication.

In the instructor course, a number of controlled practice reaching exercises are dis- .
trIbuted throughout the first block of instruction in order to give the student teachers con-
fidence and practice in planning for and using the skills they are acquiring. Completion
of these exercises may be by stand-up instruction or, if appropriate, the designing of
self-paced lessons.

Of course, the subject of the student teacher's presentation can be related to his
.actual 'job and becomes a learning experience for the entire class. For example, the.
.student'teacher of automotive mechanics might use the objective he had previously con- --
structed in his module on writing behavioral objectives (e.g., replacing all the gaskets in-
die -Ford 1560 carburetor). In actual teaching situations, 80 percent of the students must
perlorm the task correctly for the teacher to have successfully completed a demonstra-
tion/performance lesson. However, in practice teaching, demonstration of the appropriate
skills for the methods used is more relevant to the learning situation.

We tailor the course to fit the needs of the students and to use the communications
media we havr available. In our classrooms, various student presentations are video
taped by the instructor to help the student become aware of and corredt any distracting'!'
mannerisms he might have and is perhaps unaware& (example: rattling change in pockets,
poor eye contact, etc.). All is designed to give the student the required competencies to
lead a discussion comfortably or use proper questioning techniques in his class.

Practice teaching exercises are critiqued by the instructor and the other student
instructors. Critiques include commenting, generally, on the planning of the presentation
(clarity, organization and content) vs the effectiveness of the actual delivery of instruc-
tion (delivery, interaction and evaluation).

Of course, replay of the video can help pinpoint areas of weakness and show subse-
quent improvement. Or the video could even be parr of a demonstration lesson within a
self-paced presentation module for the instructor to evaluate.

Upon completion of the first block of instruction, the student teacher is placed on the
job in the department where he will be an instructor for two weeks of supervised practice .
teaching.

We are presently validating a self-paced version of the course at one of our technical
training centers. This method reinforces the idea that there are desirable alternative
ways to present material other than ths, straight lecture method.

We are working on methods for teachers to learn how to manage self-paced instruc-
tion. We have become accustomed to the lecture method or reading a newspaper while
students struggle with problems in self-paced instruction.

Learning modules have been prepared for the content areas previously covered. The
student has up to four weeks three days to complete the first block of instruction. A
number of people with some previous experience or training in education have completed
Block One in as little as five days.

With successful completion of the two weeks of practice teaching, the student teacher,
is certified as a technical instructor and Is awarded his instructor badge.

However, the new instructor then works with an experienced instructor until he has
mastered each unit or block of instruction for which he will be responsible. When his
assignment changes, he again co-reaches with an experienced person until he has mastered ;
or "checked-out" in his new subject.

IN-SERVICE TRAINING
To insure that the proficiency of our technical instructors remains at a high level, ,

they must attend at least one in-service training course a year in subjects such as:
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genic counseling
icnisual methods

.Develooment of learning ablectives
_Instructirnoi system development
Teite& Meceurements
TheinstrUctor$s tole in self-pacing .

This entire educational program is directed toward the improvement of educational
pornmunication in our courses and assures that our graduates are increasingly more
qualified to perform on the Job.

At the present time, portions of the technical instructor course are being used by
gevera.l educational institutions in their faculty development programs. For example,

iT-ApOlachian State University has modified the course to meet a similar need within the
-Carolina Community College system.

If you are particularly interested in obtaining a copy of the technical instructor course
I& one of its related in-servi: training courses, I have an address to write to obtain
them., They are availableas are all courses in the over 90 program areas of the corn-

trii-uniry college of the Air Force. Public or non-profit institutions may receive a copy at
'111-tle or no cost through our curricular materials exchange program.

4To believe the results of the total system of instruction, you must see it I strongly
=end that you arrange to visit one of the major schools.

Keesler AFB, Mississippi
Lowry AFB, Colorado
Chanute AFB, Illinois
Lackland AFB, Texas

etter yet, visit us at the CCAF headquarters, Randolph AFB, Texas.
I know of no technical/occupational courses prepared with more care and expertise

tthsn theae. Let me repeat that we develop die complete curriculum, but prepare courses
nly for the specific career.

They are essentially yours for the asking. Your tax dollars paid for our 1SD process.
If you have comments, questions or requests, you may write to the Community College

of the Air Force, Professional Relations Division, Randolph AFB, Texas 78148.

r. Kiker and Mr. Simonson work at the Community College of the Air Force, Randolph AFB, Texas.

.,The Scope of Honors Education
WiIIiam L. Larsen

The idea of honors education is old, having roots that reach back into liberal arts
education of many years ago. In its modern form, it is perhaps best represented by the

.National Collegiate Honors Council, which came into existence in 1966 as an outgrowth
zlof an earlier organization, the Inter-University Committee on the Superior Student.1

The NCHC serves as a forum and communicatiOns link for honors programs in the
tpited States, but the programs themselves are extremely diverse. There is no one
f standard definition of .honors, but one might, without being too far wrong, refer to it as
4anperior education for superior students. This superior education has as many forms as
esere are campuses upon which it is found. Even the concept of what constitutes a superior
Ftudent or superior education is not well defined.
i-.-, It is appropriate as well as being inevitable that a high degree of diverdity exist
among honors programs. Each is set in its own context with its own needs, opportunities
and resourcen. Coupled with this is a group of faculty and students on each campus, all
-6,177';.whom are trying to create new structures, new educational methods, new content.
:Orton is ultimately limited only by the imaginations of those involved in It, Neverthe-
ess, its character on any given campus usually can be related to the traditions, needs
eanurces, constraints and attitudes within which that program finds itself.
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:Contrary to a common conception, honors programs do not exist for the purpose of
4 7_6:inferring honor upon students. Any student who enrolls in an honors program for pur-

ea of enhancing his or her reputation or self-image does so for the wrong reason .
eiterm honors does cause problems in interpretation and, some schools have dropped

the term, even while retaining their program. However, in most of the schools where
ath the title and the program remain, there is little thought of conferring honor. Rather,
is sentiment is that some measure of honor may be earned through some form of aca-

demic achievement which is not usually even attempted by the ordLnary student.
The, academic processes by which superior education is achieved are many and varied.

No one campus has an honors program which embodies all the possible variants. To give
some idea of the possibilities, a few examples are listed here.

Hectors courses may be accelerated, advanced or enriched. Honors faculty recog-
'razed very early that superior students were being short-changed by being held back to
the academic pace set for average students. Skipping of pre-requisite courses and im-
mediate placement in advanced or graduate courses enable the student to learn at what-
ever pace he or she is capable and to get farther in a given period of time.

One of the interesting consequences of this form of educational experimentation was
the recognition that many alleged prerequisites were found not to be prerequisite at all,
but rather served such purposes as keeping a class together, easing scheduling or pro-

-Adding balanced teaching loads. At the worst, it was sometimes found that the course
was not even needed but had outlived its usefulness to all but the professor. Another
revelation was that we sometimes taught EDO much fact and too little understanding of
principles. No student can begin to assimilate all the available, or even important, facts.
However, some courses exist for the purpose of dispensing information a task which .;

might well be left to books or relegated to self-learning. Some teachers learned that if
they taught concepts, the students could move at a faster pace, could find the facts for
themselves, could cover more concepts during the term, and, perhaps most important,
could see their education as learning how to learn. The student who can see the conceptual
structure of the subject, as contrasted to only the facts, has the capacity to learn beyond
the scope of the course, to become a self-learner, to see and create new concepts, and
thus achieve a whole new dimension of understanding. Accelerating learning in honors
courses taught us a great deal about our regular courses, as well as teaching the student
a much more creative approach to education.

Enriched courses sometimes covered no more ground, as ordinarily measured, but
they offer greater breadth. Thus, while a student may not learn to solve any more prob-
lems in an enriched physics course, he may learn a great deal more about the history of
physics, the lives of great physicists, or the social and philosophical impact of the ideas
of physics. Such contextual breadth is the hallmark of the educated person, one with the
capaciry for creativity, one who may see new implications and applications of knowledge, ,

as compared to the technician who is merely skilled in the performing of prescribed
work. Enriched courses often open doors to vast new storehouses of knowledge.

Honors courses may be experimental in content or method. Would the student really
understand the subject better if we used a different text, or developed a time-honored
formula from a new perspective, or if we eliminated a traditional topic and replaced it
with a new done? Very often, honors courses represent creative teachers' attempts to
improve the content of their course. Typically, and happily, if the experiment is a suc-
cess, the "new" course may be adopted as the standard and all students benefit. This is
a frequent occurrence in honors teaching,_

Methods, too, can be improved. It seerns that the trend is away from traditional lee- -A
wring which is heavy on information transmittal and toward Socratic methods or
interpretive and analytical lecturing based upon facts the students can read or find for

--themselves. The variety of methods of teaching known tO the academic community is
. large; the number of methods actually employed is often small. This is dictated, in part,

by habit as well as by convenience. Honors sections of courses are usually small, 15 or
20 being a customary maximum for a course, 10 to 12 for a seminar. Given that size ofE;
class, creative teaching methods become possible.

Honors education is often individualized. Honors faculty usually recognize that stu-_
dents vary in their goals, needs and talents. They frequently also find that the needs ofz
a profession or of society are not well served if every graduate has the same training.
Therefore, after completion of a basic core of knowledge required to meet minimal pro7
fessional requirements a core which tends to get smaller the longer and more honestlyT.:
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e bOnors student often embarks in new directions or makes new com-
m.
- long been one of the marks of honors education, particularly in
Serbig, education, home economics, etc., where by tradition the

tas been high. In the case of engineering, for example, there has
-Vecent- years away from the highly specified, rigid curricula. In

akbeen.brought about by the accrediting agency which has recognized that
fry Aricriii:Siidth'ate essential to the education of a person who must be creative and
eLin.the applicationfof his knowledge and in respondtng to social needs. It has also
uadtie some:cases that local interpretations of accrediting criteria have been un-

anctrukibecisaarilY restrictive, being more nearly a reflection of tradition or individ-
kWilianiit thereal needs of the profession. Thus, through the privilege of flexibility
ritedto die faculty has found that other students curricula may be

azibii,;resitictive. The result has been a loosening of many requirements to the
t.pf all, This same effect is being felt in areas other than engineering .

apPlies to individual courses as well as to whole curricula. Individual
lrIswIdely practiced in honors programs on occasions when class attendance is really
trequired, when the student can profit from pursuing ideas different from those con-
ifed-Wthe regular class, or where there is need to study material not embodied in
King courses. Such-individual effort often is manifested as research projects, special
i4Ve,works, off-campus field work or intensive investigation of special topics.
41oriors study often is carried out in a seminar format. Topics are frequently those
Orem national or international interest, though there are also many seminars explor-
*ell defined topics that are off the beaten track or which represent the frontiers of
w_ledge of -existing disciplines. Some features of such seminars are student freedom
41e.raelectibia of both the topic and the instructor and exploitation of the benefits of
apf discussion. Student-student interaction can often perform academic wonders that
iicultystudent interaction can achieve. Often the instructor is in the position of guid-
iloosely,hitched team of energetic horses. He usually sucCeeds in keeping them going
Te.;oz,-less in the same direction and out of the mire but the pace and directions are
n ,sei by the students. Under such circumstances, the honors programs often achieve
z greatest successes.
,In'addillon to such tangible aspects, an honors program often provides very impor-
Zan& real but intangible benefits. Frequently there is superior advising by faculty
tiven by' upperclass students who wish to share in the excitement and concern of
dag- a promising student plot a ccurse for himself. There are social benefits to the
lents who frequently find a feeling of encouragement and support from those of similar
ity,and interest. It is often found that the awareness of competition diminishes among
ars'itudents who are grouped together, and this is replaced by a feeling of cooperation._
ag with this goes a decreased emphasis on grades, per se, with a consequent increase

actual performances and in the pleasure of learning.
-Other fearures of some honors programs include common housing, as in an honors
se or honors dormitory; emphasis on foreign travel, public service or work Intern-
is; preparation of an undergraduate thesis; dr privileged access to research, library
Learning facilities. The list is large, ever changing, and not likely to be identical at
,two1 institutions.
Very little has been said here about grades, admission to honors programs or re-

red,standards of performance. Again, practices vary widely. At a recent meeting of
tits ssrudents from three apparendy similar institutions at which the honors programs
;et greatly different in character, the students all came away feeling that each institu=
iThadt criteria and procedures suitable for its own students and circumstances. Such
iibility_and.the satisfaction with various forms will doubtlessly continue. _

:Settle of the variability stems from a lack of agreement as to the proper criteria for
iitiorr. Some criteria which are widely used are high school grades, high school rank,
ly college grades SAT scores, ACT scores, interviews, qualiry of written applica-
18, written or oral examinations and tangible evidence of scholarly achievement .
On the other hand, exit criteria also vary widely and may include enrollment in

tain -courses, maintenance of certain grade levels or completion of specified projects
*seg.'
7Despite all these enormous variations, a convention of honors students which is in
tlf-: a delight and an education reveals a remarkable unanimity of enthusiasm and
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cation to high goals, along with evidenceof high personal character, abundant creativ-
ity and energy and a feelingof comradeship in building and enjoying an educational experi-
ence based upon one's own dreams. I would haw w lose our honors students, but I would -.
be delighted to have those from almost any other honors program.

At Iowa State University there is a vital, growing, productive honors program. It is
perhaps unlike any others in that there is essentially an independent program in each
college, independence in terms of some admission critetia and in the form and content of
the programs of individual students. While on the one hand being adapted to the differing
academic environments in the several colleges and while having some courses and oppor-
tUnities peculiar to that college, all the programs are tied together at the top and share
a common purpose, general policy and pool of courses and seminars. For us, the system
appears to have all the advantages of any system and few of the disadvantages. Of course,
we are also constantly changing, and we hope improving. One recent major change has

=

been the institution of Freshman Honors Program, and another has been a considerable
broadening of course offerings.

The details of our program are notjmportant here, hov. er. What I wish to point
out is that we have a dynamic, flexible and growing program that we hope will be respon-
sive to the needs of each of the several colleges within our university.

As I view the potential for honors work in a college of education and mare particularly
within the context of industrial education whether it is called industrial arts, industrial
technology, industrial education or some other name I see several exciting possibilities
which may not be fully developed at all schools and which your honors program can help
bring about.

First, I see the possibility for productive exploration of all the ramificationsoof
psychokinetic learning. Other than a few psychologists who may have thought about it,
most faculry people in other disciplines have thought education to be essentially a cog-
nitive process. Nothing could be further from the truth, as you well know.

As a laboratory teacher I know I can achieve results that are impossible with other
modes of learning, but I am not sure why. Perhaps the creative thinking and research E
of honors students in industrial education will help me learn.

Too often teachers in other disciplines regard laboratory work only as a means-of
illustration of concepts or discovering or proving concepts; that is, the laboratory work -7-

is the tool of the intellect. I believe this is fundamentally wrong, ar at least short-sighted.:
Working with one's hands can be a way of creating and shaping the concept. Why

must it be thatonly the eye and the ear are channels for input to the brain? I conceptualize
about the operation of my car by handling it. Cannot we use controlled manual experience
as a way of actually forming and interpreting concepts?

Industrial education stands at the interface of the workman and the work. Has the
.understanding of the interface been fully achieved, or is there still some tendency to think
too much about the worker and his skills as one separate entity and the product of the
work as another? (lone wishes to take a popularized view of this subject, I would strongly
urge an honors seminar built around the book, Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Mainte-
nance."2 Although I have some reservations about the book, I am very enthusiastic about
its treatment of the interaction between a worker and work. We can all profit from read-
ing these views.

Another dirnension of this area is that of worker satisfaction as contrasted to worker
performance. What is the subjective nature of work, and how does it affect both the 4
worker and his work? What is really involved in a job enrichment program? When does 4:
manual work become craftsmanship and art, as for a skilled dentist making restorations?
Is this important In planning or doing work? Is a foreman or engineer really competent
to direct the work of others if he has not experienced is opposed to thought about the
work? _ =

Those who are engaged in the application of tools have an opportunity to perceive
and feel the impact of technology on people and on our way of life that iri some ways is
more profound than the perception or feeling of the computer engineer or nuclear physi-
cist. Although we worry about the impact of computers and radiation, neither of these
act directly at the sensory level. We have a vastly different perception and feel about the -
tools of the shop. Yet, in their day they had some of the same impact on life as more
sophisticated tools do now. The particulars have changed: many of the principles are the
same. Can we learn something from industrial education about the interaction of man
and technology?
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theliffécrofindustrial arts or industrial technology on our esthetic
poes the ability to create a St. Louis Arch or a welded sculpture

Does the stone carving of the Eskimo or the rug of the Navaho
ge concerning the religious or ethical values of the artisan? How

c rendering of one of our own religious symbols? Can we divorce our
our values; both esthetic and ethical?

suggest that within the realm of industrial education there is a unique
ors education, not just as a means of fulfilling the traditional ends of

yhlcb outlined, such as curricula flexibility, opportunity for crea-
int4Ordiscittlinary breadth, subject matter enrichment, etc., but also to explore

tisdee1oped areas. I would think it exciting to sit down with the top students in
artm Cal and inquire Lrito questions such as the potential of industrial arts as a

es course ,. the,potential for promoting psychokinetic learning, the philosophical
Of craftsmanship the social dimensions of industrial work and the affective

discipline- which is too often considered only as a developer of skills .
you hear about some of the ways an honors program has been implemented

Industrial, arts context , you will consider what your honors program cerbdo to help
vide superior education for your superior students. .

pi9TES
The:secretary of the National Collegiate Honors Council is Dr. C. Grey Austin,

prelty Honors Director,The Ohio State University, 9 Denney Hall, 164 W. 17th Avenue,
aphis _Ohio 43210.

Robert M. Pirsig Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance Wm. Morrow New
1974. Also available ht a paperback edition from Bantam Books, Inc., New York.

14:1:Larsan is a Professor in the Department of Materials Science and Engineering and is the Chairman of
tiOniversity Honors Program Committee at Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa.
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rhe Student Teaching Supervisor's Roleidenti
readier CQMpetencies
Onald E Moon

As 1
Hes

is the primary responsibility of the classroom teacher to guide the learning
of children, the primary responsibility of the student teaching supervisor is to
learning activities of the student of teaching. The supervisor, as the leader,

nets with the students of teaching in the classroom/laboratory situation, both as
duals and as a group. In the process of this interaction, he influences the students,

etimes intentionally with planned behavior, sometimes consciously without planning,
6-tiqiiin without awareness of his behavior and the effect of this behavior on the learning

eas. The supervisor, then, is continually exerting influence on the student of teach-
Wend indirectly on the learuing situation.

,The areas of influence are numerous and vary considerably from institution to insti-
4OU Under this system of evaluation, one of the most important responsibilities of the

Viiatitiervisor is to properly administer the several components of the system. The
ng items summarize the college supervisor's responsibilities:

Communicate program objectives and evaluative procedures to students and cooperating
teachers.

The nine categories of teaching competence that will be described in greater detail in
this presentation define the objectives of the field practicum. The supervisor seeks to
clarify their mecining for the participants. Often, this entails adapting them to specialized
areas of instruction or unusual circumstances.

-1-2 Plan with district staff an appropriate schedule of training experiences for students.
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Here, the supervisor deals with decisions such as:
a. Time for actual teaching by the beginner.
b. Time for lesson planning.
c. Time for weekly seminars with students of teaching.
d. Time.for systematic observation of teaching by the student.
0. Time for observation of and visitations by the student with building support staff spe-

cialists, librarians, counselors, social waters, psychologists, etc.
f. Time for department, faculty and PTA meetings.
g. Time for community exploration, visits to other buildings.
Although the student teacher is expected to devote full time to his/her school assignment,

without becoming involved in other course or port-time employment, the activities planned
for the student must not represent an overload.

3. Guide appropriate pacing of the students' training during the quarter.
Students of teaching will differ in how much responsibility they con successfully accept

at different pericels of the quaHer or semester. When is a student ready to plan and teach a
lesson? What kind of a lesson? A unit? Plan and teach for a full day? For a full week?
These ore vary important decisions. The answer to each depends to a great extent on the
individual, the cooperating teocher, and the nature of the leorning groups. The supervisor
is in a key position to encourage individualized pacing.

4. Complete at least three "rounds of measurement" and Four "observation cycles."
The system of evaluation being presented in this paper emphasizes assessment of a sequence

of instruction (unit) rather than merely isolated lessons. Thus, using the Measurement of
Student Teaching Performance form, the supervisor reviews and assesses the planning for at
least three units of insturction. Similarly, using the Form the supervisor reviews and assesses
the student's evaluation of those same units of instruction.

As part of a "reund of measurement,' the supervisor schedules at least one formal observe-
on cycle. A pre-observation conference should be scheduled to review the lesson plans,

taking paHicular note of their relationship to the unit objectives. Regardless of the format
used, unit plans and lesson plans should be a port of the field practice.

The second stage of the observation cycle, the actual observation of teaching,_varies in
length, depending upon the nature of the lesson and the content being presented. The Meas-
urement of Student Teaching form should be used during the observation. The presence or
absence of the relevant performance criteria should be noted and appropriate comments lotted
in the "Notes" section. The final stage of the observation cycle is the post-observation
conference. The reverse side of the form used in observation constitutes a record of the con-
ference. Items of particular strength as well as weaknesses are'discussed. Suggestions and
specific plans For improvement are made.

5. Schedule, plan and lead weekly seminars with all assigned students of teaching.
These are scheduled on a day and at a time which has minimal conflict with other commit-

ments of participants. Seminar objectives promote acbievernent by students of the nine cate-
gories of teaching competence. Starting with the first performance criterion, the seminar
proceeds, In sequence, to identify the problems experienced by the student in applying these
criteria in their individual teaching situations. By discussion, students exchange suggestions
For solving these real problems. At the end of the quarter, a seminar session involving stu-
dents in evaluating their practicum experience, and shored with the student teachers prepar-
ing to go into the program in the succeeding period, has proven to be an excellent means of
getting the students to respond to their precticum assignment in an objective manner.

6. At mid-quarter and at the end of the quarter, report the results of the systematic evaluotion
of each student's performance.

This evaluation system, more than most, demands a substantial documented record of stu-
dent performance. While normative judgments are not eliminated, the evaluation process
can be smoothed out if data is properly gathered and recorded. Rather than reporting on a
"bad-good" continuum, this system reports on the basis of the frequency with which a student
demonstrates expected skills. Such judgments will be more easily made If adequate data are
kept. Both mid-term and final evaluations should be the result of three-way conferences
involving the student, cooperating teacher and college supervisor.

CATEGORIES OF TEACHING COMPETENCE

Three broad views of teaching have been used to generate nine categories of teaching
competence. These nine categories constInrVbframewark for the program. They are:,!"
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Teaching
s clear learner objectives.

goitects and uses diagnostic infonnation.
Selecti 'strategies and activities.
Uses productive management/interaction procedures.

5. Gilit,etas tile effectiveness of instruction.
vi'l`ihropc-ise of Teaching

.eomsrs make educational progress.
le of Teacher

7. Maintains positive relations with professionals.
, 8. Maintains positive relations with learners ond parents.

9. Exhibits canmitment to the profession of teaching.

se nine categories do not include everything a teacher might do. Purposely, they
eve been Wetted to those dimensions of teaching which are applicable without regard to_ _

Ubject; grade level or teaching situation. Further, each of the nine categories is c.om-
ex difficult. Eachhas been subdivided into specific criteria which, when consistently

ormed, constitutes mastery of that category. These criteria do not apply just to
nners. As shared, common responsibilities of all who teach, these criteria are the

nsibilities of al professional practitioners, regardless of experience.
e nine categories of teaching competence reflect different ways of_ thinking about

aching. In assessing teaching competence, it is essential to distinguish among the
se of teaching, the process of teaching and the role of the teacher. Failure to con-

ider all three perspectives of teaching skews the resulting assessment or evaluation.

The-Purpose of Teething ,
, The teacher must provide learning opportunities that produce a desired change in
_Wis. In short, it is to produce learning. There is substantial discussion and dispute

to what learning opportunities are appropriate and what learner changes represent
lippropriate teaching objectives. But the tact remains that society compels youngsters

'-attend school for the purpose of improving their knowledge, skills and attitudes. Ac-
`Pordisigly, one part of the assessment of teaching must incorporate an attempt to docu-

grnent the results of learning, i.e., in terms of these knowledges, skills, and attitudes.
'-dategory RIX, "Learners make educational progress," relates to this view of teaching.

Is category suggests that teachers should be held accountable bur only in part for
onstrating that their pupils have made gains in the direction intended.

l'he Process of Teaching
Understandably, many are reluctant to assess teaching only in terms of learning out-

cOmes or results. As in all things human, teaching is inexact; the causal connection be-
een teacher behavior and pupil learning is not completely understood. Generally, a

urgeon is not held legally responsible for a patient's death if generally accepted medical
igrocedures have been followed. Too many variables can intervene to conclude with cer-

nty that the surgeon was at fault. Similarly, many variables are at play in teaching that
lire simply beyond the control of the teacher. Therefore, much of the assessment of
teaching focuses on the process of instruction that the teacher has adopted.
"' Teaching categories one through five summarize the process of teaching. These

categories are the logical derivatives of accumulated experience and research. They
Pis on the generally accepted cycle of teaching the preparation for, implementation
d- evaluation of instruction. Nonetheless, it is quite possible that a properly planned,

iteCuted and evaluated lesson or unit of instruction will not result in significant learning .
ong:as.the student of teaching analyzes the teaching process and attempts to determine

y thepurposeof teaching was not achieved, he or she may be judged to have performed
e competently in the first five categories of teaching; the process of teaching.
The Field Service Program has gone beyond the mere naming of nine categories of

'china, Specific performance criteria have been identified for each category. No doubt,
adequacy of these criteria may be debated. Professionals will disagree as to what

ceases are proper. However, all professions medicine, law, accounting, engineering
tiave generally accepted processes and procedures for achieving their purposes,.
ipite some disagreement, each profession can state a set of processes that a large

ity of its members will accept.
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The Role Of the Teacher
'A third way to look at teaching is in terms of the expectations that society and the

profession impose on the personal and professional behavior of teachers. Despite desir-
able learning outcomes and the use of generally accepted teaching processes, a teacher's ,
effectiveness may be enhanced or impaired by his or her ability to interact with col-
leagues, pepils or parents. Therefore, an essential third perspective of teaching focuses
on the way in which an individual responds to the reasonable expectations of others. ,

Categories seven through nine deal with this view of teaching.
_

Implications for Students of Teaching
The Field Services Program attempts to incorporate ail three views of teaching into

the assessment of a student's work. All students should expect to have their work viewed
from the perspectives of "Did the pupils learn?" Were generally accepted teaching
processes use07" and "Can the student satisfy the expectations that society and the pro-
fession impose on teachers?" In the broadest sense, then, the objectives of all student
,teaching programs are twofold:

1. To provide a student of teaching with an opportunity to practice, refine and re-
_peatedly demonstrate competence in all of the stated categories of teaching; and :

2. To document for the state and the profession that the student of teaching has
demonstrated sufficient competence to warrant granting a license to teach.

THE OPERATIONAL MEANING OF THE NINE
CATEGORIES OF TEACHING COMPETENCE

Each category of teaching competence will have operational meaning for the student
of teaching when:

1. He/she can recognize the competency when he/she observes its practice in a real
teaching situation.

2. He/she can judge how well the competency was demonstrated when he/she ob-
serves its practice in a real teaching situation.

3. He/she can demonstrate it in a real teaching situation when needed.

Categories of Teaching Competencies The Process of Teaching
COMPETENCY ONE: Formulates Clear Learner Ob ectives

This relates to what a teacher wants to accomplish. There is an important ethical
principle of consumer protection involved here. Learners have the right to know what the
expected outcomes of daily lessons and teaching units are. Objectives should be clear
and specific (observable or measurable) in order to permit teacher and youngster to know
when they have been achieved. In addition, objectives must be appropriate or justifiable
in terms of existing educational goals, the age and grade of learners, and the philosophy
and values of the community.
Criterion 1,a.: Objectives were clearly stated.

The teacher provides pupils with statements of objectives for both daily lessons and
units in terms which the students can understand.
Criterion 1.1a: Objectives provided a daily focus for teaching., ,

Without clearly stated objectives, daily teaching strategies and learning activities
often become ends in themselves rather than means to a planned outcome. Objectives
must be the determinant of teaching strategies and learner activities.
Criterion 1.c.: Objectives reflected the program goals of the subject area.

By maintaining compatibility between course goals and specific unit or lesson objec-
tives and by making this relationship known to learners, the teacher helps learners to
see how the parts contribute to the whole, Poor performance on this criterion is often
reflected in the following question asked by students: "Why are we doing this?" 4

Criterion 1.d.: Objectives included both simple and complex learning outcomes.
The teacher provides learners wiLi opportunities to go beyond simple recall to apply :j

what they have learned to new situations and to develop and defend their own solutions A
to problems.
Criterion Le.: Objectives LorisidirLd attitudes and physical abilities as well as thinking:.

skills.
The teacher's instructional program includes objectives focusing on Intellectua

activity, attitudes and motor development.
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TgNot TWO: Collects and Uses Diagnostic Information
*gnosis, as a function of instruction, requires that you initially and continuously

!1.111fOrmario1i that.allows you to make the best possible decision about objectives
.,Iterivities for each individual learner. Also, keep in mind that such diagnosis should
udelaelearner as a collector and interpreter of information.

Ciiterion 2.a.: Identified learners' entering level of performance.
The-focus in on the learner. What performances and knowledges does the learner

littiterelative to the lesson to be taught?
Criterion,2.b.: Prerequisite skills and abilities were identified.

:As' oposed to 2.a., this item may be viewed as -Content-related. That is, whar must
[any child lenow in order to profit from the lesson? What are the prerequisites of the con-
tent to be taught?
Criterion 2.c.: Information was collected, using formal and informal procedures.

Teacher uses formal and informal testing and observations to determine what knowl-
'edgeand skifis students possess in an area prior to introducing it.
'Criterion 2.d.: Diagnostic information was used in adjusting units and lessons.

Objectives are revised in light of new information regarding the limits of learners,
and strategies are altered in response to changes in the learners' moods and attitudes

-as-well as abilities.

°COMPETENCY THREE: Uses Planned Strate and Acdvities
Selecting appropriate strategies and activities is a broad function of instruction that

'take8 place after the instructor has formulated program objectives and has gathered
;-diagnostic data about each learner. With clear and appropriate objectives and sufficient
;diagnostic data, the instructor is ins position to deal with questions of how, when and with

Making educated guesses or hypothesizing have been suggested as terms that sumr
rize what is involved in this function of instruction. The teacher predicts that a cer-

tain set of activities will work and uses sbbsequent measures of learner performance as
.7the test of that prediction.

Thus, tifere are two classes of competencies involved in this function. One is that of
:making the initial selection of activities (the educated guesses) or determining how to go
about choosing among the myriad of possible activities, materials, and strategies. The

-second has to do with insuring that the activities and strategies include sufficient oppor-
',.tunity for evaluation, since that is the ultimate rest of the appropriateness of the straw-
;:gles and activities.
CriteriOn 3.a.; Strategies fit the stated objectives.

As much as possible, the methods the teacher uses should permit the learner to
develop and demonstrate the objective to be learned.
Crlterlon 3.b.: Strategies accommodated alternative learning styles.

The teacher provides or suggests different learning methods to attain stated goals
;and accepts appropriate student-initiated methods.
Criterion 3.c.: Used some strategies that promote creative thinking.

Different student responses (divergent outcomes) often are the most appropriate
teaching objective. This contrasts with the more frequent objective of having students
xespond with the same answer (convergentoutcomes). Lessons and units should regularly

t.include some such strategies.
.Criterion 3 d Strategies included all elements of a lesson (motivation, involvement,

feedback, practice and summary).
Each lesson should include each of these components. The student should have a

clear reason for omitting any. The criterion is satisfied only when all elements are in-
....cluded or their absence is adequately explained.
Critett 3 Strategies reflected teacher's mastery of subject being taught.

A lesabn is completed without teacher referring to a text or similar resource, stu-
..dent questions related to the subject matter are correctly answered, and the teacher can
elaborate about the topic.

COMPETENCY POUR: Uses Productive Managerneaty Interaction Procedures.
This competency requires you to begin mastering a rather large and diverse reper-

'-toire of skills some of which are rather universally used (e.g., questioning, verbal re-
zinforcement, corrective feedback, classroom management and pacing skills). Other skills
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e somewhat unive to a particular strategy or activity (e.g., lecturing, inquiry, labora-
experiments and demonstrations).

terion 4,a.: Physical environments promoted efficient learning.
-The instructor must realize that different learning experiences can best take place
dlfferent learning environments. As a result, the instructor must not be afraid to

mantpulate the setting.
Criterion 4.b.: Instructions and procedures were understood by learners .

instructions must be given in a clear, precise manner in a climate that Is calm. Thus,
efforts must be taken to see that students are attentive and responsive while succinct, ,

thoUght-out announcements and directions are given.
triterion'4.c.: Voice, language and physical bearing promoted efficient learning.

The teacher's voice carries well and features a variety of tonal qualities r,vhich helphold interest Oral statements are delivered dynamically with obvious energy and en-
thusiasm behind them. Language is carefully chosen but not uncolorful. There is aware-
ness that new vocabulary can be taught in the course of a lecture or discussion without

.

making too much of it The teacher's posture and physical presence indicate health and
Vitality.
Criterion 4.d.: Instructional materials were appropriate to content and strategies.

The teacher provided pupils with an adequate and suitable variety of materials and
equipment which made possible and enhanced the learning of the skills, understandings
anclatdtudes to be attained.
Criterion 4.e.: A calm, productive learning environment was maintained.-

The teacher assumed responsibility for selecting strategies which were effective in
structuring classroom activities and which encouraged efficient and orderly pupil learn-
ing to occur. Disruptive behavior is minimized.
Criterion 4.f.: Learners felt free to ask questions and make comments.

The teacher provides opportunities and tirne for individual and group concerns, corn-
ments and questions. By the teacher's open and responsive manner and respect for pupils,
the latter want to ask questions and make comments.
Criterion 4.g.: Pacing of lessons was flexible, related to learner needs.

Teachers must be flexible, knowing when to slow down, speed up or make a detour.
When plans or strategies are changed, the teacher has a reason that makes sense. Objec-
tives and strategies must be carefully planned in terms of the probable time it will take
to achieve or implement them.
Criterion 4.h. Self-direction in learning was promoted.

The teacher provides opportunities for self-selection, self-pacing, self-evaluation to
individuals and groups to promote self-direction in learning.

_ COMPETENCY FIVE: Evaluates the Effectiveness of Instruction
The effective teacher always asks and tries to answer the question: "Is my instruc-

tional program resulting in progress (desirable change) on the part of each learner?" It
is irresponsible not to take the time and effort to determine the effects of a well-planned
instructional program. The flve competencies dealing with the process of teaching are
intended to bring about the systematic developmentof increasingly more effective instruc-
tion for all kinds of learners under a variety of conditions. But the two categories of com-
petence central to viewing the teaching as a process are the evaluation of instruction and
formulation of appropriate objectives for learners.
Criterion 5.0.: Both formal and informal evaluation procedures were used.

Evaluation of instruction involves both student and teacher. Teachers will provide
instruments for formal evaluation and provide situations for informal evaluation. Evalua-
tion will be continuous throughout the teaching-learning process.
Criterion 5 b Results of evaluation guided subsequent instruction.

Teacher uses results of evaluation in the construction of future objectives and In the
modification of teaching strategies.
Criterion 5.c.: Learners were encouraged to engage in self-evaluation.

Students are involved in a process whereby they evaluate their awn work, effort, and
progress.

The Category of Teaching Competence Related to the Purpose of Teaching
COMPETENCY SIX: Learners Make Educational progress

This category deals with the critical matter of student progress. The entire instruc-
tional process Is aimed toward this tangent l'he lessons taught may he fun and appear to
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there is no indication of student progress, then there is cause for
all .the above- categories ought to relate directly to the educational

rners.- If all of the above categories were met, then learner progress

;this category is based on the objectives of the unit of instruction.
este that the objectives were accomplished and that the growth of

d he expected, given this class, this material and these circum.

.4Learners showed increased imowledge and comprehension .
rion deals with pupil growth in the lowest levels of learning, that of learn.

ormation,or skills. This category would deal with shared items such as re.
evititi";.dates facts , Ioperations processes etc. The basic question to be asked, ,

the:- pujoils meet the knowledge level objectives that were established by the
4' Tdiven 'the time, materials and circumstances, are the pupil gains approxi-

hat coUld be expected?
on Learvers showed increased ability to apply knowledge.

Thiscriterion tiiisis with learner gains which go beyond the acquisition of knowledge .
fs-slOiti the focua should be on "those objectives which call for the application of

.." Onee again, the objectives stated by the teacher should be reviewed. Were
selohjectives that called for the application of knowledge met? Given the time, mate-
-1.11;iniVcirctimstances are the pupil gains in applying knowledge approximately what

Uld:bi) expected?
rion16 c r Learners showed desired changes in attitudes and appreciations .

er teacher ohtains information that indicates that students have or have not made
ended changes (or maintained desirable behavior) regarding attitudes and/or appre-

rions :
ifteribn 6:d.; Learners showed increased psychomotor skills.

This criterion may be obvious for such classes as physical education or indust
ts..;lioviever assisting youngsters improve their dexterity in manipulating equipment
&their win bodies is an appropriate objective for most classes.

,eilterion 6.e.: Learners were aware of their own accomplishments .
r-qb provide learning reinforcement, it is essential that each student knows and can
articulate hiti or hex- rains in leatning.
. ,.. ..

rih a Categories of Touching Competence Related to the Role of the Teather
,CQMPETENCY- SEWN! Maintains Positive Relations with Professionals

TOO often studems of teaching mistake lack of sensitivity for candor. In an effort to
)):9;-'43iien and candid, they make negative remarks or imply negative opinions about the
*aching of others. Such behavior usually reflects arrogance and an insensitivity to others .
p'reachers must develop a tolerance for different teaching styles, strategies and values in
ider.to..permit career-long professional growth.

Aa 'to assessing student teacher performance in this area, it would seem best to use
F 'no -evidence to the contrary'. procedure. That is, periodically, the supervisor (or

orating teacher) asks the question: "Do I have any evidence to indicate that this
t teacher is not maintaining positive relations with professionals?" If the answer

ino, then the smdent teacher is rated with a (+) or yes on the appropriate form for that
riod. If there is evidence of negative relations, a (-) or no rating is marked for that

and of course, the evidence and its implications are discussed witn the student

n 7.4.1 Discussed issues tactfully.
The teacher; when working with other professionals, behaved in a manner that re-

-.93 .pensitivity to the feelings and ideas of otherS. Examples of tactful vs tacdess
luAvior would include the following and might occur in faculty meetings, conferences,
rent contacts, the teachers' lounge. ,

tiitirion 7.1)A Worked productively with others.
. ,

Frequently, students have preconceived notions how to work with youngsters and
[Meet the ideas of other teachers. The practicum is short, and the student is the guest

itanother. It is essential to maximize the learning potential of the experience by being
en o and contributing to the school's staff and program.

. Kept privileged information confidential.
The teacher does not divulge privileged information gained from students or parents,

ether,gained informally or in private conference.,
4 6 7
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COMPETENCY EIGHT: Maintains Positive Relations with Learners and Parents.
The teacher seeks to build upon the strengths of both learners and parents in the

manner in which he or she talks EC) them, in the attitude of acceptance of each child and
parent as a capable person and In the way in which he or she plans for successful experi-
ences and responses. Each learner is respected for his or her own unique responses
and characteristics. The teacher avoids comparisons and labeling phrases, both when
counseling learners and conferencing with parents.
Criterion La.: Developed and supported the learners' sense of self-worth.

The teacher accepts learners' contributions and gives positive reactions to them.
Criterion 8.114 Accepted learners, regardless of ability or background.

The teacher plans activities in which the learners can achieve success at different
levels. The teacher also plans experiences which recognize that the learners come from
varying economic, cultural and racial backgrounds and imply that he or she values the
heritage of all children.
Criterion 8.c.: Maintained the confidence of parents.

The teacher maintains confidence of parents through communications with them. This
is done through attending PTA meetings and Open House, as well as parent-teacher con-
ferences or sending notes home. In conference, the teacher should avoid educational jar-
gon and be specific, using examples to illustrate comments. Be mindful that, to a large
extent, parents form their perceptions of teachers from what their youngsters say.
COMPETENCY NINE: Exhibits Commitment to the Profession of Teaching.

Perhaps this is the most difficult area to assess, and yet in many ways it is the most
important. In a time when the society has the luxuty of selecting the best teachers from
among many who are available, this element may be a very influential factor in hiring
decisions. Principals and parents are both looking for the kind of person who will condnue
to grow professionally through an entire career. Capacity for self-examination and de-
termination to change, adopt new techniques, and respond tO suggestions for improvement
are indicators of this vital component of teaching.
Criterion 9.a.: Responded positively to suggestions for professional improvement.

The teacher shows genuine appreciation for suggestions made by field supervisor
or clinical professor by thanking them for offering the suggestion, asking them for spe-
cific help in implementing that suggestion in his teaching behavior and acrually following
through, making the suggested change.
Criterion 9.b.: Sought suggestions for professional improvement.

The srudent of teaching provides supervisors with self-evaluations of teaching per-
formances in the classroom and related performances in other school activities and
requests specific assistance following each major endeavor. Comments or suggestions'
may be solicited from pupils.
Criterion 9.c.: Contributed to development of improved programs.

With the advice and support of supervisors, a student of teaching may take special
efforts to enrich or revise an existing unit or part of an instructional program. Alter-
natively, this can related to the student's efforts to improve his or her own technical
skills of teaching.
Criterion 9 d Accepted responsibilities of the professional teacher.

There is more to teaching than interacting with youngsters or diserninating informa-
tion about a favorite subject. Some of the responsibilities, such as planning for instruc-
tion, evaluating the results, supervising youngsters and committee work, are often not
as enjoyable as teaching. But, in fact, they are as much a part of teaching as talking
with youngsters. Failure to attend to some of these parts of the role of teaching indi-
cates a serious weakness in the commitment to teaching.
Criterion 9.e.: Modified teaching behavior on basis of self-evaluation.

There are several sources of feedback regarding the process of teachl..g super-
visors, pupils, other stodents and teachers. However, all of these factors must be filtered
through the srlIdent's ovfn perception of events. Therefore, it is essential for students of
teaching, to strive to attain a degree of detachment from their owil teaching in order to
be as objective as possible in assessing it themselves.

SUMMARY

As has been indicated in this presentation, the student teacher supervisor exerts
much influence on the 'student of_ teaching and, in turn, on the learners. His role in the
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:lire-service preparation of the teacher is a complex one that demands that he be an ad-
: ministrator, counselor and educator, with more and more responsibility being placed upon

Wm to-aid in selecting competent teachers for the public schools. No longer is a visit to
4' 'the classroom or laboratory to see the student of teaching adequate. He must be corn-

igetely familiar with the subject area as well as with the process of determining what
;,_..60fisrltUtes a competent teacher.

. No longer is there a great teacher shortage, as was wimessed 10 or 15 years ago
when anyone who completed a teacher preparation degree, regardless of his ability to

rforrn in the classroom, could get a teaching position. Society is demanding that the
-Aeachers of today be able to demonstrate many competencies other than knowledge of the
Subject matter. The basic competencies have been Outlined in this presentation. It then
becomes the responsibility of the supervisor, as well as the cooperating teacher, to assess

^z tile competence of the student of teaching to determine his level of competence as a
teacher, based on the established criteria. A great responsibiliy is now being placed
on the supenrisor to assist in the selection of competent teachers for the schools of the
nation.

Material for this presentation has been extracted from the Handbook for Students of
Teaching, Western Washington State College, Bellingham, Wash., by permission of Dr.
Leonard Savitch, Director of the Office of Field Services.

Dr. Moon is a member of the faculty of the Department of Technology at Western Washington State Col-
. lege, Bellingham, Wash.

Teaching N/C: Basic Concepts and Instructional Procedures
Douglas Pine

This presentation has been developed to meet two primary objectives.
1. Provide the audience with some realistic instructional alternatives for giving stu-

dents learning experiences related to numerically controlled machining processes.
2. Provide the AIA A Research Committee with a progress report on the development

of an instructional package for teaching N/C concepts.
Much of the material to be previewed today has been drawn from the writer's disser-

=, tation (Pine, 1974). The writer was contacted by the Research Committee with the notion
that perhaps the existing instructional package developed during his research on numerical
-control could be adapted for dissemination through AlA A. This proposal was accepted
hy the writer and thus, the progress report today.

THE PROBLEM
Automation is such a major historical phenomenon that many have considered its

, :inception to be the start of the Second Industrial Revolution. Regardless of what label
historians finally apply to this phenomenon, -It is clear that a dynamic force of great
potential has broken loose, and that we will suffer greedy if we do not study its implica-

?; dens and try to deal intelligently with some of them (Evans & Arnstein, 1962, p. 2)."
The technological and societal changes which have occurred as a result of the idvent of

.....automated and cybernated manufacturing and service operations are astound, Some
iMplications for industrial arts education with regard to automation and technological
hange can be gleaned from Wriston's (1962) statement.

For almost a century, since the passage of the Morrill Act, too much emphasis has been placed
on narrow vocational training. There is need for tefoffn in this area; tremendous stress must be

laid upon principles rather than techniques. Mere procedures increasingly beccrne obsolete be=
fore they can be taught, much less applied. Education should aim far the development of flexi-
bility to help people shift from one ferns of work to another when necessary (p. 172)...
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Industrial arts has for mahy years professed to be a part of general education where
students study the industrial and technological nature of our society. Few industrial arts
educators would reject the notion that students should have a general understanding of
automation and experiences which expose them to some of the basic automated manufac-
turing processes. However, research fluidics by [louver (1967) and Baker (1971) clearly
indicate that industrial arts teacher education institutions are not providing instruction
that reflects modern manufacruring processes to the extent that they should. As an exam-
ple, Baker's study found that 96.4 percent of the industrial arts teacher educator4 sur-
veyed agreed with industrial personnel that automation and cybernetics should be imluded
as a major component of the curriculum. Ikiwever, only 61.9 percent of the same institu-
tions offered studies of automation as significant part of their program.

Baker also surveyed the relative value of 28 automated systems to manufacturing
industries. One of the most highly valued systems was numerically controlled (N/C)
equipment which 85 percent of the industrialists rated as -very valuable," 15 percent
as "of some value" and zero percent as "not of value.- (p. 85) These ratings were
second only to those received for digital computers. The industrial arts teacher educators
rated N/C machining 65 percent, 35 percent and zero percent, respectively. Further
support is added to the importance of the N/C machining concept through Hoover's study
which indicates chat 100 percent of the production executives surveyed felt that the future
use of N/C equipment would increase.

Hoover's research uncovered another significant finding which generates another
concern. Of those industrial arts teacher educators surveyed who taught numerical con-
trol concepts, 74.8 percent relied on the lecture method as the predominant means of
conveying those concepts.

The foregoing findings evoke the following questions:
1. What type of instructional methods should be employed to teach the basic concepts

of numerical control machining effectively and efficiently?
2. What type of hands-on activities could be developed that would provide the student

with experiences in applying NA: concepts?

SOME INSTRUCTIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
A review of the instructional materials that are currently available to teach about

automation, and particularly N/C machine tools, revealed a proliferation of various media.
The possibilities for providing educational activities related to numerical control are not
as numerous. Csont (1966) notes the excessivey high expenses involved in equipping a
laboratory with N/C equipment. Numerically controlled machines will range from $10,000
to $100,000 and mo!- Westling's article (1966), -Teaching to Understand the Funda-
mentals of Numerical Control," suggests that N/C principles can be taught without having
a numerical control system in the laboratory. Instructional materials can be used to
teach the basic concepts. However, the instructional materials as proposed by Westling
do not provide hands-on activities.

If the cost of N/C equipment is excessive, what kind of hands-on activity can be pro-
vided that will still include the basic operational concepts? The results of Crowder's
(1968) doctoral thesis showed increased learning and retention of selected genelal shop
units when the use of instructional models was compared with conventional methods.

Taylor and Christensen (1967) provide further direction to the idea of employing
models of systems for purposes of instruction.

It is on audia-visual maxim that media can be utilized to bring to the learner experiences
that are beyond the resources of the local school system and not directly accessible to the class-
room (p. 18)....

Experience in the space program provides convining evidence of the value of simulation as
a means of giving ,the student pre-employment experience through procedures less expensive or
hazardous than the actual operations. Media could be employed to give the student simulated
experiences on highly expensive machines or machines currently used in industries but not evail-
able to schools because of cost, space, or other factors. Simulation would presumably reduce
the amount of time that individual students would need to spend on drill ond practice on the
actual machine (p. 19).

The foregoing notions suggest that simulation systems may:
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1.- Stimulate interest in the subject area.
2.- Provide for tangible and practical applications of the concepts being studied.
3.- Reinforce and advance the student's understanding of the concepts,
4. Provide realistic experiences In the performanceof theoperation under snidy, and
5. Achieve economies in the teaching-learning process.
The instructional sequences in the study of numerical control as developed in disser-

dons by Biekert (1971), Rummell (1972) and Umstattd (1970) and in textbooks by Howe
(1969} and Roberta and Prentice (1968) ail follow a basic three-phase fol mat.

1. The student studies basic N/C concepts such as dimensioning systems, tape coding
systems and the basic elements of numerical control.

2. The student studies numerical control programming techniques and learns to
write N/C programs.

3. The student machines parts or products following the N/C programs he has writ-
ten, thus affording him an opportunity to validate the program and to make prac-
tical applications of N/C concepts.

If commercial numerically controlled machine tools cannot be utilized for instruc-
.!tional purposes due to the prohibitive cost factor, what alternatives are open Ed the indus-
.trial arts teacher interested in teaching an Instructional sequence as outlined above? Any
one of a number of different approaches could be employed in teaching a unit on numerical
control. The literature provides a proliferation of support for the multi-media approach
as an effective method of eliciting both student learning and interest. The study of basic
N/C concepts (phase one) and N/C programming (phase two) can readily be taught via a
MUlti-media format. However, producing parts or products (phase three) obviously
requires the availability of a numerical control machine tool system. The idea of simulat-
ing the N/C machine tool operation as a hands-on activity seems to bridge the gap between
a strictly multi-media approach with no activity and an instructional approach with the
use of N/C equipment.

THE N/C UNIT

After determining what to teach about numerical control, specific behavioral objec-
tives were developed for the unit.

As a result of their learning experiences, the students should be able to do the follow-
ing at the conclusion of the instructional unit:

I. Distinguish the key phrases in the definition of numerical control from non-
definition phrases.

2. Identify the basic steps to be followed in producing parrs by N/C.
3. Match N/C personnel job descriptions with the appropriate N/C job title.
4. Recognize the key distinguishing features between an open-loop and a closed-

loop servo-system.
5. Identify the major advantages and disadvantages of N/C.
6. Identify the types of input media employed by N/C systems.
7. Recognize the meaning of E1A.
8. Exhibit an understanding of the basic nomenclature associated with the EIA tape

coding system.
9. Demonstrate an understanding of the EIA tape coding format by solving tape de-

coding problems.
. Demonstrate an understanding of the cartesian coordinate system by solving co=

ordinate location problems.
11. Identify the major features of the absolute dimensioning system.
12. Identify the major features of the incremental dimensioning system.

EXhibit an understanding of the basic nomenclature used in N/C program writing.
14. Identify the distinguishing features of the word address programming format.
15. Exhibit an understanding of the word address programming format by decoding a

block of information.
16. Identify selected preparatory functions used in N/C.
17. Identify selected miscellaneous functions used in N/C program writing.
18. Demonsp- proficiency in N/C program writing by solving selected program-

ming pia; ..ms using the work address format and the incremental dimensioning
system.
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The foregoing literature review identified primary topics to be treated in a unit on
numerical control. The behavioral objectives can also be grouped around these primary
topics as follows:

1. Introduction to N/C
2. Basis for N/C Dimensioning
3. N/C Part Programming
4. N/C Tape Coding System
After careful examination of each topic for appropriate content and student activity

possibilities, the following lesson sequence was established:
Day 1. Introduction to N/C
Day 2. N/C Dimensioning Systems
Day 3. Programming Formats
Day 4. Group Programming Problem
Day 5. Programming Problem No. 1
Day 6. Program Validation
Day 7. Tape Coding System; Programming Problem No. 2
Day 8. Program Validation
Day 9. Advantages and Disadvantages of N/C Program Validation
Day 10. Unit Examination
The two-week unit of study was developed to provide the teacher with a complete

package of instructional materials. Lesson plans are included for each presentadon.
Each presentation is followed by some tyve of student act' icy. Transparency masters
are included along with student handout and laboratory activity worksheet masters. The
unit examination includes objective- type questions plus a programming proficiency sec-
tion.

A prospective user of this instructional package should be aware of the one major
decision required for effective implementation of this program. What will be the method
of program validation? Such a decision will most likely require that some sub-questions
be answered first.

There are several methods or alternatives to be considered as one procedes through
the decision matrix. Although student motivation is an essential factor, the decision will
most likely be governed by budgetary considerations. Some of the alternatives include:

1. Check against answer key
2. Product a part using:

A. Producdon Type N/C M chine
New
Retrofit

B. N/C Training Unit
C. Simulation

Conventional Mill
Positioning Table

Instructor Fabricated Simula or
The first alternative should receive a low rating, if not an unsatisfactory rating, for

student motivation. Methods 2A and 28 would seem to be desirable in that they both
provide experiences with tape controlled units or the "real thing." However, even the
N/C trainer requires a budget of $3,000 plus. Alternative 21 will be closer to five times
that amount.

Perhaps simulation will provide a viable alternative. A case has already been made
in the foregoing literature review for the advantages of sinvilation. Conventional mills
and positioning tables will get the job down, but perhaps with a lack of realism since
everything is done manually. The use °fan instructor-fabricated power-driven Simulation
may alleviate the realism and budget problems without appreciable loss in student motiva-
tion. The research of Pthe (1974) and Umstattd (1970) included the development of two
such stmulators at a material cost of $300 or less.

SUMMARY
Realizing the far-reaching effects of automation on our daily lives, educators have

been vigorously exploring strategies to prepare students to live in and to understand our
industrial-technological society. This preparation should include a realistic study of
automation and N/C. Activity-oriented industrial arts has a special ceritribution to make
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tOward the element of industrial literacy through the concrete, hands-on opportunities it
provides in making education meaningful and relevant.

Several research studies have highlighted the development Of numerical control as
representing the most powerful advancement in metalworking technology of this century.
The concept of simulated numerical control has been explored by Umstattd (1970), Rummell
(1972), and Pine (1974).

The availability of N/C software does nor appear to be a major problem in initiating
N/C curricula. However, the prohibitive price of N/C hardware has been cited as the
primary obstacle to introducing a hands-on approach to studying numerical control. Sev-
eral industrial educators have reported the need for a low-cost N/C instructional package
that would offer the hands-on capability. The idea of utilizina, a numerica control

as an integral part of a multi-media instructional package has been gleaned from
the literature as offering a promising alternative to this perplexing problem. The instruc-
tional package being developed by the writer for possible dissemination through the AlA,'
IS one effort to meet these apparent needs.
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Student Teaching Supervisor's Role in Guiding, Stimulating
and Prornoting Good Public Relations
G. N. Rau

The student EL hing experience for a particular young man or lady would be very
similar to the basketball coaCh's big game on Friday or Saturday night. Throughout the
week the coaeh has drilled his team with regard to basic basketball fundamentals and
principles; furthermore, he has revealed and practiced quite intensely a game plan which
he feels will work against his Friday night opponent. In reserve, however, he has indi-
cated the possibility of adjusting or modifying this game plan if the existing circumstances
should so dictate during this important contest.

It has been my experience over the past five years that the student teaching experi-
ence is a very climactic segment in an individual's baccalaureate degree program,
similar to the big weekend game. Thus, if the student teacher has been properly groomed
throughout his previous three years of undergraduate vorlz, he should be adequately pre-
pared for that big weekend contest. Toprovide the opportunity for a fruitful student teach-
ing experience, the supervisor has the following responsibilities:

1. To provide encouragement with emphasis on guidance
2. To perform q catalytic, stimulating and supportive function
3. To act as a vehicle or mechanism to promote good public relations among the university, the

industrial education department, the workstation, the cooperating teacher and the woliK-
station school

A look at the three componentsof the supervisor's role is most imperative. What are
the entities which encompass the guidance facet? In a rL-..ent Phi Delta Kappan issue, an
article f asing on teacher education stated, -The I to learn to be a teacher is in a
school." (Spillane & Levenson, 1976) Furtherm , this article stated, -The skills
needed by prospective teachers are essentially tht-e dealing with people: students,
parents, community people, fellow staff members.- What then are some essential activi-
ties which would provide teacher aspirants with these skills?

A student teacher needs to be glided and encouraged to:

I. Participate in departmental meetings led by a department chairperson.
2. Participate in o school faculty meeting called by the school principal.
3. Share some time with the school principal regarding the school's philosophy and problems

such as vandalism, truancy, and those typical to school restrooms.
4. Share some time with the school counselor as to how and what students are counseled into

industrial arts and vocational education programs.
5. Share some dialogue with members of disciplines other than industrial education.
6. Meet with members of custodial staff and discuss their duties and responsibilities.
7. Attend a PTA meeting.
8. Attend a school board meeting.
9. Became involved in extra-curricular activities,

The second role of the supervi -, as previously mentioned, is threefold, lIe per-
forms a catalytic, stimulating and sulyortive function, particularly with regard to:

I. establishing an on-going teaching/learning environment.
2. attempting to implement other teaching methodologies.
3. wodsing with students On an individual basis.

A third role of the supervisor is to promote good public relations among the univer-
sity, the industrial education department, the workstation, the cooperating teacher and t'ae
workstation school. This may be accomplished through the following activities:
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1. Establishing a s minor involving cooperating teachers to identify meaningful activities for
intern teachers, frc6i a qualitative as well as quantitative standpoint.

2. Scheduling a seminar for student teachers while they are student teaching to identify some
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profsuionolly rewording experiences, providing constructive criticism, and discussing prob-
..lwris common to all student teachers.

3. Meeting with the school's principol and discussing the over-oll progress of the student teacher.

In summary, these perceived responsibilities are basically part of the supervisor's
b when working with a student teacher during his/her professional semester. By means
a concentrated effort on the part of the supervisor to fulfill these roles, each student

.,teacher will become involved in some meaningful experiences which hopefully are pro-
. leasionally rewarding. Since the cooperadng teacher works directly with the student
; teacher, I feel the major thrust of constructive criticism should be provided from the
; _-i-cooperating teacher at the appropriate time in the classroom or laboratory setting.
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A Tentative Taxonomy of Psychomotor Skilled Tasks
John M. Sherni-A

In writing his book on preparing objectives for instruction, Mager (1962) quietly
irted a chain reaction which has caused repercussions that are still echoing in all

uarters of education. But, as straightforward as Mager was in his exposition, students
have always had some difficulty in differentiating between observable behavior as an in-

rs,2dicator and physical performance as the intent of an objective. Performance can range
continuum from highly cognitive to a completely neuromuscular activity. Accord-

y, there is a need for a breakdown of what is meant by performance in relation to
'-tasks.and the skills required for their successful completion.

With the development of the taxonomies of the cognitive domain (Bloom, 1965), affec-
,:: dve domain (Krathwald, 1964) and psychomotor domain (Simpson, 1966), educators have

-pow a tecbnical vocabulary that has proved to be of immense value in focusing professional
communications. We are yet to have such a focused vocabulary with regard to skills, for
readers are plagued with a plethora of ostensibly similar terms describing skills,

While some writers may use various skill terms interchangeably, others have recog-
., nized graduations and distinctions between them. Forexample, one can find in the litera-
; ture such adjectives for skill as motor, sensorimotor, neuromuscular, manipulative,

manual and perceptual, to name a few. Are these terms, in reality, different? Do they,
_fact, describe different behaviors? Despite a lack of consensus, there are a number

-of writers who believe that they are different. Nonetheless, some practitioners may dis-
miss any concern for terminology as -sheer semantic nonsense." Yet there is a recog-

*ed need, for almost every writer dealing with skills learning has proffered some
classification scheme ranging from nominal categories to a taxonomy. Further, Travers
*Mr-points out the need for a technical language in his discussion, The Limitations of

,,. Variables Derived from Common Language. ' He feels that Bridgeman's position, in the
itlr-thirties, that terms should be definedoperationally has led to disastrous results. Finally,

Zertiiinology seems especially important for researchers in industrial education when one..-prisiders the Whorf-Saphir hypothesis which, in essence, states that unless a real world
phenomenon has been labeled and given verbal or abstract symbolism, the phenomenon
Japon-existent or imdsible to the beholder (Harries, 1971).

_
Researchers interested in reviewing the literature on psychomotor learning are

tInvariably led to either motor skills learning as it relates to physical education or that
. ,
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suladivision of experimental psychology which
interested in studying motor skills in terms o
responses on cue. Neither of these sources
applications to indust rial IVpL ,kil ls learning.

At the outset., seine distinction should be in
to Fleishman (Glaser, 1962),

(1966) eha racterizes as a field
ing responses rather than selecting

re completely satisfactory in providing

ade b t -een ability and SUL According

A psychomotor ability is o general trait of the individual which k related to performance of a
wide variety of tkilk.. These abilities change very little in the adult. At any given stage,
they are analogous to a wiring diagram that the individual brings with him to a specific task.
This wiring diagram describes his psychomotor entering behavior. The distinction between
ability and skill is fairly clear: A skill is performance do specific task. For example, operat-
ing a turret lathe ;5 a skill which depends on the basic psychomotor abilities of manual dexterity
and motor coordination. These same abilities, however, ore needed in other skills.

When one reviews the literature on psychomotor skills, he will notice that there are
a number of paradigms presented which are predicated upon some single factor. For
example, Seymour (1966) sees psychomotor performance in terms of work stations on the
production line of a factory. Cratty (1973) bases his -topology" on the degree of com-
plexity of movement, as does Merrill (L971), ln contrast, Gagne's (1965) cumulative
learning model parallels typical child growth and development stages. From Gagne's
model Mager (1%8) generated his five types of performance. Harrow (1972) is the may
serious attempt at developing a taxonomy of the psychomotor domain since Simpson's
(1966) work, bur is strongly oriented toward physiological stages of development. Fleish-
man (1970), in his work for the armed forces, developed a binary decision-making model
designed for task analyses necessary in determining abilities used in personnel selection
programs. Also working for the armed forces, Miller (1060), in a more focused study,
developed a restricted taxonomy of psychomotor tasks. However, in the final analysis,
the most useful framework has been suggested by l'osner (Posner and Fitts, 1969), who
w'as strongly influenced by his mentor, Paul PirtS, and his "human performance theory."

The relationship between performance and skills is that if skill is the sequence of
responses required of a specific task, then performance is the configuration of tasks.
In the words of Fitts and Posner, performance is "an organized sequences of activities

1)."
ln their book, Human Performance, Fitts and Posner first break down performance

into intellectual and physical skills. The physical (psychomotor) skills category is sub-
divided into language and perceptual-mow skills. Gross bodily, manipulative, and per-
ceptual skills constitute the subordinate categories under perceptual-motor skills.

Corollary to developing a skills hierarchy is the classification and differentiation of
terminology. Pitts and Posner break down performance in terms of a dichotomy between
:;:-ellectual and physical skills. While this is an interesting contrast, the concept of skills
being vt rely physicai r soinceNhat unrealistic, frir seldom do skills occur bereft of all or
any cognition. Accordingly, the term psychomotor, a more commonly used term, was
placed between what are essentially the two terminals of the skills continuum and reflects
a relative position somewhere between them. The label cogiitive-motor appeared in the
svork of Cratry (1973) and seemed an appropOate generic term to describe this level.
Although a seeming paradox, the terms are cordistent with the psychologist's definition
of skill. That is to say, .skills not only involve manual activities, but also activities which
require internal manipulation of symbols as in languages and thought.

The second level encompasses language and perceptual-motor skills (Pitts and Posner,
1969) which are aptly labeled yith Cratty's term, viz., verbal-motor skills. Kibler et al .
recognized this major classification and titled it -speech behaviors" (Kibler, Barker and
Miles, 1967). Although it is not a particular interest to industrial educators, it does lead ----'

into the heart of this presentation through perceptual-motor skills.
Each writer's proposal possessed significant and unique features which warrant

inclusion in an overall model of a skilled task hierarchy. Fins and Posner break down
psychomotor skills into specific categories of performance, i.e., gross bodily skills,
manipulative skills, and perceptive skills we take bodily movements, such as upright
posture and locomotion, so much for granted that one often fails to realize that other
movements are superimposed on these gross bodily processes. As Crarty (1973) points
out, --individuals confined to a desk and proportedly engaged in fine motor activities
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ch as typing or handwriting) frequently complain of backaches and similar discomfort
ying the larger truncal muscles." (p. 17)
Grbss motor skills underlie fine motor skills with a basic and fundaniental character,

er in a dynamic or static sense. This is not to demean or downgrade gross motor
, but rather to dramatize its position as the foundation upon which fine motor skills
uperimposed.

A number of writers tend to deal with perceptual abilities and neuromuscular skills
.bogether (Crary, 1973; Harrow, 1972; Fitts and Posner, 1967). However, Moore (1970) has
.:Ifroposed a meaningful model which identifies perception and skilled performances as in-

t mid output respectively. She states, "Perception is considered here as an act of
-.Ott:rooting information from material under consideration, and the perceprual process
lelates to input and output." Therefore, perceptual abilities appear outside the psycho-

Otor performance hierarchy, but feeding into it at all levels. As Forgus (1966) implies
Abe title of his book, perce tion: The Basic Process irq_q_eg2,____p____eveloment, per-
ton is key hi cognitive as we 1 as In psychomotor performance.
The category of fine motor skills is focused primarily on the small muscles used

'In the arms and hands. A major subdivision within this category is manipulative or
echanical skills. Its subordinate elements are taken from Miller's (1969) Task Tsoconomy
ch he first broke down into reactive and developmental skills. Reactive skill is made
Of adjustive skills (steering a bicycle or automobile) and selection from a set of re-
niies (typing or sight reading in playing a piano). Developmental skills are made up
procedural skills (assembling a piece of equipment or tasks requiring discrete steps)

;And skilled performance or adaptive skills such as linoleum carving, which requires
daptive action in relation to visual and kinesthetic feedback.

The second major category under fine motor skills is complex integrative skills. It
;-ideals with multi-element coordination to varying degrees of complexity such as eye, ear,
Oland and foot coordination (playing a piano by ear) or eye, hand and toe coordination
',-necessary for sewing machine operadon.

The category of gross motor skills has been subsivided into its underlying dimensions
hich reflect neuro-muscular development. The use of the hands at this level is pre-

: hensile (grasping) rather than manipulative as in the subsequent fine moLor skills. These
.,:.stages of development are represented by tOrso movement, upper limb, lower limb, and
:..finally upper and lower coordinated limb movement.

The first sub-category, integradve gross bodily skills, are the skills used typically
In sports or game activities. The simplest of these is static or non-locomotor, charac-
Ibrized by holding (grasping) and/or balancing. Activities which characterize dynamic

!.!tion-locomotor skills would he batting a baseball, driving a golf hall, or lifting weights.
.contrast, externally paced locomotor skills are like playing a tennis game, ballroom

:9ancing, or playing soccer. Examples of internally paced locomotor skills are: broad
roping, pole vaulting, or the playing of a game of golf.

As one reviews research-studies, wherein the researcher reports a one best instruc-
Xtional technique for psychomotor learning, it is not surprising to find that subsequent re-
"hearehers using different tasks report conflicting results. Accordingly, this proposed
,:-psychornotor skills hierarchy may, hopefully, provide a meaningful frame of reference
!; for developing performance objectives in curriculum work and/or serve as a working
kmodei for further skills differentiation study.
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'Developing the Rationale and Program
Warner K. Smidt

Why do I want to be in the honors program? Why put in the extra effort when I can
just take the required courses and be done with it? For every thing we do in life, there
has to be a reason. Right? When considering admission to the honors program, a valid
reason must exist for it. When you go before the college honors committee to present
and defend your rationale and program, the committee will closely examine you and your
rationale for wanting to be on the honors program. If you do not have good workable
reasons for wanting your program, then maybe you should stay with the regular program
of study. Therefore, developing a rationale (i.e., a valid rationale) is a very important
first step.

One must search himself E0 find out what he wants to get out of his education at the
university if the standard courseof study in your area (major) fulfills all your educational
goals fine; then forget the honors program even exists. But if the standard course of
study does not fulfill your educational goals, then the honors program is for you. In other
worcW, the general rationale for entering the honors program is to be able to design your
course of study via the freedoms offered through the honors program and all disciplines
within the university. Carrying that one step further, every human being is unique; thus
everybody has unique educational goals. -Everyone pursuing any education should be on
the honors program in order to be able to design that unique course of study and maximize
the best of all elements to achieve their goals.



AU the spec al options available to the honors student enable one to design a course
study tailored to individual needs. By visiting with your honors advisor and numerous

instructors with whom you plan w do your studies, you learn of the possible options. Then,
the snident can identify his or her king-range goals and how he or she Is going tO :achieve
those goals. In light of the results of these discussions, one can prepare a program that
WI be presented to the honors committee. The program will be written up and must
include the following:

1, application page includes grades earned by quarter to date.
2. title page
3. first page rationale
4. course work

a. courses already completed
b. courses being taken presently
C. courses ro be taken under the honors program
d. courses to be dropped from the regular program explanation required
e. courses t be added or altered explanation required
f. courses E0 be taken pass/not pass

S. honors project
An honors project is one of the requirements if accepted on the honors program. The

Idea behind the honors project is ACTION RESEARCI I. The emphasis should be placed on
useable results insteadof just a written report. The honors project would enable a student
to delve into an in-depth experience in an area of personal interest. As a result, hope-
fully, the student will have applied research as a useful tool for the future.

The Supervisory Role in a Field-Based Teacher Education
Program
Earl E. Smith

Traditionally, the university-- student teacher supervisor has performed a number of
varied activities in the accomplishinentof his duties related to the supervision. Consider-
able similarity can be noted in the scope and content of procedures used by supervisors
In the various institutions. Activities of the supervisor are typically planned to help the
student teacher achieve the expected competencies with a maximum competence and
minimum personal anxiety. The activities performed and experiences related to each
are often similar to the ones summarized in the following items:

I. Pre-experience responsibilities.
a. Establish contact with the school administrator and participating teachers.
b. Plan, with the cooperating teachers, appropriate educational experiences for the student.
c. Cooperatively, with the teachers, establish procedures for:

(I)Timing of student's transition from class assistant to teacher responsible for instruction.
(2) The process of achieving the transition.
(3) Variety and pacing of experiences.
(4) Formal, cooperative, and systematic:evaluation of student's performance.

2. General responsibilities during the student teaching experience.
a. Establish rapport with the student to develop a helping relationship.
b. Orient the student to the professional and personal responsibilities of his assignment.
c. Perform regular observations and evaluations with follow-up conferences with student

ond cooperating teacher(s).
d. Plan and lead regular scheduled group seminars.
e. Share professi,.nol knowledge and experience with student and cooperating teacher.
F. Plan and lead regularly scheduled seminars.

3. Concluding activities.
a. Do cooperative summary evaluation and grading of t aching activities and experiences
b. Evaivate and grade seminar activities.
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c. Have a closing conference with each student, odrninIstrettor, and cooperating teacher.
d. Prepare necessary reports and recommendations.

Adopting a field base program ,ilters the emphasis upon ian of the activities per-
formed by the supervisor. The dianges are primarily relat, J to the level at which the
students are ready to function as they enter the student teaching experience. To estab-
lish how these prior experiences are obtained, it will be helpful to describe how our field
base is organized.

The School of Education at Oregon State University, in consortium with the public
schools, operates a field base teacher education program. Students are professionally
prepared through a series of three field experiences, accompanied by or in conjunction
with campus based theory instruction. Additional courses in other professional subjects
complete the student's preparation.

In the initial field experience, the student assists the teacher for three hours each
day as a classroom aide. Emphasis is upon activities that involve the student with the
learner as an individual in the environment of a public school. Stress is placed upon
experiences related to foundational theory, the public school as an institution and a regular
seminar.

Within the concept of a spiral curriculum the second field experience places the in-
dividual into a daily interaction with students in the role of a teaching aide. Assisting the
classroom teacher at a level less than that of a student teacher, the student teaches and
performs supportive professional activities with small groups and individuals. This ex-
perience level is accompanied by on-campus studies in special methods, curriculum,
media, evaluation, adolescent psychology, reading methods and a field experience related
seminar.

The first two levels of field assignments provide the student with more than 250 hours
of supervised classroom experience. This in-depth involvement prepares the student for
the final stage of the spiral program, which is accomplished through the full-time student
teaching assignment. The student teaches three classes and ohse:yes one as a part of a
full-day school assignment. Earlier experiences provide the student with competencies
to allow him to assume the instructional leadership role rapidly during his student teach-
ing experience.

Supervision is emphasized as an important responsibility aE all levels of the field
base program. This emphasis, therefore, alters the nature of supervision needed during
the student reaching assignment. As the student progresses in the field experience, super-
visory expectations change with the differing responsibilities of the student. Supervisory
roles are viewed in the following combinations of responsibilities:
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1. Facilitator with involvement as a communicator, observer, resource person evaluator and
seminar instructor.
a. Example of the role performed:

(1) Serve as liaison between the classroom teacher and the university student.
(2) Make available any help needed by the cooperating teacher.
(3) Guide the university student's observations within the classroom.
(4)Counsel the university student in relation to his personal concerns about teaching, to

incidents which alter self-confidence, and to offer suggestions For further involvement
and growth.

(5) Help the student develop a professional attitude in discussions of teaching styles,
individual students, and particular school philosophies.

2. Resource professor who Functions as a leader, director, communicator, valuator and seminar
insnuctor.
0, Example of the role performed:

The role of the university supervisor is to serve in a helping capacity to the udents, his
responsibilities in the school and to the students in seminars. To include:
(I)Making all assignments precise and in written fonn if appropriate.
(2) Knowing the facilities and resources of the secondary school involved.
(3) Informing students of staff member's free time and telephone numbers.
(4) Taking an active part in the seminar.
(5) Evaluating journals, resource files and any independent proj cts at mid-term and-final

periods of the temi, including grades.
(6) Sharing professional knowledge and teaching tips when appropriate as well as keeping
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infannecl of current educotional trends.
(7)Ccremunicating with cooperating teachers and observing university students in class-

room.
3. Student teaching supervisor who performs responsibilities such as communicator, liaison,

organiser, helper, evaluator and seminar instructor. Added details of these roles have been
illustrated in the discussion of the traditional student teacher's responsibilities.

Based on the depth of experience obtained by the student in the field experiences at
he first two levels and the continuous supervision, the supervisor of student teaching is
ible to function more in a helping relationship. Many of the introductory activities have
'treacly been achieved by the student. He also has competence in classroom management,
irganization and supervisory responsibilities. The student is able to move rapidly to
ttivanced activities within the school sating. His ability to perform within the expected
irofessional responsibilities makes it possible to include experiences of a more advanced
ature. The student often assumes early control of the class and maintains full respon-
Ithlilt3r for the classroom activities.

The university supervisor and the public school supervisor are able to better perform
he supervisory functions as team members. Considerable emphasis is given to the role
tf the classroom teacher as a model and major source for direction and supervision.

The content and activities of the student teaching seminar have also become more
idvanced than those typical of programs not using the field base experiences. Emphasis
n seminar activities is upon developing a forum for discussion of issues and problems
ionfronting student teachers. Opportunities are provided to present, analyze and generate
*lotions to current problems or projected classroom experiences. Students are ready
or more complex assignments and make major gains in preparing for career entry.

Changing to a field base program offers an excellent opportunity for the student
eacher supervisor to truly become a helping" supervisor.

Smith is a professor Of industrial education ot Oregon State University, Corvallis, Ore.

k.Competency-Based Teacher Education Program: Graphic
krts
Cenneth T. Smith

cairing the early 1970's, educational environments were requested to specify programs
eating with teacher education in terms of student outcomes. In some states mandates
fere placed upon institutions of higher education through recommendations of Boards of
;egents for legislative action.

In New York State the Regents emphasized the establishment of a system of Com-
etency-Based Teacher Education and Certification, " a system by which the state can
i:isure the public that professional personnel in the schools possess and maintain demon=
Waled competence to enable children to
-- The confusion that exists with actualizing a curriculum employing a competency-
ised teacher education approach seems to involve 1) definitions of CBTE, 2) where does
h anstinition begin 3) how do you get started, 4) what are the ground rules, 5) what does
Ile delivery system look like, 6) who will or should be involved, and 7) where do funds
ilat-for institutional and department research, development, implementation and evalua-,
ion.'

In defining CBTE, Houston and Howsam summarize their position in this way:

-Competency-based instruction is a simple, stroightforword concept with the following central
_cteristics: (a) Specification of learner objectives in behavioral tem.'s; (b) specification of

he means for determining whether performance meets the indicated criterion levels; (c) provision
for one or more modes of instruction pertinent to the objectives, through which the learning

y take place; (d) public shoring of the objectives, criteria, means of assessment
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and alternative activities; CO ossessreent at' the learning experience in terms of competency
criteria; and (f) placement co the learner of the accountability for rneetino the criteria

Cooper and Weber del. ClIT1'. progr'ams as containing tho following characteristics

A competency-based teocl.er education program specifies the competencies to be demonstrated
by the student, makes.oxplicit the criteria ta be applied in assessing the student's competencies
and holds the student accc,untaA- far meeting those criteria. While at first glance this defini-
tion appears to depict n rathm harsh, almost mechanistic process, nothing could be further from
the truth. The competencies referred to are attitudes, understandings, skills and behaviors
that focilitate intellectual, somial, emotional and physical growth in children. The student is
held responsible for demonsbc:in9 ttiese ccmpetencies, because they are necessary to teaching
effectiveness.

The New York Stare 1,,dU DopLirtment perce '43T1,, as:

...a system which requiros tl.at preparatory programs for school personnel explicitly state ob-
jectives and standards this' most be met by candidates for certification. The store's definition
of competence-based teric ler educatioi, further assumes that teachers-in-training will engage
in a flexible instructional rogram so designed as to allow them to acquire and refine the skills,
knowledge and attitudes necessary to meet the spec.fied criteria for program completion and
for ceaification. The term competence-based teacher education implies that assessment proce-
dures are intimately related to instruction and to learning experiences and that these procedures
incorporate and explicate required conditions of performance and levels of mastery.

The commonalities of most definitions reviewed concerning mpetency-basedteachei
education included the following characteristics:

Performance/behavioral base
2. Criterion -re ferenced evaluation
3. Emphasis on individualizing instruction
4. Multiple option opportunities
5. Mediated strategies implemented
6. Written specifications of the curriculum for public awareness
7. Student accountability of criteria

With the above ground rules, educational systms have the opportunity to assess their
present curriculum to validate whether or not CRTE is in operation in some or all of the
present course offerings.

Where would be an effective tita rring point for an on-going program in industrial arts
teacher education? One strategy offered ssould be for a department or unit to consider
their curriculum ratioaale using existing models such as Tyler's Curriculum Rationale
or liauenstein's Process and Products. The program goals could be produced after
processing a needs assessment of the community school and individuals. -

An assessment of rrent curriculnm should be and has been an on-going process to
determine efficiency, effectiveness and relevancy of skills, knowledge and attitudes stu-
dents gain from preservice professional and technical experiences in industrial arts
teacher education. If change was non-existent, or minimal application occurred, a depart-
ment must explore strategies for developing desired change. Targets for the change
process arc:

(1) The attitudes, values and behavior systems of all personnel who will be involved.
(2) The organizational and communications structures centering around the program-

matic base.
(3) The reward system employable to motivate the people who need to be involved.
(4) The curricula studied by students.
Each institution must begin at the point that takes the above into account and can

most effectively make change with the least psychological turmoil among the participants.
One way for a department to get started is to employ some pilot courses to imple-

ment various strategies centered around (PTN. rsing the latest research findings and
observing model programs around the nation, certain avenues could be employed and
validated. It is suggested that those courses selected for implementation and evaluation
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use different strategies in order to detei ine one or more effective procedures for
future programs.

Whole programmatic changes must occur but first essential develepment of certain
COUrSCS can assist in alleviating some of the psychological impact that Occurs with change.

The ground rules should be specified by the majority of participants within any csiu-
cational environment. Maximum participation gives CITFE a greater chance for success
and assists in developing a supermarket of employable strategies, The delivery systems
may vary to some extent, but all should contain the seven characteristics of CHTE as
discussed earlier.

One suggested delivery system is I lauenstein's Nlodule Nlodel located in the erican
Industrial Arts Association's 35th Annual Convention Proceedings. This clearly states
an employable system that might he adapted fw: use in any institution of higher education.

Hauenstein defines his system components as:

Course: A universe of major function of human industrial activity.
Mrxdule: Ono of the major functions or steps in a process leading to goal achievement.
Task(s): Statements of activity or performances that exhibit the level a ce.paency expected

under given conditions.
Enablers: Criterion-references statements of activity.

One adaptation that might occur with the above definitions would be to define a cour.se
as a universe of major function of human activity, which then would include the profes-
sional sequence.

Other delivery systems could be obtained from those institutions that have been in-
volved in CBTE programs and are involved in the Multi-State Consortium on Performance-
Based Teacher Education or the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education
in Washington, D.C.

A major concern of many institutions stems from the financial considerations of
developing, implementing, assessing and redesigning traditional programs toward CBTE.
All too often legislative mandates are initiated without adequate financial support for doing
the necessary tasks required of departmental faculty, administration and consultation
personnel.

With financial cutbacks in educational institutions across the country being a common
denominator, progression towards a CBTE curriculum will mean seeking different avenues
in order to release personnel to ger the tasks accomplished. Differentiated staffing might
alleviate some of the time/manpower concerns for a few, but a look toward external fund-
ing is vital to performing an adequate job.

State departments of education must have as a high priority the need to assess and
redesign teacher education programs toward a performance-based approach, With a high
priority in curriculum development, adequate funding might be obtained.

In order to gain one perspective of changing from a traditional type of program in
industrial arts teacher education toward a competency-based program, I will use the pilot
program established in the Fall of 1975 in the basic graphic arts course at SCNY at
Oswego.

During the previous year an informal asse.;sment of needs was accomplished to de-
termine the existing program goals for undervaduate students attending.Oswego as in-
dustrial arts majors. It was a concern of the faculty that we should move the program in
a transitional phase, declaring only part of the courses offered as those that would be in
a pilot phase.

Using the existing program goals, the next step was to conceptualize the operational
body of knowledge. The outcome of this task gave the staff those universal elements
around which we organized the content into the following instructional sequence:

Module I. Conceptualizing Graphic Arts
Module 2. Defining the Message
Module 3. Defining Graphic Processes
Mcdule 4. Generating Images
Module 5. Assembling Images
Module 6. Photo Converting
Module 7. Preporing image Carriers
Module B. Transferring Images
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Module 9. Finishing a Product
Module id. Producing Printed Products
Module 11. Evaluating IA Lab 160

After inserting a variety of cognitive and psychomotor activities, we ended up with a
course handbook containing the above modules, a variety of tasks and numerous enablers.
An example of a portion of a module follows:

MODULE 4 GENERATING IMAGES

Introduction
Every printed piece has a primary - to communicate. This function can be

influenced greatly by how the message is presented. Just as we are concerned with the
first impression we make on others, the impression of a_printed piece is an important
factor in how effectively it communicates the desired message. Printing involves more
than just putting inkon paper. Printing involves a combination of interesting and attractive
images that convey a message.

Goal 4.1
The goal of Module 4 is to conceptualize the image generation process into a system

of symbols which are the means by which ideas are translated into visual images. The
arrangement of these syrnhols and interactions of design elements are important to creat-
ing an effective visual communicative entity.

Task 4.1.1
Using three references such as textbooks, technical journals, manuals and practical

examples, describe how the principles of design. Le., balance, contrast, rhythm, propor-
tion and unity, contribute to visually effective artwork.

Enab er s
4.1.1.1 Read Chapter 2, -Graphic Communications." R, J. Rroekhuizen
4.1.1.2 Read Chapter 4, -Photo Offset Fundamentals." J. E. Cogoli
4.1.1.3 Read Units 5,6,7,8,10,11,17 and 19, -Printing Layout: Design. Delmar
4.1.1.4 Read Chapter 4, -Design Through Discovery," M.E. Revlin
4.1.1.5 Select additional reference material as needed to further expand your under.

standing of design principles and list the source and author
4.1.1.6 On a maximum of three pages, list and illustrate the principles of design in

a manner applicable to a magazine illustration for toothpaste or any other
household Item.

During the semester, inadequacies were pointed out by students who spent more time
writing papers to fulfill stated tasks than manipulating tools, materials and processes.
Three of the pilot classes reverted to the traditional course outline after Module 4 and
three classes completed all the modules during the semester.

ln Module 11, participants were required to evaluate the system, content, teaching
strategies and laboratory environment. From analysis of the data collected, it was deter-
mined that drastic modification had to occur.

Students strongly suggested that -hands-on" activities concerning tools, materials
and processes should occur more often and earlier in the semester. They felt that a
major reduction in the paper work should occur and additional time should be placed in
gaining a greater level of skill in operating equipment.

Some areas that students enjoyed about the CBTE program
1. Procedures for evaluation
2. Adequacy of feedback concerning their performance
3. Degree to which the course was self-paced
4. Making public (inwriting) those performances required and the criterion level
After a careful evaluation of the data collected, a major modification was accom-

plished by reverting back to some of the more traditional terminology and changing the
activities required in each of the modules. A system of rotating students through activity
areas was developed to handle the logistical considerations of available machinery and
resources.

The new course handbook contains the following eight modules:
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Module 1. Establishing a Frame of Referen e
Module 2. Desigring the' Message- Relief
Module 3. Printing by Relief
Module 4,, Designing the Message-Screen ocess
Module 5. Printing by Screen Process
Module 6. Designing the Message-Offset
Module 7. Printing by Offset Lithography
Module S. Evaluating IA Lab 160 Graphic Arts
Students were divided into three groups going through the follewing, sequence:
Group A. Modules 1,2,3- 6,7 - 4,5- 8
Group B. Modules 1,4,5- 2,3- 6,7 - 8
Group C. Modules 1,6,7 - 4,5- 2,3- 8
In each group there is greater flexibility in equipment availability and individual

-assistance, udth students proceeding at a raw commensurate with their abilities.
An example of the new modules follows:

MODULE 7 Printing by Offset Lithography

'Introduction
--Planographle printing, better known ao offget lithography, is one of the major erne-

sea used to produce products in the printing industry. In order E0 present the EOtal
;processes that are involved in offset, Ehis module is broken down into subordinate areas
c.that include (l) Process Photography, (2) Stripping, (3) Plater-n:0On, (4) Orientation to Elie
!Duplicator and (5) l'reparing and Operating the Duplicator.

:Goal 7.1-Photographing Camera Ready Copy
The goal of Module 7.1 Is to assist you in gaining skills and knowledge in photograph-

Ing ne copy using the process camera.

Task 7.1.1
Using an approved mechanical layout, the cameraman's Sensitivity Guide., Ortho-

chromatic film and the necessary chemistry, you will photograph the copy and develop
the negative to a solid step four using the process camera. (10 pts.)

Enablers
7.1.1.1 Read Unit 31, "Graphic Communications.- 13ro_khuiz n
7.1.1.2 instructor presentation, -Nlaking a line negative."
7.1.1.3 Task Sheet 5.1-.1, "Making a Line Negative."

Task 7.1.2
Using your negative shot to a solid step four, you will evaluate the results and de-

scribe in writing any deficiencies that exist and what action you will take to correct these
(5 pts.)

After field testing the modification of the mcalules and evaluating the instruments lo-
. cated in Module 8, it is hoped that a systematic curriculum model will he determined and
that a major emphasis for improvement can center around the defined body of knowledge
and variations of activities.

Much of the work accomplished by the group ar SI 'NI( at Oswego was not funded in
any way, and needed time came after reguliir 'commitments in teaching and various other

-professional responsibilities. Without adequate funding for such elements as secretarial
time, supplies, in-service training and release time for faculry who are involved, the
.process of implementation and evaluation of CBTE programs is slow.

An assessment of our pilot program gave us positive feedback that others in the
department can view. It also may assist in avoiding negative situations that occurred
through lack of adequate planning or misinterpretation of what we postulated and what

:was actualized.
One element that emerged was increased student interest in serving a partnership

1-n developing a more effective, efficient and relevant curriculum.
In summary, it is suggested that an adequate CBTF. plan be established with as many

culty as possible involved. This plan should consider existing models for curriculum
-development and contain the characteristics of CE3TE programs. Ground rules that are
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spelled out and definitions of term_ assist in communicating the departi nt's strategies
in implementing a Competency-Hased Teacher Education Program.
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Innovative Curriculum in Construction Technology
Gary Weede and Wayne H. Zook

At Illinois State University we saw a need for a chan , in our rather traditional wood
technology curriculum. In fact, we envisioned some of the need for change as external
pressure as we scrutinized our own program.

We were stimulated to make change in lightof the evolving career education concept.
Our students in both the teaching and non-teaching curricula would be confronted with
preparation in obsolete content areas leading to employability problems.

The need for change was further stimulated by the involvement of staff members in
the Illinois Department of Adult, Vocational, Technical Education on-site evaluation of
secondary occupational education programs.

Course sequencing in relationship to a program area has become a major concern
in program evaluation by the state. In other words, a series of courses must be sequenced
to lead to job entry-level employability upon completion of a program,

Even though our program is not subjected to the same evaluation as secondary schools,
we kne v. that our existing program probably could not withstand such an external evalua-
tion. Thus, the education of college graduates in central Illinois with competencies in
cabinet and furniture construction was not adequate to insure their employability.

Our concern was equal for both the teaching and non-reaching graduates. The thrust
on the secondary level was toward a construction-oriented curriculum with a de-emphasis
of cabinetmaking and furniture construction. To insure employability for our teaChing
graduates, we saw the need for construction orientation. Our non-teaching graduates
needed the construction orientation for employment in mid-management positions related
to the construction industry.

Another factor that stimulated the evaluation of our woods curriculum and our quest
for diversification was dwindling interest among students and trade organizations in a
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traditional furniture-oriented curriculum. We needed to seek alternatives, and we had
'aevera1 factors to consider: (1) The program had to lead to student employability.
(2) The program had to appeal to student interest. (3) It had to be flexible in regard to
facility needs, and the instructional material costs had to be limited. (4) It had to provide
easy entrance and exit from the prograrn for students, with a minimum of prerequisites.
(5) It had to provide the students with a diverse array of non-teaching occupational alter-
natives. The non-teaching-related occupations identified included:

A. Rtatail lumber dealership
1. estimator
2. service planner
3. retail sales
4. assistant management trainee

B. Wholesale construction product representa vc
C. Real-estate sales and brokerage related
D. Municipal building commissioner aid
E. Consumer knowledge
Ln addition, the introductory port on of the curriculum had to provide adequate prepa-

ration for on-site fabrication, which was expected E0 be a major part of the total program.
After identifying the deficiencies of our existing program, the next step was to seek

external help from the construction industry. This was initiated by a presentation to the
Normal-Bloomington chapter of the Illinois Home Builder AssoCiation. The interest
stimulated by the presentation resulted in the establishment of a three-member advisory
committee consisting of representation of retail lumber sales, major home builders

_and developers.
The input from this committee resulted in the establishment of the construction com-

ponent of the program. In addition to the utilization of the existing introductory wood
technology course and the departmental architectural course, three other courses were
established. The course sequence appears as follows:

(1) 220 wood technology
(2) 221 construction technology
(3) 211 architectural drafting
(4) 320 masonry construction
(5) 321 carpentry construction
The students also have the option of an externship with varying amounts of credit to

acquire additional experience. Ty-pical externships can be with lumber retail companies
and city inspection departments.

In addition to the construction-related courses, the non-teaching students are strongly
advised to acquire a minor in business or business administration. The business back-
ground is essential for entry into a management-typeposition in rhe construction industry.

The 221 course became the focal point of our curriculum development. Nineteen
rather explicit units evolved for the course. We feel that the strength of the course is in
the laboratory activities, which will be explained later.

The 19 units of instruction in the course are as follows:

I. Construction careers
2. Building codes and permits
3. Standard materials
4. Blueprint reading
5. Locating the structure on site
6. Determining elevation
7. Floor rystern layout
B. Wall layout
9. Rafter layout

10. Stair layout
11. Door and window assemblies
12. Siding story pale layout
13. Building a structure
14. Concrete materials and standards
15. Concrete km construction
16. Placement and finish of concrete
17. Concrete and masonry blocks
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18. Brick construction
19. Material estimation

The identification of th content was r'1;irive1v easy. I lowever, the problem was de-
veloping the appropriate 14thorawry activities win h could be carried on in a very conven-
tional laboratory and with a minimum of departmental expenditure and student expense,
The laboratory activities were necessary w reinforce the cognitive aspects of the course
and also develop some psychomotor skills.

With the thrust toward compotency-based edueation, we wanted the level c,f student
performance on the activities to be measurable, In addition, it w.is necessary for the
activities to reflect the real world as inuch as possible ond remain within our original
constraints of budget and space.

The first unit of instruction is an orientation to construction and spccifically occu-
pational opportunities and required training for job etnrv, This is presented in a rather
conventional way through lectures, films and guest speakers. An attempt is made to have
a person representative of realty sales, construction financing, lumber retailing, building
inspection and construction inanag,ement make a presentation to the class, Following a
thorough presentation of the most fisible career opportunities, the students, are required
to select a construction-related occupation iind make a complete analysis of the occupa-
tion l'hiS analysis inssAve_s a w ritten report, detailing the Joh responsibilities, employ-
ment opportunities and required preparation for job entry.

'fhe second instructional unit involves types of building codes, including specifics-
tions and performance codes, the four recognized model codes and the "one and two family
dwelling code" which is a composite of thi. four model codes, The instruction centers
around the rationale for building codes and the procedure for acquiring a building permit.
The students are provided a written information unit and a sample building code.

The students assume the role of a building commissioner and evaluate a set of plans
submitted for a building permit, The drawing, has several factors such as door size and
wa1I construction which do not conform to the requirements of the sample code.

In the laboratory activity the students must determine if a building permit can be
granted. If not, the student must identify the changes which must be made, The students
are introduced to such concepts as deed restrictions, zoning and minimum structural
requirements throughout the unit. On-site building inspection by city officials is also
covered in substantial detail.

The third unit consists of a study of standard materials used in the construction
industry. This study includes standard sheet materials, lumber, millwork, hardware and
fasteners. The studonts are expected to be able to identify the materials, name the unit
in which it is sold and know the grading syStern retiring to quality.

The fourth unit, blueprint reading and specific isms, is the first time working draw-
ings are introduced to the student. The plan which the students work with is used through-
out the remainder of the course. In the blueprinte reading unit the students learn what
is included on the drawing. Por the student laboratory activity, key questions have been
developed relative to room sizes, slope of rho roof, distance between windows and similar
information, thus requiring the students to familiarize themselves with the plans.

The specifications for the building arc also included in this section. The concept of
specifications is presented as 41 legal contract between the contractor and the prospective
owner, The specification sheet then becomes a koy part of the last unit of thr course con-
cerned with estimating.

The fifth unit of instruction deals with the process of locating the structure on the
site. The importance of proper location is stressed, and the city ordinances dealing
with set-back are introduced. The technic-v.1e for setting and using, batterboards is demon-
strated to the students.

The laboratory activity involves having the students work in small groups and set
up batterboards for a group of houses for a model city block, The activity is designed to
be conducted on a practice athletic field or similar area, A line marker or cUrb serves
as the point from which the .t-back is established.

The drawing from unit four is used for the activity. After the boards have been set
and properly squared, each group of 8tudents moves to the next set of batterboards and
checks the other group. A tolerance of one-half inch has been established as the accept-
able variation in diagonal measurement.

The sixth activity deals with various techniques of determining building elciation.
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-For .this activity information is presented on the use of the builder's level, spirit level
-and line leyel. The three alternative methods are presented so that a student can estab-
nab building elevation in the event a builder's level is not available or the siee of the job
does not warrant its use.

The students establish the elevation of the four corner stakes for the houses located
-;on the site in the previous activity. At least two of the three methods are used, one serv-
ing as a check on the other.

:;..- Unit seven is concerned with floor system layout including the spacing of the fioor
;.jeist on the outside foundation walls and the center girder.

The laboratory activity is designed to give the students experience in the location of
floor joists. Students place four pieces of adding machine tape on a bench top. They
then make a layout for joint spaced on 12 inch centers, 16 inch centers and 24 inch centers.
Each layout is made in a different color of lead to facilitate correcting. This provides an
experience for the students in making adjustments when the layout comes from both sides
and meets in the center.

Since unit seven is the first student involvement with framing nomenclature, it is
necessary to spend time presenting this information. The framing model becomes an

Anvaluable aid for this purpose.
Unit eight deals with conventional wall layout. The drawing presented previously is

"used for all of the layout activities. The students make the layouts during the laboratory
-periods on adding machine tapes.

The students have adequate experience making the layouts so that when they enroll
in the on-site course, layoutis expedited and all students are able to work simultaneousl.
The lab activity allows all of the studente to work independently.

The activities are gradedby comparing them toe master tape prepared by the instruc-
tor. The tolerance of one-fourth inch error is accepted as the competency level. It has
been found that secretarial help or students can do much of the correcting.

Unit nine involves rafter layout. The nomenclature associated with roof construction
is presented to the students. The presentation is followed by a teacher demonstration.

The activity involves having the students make a layout for various kinds of rafters,
using both the step-off method and the rafter square tables.

The acilvities and instruction starts with common rafters and progresses to hops,
valleys and jacks. After the layout is made on the adding machine paper tapes, the stu-
dents cut out the profile of the rafter. This makes it easy to correct by laying the student

-layout on a master copy. It also gives the student a better idea of the relationship of the
angle of the cuts to the horizontal and vertical planes.

Unit 10 deals with stair layout, for which the technique is presented in the class.
Written material is provided, including illustrations showing the procedure for making a
layout. The actual layout is made on wide paper such as shelf paper, and the profile is

'cut out. The success of the students seems especially high when compared to the prob-
lems encountered by some experienced craftsmen. Stair layout has been found to be
rather intriguing. In a typical laboratory activity the student is provided with the basic
information on stair layout.

For the purpose of the problem, the student is provided with the total rise, total run
and the thiclatess of the treads. The student makes the necessary calculations and com-

-pletes the layout. The layout is cut out with scissors. It is then graded by laying it over
-the master copy. A tolerance of 3/16 inch between risers and treads is permitted from
r top to bottom.

Unit 11 consists of a study of door and window assemblies. Consideration is given
to the standard sizes of door and window units which are available and the relationship

;between rough openings and header sizes.
Even though most contractors are using prehung doors, we feel it is essential that

our students at least know the procedure for hanging a door. Thus our laboratory activity
,centers around the fabrication of a low clearance prehung door unit which would commonly
be used in basement finishing and some remodel work.

The students cut the height of the hollow core door down, make jambs, hang the door
omplete with trim on both sides and install the lockset. The trim is just tacked on one

Eike of the unit so it can be remoyed easily and the door can be hung as a standard pre-
hung unit.

The materials for this unit are provided from one of two sources. One source is
'anyone in the community who would like to have doors made up for a basement finishing
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job. The other source is a local lumber company which provides us with doors regarded
as rejects and seconds. From these materials we make up the door units and return them
to the company as prehung units. The lumber dealer in turn sells them in his retail
operation. Since our pritnary concrn has been to provide the students with door hanging
experiences, both sources have proven beneficial to our program.

Unit 12 deals with the layout of a story-pole for the application of horizontal siding.
The methods of applying siding are discussed in class and then a laboratory activity is
assigned. The students are given the distance measured vertically from the soffit to one
inch below the foundation. They are also provided with different widths of siding and the
maximum allowable exposure. They then make the spacing layout on a paper tape for
each of the different widths of siding. The layout proceduye is evaluated like the previous
activities allowing the students one-fourth inch of error in the layout.

Unit 13 is the capstone of the carpentry portion of the course. Here the students are
able to apply what they have learned by building either a utility building or a model unit.
Both units have definite advantages.

The building provides a good opportunity for installing a door and window assemblies
as well as cutting rafters, shingling and many other common carpentry tasks.

The major disadvantage is that the building,must be sold prior to beginning the con-
struc non.

The problem of obtaining a buyer does not exist with the model, and it also provides
a gOod opportunity to reinfor(e nomenclature. Another major advantage of the tnodei is
that it provides intersecting interior walls and ceiling framing which does nOt exist with
the,utility building.

When the scale model iS used as the alternative for fabrication, the plans which the
students worked with in previous units are utilized. This allows for further familiarity
with the same building.

Unit 14 is the beginning of the concrete and masonry construction units in the orienta-
tion course. In this unit a study is made of the contribution concrete makes to the con-
struction industry. The overview includes foundations, footings, and slab designs.

The first student activity in concrete construction centers around mixing small quan-
tifies-of concrete. These sample quantities are placed in paper roll tubes and allowed to
cure.' The samples are then tested for strength. Each day a sample is tested to demon-
strate the relationship between cure time and conditions and ultimate concrete strength.

Different curing conditions are provided, such as ai r curing and water immersion curing.
To test the samples they are placed between two bench tops, and a bucket is attached

with a piece of wire. The bucket is loaded with sand until the specimen fractures. The
amount of sand is weighed and recorded. This process is continued at various daily
intervals to compare the relationship bemeen strength, cure time and curing conditions.

During this same activity tne students conduct silt tests on the sand and slump tests
on the concrete mixes before they are placed.

Unit 15 involves an introduction to concrete form construction. For this activity the
students construct forms for a flagstone patio and concrete benches. The shape of the
flagstones are first drawn on a piece of 4 foot by 4 foot cardboard or hardboard. After
the desired shapes are achieved, the six individual shapes are cut out and each student is
assigned a shape for which he will build a form.

The original design shape must fit inside the cOnstructed form with no more than'
one-fourth inch of space at any point. This.tolerance is desirable to insure that the in-
dividual blocks will fit properly into the larger shape when they are all formed and poured.

The six flagstone shapes become the component modular units of a larger patio made
up of four400t square redwood grids places on a sand base.

We have found that if a number is cast in each of the flagstone shapes, it is much
easier to assemble the final unit when it is hauled to the site. when the stones are placed
in the large grid, each unit of six is placed in a different direction so that the final effect
is that of a random shape. By rotating the module units 90 degrees, the casual observer
walking across the patio does not notice similar shaped blocks.

The concrete benches also become an integral part of patio design. The seat for the
benches can be either of cast concrete or redwood. When the cast seat is constructed,
the concept of precasting and tilt-up wall panels can be conveyed to the students.

This activity is very economical, since scrap lumber and sheet material ean he used
for the forms in addition the recipient of the patio and benches has always been more
than happy to reimburse the school for the materials involved.
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The entire activity can also lend itself to a community beautification project in co-
, operation with the local parks and recreation district. Most cities are willing to pay the

price of the materials for the patio stones and benches to be used in the public parks.
In addition, most schools are able to use the near-non-destructible benches on the

school premises. In any case, the cost of the materials can easily be defrayed.
Unit 16 is concerned with the placement and finishing of concrete. In our classes vie

everiment with a variety of finishes, including smooth steel trowel finishes, a broom
finish and an exposed aggregate finish.

We are doing most of our work with the exposed aggregate finish because of its
decorative effect and the ease of finishing.

For bench designs where both sides will be exposed and it is ecessary CO have equal
exposure of the aggregate on both sides, we seed the bottom of the form before the con-
crete is placed. To do this we first spread a layer of damp sand one-fourth inch thick.
We then carefully place a layer of the aggregate. The aggregate is generally about
one-half inch in diameter or less. This is spread until the layer of sand is no longer
visible. The concrete mixture is then placed on top of the aggregate. After the concrete
has cured, the surface layer of sand is removed with a brush and the aggregate surface
is exposed.

The concrete is mixed after the forms have been prepared, including oiling the forms.
The oil provides for easy removal of the forms and prevents the wood from absorbing
excessive amounts of moisture from the concrete when it is placed.

The mbced concrete is placed in the forms and screeded even Ixith the top. To pre-
vent voids around the edge, the concrete is Fuddled with a small stick all the way around
the edges. After screeding and puddling, a wood float finish is given to the surface.

After the concrete has been placed and floated, the surface is seeded with aggregate
the same size as was applied to the bottom surface. The aggregate is patted into the
surface with a trowel until it is slightly covered with a slurry of cement.

We then apply a surface retarder. The retarder allows us to expose the surface as
much as 24 hours after the concrete has been placed by lightly washing the surface with
a fine mist of water or lightly scrubbing with a soft brush and water. If a retarder is not
used, we must watch the concrete very carefully and expose the aggregate at exactly the
right time. Under normal curing conditions, the time before exposing the aggregate may
range from an hour to several hours, depending on the moisture content of the concrete
sold the room temperature.

The retarder delays the cure on the top 1/16 inch of the surface and the remainder
of the concrete cures normally. The retarder still allows next day removal of forms, but
provides for late exposure of the aggregate.

Concrete has become one of the students favorite activities because most of them
have not had very much experience with concrete.

Unit 17 deals with concrete and masonry blocks. The instruction in this unit evolves
around sizes and shapes of masonry blocks, masonry mortar, and laying of concrete
blocks.

As a laboratory activity, the students lay up a wall section with two opposite corners.
The section is laid on building felt placed on the concrete floor of the laboratory.

The mortar mix is a combination of mortar mix and lime. It works like a typical
mix, but the mortar can be removed very easily after it cures so that the blocks: can be
salvaged and used by the next group of students.

We have found that the learning experiences are much better by using two corners
on a short wall and laying itup four courses high than if a straight wall section is used or
if only one corner is included.

unit 18, which is the final masonry unit, deals with brick construction. In this unit
we discuss the types of bricks, methods of laying bricks, mortar mixes and common tools
used in the masonry trades.

The laboratory activity for the brick construction unit involves the fabrication of a
small brick barbeque-type fireplace unit that complements the backyard patio design
constructed in previous units.

The unit is small and can be lifted into a pickup trick by several people. The size
has intentionally been kept to a minimum and the weight reduced as much as possible to
facilitate moving. A clay flue is used to enhance student experiences with materials and
also to reduce the weight and to facilitate the need for extending the height of the flue.

The fireplace barbeque ultimately becomes a part of the total backyard leisure area
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design including the patio and the concrete benches
The final unit in the course, number 10, is a cronprehensiy material estimation

activity. Considerable time is spent in class discussion covering the various techniques
used in material estini tin, In iiddition, take-off tables and schedules have been de-
veloped to facilitate the pnicess and to serve 88 a check-list so that the students will not
miss any items in the process. This particular sheet iS a check-list yhich the students
use which includes every possible material needed in the structure. As they use the sheet,
they give a number to the items used:md "V" out any itians which aro not needed in their
particular problem.

As the students proeyed with the act kiiv, they enter the col- .yt quantities needed on
the take-off sheet. The numbers for the items correspond to the numbers they entered
on the previous check-list. This makes it possible for them to determine if they included
all materials needed.

Estimating tables have been developed to expedite th( determining of quantities
needed. For example:2, if the length of the building is known, the nuiirbc t of floor joists
needed for a particular spacing can be determined

The final eatimaring problem im!ol yes determining the types and quantities of material
needed to constnict the building which has been utilized throughout the course. At the
conclusion of the course, the students not onl y are familiar with all of tho component parts
of the building but also know the cost of the mawrials which would- be needed to construct it.

The estimating activity requires that.the student become thoroughly familiar with the
use of building specifications. 'I-he same specifications which were introduced in unit
four in the blueprint seytion aro now used for estimating.

The estimating involves the calculation of all materials needed to fabricate the struc-
ture from the foundation through completion. The students are expected to work at a
competency level of 00 percent accuracy. To facilitate the correcting of the activity and
to insure that the students ore all usingthe same priees, a price list is provided for them
at the outset of the activity.

This concludes the activities that we use in our orientation course, We have found
that at this point the students are ready to go to Me job site and progress much more
efficiently than they have prior to the implementation or this course. Since it has been
a suggested prerequisite to our on-site carpentry course, the time required to construct
the same house has been reduced by at least 30 percent.

We reatize now that the content taught in this course has expedited our instruction
tremendously. However, we envision this program or a similar one being equally as
successful in the secondary program. It could become a semester course or portions
of it could be implemented in existing architectural drawing courses or in a conventional
woodworking program as a unit in construction.

The experiences derived from the content will help prepare a student to elect an
on-site building trades course and can give him definite insight into what is expected as
he progresses in that course.

One of the other instructional medias we didnot mention as we presented the units is
that a series of crossword puzzles accompany each unit. Vic' have found that crossword
puzzles are an excellent method of reinforcing nomenclature. The puzzle forces the
student to seek the correct term and also spell the term correctly

As we mentioned at the outset, this content works w 11 in the five course sequences.
It also fits our original crituria of requiring a minimal buu:et, utilizes existing facilities,
appeals to the student interest and, inost important, leads to student employability.

Dr. Weede and Dr, Zook are Associate Professors, Industrial Technology, Illinois Stoic University,
Normal, Ill.
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Teaching Methods

The Impact of Affect in Industrial Arts
William K. Hodgkinson

A brief demonstration lesson preceded the presentation of this document. The thrust
of this demonstration was to focus on two diverse modes of itastruction, i.e., teacher cen-
tered and learner centered.

Let us consider the weather outside. Were it gray and cloudy, we most likely would
wear appropriate protective attire and quite possibly feel a bit on the gloomy side. Given
a cold and windy setting, we no doubt would be hanging on to our hats. On a hot summer
day, we may find ourselves miserably struggling to maintain composure. But no doubt
we can find those bright, warm, sunshiny days which simply spew comfort and happiness.

We submit that a climate likewise exists in the classroom. It may not be as obvious
as weather, but its signs are usually perceived by the master teacher. It has been called
'social-emotional climate in the classroom," (Withall, 1949) in essence it is affect,

the realm of human behavior dealing with perceptions, attitudes, appreciations, beliefs,
values, interests, emotion sets, biases, ...all of which have a feeling tone .

it is hypothesized that consideration of affect in the classroom is as important as,
if not more important than, consideration of cognitive and psychomotor competencies.
That is to say, the probability of learning is enhanced in a learner-supportive, learner-
centered if you will, atmosphere.

Let us consider for a moment the concept that we have heard so much about motiva-
tion. We hear, "get the students involved,- "get them interested," bur are we nor really
saying, "get him to attend to what's happening?" What better way to get students to
attend than to be receptive and supportive of their feelings? Learning theory has demon-
strated that learning occurs within the student, and we can facilitate this menta process-
ing by sustaining the learner. The master teacher is one who has developed his own
means of coping with affect In his classroom.

An understanding of interaction analysis techniques or the assistance of a trained
observer, possibly your supervisor, are invaluable tools which you might use to assist
you in interpreting affect in your classroom. You, the classroom teacher, are one of the
most significant parameters in the type of climate in your classroom. Some concepts
which are known to have an effect on affect in the classroom follow.

1. When and where necessary be directive in your teaching, but do not always direct the n-
int experiences; allow the students the freedom to learn.

2. Demeaning, reproving, disparaging remarks and behaviors certainly do not contribute tc
student's self-esteem or sustain his desire to learn.

3. Be humble. Roosting about yourself may be gratifying to you, but it does little ta develop
the student's self-awareness.

4. A smile, pat on the bock, nod, can work as well as praise or supporting student behaviors.
You know yourself, the student, and what fits your style of teaching. Why not accentuate
the positive a bit more?

5. Accept student responses. Remember they are human, and humans have feelings. Clarify
their understandings and help them learn. Be a "facilitator of learning," and structure the
learner's problems to enhance his knowledge, 4cills, etc.

When you return tovour classroom, use witting and deliberate behaviors. Think about
inner awareness; know what you are doing and have a rationale for why you are doing it.
A fuily-funetioning facilitator of learning must be concerned with the impact of affect in

--industrial arts education.
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Computer-Assisted ;ns uction: A Student/Machine
Interactive System
David L Jelden

The computer, with its many data handling capabilities, is becoming the teacher's
greatest educational tool in the classroom. At the present time extensive research is
being done in both public and private educational institutions on Computer-Assisted In-
struction (CA1). The research completed so far and the proposals which are presently
being examined point up many exciting and rewarding possibilities for tomorrow's edu-
cational program.

Conclusions which have
are as follows:

--
1. Cancuter-ossisted instruction, across aptitude levels, is as effective or better than classroom

instruction with respect to student achievement as measured by written and/or perfomiance
tests. This also applies to the attrition rate (drop-out level) of the program.

2. Connuter-assisted instruction, across aptitude levels, has the capability to reduce learning
time to a significant degree relative to average clauroom instruction completion time, in
some instances as much as 30 percent.

3. CFmputer-assisted instruction students, on the average, are favorably disposed toward this
mode of instruction.

4.3he tutorial approach is a viable instructional method in the presentation of educational
materials through computer-assisted instruction.

5. The greatest economic saving for computer-assisted instruction was in the generation and
scoring of objective examinations, thus freeing the teacher for diagnostic work and material
preparation in the classroom.

already been reached as improvements resulting from CM

Future research already underway Is looking at the pos ibilities of the computer, as
a "manager" of instruction, performing a pre-testing option, pre-assessing students'
characteristics, personality traits, attitudes, aptitudes and establishment of motivational
and anxiety conditions prior to and during the alternative paths which individual learners
may take to reach their educational goals or objectives.

In reading about or discussing CM, it is essential to understand some of the basic
erms used so communication can he achieved in the minds of those involved. As a gen-
ral 'rule, computer-assisted instruction is basically concerned with two phases. One is

an thteractive system where the students and the machine continually are responding
'with one another during the learning process. The second mode of CAI is the non-inter-
active system where the computer is used to generate pre/post-tests for studentuse, to

-.prescribe alternatives of instruction in a multi-media environment, or to keep records
and accounts of the relative success or failure of the students' progress through the

materials in order to predict the degree of completion in relation to time and level
xpected academic achievement.
The non-interactive system sometimes is referred to as computer-managed instruc-

tion system where instruction is still performed by the teacher, but all records, scores
of ,tests, etc., are placed into the computer for future use or verification.
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ntation, are going to deal with the interactive system and how teachers
ate such instruction into their existing classroom.

ERMINOLOGY
-:;Some other Ilich those interested in compute assisted Ins ruction should be

sniffier _with are as'follows:
,Acittptive Model A decision structure which uses student input to update and assigi

duak histructional data.
-7',Adjunct Fro amming A programming method in which the instructional program

ements a.handbooko study guide, activity packetor some other source of information.
a. ,itrogram is intended to instruct the student in the field being studied and is used to

aRan:__d:on the material it supplements. A linear program in an activity packet supple-
entaitthe textbook, which might be used in answering questions in a student study guide.

Behavioral Objective A statement that specifies precisely what behavioral is to be
;exhibited, the conditions under which the behavior wL1lbe accomplished, and the minimum
ittandard of acceptable:performance. Sometimes called criterion objectives.

BranchIn programmed instruction, a point of choice at which students are sent to
Iliernative items depending on their responses to a particular item. Usually correct

_ ,' esponaes send a student on to new information. An incorrect response would send the
Lapident to an item which provides information as to why the choice was incorrect.

liBypassins In programmed instruction, a technique which permits a student to skip
'certain portions of the material because of prior knowledge. A criterion item may be
finer:ted i11 a linear program and if the student passes it, he/she is sent forward several
_eina,(byPissing); if he/she fails the criterion item, he/she takes an intervening sequencer.,

areview or remedial items.
ChainingThe linking together of a series of discriminable responses in a particular

ke,rder, The completion of each response provides the stimulus for the next response .
ay.involve chains of verbal responses (reciting a list of numbers or key words) or chains

pt-motor responses (followings procedure). The connection made between an input (stimu-
4Us); and an action (response). For instance, giving directions on a tipe slide series

fi

re-
prding the operation of a piece of equipment which requires the studen; to do things stated
s the procedure is presented.

Educational Technology The appl ica tions of principles of modern beha vioral science
!'and tectinology to education.

Entering Behavior The student's level of knowledge or skill before instruction
ibegins.

Feeftack to tt5_:_=__Ient Information given to the student regarding the qualiw of his/
her. performance.

Feedback to System Information obtained from student responses which may be used
'to make adaptive instructional decisions or to revise the instructional program.

Frame In programmed instruction, each portion of material to which a student
makes a response. A frame might also be called an exercise, a step or an item of infor-

Vnadon. It may vary in size from a single incomplete sentence to a sizable paragraph.
M_unit of control by TIME which can contain up to 31 lines of information.

Generalization Learning to respond to a new stimulus similar, but not identical,
one that was present during original learning. An attempt to coneeptualize learning.

Hardware-The physical components of a system utilized in instruction, such as
V devices, terminals, computer storage systems and teaching machines.

Individualized Instruction A course of study or program fitted to the individual
earner's background, abilities and needs, in which the learner has some input into the
election of materials and proceeds at his/her own pace.

Instructional Strategies The series of decision structures, such as media selection,
fpacing, difficulty level, readability level, etc., which determine the dynamic nature of
iinstruction.

--instructional S stem An integrated combination of resources, techniques and pro-
s;Cedures requTid by the student to achieve specified learning objectives.

Linear Programming A programming method in which set sequences of frames
_require-.81 response from the student at each step. The steps are so designed that errors

liWill be minimal for even the slower students in the target population. Each student does
ieacIr.frame in the program, his/her progress differing from that of other students going
tthrough-the same program only in the meat which he/she proceeds through the sequence.
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Measuremt, Criterion Referenc d The cirocess of determining, as objec tively as
possible, a student's achievement in relation to a fixed standard which is based on cri-
terion objectives.

LIeasurement Norm Referenced The process of determining a student's achieve-
ment in relation to other students. Grading -on the curve" involves norm referenced
measurement.

Module An entire instructional unit developed via a systems approach which teaches
a specific learning objective or performs 3 specific evaluation process.

Multi-Media More than one medium texts, programmed instruction, audio and
video tapes, slides, films, television, computers used to convey the content of instruc-
tion.

Multi-Track Course A course which employs more than one track or channel of
instruction. Course goals are the same on all channels, but course content, degree of
instruction and presentation all vary to accommodate students of different aptitudes arid
levels of previously acquired skills and knowledge.

Performance Activities Activities specifically related to performance on actualequipment such as laboratory work and supervised motor activities or performance of
any job task.

Prorn t A cue or stimulus added to the terminal stimulus of a frame in a program
or presentation to make the correct response more likely while the student is learning.
It may be pictoria or verbal ltmay vary in strength, that is, provide a model for copy or
provide a hint of a weaker sort.

Pr__Immed Instrucdon A student-centered method of instruction which requires
the student to make active responses to instructional materials, provides immediate con-
firmation of the student's accuracy, allows the student to progress at his/her own rate,
and is tested and revised before publication on the bams of student response.

Response, Covert An internalized response which the student presumably makes butwhich is neither recorded nor otherwise available to an observer. (Example, student
thinks a response.)

1-3.2rert A student's oral, written or manipulative act which is, or can be,recorded by an observer.
Self-Paced Course A course consisting of materials and activities that allow a stu-

dent to complete a course at his own rate.
Shaping A technique which reinforces success approximations, starting with behavior

that is already present (questions which can already be answered). Gradually, more dif-
ficult matelial is presented and more sophisticated answers are required.

SoftwareThe technical data, programs and language components of an educational 2'

system, as opposed to hardware components. The computer and terminal are hardware,
the computer program is the software.

Standard of Performance A criterion used to determine whether the =dent has
achieved the minimum satisfactory level of performance.

Student CritiqueStudent feedback to course developers andadministrators concern-
ing a given unit or block of instruction.

S steroach to Instruction The series of procedures employed by educational
psychologists, instructional technologists and curriculum developers to design and eval-
uate instructional programs,

Terminal An input source where data can be placed into and taken from a computer.
In CAI, a classroom may have one or more terminals to gain access to the computer.

COMPUTER LANGUAGE

in order for a comput r to provide the capabilities of an interactive system, the fol-
lowing requirements must be met: it MUSE have an input terminal, a processor and an
output terminal.

To initiate the interactive capability, a form of language must be developed within
the machine (called machine language) and a command or shorthand program developed
for the terminal operator. As a general rule, a simplified language is developed which
directs the computer to provide specific, predetermined operations within the machine. 41
Some examples of this shorthand language are BASIC (Beginners' All-purpose Symbolic
Instruction Code) and TIME (Terminal Instruction System for Managed Education).

Each language has its own characteristics and restrictions. For example, BASIC-1.
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develnped for engineers who were not familiar with the machine language of the corn-
Lter -put wished to make calculations and check problem solutions written in a more dif-

chltTrogramming language; BASIC, for example, gives the computer a simple corn-
k *And, which then initiates many steps or separate commands within the computer. This

.tprocess simplifies computer operator knowledge requirements. TIME, on the other hand,
:Alma developed for teachers and students as a time-share facility. Teachers in a local

saroom could program their course materials into an existing data bank accessible to
students on a request or demand basis through a terminal in the classroom. A

acher Lit any school district could write an instruction program for a class, store the
infOrmation in a computer in any local area and have it available to any school district
In the region. Access wotdd be on demand by the student from a classroom terminal
connected to a standard telephone.

With this capability, each school district or classroom would not have to own a corn-
uter but could time-share and take advantage of a large system not being totally used

business or industry. Several such time-sharing educational programs are now corn-
1.7-mercially available.

AN INTERACTIVE CAI SYSTEM
The best way to initiate an interactive CAI system is to subscribe or lease time from

an existing facility. In this way, the terminals and some instructional programs can be
Kprovided, and any problems of set-up of equipment can be overcome in consultation with

the company.representative. In addition, no programming hang-ups are likely to occur,
the system is already in operation.

The main concern of the teacher in a CAI system is to program the course content
nto teachable blocks adaptable to an existing computer program. This can be done by
following the sequence below.

1. Familiarize yourself with the limits of your machine, line length (number of
erecters), instructional frame length, response frame length, program capability

_esponse mode and selection), print time and print format (diagrams, pictures, etc.).
n_other words, know the system.

2. Krbaw what the purpose of your program is. Is it general orientation, or specific
skill development oriented? Know the age and maturity level of the students who are going
to experience instruction and their reading ability level. Understand their motivation,
needs and interests as they relate to your subject. All educational programs should be

ritten with an aim or goal in mind.
3. Make an instructional analysis of your course materials. Divide the psychomotor

tasks and general informational topics so an exact level of achievement is set for each
lesson. Include attitudes you wish to teach, keeping in mind the entry level skills and
knowledge the students are likely to bring with them. If necessary, teach these entry
level skills prior to lesson instruction.

4. Block your instructional analysis into teachable units where each lesson will run
about 15 to 30 minutes. Teach the technical information which is required to perform the
operadon first, the general or related information last. Guidelines for determining these
units might be as follows: Is it basic to a larger body of knowledge? Difficulty of per-

:. formance frequency of use might also determine the size or sequence of your instruc-
tional blocks.

S. Determine the criteria which you will use to evaluate achievement of the lesson or
-satisfactory performance of the task:---Put these into behavioral or performance objective
-form. Consider also levels of learning expected in relation to time and student ability.

6. Write a sample pre-post examination to check entry level skill and knowledge and
to verify if instruction is necessary for the student. This pre-test usually takes the form

an objective multiple-choice test of from 10 to 15 questions over the lesson. Ninety to
percent correct response usually determines adequate achievement of the materials.
7. Write the instructional and informational frames for each lesson utilizing the con-

cepts of linear or branched programming. A combination of frames makes a "set" or
7 lesson. The student should not spend more than approximately 30 seconds per frame.
,.:As new frames are developed, review and reinforcement experiences should be incor-
,rated into each lesson.

'Note: Programmed instruction is compatible with the three major contemporary
ries of learning. Advoca;es of programmed instruction point out the following findings

sunport their view.
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I. Principles Emphasized Within the S-R or Mechanistic Theory of Learning:
A. The learner should be active rather than a passive listener or viewer.
B. Frequency of.tepetition is still imoortant in acquiring sldll and in bringing enough

overlearning to guarantee retention.
C. Reinforcement is important and repetition shculd be under arrangements in which correct

responses are rewarded.

II. Principles Emphasized Within the Gestalt, Cognitive or Concept/Principle Theory of Learning:
A. A learning problem should be so structured and presented that the essential relationships

Ofe Open tO the inspection of the learner.
B. The direction from simple to complex is not arbitrary, meaningless parts to meaningful

wholes, Ltd instead frorn simplified wholes to more complex wholes.
C. Learning with understanding is more permanent and more transferable than rote learning

Or learning by formula.

III. Principles From Personality Theory of Learning:
A. The learner's abilities are important and provisions have to be made for the slower and

the more rapid learners.
B. The anxiety level appears to be important in determining the beneficial influence of

praise or blame.

8. In writing your instructional frames, each possible response to the item should
be anticipated, and even the wrong answers should instruct and lead the student to the
next frame. Reinforcement is accomplished in this way. Also, an opportunity should be
provided to stop the program at specific key points for re-entry at some future time.

9. Program coding of each written frame in regard to text, response and answer
should be added to give direction to the computer regarding the next frame or alternative
to instruction.

10. Personalize your instruction by providing for the insertion of a first name and by
utilizing some humor within the program. Alternative answers, smart remarks, etc.,
will help relieve the monotony of a strictly verbal program. Use common sense, how-
ever, in the number of remarks. F3e liberal with praise for a correct answer.

SAMPLE PROGRAM
To give you some guidance in the kind f material which you might prepare for an

interactive system, the following few frames are included. .They are taken out of context
in a sample lesson, but they should give you an idea of the organization and content of an
interactive CAI lesson.

Sample Interactive CAI Program

F12
X3
T When we cause electrons to move through a circuit by applying a vol g ? is being
T done. (Type in the correct word this time.)

work
force
energy

A Work
R Correct. Any time any object is moved by any force, work is performed.
D 13

A Force
R Cane on, e ve already said that Force is a pressure applied to an object to make it move.
R Try again.
D 12

A Energy
R No, no. Once again, the energy would be the ability of the voltage to cause movement
R of the electrons. Try again.
D 12

R lni.alid response; Try again.
D 12
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-F13
X3
T = Another tenn you shevld become familiar with is energy, which is defined as the ability to
T do work.

When pushIng a car, your strength is your source of energy. The more strength you
a; the more energy, and the more work you can do.
Any time any kind of work is done, energy must be used to do it.
When pushing a car ycv are performing work and using ? . (Type in and enter

r answer.)
T farce
T energy

effort

A Force
R Think now. When pushing, you ore applying the force which is the sarne as saying you are
R making an effort. If you have the ability, the car will move. Try again.
D 13

A Effort
R No. You don't use an effort. You make on effort. Try again.
CI 13

A Energy
R Yes, you are. If you have na energy, though, you da AOwork.
D 14
AO

- -Invalid reiporise. Try again.
CI 13

NCLUSION

in general, the computer has been shown to be an effective tool for the teacher. Its
_sapacity for hant2ing information, its patience in teaching students, and its avallabiliqr

111-modern life rnake itone of rnan's greatest assets. Any public school teacher who cannot
uthize its existence, prepare materials for its op5!ration and profit from its characteris-
tics in teaching will soon become obsolete in his profession. Let the machine regurgitate

v'factual information. The teacher will then have time to know and work with students on
human basis, interacting with them on human problems and Inrilvidual needs if used

s- correctly, the computer can increase the humanization of education.
Dr. Jelden is a Professor of Industrial Ans at the University of Northern Colorado, Greeley, Colorado.

-Valuing Approach to Teaching lndu- -ial Arts.
Richard and Virginia Peter

Within the last few years a great deal of research has been conducted in preparing
:7 educational materials desigmed to help teachers initiate a valuing approach to teaching.

The basic theory and concepts of values clarification were developed by Louis Raths,
Merril Harmin ani Sidney Simon. The techniques for applying the theory to classroom
activities were de.eloped by Simon and Harmin and are called values clarification tech-
niques. More recently, other authors such as Leland and Mary Howe and Robert Hawley

:..have developed teacher-student strategies for various subject areas in the curriculum.
Very little has been done in the area of a valuing approach to teaching industrial

education. That is the subject of oar efforts at Stout, and we wish to share some of the
rresults with you.

The basic theory of values and valuing that we are concerned about today stems from
t7the-definition of a value: it is an enduring belief that a specific way of acting or goal of
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life is personally or socially preferable to an opposite goal. Values are enduring, but
not necessarily carved in stone. If values were values were completely unstable, there
would be no continuity in a culture or society.

If we look more closely at these ways of acting and goals in life, or means values
and ends values, we can differentiate between several kinds.

Ends values (terminal values) can be either self-centered or society-centered.End-states such as self-respect, salvation or freedom are self-centered (not a negative
connotation), while world peace, brotherhood and equality are society-centered.

Means values (instrumental values) can also be seen as two types: (I) Moral values
usually refer to those means values that have an interpersonal focus, those which involve
other people and their rights. (2) Competence values or self-actualizing values have apersonal focus. I can feel I am behaving competently if I am behaving creatively, intelli-gently or logically; if I am behaving honestly or responsibly, I am behaving morally.

Now it is possible to experience a conflict between two moral values behaving
honestly and lovingly; between two competence values being imaginative and logical;between a moral and competence value to act kindly and to offer intellectual criticism.llow we resolve these conflicts has to do with our personal value system, or the priority .

or hierarchy of our values in relationship to one another.
We have said that a value is a belief and it always involves a choice, but there isanother aspect to it. Choice without action is sterile, in other words, the preference

must be shown in our actions. The process of valuing has been broken down into sevenbroad skills;
1. Being aware of one's Own preferences and valuations. We have to be able to tune

in to our feelings, find out what is important to us, know why we are against something.
2. Being willing to affirm one's choices and preferencespublicly. If we believe some-

thing we should be willing to stand up for what we believe, to voice our opinion. As we
reveal ourselves to others, we also understand ourselves better.

3. Making choices on one's own 1,vithout depending on others.
4. Choosing from alternatives many people take the first choice that comes along:

"everybody in my class is doing it; what else is there to do?"
5. Looking ahead to probable consequences when choosing. Especially when thereare alternatives available, e.g., life styles, family styles, we have to be able to look at

the pros and cons of each before we choose.
6. Acting on our choices and preferences. We have limited time, energy and money;

how we spend our time, money and energy reveals what we value.
7. Acting with pattern and consistency. As we become clearer about our values,

we develop patteren of actions and repeat our most valued activities. As we become
aware of inconsistencies in our values, we often take steps to change.

We believe that teachers should help students to learn about values and value sys-
tems and how they affect our individual lives, our institutions and our society. As indus-
trial educators, we help students develop basic knowledge and skills in selected areas of
industry and technology. There is also an increased emphasis placed upon conceptual
learning in which students perceive the interrelationships of facts and skills to other in-
dustrial experiences and utilize conceptual frameworks for categorizing new information.

There is another level that we feel must be treated in schools, the values level.
May teachers reach it now and then in working with students, but in many cases it is ahit or miss process. We believe that students can learn to bring their values and value
systems to bear upon the decisions that they are making in their lives. Students can be
taught to sharpen their skills in choosing from alternatives, considering the consequences
areach alternative and then making a choice which is supported not only by reason but
also by their clearly defined values system.

TEACHER-CENTERED APPROACH

Teachers can begin to plan for this type of interaction of students and values when
they plan their curriculum. Questions should be answered in class about the facts and
concepts related to the lesson topic. Questions may also bring in the students personal
experiences and values with the facts and concepts that are being learned. This opens the
door to questions related to one's values ccnicerning the concepts or other spin-off topics
which arise as a result of teacher-student discussion. Once issues have been identified,
the teacher can utilize a variety of values clarification techniques (e.g., voting, con-
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ring, etC.) that help students clarify what their values really are,

great deal about themselves and others as they interact at this values

Leaxirig 'An important factor for teachers to remember is that the best results

Iret.; hialned in a discussion of values when students find an atmosphere of trust and

tatiee ;in the classroom. Students should know that they do not have to reveal or

1.44Y ,discass the results of values clarification techniques. They must be aware that

OtiAlowed to "pass" on any topic which might seem embarrassing to them. Ex-

--his shown 'that attitudes of openness, trust and tolerance of others are best-

by teachers who practice them themselves.
curriculum- plarming format described above can be adapted to any industrial

tarea if is true that there are topics that you will present in class that are not

clikeCtii effected by values or do not readily lend themselves to values clarification tech-

However, many opportunities do exist for teachers who lre aware of the values

indkistry and technology and.plan at least periodic interaction with students at

v*i1ueslëveL

UDENT-CENTERED APPROACH
ther approach that has been successful is one which gives students the opportunity

brainstorm 'topics to be studied in conjunction with a study of any industrial arts sub-

Ifee.2'"Brainstorming requires students to suggest as many topics as possible which

to ibe'concept that is being studied. Once topics have been identified, the students,

ally -or -in groups, may select One to research. Facts, skills and concepts are

irethand learned by whatever teaching-learning strategies are most appropriate .

whenever values-related issues are discovered, the following steps maybe

p students determine the basic issues and clarify what their values are on each

1. Conduct a question census; I e ask and list questions about the issue.

. Identify available resources -- books, people, other resources which relate to

e issues.
3. Find tentative answers.
4. Discuss these answers with others anddevelop a response grid which lists possible

solutions to the problem together with positive and negative consequences of each:

i.

2.

Example Nuclear Po ts as a Source of Energy

olution

Build more

Improve their

design

Positive Consequenc ive Conse

Reduce energy crisis

Less dangerous - more
efficient

Danger cif nuclear pal lution

Costs too much - takes too
much time

5 Rank order the solutions from most desirable to least desirable and he prepared

to--defend the choices that are made.
6. Additional values clarification techniques may be utilized as time and interest

permits (e.g., voting on solutions, continuums, forced choices, I learned ... statements,

etc

PROJECT-PRODUCT-APPROACH
An essential ingredient in developing values clarification skills is self-awareness.

Student projects are often evaluated in terms of desigi, craftsmanship, finish, etc. Some

teachers are now asking students to evaluate their own performance by filling in ques-

ilóinaires which relate to a student's satisfaction index. This can take a variety of forms.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT APPROACH

Industrial arts instructors have frequent opportunities to help students in making

career choices. Values clarification techniques lend themselves readily to career educa-

tion .experiences. Typical strategies include listing of desirable careers, rank ordering

of 'Career chOftes, coding choices according to various categories of pay, hazards, edu-

g n
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cational, requirements, types of work, etc. The impact of one's values upoa these pre-iminary choices can be explored, with the result that students can identify patterns of96boice which may ultimately lead to the selection of a worthwhile career for each in-''dividuaL

RESOURCES AVAILABLE

The presentation today was designed to introduce some valuing theory and techniques-that can be used in teaching industrial education. Time does not allow the development ofthese ideas in great depth. However, a number of books and other resources are availablefor those who would like further information and ideas for values clarification techniques.
.
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Program Enhancement through Club ActivityRoger Jessup, Thomas Pitchford, Robert Stewart and Debbie Wells

Throughmic thk country, there exist thousands of industrial arts programs. Theseprograms are shaptd by various curriculum frameworks that share a common body ofobjectives. The crAtemporary and the traditional philosophies encompass many of the, same goalb. Regardless of the similarities of basic guidelines, a very large percentageof the indifiduta industrial arts programs are unique and innovative, The character of theMed prov.ams is shaped by the instructors efforts in accomplishing objectives throulearning activities.
Each industrial arts teacher uses methods that are successful for each particular r-tuation. Teachers quickly find that their choice of activities is limited only by theirImagination and desire for student success. Educators generally agree that learnersachieve better in programs where they are interested and excited about what they aredoing. If a teacher is to makelearning exciting, he will use as many methods as possible.Learning becomes meaningful when the student can relate what he does to some tangible,and preferrably short range, goal.

One method of accomplishing educational goals in industrial arts is through clubactivity. The number of industrial arts clubs in Georgia has shown a rapid increase overthe past five years. The Georgia Association of industrial Arts Clubs has grown from30 members in 1970 to 130 clubs in 1975. This growth is a direct result of State Depart-rnent of Education encouragement. Club organizations are now an accepted part of the 7; Oeorgia State Plan for Vocational Education,Teachers are finding that many of their objectives can be accomplished through a'?.:Ide variety of club activities. Perhaps the most commonly accepted objective for Indus-trial arts _could be stated: To develop insights and understandings of industrial organize-_
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- products and processes. This is also the primary goal of the youth club organize-
Lion in Georgia. Let us consider an example of how club activities can help in the accom-

ishment Of this goal.
-Summerour Middle School is located in Norcross, Ga. The school has a population

900,primarily from low income families. Summerour has one industrial arts teacher.
t Year, the 25 club members decided that they would like to take a trip to Disney World

in Florida. Needless to say, this trip would be quite expensive. In order to raise part
.7,;: of the money, the club mass-produced a variety of products that were sold in the local

-- Industrial simulations are frequently used at Summerour in the regular industrial
1;;; arts classes. The mass production conducted by club members was quite different. The

difference was in the attitude of the students. The experience was no longer a simulation;
was industry. The club members knew that they had to make a profit if the trip was to

be taken. The students took pride in their work, and the products were of higher quality.
In May the club had the money to make the trip. On the way to Disney World, the

club spent a day at the Kennedy Space Center. The students were able to learn more about
the space program in one day than they would have learned in a month at school. This
year, the club had over 300 applications for membership.

Another popular club activity is field trips to local industries. In the Atlanta area
.the opportunities are limitless. Students enjoy the trips because they offer a break in the
traditional school day. Instructors enjoy the trips for the same reason. While visiting
these Industrie plants, students can observe processes in actual application rather than
in laboratory situations. Another advantage of field trips is that they keep the instructor
in contact with people in industry. Often these businesses are willing to donate materials
and even money to career education programs. In Georgia, one must take advantage of

1 every opportunity.
Another type of club activity that furthers the students' understanding of industry is

the utilization of resource speakers. Almost every club invites local people from indus-
try into the classroom to make presentations. We have found that most industries are
happy to provide this service.

Industrie arts club competition allows instructors to get to know each other. Each
year at Summerour Middle School, the club invites the students from a neighboring high
school to attend a foundry workshop. The middle-school has excellent foundry equipment,
while the high school has none. The students teach each other, and the workshop is usually
followed with supper and a basketball game.

Another objective of industrial arts clubs would be the development of leadership
Skills. A good club organization is designed so that all the activities are directed by the
club members. This places the burden of leadership firmly in the hands of the students,
with the guidance of the teacher. Not only are there opportunities for young people to
provide local leadership, but they have the chance to fill state and national offices. These
leadership experiences are invaluable. If our school system is to be successful in pre-
paring future society members, we must prepare students for leadership roles. This is
being done through industrial arts clubs.

Another benefit of club membership is the development of decision-making abilities.
The ability to make decisions has been identified as one of the most salable skills. In
Industrial arts clubs, stUdents have the opportunity to experience success or failure

; based on their decisions in today's schools, students have little opportunity to make
choices. When they leave school, they soon learn that life is one decision after another.

. Through industrial arts club activities, we believe that the student will be better prepared
to make choices.

Club activities can be used to accomplish practically any educational objective. The
cohesiveness of the group, the realness and competition seem to increase student interest
and performance.

, Industrial arts clubs also provide valued services to the school and the community.
Students take pride in constructing things for the school, such as bookcases or study
Carrels. These activities help to develop better relationships between departments and
the school administration. Many community service projects have been conducted by in-
dustrial arts clubs. These projects usually generate good publicity for the club and the

z' industrial arts program. The importance of good community relations cannot be over-
emphasized.

As in any other part of an industrial arts program, the success of a local club is
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d d on the commitment of the instructor, it rakes a lot of time to organize and
sUpervise a good club. To make it exciting for the students, the club must stay active .

t of the activities take place after the regular school day, which means the teacher
ust give his time. The results produced by a successful club amply justify the time in-

vested by the teacher.
Any teacher now in the field should consider the establishment of a club. It is hoped

that the success found in Georgia, in regard to club activity, can be found in other states
s ell.

IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHER TRAINING INSTITUTIONS

Student teachers are moving from the status of college student to the role of an in-
structor. _ Student teaching experience makes them aware of the benefits that industrial
arts clubs can produce for a local program. Teacher training programs should consider
increasing their efforts in preparing instructors to supervise club activities.

It is almost mandatory for a new teacher to know what is involved in starting a new,
or maintaining an existing, club. Withoutknowledge of the procedures, it would take more
Wile than a teacher has to get one going. It only hurts the student if the teacher does not
have this knowledge prior to teaching. If the teacher is aware of what to expect, the first
year of teaching can be a rewarding and beneficial year for the students and instructor
as well.

It is .easy to take such things as teaching decision-making, leadership and organiza-
tion for granted. The ideas are easy to understand but difficult to put into practice,
ranefering the concepts to the students in a manner which they can understand and easily

perform. Students should do the decision-making, show leadership and understand the
different steps or degrees of organization. Once the officers of a club are elected, the
students should be able to take over and assume a lot of the responsibility.

It is an advantage to know ahead of time what is involved in having a successful club.
Understanding the concepts before student teaching is important. A club on a college level
could be operated in a manner similar ton high school club, so that the procedures would
be farniliar to the new instructor. Observing other clubs would be a method of realizing
the necessary and unnecessary steps to a good club, These ideas are not only good for
starting a club, but also for developing a good program in teaching the procedures and
processes involved in industry.

Mr. Jessup is an IA. Instructor at Norcross High School, Norcross, Go,
Mr. Pitchford i5 Vice President of the Georgia Industrial Education Association, Valdosta, Go,
Mr. Stewart teaches at Surnmerour Middle School, Norcross, Go.
Ms. We Iii Ii a student teacher

Teacher-Made Media: Coping with Inflation
Richard k Kruppa and Ronald I- Jacobs

In light of dramatic increases in the amount of new information in all areas of indus-
trial arts and the spiraling cost of commercially produced instructional materials, the
teacher has been asked to assume a new role; that of instructiona product developer.
Regardless of the sophistication of the planned product, many teachers are reluctant to
take on this new role because they are now confronted with probfems that are usually
foreign to them. Stubborn decisions such as which medium will work best, what-kinds
of media can be produced easily, what are proper evaluation procedures an finally where

- can additional information be obtained now face the teacher. The purpos%- of this paper
to present possible solutions to these questions in a way that will sa,,e t ie and money

for the industritil arts teacher. These ideas, techniques and alter-nativer, 1&./e been used
successfully by the faculty in the Department of Industrial Education and Technology,

-1----Bowling Green State University. This paper will concentrate only on tbose media types
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tCan be produced easily and delivered with the equipment and facilities normally found
tacliy's schools.

'AS an introduction, we would like to review why a teacher should use media, especially
thp industrial arts teacher. One of the broad aims of the teacher should be the develop-
Ment of each individual student with regard to his cognitive, affective and psychomotor
Okills. And while the teacher lecturingor giving a demonstration might suffice for a iarge
lieicentage of the students, he is not likely to meet each student's needs. Other media are

cgraiseded to extend the teacher's effectiveness. This presumes, of course., that the teacher's
-Tiole is not simply a storehouse of knowledge that is served up to the students. Rather,
;iit assumes that teachers can be effective in helping direct students to the Kinds of learning

acthrities and information sources that will be of most usefulness w them. Teachers
should be effective managers and facilitators of learning. This is expecially significant
to .the industrial arts teacher, as he is expected to stay abreast if nev.- developments in

p=the_field while trying to live with an inflation-hit budget. One option is to individualize
,instruction. With this strategy the industrial arts reacher can mac, more vfficient use
Of his time, especially in the laboratory situation where students frequendy work with
Complex processes and expensive machinery. By indiindualizing instruction and relying'
upon support media, the student is presented with consistent instruction and thus reduces
the ainbiguiry of verbal instructions. The teacher is saved from having to rcpeat the
same information several times in a class period and can concentrate on giving needed

t-,fielp to individual students for rernediation or enrichment. Media used in this manner
Illiecomes a sound educational investment as the teacher's time is utilized more efficiendy,
14-reaching more students in the same amount of time.

With respect to media for instruction, teachers have some choices. They zan select
available media from commercial sources or they can design and produce their own to

!:Imeet-the needs of thelearners. Many times, commercially produced instructional mate-
rials are less expensive than the same material would be if designed, produced, and eval-
uated locally. The initial development costs of commercial materials are often spread
over an entire market, rather than being concentrated on one system. Even so, according
to a large commercial filmstrip manufacturer, commercially produced materials have

-.ri.sen in price on an average of 33 percent from 1970 to the present. Commercially pro-
duced materials also are unable to keep up with rapid changes in our field because of the
large investments required for the development of each product. These products also
must be designed with a large audience in mind so that they can be used with many types
of facilities. Teacher-made materials have the advantage of being designed specifically
with the needs of the student and facility in mind. If techniques can be devised that will

. keep the cost of production low while maintaining instructional effectiveness, then teacher-
made materials should he more appealing. From an array of instructional materials that
could be produced locally, a group have been identified that give the teacher the flexibility
and breadth for any instructional strategy. These materials are unique in their advan-

.: tages and disadvantages when applied; some are better suited for certain situations be-
, cause of inherent characteristics of form and delivery for a particular situation. These

media types range from items that can be used in a one-to-one situation with the student
to items that can be used with large groups. The figure shows the various media types
that will be considered for this paper, their unique characteristics and a suggested group
size limitation in which they can be used effectively.

MEDIA

Motion Visuals
I. Video-tape

II. Television
(Educational)

Still Visuals
I. Slide Set

UNIQUE ADVANTAGES OF MEDIA
(and suggested group sizes)

GROUP SIZEUNIQUE ADVANTAGE Individual Small Group

a. instant replay can be erased
b. dynamic capabilities
a. available programming

a. flexibility of sequence
b. self-paced
C. can return to earlier frames _asily

5 u

LARGE
(25+)
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UNIQUE ADVANTAGE

IL Slid. set/audio a. self-pacing
b. review possibility if necessary
C. permanency

Flip-bock a. requires no equipment a
b. self-pacing
c. reviewed easily
d. many copies con be made,

easily reproduced
e. good in lob situation

.IV. Transparencies a. can be used in a lighted room
b. allows teacher to face class
c. information can be added

V. Carpetboard a. wide visibility

GROUP SIZE LARGE
Individual Small Group (25+)

r,
b. information can be changed
C. can be uied for live or toped

demonstrations
d. varying applications

VI. Filmstrip a. permanent sequence
b. compact, easily handled
c. individual or group students
d. can be supplemented with audio

Audio Materials
I Audio tape a. insteer replay

b. can be erased
c. original or cornMercial sources

for sound

(depends on symbol
size)

a

MEDIA SELECTION

. Before matching the right medium with a given situation, prior stating of the objec-
tive(s) is a minimum requisite. The objective should contain the following infomation:
(I) Who will be receiving the instruction, (2) what behaviors you desire from the student as
a result of the instruction, (3) under what conditions you expect the student to perform
(Le., what tools, time alloted and learning environment), and (4) what degree of compe-
tency_ he must show to satisfy the demands of the objective. The achievement of the ob-
ectives as a result of the instruction should be of the utmost concern for the teacher.

Other items for consideration when making media decisions are the teacher's time
_traints, 'when students will need the media, budgetary constraints and whether or not
arnic motion is require& The media selection process, therefore, becomes an exer-

cise in question-asking.
. .

Who Is my student?
What are the behaviors I desire from him?
Under what conditions will he perform?
What are my criteria for judging his success?
What kinds of media cap I produce?
What are other considerations (time, budget, dynamics)?

,The medium of instruction must be selected on the basis of its potential in achieving the
tated Objective. Instructional media is, therefore, a means to an end or to a goal.

'= Following are two case histories of the application of inexpensive media within the
"artment of Industrial Education and Technology.

e History #1
Several hundred freshman students per year have been taught the safe and proper

use_ of common items of wood processing equipment, including the table saw, band saw,
Mb, jointer; singje surface planer and others. The method of instruction was live7
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adm nistered to small groups within sections averaging about 22 students.
ch live demonstration, some students would use the machine and be checked

Vthey demonstrated proficiency, while the instructor would continue his live demon-
,s1;Orni of other equipment items. The technique is not unlike much of what happens in
siristarts and carries with it certain inherent disadvantages
1. Some students may not have a good sightor sound relationship with the equipment
_ or the demonstrator.
2. Variations may exist in the demonstrations over time.
3. Students who are absent miss the demonstration.
4.- Much of the instructor's time is used for repetitive instruction that might be used

in other activities
solution that was devised was to produce a series of filmstrips with audio cas-
The media were coupled with Singer Study-Mate Autovance 11 projectors which

iltaieously the visual program with the audio program. In contrast to the
ier -seheme of instruction, each student now receives instruction on the safe and

r Use of equipment by raking the media to the machine and following the step-by-step
es as they are presented. Advantages of this system have proven to be that:

1. Each student receives individual instruction and can proceed at his own pace.
f2. The demonstration. rse.y be reviewed on demand.
1 The demonstration is uniform from presentation to presentation.
4., Students may be involved in instruction on every machine for which media exist,

and all at the same time.
1 The instructor is freed to monitor progress, check-off students as they demon-

Strate their proficiency and to help individual students.
Ae. Bowling Green, the logistics of dealing with dozens of students using nearly a

Jozen different filmstrips is handled through a check-out system. At the student's re-
quest, a Study-Mate and media package is given te him. The student takes the material

the machine and proceeds.

is HIstory #2
The same students described in the earlier case history are required to conduct

veral materials testa, each using a very expensive and sensitive universal testing ma-
chine. As a result of the delicacy of the equipment, demonstrations to individual students

-2*ere-deefned necessary. The decision resulted in a heavy burden of personal instruction,
12-`-yet provided monitoring essential to provide protection of equipment.

, In an attempt to reduce the personal contact required, a series of flip-books brief,
tpprogrammed instruction booklets were devised. Each ;page presents one sequential

step required to set-up the universal testing machine for-the reSt required. Photographs
' are provided on pages where visuals were helpful in understanding the steps of instruction.

Te perform the assigned materials test, the student merely follows the sequential
,..,iteps a page at a time. To insure that the instructor was able to monitor the correct

et-up of the equipment, the final step required to use the equipment is not included in the
ip-hook. Instead, the page asks the student to call his instructor for final instructions.

This procedure allows the instructor to check all previous work and to interact with the
student regarding the CCM to be conducted.

PRODUCTION OF MEDIA
Before describing any particular process or technique, it might be helpful to review

ome pertinent facts about media production. The research in this field has been rather
-insistent in describing whit elements an effective instructional product should contain.

wr Many teachers are disturbed by the fact that anything that is locally produced does not
have the professional gloss" or "shine" that commercially produced materials seem
to have. Te allay any fears in that direction, it should be stated that the literature has

--,:consistently shown that special techniques do little or nothing to improve the quality of
earning. (Hoban and Van Ormer, 1950) Embellishments such as color (in video-tape

recordings or still photographs), music (in audio-cassettes or sound tracks to other
wthedia) and general special effects (fades, dissolves, ley-nor, etc.) have been determined

to be generally unnecessary in creating a useful instructional product. (May, 1965-66)
in terms of what is essential to assure Instructional effectiveness, the literature

again remains consistent in its findings. These elements will be of special concern for
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our discussion of the design and production of the media mentioned in this paper. They
are: Active learner participation, adequate cueing and content that is carefully ordered
and sequenced. Active learner participation in the instruction relates to the opportunities
provided for the student to practice or respond to what is being presented to him. This
helps increase the probability that the student will remember the instruction through
first-hand experiences. Adequate cueing refers to methods or techniques used in the
design of the material that helps the student be aware of the intended message. Tech-
niques that facilitate cueing include a subjective camera angle (like looking over some-
one's shoulder), arrows and pointer!: dn the visuals and directed narration. The learner
in this way knows exactly what to notice. Pinally, it is essential for efficient learning to
order the instruction in a manner that established subordinate skills and those of higher
order. The task analysis of the job can give you this information. This is extremely im-
portant when students are working by themselves or in a small group without the teacher
present. Any confusion in process flow or wording can cause student frustration or,
worse, accidents.

The appendix to this paper contains a production analysis of the media that have been
described in this paper. Included for each medium type is an introduction explaining
broadly this type of medium and its application, a step-by-step procedure of its produc-
tion, a special section that includes helpful hints and auggestions to further insure the
instructional effectiveness of the medium and specific criteria for evaluating its effec-
tiveness.

EVALUATION OF THE MEDIUM

Evaluation is the process by which the teacher discovers whether the medium selected
and used was appropriate. In other words, did it do the job for which it was designed? The
evaluation process should be used is a tool for providing more information about the mate-
rials that you have made, not merely as a means of reinforcing your 'fforts. What are
the things that should be considered ls you evaluate your materials? Below are a sug-
gested set of criteria by which you can assess the effectiveness of your medium.

1. Did the medium hold the student's attention?
2. Did the medium fit the objectives of the lesson?
a. Did the medium fit the needs of all the students?
4. Was the environment adequately controlled?
5. Was the content sequenced properly within the m @Hats'

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an approach te reducing costs involved in instruction through the
application of media and have supported teacher-made media. Our experience at Bowling
Green Hniversiry suggests the process is desirable and-economical.

APPENDIX

PRODUCTION PROCESS FOR AN AUDIO TAPE

Introduction: Sound can be used as a self-standing media or in conjunction with other
media. Most schools today have access to simple-to-operate tape cassette
players and recorders. An audio tape has flexibility of use for individual
study or for large groups. However, care should be exercised to make sure
your equipment can handle the demands of a large group.

process Step 1: Start with the idea.
Step 2: Write a complete objective.
Step 3: Construct a rough draft from the content.
Step 4; Decide that an audio tape is the most appropriate II.: the objec-

tive.
Step 5: Prepare a refined script from the rough draft, lie aware of pauses

that are required for student responses ortocnincide with other mate-
rials for the student.

Step 6; Produce tape recording. Attach microphone to a s: did so that it need
rrtti



not be handled during recording. Make a volume check before proceed-
ing (microphone shou!1 be about 10-12 inches from mouth). Speak in a
clear normal tone and be sure all background noises have been elimi-
nated.

Step 8: Eviguate and revise according to student performance and affect.
ons: At first glance, the audio tape would seem to be a limited media type, since

it has no visual message. But the audio tape, used alone or in conjunction
with a flip-book, filmstrip, or slade set can be a very effective addition to
your instructional arsenal. To synchronize the audio tape with other mate-
rials, a low musical tone, door chime, bell or a tap on an object such as a
drinking glass can be an effective way of denoting a slide change or a page
trim. In this way, the materials can be used independently by a student
without worrying about maintaining the proper synchronization between audio
and visual materials.

SpecifIc Evaluation Criteria:
1. Is the sound at an appropriate level
2. Is the quality of the sound distinct and uncluttered by background noise?
3. If used with other media, was the coordination between the media clear

and compatible?

PRODUCTION PROCESS FOR A FILMSTRIP

uction: A filmstrip consists of a series of illustrations -and photographs on 35 mm
film In sequence and prepared for projection. A filmstrip can present infor-
mation, teach a skill or affect an attitude through individual study or through
group viewing.

Step 1: Start with an idea.
Step 2: Write a complete objective.
Step 3: Construct a rough draft from the content.
Step 4: Decide that the filmstrip is the appropriate medium for the objective.
Step 5: Prepare a refined shooting script from the rough draft. Decide if you

want an audio recording with the filmstrip.
Step 6: Produce the filmstrip. The method explained here will be that of copy-

ing illustrations and photographs. A mask must be prepared: by placing
two photographs behind the masks and copying them with a 35 mm
camera, the correct dimension can be obtained. The camera takes
two frames on each exposure and, with successive exposures, a com-
plete filmstrip can be produced. The only limitation is that the original
materials must be flat copy. For black and white filmstrips, use Kodak
Panatomic X film and the Kodak Direct Positive Film Development
outfit. For a color film-strip use Kodachrome or Fktachrome-X
reversal films. Be sure to use type B films with tungsten lighting if
using color.

Step 7: Deliver to student.
Step 8: Evaluate and revise according to student performance and affect.

ons: In this method of producing filmstrips, all original materials must be flat
copies. The mask can be made from a heavy stock matt board or masonite
boar& The proportion for the mask opening is three units high by four
units wide. Remember, all visuals must appear horizontal on the film.
The visuals for use in this type of filmstrip can come from magazine pic-
tures, drawings, original titles made with dry transfer lettering or care-
fully hand-drawn.

SpecifIc evaluation criteria:
1. Was extraneous light controlled?
2. Was the screen appropriately placed?
3. Was the image focused sharply?
4. Was the image large enough for all to see?
5. Was the sound synchronized with the visuals?
6. Was the appropriate screen size selected?

Process:

Su
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PRODUCTION PROCESS FOR A VIDEO-TAPE RECORDING

Introduction: Locally pr,duced video-tape recordings can be an inexpensive method of
showing a demonstration or activity that requires motion. With equipment
that is generally available within the school system (i.e., Sony Videorover,
recorder, monitor) the teacher can set up a learning station for individual
study or for larger groups. Production is easy and video-rape can be erased
and used again for future showings.

Process: Step I: Start with the idea.
Step 2: Write a complete performance objective:

Audience
Behaviors desired
Conditions (time alloted, resources, environment)
Degree of mastery required.

Step 3: Construct a rough draft from the content.
Step 4: Decide that a video tape recording is the appropriate media for the

objective.
Step 3: Refine rough draft into shooting script and later for narration. Remem-

ber there's little chance for editing. Everything has to be shot in
sequence.

Step 6: Determine production needs, graphs, charts, titles and response ques-
tions. Remember all television formats are three units by four units.
Lettering must be legible and clear; limit USES or questions to four to
five lines.

Step 7: Produce visuals (Wrico lettering, dry-transfer lettering, neat hand
printing).

Step 8: Pprepare hardware; area should be clean, quiet and evenly lighted.
Step 9: Shoot program following script. This can be done alone or with another

teacher to operate camera. AVOID "talking face" instruction. If you
are showing a process or machine, do not include a person standing
beside it talking in the camera. The students know what you look like.
Show only the machine as the operator would see it. Speak in a clear
regular voice into the microphone, off camera.

Step 10. Deliver to student.
Step 11: Evaluate and revise according to student performance and affect.

Suggestions : It is sometimes difficult to have the student respond adequately to a video-
tape program. For covert responses (non-written) a frequent technique is
to ask the student, -What do you think would happen if I...." Written re-
sponses can be asked for by printing questions and presenting them on the
screen. Allow time in the program for the student to respond in either case.
Remember this is black and white; make sure lighting and aperture setting
is suitable to assure proper differentiation between dark-colored parts.
And don't forget the overhead projector as a source to display graphic mate-
rials for the video camera.

Specific evaluation criteria:
Video-cape Recordings:

1. Was extraneous light controlled?
2. Was the monitor placed for good visibility?
3. Was sound-level set appropriately?
4. Was monitor size adequate for all to see?
5. Are there opportunities for students to review tape at later

PRODUCTION PROCESS FOR A FLIP-BOOK
Introduction: Definitely the darling of this department, the flip-book is an inexpensive

fast way of presenting sequential material in a self-instructional manner.
Given a short instructional activity, flip-books can be used as the prime
teaching mode, with the student manipulating the hardware and software at
his own pace. Each -page of die flip-book contains just enough information
so that the student is not overwhelmed withprinted instructions, but enough
material to maintain continuity. Pictures should be Included when needed
using Polaroid or regular photographs, color or blaqic and white.
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Process Step 1: Start with the idea.
Step 2: Write a complete performance pbjective.
Step 3: Construct a rough draft from the content which will include a task

analysis of the operation.
Step 4: Decide that a flip-book is the appropriate media on the objective.
Step 5: Refine rough draft to determine visual needs and to make sure all

steps are logical and sequential.
Step 6: Finalize production; pictures can be taken with any camera that can

get in close enough to show details.
Step 7: Type final script from task analysis and rubber cement pictures as

final preparation. Use a primary typewriter for better visibility.
Step 8: Deliver to student (he can work right at the machine with flip-book).
Step 9: Evaluate and revise observe how easy it is tO make necessary alter-

ations.
Suggestions : Flip-books are best used in situations where students respond by the actual

manipulation of a machthe or process. Evaluation can therefore be deter-
mined by just how well the student performs the task. Cueing is easily
accomplished by simply adding arrows or labels with dry transfer lettering
direcdy to the picture or page. Attach the pages together by spiral binding,
a three-ringed notebook, or by long staples. Flip-books can be considered
as a viable alternative to a film-strip/cassette.

Specific evaluation criteria:
h. Is there too much detail in the pictures?
2. Is the information ordered sequentially?
3. Are all instructions clear, requiring no teacher assistance?
4. Are sufficient copies available for all students?
5. Are words clearly hand-printed or large typewriter letters used?

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING A CARPET-BOARD

bitroduction: The carpet-board is an inexpensive easy methodof displaying materials that
present information and develop concepts. The carpet-board itself is simply
made of plyrwood, masonite, or wallboard covered with a short-nap carpet
such as kitchen carpet and framed with wooden strips. Display materials
can be constructed of heavy cardboard or lightweight 3-d objects. Nylon
loop material is used as a backing. The carpet-board can be used for a
demonstration for small to medium sized groups or as a display board for
video-tape production or slide production.

Process: Step 1: Start with an idea.
Step 2: Write a complete objective.
Step 3: Decide if the carpet-board is the appropriate media to achieve the

objective.
Step 4: Organize your content CO determine what kinds of display materials

you will need.
Step 5: Produce the carpet-board. Our carpet-board is 24 in x 36 in and is

covered with carpeting that was given free to the school, as it was a
remnant of a larger piece. The carpeting is glued to a piece of plywood
and framed with four wooden strips. Display materials are made from
heavy carcthoard and backed with nylon loop materials.

Step 6: Deliver to srudent.
Step 7: Evaluate and revise.

Suggestions : The carpet-board should be proportional to either the dimensions of the
video format or 35 mm format, whichever way you decide E0 use it. Another
consideration is the color of the carpet. Make sure that it is a dark enough
color to produce a dark background for the lighter shaded display materials.
Our carpet-board is made from orange carpet, which appears as a dark gray
in black and white.

SpecIfic evaluation criteria:
1. Is the board size large enough for all to see?
2. Are display materials large enough for all to see?
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3. Is there enough contrast between carpet-board and display materials for
easy visibility?

4. If used for video-production, are colors appropriate for tone differentia-
tion?

.PROCESS FOR PRODUCING OVERHEAD TRANSPARENCIES
Introduction: Overhead transparencies are large slides used generally for large group

presentations. They can show processes, oudines, summaries, or when used
with an overlay give progressive disclosure of information. Although they
are rather common in use and simple ro make, the overhead transparency
should be treated like any other media in terms of planning and evaluating.

Process: Step 1: Start with an idea.
Step 2: Write a complete performance objective.
Step 3: Decide if an overhead transparency is the appropriate medium for the

objective.
Step 4: Consider the factors that you want your audience to see.
Step 5: Organize the content and make sketches of the layout as to what is to

be included in each transparency.
Step 6: Produce the overhead transparency. There are numerous ways of

making overheads, but the most common is the heat-sensitive film
process and the hand-produced method. The heat-sensitive process
requires original material that has heat-absorbing qualities, such as
carbon-based ink or a soft lead pencil. Hand-produced overheads can
be made using dry-transfer lettering, felt tipped pens, grease pencils,
and color adhesives. For any technique, follow basic principles for
composition outline in suggestion part of this process guide.

Step 7: Deliver to student.
Step 8: Evaluate and revisc.

Suggestions: For overhead transparencies, always select simple, easy to read letter
styles. Space letters optically bdcause measured letters do not always look
eaual to the eye. Make spaces look equal, regardless of measurement.
Separate lines within a caption so that adequate space is left for ease of
reading (about I 1/2 times the heightof a lower case letter). Use all capital
letters for short titles and labels, bur for longer captions and phrases use
lower case letters, since the lower case letters are more easily read.

Specific evaluation criteria:
1. Was extraneous light controlled?
2. Was screen appropriately placed?
3. Was image focused sharply?
4. Was image large enough for all to see?
5. Was the image removed when it was no longer appropriate?
6. Was eye contact with the students maintained?

PRODUCTION PROCESS FOR A SLIDE SET

Introduction: A slide set usually consists of 2 x 2 inch transparencies with or without an
audio tape. This can be produced in many ways; the more common are by
direct use of the camera on a subject or the Kodak Visualmaker for slide
copies from books and magazines, and titles made from direct copies of
various methods. Titles can also be made by hand-lettering on frosted
acetate. Tbe slide series can.be used individually in a learning station or
with a large group. The teacher has the option of discussing each slide or
allowing the visuals to speak for themselves. Delivery to the student is
accomplished with a slide projector (and cassette play-hack unit).

Process: Step 1: Start with the idea.
Step 2: Write a complete performance objective.
Step 3: Construct a rough draft from the content.
Step 4: Decide that a slide set is the mostappropriate media for the objective.
Step 5: Refine rough draft into shooting script and later for narration or for

a student study guide.
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Step 6: Pr pare a scene by scene script for each slide that will be needed.
Determine graphic needs; remember 35 inro is proportional to two
units by three units.

Step 7: Consider all methods available to pr_ uee slides and prepare graphics
neeed.

Step 8: Produce pictures. Remember subjective camera angle for on-site
photography.

Step 9: Deliver to student.
Step 10: Evaluate and revise according to snident performance and affect (see

evaluation section).
Suge stions: One of the handiest methods of producing slides- is with the Kodak Visual-

maker. If you can press a button, then you are capable of producing slides
of consistent quality from illustrations in books, magazines or from original
art work. A big hand-up of many teachers is the production of tide slides.
This can be accomplished easily by several methods: dry-transfer letters
directly on frosted acetate, hand lettering with a grease pencil directly on
acetate, Kodalith reversals, or transparencies made from hear process
overhead transparency film. It is also possible to -sandwich- slides,
originals and identical-sized acetate with eight point dry-transfer lettering,
to create more creative effects and accurate cueing.

Specific evaluation criteria:
1. Is there too much detail in the picture?
2. Were the pictures presented in the appropriate order?
3. Was the size of the projected image appropriate for the etas
4. Was screen placed for adequate visibility for all students'?
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Innovative Industrial Education in Small Schools
Fred E. Posthurna, Terry J. Squier and Thomas Whalley

Westfield is a small community located in central Wisconsin. The high school has
an enrollment of approximately 420 students in grades 9-12. The high school is fed by
four smaller communities, each with its own grade school, Because of logistics and
cramped grade schools, the industrial education program at Westfield starts at grade 9,
offering study of industry. After this introductory course, the student may elect to take
energy, communications or materials and processes. We feel we have a progressive
program and would like to take this time to familiarize you with the reasoning behind and
the operating of the cluster approach to industrial education.

WESTFIELD'S INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

Westfield is a very small community; within Westfield are three small industries:
Westfield Equipment Corp., where hydraulic jacks are assembled, Westfield Creamery,
which processes bulk milk, and Brakebush Inc., where they process poultry. The com-
bined employment for the three is 220. The remainder of the community consists of sup-
portive businesses catering to farming, a heavy recreational area and a high number of
retirement people.

With the lack of industry in the aretr,--it is difficult to prepare a student for a par-
ticular job. In the words of students, -It is difficult for most students to have a definite
career goal for Westfield because there are very few job offerings after graduation."
"Most students graduating from Westfield enter the service or leave Westfield for jobs
elsewhere."

According to the principal, -Westfield High School decided to put strong emphasis on
a new industrial education program because of increased student interest and need in that
area. In constructing a new program, emphasis was placed upon a diversified program.
The desire was to give the student an exposure to a wide range of concepts in industrial
education and at the same time give students the opportunity for an in-depth study of a
specific concept. In trying to accomplish these goals, the cost factor had to be considered
because of limited community resources. The cluster approach used in our curriculum
has met our objectives exceptionally well."

While the principal, faculty and Department of Public Instruction were planning the
curriculum, Francis Kohn, Superintendent, was busy working with the architect designing
a building. The building and the curriculum were modeled around the State Guide for Im-
proving Industrial Education K-12. The outcome was a 10,500 square foot building located
apart from the school. The total cost was 5240,000.00, including equipment.
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The building consists of two main areas: A clean quiet area and a dirty noisy area.
arrangement was chosen for the following reasons: First, a student enrollment of

_es it impossible to offer all industrial arts courses as unit shops: second, dupli-
of costly equipment is unnecessary; and third, due to lack of local industry, the

tlet-belof_orped of and trained for many job possibilities .
eachers were hired to implement the program as a cluster approach. A two-

summer workshop under a NDEA special project aided in curriculum development.
e result of considerable hard work paid off in a successful course offering.

A typical student would progress through the program as follows:
The study of industry course has two main objectives. The first objective is to give

the students a broad-based understanding of how industry operates. This is done by a
study of the 13 concepts of industry.

One such concept, research and development, is learned by lab activities in which the
udenr performs tests. After the lab activities, the student applies his knowledge by
mbining research arid development with packaging. The student researches and designs

.; a package capable of preventing an egg from breaking during shipment. In testing this, a
packaged egg is dropped from the third story window of the school without breakage. The

.1.. students learn by an exciting activity and take pride in a job well done.
-The first objective is combined with the second major objective, which Is to prepare

the student for a wine selection of further study (career goals), and prepare him for stu-
dent directed learning rather than teacher directed learning. The students achieve these

ir!bbjectives by forming a company to mass produce and sell a product. The students use
self-instructional materials to operate the enterprise and further expand their knowledge
previously learned. The students share their knowledge by reporting to the Board of
Directors. Each student has applied for a job that best suits his occupational interest,
from, drafting to production and inspection. All the students in the class combine their

wledge and skills to achieve an impressive display of products of extremely good
tY.
The final step is sales and the liquidation of the company. What better way to learn

than by a careful study, then application of the learning where a student may have a hands-
on career exploration?

A conceptually-based materials and processes course should be a hands-on study
;-. of how man changes raw materials to a useful product. This is accomplished by a basic

familiarization of all areas in the shop. The student experiences 15 different processes
j.hy completing self-instructional packages at each area. After a thorough unit on safety,

the student experiences processing in the arc welding area, oxy-acetylene welding and
sheet metal layoug and bending. The student must complete a simple sheet metal box to

;include soldering and spot welding; foundry, doing a simple casting; squaring up a block of
wood, including routering the student's name; wood lathe, turning a table leg; machine
lathe, turning a round stock to tolerance; milling machine; making a square block; and tool

09m operation.
After the basic familiarization of all areas, the student may contract to learn more

about any area, which may includea project. One student decided to do investment casting
vdth the aid of the art reacher. Another advanced student contracted to paint his car.

This is just a brief description of materials and processes. Later in the presentation,
Vie will discuss the Lourse further.

Communications is an inseparable part of our society. Almost everything we do is
linked in some or another to communications. Westfield's communications course
is a one-year program designed to provide the student with a broad conceptual under-
standing of how and why man communicates.

The course lc designed around four basic communications modules: Module 1, what
As communications? (this module will be explained later in the presentation). Module 2

covers photographic and electronic communications. Module 3 is graphic communica-
!:tions. Module 4 is drafting communications.

A brief overview of the activities included in each module will be given now and a
:'..,detalled description will be given later in the presentation. Activities in the electronic

and Photographic communication module include: Producing radio commercials, produc-
irig a TV newscast and commercial, producinga slide series, taking and doing basic black
end white photography and using self-instructional modules.

The graphic communications module provides the student with a conceptual under-
tending of the graphic arts industry. Activities are designed to coincide with industrial
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reproduction processes. Students follo a 5-section module as a guide to procedures,
assignments, and self-instructional activities. Someactivitie.s included are: Silk screen-
ing, producing stationery or other copy using the offset-lithography process, doing block
printing dealing with the historical aspect of letterpress printing and doing several spe-
cialized reproduction processes such as spirit duplication and mimeographing.

The fourth module deals with drafting communication. The students learn to com-
municate using the channels that a draftsman uses. The students begin the module
learning the principles behind :.esearch and design by usine library resources and by
having discussions with their peers and instructor.

Basic drafting concepts aro learned by doing rough sketches of products and complet-
ing rendered illustrations, just as in industry. After a product has been chosen, ortho-
graphic and isometric concepts are covered. Technical writing is also included.

During recent years the field of energy has become prominent. We at Westfield feel
if one is to learn the total system of industry, a course in energy must be investigated.
The study of how man controls, converts, transmits and Use:3 energy is accomplished by
study in 4 main modules. These are: Module 1 which deals with the use, conservation
and supply of energy; Module 2, mechanical systems; Module 3, fluid systems and Module
4, electrical systems. The following are examples of activities done in each system;
Repairing small engines using the individualized packaged information; constructing
mechanical systems; dealing with pulleys, levers and gears. Other students are working
on electricity kits, learning the basic concepts of electrical energy and conversion. Others
are working on fluid power systems, simulating applications of fluid power energy.

With much of the material being individualized, the instructor nOw can spend more
time with individual problems that students may have.

Advanced students work on the contract basis. A student and the instructor work
together on writing a contract based upon the objectives of the student.

As a prerequisite, we require all industrial education students to take the study of
industry course at grade 9. This 36-week course consists of an overview of the 13 con-
cepts of industry. We believe that these concepts are an essential part of the industrial
education program. Since industry affects our everyday life at home and work, it follows
that a conceptual understanding of industry 18 an essential base on which to build further
knowledge. The srudy of flow charts, break even analysis and other technical knowledge
can be very difficult for Pth grade students, so we use the student enterprise to generate
the motivation and desire to learn.

This student enterprise becomes a vital portion of the course, where the student will
experience first-hand career exploration. The students apply for positions ranging from
president to janitor, and by simulated job interviews select the best candidate for the job.
Through the board of directors meetings and departmental reports, each student observes
how every job is performed.

The second major Objective of the student enterprise is to gain knowledge of industry.
We operate under the principle that students will learn faster and better when the desire or
need is present. This desire to learn is developed through hands-on activities. We are
in hopes that the knowledge obtained from the course will be in the form of a concept of
how industry functions.

Along with the knowledge, the student should develop an awareness of the inter-
depencency of society and industry. Industry exerts the forces that form our society
and affect our students' everyday Life. Therefore, they should have an adequate under-
standing of their environment.

The ability to solve problems of industry and everyday life logically is a key factor
in the students' ability :0 cope with the over-changing industrial environment. We hope to
develop problem-solving ability by a study of the scientific method of problem solving as
it relates to the enterprise. We use problem solving in the research and development
unit where each student logically solves a problem of industry. One good example is the
packaging of an egg.

The last major objective of the study of industry class is to prepare the students
for other course offerings in industrial education. Since the other courses are based on
individualized study and learning through self-instructional packages, we take great care
to prepare the student for this type of learning. This is accomplished by careful transi-
tion from the lecture test approach, to self-instructional packages, to student-directed
leaning.

Student enterprise also gives us an opportunity to inform the student of what follows
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in other course offerings. The course content and activities give the student a surface
exposure to materials and processes, energy and communications. We feel this is an
important step in channeling the student into the area for which he or she is best suited.

To sum up the study of industry course, let me quote from a newspaper article:

This course mare than any other tunes the kids into what is really going on in the business world.
It mirrors the actual conditions of industry, while at the same time supplies on overview Of its
concepts. In short, the itedy of industry could be considered o small window through which high
school students con gaze ond even tinker with the mechanisms of industry before they have to go
through the main door into the real thing.'

Using the knowledge from the study of industry, a student may elect to take materials
.and processes. We at Westfield believe that a shift to a conceptually based materials
and processes course will better equip the student to understand the future demands of
industry's ever-changing technology. Our course is a study of man's progress in industry,
with an emphasis on how the new processes of today were developed. It includes student
involvement and interest via hands-on experiences in the shop area. The course content
has shifted from the project to the "how and why" of processing materials. The objectives

'of the course are achieved by making small take-home projects; however, little emphasis
is placed on the project itself. The instructor places most of the emphasis on safety and
tool or machine operation. This allows the student the opportunity to stay with a given
process until he or she demonstrates a degree of competency. A student whose first

_ attempt is not successful is not discouraged if he or she is using problem-solving tech-
niques to remedy previous errors. The result of this type of instniction is a self-taught
concept of materials as they relate to the process.

The student starts the year with a unit on how raw materials are changed to a usable
commodity. The study focuses on the four methods of changing materials: Separating,
combining, forming and/or conditioning. After a short unit on safety, the student experi-
ences these methods of changing materials by a station-to-station unit. This station-to-
station combines the above experience with a familiarization of all areas in the shop .

irUsing self-instructional packages, the student spends 3 days at each station completing a
small project During the station-to-station, the student has one lecture a week discuss-
ing the machines and-processes. We feel this is an excellent opportunity for the student
to experience operki-aons with as many materials as possible.

After this station-to-station, the student will be required to do several teacher-
designed projects. Upon successful completion of these, the student will enter into a
teacher-student contract. This contract may explore in depth any process previously
covered or a specific area of wood, metals, plastics, etc. This teacher-student contract
can continue into advanced materials, %kith students designing a course that will meet their
own needs. The teacher places certain requirements upon the student, usually a compro-
mise between what the student wants to learn and what the teacher feels should be learned
for a well-rounded education.

We feel that our approach to reaching woods, metals and plastics is unique and will
better prepare our students for the world of work. We are convinced that a school our
size can offer all areas of industrial education that the larger schools can and at a cost
that the community can afford.

The world has entered an era of profound alteration in the traditional patterns and
trends in the energy field. Prices, sources and supply have become areas of uncertainty.
The day of cheap and unlimited energy is over.

We as industrial educators should increase awareness and place emphasis on the
enerwy problem and its solutions inour classrooms. The student of today will be the adult
of tomorrow, whose life style will be determined directly by the conserving, of our present
resources and the development of new and more efficient sources of energy.

Energy 'Performs the work of industry: thus it is an inseparable part of our civiliza-
tion. Understanding how to convert, transmit and control energy will better prepare the

_student for his place in society.
Westfield's energy course is designed to let the student explore these areas of energy

through a combination of classroom aork and hands-on activities.
The first section of the course is the core. The student concentrates on the use

(past, present and future), the conservation and the supply of our energy resources. Here
-the students, through discussion and group-desigied problems, have the opportuniry to
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present their feelings on the energy crisis. From experience I have found that relatively
few of my students know the actual severity of the problem. The first section is designed
to make them aware of the problem and start them thinking of possible solutions.

Included in the core is the exploration of implementing alternate energy sources
such as sun, wind and tidal energy. Problem solving now becomes a realistic path for
the student to follow. Various activities are done to let the student research and design
possible solutions to the energy problem.

The core section is very important to the cluster area of energy. The students can
build upon their knowledge and relate hack to the core when they continue to study the
three basic power systems included in the energy course: Mechanical, fluid and electrical.
In the mechanical power system the student completes individualized activities that deal
with pulleys, gears and levers. Here the student constructs experiments that simulate
industrial applications such as the operation of gears in a transmission or the calculation
of mechanical advantage of a machine.

Part of mechanical systems is the study of heat engines. One activity included is
the disassembly, inspection, repair and assembly of a student-owned small gasoline
engine. This is done through a self-instructional package, with slide presentations, that
guides the student through the process. Another activity we do is the building of model
rockets and testing to prove their design.

The fluid power system includes hands-on activities primarily in pneumatics. It
acquaints the student with the relationships of pressure and force and the use of fluids
to transmit power. Emphasis is placed on understanding the use and operation of fluid
motors, cylinders and valves, and how they fit together to form a total power system.

The last power system in the energy cluster is electricity. Emphasis is placed on
the study of electricity as a form of energy and as a means for controlling and transmit-
ting power. Experiments are designed to acquaint the student with the source, control
and transmission of electricity.

The uniqueness of this type of approach is that all three power systems are operating
at the same time on a mtational basis. Thus the duplication of expensive equipment is
eliminated. It is not the easiest way to teach a course in energy, and it takes careful
preparation on the instructor's part, but the institution of self-instructional materials
makes it possible.

After a student has completed the energy cluster, he may have become interested in
some aspect. The may enroll in advanced energy, which operates on the semester time
period. Here the curriculum moves from teacher-directed to student-directed.

All advanced courses operate on the same basic principle. The student works on a
contract based upon objectives that he wants to learn. Objectives are bargained for and
an outline is prepared by the student and the instructor. This allows the student freedom
to research in an area that he has chosen to study. It also eliminates the need for sepa-
rate class hours for each advanced course, since in any advanced period there are stu-
dents working in all three of the clusters. Another advantage of having advanced courses
set up in this manner is that the instructor becomes a resource and guidance person,
able to give individual help where needed.

Let me give you an example of an energy contract. I had two students interested in
solar energy. We write a contract with objectives and an outline. The students did re-
search, writing letters to companies and reading all available materials. They then de-
signed and constructed a solar panel and are now testing it with some fantastic results.

Seeing these two work, as well as my other students, gives one a gratifying feeling
of accomplishment that can be gained nowhere else but in industrial education.

510

Human beings are, above all, communicators. Language is the most distinctive of man's
capacities, and most of the great works of human history reflect, in one way or another, man's
efforts to communicate. Yet the technology of human communication has been relatively slow
to develop. The advent of written language a few thousands years ago, and the development in
Europe of the printing press in the fifteenth century, were contributions of tremendous signifi-
cance; but not until the twentieth century did we see a rapid proliferation of communications
technology. Photography and film making, radio and television, the telegraph and the telephone,
the transistor and the electronic computer have vastly increased the capacity for communication
within the human community. Industrial education would hardly be complete without an exami-
nation of the costs and benefits of these remarkable developments.2
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Nestfields communications course is designed to provide the students with a broad
Otual understanding of communication and its relation to industry and life in general.
The first module of the course poses the question, What is communications?" Here

e student begins by defining corninunications in terms of himself and in relation to
others. Understanding yourself is the beginning of successful communications. To do

; this, he must examine several topics, the first of which is called the communications
nlodel. This is a model that all forms of communications must follow. It begins with the

Tinitiator .of the act of communications, the sender, and follows the model to the receiver.
The student is faced with the question of what causes communication problems. Under-

standing interference, which causes communication breakdowns, and its elements better
..IYkePares the student to cope with communications problems that he will be faced with in
industry and society.

_The student also discovers that he isnot the only communication participant, but also
: discovers that he is not the may communication participant, but also that machines are

mmunicators. Machine technology is increasingly becoming an efficient cornmunica-
tion tool.

What are the elements that affect our total communications? Here the student looks
et perception, creativiry, meaning, symbols and other elements that affect the way we,
is humans, communicate. After exploring these elements, the student can better attempt
tceexpress his thoughts, wishes and needs to others.

The- advent of the industrialized society saw the need for communication by people
in industries. The other modules, photographic and electronic communications,

iphic communications and drafting communication are designed to let the student cx-
ra communication industries with hands-on experience.
-First., let us-look at the photographic and electronic communications module, Here
'students explore the vast electronic communications industry, with related activities

cb as producing a television newscast containing a sports and weather section and in-
u g a 30-second commercial. A studio is set up using a video tape recorder. Jobs

.-auch_./IS cameraman, producer, actor, etc., are assigned in the group so that each person
: has a part -in the production. Setting of the studio is stressed. Students make weather
maps and cue cards and dress up on the day of production. The students enjoy this ac-

,.tiviry very much because they role-play real jobs using the television media.
Another activity is to let students produce radio commercials. Here the students

llecome '`famous air personalities" while learning the proper techniques for radio com-
munication. Advertisemenze are of eve; y type. Everything from new "Kissy Lipstick"
to advertising a Iceal store 1,w lea tvere te-oduced.

In photography two activireas are :equired. The first is doing basic black and white
,pbotography, where the stud,: -.: lei;ows selr-instructional packages designed to allow

!flexibility in individual le- -e!ee epeeds. Moe;..,edents enjoy this activity because of the
'freedom of expression it re them. It may also be used later as a hobby.

The second is en fe of students to produce a slide series with audio narration.
: Programs ranging .1-1-e i e comedy called -Klutz CountyHospital" to instructions on -How

to Make a Pizza" eeve been preauced. The processing of the slides and the taping of the
audio are done right L our

We are contic.eee Ileum_ and reacting as a result of printed communication in one
form or another. In the third module of the cluster, graphic communication, the student

as the various iodustrial processes of communication using printed images to convey
:a-message. Hands-on activities let the student experience the major printing processes.
Activities such as silk screening a t-shirt and making stationery let the student corn-
municate a message while using one of the processes. Emphasis is on the process and

enot the project.
Man is -a consumer, and his gooee azo manufactured or constructed. This concept

,-Zeinforces the fourth module of the cc vi lications cluster, drafting communications.
:In order to relate drafting most effectiveei e3 an industrial process, the students follow

the industrial sequence from research and ,e,lign all the way to packaging,
=7

In research and design, the student is ip-:ed with a design problem similar to one that
may be found in industry. He must state the problem and do research on it. In doing

"this the student will learn design elemenr= find principles. After this, he learns how to
F sketch so that he may communicate his idea. He refines his sketches and decides to
kuiake technical drawings in order to manufe.eure his product. The mechanical manipula-
-tions of drafting are now brought to use. Thu, a student learns about the drafting industry
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through actual hands-on experience. Ile must 'trite specifications and thus enters the
area of technical writing. All activities unite to make up the entire drafting communica-
tions industry.

After the student completes the communications cluster and has g,ained an insight
into the various careers offered, he r. i choose tO go into advanced connounications.
Here the program is student-directed mid works on a contract basis as described before.

Three years ago the Big North Vocational Cooperative was formed to offer capstone
courses in power mechanics, building trades, model office and health occupations to senior
students from six cooperating school districts. The larger student base allowed offerings
which, until the establishment of the cooperative, were unfeasible in any one small school.

We like to think of the cooperative as more of a concept Ohm a physical plant. The
concept allows for sharing among all schools or only between those interested. it allows
for cooperative in-service curriculum projects such as the one just presented.

In this particular case we worked with two schools Tri-County and Westfield with
similar philosophies. Another essential trait would he the willingness of the teachers,
As you have noticed, there is no lack of enthusiasm on the part of the teachers in this
project.

Curriculum development appears to follow much the same evolution in most cases.First comes the identification that a change is needed: the teachers express an interest
in change. Next is the planning stage which allows for brainstorming, visitation to other
projects, universities, etc. The first trial materials are written and tested with students.
At this point we realized that much more curriculum development time was needed, We
also continued to build up our curriculum resource library and adapted what others did
to the needs of the local program. When more individualization takes place, much more
organization is needed and more software and prepared materials are needed. Contracts
are very time-consuming but appear to be a useful tool for the teachers involved in the
project.

If you are frustrated because you teach in a small school, why not investigate the
possibility of conpe 'rating with a neighboring district? 'pings can start happening for
you I

FOOTNOTES

I. iALq_. uette County Tribune.
2. Source unknown.

Mr. Peithurna teaches Communications and Energy at Westfield High School.
Mr. Sauier teaches Study of Industry and Materials and Processes at Westfield High School.
Mr. Whalley directs Big North Vocational Cooperative and is the vocational coordinator for Almond,
Montello, Tri-Cosotty, Wautoma, Westfield ond Wild Rose school districts in Wisconsin.

Educational Games in Today's Learning
Roger A. Smith

Education is currently in the midst of great change. In recent years topics such as
student motivation, relevancy and individualized instruction have beenof interest tO many
educators. These concerns have led to curriculum changes, but more often to changes
in teaching methodology. During the last decade instruction has been directed toward
meeting the needs of individual students through child-centered teaching methods. Em-
ployed in these techniques are extensive use of such educational materials as learning
packages, performance contrIcts, films, television, and computers.

Because individuals learn or obtain meaning from their surroundings differently,
one method of instruction does not bring equal degrees; of success to all students. To
optimize the learning process, instruction needs to beadapted to each individual's abilities
and modes of learning. With the increased emphasis on personalized instruction, it has
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-realized that educati n will not adopt one educational technique as the best method
regard all others. On the contrary, more methods will be developed to comple-

those already in existence in an effort to meet the needs and styles of each individual.
teaching technique which has recently received much attention Is gaming. Educa-

ganies been known by many names. They have been called models, simula-
games, siinilated games, role-playing exercises and many more. 'Pic lacking com-
ity of terminoloa is due to the diversification of the technique's origin and the

esti of each educ.tional game produced.

L4sEDUGATIONAL GAMES TERMINOLOGY AND TYPES

!onions
Simulations are models of physical or social situations. These have two basic char-

_tics,. the first being that reality, whether physical or social, is represented on a
_red scale. The second characteristic is that reality is portrayed in a simplified form.

ocher: words, only selected components of reality are included in the model. Physical
s are construetedof many products and are often used to show their exterior appear-

without simulating the intricate internal working parts. Likewise, social models are
diveloped as training aids to simulate a limited aspect of business or industry.

*Ole-Playing
N'Aple-playing is often confused with social models or simulations. Most social models

yolve role-playing, but not all role-playingcan be classified as simulation. Role-playing
_be defined as a portrayal of those activities and attitudes possessed by one in a spe-

Wo position orvole. Role-playing qualifies as a simulation when the roles portrayed
'Cuiately correspond to those actually in that role in the real process or system. On
'otherhand, one's interpretation of what a role is, such as a youngster playing teacher,

does not Constitute a simulation because it does not accurately portray the real role.i

mei
Games are contests played under predetermined rules for the purpose of winning.

Obis definition does not differentiate between casual games and educational games. There
re many similarities between the two types, but educational games have explicit, pre-

ed educational purposes and are not played just for entertainment. Student enjoy-
ifl and interest has been one of the strengths of educational games, and this charac-

eristic should not be destroyed but rather used to advantage. Dr. Clark Aht stated;
amen may be significant without being solemn, interesting without being humorless,

Ind'difficult without being frustrating "2
Games may be simulations, but they need not be. The primary distinguishing factor

tween games and nongarnes is their competition. Games stimulate competition between
5p1ayers and culmthate in a definite winner and loser. Noncompetitive simulations, such

production lines, chemical reactions, or traffic flow, are not considered games, whereas
business simulations in which the participants try to increase their profits have winners
"iind losers and are therefore classified as games.

Even though the terminology used in connection with this subject and the definitions
not agreed upon by all, the factor which distinpishes games from other activities is

mpetition. Most subjects and activities in which there is competition among mem-
rs with definite winners and losers can be called games.

AlimulatIon Games
Simulation games are those activities which combine the characteristics of both

ktilinulations and games. They are models of physical.or social situations in which there
-iLcompetition, with definite winners and losers.

VOSTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF GAMES

mes have their origin steeped in history but were not used in education for learning
ses much before the early 1960's. Games in education originated from simulation

.

In the business community. The business community, ih turn, borrowed the tech-
e from military training.
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Mes, or war games as many are commonly called, dare back many cen-
s. k One of the oldest war games is a form of chess which was used as a stylized
yrnholic representation of war. Other early games similar to chess have originated,

many parts of the world and are thought to have the same purpose.
;As War became more complicated and abstraction was more developed, other military

games were developed. Some of these were played for pleasure and others were used for
instructional purposes. One of these games was "Kriegspieli." first played in 1798, which
used a map and outline of rules which the soldiers followed.i

During the 1800's military games began to align themselves into distinct groups.
These were the rigid and tactical war games. Rigid games were more of an academic
training in over-all war strategy. The games covered realistic situations which required
much preparation, the use of charts, maps and tables. The unpredictable changing pat-
_terns of the war were introduced through the use of dice. The second type of war game was --
used for tactical training. These games employed great realism and were played hy large 7:
numbers of soldiers.
-' These early games developed by the Prussians have now spread through the world

and are part of the training of every military force in existence. Since the nineteenth
century, war games have become highly sophisticated and their operation has lent itself. .
to computer processing.
Business Games

Over the years of military game development, the business community saw applica-
tions for techniques similar to those used by the military. With the expanding need for
qualified management personnel, those in business began analyzing training methods. The
methods used in formal education, such as lectures and seminars, did not actively engage
the student in the real world of business. Much of the information in this type of presen-
Iition, was factual and poorly remembered or did not have immediate applicatiomand
therefore was forgotten. The second common type of training was on-the-job learning.
This method was highly desirable; however, it was relatively slow and learning was
limited to the job encountered. Also, mistakes made while learning were costly to the
industry. BecaUse of this, a new training technique had to be developed which would in-
corporate the desirable aspects of both types of training.

in 1956 the American Management Association developed what was probably the first
game for business management lt was called the "Top Management Decision Simulation."
This game and others were used to allow the participants interaction with real life situa-
dons. Participants were confronted with problems and they had to make decisions based
on their knowledge and gained experience.4

Edueational Games
.11The first use of educational simulation and gaming, as reported hy Tansey and Univire p,

and Boocock and Schild,6 was in 1962 in a project known as -Jefferson Township School
District." This early simulation game, developed to train educational administrators,
was similar to that used in business. The administrators were presented with- various .9

situations and were asked to react to them.
The use of games in the classroom fell into two general classes. The first use was

to aid students in developing skills and learn course content. This technique was de-
veloped by Layman E. Allen, a professor at Yale, and notably was in the area of mathe-_
matics and logic. Many of the early games were played using dice and tended to be highly 4
competitive. The second type of classroom game attempted to teach social or moral
concepts. Guetzkow, Alger and f.rs at Northwestern University and Coleman and
Boocock at Johns Hopkins Univers' sere the leaders and pioneers in this field. These
games tended to employ real situations and nations put under fictitious names. Games of
this nature were more highly simulated, with less competition than those of the first type.
Games of the second type have developed more strongly than those of the first, especially 3
in the area of the social sciences. One of the major producers of this type of game has
been Abt Associates, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

VALUES OF GAMES
The technique of gaming has grown since its early development, and many educators

and researchers have indicated that the technique offers advantages to the educational I
process.
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ost predominant characteristic of gaming is the enthusiasm generated within
in Games are highly motivational because students enjoy them. They look at games
rrilof play. Research has shown that those who have played simulation games have

:their interest in the subject of the game and have gained intellectual confidence .
ee of complexly and structure of games has had a direct relationship with the

e,e:of- concentration, understanding, confidence, and satisfaction experienced through
gime. ,

le addition to motivational effects, games tend to lead to a high level of involvement
Dbisthose who participate. Games provide direct experience with the topics dealt with in
L;the', game.- Students learn through the actual manipulation of game components. They
an'alyze individual components in the game model and learn how these should be combined

t4in desired interaction to win or succeed. This allows an opportunity to sense the
othre of the game variables .
In the conventional classroom, the teacher must play a role as guide and evaluator.

. ,
must_ lead pupils through learning and at the same time criticize and judge them.

Einiel:and simulations tend to break down the direct one-to-one lines of interaction be- .
eerk the:teacher and the Individual student and open up interaction between the students .

teacher now acts orily as a guide because the game itself acts as the judge by reward-
'far punishing certain, behavior or actions. The winner is determined within the frame-

work of the rules of the game and not by an evaluation from the teacher.7
Gkaes provide a means for students to learn peer interaction. In all games the

articipants experience competition and tension to overcome the obstacles in the game
,achieve the stated objectives to win. In some games this competition takes the form

L,Of_ one player individually competing against another. In other games cooperation among
pilayers is needed to compete successfully against other players. In still other games, one

!fcornpetes against himself or a standard.
Games aid in developing efficacy. Students learn through games that they can have

an effect on their surroundings. Most games depend on the action and ability of the
student to apply what he knows for success. From this the ailident sees that his behavior

vhas a direct relation to the outcome of events.
While students learn that they can affect their own environment, they must also learn

that in life, as in most games, there is an element of chance or fate. Through gamea
tolayers learn that information is not always accurate, machines break down and nature

'icon cause disasters to occur. The element of chance adds realism to the game and teaches
that bad luck can not be avoided, but its effects can be reduced with good planning.

Games as well as simulations can be used to acquaint students with situations which
could be found in real life and yet do it quicker and without the long-lasting consequences
which would be found in life if failure is encountered. This value adds a feeling of realism
and relevance to the classroom. The fear of reproof and failure often deters students

'from entering into traditional instructional methods, whereas with gaming the student is
-not held to the effects of his mistakes and is only beaten by the system rather than being
:Criticized by the teacher.

The values of using academic games in the classroom are many and varied. Like
'any other teaching methodology, gaming has its disadvantages as well as its advantages.
Some have felt that games are a gross distortion of reality and tend to introduce naive

:;.riiisconceptions of the game topics. Others have felt that games introduce a given set of
-.values, and students are not given the opportunity to establish their own values. Games
offer the disadvantage of being limited in the types of physical, psychological and social

.contexts in which they may be placed. Cost associated with some types of games, par-
ticularly computer games, has been extremely high and therefore one limiting factor.

:Another disadvantage to gaming is that not all fields of education have commercially pro-
duced games, and those who produce their own games are limited by the time it takes to

..develop a game and their own creativity.

i:GAME CONSTRUCTION
Game construction is difficult, and those in the field concede that game design is still

early development There are no concrete steps to follow to achieve success. The
Isuccess of the game design thus far has been erratic in nature and relies primarily on
',imagination rather than established techniques.

The first and most important step in designing a game, as with any other instructional



Identify the objectives of the game. One must know what is to be learned or
irough the game. Games can generally perform three functions or fit into three

Oaf. categories, These include, firs% the learning of facts. Fact-type games can
orce already known material or teach new material. A common example of this type .

e would be one designed using arithmetic flash cards. The second general classifica-
of 'games are those which teach about something or teach a process. An exatnple of

is type of game is "Legisluure." In this game,_students play the roles of representa-
tives trying to get bills passed hy the legislature. Players learn about the process of
government through the game. The third type of game is one during which the students
eitrapolate concepts on their own, using what they learned through the game.

The second step in the construction of a game is to determine the mode or model, .

' 'which .can beat teach the stated objectives. Various modes can be used such as cards,
dice`, boards, role-playing, computers, writing and construction. Models, either physical
or social, ,can also serve as the major agent in achieving objectives through games. If

_

a model is selected, it must be defined at this stage in the design process. A model must
be developed which is simple, manipulable, and significant.

The third step in construcfing a game is to identify the players as to their nature and
number. Some games require many different types of players to work as a team. Other
games require only one person to take each position. The size of the team and number
of each type of player is determined by the number which can demonstrate the model
effectively. The classroom needs and limitations should be considered when making these 1`

decisions.
The players must have resources to manipulate or exchange in competition with--

other players. These are decided upon and must take a form consistent with the game
mode or model.. Resources may be such things as troops, money, votes, products and the
like. The resources should have precise value so that players can assess their position
and progress during the game and facilitate determining a winner at the termination of
the game.

Fifth, the players must engage in some activity or exchange of resources. This
activity must be clearly defined, and specific objectives or goals for the players must be
stated. These may be to collect points, make money, advance one's position on a board,
capture so many of the enemy, collect so many votes and the like. These goals will in
most cases he far different from the over-all educational objective for the game itself.

For most games, a set of limitations or rules must be established to state what is
acceptable activity and what is not. Time or point limitations may be necessary to deter-
mine certain stages of the game such as the end of a batde or termination of a hand of
cards. Criteria also need to be stated to determine the end of the game. In some games
the limitations or rules imposed are very elaborate and strict, while others are relatively
simple. Some4games encourage the breakingof the rules if players feel they can get away
with it, but they must also be willing to pay the penalty if they get caught .

sbme games require a certain amount of background information to set the
stage before play may begin. For example, a discussion of a historical situation describ-

:.ing the various players, their motives, backgrounds and objectives may be necessary to
function in a particular model. This information may take its form in written commentary,,
audio or video recordings, pictures, slides, or any other means of presentation.

After a game has been written, it must be tested by actually playing it. This is the
only way to see if all players are equally involved, to determine the time needed to play
the game and test the rules of play. After testing, most games need revisions to improve
their playability.

.,One of the most important considerations in game planning is the after-game discus-
sion. Games provide a point of departure to bring out the educational objectives for the
game. The teacher should try to get the students to verbalize about their feelings and
actions during the game. Students should state the real world applications or implications
brought out because of the game. Also, many students have questions regarding certain
aspects of the game and the real world counterpart. These aspects of gaming must be
considered and used to their fullest to achieve the maximum value of the gaming expert-
ence.8

EVA LuicrioN
Less material has been written on the subject of game evaluation than on any other

aspect of gaming. The success of individual games to date has been of an erratic nature.
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y to,thelack of concrete evaluation criteria. However, due to the varying
.eachdndividual game, it is difficult to establish criteria which would apply to

üe several- questions which should be asked about a game which might provide
sai.,of its auccess First how valid is the game? To be valid it must accom-
ducatlonal objectives which were predetermined at the beginning of the design

nd,factor to consider in evaluation of a game is its coverage. Does the game
ent the subject portrayed? Coverage would seek to determine the degree to

epresents its real world subject This question is particularly applicable
irne8 built on physical or social models.
ehensibility- should be considered. There are two areas of comprehension to

the first being the comprehension of the game itself by the players. Are
siiiania able to understand the game operation? Care must be taken to explain the, .

elandrmake it.as understandable as possible. Understanding must not be confused with
Ripircity. '; Games :should not be unnecessarily complicated or confusing; however, they
ay,-..!fie_ structurally %complex to make them more exciting and challenging. The second

ik or comprehension ishhat of the real world subject of the game. It is important to
teriiii4the degreeto which the game portrays the desired concept.

olbskyaligned to the last consideration is the degree to which a game is structured.
.itiejame.playable?_The rules must be evaluated to determine whether they needlessly

eatricto-Playerd or the aCtion of the game, or whether there are enough rules to cover
alrsinitione

,-,A_fiftb-factor to consider in game evaluation is the degree of competition and parrici-
riblief the players. These two factors are very important to make the game interesting

6i-coking for the students. Without these two factors, many of the values of games,
.a Motivation and interaction, are not present.

e 'Ultimate area of evaluation Is educational value. Questions regarding the degree
of4earning which takes place during gaming must be evaluated in light of the game's
eduiCational objectives.

ipo RESEARCH

The results Of research studies in the area of gaming have been as diverse as their
ses. Smith9 found that students couldlearn factual material using computer simula-

on_sames. Studies by Harvey1OandConte11 found similar results. A study by Lunetta12
iind Mat cognitive information could be learned more effectively using gaming and loop

Vfilirns_ than conventional classroom approaches. In studies by Anderson,13 Curry and
-BrOoks,14 Stadsklev15 and Cherryholmes,16 the conclusion was that students could not
!qearn significandy more using games than traditional methods.

CONCLUSION

,,Educators need to be aware of differences within individuals and the effect that dif-
gerences have on ways in which students seek meaning from their surroundings. Individual
L'differ6ices must be realized and various educational methodologies he available to stu-
Meats to meet instructional objectives. Students should be allowed to select alternative
RUStructlenal techniques, enabling them to capitalize on their unique skills and abilities.
;One technique which offers excitement and involvement is educational gaming.
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Videotapes and Individualized Industrial Education
C. R. Worsfold

College Community Schools is situated on the southern-most edge of the city of Cedar
Rapids. The campus includes Prairie Elementary School (kindergarten and first grade),
Prairie View Elementary (second and third grades), Prairie Intermediate (fourth, fifth
and sixth grades), Prairie Junior High (seventh, eighth and ninth grades) and Prairie High
School (tenth, eleventh and twelfth grades).

The College Communiry School District, located in Linn, Johnson and Benton counties
is in east central Iowa. It encompasses a 12 square mile portion of the city of Cedar
Rapids, the incorporated towns of Ely, Fairfax, Shueyville, Swisher, Watford and all or
part of six townships.

With an estimated population of 11,000 in an area of 136 square miles located on a =,
140-acre site, the College Community School District offers a comprehensive educational
program to 3,000 students from kindergarten to the twelfth grade.

College Community Schools was awarded funds from Tide III of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act for production of instructional videotapes over a three-year
period: 1974, 1975 and 1976.

The grant, entitled Development and Evaluation of Individualized Video Taped Learn-
ing Packages," includes funds for construction of an underground network of TV cables
from Kirkwood Community College to the College Community schools buildings nearby,
a distance of aboutone and one-half miles. All five buildings on campus have this under-
ground television cable hook-up to Kirkwood. However, only the high school is operational
at this time.

An extension of the grant for MO additional years will enable the College Community
School District to produce some 1,500 videotapes through the services of Kirkwood and
their television production center.
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threeyear period, the proposed project is to convert traditional curriculum
.111P-school industrial arts, business education, home economics, language
education and art to a self-paced videotaped format through professional

individualized learning packages at Kirkwood Community College's produc-
,The tapes are to run 5 to 20 minutes, with most averaging 12 minutes .

instauctional resources and programs available through commercial
so videotaped programs or demonstrations originating in Prairie High

ere Planned to be used as needed .
fteen color monitors were available the first year, with seven additional color

'added:the second year. Handbooks with written objectives, additional activities
4:resources iccompany all courses.

he TV system does not replace the teachers, but actually allows them more time to be pro-
ls.'The function of a teacher is to diagnose, prescribe and evaluate to be able to

diagnose o student's learning problem, assist students in setting their goals and evaluate a
dent's performance, not just dispense information.

deorapes lend themselves to the process of individualization by:

Allowing for self-pacing Students can view the videotapes as oft-n as necessary.
Allowing an alternative method of learning, other than reading materials only .

irAllowing the student to became more responsible for his learning. Effective videotapes
ttell-students-exactly what they should be able to do.

.1 Malcing instruction available to students whenever they need help instead of always having to
wait for the teacher to be present before they can begin.
Allowing for variable entry. Whenever a student moves to College Community Schools frati
another school, or when he desires to toke a course, he may do so.
Dealing with the short attention span concept in learning most people are able to conc -
trate for a period of only about 12 minutes.

Twelve cassette players are housed in the TV Distribution Center at Kirkwood Com-
munity College. These 12 video cassette machines feed channels using modulators.

ch,of the 12 channels has a monochrome monitor. The output of these modulators
cede-through one and one-half miles of buried cables using two-way amplifiers. Five

telephone-intercom lines are buried between the buildings so students can call for video
yhacks. Prairie High School is completely wired with 53 TV jacks and 20 intercom

istatlons The other four buildings have TV and intercom systems in the buildings, leaving
hilly the internal wiring Of the building to be completed .

FTWARE

First year production of 475 videotape information packages included: RECORD-
KEEPING, OFFICE MACHINES, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, WOODS, MACHINE OPERA-

IIONS, DRAFTING AND MEDIA. During the second year of production, AUTO MECHAN-
ICS-and BASIC ELECTRICITY tapes were added to the industrial education tape banks.

4-,The tapes are produced on one-inch format in color, using Kirkwood's television produc-
On -facility which includes color cameras, film chain, character generator and other

fieldivare.
Each tape employs a single concept or objective. Groups of tapes and associated

handouts are used to individualize a course or a section within a course.

ACTION-ORIENTED TELEVISION VIEWING

.When a student starts a program of study, he receives an instruction sheet that con-
tains the objectives end appropriate videotape he is to watch. He then proceeds to a tele-
phone located close to the television receiver and calls the distribution center. When a

received in the distribution center, the operator locates the tape and finds a vacant
e`channel.- If all channels are full, he consults the automatic timer. This allows the oper-

ator ,to nuickly ascertain when the first tape will be completed; he can thereby inform
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hat.channel he will beon and how soon. Since most of the industrial arts tapes
-Wines or less we have very few waits in excess of 60 seconds. The student

Ar,:turns to the channel selected and receives his information package.
sq-hava "been programmed to run for only a few minutes so that students may

8eveta1 tapes, or the same tape several times, during a regular class period or
ey_er,they have a limited amount of time.

yoTH OF A VIDEOTAPE
le;

e instruCtor records the script he has created on an audio cassette tape... (for
-module produced a teacher writes objectives, organizes materials and produces a

script recorded on a cassette).
. A typist transcribes the script into a rough form. It is then routed in turn to the

project ccordinator, the administrator of the video projecrand the director of educational
7 media at Xirkwood Community College, for editing and revision, acceptance, or rejection.

The instructor makes needed changes and revisions; it is typed again and proof-read.
-Then:the script is sent to Kirkwood, where it is viewed by the production manager. Once
the script ,is edited and approved, visuals are prepared and tape production gets under
way. -The audio portion is taped first, then the visual, synchronizing the two.

Now the script is sent to the production manager, who works with the camera men
and the instructor to put the videotape onto a master tape, later dubbing the productionfrom the master tape to a cassette. Finally the cassette videotape is placed into the

Complete records are being kept in order to compute the total cost involved, as well
as the cost of each phase in the production of each tape.

Mr. Ken Steine, principal of Prairie High School, is the key person in the videotaping ,
program. He administers the program directly, plans the workshops, enforces the rules
and regulations concerning scripts, dictates changes in the second year continuation which
he Wrote and even spends a great deal of time examining each script giving the project
direction and keeping it ail together.

- A continual in-service program has been established. Mr. Steine, the administrator
of the program and the program coordinator get together weekly throughout the school
year with instructors working on current videotaping projects to discuss problems and
-deadlines and to hantlle situations as they arise.

OTHER POTENTIAL USES OF VIDEOTAPE

Self-Evaluation Tool for the Teacher
A camera-can be placed in any teacher's classroom during a period of instruction;

the film is to beviewed later by the teacher, who can see himself objectively and note
Improvements to be made or compliment himself on a job well done. The teacher can
also ask others to objectively analyze the presentation. It would be a teacher self-im-
provement process rather than an administrative evaluation.
Magnification and Visual Display

A video system can be used to magnify and display implements, graphs, book pages
and any other items which require magnification for presentation to large classes or ;u

laboratories.
Dàta Storage and Retrieval

Videotape can be a useful archive medium for the storage of certain aural and visual
;resource data In a convenient retrieval form for direct instructional use, lectures by
yjsiting authorities, musical performances by groups andartists, interviews with primary
sources in history and so forth.

_

Self -Evaluation
such areas of study as speech training, acting, or musical performance, for
, a videotape system can provide the possibility of recording this performance

is by the student, his classmates, or his instructor at a later time.
,priisincMaterials

.(Television can be employed to devise special test materials. This technique is par-
.tleularli valuable where the student needs to be tested on his discrimination of phenomena
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for example, the specifications of a particular micro-
, culture or the identification of a certain stagecraft technique mani-

eaentation of a play. One national TV network has used a sort of
Auccenufully on several occasions in connection with informal lessons about

d current events.

fold h a member of the faculty of Prairie High School, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

erical Con rolled Equipment,
-Carnpbell

e ;purposn of this paper is to present a description of numerical control (N/C)
atlonal devices. The classifications of design and drafting, production equipment and

on and testing are used for organizational purposes.

RATIONAL DEVICES

The-scope_ of N/C applications has tended to be essentially I mited by economic
-Ability and man'S ingenuity. Thus, it can be applied to any operation that requires
&ailed Motion.

and Drafting
upserically controlled drafting and plotting machines have many uses. Among them
Preparation of preliminary design drawings from mathematical descriptions; veil

ark of, toot and cutting path data on machine control input media; contour mapping;
prtnted circuit arrwork masters and inspection templates; architectural draft-

automatid drafting of complex three-dimensional shapes such as aerodynamic sur-
autOMobile bodies, ship hull forms, tire treads, impellers and turbine blades.1

iie rnaChines are also used to prepare various graphical forms such as graphs and
rom numerical data for analysis and verification.

Munerically controlled drafting machines. A complete computer-aided drafting
m consists of a digital computer and N/C drafting machine. Drafting machines are

eetizd diiectly to a computer or are off-line and use computer output as a control
Tha off-line mode of operation is normally used because of the time disparity

:The electronic speed of the computer and the mechanical speed of the drafting
'ine Initially, mathematical descriptions in numerical form are prepared by a part

oar:Kann:per and processed through a computer, resulting in coordinate data encoded on
mile tape, punched cards, or punched tape. This output constitutes a set of detailed

atrutione which are used by the N/C drafting machine to produce a graphical presen-
: Input media is fed through the reading device of an N/C drafting machine and
ed -by- the control unit. Control output signals drive a pen, stylus, or optical
elieid on the drafting machine to produce an accurate, quality drawing on various

rials at.sppeda greater than those obtainable manually. All types of lines and forms
be ,d.tfawn in a number of widths and colors. The N/C drafting machine can provide

image or reverse drawings, scale up or down, rotate, translate, and project data
It:leered view.3 Some models have full alphabetic and numeric printing capabilities.

. of N/C drafting machines have digitizing capabilities for the acquisition of
data to define points, lines, and curves on existing drawings or patterns.
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A representative example of an N/C drafting machine is the Series 600 control unit
and Model 22 graphic display table manufactured by the Gerber Scientific Instrument Co.
This is a solid state continuous path system with buffer storage, a sequence number dis-
play, and a linear interpolator. It can draw at the rate of 150 inches per minute with
accuracy of *0.007 inch and can scale the size of a graphic presentation from half size
to 16 times size.4 A drawing head, with an optical turret for automatic selection from
six different drawing tools, is positioned by an X and Y carriage which executes the com-
mands of the control unit. Positioning along the X axis is achieved by a rack and pinion
gear train adjacent to the precision table ways. The Y carriage, basic tool holder, is
positioned along the X carriage by a helical lead screw. Digital stepping motors are used
in the basic drive system of both axes.

Numerically controlled plottinglnachines. Plotting machines are similar in concept
and operation to N/C drafting machines. The differences are primarily in the degree of
accuracy and the quality of the graphical presentation that can be produced. The plotter
is an X-Y positioning system which can plot computer oumut as it is being generated or
operate offline using computer output as a control media. When the plotter is used on-
line, the plot data and control commands are supplied through interface electronics. In
the off-line mode of operation, which is normally used, magnetic tape is played back on
the control unit which supplies the X and Y axis drive signals, mode selection signals,
and Z axis commands to the plotter.5 Many N/C plotters have mirror image capability
and drawing scale flexibflity. They are available in flatbed and drum models.

A representative example of an N/C plotting machine is the Galcomp Model 565 drum
plotter manufactured by California Computer Products, Inc. It has an X-Y axis plorang
speed of 18,000 steps per minute and a Z axis (pen) speed of 600 operations per minute.
Bidirectional stepping motors are used to position the X and Y axes. Plotting is regulated
by the movements of a pen relative to the surface of the paper, with each input pulse
causing a step of either 0.01 or 0.005 inch. The X axis deflection is produced by the
motion of a rotating drum, and the Y axis deflection is produced by the motion of a pen
carriage. Command signals raise and lower the liquid ink or ballpoint pen from the sur-
face of the paper. All plotting, discrete points, continuous lines, or symbols, is accom-
plished by the stepping action of the drum and pen carriage. Paper alignment is main-
tained by sprockets on the drum. Various types of roll stock paper and mylar, either
12 or 31 inches wide, and blank or with grid markings, are used. Manual controls for
positioning the drum and pen carriage and for raising and lowering the pen are provided.
Controls to initiate any of three modes ofoperation, search, single plot and multiple plot,
in addition to miscellaneous tape modes such as fast, forward and rewind, are located on
the front panel of the control unit.6

Production Equipment
Numerical control has been adopted more extensively for use by production equip-

ment than by any other area of application. The general acceptance of this technological
innovation came about as a result of its inherent qualities of increased accuracy, in-
creased production and interchangeability of the end product.7

Drilling machines. A large number and variety of N/C drilling machines are mar-
keted. The key advantage of N/C drilling is the elimination of the high costs associated
with positioning jigs and fixtures.8 Numerically controlled drilling machines are avail-
able in a variety of models, from two-wds machines with single spindles to three-axis
machines with automatic tool changers or turrets. Most drilling machines have some
milling capability.

Typical of the smaller types of special purpose N/C drilling machines are printed
circuit board drills. These machines are equipped with single or multiple stations; A
drilling machine designed for precision drilling of a large number of holes in printed
circuit boards or other flat stock manufactured by the Edlund Division of the Monarch -1
Machine Tool Co. It has four stations, each with a cluster of four drill spindles with
independent feed and speed control. The positioning table is mounted on the base, along
with a column which holds a vertically adjusted bracket fitted with independent air feed
units of four groups of four units each. The drills are automatically selected by pro-
grammed information, and the positioning speed is 200 inches per minute.9

A typical general purpose, two-axis N/C drilling machine is the Moog Model 83-200.
This representative example of a point-to-point vertical drilling machine capable of
limited straight line milling along the X and Y axes has a single spincile with manual or
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ical 'axis control and manual tool changing. The pneumafic-hydraulic position-
ol positions at the rate of 180 to 200 inches per minute withi0.001 inch

Y. eCQntrol and positioning components used in this machine are manufactured by
C.; and are fitted at the factory to a specially designed and built Bridgeport

.alnilll The machine control unit (MC11), attached to the head of the machine
tains .a pneumatic block reading device, manual input dials and a mechanical

ce counter.
ther, successful application of N/C drilling is turret drilling. The turret head
s to some degree as an automatic tool changer. The number of tools used

or ten varies with the design of the turret. Numerically controlled turret
a capable of cycling automatically, selecting tools and positioning the table and
in the X and Y direction. Both two- and three-axis control systems are used.
N/C turret drill is the Burgmaster Model 3 BHT-3, manufactured by the Burg-
vielon of Houdaille Industries. It has double housing planer type construction

rovidea maximum strength and precision for large workpieces. The machine
ght-spLndle turret and is equipped with a General Electric Mark Century
a three-axis positionmg control and can perform milling and boring opera-

vo drilling.11
achines. There are n any rypes of milling machines, such as die sinkers,_g anàfL1ing machines, sicin and spar mills, as well as general purpose knee

types. They are generally classified as horizontal or vertical types.12
-.-representative N/C horizontal milling machthe is the two-axis Cincinnati milling

ltfachine, -with an Acramatic 220 solid state point-to-point MC11, manufactured by the
CitiCinilatil Milacron Co. The MCLI is equipped with a tally tape reading device, manual

t 'decade switches, and sequence number and position displays. In addition, it has
e zero shift capability. A 33-1/4 by 48 inch work table handles workpieces as

LB 5,500 pounds at milling feedrates of 2 to 30 inches per minute. The table is
oned by a 7-1/2 horsepower hydraulic servo motor drildng a hall nut lead screw.
axis (Z) control is facilitated through manually set cams. This N/C machine tool

so capable of drilling, tapping and boring operations.13
'- A two-axis Cincinnati vertical N/C milling machine with an Acramatic 220 point-to-
int MC11 has machine control unit and other components identical to those used in the
rizontal milling machine. A 20 by 40 inch work table which handles workpieces as

hear.r as 1,500 pounds is positioned by a five-horsepower hydraulic servo motor. In
"additian to milling, operations such as drilling, tapping and boring can be performed on
this machine.

Boring machines. Numerically controlled boring machines, with from two to eight
axes o movement, can be equipped with point-to-pointor continuous path control systems.
They are classified as horizontal or vertical machines.14

,In horizontal boring, a horizontal spindle and cutting tool remove metal by rotation
of- the spindle. The workpiece is located on a table which can position in the X and Y
direction, and in some cases a rotary table is used for 360 degree positioning. This type
machthe can be used to bore, mill and drill. A horizontal boring machine manufactured
ikkIhe Lucas Machine Division of theNew Britain Machine Co., the Lucas Model 542B120,
is, equipped with a three-aiis continuous path machine control unit. A rotary transducer

-la mounted directly on the end of the lead screw, which is driven by a hydraulic motor
'and serovalve.15

A vertical boring machine consists of a large rotating table to which a workpiece is
ched. An adjustable rail containing the cross rail head or heads is mounted on

umns. The head(s) move in or out on the rail. In addition to boring, turning and other
perations similar to those performed by vertical turret lathes can be performed. A
Ingle head vertical boring machine manufactured by the G. A. Gray Co has an inte-
ited circuit two-axis continuous path MCL1 with linear and circular interpolation.16

_ Mends from the MCL1 determine the speed of a rotating table driven by helical and
sPiral bevel gears powered by a DC motor. A five tool indexing turret attached to the
end of a ram can be extended into deep holes.

Turnips machines. Some of the different types of N/C turning machines or lathes
e the horizontal turret lathe vertical turret lathe, engine lathe, and chucking lathe.

The horizontal turret lathe (bar lathe) is generally used for multiple cuts such as
big, boring, reaming, tapping, facing, turning, and parting off detail parts from ran-
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_tn length metal bars. A representative N/C horizontal turret lathe is a Jones and Lam-
son Model 4518-NCTL three-axis turretlathe with a General Electric Mark Century MCU,

anufacnired by Jonea and Lamson, Division of Waterbury Farrel Co. The MCU has
facilities for manual data input and manual operation, as well as tape control for turning.
The turret lathe carriage and cross slide respond to linear and circular interpolation of
programmed information for continuous path turning. At the same time, the saddle re-
sponds to end point positions for the third axis of motion. Each slide is positioned by an
electric or hydraulic motor driving a ball nut lead screw. A rotary resolver, drivenby''
the lead screw, provides feedback to the closed loop system.17

The vertical turret lathe is used for multiple cuts such as facing, turning and/or
boring of parts too large to be machines on standard-size horizontal lathes. The vertical
Gidclings and Lewis turret lathe is equipped with a four-axis N/C point-to-point.eontrol
system. Two of the four axes control the ram head, while the other two control the side
head. Commands from the MCU index the turret and determine table speeds. The work
table is driven by a variable speed DC motor with a high and low gear. When equipped
with a continuous path control system, this machine uses an Inductosyn linear feedback
device for each axis under control of the Mal.

The engine lathe is usually used for turning parts between centers, or for facing,
turning, boring, or single point thread chasing on workpieces that can be held in a chuck
or collet. A representative N/C engine lathe is an American Model 3220 two-axis N/C
engine lathe with a General Electric continuous path NICU. It is equipped with resolvers
for shifting the zero reference of each axis. An operator's control station mounted on
wheels facilitates locating the push-button controls near the carriage of the lathe or in
any other convenient place. DC motors operating from silicon-controlled rectifiers drive
ball mit lead screws for feed contro1.18

The N/C chucking lathe is used for turning, threading, facing, drilling, boring, ream- 1

ing and other operations. A representative example of an N/C chucking lathe is the
Monarch Pathfinder, manufactured by the Monarch Machine Tool Co. It is equipped with
a General Electric Mark Century solid state 1005 machine control unit. The chucking
lathe has a hexagonal turret and two tape-actuated auxiliary slides. Two-axis continuous
path control of the turret with circular interpolation provides the capaciry for generating
almost any part configuration within the size limitations of the machine.19

Mialhiniters. Thus far in the descriptionof N/C production equipment, drilling,
milling borMg and turning machines have been described. Some models of these ma-
chines, with automatic tool changers, might fall into the machining center classification,
when they are capable of performing differentoperations, such as drilling, milling, boring,
tapping and reaming. Full automation is one characteristic of a machining center; all
system functions are numerically controlled.20 Machining centers are manufactured in
different configurations based on classic combinations of beds, columns, saddles and
tables. Optional features of machining centers include multiple spindle heads, shuttle
pallet systems, dual tape readers and as many as five axes of machine control. A repre-
sentative N/C maching center is the Kearney and Trecker Milwaukee-Matic unit, manu-
factured by Kearney and Trecker Corp., equipped with a point-to-point and continuous
path control system which provides positioning and two-axis (X and `I) contouring it has
random tool selection and changing. A pallet shuttle, for the reciprocal machining of a )1
workpiece, automatically transfers a pallet with completed part off the index table and
presents another to the machining station.21 This reduces nonproductive time associated
with part loading and unloading.

A maximum of 60 preset tools can be loaded, at random, in a chain type tool storage
magazine, with one additional in the spindle. The tool storage magazine rotates auto-
matically on corniand of the MCU and exchanges the preselected tool in the spindle.

Grindiriactu-,es. Grinding is a metalcutting process accomplished by the con-
trolled rotation of an abrasive wheel against a workpiece. Numerical control is applied
to grinding because of its ability to control contours and provide close tolerances.22
A representative example of an N/C contour grinder is the Numera-Tool, manufactured
by the Ex-Cell-0 Corp. This three-axis vertical contour grinder is equipped with a
Bendix Dynapath Model 1503 continuous path machine control unit. The integrated circuit
MCU is designed to accept computer interface or punched tape input. The machine tool
has a 24-inch diameter turntable and a vertical worm gear driven servo controlled
spindle. A motorized spindle, mounted to a horizontal servo controlled cross slide and
affixed to the vertical servo controlled slide, powers the grinding wheel. Maximum
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e linear axes is 200 inches per minute, and the maximum rotary speed
e spindle is 30 revolutions per minute.23

norchin machines. Punching or piercing produces a hole in sheet or
, Numeric conixol makes it possible to select any location, size and
basic types of N/C presses which provide single stroke piercing have
is the single station type where tools are manually changed during the

the other:is a turret tyTie which automatically indexes tools into position.24
Stet lowMachines hold one punch and die at a time. Numerical control is used

oo..,a .Workpiece in relation to the punch and die, for punching holes, notching,
-nibbling and forming. A representative single station punching and notching

40-the Strippit Febramatic Model 30/30 two-axis machine, manufactured by
Divikrits,floVHoudaille Industries. It facilitates short-run production of large

workilieces. Round or shaped holes, notches and cutouts of practically urdimited
i.punched automatically. Although normal operation is automatic, semi-

e:.and -manualimodes are provided to verify machine control tapes, check per-
Or'inarivally operate the machine.25

Airier type 'punch press can process a completed workpiece in a single setup. A
eii:.tative example of a turret type punching and notching machine is the two-axis

inatic :Model A-30 turret punch press, manufactured by the Wiedrnann Division of
_

Swasey Co. It is equipped with a General Electric Mark Century point-to-
Cii is provided by rotary hydraulic motors with closed loop servo-valve

.trol ard-resolver feedback. Both the carriage and cross slide are driven by rack and
iiiion"gears. The 30-station punch turret can be.rotated in either direction. All position-

'Iunctiene,',Els well as turret indexing, occur sjmultaneously. In addition to punching
or a variety of oval shaped holes, the machine notches, nibbles, pierces

terpunches .
ejbendine machines. Operation of the N/C tube bender consists of positioning a

balid bar or wire, and then bending it to the desired angle. Improved accuracy,
tional versatility and automatic operation resulting in decreased production costs,

;don- rime and scrap are a few of the advantages of N/C tube bending machines.20
are bent into a variety of configurations and used by aerospace, aircraft, machine

lance, automotive and other industries. N/C tube benders are used for bending
d heat exchanger tubes where relatively few of any one shape are required, al-
e individual part mighthave many bends and must match precisely with its mating

--A representative N/C tube bending machine is the Pines Numri-Form Model
/C tube bending machine and Cybermat integrated circuit MCU, manufactured by

e::Teledyne Pines Co. The machine control unit is a point-to-point three-axis system.
-qlectronic memory unit in the MCU stores data for as many as 24 bends. Manual and
ched tape input are used. Punched tape extends the use to workpieces requiring more

24 bends and permits accurate duplicates or original runs.27 A feature of this ma-
iheis its ability to sense and measure the degree of material springback in a bend and

-overbend to achieve the desired angle.
Flame cutting machines. Numerically controlled flame cutting machines are used to

ate stock for large fabrications, such as earth moving equipment, steel structures,
es, ship hulls, tanks and others. This equipment eliminates the need for templates,

e drawings and reliance on a skilled operator to control flame cutting processes. Con-
,Arridoiii path control directs marking, punching and scribing for layout purposes, in addi-
lifett to-flame and plasma arc piercing and contour cutting in steel plate.zs An example
Vif*brIdge type N/C flame cutting machine is the Tape-O-Graph unit manufactured by the
;:ir:ROuttion Co., with a General Electric three-axis Mark Century MU.). The Tape-0-

draPh'performs plate marking, straight line and contour cutting, ripping and squaring,
te edge preparation and contour beveling, as well as mirror image and dissimilar con-

ur _cutting. Both flame and plasma cutting are possible. A coordinated drive system,
bred by servo motors and a rack and pinion drive, permits longitudinal and traverse
oris to position simultaneously.29
Large fabrications such as ship hulls, bridges and tanks are designed vdith the aid of
mputer which performs fairing of lines between points. The computer oumut is a
ine control tape used to operate the flame cutting machine which produces smoother

d'more accurate curved surfaces.
_lareldiniz machines. Numerically controlled welding is the result of demands for im-

ved standards of welding quality for aerospace activities.30 In addition to positioning
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the workpiece to be welded, factors involving the welding cycle are automatically con-
trolled. A Sciaky five-axis N/C fusion welding machine consists of five main elements.

One element is a traveling column ram manipulator which carries the welding head. -.

A second element is the weld positioner and tailstock unit which holds the workpiece to be
welded. A third element consists of the fusion welding equipment, which is under the
control of the MCU. The fourth element is a servo system, which employs static solid
state power amplifiers, to control the current to DC drive motors. The fifth element con-
sists of a Bendix solid state Dynapath five-axis continuous path MCU with manual and
punched tape input. Machine movements in five axes and the temperature of the welding
arc are controlled simultaneously by the MCU with repeatable accuracy.31

Filament winding machines. Filament winding is the technique of spinning strands
of tor a mandrel and impregnating them with a resin to form a vessel.
Taking maximum advantage of the high tensile strength of a filament permits stron
lightweight construction for a variety of vessel shapes, such as rocket motor cases.
Numerically controlled filament winding machines provide filament path control and ten-
sion during fabrication so that the strength of the reculting vessel coincides with direc-
tional strength requirements. A representative N/C filament winding machine is the
three-axis. machine manufactured by the Rohr Corp. and equipped with a Bunker-Ramo
MCU. The machine can wind pressure vessels as much as 8 feet in diameter and 18 feet
long.

Component insertion machines. Numerically controlled component insertion ma-
chines are used in the manufacture of printed circuit boards. A component insertion
machine inserts, cuts and clinches the component leads, assuring proper circuit contact
and improved solderability. A variety of means for supplying components to the machine
are used. One method is to use an N/C device for selecting, and then stringing different .

electrical components in proper order.33 A Universal Model 2521 automatic axial lead
component sequencer is manufactured by the Universal Instruments Corp. After a reel
of components has been prepared on equipment of this type, it is loaded onto a component
insertion machine which inserts the components into a circuit board. A representative
component insertion machine is manufactured by the Universal Instruments Corp and is
equipped with a General Electric Mark Century MCU. It positions two circuit boards
simultaneously inserts the electronic component leads into the proper holes, then cuts and
clinches them.

Wire processing machines. Machines controlled by punched card or punched tape
input media provide an accurate means of processing different sizes and types of wire
from reels. Numerically controlled wire processing machines measure, mark, cut,
strip and coil sections of wire so that they are ready for use.34 A point-to-point Datex
Model WPM-100 wire processing machine, manufactured by the Datex Corp., is approxi-
rnately 20 feet long and is equipped with a machine control unit capable of automatic,
semi-automatic, or manual control.

Another process is wire wrapping, by which insulated conductor wire is automatically
fastened to terminals with solderless wrapped connections. Electronic or electricel
assemblies which have a modular terminal arrangement can be wired by this equipment.
A representative N/C wire wrapping machine is the Gardner Denver Model 14F wire wrap
machine manufactured by the Gardner Denver Co. It strips insulation from one end of a
wire fed from a barrel or bulk spool, wraps the end around a predetermined terminal,
lays the wire along a preselected path, cuts it to length, strips the other end, and wraps
that end around a second terminal.35 The machine consists of movable carriages,con-
taMing wire wrapping tool assemblies and dressing fingers which are positioned at
modular points to give the desired wire pattern. This machine is designed so that either
punched card or punched tape input media can be used for automatic operation. Fault
indicating circuits are provided to facilitate constant inspection of machine performance
and output during operation. Errors in programming or operation are detected, thus i

decreasing panel inspection time and rework.30
Fabric cutting machines. Numerically controlled fabric cutting machines provide a

unique system for automatic cutting of fabrics and fabric-like materials. This equipment
combines the versatility of manual cutting machines, guided by an experienced cutter,
and the accuracy of automatic die cutting. A representative N/C fabric cutting machine ..41
is the Cincinnati fabric cutting machine and Acramatic IV machine control unit manufac-
tured by the Cincinnati Milacron Co. The MUT controls the feed rate and the positionin
of the reciprocating blade and fabric. A machine table unit, on which layers of fabric are a



synchronized endless conveyor belts driven at variable
rts a movable cutting head spans the machine tahle.37 .An
andacross the bridge contains two pairs of rollers spanned

prevent the fabric from buckling. The carriage located
rt for the cutting blade and mchronized.with the upper
through the layers of fabri- able cutting head con-

ra e motor ensures that r edge of the blade Is
nd motor powers an automatic bA., ..arpener, and the third
Izjg blade at 3,600 motions per minute.38
Nemerically controlled woodworking routers and shapers are

ttinig.iiitit high spindle speeds and feed rates. A representative
the Ekstrom Carlson H444 Rout-O-Mill, equipped with a two-

rno inach1ne contro,l,unit, manufactured by Ekstrom, Carlson, and Co .
ucti its point-to-pobirdr.continuous path cuts, spindle up or down, spindle

ttatetttop indexto varying cutter depths and mirror image, are controlled
4 by.:72-inch work table, monnted on 4 hardened and ground guide bars,

hile a moVing column and ram traverse the area. Ball nut lead
hYdraulic servomechanisms, position each motion from 0 to 400 inches

s ro_ ductimen Is. The followingmachines are further
/C applications hi production equipment.

y, controlled screwdriver resulted from the coupling of an automatic
a.hopper feed and apoint-to-pohit machine control unit This assembly

Dixon Automatic Tools. A :iolding fiXture mounted on an x-y table
wor eces. The depth motion, used to drive the screw, is manually

pt -at N/C riveting employs an automatic drilling and riveting machine to
rcrift fuel-tanks. Manufactured by Omark Industries, the machine can accom-
Fame Sections as much as 120 inches v.ide and 40 feet long. The N/C machine

Ocitultersbike and installs 16 rivets per minute. An N/C posirioner rotates ele-
e*- . a- workpiece to the desired angle. The machine head clamps it, drills and

,ii

1

ireraitiks the proper size hole for a rivet stored in gravity hoppers. A rivet head then
rms,the rivet:1413.41

*-:,N/C "shot-peening machine uses small hard steel shot hurled at high velocity to
epthe surface of a workpiece into compression and thereby increase its fatigue life .
aeu7f,Blast_Co. manufactures a five-axis N/C shot-peening machine. It has 25-foot

el:capacity along the X axis, 5 feet along the y axis and 5-1/2 feet along the Z axia .
on.which the nozzle is mounted rotates 360 degrees, while the nozzle itself moves
eea Various mechanical motions and the peening operation can be controlled

tomiticallY or manually by an operator at a control panal.42
4'shearing machine controlled by N/C is manufacmred by the Cincinnati Shaper Co .

programmed by a computer which selects the best sequence and pattern to shear a
,size sheet with die least amount of scrap. Computer output in punched card form
Lc'd in the shear's card reader. Automatic control then provides for the positioning

and back gauges, energizing probes, positioning of the delivery chute and shear
43

An N/C coil winding machine controls wire cutting, wire placement, cementing, load-
,.and ejection of an empty bobbin and finished coil. The Mal activates sequential or

&Iniiiltaneous ftinctions and assures automatic timing, regulation of the number of turns
FififecOntrol of motor speeds. Coils can be programmed and encoded on punched card

clpunched tape input media, for more turns at one end than the other and for midcoil
. A coil winding machine manufactured by the General Electric Co counts the

Umber of turns per coil, indexes to the next coil, counts the number of indexes and stops
atithe.end of a cycle .

action and Tooting
-merieal control inspection and testing is a logical extension of N/C because it
"in increasing demand for improved accuracy, speed and reliability in the inspec-

,-

and; teating of parts manufactured by N/C production equipment45 The criteria for
cat:and testing with N/C are similar. In each situation, the machine is programmed
ure the variable under consideration and to display and/or record the data resolved
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from the measurements.
Inspection machines. Numerical control inspection is particularly advantageouswhere verification of the physical geometry& a workpiece is necessary or where measure-

ment determination of the unknown geometry of a workpiece is required. An N/C inspec-tion machine consists of a probe or sensing head, facilities for positioning and holdingthe workpiece to be measured and a means of making and either displaying or recordingthe measurements made on the workpiece. These machines provide alignment along twohorizontal axes and, in more sophisticated equipment, motions in the vertical axis as wellas one or more axes of rotation or tilt.46
A representative N/C inspection machine is the Lucas four-axis N/C inspectionmeasuring machine manufactured by the Lucas Machine Division of The New BritainMachine Co. It is equipped with a machine control unit which has built-in computer

emory, permitting programmed patterns or routines to be stored and used on command.Among these routines was one for automatic hole finding with the aid of a probe. It hasthe ability ro determine the center, diameter, and coordinate location of any hole in aworkpiece, and to compare this information with input data. The machine is designedto perform automatic or semi-automatic measurements of the physical dimensions of aworkpiece and record this information on a typewritten hard copy printout and/or punchedtape.47 It is capable of measuring between any two points not over 12 inches apart on oneaxis, with an error of ±0.0005 inch and with repeatability of 0.0001 inch. Inspection ofa known three-dimensional workpiece is accomplished by programming two axes (eithermanual or punched tape input) and .probing the third. Inspection of an unknown three-dimensional workpiece is accomplished by providing arbitrary coordinates in the non-probe axes and probing by means of manual input in the third axis. The machine has fouraxes of movement, vertical, transverse, longitudinal and rotary. These axes are con-trolled by a closed loop electrohydraulic servo systern.48
Ttaig machines, Numerical control is used to check printed circuit boards, as inthe case of a pre-asserobly testing operation An N/C system requires only that a boardbe plugged into a module check unit. The appropriate test and limits are programmed andcoded on punched tape, which then directs the test activity.49
An example of a resting machine under numerical control is a device manufacturedby the Bunker-Ramo Corp. This machine is used for inspecting printed circuit boardsbefore they are installed in machine control units. The testing machine has a four-bankconsole which cycles through tests under the control of punched tape input. The consolemakes as many as 1,500 different rests on a printed circuit board in 15 minutes. Themachine goes through its testing sequence until it discovers a failure, whereupon the

operator activates a repeat switch to rerun the test. Repairs can be made at this time ortesting can continue, with repairs to be made later. This system detects incorrect com-ponents, shorts and opens and wiring faults in seconds. It has ayailahle supplementary
testing instruments for complete analysis of any fault discovered.30

SLIMMARY

This paper presents a desc-iprion of N/C operational devices, Operational devicesidentified and described under the classification of design and drafting include N/C draft-ing machines and N/C plotting machines. These machines are used for the preparation--of drawings from mathematical descriptions; verification of tool and cutter path data onmachine control input media; contour mapping; layout of printed circuit artwork mastersand inspection templates; architectural drafting and automatic drafting of complex three-dimensional shapes.
Operational devices identified and desi:ribed under the classification of productionequipment include numerically controlled drilling, milling, boring, turning, grinding,punching and notching, rube bending, flame cutting, welding, filament winding, componentinsertion, wire processing and fabric cutting machines, as well as machining centers,routers and shapers. Miscellaneous production equipment applications include screw-drivers, riveting, shot-peening, and shearing machines. As the number of applicationsunder the classification indicates, namerical control has been adopted extensively foruse hy production equipment.
Operational devices identified and described under the classification of inspectionand testing include N/C inspection and N/C. testing machines. These machines are alogical extension of N/C because they fulfill an increasing demand for improved accuracy,
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speed and rehab
don equipment.

n the inspection and testing of parts manufactured hy N/C pro uc-
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Tools: The Industrial Arts Heritage
Leslie V. Hawkins

The question is frequently raised, "Why is mankindout of all God's creatures able to
change, modify and glorify the world's resources for their use and enjoyment?" These
resources can be converted into comfortable shelters, delicious foods and warm attrac-
tive garments.

While reflecting on the first question, three others come to mind. How did it begin?
Where did it start? When did it start? Inasmuch as we are observing the 200th birthday
of our nation, our attention should be focused on the United Stares. Many of the earlier
influences affecting the growth and development of our nation apply alike to both the North
American and South American civilizations.

It is believed that mankind's migration to America was by many routes and from
many sources. The land bridge between Siberia and America is assumed to have brought
the Asians to this country. The water route of both the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans
brought Caucasians, Negroids and Polynesians to this vast land. Authorities cannot
agree as to the exact date that mankind began to arrive, but it is thought to be roughly
40 to 60 thousand years ago. It is further thought that those who migrated over the land
bridge route from Asia did not intend to migrate from one continent to another, but moved
as a result of following herds for obtaining food, shelter and clothing.
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m the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans are thought to have been
atlons for the purpose of establishing new colonies. These people brought

thCm their tools, crude though they were by today's standards, and their technology.
# '13So ls were in the form of the stone axes, hide scrapers arrowheads, bows and

rrowa and digging sticks. Becauseof tbeir isolation, technology in the new world evolved
wly and spasmodically. The mystery of the growth of civilization is that two cultures

',developing simultaneously on opposite sides of the earth under very similar condi-
-='One in the eastern end of the Mediterranean, the other around the rim of the Gulf

MeUço.
-We are well aware of the inhabitants to which we refer as Indians who lived in Amer-
at the time the great migration from Europe began. Their tools were considered

Crude by European standards. The iaflux of Europeans to America brought tools, or the
wledge of Aools -and the latest technology. Industrial technology from all corners of

e world was transplanted to America. However, there was not a ready supply of laborers
arm the necessary tasks of everyday living or even to make or create the accus-
necessities of life, such as beds, chairs and cooking utensils. The colonists were

rced -to use their ingenuity anddevelop the use of power sources other than human labor.
They learned to utilize the power derived from water and animals, and later from steam.

r The improved technology created the desire for an easier way of life lt affected a
e in the philosophy of the craftsmen who began to specialize in a particular area .
this specialization came manynew occupations. Many of the tools, such as hammers,
planes, augers and squares, are found with slight modification in the various occu-
B.

To obtain an insight into the technology that produced this great land, let's look at
some of the morP interesting industries which developed. First examine transportation
both land and sea. It was vital that two different modes of transportation should be de-
*eloped because of the fast distances, both on land and sea, from the mother countries.
The coach maker or wagon maker was responsible for developing the wagons, drays,
coaches, gigs and other wheeled modes of transportation that could be used, both on the
arm and in town, for hauling passengers or freight. The conestoga wagon was designed

_ and built hy artisans of the Lancaster, Pennsylvania, region for hauling products to the
-#astern markets. As western markets opened, the demand for this wagon moved west.

The conestoga was a large wagon which had to be drawn by six heavy horses and was one
of the first wagons to be developed in America. The first ones appeared in about 1750.
This wagon was capable of carrying 6,500 or more pounds a distance of 10 to 15 miles

'per day. As the country grew, St. Louis, Missouri, became the center of wagon production.
Wagons and buggies played a major role in the lives of everyone from the crai2e to the
grave until the 1920's, when the motorized vehicle became economically feasible.

Wheelwright
The wagon maker needed someone skilled in both woodworking and blacksmithing to

assist in the production of the wheels. Thus a specialist the wheelwright evolved.
Wheelwrights first produced a barrel-shaped hub of the toughest wood available. Swamp

bite oak and osage orange (Bois d'arc) were the two most desirable woods. The hub
was lined with a cast iron sleeve to increase wearing ability. Each hub contained rec-

ar holes for 12 to 16 spokes, depending upon the strength required of the wheel.
The outer ends of the spokes were secured with a wooden rim banded with an iron hoop.
,These wheels could support massive loads and take terrific shock if the vehicle had to
move at a rapid speed over rough terrain.

This craftsman was commonly referred to as a barrel maker. They produced the
containers which were necessary for shipping materials of all types over land or oceans.
In addition to the containers, these individuals produced tubs, pails, washtubs, kegs, hogs-
heads for liquids and piggias (used for water troughs or tanks). These utensils were used
in the everyday activities of the farmer, manufacturer and merchant.

Shipwright
In the towns and villages of the eastern seaboard, the shipwright was a prominent

individual in the community. These craftsmen were responsible for building ships. One
,of America's greatest resources was the trees which provided the timber for making the
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frames and planking of the wooden ships. The ship yards were little more than slips
(protected inlets) where w.00den frames could be erected to be used as cradles to hold the
wooden members or ribs in position until the ships were completed and secured. This
was an exacting occupation because of the forces exerted on the curves, joints and stress
points of the ships during storms at sea.

The ship builders were assisted by an array of jointers, carpenters, riggers, black-
smiths and other craftsmen. It required almost as long to rig a ship that is, to put up
the mast, the ropes and the S3liS as it did to build the hull. Rigging a ship required
enormous quantities of rope, which in many cases'had to be twisted by hand from small
twine to form the required size, strength and length,

Sal !maker
The sailmaker produced the sails for the ships from canvas which was woven from

coarse flax fibers known as -tow,- a fiber not used in the linen milking process. The
sails were assembled in lofts which were little more than a huge room where the cloth
could be laid flat on the floor. Sails %vere made of strips of material sewn together by
hand. Great skill was required in cutting the cloth so that the sail would cup just the right
amount to catch a slight breeze. The principle tools of the sailniaker were the shears, a
four-inch needle and strong twine. Sailmakers wore a copper-studded rubber palm to
protect the hand from the pressure used in forcing the needle through the cloth. Cording
the ropes into the sail made sailmaking a difficult task.

Blacksmith
No discussion would be complete if we looked the activity of the blacksmith.

This occupation was the mainstay and the cente of am.ti'.it y for stnall towns and villages.
Two requirements for this trade were a forge in which to bum wood or coal, and hide or
leather covered bellows to create the high temperatures necessary for heating the iron.
The principle tools of this craftsman were the anvil, the sledge, the hardie, thongs and
an apron to protect the clothing. The primiA ry products were hoes, plowshares, cowbells,
axes, horseshoes, nails, door hinges, latches, boltS, ShuttCr hooks, handrails, footsc rapers,
tongs, pokers, gates and weathervanes. In addition, they produced many cooking utensils
that were used in the homes, such as forks, pot hooks, dippers, strainers, trivets, boilers,
toasters and handles.

Coppersmith
The craft of the coppersmith is thought to have been one of the more prestigious

occupations. The coppersmith used many of the same tools, with some modifications, as
the blacksmith. Copper was mined in Connecticut, Pennsylvania and New Jersey. At the
smelters the copper was cast, then beaten into thin sheets for commercial use. The
coppersmiths shaped this rnaterial into kettles, stills, boilers, measures, pails, pots,
pans, tankards, funnels tem kettles and other household items used in upper- and middle=
class homes.

Gunsmith
Our discussion of occupations of the early citizen:s of this nation would not be com-

plete without a consideration of the role of the gunsmith. Ile contributed the firearms
needed on the frontier. His tools were similar to those of the blacksmith, with the excep-
tion of a few specialized ones for reaming, boring and broaching the rifles. Most of the
colonial gunsmiths made or repaired flintlocks, muskets, and smooth-bored muzzle
loaders. Two rifles that were developed In this country which became quite popular were
the Kentucky and Pennsylvania long rifles. Only a few hand guns were made in the
colonies. Most of these were imported from Europe.

Si Iversmith
The silversmith was the m.lite craftsman of the smithing occupations. MoSt of the

wealth of the early colonists was in the form of silver, which was frequently used as
currency. The silversmith was the banker, the assayer and the engraver. It was nor
uncommon for the affluent colonists to request that silver coins be made into personal
items which were much easier to identify in the event of theft.

The silversmith used many of the same tools as the coppersmith. Skills were re-
quired in casting, soldering and hammering. The silversmiths produced such articles as
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the table, tankards, teapots, plates, buttons, pitchers, canclle holders and
as a major item, frequently it was engraved with the initials of the owner to

dentificatien, In addition, it was not uncommon for the silversmith to sigi the
a with a touchrnark to identify the manufacturer of the article.

Carpenters
de became more prominent as families beca ne more affluent and began r0

ill the r ambition to move from log cabins into houses. These craftsmen received the
and made them into timber and lumber with which to construct the house. The

e tools were the chalk line, the felling axe, the broad axe, crosscut saws, drawing
s augers mallets claw hammers, shingle horses, squares and levels. Because

tiir abundance, most of the early houses in this country were made of wood; however,
litaue were made with stone or brick for the walls. The roofs usually were made of wood

thatch.

Jointer
-The_ jointer perfol. ned the finish carpentry for homes or businesses. Their tools

consisted of various sizes of planes, wooden braces, vices, lathes and marking gauges .
sy smOothed the rough, coarse lumber so that it could be used in the interior of the

gs for window frames, stairways, banisters, chests of drawers, panels and lidded

maker
These were the highly skilled jointers, and these colonists produced some of the

finest- furniture ever made in America. The most common woods used at this time were
-- the pine and chestnut in the North, and in the South it was magnolia. These woods were

entiful, and articles produced from them were usually quite economical. More expensive
fitrniture was made from maple, walnut, cherry and Honduras mahogany. These articles
often were adorned with iron, brass, or copper. The more popular articles produced by
die -cabinetmaker were chairs, chests, tables and sideboards. Many of the articles pro-
dUced in colonial times are highly prized as works of art.

We have only touched on a few of the occupations or trades pursued by early colonists.
However, we should mention a few others, such as the brickmaker, who produced the bricks
di the foundations, fireplaces, streets and sidewalks; the chandler, an individual skilled

in the production of fine candles and scented soaps; and the tinker, an independent bust-
-- nessman who traveled throughout the country with his tool box (the "pig") and repaired

wooden or metal objects in the homes for the country people. The arrival of the tinker
was eagerly awaited by isolated families, inasmuch as he was their chief contact with
the outside world and he brought them news of what was happening. Today we might com-
pare this craftsman with a roving newspaper or television reporter. Other craftsmen
worthy of mentioning are the miller tobacco cutter, tanner, hatter, cobbler or shoemaker,
and the tailor.

Tools are the technological jewels that created the machines which developed our
present-day lifestyle. Through machines we are able to expand our talents, our abilities
or skills and our production potentials. We in the twentieth century depend upon the

1, machine for the production of better and more economical clothing, food and shelter.
As our present energy sources are consumed and/or depleted, it will become neces-

'' sary for us to seek others to supply the increasing number of diverse industries. This
should not be observed as an insurmoumable problem, but as a golden opportunity to
exercise the ingenuity for which Americans are known. Industrial arts teachers should be
Proud of this rich heritage and make every effort to make it known to the youth of this
nation and encourage them to strive for even greater technological accomplishments.
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Tools of the PastAn American Heritage
Everett Sheffield

Hand tools have helped make man's civilization, evolution and development possible.
Ln order to change the natural resources around him into the rudiments of life which are
food, clothing and shelter. man had to possess and use tools. The importance of knowledge
about tools in the development of human civilization cannot be overlookes; tools were im-
portant to past civilizations, and they are important in continuing and maintaining society
as it now exists. The importance of the knowledge of tool use in today's society is well
illustrated by the technological advancements that have come about in the twentieth
century.

In America our first century began in turmoil, with only a small part of the nation
settled. Manufacturing, travel and building utilized hand or animal power. Food, cloth-
ing and shelter were a major concern of everyone. That first century experienced the
full impact of the industrial revolution. Manufacturing and technology developed, and
America was settled extensively. By the end of that first century we were ready for the
great centennial technological exhibition in Philadelphia. Ar that exhibition the mounting
marvels of American ingenuity were put on display before the world. The exhibition
exemplified a sense of American boldness and adventure. There was a national convic-
tion that we were capable of doing great and expanded things.

Industrial arts had its beginning at that exposition. Educational leaders in America
saw examples of European training techniques that spurred them on to develop techniques
much the same as we find in today's industrial arts. This year, 1976, is not only the
bicentenMal of our nation but the centennial year of industrial arts.

The second century of our nation bore out that national conviction of boldness and
adventure. Our nation's settlement was completed; we built industrial and agricultural
economies; and we became a world power and a global economic force without precedent.

During the first century of our nation's development, hand tools played an important
role in everyday life, as well as making the full impact of the industrial revolution pos.
sible. The second century saw the west settled and full industrial development completed,
Hand tools were indispensible in making all of this possible; it could not have happened
without those tools and the craftsmen who knew how to use them.

Much of America can be seen in our tools of the past. For purposes of study, all
tools can be grouped into six process groups: Abrading, cutting, drilling and borMg,
holding, measuring and striking.

ABRADING

Abrading tools include rubbing stones, grind stones, bronze files, iron files and today's
modern files of various shapes. Crude naturally occurring stones were used as the first
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tools until the discovery of metal provided a division in the development. Files
ame one branch of development, and grinding stones developed as the other branch .

be abrading process is defined as follows: -To wear down by rubbing, scrape off."
Ook,tncyclopedia Dictionary) Abrasion tools, as with most other tools, probably
.ith man picking up bits of stone, bone, wood, shell or other handy material to do
Sticks were probably rubbed with a rough stone surface to crudely shape them.
Bronze Age provided a new material from which to construct tools. During this
;ranch as we know them today appeared; however, the use of bronze files was

fined to the working of wood due to the relative softness of the metal.
When the use of iron became popular, files acquired a new meaning, for harder mate-
_ including iron itself could be shaped. During the Roman period of the Iron Age,
became common. The craftsman of the Roman period used files of many sizes and

apes; this is indicated by many finds and excavations now on exhibit in museums.
The making of files was a hand process until the nineteenth century. The blanks had

be hammered to shape by hand. The teeth of the file had to be cut individually by hand
with the use of a hammer and chisel. The state of the art must have remained much the
same for many hundreds of years after the Roman Empire.

The next step in the development of the file is machine manufacturing, where the file
blank or the chisel is moved automatically. Examples of early machine-made files can

.be observed in early trade catalogs.
Modern files could be classed readily as cutting tools because they are very efficient

mpared to their predecessors.

CUTTING

The industrial arts hand tools included in this process group have a common physical
1" characteristic, a single blade or edge prepared for the purpose of cutting. Since the

purpose of all of the tools in this group is to cut, Webster's definition of cutting may give
7- -a more detailed description of their function: "To sever, gash, incise, divide into parts,

etc., with or as with an edged instrument; as, to cut bread." The process of cutting or
dividing into parts with an edged instrument has been used for hundreds of thousands of
years.

The first cutting tools were no doubt just sharp bits of naturally fractured stone, but
as the Paleolithic period in the development of mankind drew to a close, the number of
cutting tools had been increased to several more sophisticated stone tools including the
knife, saw, axe, adz, burin (chisel) and scraper.

Drawknife
The earliest example of the drawknife is a Roman tool illustrated by Aldred. Another

example is on exhibit in the Statents Historike Museet, Stockholm, as part of a set of
shipbuilders tools dated to 950-1000 A.D, Moxon pictures a drawknife among his car-
penter tools.

keshave
The modern metal spokeshave was popularized in A erica in the mmddle of the nine-

teenth century.

P I an e s
A widely used tool that functions much as the drawknife, spokeshave, and scraper is

the plane. The first plane was possibly a chisel-like tool inserted in a block of wood.
The earliest known planes v.,ere found in Pompeii and date from 79 A.D.

Planes remained much the same for centuries, but with the dawning of the Industrial
Revoludon in the latter half of the eighteenth century, the next logical step to take was
factory production of the plane. About the time that the plane was well into the Industrial
Revolution (shortly before 1800) a change was made that affected all bench planes. This
was the introduction of the double iron to aid in the breaking of chips.

Another improvement which brought the plane close to today's in physics atructure
s the patenting, by II. Knowles, of the all-metal plane. This patent was issued in 1827,

but all-metal planes were not popular until the latter part of the nineteenth century.
The next development which gave the plane fine adjustability was l3aley's patent of

-1867. A knob that moved the blade up and clown was the basis of this Improvement. Metal
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ere included in the adjustment mechanism, but the base of Baley's plane was still

The development of the hand plane reached its highest level near the end of the nine-
teenth century; machines were commonly doing much of the hand work hy that time.

chisels
The.chisel, like many of the hand tools now used in industrial arts programs, origi-

nated in the Stone Age. Examples of Stone Age chisels called burins are a type of blade
tool which was well established 40,000 years ago.

Chisels of the Ground Stone Age (Neolithic Stage) have an appearance similar to
gouges currently used in industrial arts laboratories, except for the handles.

As the Bronze Age progressed and the process of casting was improved, variation
was possible in the manufacture of chisels. Tang chisels and socket chisels now used in
industrial arts programs had their origins as bronze tools.

The earliest use of iron from which to make chisels has been traced to a hoard of
Assyrian tools found by Petrie at Thebes, Egypt, that date MI the eighth century B.C, As
with other tools, the Romans developed chisels to quite a high degree. There is very lade
to say about the development of the chisel between the Roman period and the time of
Moxon. A comparison between Roman chisels and those shown by Moxon in Mechanik
Exercises makes this quite evident. There appears to be little improvement in chisels
from 1877 to the present, as is typical of most hand tools now in use.

Saws
The exact origin of the saw seems to be surrounded by controversy. Three writers

refer to flint saws, and one writer (Goodman) contends that -flint saws" were not really
saws at all.

The dawning of the Bronze Age brought an introduction of metal sawn along with the
other metal tools that have already been mentioned. Metal saws are dated to as early
as 2,000 B.C.

Iron saws date from 600 B.C. These early iron tools were Assyrian saws found at
Thebes and are of the pull type which were much like their bronze predecessors. The
Romans developed the saw quite extensively, just as they invented and improved many
other tools.

The saws of the Romans consistedof small knife-like saws, small frame saws, larger
frame saws for sawing lumber into boards, and small-backed saws. The Industrial
Revolution appears to be the changing force that aided widespread production of saws
and other tools.

DRILLING AND BORING
The exact origin of drilling and boring tools is hidden in the Stone Age, but it is known

that the blade tool industries of 40,000 years ago contained drills or awls.
The pump drill, said to be devised by Stone Age man, has continued in use to the

present century and is also in use by sculptors and those specializing in repair of china.
Another drilling and boring tool that was devised many centuries ago is the auger bit.

The auger was not known before the Roman period. The auger of the Roman period was
not a spiral auger as is used in today's industrial arts shop, but it was a pod auger.
Credit for invention of the spiral auger is given to Ezra L'ilommedieu in 1809.

HOLDING

The first obvious holding device used by man is the hand, which of course is not s-
tool. It would also be difficult to classify cord or leather thongs as tools, although it is
almost certain that wrapping and tying was used quite extensively by Stone Age man. A
Stone Age application of wet hide for the purpose of mending broken articles is discussed
and illustrated in the 1894 Smithsonian Report.

Holding takes the form of two tyves, The first is the use of C-clamps and hand screw
clamps for temporarily fixing two or more pieces of material :n place during assembly.
The second type of holding is accomplished by using a screwdriver, a wrench, or the
pliers to hold screws, bolts, nuts, and other fasteners for increased leverage while in-
stalling or loosening them.
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velopment of the prototype of the modern C-clamp was dependent upon the
ient .of the sCrew, which was well known in antiquity but was not applied to tools .

application retarded the development of the C-clamp, that used the screw, to
recent time in history. A common forerunner of the modern C-clamp is

Goodman to be the holdiast, dating from its application on the Roman bench.
- The increasing availability of efficient machinery for screw production apparently
to:_the development of a device referred to by Knight as a screw-clamp which is, in

ence, a C-clamp. One variation offered in the catalog inscribed with a patent dare
872 la called the 'llammer and Co.'s adjustable clamp.

Wee/ Clamp
.ClaMps with wooden screws and the appearance of the modern hand screw clamp
e offered for sale in 1877. The screws of the early all-wood clamp are standard

'ht hand cut the entire length of both screws, which would indicate that the clamps were
not quick adjusting as is the modern clamp found in industrial arts shops. Hand screw
clamps with steel screws were offered in 1896, along with clamps having wooden screws,
at about five cents per clamp higher.

MEASURING

The process of determining specific dimension, capacity or size of an object or mate-
ial .is measuring. The system of measurement was almost certain to have begun with
an making standardized tools and crude dwellings. There is conjecture that earliest

Measurement are those that were derived from the limbs of man. This conjecture is
known to have been applied in ancient Egypt beginning about 3000 B.C. The unit of measure

veloped and standardized at this time was called the cubit and was the length of man's
rearm from die point of the elbow to the tip of the middle finger of the hand.

lea
The major industrial arts measuring tools the folding (zig-zag) rule, push-pull rule

and circumference rule have, in general, made their appearance during much more re-
cent perioch3 of time than many other tools of the industrial arts shop. The folding rule
and push-pull rule are made collapsible in an attempt to provide compacmess and yet
cover several feet when measuring. A very early attempt at providing compactness
dates from 1400 B.C. The use of a knotted rope is shown in a wall painting at the ancient
Egyptian Abd el Qurna, finely reproduced on the cover of the booklet Man and Measure
by Matthews.

Definite examples of folding rules from the Roman period are on exhibit at the London
Museum at Kensington Place, the National Museum of Whales, and also at Cardiff, Lyons,
Zurich and Naples. These early Roman tools were of bronze, usually one foot long and

_ binged in the middle. The use of the folding rule may have been lost during this period
, due to what are called straight edges. An example of a bronze folding yard rule, hinged

in the middle and carrying a date of 1634, is illustrated in Man and Measure.
Mass production of the four-fold boxwood brass-bound two foot rule was begun about

1840. The four-fold rule was quite popular during the latter part of the nineteenth century;
_-many variations and styles are available in old tool and hardware catalogs.

The four-fold rule does not remain a popular type of folding industrial arts measur-
ing tool, but has Zven way to the zig-zag rule. The origin of the zig-zag rule is referred
to by Wyatt in the following quote: The zigzag rule, in Figure 84B, was first made in this

..-country by the Stanley Company in 1899.-
A rule even more compact is the push-pull rule; it is also a major industrial arts

and tool.

'Squares
Another group of tools that are considered to be of major importance in industrial

arts are the squares. The origin of the try square for trying or inspecting and guiding
.As -certain to have begun as early as 1490 B.C. with the ancient Egyptians. Knight has
illustrated a wall inscription from Thebes that includes a square that roughly resembles
_the outline of the modern try square. The general quality of ancient Egyptian architecture
-7-afid crafts would have practically demanded some sort of squaring device.
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The Roman use of squaring deylces resembling the try square is evident when ex-
amples are observed.

Squares of the Roman type were in use throughout the NlidWe Ages, but they aried
somewhat in detail because they were usually made by the craftsman themselves.

STRIKING

It does not tax the imagination unduly E0 think of striking tools as being the first
tools used by man. The first striking tool could have been a stick, stone or bone used
for unknown tasks.

Definite daring of the hammerstone to earlier than 500,000 years . go does indicate
that striking implements were among the first tools used by man. The universal nature
and simplicity of striking tools added greatly to their widespread use.

The use of ground stone hammers did not end with the advent of the Bronze Age,
evidently because the weight and hardness necessary for most hammer applications could
not easily be achieved by this metal.

The use of iron for hamniei-' v I evidently more popular because of the greater
hardness of the metal. Petrie illustrates an i ron hammer dating from the fifth century
B.C. that was found during his years of digging in Egypt. He refers to this tool as being
produced by Greeks who were camped in 1.1gypr.

Claw Hammer
The use of Iron for hammer head; was continued during the development of Roman

civilization, since examples of Roman hammers have been found. The Romans also appear
to have developed the iron claw hammer, a.hich is one Of the major industrial arts hand
tools for striking.

The earliest claw hamtners appear to have been quite short in the length of the eye,
which would have created problems a ith loose and broken handles. This problem was
remedied partially In Medieval Europe by extending the Iron of the hammer head back on
both sides of the handle and riveting the handle between these two extensions, thereby
strengthening the weak part of the handle.

Later development of the claw hammer includes improvements of steel alloys and
the use of hollow steel and fiberglass for hammer handles. The use of the improved
steels and steel and fiberglass handles makes the modern cla y. hammer found in today's
industrial arts shops almost indestructible.

CONCLUSION

Historical tool development seems to be a neglected part of the industrial arts cur-
riculum.

Tool development and standardization played an important role in the advanced de-
velopment of mankind. The concept of standardization originated during the Stone Age
when man began E0 make tools almost exactly alike each rime. When man was able to
standardize tools, he had a preconception of how the tools were to be used.

The discovery of bronze and the Bronze Age resulted in modern-appearing tools.
Iron and the iron Age resulted In some tools that were complete in development and
modern in function.

The Industrial Revolution created conditions for a vast change in some E0OIS and also
created a need for the invention of others. Many of the current tools that had their origin
during or after the Industrial Revolution were complete in development, with little or no
additional change required.

TOOL COLLECTING

Many people are collecting old hand tools today. Some people find history in tools;
others find beauty and still others find enjoyTnent in using some of them.

With increased interest in this activity, the cost for the product is certain to increase.
Antique shops, garage sales and auction sales are typical sources for the amateur or
serious collector.
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Women in LA.

Industrial Arts and Nontraditional Occupations for Women
Herbert A. Anderson

Last fall a friend and personnel manager of a moderately large firm came to our

campus to recruit graduates in the general area of industrial management. He had inter-

views with several men, but no women. At lunch he joshingly threatened me by saying he

would not be on campus again until 1 promised him a female black industrial management

graduate. My friend kept repeating, -I've got to fill some affirmative action goals."

This is not a talk on affirmative action nor equal rights legislation, although that

piece of legislation has had its impact upon education and meeting societal needs. I hope

to focus a few remarks on haw industrial arts can help fulfill these needs.
A few weeks after my friend from industry had challenged rne to enroll some women

in our programs, I had lunch with an industrial arts department chairperson from a nearby
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high school. He indicated that his ciasses were attracting m re girls this year comparedto previous years. A third of his drawing students were girls, and there were several inelectronics, After lunch we went back to my office, and I showed him a table of censusdata which was generated by the Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction. If thefigures are correct, and I haveno reason to dispute them, it would indicate that today thereare only half as many 1 year olds as there are 12 year olds. Translate that to schoolpopulations and, more specifically, enrollment potential for industrial arts. If only boysare encouraged to enroll, you may be looking for another job! What is the answer?

NEW POPULATION BASE

On the surface it may appear that we are only concerned with our own employmentand the future of industrial arts l'his may be partially true, but more important to oursociety is the potential industrial arts has to increasing the nation's human resources .if we can attract girls to industrial arts, we will double the population base from whichwe draw students. Carried a bit further, our nation's human resources may not double,but it has the potential of a significant increase.
There is little doubt that women can perform as well as men in most jobs whereinsheer muscle power is not a factor. The January 5, 1976, issue of Time Magazine devotesits lead article to describing women's success in many occupations: -Braniff AirwaysFlight Engineer Sandra Simmons..., Telephone Lineperson Janis Stark..., LocomotiveEngineer Evelyn Newell..., New York All-Women's Line Firm, etc...., Unionist AddieWyatt, Woman's Affairs Director of the 550,000-member Meat Cutters and Butcher Work-man Union, summarizes their concern when she stated, 'All we're asking is that we berecognized as full partners at home, at work and in the world at large. Is that toomuch?'"
The fear voiced in some quarters that the labor force will become too large and re-sult in unemployment is offset by generating a more competent labor force because ofcompetition. Furthermore, talent heretofore undeveloped will be utilized to increase ourproductivity and help solve many of the problems now confronting our society.What can be done to encourage women to consider non-traditional careers?

ATTRACTING WOMEN TO INDUSTRIAL ARTS

Begin by recruiting women to prepare for an industrial arts teaching career, If weare partially successful in this endeavor, secondary school girls will feel comfortableenrolling in industrial education subjects. At UW-Stout we are trying to obtain fundingfor stipends to encourage more women to prepare for teaching industrial arts. Generally,boys decide to become industrial arts teachers because their interest was sparked bytaking industrial arts courses in the secondary school. Girls may do the same if giventhe opportunity. It follows that classes must be open to them, which it appears is not thecase in some schools. This in itself is a form of discrimination.

ATTITUDE TOWARD WOMEN ENGAGED IN NON-TRADITIONAL OCCUPATIONS
Our society permits and encourages boys to follow one course of events while girlsfollow another. Pre-school children are introduced to it, since mothers in most familiesare home caring for them and fathers go to work. Toys tend to discriminate, as doclothing.
Books are authored in a biased manner, as noted by Ms. Marcia Flarycki,I an indus-trial education student at UW-Stous For an assignment in a curriculum innovation course,,she examined and rewrote two paragraphs in the World of Manufacturin text. They arequoted as follows:

Mole d ination a rinted:
Every kind of life that has survived has had same special ability that has helped it to survive.For mon, one special quality hos been his ability to reason (to think logically, to make judg-ments). Physically, man is no match For many kinds of animals, and he is not well protected bynature from the extreme changes in weather. But his ability to reason hos led him to inventshelters, clothing ond other ways to protect and feed h' self.
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Man has another ability which has helped him survive. This is his ability to speak, to use
age. By using language, man is able to express ideos and to make them known to his

an Irt this wue, Individuals and groups of men are able to toke advantage of new ideas
it by the successes and the mistakes of others.

domination as revised:
Every kind of life that has survived has had same special ability that hos helped it to survive.

For woman, oar special quality has been her ability to reason (to think logically, to make judg-
ments). Physically, worman is no match for many kinds of animals, ond she is not well protected

nature from the extreme changes in weather. But her ability to reason has led her to invent
shelters, clothing and other ways to protect and feed herself.

Wcrean has another ability which has helped her survive. This is her ability to speok, to use
language. By using language, woman is able to express ideas and to make them known to her
fellowwoman. In this way, individuals and groups of women ore able to take advantage of new
ideas and to profit by the successes and the mistakes of others.

Unblai.d as revised :
Every kInd of life that hos survived has had some special ability that has helped it to survive.

For people, ane special quality haibeen our ability to reason (to think logically, to make judg-
ments). Physically, we are no rrtch for many kinds of animals, and we are not well protected
by nature from the extreme changes in weather. But our ability to reason has led us to invent
shelters, clothing and other ways to protect and feed ourselves.

We have another ability which has helped us survive. This is our ability to speak, to use
language. By using language, we are able to express ideas and to make them known to each
other. In this way, individuals and groups are able to take advantage of new ideas and to
profit by the successes and mistakes of each other.

In her report, Ms. Harycki makes the following comment about the revisions:

Although the first version is the most common to mony ears, I hoped to show how strange it
sounds to me by writing the second version for contrast. We osk girls to involve themselves in
a "man's" world, yet we don't include them in its language. It is as if we say one thing and
do another. We want women in technology, yet we resist it. Granted we don't hove a mental
image of females as active, competent electricians or mechanics or industrial leaders, but why
not use language which encouroges their participation instead of language which talks only
about the "world of mon"? Why very subtly reinforce an old destructive custcen when we could
be encouraging new growth for both boys and girls?

Once the coed finds herself in the poWer laboratory, how do the male students react?
Several Interviewed indicated that once she proves she can perform as well as or better
than the male peers, she is accepted; the male instructor can present more problems .
since he has not internalized the need for changing his approach to working with a class
of both sexes. This is especially true as the first two or three coeds enroll for a class.
Unknowingly he may focus attention upon them With casual remarks such as, Now that
we have some girls in class, watch your language:" or he may tell a joke which focuses
on women. He may give the coeds extra help, which tends to identify them and thereby
embarrass them. Most of our male industrial education teachers who have not had coeds
enrolled in their classes will be vulnerable to destroying the climate which would en-
eourage females to enter non-traditional areas.

Few school counselors have made the transition to consider girls for training to
fill positions formerly dominated by men.

Throughout the entire nation in 1972-73, 8,543 students received baccalaureate
degrees with majors in industrial arts, vocational and technical education; 228 were
awarded to women. This indicates that less than three percent of the teachers in these
fields who are available for employment in secondary schools are women. In 1970-71,
only 1.5 percent of the total degrees in these majors were awarded to women. By percent

-there has been growth, but the number is still remarkably sma11.2
University freshmen women report that the one person who had the most influence

on goals and aspirations as a role model were first, mother, second, a woman teacher.
Outstanding professional women in the community also ranked high.3
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OMENAND WORK: NITTS AND FACT

e arreasons have been Offered to explain women's general failure to advance into
ore responsible, better paid jobs, despite the fact that tbey constitute 38 percent of the

force. On closer examination, many of these explanations turn out to be more myth
8 t.

'OP

en are intellectually unsuited for professional work!'
tudies -show that two thirds as many females as males among L 1th grade students

tested have engineering aptitude. Women's lack of professional and technical training
does not follow from a deficit in potential ability, but rather from education, counseling
and the general socialization processes that direct women away from such careers.

7WOnnen are physically unsuited for many jobs."
Specific aptitudes, including finger dexterity and hand-eye coordination, required for

a number of crafts, are found as frequently among female as male students. As to weight-
lifting ability, men on the average are stronger than women, but clearly there is some
oyeAappkig, with some women being stronger than some men. (The Equal Employment

portWnity Commission is taking an increasingly critical look at any claim of sex as
"bona fide occupational qualification.")

-"Women are emotionally unsuited for executive work."
Even professional opinion is divided on this point, but doctors point out that men as

well as women have physical/emotional problems which interfere with their work. They
sert that it is not the case that all women have difficulty performing work during men-

strual periods or menopause. Studies by Dr. Estelle Ramey of Georgetown Medical School
have proved repeatedly that wothen standup to stress, on the average, batter than men do.

"Women don't have to support families."
Most women do, in fact, work to support themselves or others. Ninetten percent of

working women are widowed, separated or divorced; 22percent are single; and 25 percent
have husbands with annual incomes below $7,000.

"Women have a higher rate of absenteeism."
Two major studies show there is a very little over-all difference between men and

women in this regard. In one study, the annual time lost due to illness or injury was 5.6
days for women, 5.3 days for men; in the other, it was 5.3 days for women, 5.4 days for
men.

"Women aren't seriously attached to their Jobs."
Over-all turnover rates are indeed higher for women because they are dispropor-

tionately represented in lower occupations, where turnover is highest for both sexes.
When compared with men in similar occupations, however, women's turnover rates are
only marginally different. In terms of occupational mobility, men change jobs more
frequently than women (10 percent vs. 7 percent). Women's work life expectancy is, on
average, only 25 years compared with 43 years for men. However, between 1900 and
1960 it more than tripled (from 6.3years to 20.1 years), and it is still increasing rapiffiy.

Clearly there is evidence that tends to overthrow or seriously modify many of these
preconceptions. One must conclude, therefore, that the real reasons for the failure of
qualified women to advance more on an equal footing with men are to be sought in cultural
biasea and structural discrimination In employment.

IUMMARY

This paper was not meant to focus on equal rights issues, but of necessity it had to-'
describe conditions as they exist concerning equal rights for women. Women can sig-
nificantly increase human resources in this nation if given opportunities for training arid
society's acceptance.

A new population base is provided by women for Industrial ari,, but the rate at which
we attract girls to industrial ar,. Is almost in direct proportion to the number of women
who can be attracted to teaching industrial arts.
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ciation Business

mutes of the Representative National Assembly Business,oting
nald L. Rathbun

Apr II 23, 1976, Des Moines, lowa
President Alvin Rudisill called the meeting to order at 9:15 a.m. He introduced the par-4lamentarlan, Jon Ericson of Drake University. Roger Betts, chairrnan of the CredentialsCommittee, reported chat all of the delegates or alternates had been checked and certifiedas official and could be seated.
anald Rathbun, executive director, asked for approval ofthe delegates minutes fro1975 Cincinnati conference as distributed in the packet.Laura Lewis, New Jersey, so moved.
William Scarborough, North Carolina, seconded.

Motion passed.The treasurer's report, as included in the packet, was reviewed. Frank Ingram, Michigan,_moved that the report be accepted as presented.Charles Parham Ohio, seconded.
Motion passed.

he

Kenneth Schenk, New York, asked if a life member survey had been done to determinethe' cost of servicing these members. Donald Rathbun replied that such a survey was inprogress and a report would be published in ro/s/T during the next school year.
Frank Ingram asked why expenses in AIAS A and AIACSA accounts exceed income. Mr.Rathbun explained that salary, as well as other expenses, is pro rated in individual ac-counts._ Le., the coordinator of professional services is responsible for the student clubsand a large percentage of his time is spent dealing with student activities; therefore, aCorresponding percentage of his salary is pro rated or charged off as AIASA expense oroverhead.

Carl York, Illinois, commended both the president and the executive director for theclarity and the comprehensiveness of the treasurer's report.
The membership report, as included in the packet, was reviewed by Donald Rathbun. Hepeinted out that between March 1975 and March 1976 there had been a 31.7 percent in-crease In regular membership. Edward Kenyon, Florida, moved to accept the membershipreport as presented. He also complimented the national office, the executive directorand the Membership Committee for their efforts and contributions that produced this in-,
crease,
William Scarborough seconded.

Motion passed.
Alvin Rudisill referred to the presiden s report in the packet and presented a brief over-view. Lee Carter, president-elect,corning year. They are:
, 1, Continue to emphasize membership as the number one priority.2. Encourage support of the student organizations.3. Continue to promote and encourage

committee activities underthe dynam c leader-ship of the chairpersons.
4. Establish a National Advisory Council for Industrial Arts involvfniteachers,teacher educators and industry.

Establish a nationwide talent bank using stalwarts Odle Association, past officers-and retirees as consultants.

then called upon to review his goals for the =
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closer working relationships with other national associations and in-

avproye communications between the Association and state associations. Use of
-itheiCornmitteegram is an example.
Reinstityte an educational packet service for teachers and provide increased
*Cher services.

s La Clair, New York, moved to accept the president's repo E.
ewis seconded. Motion passed.

Oiled House of Delegates Policies and Procedures Manual, as included in the
was ,caUed to the attention of the delegates with a request that they read it thor-

esolutions were'brought before the House. The parliamentarian offered a friendly
der that once a resolution is placed on the floor, it belongs to the House and may be
ded.

aid Hackett, past president, moved the adoption of Acknowledgment Resolutions A-76-1
Ogi4A-76-13. (Appendix A)
rt Thrower, New Jersey, seconded. Motion passed.

tiald Hackett moved the adoption of Standing Re oludons S-76-1 through S-76-9. (Ap-
dix'B)

fairies Benshettler, Pennsylvania, seconded. Motion passed.

d Hackett read the following Current Resolutions. (Appendix C) He moved the
'on_of C-76-1.

iksen, California, seconded. Motion passed.

nald Hackett moved the adoption of C-76-2.
ussell L. Keeton, South Dakota, seconded. Motion passed.

Donald Hackett moved the adoption of C-76-3.
Motion passed.Robert Duren, Wisconsin, seconded.

k :Laura Lewis made a friendly revision to change the word meeting" to "conference"
0throughout the resolution. Revision approved.

C-76-4 was read. Frank Ingram asked who determined the amount of money spent for
r:the annual conference. Alvin Rudisill replied that the Executive Board did so. Carl York

further clarified this by saying that the money which is appropriated is given to the local
I. l_lanning Committee which is responsible for the wise use of the funds. Robert Thrower

stated that he had participated in a former conference and appreciates the need for money;
r_however, he favored defeat of the resolution and referral of further discussion of_the-

amount to the Executive Board. Glen Fugisby, Washington, stated that he wished the
resolution to be defeated. John Gallinelli, New Jersey, stated that there IS a need for a
funding formula based on anticipated income. He suggested that past participants of
Conferences draw up a formula. Vincent Kutemeyer, Louisiana, agreed with the need
to plan ahead, but stressed that there was no time to negotiate C-76-4 since the time
element for New Orleans was too short. Frank Ingram remarked that because 14,000

.t.hdollars is anticipated as income for the Planning Committee, it does not necessarily
follow that it will be needed or spent.
A7roll -call was requested: aye, 35; nay, 49. Motion defeated.

C-76-5 was read. James Good, New York, opposed the resolution because:
1. The Executive Hoard has not said an increase is necessary.
2. The Association is in the black for the first time In a long time.
3. The Association needs numbers and increasing the dues would discourage mem-

bers and/or prospective members. Allen Berne, Virginia, author of the resolu-
tion, said that the intent of the resolution was only for the Executive Board to
consider the possible need and practicality of the dues increase.

a, 3
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.ardini, Arizona, moved that C-76-5 be accepted.
rd Kenyon seconded. Motion defeated.

4-C-764 was read. The consensus among the delegates was that ,since many of the busi-
Oiess items- presented to the House of Delegates are not known until shortly before the

meeting, it is impossible to inform state associations of the agenda one month prior to
the delegates' meeting. '-
Donald Hackett moved the adoption of the resolution.

Scarborough seconded: Motion defeated.

C-76-7 was read. Discussion of this resolution centered around the fact that the cost of
servicing cimplimentary memberships would be excessive and the Association is not in

-the position to assume that liability. Donald Rathbun reminded the delegates that students
already have a 50 percent reduction in dues. Thomas La Clair suggested that the Execu-
tive Board take the resolution under consideration.

=Donald Hackett moved the adoption of C-76-7.
Thomas Baldwin, Wisconsin. seconded.

C-76-8 was read. Alvin Rudisill stared that since the resolution was not received 24
hours prior to the House of Delegates meeting as required by the constitution, C-76-8 _

could not be considered. William Skelly, Pennsylvania, stated that it was submitted 24
hours in advance. Alvin Rudisill said that it was the decision of the chair not to consider
the resolution and to put the question to a vote. The chair was overruled. William Skelly
read several editorial changes. James Mooney, New York, said that the Association is
at a crossroads, and after 40 years it needs to reassess the Association's relationship
to 60,000 teachers. He suggested an indepth study (2 to 3 years) at an estimated cost of
2,000 to 3,000 dollars. Charles Earhart said that the newly published booklet industrial
Arts: A Means of Preparin- Youth to Understand and Contribute to Our Industrial-
Technolottical Society, is an appropriate vehicle to describe the Association's intent.
Donald Hackett moved adoption of the resolution.
Charles Heyl, Massachusetts, seconded. Motion defeated.

Motion defeated.

Alvin Rudisill called for old business. There was none.

He then called for new business. Donald Rathbun told the delegates that NEA had accepted
A1AA's application for nongovernance affiliation and the House was required to ratify the
affiliation. (Appendix D) Laura Lewis moved that the House of Delegates ratify the
affiliation.
William King, Ohio, seconded.

Vincent Kutemeyer presented
Planning Committee. (Appendix
on Apri1,21, 1976.
Carl York seconded.

Motion passed.

concept paper of the New Orleans 1977 Conference
He moved it be endorsed as presented to the delegates

Motion passed.

Patterson Fairchild, New Mexico, moved that in order to eliminate confusion at the seat-
ing of delegates, the membership count to determine the number of eligible delegates
should be taken from the state where a member is employed and not from the state where
he resides.
Russell Keeton, South Dakota, seconded. Motion passed.

_Thurman Stone, Missouri, moved acceptance of the Governor of Missouri's proclamation
to proclaim April 19 through 23, 1976, as industrial Arts Education Week in Missouri.--
(Appendix F)
Dennis Dirksen seconded. Motion passed.

The meeting adjourned at 11:10 a.m.
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ipriibttbe,Representative National Assembly

X:A_TO MINUTES

OWEEDGMENT RESOLUTIONS:

App_rtion to the President.
REAS-Mvin E. Rudisill, as president of the American Industrial Arts Association,

yen so ,tiberally of his time and his talents and has exhibited an outstanding capacity
legider,ihip, and
--WfigREAS -the Association has made exemplary progress under his leadership,

R E IN RECORDED that the Association, through its membership, officers
inclkExecutive Board, expresses its fullest appreciation to him.

Aoreciation to the Conference Committee the Pro-ram Committee and the
3rograrn,and Conference Participants.

Ashipai as the 38th Annual Conference of the American industrial Arts Asso-
qiiibn wapossib1e through the direct, dependable and efficient service ofgreat numbers

rs:ofthe Association, and
UCH as the conference has achieved an outstanding level of success.,

BE IT,HEREIN RECORDEDthat sincerest appreciations are expressed to Jim Bensen,
am-,:Chairman, and Rich Saemisch and Ervin A. Dennis, general cochairmen, to-the

Offiliera of conference committees and to all the teachers, supervisors, teacher educat-
rriSatiti students whose efforts in total produced this conference.
''-a7E0-3 Appreciation to the SHIP.
Mi_..INASMUCH as the continuing support for and the participation in the conduct of the
18th Annual Conference of the Association, and

'IN- VIEW of the excellence of this year's commercial exhibits as a feature of the
:Onference,

BE IT HEREIN RECORDED that the American Industrial Arts Association expresses
ts appreciation to educational exhibitors for their participation in the 1976 Conference.

1:7764 A- eciation to the Teacher Reco ion Prora
INASMUCH as the Association is dedicated to encouraging excellence in teaching, and
INASMUCH as its program of -recognition of outstanding teachers is marked with in-

xeasing excellence,
BE IT HEREIN RECORDED that expressions of appreciation are tendered to Prank

:ackowski, vice president for Classroom Teachers, andhis committee for their contribu-
Ion in the conduct and promotion of this program,

-BE IT ALSO RECORDED that appreciation is expressed to the officers and members
tate associations who have participated in the teacher recognition program.

ApprecIatton to the Executive Board.
WHEREAS Herbert Bell, vice president for Industrial Arts Supervisors; Laura L.

,ewis, vice president for Classroom Teachers; Louis G. Ecker, vice president for state
.8sociation Officers; Walter C. Brown, vice president for Teacher Educators; Wilbur R.
111Ier, vice president for Elementary school Industrial Arts; Gary R. Gunning, vice
resident for College Students; Lee Carter, president-elect; and Donald P. Hackett,
Timediate past president, have all given liberally of their time and talents in providing
*tending leadership and service, and,

WHEREAS the Association has made exemplary progress under the leadership of
lute Executive Board members,

BE IT HEREIN RECORDED that the Association express s its fullest appreciation
them.

'.46-6 Appreciation ro the- Governor of the State of Iowa.
IN VIEW of his support for industrial arts and the 1976 AIAA Conference held in Des-

loines, Iowa,
BE IT HEREIN RECORDED that the Association expresses its appreciation to Gov-

rnor Robert D. Ray for his assistance in making this conference a success.
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-7-6-7 A reciation to the Suierintendentof Public Instruction.
BEC 1J5-Ethe progress of industrial arts education wit in each state reflects the

, philosophy and efforts of the Chief School Officer, the Association expresses its appre-
,ciadon to the Iowa superintendent of Public instruction, Robert a Benton, for his demon-
strated support of industrial arts education and to this conference.

THIS APPRECIATION IS FURTHER EXTENDED to Harold Berryhill, consultant for
Industrial Arts, for his cooperation toward this conference and for his achievements
toward the improvement of industrial arts education in rhe great state of Iowa.
A-76-8 Appreciation to the Mayor of Des Moines.

FOR his assistance in selecting a site of the 1976 AIAA Conference and for his sup-
port of the conference,

BE IT RECOGNIZED in appreciation to Richard E. Olson, mayor of Des Moines, that
he promoted and encouraged the success of the conference.

A-76-9 Appreciation to Personnel of the Iowa Industr. . s Associations.
THE cooperation of Al Sherick, president, Iowa Industrial Education Association, and

members of the association in preparation for and co-hosting the 38th Annual Industrial
Arts Association Conference is recognized as a major factor in its success and the AIAA
through its Executive Board and membership expresses its sincere appreciation.

A-76-10 Appreciation to Education Personnel.
THE success of the 38th Annual Conference rests in large measure on the devotion

and contributions of the personnel of public schools and collegiate institutions. THE
membership of the AIAA through its Executive Board and membership expresses thanks
and appreciation for their contributions.
A-76-11 Appreciation to the Public Schools.

INASMUCH as the success of the 1976Conference was insured by the fullest coopera-
tion of Dwight D. Davis, superintendent of Des Moines Public Schools, and his staff,

BE IT HEREIN RECORDED that the officers and mernbers of the American Industrial
Arts Association express their gratitude for their assistance.

A-76-12 Appreciation to the National Office.
BECAUSE of the vital roleof the national office of the Association in the effectiveness

of the service to the Association and its members, appreciation by the membership and
the Executive Board is herein expressed to the national office staff.

A WORD of special commendation is expressed for the work of Jim Dixon whose ef-
forts over the past three years have done much to make the conferences successful.

A-76-13 Appreciation to Kenneth W. Brown and Marikaret Brown
WHEREAS Kenneth W. Brown, former Association secretary-treasurer serving with-

out remuneration from 1953 through 1961, organizer of the American Council of Industrial
Arts Supervisors, outstanding classroom teacher, supervisor, university professor,
division director, and author, has made an exemplary contribution in leadership and serv-
ice to the Association as well as to the profession, and

WHEREAS his wife, Margaret Brown, gave unstintingly of her time and talent in
maintaining the fledgling national office in her kitchen,

BE IT HEREIN RECORDED that the Association expresses its fullest appreciation
to them at the time of hls retirement.

-- APPENDIX B TO MINUTES

STANDING RESOLUTIONS:

5-76-1 THE AIAA believes that excellence in the classroom is the foundation of a good-
education system. %

THE Association therefore supports the philosophy that only properly certified in-
dividuals be permitted to teach Industrial arts. 21

THE Association further seeks the abolishment of all substandard teaching certificates:
currently being issued.
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'AlAAbelleves that an industrial arts program offers one of the best educe-

es that can be used to help young people grow to the maximum of their

-e Association further believes that a program of industrial arts

offeied'in all elemental-3r, middle and secondary schools in all nations.

AIAA believes that program and institution accreditation assures the con-

Altipment!of quality programs of education.
0,1"H1S'Elib the AIAA encburages its committees and member councils to forma-

ce Jation and/or to update standards for all programs of industrial arts conducted

enjark,7 Midcile and secondary schools, colleges and universities. The standards

?des ed=to promote improvement through self-evaluation as well as to provide
.

accreditation agencies.

644" :THE AIAA believes that a maximum effort shouldbe extended in soliciting mem-

arithip for and continuing the development of the industrial arts student clubs at both the

,ochciol and college levels.
THE,A1AA believes chat all persons, regardless of race, creed, color or sex,

hada", be: giVen the opportunity to participate in the programs of industrial arts in the

Chao le of all narions.

6 THE AIAA believes and continues to support the international movement to stand-

@ and convert to the metric measurement system and encourages all of its members

ude instruction on the metric system in their classes.

1-176=77, THE AIAA believes that all educators and all professional associations should

'10 rk to g e th e r in the education of the youth of our schools to better prepare them for an

kv,er-ehafiging technological society.

-8 THE AIAA believes that a maximum effort should be extended in the business-

stryzeducation partnership for the purposes of keeping that segment of the society'

ed of the contribution of industrial arts to the youth of all nations.

PPENDIX C TO MINUTES

CURRENT R&SOLUTIONS;

O76=1 Reco ion of Con ressional
WHEREAS The AlAA has the responsi i try of working cooperatively with congres-

sional leaders to ensure that federal legislative priorities reflect the needs of the approxi-

Mate 8 million students enrolled in industrial arts programs under the supervision of

approximately 60,1300 industrial arts teachers, and
WHEREAS; The House and Senate educational subcommittees and staff have been

most helpful and cooperative in incorporating AIAA recommendations into newly proposed

educational legislation, and
WHEREAS: `H.R. 12835 as introduced on March 29, 1976, contains language which is

':-supportive of Industrial arts and reflects the AIAA recommendations, be it therefore

RESOLVED: That the A1AA commend each member of the Senate and House educe-

ktional subcommittees and their minority and majority counsels for their support of Indus-

ftriaL arts programs in federal legislation, And be it further
RESOLVED: That the AIAA continue its efforts to ensure that the language related

dustrial arts in 11,11. 12835 as introduced on March 29, 1976, be retained in final

ation. by Jim Good, New York, for the Legislative Committee

76-2 WHEREAS: The New York State Industrial Arts Association has actively sup-

rted an ongoing membership promotion for AIAA since its affiliation in 1966, and

' WHEREAS: It is believed that ail state level affiliated organizations representing

atrial arts education provide similar A1AA membership promotion services; there-

be it
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RESOLVED: That the 1976-77 AIAA Executive Board recommend to the 1977 Houseef Delegates an AIAA mem'aership dues incentive plan.
by Thomas D. La Clair, New York

C-76-3 WHEREAS: In 1974-74 a representative committee of 80 American industrialArts Association members was appointed for the purpose of making recommendationsfor the revision of the AIAA constirution, and
WHEREAS: At the Seattle Conference a recommendeconstitution was presented bysaid committee to the Executive Board of the American Industrial Arts Association, andWHEREAS: At the Cincinnati Conference two separate hearings were held on saidproposed constitutional revisions and subsequently reported to the American IndustrialArts Association Delegate Assembly and the Executive Board, andWHEREAS: The proposed constitution was further reviewed and refined both bylegal counsel and by the AIAA Executive Hoard, andWHEREAS: Said proposed revised constitution was submitted in March of 1976 bymail ballot to the membership of the American Industrial .Arts Association for the purposeof obtaining a vote of the membership, and

WHEREAS: The membership voted to adopt said revised constitution, he it thereforeRESOLVED: That all members of MAA rIMV join together in supporting the provisionsof the new constitution.

by Larry Wright-rWisconsin
C-76-4 WHEREAS: The annual conference should be supported by those attending theconference, and

WHEREAS: The planning costs to provide a conference exceed the monies presentlyextended by the Association as preplanning monies, andWHEREAS: The planning of a conference should not be a financial liability to thestate or stares hosting the conference, and
WHEREAS: The monies generated by the conference are the primary resourceswhiCh support the activities of the Association, be it thereforeRESOLVED: Thar the preplanning monies provided, by the Association to the con-ference planning committee, be 4,000 dollars, and be if furtherRESOLVED: That the conference registration fee for each regular member includethe amount of 5 dollars which shall be returned to the Planning Committee to meetobligations incurred prior to and during the annual conference, and be it furtherRESOLVED: That any expenses which exceed the total monies provided by this reso .lution shall be an obligation of the Conference Planning Committee unless given specialconsideration by the Alt\ A Executive Board, and be it furtherRFsoLVED: That all monies remaining after the Planning Committee'S obligationsare met shall be returned to the treasurer of the AMA, and be it furtherRESOLVED: That the financial chairman of the Planning Committee shall providethe president of the AIAA a line item report listing all income and expenditures of fundsresulting from the conference planning committee's activities.

by Carl York, IllinoisC-76-5 WI IERFAS: The cost of services has ine eased in all areas of the economy,and,
WHEREAS: The MA f% membership dues have not been increased to keep pace withthese increased costs, be it therefore
RESOLVED: Thar the Executive Board consider the practicality of increasing thedues for regular members, over a period of five years, to on amount not to exceed $0dollars.

by Allen Bame, Virginia
_

C-76-6 WHEREAS: There is but one AIAA Repres ntative National Assembly AnnualBusiness Meeting a year and
WHEREAS: The delegates to that Assembly represent the AIAA membership, andWHEREAS: The MAA is responsible to its members andWHEREAS: Neithr e the Delegates nor the membership have prior knowledge of theitems to be presented at the annual business meeting, andWHEREAS: There are no means for the membership to provide input to the delegatesbefore that meeting, and
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BREAS: Prior knowledge of business items is important for rational decision-

sking, and
WHEREAS It is realized that better communications within an organization improves

dig organization, therefore be it
RESOLVED: That the MAA Executive Board supply ;.o affiliated state associations,

tit least one month in advance of the annual business meeting, those business items which

aKe to be acted upon by the Representative National Assembly. by Jerry Hardy, Virginia

t;76-7 WHEREAS: Membership in MAN is less than 10 percent of the total number of

indinatrial arts teachers in the United States and Canada, and

WHEREAS: Past membership drives have been ineffective, therefore be it

RESOLVED: That a one-year complimentary membership be given to all graduating

,teachers with a major or minor in industrial arts who apply in writing to the national

i;kftice verifying their first year teaching assignment and supplying proof of membership

in their respective State Industrial Arts Education Associations.by Louis J. Pardini, Arizona

C.776-8 WHEREAS one of the distinguishing marks of a professional association is the

internal awareness of the need for a constant evaluation of the purposes by which it was

1"6tanded, and
I WHEREAS this need stems from an expressedconcern by the organizational member-

ship recognize that the interest and growth of a professional association can only be

achieved with the goals, purposes and specific responsibilities are constantly monitored,

and
WHEREAS, each individual Involved in a professional association must willingh, ac-

cept this examination of purposes as an organizational necessity and professional re-

Sponsibility, be a therefore
RESOLVED, that the A1AA Research Committee be prcwided the authority to initiate

an international study to review and update the goals, purposes and responsibilities of

AIAA to the profession.

Teacher Recognition Program

by Everett N. Israel, Massachusetts

During the 1976 International Conference of the American Industrial Arts Association

in Des Moines, Iowa, the Teacher Recognition
Committee met with each of the 47 recipients

of the Outstanding industrial Arts Teacher of the Year award and presented him/her with

a ribbon of distinction to be worn while attending the conference,

The following teachers received the award:
Bernadean Showers, Alabama; John S. Adams, Arizona; Richard M. Little, Califor-

nia; John E. Fisher, Colorado; John A. Ringrose, Connecticut; William R. Simpson,

Delaware; Denis R. Binder, Florida; Coleman Peacock, Georgia; Kenichi Iliga, Hawaii;

John R. Murphey, Idaho; Victor Bell, Illinois; Richard B. Clausen, Indiana; Theodore O.

Nunemaker, Iowa; Joe B. Spence, Kansas; John S. VanHoose, Kentucky.

[Betel S. Chambers, Jr., Louisiana; John Ft Schuma, Maryland*, Clifford Peindel,

i. Massachusetts; John P. Takis, Michigan; Edward S. Barski, Minnesota; Larry S. Anderson,

.1_ Mississippi; Fred Baum, Missouri; H, Robert Armagost, Nebraska; Eaton L. Simms,

Nevada; Charles R. Hothem, New Jersey; William V. Nelson, New Mexico; Robert N. Jones,

New York; Russell W. Barrett, North Carolina; George J. Kovash, North Dakota.

William E. King, Ohio: R. L. Quinton, Oklahoma; Charles R. Easley, Oregon; Paul E.

Matter, Pennsylvania; Thayer N. Donovan, Rhode Island; Dennis A. Schnabel, South

Dakota; Samuel Ballard, Tennessee; David P. Lorms, Texas; Gary O. Singleton, Utah;

nrJames W. Brown, Vermonr, Michael 13, Gallimore, Virgiina; Paul II. Johnson, Washington;

-,Starling C. Reed, West Virginia; Robert Duren, Wisconsin; Walter J. Wieland, Wyoming;

Paul B. Butler, New, 13runswiek, Canada: George F. Burgin, Ontario, Canada; Allan

iStewart, Nova Scotia, CanAda.



The President's Report
Alvin E. Rudisill 975-1976

THE YEAR OF REORGANIZATION
Most of the efforts of the national office staff and the Executive Board this past year

have been directed toward reorgzniaing and updating Association policies and procedures
and improving the processing of membership records, "Me reorganization began with
the Association constitution and continued through the new Policies and Proceduresmanual for the House of Delegaws,

Association rnetnbership records have been com-
puterized, and we should now be able to eliminate many of the problems in this area thathave plagued the national office staff over the past several years.The year for your president has been professionally and personally rewarding, and
I shall long remember the people, places, ideas and enthusiasm I came in contact with as
I traveled throughout the United States representing the Association. I extend my thanksand appreciation for placing your confidence in me and for the enthusiastic support I
have received from every component of our Association.

THE AIAA EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR

This past year our new executive director, Donald Rathbun, has made many changes
in national office procedures and practices that haveand will continue to improve servicesto members. In addition, he has assembled a team of national

office personnel that have
and will continue to improve communications throughout the Association.One of the major efforts this past year of our executive director and our LegislativeCommittee under the direction of James Good was to insure that industrial arts educationreceives appropriate consideration in new national legislation.

Their efforts have re-
stilted in our Association becom;ng an effective and powerful national lobbying force with
a national network of personnel. These efforts should result in improved funding forindustrial arts in the corning years.

Our Executive Board is confident that the services provided our membership through
the AIAA national office will continue to improve and expand under the competent andenthusiastic leadership of Mr. Rathbun.

THE AIAA EXECUTIVE BOARD
The Executive Board of the Association consists of the following:Alvin E. Rudisill, presidentDonald F. Hackett, past presidentLee D. Carter, president-electFrancis Cackowski, vice president for Classroom reacheLaura L. Lewis, vice president for Classroom TeachersWalter C. Brown, vice president for Teacher EducatorsHerbert Y. Bell, vice president for SupervisorsWil Miller, vice president for Elementary School Industrial ArtsLou G. Ecker, vice president for State Association OfficersGary Gunning, vice president for College StudentsDonald I.. Rathbun, executive directorThe Executive Board met three times during the past yc ir and complete minutesare included in the delegate packet. Some of the iteni disc d at each meeting were,

as follows:

A.
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2. 1975-76 budget adjustments

nati
1. Crossroaadcsh'7(27) itlegmThs

:iiicM

3. National office staff leave policy4. Administrative Committee handbook5. Constitution revision procedures6. House of Delegates resolutions7. AIAA State Representatives Policies and Procedures
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rkicOmrhirtee items
State Association affiliation procedures

O.^ Conference site selection
1 Cincinnati Conference report

13.AIAA Foundation
Council reports

Meeting of January 26, 27 and 28 1976 Tempe, Arizona
Membership promotion and processing
Life membership reserve study

. Sale of A1AA membership lists
'.'AIACSA items

A.I.AA. dues collection by affiliated organization
Insurance programs
Financial status report
Advertising in AIAA publications
"History of industrial Arts" slide project

10. Constitution revision
-11. Committee activities
12. 1976-77 committee handbook approved
13..Conference proposal guidelines approved
14. Conference complimentary room policy
15.- Council reports
16. Association travel expense policies
17. Crossroads '76 items
18, AIAA publications editor report
19. AIAA coordinator of professional services report

P-7

eeting_of April 18 and 19, 1976
I. Report on constitution ballot
2. Life membership survey
3. Wisconsin State and Alabama State Association affili don
4. Special citation ballot
5. House of Dele a es Policies and Procedures Manual
6. Membership report
7. 1975-76 budget status report
8. 1976-77 budget
9. State Association affiliation procedures

10. Report on committee activities
11. NEA affiliation status
12. Joint conference proposal report
13. Conference guidelines
14. Research Committee report

-- 15. Resolutioni "-

16. Council reports

iTHE AIAA ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE
,

The AIAA Administrative Committee consists of the president, president-elect and
immediate past president. The committee is responsible for directing and supervising
bational-office operations and met In Washington, D.C., on September 8, 9 and 10, 1975.
W:detailed report of the topics discussed and actions taken at this meeting is included in
our packet.

oines Iowa

AIAA CONSTITUTION

4The new constitution of the American Industrial Arts Association has been approved
a mail vote of the membership and wilt become effective July 1, 1976. The new con-

tOtion is the product of a three-year effort by an 80-member Constitution Revision
rnrnittee under the direction of Larry Wright and the Executive Hoard. It is an excellent
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document that should serve the Association for many years, but at the same time provides .

for an amendment procedure which can be activated as the need arises.

COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES

The committees of the Association have been very active this past year under the
capable and effective leadership of President-elect Lee Carter. A detailed report of
these activities is included in this packet. One of the most effective devices utilized for
Improving communications in the Association this past year was the Committeegram
which was edited by Lee Carter. It is the intention of the incoming president-elect,
Billy Mayes, to continue this form of communication during the forthcoming yeac.

MEMBERSHIP

Membership in the Association increased sig-nificantly during this past year and future
membership growth potential is excellent. The executive director and Membership Com-
mittee under the direction of Myron Bender are currently finalizing plans for an even
more extensive membership drive next year.

RESOLUTIONS OF THE 1975 REPRESENTATIVE ASSEMBLY

The Executive Board took the following actions in regard to current resolutions
passed at the 1975 Representative Assembly!

C-75-1: Constitution. The constitution was referred to the president for review and
the Executive Board revised and approved the document at the January 1976 Board meet-
ing. It was subsequently passed by the membership ballot.

C-75-2: Metrication. This resolution was referred to the ALA A Publications Com-
mittee and the AIAA editor for implementation.

C-75-3: Eliminating sex discrimination in Industrial Arts. This resolution was pub-
lished in AIAA publications which were distributed to membership throughout the U.S.

C-75-4: industrial Arts Clubs. This resolution was referred to Jim Dixon, AIAA
coordinator of-prufessional services, for the development of appropriate materials for
teacher education programs.

C-75-5: Legislation. This resolution was referred to the AIAA L:egislative Com-:
mince for implementation.

GOALS FOR COMING YEAR
It has been the policy for seve al years for the current president to establish Asson

ciation goals for the corning year. however, I believe that the achievement of projected
goals will be more fully realized if the president-elect establishes those goals since his
leadership will guide this Association beginning at the close of this conference. There-
fore, President-elect Lee Carter will present these Association goals to the House of
Delegates.

IN CONCLUSION

It has been a very good year. The Association has grown in number of members and
I believe in the quality of iN services and leadership influence. Your president has also
grown because of his involvement with the thousands of dedicated individuals who make
thls Association work.
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